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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

PROFESSOR Bcthi.ee’s Indische Palaeographie, cousistiag of 96 pages of

letter- press, with a portfolio of 9 plates of alphabetical characters and

numerals and 8 tables of explanatory transliteration of them, was published

in 1896 as Part 11 of Yol. I. of Dr. Karl J. Triibner’s “ Grrundriss der Indo-

Arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde,” or “Encyclopaedia of Indo-Aryan

Research,” which was planned and started by Professor Biihler himself, and

was superintended by him up to the time of his death, in April, 1898.

There was always the intention of issuing the letter-press of the work

in English also. The English version was made by Professor Biihler. Anri

his manuscript of it was on its way to the Press at the time of his death.

Steps were taken towards having it printed and published under the direction of

Professor Kielhorn, who succeeded to the editorial management of the Grundriss.

At that time, however, owing partly to the great interruption of business in

India caused by the plague, partly to the manner in which the manuscript was

written, and partly to a natural difficulty in the way of doing what had been

contemplated, namely, of issuing the English version in such a form as to

resemble the German original exactly in type and in arrangement page by page,

the preparation for publication could not be taken far, and eventually had to be

abandoned.

Feeling, myself, the want of the English version, and knowing that there

must be others placed in the same position, in 1902 I made some inquiries and

proposals about it. The result, with the consent and help of Professor Kielhorn,

was a generous public-spirited response by Dr. Triibner, who, after consultation

with Mrs. Buhler, agreed to transfer the copyright of the English version on

practically nominal terms, subject to certain conditions as to the method of

publication. Dr. Trubner’s terms and conditions were accepted in a similar

spirit by Colonel Sir Richard Temple, the proprietor of the “ Indian Antiquary.”

And thus it came to me to take the work through the Press, and to arrange the

issue of it in its present form as an Appendix to the “Indian Antiquary,”

Yol. XXXIII, 1904.

As far as the commencement of the second paragraph of § 16, A, on page 33,

the English version has been produced from an advanced proof of 1900,

prepared in the circumstances indicated in paragraph 2 above, and revised

by Professor Kielhorn. From that point onwards, it has been done from
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Professor Biihler’s manuscript, written by himself. In order, however, to set

the printers fairly at work, it was necessary, because of the very numerous and
sometimes rather perplexing abbreviations to which Professor Biihler had had

recourse, to furnish them with a fair copy. The copy was, of course, closely

compared by me with the original manuscript. And it is hoped that no mistakes

have been introduced, in interpreting any of the abbreviations in passages which

are not in the German original.

A perusal of a very few pages of the English work, thus issued, will

suffice to shew that it is not altogether a literal rendering of the German original.

It is, therefore, sent forth as an English version, not as an actual translation.

At the same time, the English version does not in any way supersede the

German original. In the first place, as the stones were not preserved, it has not
been practicable to issue with the English version the plates and tables which
form so important a part of the whole work

; however, there is available, for

separate purchase, a limited number of copies of the plates and tables, printed off

in excess of the number required for issue with the German original. In the
second place, in writing his English version. Professor Biihler made here and
there certain deviations, sometimes by insertion, sometimes by omission, from
the German original. But these deviations, made chiefly in connection with the
second edition, published in 1898, of his Indian Studies, No. Ill, on The Origin
of the Indian Brahma Alphabet, are in points of detail, and do not in any way
amount to a revised edition of his Indische Palaeographie.’ The German
original is still the text-book, as much as is the English version. The latter is

for the benefit of those, interested in any way whatsoever in the subject, who
are not able to utilise the German text.

This work of Professor Biihler has brought to a climax, for the present,
the palseographic line of Indian research. And it would be impossible to speak
in too high terms of the manner in which he has handled the subject, and of the

A final paragraph on page 96 of the German work mentions “some recent publications

rr^eotSeS of the stone-masons,” which could

L^guttural nasal « 7
^o^^t accounts for the omission of the Brahma character for

uL or^rfrofthe
col. VI. of the taue on page 11, as compared with the same

character in an additional ,

introduction of an inset illustration of that

trrt be tat?

r

(12), m connection with which

Gaya alphabet on page 29, in line 6 from the botto^fr^r!^ t. '
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value of tlie results which he has placed before us. In the palaaographic line,

however, as also in the historical line, on which it is largely dependent, and, in

fact, in every line of Indian research, we are steadily accumulating more facts

and better materials, and making substantial progress, every year. I venture,

therefore, to draw attention to a few details, which already might now be treated,

or at least considered, from other points of view.

A notable point, regarding which I differ from the opinions of Professor

Biihler as expressed in this work, is that of both the relative order and

also the actual dates of the varieties of the Kharoshthi alphabet, indicated on

page 25 under § 10, (3) and (4), which are found in the epigraphic records and

on the coins of— (following the order in which, in my opinion, they should

properly be placed) — Eanishka and Huvishka, 'Sudasa-'Sodasa and Patika,

and Gondophernes. Kanishka certainly founded the Malava-Vikrama era,

commencing B. C. 58. And in that era there are certainly dated, in addition

to records of the times of him and his direct successors, the dated records of

the times of 'Sudasa-'Sodasa, Patika, and Gondophernes, and of Yasudeva, who

was a contemporary of Gondophernes.*^

A similar remark applies to the order and dates of the varieties of the

Brahma or Brahrai alphabet, indicated on page 32, under § 15, (8, 9), from

records of the times of Kanishka, Huvishka, 'Sudasa-'Sodasa, and Yasudeva.

As regards the nomenclature of those same varieties of the Kharoshthi

alphabet, it is now certain that it is erroneous to describe one of them, mentioned

there and discussed on page 27 f., as a 'Saka variety. 'Sudasa-'Sodasa and

Patika were not 'Sakas, or Sakas, if that should be the correct expression

according to the original form of the name.® None of the Sakas, 'Sakas,

ever played a leading historical part in Northern India.

In respect of the Eran coin, mentioned first on page 8, which presents

a reversed Brahmi legend running from right to left, we must not lose sight of

the possibility that the explanation is to be found, as has been suggested by

2 See J.RAS. 1905, 282 ff. Eegarding Vasashka, Yasushka, Y^hom it has not been necessary

to mention by name above, see ihid, 357 f.

It may be observed here that on page 40, line 7 from the bottom, in the words “or of the

4th century of the Seleucid era,” and in the corresponding place on page 41, line 10, of the German

text, there must be a slip of the pen. The alternative proposed initial date of Kanishka which

Professor Biihler had in view, is certainly A. D. 89. And in that year there began the Seleucidan

year 401 ;
that is, the first year of the fifth (not fourth) century of that era,

2 For the real meaning of the inscription P. on the Mathura lion-capital, which has been

supposed to mark them as Sakas, i. e. Sakas, see J.EAS. 1904, 703 ff., and 1905, 154 fP.
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Professor Hultech in the “Indian Antiquary,” Vol. XXVI, p. 336, in a mistake

of the engraver of the die, who, like the die-sinker in the case of a certain

coin of Holkar of the last century, may have forgotten that he ought to reverse

the legend on the die itself. "We have one instance of such remissness in

ancient times in a coin of Rajula-Rajuvula, the reverse of which presents

a monogram, formed of the Greek letters E and Y, facing in the wrong

direction ;
see Professor Gardner’s Catalogue of the Coins of the Greek and

Scythic Kings of Bactria and India, p. 67, No. 5. And we have another in the

legend on a bronze stamp for making seals, where the engraver omitted to

reverse the syllable sri
;
see J.RAS. 1901, 98, plate. No. 9.

On page 67, under § 29, B, (2), there is a statement about the strongly

cursive Kararese M, which is calculated to be misleading, ^d on the strength

of ifhich some erroneous assertions have already been made.

In the plates and tables there are some selections that might have been

avoided, and some incorrect details, which are due to two causes partly to the

hct, the explanation of which has been indicated in some remarks made by me

in the “Epigraphia Indica,” Vol. VI, p. 80, that, owing to the nature of the

only available materials, the plates have sometimes been based upon reproduc-

tions of original records which are not actual facsimiles j
partly to the fact,

vbieli we learn from the Concluding Remarks on page 102, that some of the

details of the plates were not selected and filled in by Professor Buhler himself.

And in any revision of the work there would have to be added, in connection

with § 20, D, on page 44, a notice of the more recently discovered peculiar variety

of the southern alphabet which is illustrated in the Mayidavolu plates of the

Pallava king 'Siva-Skandavarman and the Kondamudi plates of Jayavarman,

edited by Professor Hultzsch in the “Epigraphia Indica,” Vol. VI, pp. 84 ff.,

315 £

^ See, for the preseat, my remarks about them in El. 6, 77 fi.

® For tkree instances of incorrect details, see some remarks by Professor Kielhorn,

in El. 8, 88, note 1, below the introduction to his edition of the Junagadh inscription, or Girnar

Piasasti, of Rudradtoan.

As instances of the other kind, I may mention the following. Col. IV. of plate VIII. is

from a reproduction (lA. 13, 186), which is not an actual facsimile, of a record the authenticity of

wMchis open to question. And col. VII. of the same plate is mostly from a lithograph (lA. 6, 138)

wMcliwas made, at a time when our methods of dealing with the original records were still decidedly

primitive, from a plain uninked estampage, made by myself, the ground of which was painted in by

my own band, with results which cannot exactly be taken as furnishing a thoroughly typical

illustration of the Western Chalukya alphabet of the eleventh century A. D,
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It would, however, have been contrary to the spirit of the arrangement

with Pr. Triibner, to introduce any comments and additions of my own, either

in the text or in footnotes. And I do not find it convenient or appropriate to

present them here, beyond the extent of the indications given above. Anything

of that kind must b_e left for other occasions. • -

My editorial functions in the issue -of this English version of Professor

Biihler’s work have thus been confined to details of a formal kind : chiefly in

the matter of giving more prominence to the titlings of the sections and the

divisions of them; in transferring to a more convenient position,. as separated

footnotes at the bottom of the pages to which they belong, the notes which in

the German original stand massed together at the end of each section f and in

marking, by figures in square brackets in thick type, the commencement of

each page of the German original, as closely as has been .found, convenient.

Following, however, an example set by Professor Bilhler himself in his

manuscript, I have gone somewhat further still in breaking up some of the

very long paragraphs of the original. Following, his lead in another direction

also, .1 have, endeavoured to present everywhere the correct spelling, as far

as it can be ascertained, of all the place-names which occur in the work ; but, in

conformity with his practice in this work, without discriminating between the

long and the short forms of e and o. And I have corrected a few obvious

mistakes
;
for instance, under § 29, A, in line 18 on page 66, I have substituted

“ Badami ” for the “ Aihole ” (properly Aihole) of the German original and of

the manuscript translation.

In § 29, page 65 flF., and anywhere else where the word may occur, I have

taken the liberty of substituting the word “ Kanarese ” for the “ Kanara ” of the

German original and of the manuscript translation ; and similarly, on page 46,

line 4, and page 51, lines 21, 27 f., I have substituted “the Kanarese country
”

for the “Kanara ” of the original and of the manuscript. The form “Kanara,”

with the lingual n, is nothing but an imaginative advance upon the official

figment “ Kanara,” with the dental n, for which, itself, there is no basis in

the Kanarese language, nor any necessity. I had thought at first of using, like

the late Rev, Dr. Kittel and some other writers, the original vernacular word

“ Kannada,”—the source of our conventional “ Canara, Kanara,” which, how-

ever, do not mean the whole of the Kanarese country. And that word, which

denotes both the country and its language and also their alphabetical characters,

« In doing this, I have corrected a few wrong references which came to notice, and have added

a very few new references which seemed likely to be of use.
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would have been appropriate enough. But I decided eventually on “ Kanarese ;
”

partly because, though this term, also, is conventional, it is so well-established,

familiar, and definitive ;
and partly because it was practically used, alongside

of the word “Eanara,” by Professor Buhler himself, in the “ Kanaresische
”

and “ Altkanaresische” of the original German work {e.g., page 66, lines 4, 6),

and in the “Canarese” and ‘^Old Canarese” of corresponding passages in his

English version.

Except, however, in such det^ls as the above, and in the abolition of the

inconvenient abbreviations of which mention has been made on page 2 above, the

English version is simply a reproduction of Professor Bxihler’s manuscript.

In bringing this somewhat intricate work to a successful issue, I have been

greatly indebted to the zeal and ability of Mr. J. S. Foghill, the Head Reader of

the Bombay Education Society’s Press. But for the extreme care with which he

disposed of the first rough proofs before any proof was sent out for revision by me,

I should certainly not have been able to take the work through, as has actually

been done, on only one proof and a revise of it.

J. F. Fleet.
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CORRECTIONS AND REMARKS.

Page 24, line 7 from the bottom; read, JA. 1888, II, 280.

„ 25, line 5 ;
Kaldawa seems to he a mistake for Kaldarra (WZKM. 10, 327) or Kaladara

Nadi (J.RAS. 1903, 14).

„ „ line 19 ;
seems to be a mistake (of the original) for iht,

„ 29, line 5 from the bottom
j
for no, read no.

„ 32, line 5, and in some subsequent places
; for Ghasundi, read Ghasundi.

„ „ line 2 of the notes, and page 41, § 20, A ; for another reproduction of the Girnar

Pfasasti, or Jun%adh inscription, of the time of Rudradaman, which is the basis of

col. VI. of plate III, see, now, EL 8, 44.

„ 40, line 9; for Su^sa, read Sndasa.

„ „ line 7 from the bottom; regarding the words "or of the 4th century of the Seleucid

era,” see Introductory Note, p. 3, note 2.

„ 61, note 1 ;
for another reproduction of the Vakkaleri plates of A. D, 767, which are the

basis of col. XVI. of plate VII, see, now, BI. 5, 202,

„ 64, note 10, end ; read Santivarman (see, now, Bp. Cam. 7, Sk. 176, for one reproduction
of this record, and El. 8, 32, for another).

„ 69, line 9
1

it may be remarked that the original identification of Kalinganagara with
Kalingapattanam (Kalingapatam), on the coast, has been superseded

; the ancient
city is represented by the site now covered by the villages Mukhalingam and
Nagarakatakam and the ruins between them, inland in the Ganiam district;
see, e. EL 4, 187 f.

„ 81, line 8 from the bottom
;
the German original (p. 77, line 35) has “ 50, 60, 70 ;

” in his
English manuscript, Professor Buhler wrote “50, 60, 70,” and then corrected the
50 into 10.

„ 86, bottom ; it may be remarked that this system of numeral notation is commonly called
the Katapayadi system, from the initial consonants of the four lines.
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A JOUENAL OF OEIENTAL EESEAECH.

VOLUME XXXIIL — 1904.

JANGNIMAH OF SAYYAD ‘ALIM ‘ALT MAN, A HINDI

POEM BY SUDISHT.

BY WILLIAM IBVINE, LATE OE THE BENGAL CIVIL SERVICE.

The original manuscript from which my copy of this work was made, was found a year or two ago

by my agent, Maulvi ‘Abd-ul-‘Aziz, in the library of the Maharajah of Benares at Ramnagar,

access to which had been obtained for him through the kind offices of Leslie Porter, Esq., C.S.,

Commissioner and Agent to the Goyernor-General.

The book in question is in the Persian character. From the nature of the language, ‘Abd-ul-

‘Aziz inferred a Panjabi origin. If this be cori’ect, possibly the author was a native of the Upper

Duabah where the Barhah Sayyads live
;
and the language there used would seem to a dowa-

country man little, if at all, distinguishable from the Hindi of the Eastern Panjab. The liberal use

of Persian and Arabic, with the absence of Hindu imagery, suggests that the author, in spite of his

Hindu appellation (Sudisht), was probably a Muhammadan. When writing in the vernacular,

Muhammadans often adopted a Hindu name as their taMalliis, or pen-name. The abrupt way

in which the poem opens, shows that some introductory lines have been lost.

For my own part, I am inclined to think that the author was a Muhammadan of the Dakhiu, or

one who had long lived there. The scene is in the Dakhiu
;
and in lines 33, 112, and 118 we have

the curious contraction baj for ha-juz, which is certainly not known in Northern India, and,

according to J. T, Platts (Dictionary, p. 118), is a word used by the poet Wali, and peculiar to

Southern India, Mahrattah scholars may possibly detect forms borrowed from 4hat dialect. The

name of Sudisht does not appear in Grierson’s Modern Vernacular Literakore of Bmdueian

(Calcutta, 1889).

From internal evidence I believe that the poem is a contemporary effusion ; and as Wali was

then alive, it is not impossible that he was the writer. He lived in the Dakhin at Aurangabad or

Burhanpur, and was in Dihli in the year 1132 H. (l719’-20) — J, F. Blurahardt’s Catalogue of

Hindi and Hindustani Manuscrijpts in the British Museum, p. 5, The events I’ecorded in the poem

took place in 1132 H, (1720), and the few historical facts given in itm correct according to the

prose chronicles, But the work is more a lament on the fate of young 'Abui ‘Ali than
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a record of events, wliich are not given in any detail. As it seems to me, the greater number of the

hues are sweet and musical, many very striking, and some most pathetic.

Transliteration of Text. Translation^

[Opening lines are imniing.']

Kih : Le kar Kizamul-mulk fauj sath

‘‘ Chal ata hai sidha Dakhin ki jo hat

“ Tuman sang jang, lio^^ari karo,

“ Laiai ki begi tayari karo.”

5 Suna aur kiya dil men apnl ‘ajab

:

‘‘ Larai haman sath kya-hi sabab ?
”

So Ise men ako khabar yuii deba

Kill litara Nizamu-l-mulk Narbada.

Hfii bat Sayyad pai tahqiq jab,

10 Biila bhej arkan-i-daulat kon tab
;

Nazar jahaii tahan ja chadhawani lagi,

Du‘ayan ism nit dadhwani lagl ^

Pakane lagi har jins ke ta‘am,

Khila,in lagi dam-ba-dam subh-o-sham,

15 Hathi, un0, ghori, ta§adduq ki,e,

Jo kuchh jag mon karna, so iiu sabh bi,e,

Tasadduq utari xitari lage.

Rupai khwan bhar bhar ke waran lage,

Jahan lag qntb, ghans, an pir the,

20 Jahan lag wali ^a§, khabir the,

Jahan lag jo ko sahib-i-hosh the,

Zamanah ki afat ke sarposh the,

Jahan lag muqarrab the, dargah ke,

Jahan tak jo the ^as is rah ke,

25 Madad mang sakalian son, kina suwal^

Jahan tak qalandar the, ahl-i-kamal;

•

“ Main farzand ‘Ali ka, wa al-i-rasul,

“Karo ‘arz mera turn itna qabiil;

Pare hai mujhe aj mushkil mahal,

30 Tumen mil-ke sabh, mujh ko lena nibhal,

Eakho laj mardon ke maidan men,
“ Achi jan jab tain meri jan men

;

j^kuda baj na koi mujhe yar hai,

“ TJse ke karam ka jo adhar hai.

That :
“ Nizam-ul-Mulk with an army

“Is coming straight on the Dakhin road,

“ He means to fight with thee, be on thy guard,

“ Prepare forthwith for war.”

He heard and wondered in his mind :

“ To fight with me what can be the reason 2
”

Meanwhile they came with the news

That Nizain-ul-Mulk had crossed the Narbadii.

When the Sayyad had verified the fact,

Then sent he a summons to all his councillors
;

Oifferings to various places were presented,

Invocations to His Name were uttered uiiceas*

ittgly;

Food of every sort began to be prepared,

Men were fed every instant from morn to night.

Elephants, camels, horses, were given in alms,

Whatever sacrifice could be done that did he, •

Alms of every sort were presented.

Trays filled with rupees were held up before

shrines.

Wherever there was a leader, a saint, a holy man,

Wherever there was a noted friend of God, or

learned one,

Wherever there was one possessed of understand-

mg,

A coverer up of this age’s calamities,

Wherever ^there was one connected with any

shrine.

Wherever there was one specially noted in the

Way,

Help was asked from all, the question was put,

Wherever there was any recluse, of perfect

qualities

;

“ I am a son of ‘ Ali, of the Prophet’s race,

“ Be pleased so far to accept my requests
;

“ This day there falls on me a desperate difficulty,

“All of you jo-in together, find me a way of

escape,

“ I risk my reputation in the field of heroes,

“ Unconquered while breathes a breath of life j

“ Besides God there is none my friend,

“His nlercy is my only staff and stay.”
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85 Bula pliir najumi, kliola,! najum
j

“ Kaho, kya hai yah ghulghalah, kya hajum,

“Kaho, din hai kaise, satara hai kon,

Fath kis kon hai, nr awara hai kon,

A] hi kar sabh mil, miijhe bol cleo,

40 ‘‘ Bhala ya bfira, yak-ba-yak khol deo/*

Najumi kahe hain khiish-amad ki bat

;

Kahan ‘ ilm-i-kamil inhoii ke hat ?

“ Nawazunga tumaiia, karunga nihal,

“ Odhanunga tumana dn-shala wa shalJ’

45 Kahe sab najumiyaii: '*Napat khair hai,

“ Satare ki gardish ka fcapak bahuter hai,

Yaqin hai hainaii kon fath pay‘>ge,

** Fath pMce begi son phir ayoge/’

Puchha bat, ba‘ze faqiraa brda
;

50 “ Tumhari bhi is bat mon kya sala ?
”

Kahe tab faqiraii-ne :
“ Sun liyo to ab,

‘^Shahr chhor-jane mon,nahia knclih suwab,

^‘Nah iiniarao koi, sahib-i-fauj, hai,

“ Sliitabi ke kavneii men, kya bujh hai,

55 “ Navyi fanj, lashkar, navva kul sipah,

“ Dagha-h! dagha hai, dagha khwah-ma-

khwah/*

tjfehe bol yaran ke : Sunte ho, Shah,

“ Yuh kya kto hai, tumana deo §alal.i,

‘‘ Sipahi na janon ih, kul bagh hain,

60 “ Saff-i-jang men ag tain ik ag hain,

“ Sakat kya jo ko rd-ba-ru ho khara,

“ Khara ho, to chariyon sen denge uda,

‘‘ Yih uh fauj hai, fauj-i-dushman-shikan,

Agar ho jama* Hind, agar sabh Dakhan,

65 '*S]iuja‘at tain, gar zor-i bazu karen,

“ Paharan achhen, to tarazu karen,

** Karen tal upar, mar talwar son,

Be kul fauj ho ran ke sardar kon.
’’

Rahe Shah tab, ho-ke aude^ah-nak
j

7 0 ** Tumhara hai hafiz wall zat-i-pak

!

“Bfira dil men mat lena is bat ka,

“Bharosa nahin ham kon is sath ka
j

“ Fath-hi-fatli, pun bada mar hai

!

“ ‘Azizan I Tumhara khuda yar hai 1

”

Next he sent for astrologers, the stars were read
;

“ Say what is this uproar, what this crowd,
* Say how is the day, what is its star,

“ Who gains the victory, who is put to flight,

“This day consult jointly and make your report,
“ Good or evil, unfold to me every detail.’*

The astrologers said their words of flattery

;

When held they full knowledge in their hand?
“ Gifts will I shower on you, richly endow you,

“Throw on your shoulders shawls, double and
single.”

Spoke all the star-readers :
“ It is altogether well,

“ The stars in their courses have many throbbings,

“We verily believe that victory will be yours,

“ Crowned with victory you will soon return.”

He asked questions from certain recluses he had

called

;

“ You, too, must say in this what is your advice.”

Then said the mendicants : “ Listen, your Honour,
“ To quit the city is devoid of all profit,

“There is no noble who has an ainny ;

“What wisdom is there in such haste

?

“ Untried your army and troops, all are raw

soldiers,

“Deception upon deception, deception in every

case.”

Out spoke his friends : “ You hear, my lord

!

“ What sort of action is this that these men-

counsel ?

“These know not your fighters, every one a tiger,

“ In battle rank they rage as one great fire,

“ What force exists that dares to stand and face

us,

“If such appear, we will put it to flight with

sticks,

“ Ours is such au army, an army of enemy-

breakers,

“ Let Hind assemble, let the whole Dakhin come,

“ Then by onr valour, wielding the strength of

our right arm,

“ Should even mighty mountains weigh the scales,

“They shall be turneLl upside down by our sword-

blows,

“ With part of your army you will win the battle.”

Then said the ruler, full of anxiety :

“ Your protector is that Lord All-pure,

“Be not displeased at this saying,

Confidence I have not in them,

“ Be the end victory or not, still it is a big fight,

“ Dear companions, God is your friend 1
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75 Kahe suii-ke Nawab main itni bat

Kib :
“Mama o jiwana hai sab Babb ke bath,

Jo bazi di, bamana kon mil jaega,

‘‘ J!,e tak ub dunya mon bacbaega,

‘‘Mujbe ‘ar-bl-^ar inkar hai,

80 Kib tahqiq mama so yak bar hai !

“ Karunga jo kucbb mujli son bo awega,

Yihi nanw dunya mon rab jaega.”

Andeshab so kul dil kon lAali klya,

Nikal men ki begi, utawall Idya,

85 Uthe beg begi son gbar men gaje

Adab son kbare bo-ke man so kahe

Kib :
“ Turn ma, main farzand bon, larka,

“ Badi man ka aur badi piyar ka
;

“ Suno turn, kib Dilli babu dur bai,

00 “ Hamara ism jag men m^bur hai,

“Hukm bo, to ja babar dera karun,

Burhanpu[r] lag ek pbera karun.

Main pota bun us Shah yazdan ka, i

“ Hjin farzand Niiru-d-din ‘Ali Hian k5

95 ** Muibe baitb rabnan bada nang bai,

Agar Ej Rustam sete jang bai.

“ Hasenge mujb dekb Qutbu-l-mulk,

‘Dakbin men kya tba Nizamu4-mulk,’

“ Yib sun-ke karenge ta‘jjab Nawab,

100 ** Kib farzand ‘Alim ‘AH, kam-yab,

Dara jiu son, ur nikal na saka,

“ Sbuja‘at ka namus kucbb na rakbS.

“ Dunya mo]^ do-blira kucbb ana nabjn,

“ Bah dunya Janam lag tbakana nabln,

105 “ Agar bai haiyati, to pbir Swenge,
“ Fatb bo, to mukb a-ke dikbla denge;
“ Apas dil men bamani, utaro na koi,
“ Du‘a mon acbbwant basaro na koi,

“ Pakar bath sompo Kbudawand ko,

110 “ Rabo ‘ aisb, arara, wa anand son.^’

Kabe ma nen; “Main kyun raza deun tujhe,
“ Dakbin men tere baj hi kon mfijbe,

“^uda baj ko tiijb kon satbi nahin,
“ Miljbe maslahat kucbbo yib bhati nabin,

115 “ Nanba ya bada, ko tere satb bai ?

“ Tun jata bai larne, yah kya bat hai.”

Ba jadam-jad ma kon ra?i kiya,

Ba bar bai cbalne ke ru^^at liya,

Chbau suwarab us waqt Sayyad ke pas,
120 Sipabi o cbelab o knll

Having listened the Nawab resumed ;

“ Death and life lie all in the hand of God,

“What part be allots will fall to us,

“While m the world be will preserve us,

“ I abhor disgrace or ignominy
;

“ And of a truth, death comes only once I

“ I will do whatever I am capable of,

“This renown will survive me in the world,”

Thus he thrust out all anxiety from his heart,

Suddenly be issued forth iu baste,

He rose and as quickly as be could went home,
Reverently he stood and to bis mother spake :

“ You are my mother, I am thy son, tliy boy,
“ I respect you as mother and you love me;
“Listen to me, Dilli is very far away,
“ Our name is in the world renowned,

“If you permit, I will bring foitb my tents,

“As far as Bnrhanpur I will journey.

“I am descended from that God-like Lord,
“ I am the son of Nur-ud-din ‘AH Khan.
“For me to sit idle is a great disgrace,

“Even if to-day the contest be against a Rustam:
“Looking at me Qutb-ul-Mulk will scoff and say,
“ ‘What a mere nothing was Nizam-ul-Mulk in

the Dakbin.'

“ Hearing this affair the NaWab will marvel,

“That his son, ‘Abm ‘Ali, the fortunate,

“ Trembled in his heart and could not come forth,

“His reputation for valour be could not maintain.
“Twice over we cannot enter the world,

“For life no reliance can be placed on this world

:

“ If destined to live I will return,
“ If victorious, I will come to show my face

;

“Never in your heart look down on me,
“Never in your prayers forget or overlook me,
“ Take me by the hand and confide me to the

Lord,

“May you live on in ease, comfori, and delight.”
His mother said : “ Why should I grant consent,
“For with me in the Dakbin who is there but

thee,

“Besides God whom is tliere to be your Helper?
“ This project is in no way agreeable to me,
“Young or old, whom have you to follow you,
“Yet you want to fight, what an idea is that?”
With great effoit ho obtained his mother’s

consent,

In one way or another got leave to depart,

State and retinue went with the Sayyad,
Soldiers and slaves, servants private and public,
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Tawd?:kal kiya, aut dil kon dith :

’'‘Mail?. Sayyad kun, ab kyS dikbayun so

Bulaya shitabi son diwUn kon,

Kaha :

‘ ‘ Ab likho kkat Amin Khan kon : —

-

125 ‘ Dakbin men tumen mard bo-ke mashbur,
«

* Shitabi baman pas ana zarur,

“ * Kafi.qat son mil, jan-fis^ani kapo>

“ ‘ Jald a,o aur inibrbani karo,

“ ‘ Kill yab waqt hai waqt-i-kam ka>

ISO “ ‘ Tumbari shuja*at nang-o-nam ka
;

“‘Jo kucbli turn kaboge, so boga qabul,

“‘Hai sbabid bamara j^ada aur Rasul/’’

Cbalnen lage ja-ba-ja tbar tbar,

Rawanab kl,e qasidan ek bar,

135 Nigabdasht ka ^ub garmi kiya,

Jab ne jo manga, so cbab fisko dlya,

Kabo jae dera deo maidan mon,

Nazik Mahamdi Bagh, uncban mon.

Atbi barwin (12) mah-i-Rajab ka cband,

140 Obala ghar tain, shammer o baktar kon

baiidh

:

Waise bon ub sardar sariyan mane

Kib jyon cbaud bai kul satariyaii mane

;

Naqare, damame, bajate cbale,

Rupl, asbarfiyan le lujawe cbale,

145 Kiya jae-ke dere mon cbar-ek maqam,

Kare fiqr, tadblr bar subb-o-sliam
;

Jaban lag the sardar, jodbaii, ball,

Bula-kar kaba Sayyad ‘Alim All

Kib :
“ Turn ho sipabi, mai^ sardar bun,

150 “ Bhala ya bura sabb ka gbam-^or rahun,

“ Shabr chhor dera main bahar kiya,

“ Tawakkal khuda-i^mustaffa par kiya.

“ Suno bat, ik dil ke kahta bun main,

“ Kib jis fikr mon ^arq rabta bu^ mai^.

155 “ Kaban Hind, Barba, kaha^ hai Dakban,

Kaban l^wesh, qurbat, kaban hai baman,

“Kaban son, kaban son, kidbar son, kaban,

“ Klib B^be son qismat le a,i yahan,

“ ‘Azizan ! Main * Alim ‘Ali Khan bun,

160 “Jawani mon sakaliyan mon ba-jan huja ;

“ Jawani 30 kucbb dil mon ^am nahin

mujbe,

“ Maran aur jian ka wabm nabin miijbe,
^

“ Mare jiu kon ra^mat 0 shyabasb hai, I

“ Jawani men jiwana badi is bai, *
|

Placing bis hope on God, be braced bis heart;
“ I am a Sayyad, bow can I turn my back.”

In baste be sent for bis chief man.
Said : “ Write at once this letter to Amin K^han ;

—

“
‘ In the Dakbin you are a man well-famed,

“ ‘ Without fail you must hasten here to me,
“ ‘ Come quickly and do me the favour
“ ‘ To join my force, and spend your life-blood,

‘ Verily this time is the time for deeds,

“‘For your valour, your name and fame,
“ ‘ Whatever you demand shall be agreed to,

“ ‘ Be witness our God and bis Prophet/

Then began to set out strings of men to all parts,

Message-carriers were despatched forthwith.

Recruiting went on most busily,

Whatever anyone asked that he got,

Was told to go and put up bis tent in the plain

Close to Mubamdi Bagb, on the high ground.

It was the twelfth of the moon Rajab.

He left his bouse clad in mail, bis sword on hip
;

Such amidst the throng was that leader

As is the moon amongst the stars.

Beating kettledrums, large and small, be marched,

Scattering gold and silver coin as he passed.

He went and rested some days in bis tents,

Planned and consulted from morn to night

Wherever there were leaders, brave and bold.

They were sent for, and told by Sayyad ‘Alim ‘Ali

Thus : “ You are soldiers, I am the general,

Let good or ill befall, I share the cares of all

;

“ I have quitted the city and put up my tents,

“ Relyiog upon God and His Chosen One.
“ Listen while I tell what is in my mind,
“ The matter which keeps me plunged in thought.

“ Where are Hind and the Barhah ? Far from

the Dakhin !

“ Where are my friends and relations, so far from

me

!

“ 0 where and 0 where, whither gone, and where

!

“ For the Fates have brought me from Barhah
here.

“ Friends ! I am ‘Alim ‘Ali Khan.

“ In the morn of youth, with all my powers.

“ For the joys of youth in my heart I grieve not,

“ As to life and death, I have no illusions,

" The soul after death receives mercy and praise,

“ The young man has great longing for life^
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165 “ Jiwan aur bhala jab lakon laj bai

“ Wagainah to kya takbt aur taj bai,

“ Jab lak bawae yMn mere sath mon,

“ Achbo waqt-i-jang sabb meri bat mon,

“ Jidhar ma‘rka a parega nadan,

170 “ Udbar ek dil bo-ke karna nadan.

“ Karo, mard ho, dil mon mardangl,

Hai mashbiir mardon k! mardangl.

Hai Barbe ka kul Hind mon neknam,

‘‘ Main mangta niyat, abru, subb-o-sbam,

175 Jo aya bai so pbir iibmar jaega,

“Nab kfichb satb liyaya, nab le-]aega.”

Kbabar son maqaman ki, ma mihrban

Tappbne laga jiu aur sabb pran,

Ga,i sbabr ki babari, ja mili,

180 Napat arzu son lagaya gali.

Kaba mankon : “ Ma ! Turn se kaha paOnga,

“ Agar jag mo^, so baz pbir a,iinga,

“‘Abas pbir ke ta§di‘ kyun a,i tumen,

“ Pbir ate bain begi sbitabi bamen,

185 “ Na kucbb dil mon turn be-qarari karo,

“ Sbabr kl taraf ab snwarl karo.”

Kabi ma : “Nahin chain dil mon mujbe,

“Main dekbungi kis des, pbir-kar, tujbe,

“ Karun kya, §abr mujb son ata nabin,

190 Terepacbhah kucbb mujb kon bbata nabin,

“ Ik ik din mujbe bai ik ik sal ka,

“ Kbuda kon ^abar bai meri bai ka,

“ Nasibon mon kya bai, nabin kucbb kbabar,

“ Yah jlwana bo rahe mujbe jyun zahr,”

195 Bula-kar sa-o-pa bade tol ke,

Zar zar-kashi, §af, babu mol ke,

Bula,i Lntf Khan, ‘Umr Khan kon,

Mirza Mahamdi anr Matbi Khan kon,

Jahan lak the sardarate, ru-sbinas,

200 Bula bbej-kar sabb ke, a,en pas,

Sar-o-pae bar yak kon dene lagi,

Baja liya-ke taslim, lene lage,

Kaba ba‘d-az-an :
“ Sabb kon sugand bai

“ Kib ‘Alim ‘All mujb kon dilband hai,

205 ^‘Namak ki a^rt hi baja liyaoge,

“ To dil-sacbab pbir martaba payoge.

“ Klmda turn sabbon kon nigabban bai,

“ Bade bast dunya mon iman bai.”

Ki,e ‘abd sSriyan ne, sugand kha,

210 Kib : “Malik dil ka bamara Kbuda,

“Jab lak jiw tan mon bai, o dam men dam,
“ Kajbenge J^azOri mon sabit^qadam,

“ To live on is better while reputation lasts,

“That gone, what matters throne and crown I

“ So long as the hearts of my friends are mine,

“ In war-time all remain loyal to me,

“ Finally wherever the strife and battle fall,

“There to the end with one heart they still strive,

“ Be men and in your hearts resolve to be brave,

“By manly virtue a man gains renown.

“In all Hind is Barliab well esteemed,

“I pray for strength and honour all day long,

“All mortals here below are doomed to death,

“We brought nothing here and shall carry

nothing away.’’

Hearing of these baits, bis gracious mother

Became restless in her heart and soul,

She issued from the city, paid him a visit,

With exceeding love took him to her arms.

He said to his mother; “Mother, what can I say^

“If still in this world, I will certainly return,

“Why uselessly do you again worry yonirself,

“ I shall come back at once, without delay,

“ Allow no anxiety to enter your heart,

“Mount and return towards the city.”

Spoke his mother :
“ My heart is not at vest,

“ What land shall I ever see, where you return,

“What shall I do, I cannot acquire patience,

“ With you absent, there can be no pleasure for me.

“Each single day to me is like a year,,

“ God alone can know what is in my heart,

“What may be my lot I know not at all,

“ This life I lead is to me like poison.”

She called for robes of great weight,

Of gold brocade, lovely, of great price,

She sent for Lutf Khan and ‘Umr Khan,

For Mirza Mahamdi and for Matbi Khan,

For so many of the chiefs as she knew by name.

Men were sent for them, they drew near,

She began to give robes to each one,

They made their obeisance and accepted them.

After that she said : “ All must swear

“ That to ‘Alim ‘Ali Khan they are loyal,

“ They will behave as duty to their salt demands,

“Thus receiving at the last the reward of the

true-hearted.

“ May God keep you all under His gracious eye,

“ Good faith is a great thing in the world.”

All pledged themselves, they swore an oath
;

“The ruler of our hearts is God,

“While life remains, while breathing breath,

“We will stand firm-footed before our lord,
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“ Qadam sou qadam, hath son hath jor,

“ Karege jablak hogi dushman ki mor
;

215 “ Hamen dil son qurban hai, aar nisar.

Rakho dil mon, Sahib! tumen bar-qarar.”

Kahi :
*• Afrin ! Tam namak-khwar ho,

Wafadar, be-^ak. o dildar ho.”

Wida^ ho pran, ma kon kinS salto,

220 Kiya kuch begi son, bas wa as-salam

!

Chale, aur ga,e beg fitar ghat son,

Le-kar lao-lashkar wa sabh bhaiit son.

Kari fauj apne ke kitne suwar,

Jo dekha to maujfid chalis hazar

;

225 The itne shutar-nal, gaj-nal, ban,

Sune kol shalq, to jawe pran,

Rahekle o top^ than itne sanghat,

Kahi,e kya ? Nahin koi kahni ki bat

!

Nizamu-l-mulk par ho wajib, yaqin

230 Kih ab jang sabit hai, be kaf-o-shiii,

Kahaya salam aur kahaya du^a

Kih : “ Larna mere sath kuchho nahin naf‘a,

Kiya hai Dakhin ka mfqhe Subahdar,

** Lara,! ka mat deo mujh sou bichar,

285 “ Chale jao sidhi Hindustan kon,

“ Ohacha pas apne so aman son.

“ Main larke se kya tegh-bazi karun,

Bhaia hai jo kuch kar-sazi karun.”

Sana jab ]^abar Sayyad-i-‘ala-janab

240 Kaha: “ Dehu begi son is ka juwab.”

“ ‘Nanhe ‘umr him, pun main larka nahin,

‘ Kisi bat ka dil mon dharka nahin,

‘ Main Sayyad hun, turn dil mon kya liyae

ho ?

’

“ ‘ Mere mulk par chal-ke, kyun a,e ho 7

245 ‘ Mujhe ‘ar-hi-‘ar hai, ‘ar-i-nang

;

“ * Chale ao begi, nah liyayo daraiig*

‘ Agar lakh dar lakh faujan milen,

“
‘ Kih jin ke dhamak son tabq thalen,

‘Main u ^akhs hun, jo talan-har nah,

250 “ ‘Shuja‘at meri kis pai izhar nah ?

“ ‘ Agar hai haiyati to ghana nahin mujhe,
“ ‘ Agar maut hai, to wahm nahin mujhe,

‘“Jo marya hai qismat mon meri qalam,

“‘Nah howega ziyadah, nah howega kam,

255 “ ‘Main razi-i-Riza par hun jo kuchh raza,

“ ‘ Wahi khub hai, jo karega Khuda.* ”

Ba-har-hal uh fauj iitari nadi,

Pakar dil mani, dund da‘wa badi
j

“ Foot set to foot, hand joining hand,

“We stand fast so long as the enemy resists
;

“ Heartily we offer ourselves a sacrifice and

offering,

“You may, lady, set your heart at rest.”

She replied :
“ Bravo 1 you are true salt-eaters,

“ Faithful, without a doubt, and great of heart,”

The loved one said farewell, he saluted his mother,

He marched at once, enough and there’s an end.

He moved on and quickly descended the pass.

Took army and baggage, all kinds of soldiers.

He had in his army crowds of horsemen.

When counted he found them forty thousand

;

There were so many camel-pieces, elephant guns,

rockets,

That hearing them discharged one’s breath went,

Of field guns, siege guns, such a collection,

What shall we say ? There is nothing can be said,

Nizam-ul-Mulk seeing certainly of a truth

That war was now on foot, without any doubt,

Sent his compliments and a prayer,

Saying : “To fight with me is devoid of profit,

“ They have made me governor of the Dakhin,

“ Think not of fighting with me,

“Make your way straight to Hindustan,

“Join your uncle and be in safety.

“ How shall I use sword-play with a child,

“ It will be well whatever pretext I make.”

When the exalted Sayyad heard this message

He said : “Send forthwith this my answer ;

“ ‘Young in age I am, but not a boy,

“ ‘Nothing can make my heart to flutter,

“ ‘ I am a Sayyad, what idea have you taken up,

‘Into my country why have you advanced 7

“
‘I feel the ignominy, the slur on my reputation,

“
‘ Come on at once, make no lingering.

“ ‘If thousands on thousands of soldiers advance,

“ ‘ Wliose tread makes the heavenly vault to shift,

“ ‘I am that man who neither shirks nor flinches,

“ ‘ Who is there to whom my valour is not evident,

“ ‘ If life survives, I sorrow not,

“ ‘ If it be death, I treasure no illusion,

“ ‘ To what the pen has recorded as my fate

“ ‘Nothing can be added, from it nothing taken
“ * I am pleased and contented, whatever His

pleasure,

“ ‘ That thing is best which God provides.’
”

In short that army crossed the river,

Cherishing in its heart great expectations ;
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Idhar son waho lashkar, udhar son iih fauj,

260 Pare a naaik, jyun samudar ki mauj.

Napat dab abi lage tab abbal,

Earsne laga rat-4in barshkal,

Katak dhyuns guzari thi is bat kon.

Diya ko khabar a ubi rat kon

:

265 “ Subli jang bowega, yun bai ^abar,

Yihi zikr lashkar men bai gbar-ba-ghar.”

Kaba : Jiinth bai, yab nabin, kya i^tibar,

** Hamare bain jasus bbi bosbyar/’

Na jana kib jasns, qagid, tamam,

270 Ho rabe hai^ Niztou-l-mulk ke gbulam.

Tbi tari^ ebbauen jo Shawwal kl,

Badi nabaS“tar, sa^t janjal ki,

Atba roz itwar ka, na-ba-kar,

Gbari tbi wah Mirril^ ki, ashak-bar,

275 Tbi sa‘at uh sa^at mane khun-bshan,

Satara Zubal ka tha ^nb be-gnman.

Khara ho fciya ‘ai'z
;
“ Ai Dastgir !

“ Nizamu-l-mulk fauj le-ke kasir;

“ Manga yu kamanan mere bath kiyan.

280 “Jo bain rat-din wab mere satb kiyan.”

Subh kon utha Sayyadd-neknam,

Bhata, aur laga bolne ^usb-kalam :

“Naqara de ata bai, ai Qiblah-gab

!

Hnkm bo, to tayar howe sipab ?
”

285 “Manga yu sipar abanl, pbul-dar,

“ Sawari mon ajban men jo bam so piyar.”

Kabe: Kya kbair bai aj, dostaii 1

”

Utba bol begi son Gbiyas ^an :

“ Aub ‘Alim ‘Ali ! Sayyad, mibrban !

290 “Sbuja^at mon zahir jis ka nishan!

“ Shitabi mera ^ol tora maugao,

“ Mere kbag gbore kon pakhar chadbao,

“ Hath! kon sari jakab sar son baiidbao,

“Jo baudaj bai jangi, qulaba lagao,

295 “ Laga bar-kasb us kon ^ubi ^aro,
“ Hu,a waqt ab, pbit darrang mat karo.”

Kiya ja gbul, aur u{ba,i do bath,

Kaba : “ Ya nabi, sarware-be-kainat

!

“Kbabar jang ka aj bai tbar tbar,

300 “Yab! gbul bai sabb fauj mon ashkar.”

Suna soch baktar mangaya sbitab,

Hota musta'd, jan-i“‘ala-janab.

Here was that camp, there was that army,

They drew near like the waves of the ocean.

It grew exceedingly overcast, rain threatened,

The rainy season began, it rained day and night,

The army endured discomfort from this cause.

A man came that night and reported :

“ To-morrow the fight will be, that is the rumour,
** This is spoken of in the camp from place to

place.”

He said : “ It is a lie, it cannot be, can this be

trusted,

“Are not my spies, too, on the alert

He knew not that all bis spies and messengers

Were entirely slaves of Nizam-ul-Mulk.

It was on the sixth of the mouth Shawwal,

A day most unfortunate, full of perplexity,

It was a Sunday, most unpropitious,

The hour was that of Mars, fraught with tears,

The moment chosen was one devoted to blood-

shedding
;

The stai was Saturn without a doubt.

He stood up and prayed : “ 0 Protector !

“ Nizam-ul-Mnlk comes with a huge army !

“ Send for the bow that was put in my band,

‘‘The one which was given to keep day and
night.”

At day-break rose the well-famed Sayyad,

In pleasing manner bo began to speak persua-

sively :

“He comes beating his drums, 0 vomeratod One !

“ If orders issue, the army will prepare,

“Bring my shield, of iron, engraved with flowers,

“Let those who love me ride with me this day.”

He added : “ How fortunate is this day, 0 friends.”

Up at once and cried out Gbiyas Khan :

“ 0 ‘Alim ‘Ali ! the lord, the gracious t

“ Whose valorous standard is far renowned

:

“ Let them bring at once my helm and gun,

“Array my choicest steed in armour,
** Go fix on my elephant’s head his circlet,

“ Get out my war canopy, bind it to its staples,

“ See that its surcingle is well and tightly drawn,

“Now is the time, delay not any longer.”

He cried aloud, be raised both hands on high,

He said : “ 0 prophet, chief of created beings,

“ Signs of battle on this day abound,
“ This outcry is clear all through the army.”

His mind made up, at once he called for his

hauberk,

He becomes eager of soul, does the exalted lord.
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So
3
as us itiie raon aya shitab,

Pasine nioii duba j’yiin gharq ab.

SOS Kaba : ‘‘Liyao 3*0 kucbh mera sa
3

* hai,

“Mujlie kam diishman sete aj hai,

“ Katare wa neza wa shammer liyao,

‘‘Jo tarkash hai ^asa, so begl mangao,
“ Tuman kon meri laj ki laj hai,

310 “ Madad ko nah, turn bin, mujhe 0.

3

* haL”

Kamr bandh hatyar, is kon sambhal,

Lagayo chhine mukh kon, le le rumal.

Kaha : “ Liya,o huqqa, do dam zauq hai,

‘‘ Kih huqqe son hamana ke bhi shauq hai.”

315 Khabardar itne mon liyaya khaban

Kih :
“ Paithe ho gaya, Sayyad, sher-i-nar,

“ Nizma4-iaulk fan] kon sath le,

“ Tumhare amiro ka dil hath le,

“ Kiya turn upar fauj-bandi son chal.

320 “ Path deo tumana kon ab Zu,l-
3
alal

!

“ Agarchah nahin kisi kon kiichh ‘ilm-h

ghaib,

“ Sabhon kon to dastahi bi,lknl qarlb.”

Suiia soch
3
‘asus jharka suiia,

Huqqa samne tha, so sarka sana
;

325 Kaha :
“ Log mere wafa-dar hai,

“ Main chakar nahin janta, yar hai,

“ Sabhe ek jiwan, wa sabh ek tan,

“ Shiija‘at ke hain khan ke sabh ratn,

“We dane hain tasbih ke, main imam,

330 “ Rachhen ek dhage mon hil-mil madam,
“ Mere sath kyunkai juda,! karen,

“ Mujhe chhod, kyun ru-siyahi karen,

“ Lupya liiin in par main sabh mulk, mal,

“ Nizamu-ul-mulk kya karega nihal ?
”

335 Utha bol sabh son : “ Suwari karo !

Dunya sahal hai, dil son yarl karo,

“ Hansa mat karo, zindagi hai sahal,

“ Sharafat mon mat liya,o apne khalal,

“ ]^uda ke karm ka hun umedwar,

340 “ Rahkega mere laj Parwardigar.

“ Main Sayyad hun, uh mujh par chal a,e

hain,

“ Mere gliar pai na-haqq bala liya,e hain,

“ ]^ud5. ke hai insaf, manon tumen,

‘‘Path hai, to hamara yih janon tumen.”

Then came a spy with hurrying feet,

Pouring with sweat as if plunged in water.

He said: “Bring me all my harness,

“This day my business is with the enemy,
“ Bring dagger and lance and scimitar,

“ That special quiver bring to me quickly,

“ On you alone depend my name and fame,

“No aider exists for me to-day unless it be you.”

Round his waist he bound his weapons, and

adj'usted them,

Applied chhine to his face, using his handkerchief.

He said : “ Bring a pipe, I long for a whiff or two,

“ For I, too, am fond of smoking my pipe.”

Then a scout brought in a report.

Saying: “O Sayyad! that male tiger has

appeared,

“ Nizam-ul-Mulk has brought with him his army,
“ He has taken hold of your leader’s hearts,

“ He has declared hostilities against you.
“ May the All Powerful now give you the victory !

“ Although none cau read the hidden record,

“ Yet for all of us Gudz’s hand is very near.”

He listened and reflecting rebuked the scout,

His pipe lay before him, he took a pull,

And said :
“My men are quite to be trusted,

“ I look on them not as servants but as friends,

“We are all one soul, all one body,
“ All of them jewels from the mine of Bravery,

They are grains of a chaplet, I am the priest,

“ Strung on one thread they are ever united,

“ Wherefore should they abandon me,
“ By throwing me over why blacken their faces ?

“ I have showered ou them gifts of goods and
land,

“ How further can Nizam-ul-Mulk enrich them.”

He up and spoke to all : “ To horse

!

“ The world is a slight thing, stand by me heart

and soul,

Play not the buffoon, living is an easy matter,
“ Bring no stain on your high descent,

“ On the mercy of God I place my reliance,

“ The Provider will keep aloft my fame,
“ I am a Sayyad, he has attacked me,

“ On ray house unjustly bringing calamity !

“ There is a God of Justice, as you will find out,

“ If I win the day all this you will know.”

(To be
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NOTES ON THE INDO-SCYTHIANS.

BY SYLYAIN LEVI,

Extracted and rendered into English, with the author s permission, from the

Journal Asiatiguef July-Dec., 1896, pp. Mi to 434, and Jan,~June, 1897, pp, 5 to 40,

hy W. R. Philipps.

(Concluded from Voh XXXIL jp. 426.)

PART III. — SAINT THOMAS, GONDOPHARES, AND MAZDEO.

What fallows here is practically a translation of the whole of the third part of M. 4671”®

Notes, in the Journal Asiatique, Jan^-June, 1897, pp. 27 to 42, slightly condensed in some places.

As in Parts I, and II., the figures in thick type in square brackets mark the pages of the original.

M. Levi first [27] reminds us how the name of the king Gondophares, which had been

perpetuated through the Christian middle ages, as shewn by the Golden Legend, was deciphered

upon an ancient coin from Gaiidhara (see Cunningham’s paper. Coins of Indian Buddhist Satraps
with Greek Inscriptions, in J, A, S, Bengal, 23, 1854, p. 679 ff.). Thus, the legend and the coins

form a bond between Indian and Christian antiquities. It is a curious fact that the tradition

regarding the apostle St. Thomas should have preserved for eighteen centuries the remembrance of

a comparatively obscure king, ruling about the confines of India, Iran, and Scythia, We ought,

therefore, to examine the details of the legend, and see if we can get any real history out of it.

M. Levi then refers to Gutschmid’s famous paper on the subject (Von Qutschmid, Die ICdnigs-

namen in den Apocrijphen Apostelgeschichten, in RAeinisches Museum fur Phlologie, 1864, 161-183
and 380-401

j
Kleine Bchnften, IL 332-394),

He points out that though Gutschmid discussed the question in a masterly way, his ingenious
sagacity was exercised on insufficient materials, and his conclusions have since been shaken. We have
now much additional valuable material, coinsand inscriptions

;
moreover, the literature of St.Tliomas

and of the apocryphal Acts has beeu increased with new texts and important works.

Among these works M. L^^i cites the following —
Max. Bonnet, Sitpplemenium Oodicis Apoatyphi, I., Acta Thomas, Lipsias, 1883. — Wright,

Apooryphd Acts ofthe Apostles from Syrian MSS. (II. English translation, London, 1871). Malan,'
Certamen Apostolorum, Conflicts of the holy Apostles translated * . . London, 1871. -

K, Schroter, Gedicht des Jakob ton Sarug tlber den Palast den der Apostel Thomas in Indian haute,
in Z. P. AT. G. XXV, 1871, 321*377, •— R, A. Lipsius, Die Apohryphen Apostelgeschichten und
Apostellegenden, 3 Yols., Braunschweig, 1883-4.

M.Wvi mentions an Armenian version of the apocryphal Acts of Thomas, not yet printed.
M. Carnbe called his attention to the manuscript in the Berlin Library, and M. Fr6dc^ric Macler
noted all the proper names for him, and translated several passages. The text appears to be identical
with the SyriaCi edited by Wright,

Having thus specified the new material available, M. L6vi proceeds to a new examination of the
question :

—
[28] Two apostles, Thomas and Bartholomew, are said to have evangelised India, But if we

coi^are t e legendary acoonats of the two saints, a marked diflferenoe appears. The legend of
St. Bartholomew is founded upon vague and impersonal notions. The Greek compiler of the Mmyrdom.
of BaHMomm, copied slavishly by Abdias, begins with a pedantic display of fake science:

aaditional works, see articles in Mian Aniiqitary, 1903, pp. 1 JE. and 145 ff, entitled

^ ^ ^ y . A. W. Budge, 'Ike OonUndmgs of ike Apostles, 2 Vols. ; London, 1001. — W. R. P.]
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“ Historiographers say that India is divided into three parts : the first, according to them reaches to

Ethiopia
;
the second to Media

;
the third is at the end of the country

;
on one side it extends to

the region of darkness, and on the other to the Ocean. It was to this India that Bartholomew

went ” (Acta Apostaloritm apocrypha^ ed. Tischendorf, Lipsiae, 1851, p. 248; Abdice Aposloltcce

h{stori(B, ed. Fabricius, Hambourg, 1719, p. 669), The other notions are of the same character;

the scene of the Acts is so indefinite, that king Polymius, who put the apostle to death, has been

taken for Polemon IL, king of Pontus, and also for Pulumayi, king of the Dekkan (Lipsius, op,

cii,, II, 2, 71 ;
E. Kuhn, Jiarlaam mid Joasaph^ Miinchen, 1893, Abhand, d- h. bayer^ Akad, d,

Wiss,, XX. bd., I. abth., p, 85), [29] The route of Thomas is, on the contrary, clear and logical.

The king Gonndaphoros has directed the merchant Abbanes, who was returning to Syria, to get him

a skilful architect, for he wishes to have a magnificent palace built. Christ appears to Abbanes and

sells Thomas to him as one of his slaves. The apostle, who hesitated to go so far, does not dare

to resist his divine master, and embarks with Abbanes. A good voyage brings them to the port of

Andrapolis, capital of a kingdom. They disembark, continue their journey by land through the

towns of India, and arrive at last at the residence of Gouridaphoros. Then, at Christ’s command,

the apostle directs himself towards the east, and penetrates into Further India (Iiide Ulte'rieure).^

He arrives at the capital of the king Misdeos, and suffers martyrdom upon a hill near the town.

A Christian piously steals away the body of the saint and takes his relics to Mesopotamia.

Abbanes and his companion follow the regular trade route between the coast of Syria and the

Panjab. Pliny (Hist, natur, 6, 26, 103) and the author of the Periplns, who wrote soon after

St, Thomas, trace in detail the same route. Passengers and cargoes which came to Alexandria from

Mediterranean ports, were reshipped on the Red Sea
;
thence direct services and coasting lines went

from Myos Hormos and from Bereiiike, touched at Cape Syagros [30] in Arabia, and from this point

reached, with or without stoppages (escales), the trading places (comptoirs) of the mouths of the

Indus, Patala or Barbarikoii; ‘‘the ships remain there at anchor; the goods go up the river to

“ the capital, Minnagar, situated -quite inland, the metropolis of Scythia, governed by Partbians,

“who, troubled by internal dissensions, are constantly driving each other out” (^Periplm mar,

Eryth'. 88-39). If the country was not safe, it was better to prolong the voyage to Barygaza, on the

coast of Ariake, at the mouth of the Narmada
;

a great caravan route led from this port, by Ozene

(UjjayanI), to Proklais (Pushkalavati) on the borders of Bactriana {Ferip, rmr, Erythr, 48)

[31] Carried away by the spirit of system, Gutschmid thought he must amend the apostle’s

route. So he makes Andrapolis, the city where St. Thomas disembarked, a town of the Andhras ;

thus locating it on the Kohkan coast, where the Andhra-'Satakarni dynasty ruled in tlie first

century of our era. Then he makes the travellers take their course thence towards the north and

2 lA oonaeotion witti Ms rendering of India superior by Inde Ultenenre, Farther India, M. Levi has here

added a note as follows ; — I have found exactly the same expression in a passage of Ammianus Maroellinus

(]&XXI1I., 6, 32 sei.) : Zoroaster and Hydaspes, the father of Datius, developed magic ; the latter of them “ cnm
superioris Indiae secreta fidentius penetraret, ad nemorosam quandatn venerat soJitudinem Cajustranquillis silentiis

praeoelsa Bracmanorum ingenia potiuntur.” It is plain that superior India means here the most remote part of

India. We may compare the expressions Germania superior, Maesia superior, in which the woid superior marks

the province situated furthest up in going up the course of a river. In the same way, India, superior should

designate the upper basin of the Indus (of course, in India) , in oppositio i to the lower course of the river, where

there were India citeHor with pnma Indiae civtias, and hidia ulterior with the kingdom of G-udnafar.

s The tradition of the Christians of Malabar, the Christians of St. Thomas as they are called, apparently

invalidates the data of the Acts. According to their tradition, the apostle came in 52 A, D. from Socotra to the

island of Malankara, near Oranganor (Malabar), and founded the seven communities of Granganut, Falur, North

South Fallipuram, Naranam, Nellakkul and Quilon ; having gone thence to Mailapur (suburb of Madras) in

Coromandel, he converted the king Sagan ; a brahman put him to death with a thrust from a lance on a neighbouring

laoninit. The body of the Saint was transported to EdeSsa, as in the other legend. But the antiquity of this legend

has still to be proved ;
it does not rest upon any positive document. Most historians, including Lipsius, reject it.

The precision of the Aets contrasts with this colourless story ; the former contain the name of a true contemporary,

forgotten by history ; the latter borrows from local fable a dynastic name which symbodisas the past. Paulinus

a Battholomseo saw in Sagan the Saraganes of the Feriplus, a 3atakanni king, and hi particular ^adivihana the

Satakarni ; as a chronological indication, Sagan-Sahvahana has as nauoh velne as the Vikramaditya of the tales.
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west to the kingdom of the Iranian Masdeos, otherwise Mazda. This amended route is absurd
;

in order to go from Syria to the Parthians, it was unnecessary to make a detour by the Dekkan,

Gutschmid, having thus gratuitously introduced absurdity into the narrative, proceeds to impute

it to the compiler of the Acts, and makes it his text in order to prove what he thinks is the

true origin of the story. He decides accordingly that the author had clumsily borrowed the legend

of a Buddhist missionary, perhaps Nagarjuna, who went from the Dekkan to preach to the Yavanas

and Pahlavas. Then he makes all the details support his hypothesis : the frequent appearances of

Christ (christophanies) are apparitions of the Buddha; the healing power of the relics is a Buddhist

superstition
;

the miracles of Thomas correspond to the supernatural powers of the arhat
;

the

demons driven out by the sign of the cross are only rakshasis ill disguised
;

finally, the lion which

tears to pieces and kills the impious attendant is the unintelligent realisation of a consecrated

name : 'Sakyasimha, the lion of the Sakyas !

Gutschmid’s ingenious structure rests on disputable and false data. [32] His geographical

interpretation, founded on the name Andrapohs, is upset by the Syriac and Armenian
;
the former

writes Sndruk, the latter Sndrak
;
in the Greek the initial sibilant may have dropped, as, for instance,

in Andrakottos, a form used concurrently with Sandrakottos. Thus the Andhras, the Dekkan, and

Nagarjuna would all be struck out at once. However, let us even suppose the name Andrapolis to be

correct, and Gutschmid’s location right. But then how about the route ? The Periplus marks out

the way from the ports of Gujarat to Kabul as vzd Ujiayini, But, in order to bring the apostle to the

Parthians, Gutschmid is obliged to flatly contradict the unanimous testimony of the texts. In the

Acts, the apostle on quitting the kingdom of Gondophares directs his course towards the east
;
in the

Passio^ he takes his way to Further India (Inde Ultdrieure) . The Ethiopian version, which represents

an autonomous form of the tradition, also conducts St. Thomas to the east after the conversion

of Gondophares
;

in that version the capital of the king Mastiiis (Misdeos) is called Quautaria,

a name which suggests Gandhara, occupied by Sakas, Kuslianas and Parthians at different times.

Another tradition, foreign to the Acts, but constant among the Greek fathers from the 5th century,

gives the name Kalamine to the town where St. Thomas suffered martyrdom. As to this name,

Gutschmid calls attention to a village Kalama upon the coast of Gedrosia, opposite the island of

Karbine or Karmina
;

the name perhaps conceals, in a distorted form, the [33] town of Min,

Minnagara, metropolis of Iiido-Scythia.^

An exact knowledge of India appears in the episodes and details of the Acts. On dis-

embarking at Sndruk-Andrapolis, Thomas is obliged to take part in a feast
;
he there sings a mystical

hymn in his mother-tongue. In the multitude which suiTouuds him, only one person understands

him
;
she is only a flute player, like Thomas, a native of Palestine (‘E/3paia) : the king of the

country had engaged her to enliven the assembled guests with her music. This accidental meeting is

not so removed from probability as to be surprising. According to Strabo (ed. Mijller-Didoi, 82, 18),
young female musicians of western origin were articles of import certain to please in India profes-

sionally they were not distinguished from “ the young well-made girls intended for debauchery,”
whom the Greek merchants offered together with musical instruments to the kings of the ports of

Gujarat (Ferip. mar. Erythr., § 49 ;
the term povaiKd, which reappears in this passage, and

is generally translated “ musical instruments,” recalls at once the povaiKa iraibt<rKdpia of Strabo).

* The town of Gondophares has no name given to it except in the Paasio, the manuscripts of which call it
Eliforum, Yrofornm, Hienfornm, Inforum, Hierapolis. — [What is here briefly called the Passio is the second of the
two Latiu versions of the Acts of St. Thomas printed by Max Bonnet, op. cit. Its heading is Passio SancH ThomaB
AposfoW. The other version is headed Be MiracuUs Seaii Thomae AfoatoU, — W. B. P,]

5 M. L4vi has here added a note as follows i— This oocaaion is a suitable one for drawing attention to a new
illustration, as unexpected as it is striking, of the liking which the wealthy Indians had for young people of the
west. The Srd fasciculus of the Oxyrhynchus Papyn, edited by Messrs. Grenfell and Hart (London, 1903), con'^
tains a fragment of a Greek farce, played in Egypt, which has its scene laid in India, and has for its topic the
adventures of a young Greek, Oharition, who finds himself in the power of an Indian king. By its importance for
the history of the Indian theatre, this fragment calls for special study,
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The forerunner of Columbus, Eudoxus of Oyzicus [about 130 B, C.], on setting out from Gades
to go to India, shipped as cargo ^ova-iica rraibia-Kapia koX Uarpovi kox aWovs r^xvirat.

The wild ASses, which came of their own accord to be harnessed to the apostle’s chariot

[34] and drew him to the town of Misdeos, are in India found only upon the borders of the Indus,

where Gondophares and his neighbour reigned (c/. Hunter, Imperial Gazetteer of India, Yol, 14,

Index, s. v. Asses, Wild),

We also ^nd that monirments agree with nature and with the texts in attesting the accuracy of the

narrator ; the ruins of Gandliara, recovered from the dust of ages after a long period of oblivion,

still bear the indisputable stamp of the Greek artists, who came, like the hero of the Acts, “ to

fashion columns (steles) in stone, and also temples and royal residences.” Bid that unknown sculptor

also dream of heavenly palaces, who cut upon a Buddhist pillar the image of the Good Shepherd, such

as it is seen in the catacombs at Rome (Cole, Grceco- Buddhist sculptures from Yusufzai, 1885
;

cf. Grrinwedel, Buddhistiche Kunst m Jndien, Berlin, 1893
;
Foucher, Les scenes figwees de la

legende du Bouddha, in Bibllotheque de VMoole des kautes-^Hudes, sciences religieuses, t. 7, 1896).

The Acts and connected literature do not include all the current traditions regarding the voyage

of St. Thomas to the Indies
,
other legends, equally founded upon exact information, were also in

circulation. The apocryphal writing, De Transitu Mariae, which is considered one of the most ancient

Christian works,® with surprising accuracy briefly alludes to one of these episodes^ St, Thomas, who

has been brought by a miracle to the Blessed Virgin in her last [35] moments, converses with the

apostles : “ I was traversing the country of the Indies and, by the grace of Christ, I proclaimed the

gospel there
;
the son of the sister of the king, called Labdanes,® was on the point of receiving

“ baptism, when the Holy Spirit said to me • • The nephew of Gondophares does not appear

in the Acts
;
they name only Gad, brother of the king,® but coins have shewn us the nephew. The

bilingual legends on the coins of Ahdagases declare his royal relationship : whi^iepo aBeXcpiBetcs

on one side, and gandaphara-bhrata-patrasa on the reverse.^® Abdagases, it is true, is the son of

a brother of Gondophares
j
Labdanes is the son of a sister of the king

;
but, in spite of this slight

divergence, it is difficult to separate the two personages, and even the two names. The initial

lambda of Labdanes is perhaps the result of dittography (a)aBAANHC. Marquart {Beitrage zur

GescMchte und Sage von Bran in Z. D. M. G., XLIX., 1895, 682) explains Abdagases by

“wuaderbar scbon” [wonderfully beautiful] from gas, ‘‘beautiful.” The employment of the

hypocoristic form is proved by a certain number of Parthian names,

[38] As so many exact facts and positive notions have been thus preserved in the cycle of the

apostle Thomas, we ought to search the real history of India for the king named in the Acts

a’ong with Gondophares. Though the date is doubtful, we have a useful mark in the Takht-i-Bahi

inscriptioQ (Bowson, J. B. A, S,, N. S., 7, 376 ff. and 9, 144-46
;
Senart, J. A,, Jan.-June, 1890,

113-1 63), This inscription, which commemorates a pious foundation, bears as date “ the year 26 of

“the king Guduphara, 103 [in letters and figures] of the continuous era (samhaddha?), the fifth day

“ of the month Vaisakha.” The reading and meaning of the epithet applied to the era are uncertain,

and its starting point is undetermined. But there is no doubt about the identity of the king ; on the

bilingual coins of Gondophares, Guduphara is one of the Indian forms into which the name is

« Tisohendorf, Apocalypses apocryphos, lutr. p. xxxvi
;

(librum) non pertinere ad medu aevi, sed antiqaitatis

“ ohristianse monumonta certum est, quanquam ambig-i potest utrum sseoulo demum quarto an prius prodierit.’*

f [The apocryphal work on “the Falling Asleep of the Holy Mother of G-od,’* here cited as De Transitu

Marias, has been somewhat fully dealt with in the hidian Antiquary, 1903, pp. 152, 157, in respect of the proposed

identification of Labdanes with Ahdagases, which seems to he not so probable as M. L^vi has thought,— W. E. P.]

« Apocalypses- apocryplios, p. 131. The Syriac text No. 2 (quoted Hid, p xxxvi, note), in consequence of some

confusion, has “The nephew of Ludan, king of India.” The Arabic, Latin and Syriac No. 2 versions indicate

simply that Thomas was in India.

® Gutschmid thought he had recovered the name of Gad, brother of Gondophares, in the legend ^acriXeva oa3a

read by Longperier on a coin of Gondophares. But Longpdrier’s reading arose from an error, since rectified by

new specimens, and Gutsohmid’s explanation is thus struck out.

For the coins of Abdagases, besides Cunningham*s articles already mentioned, see Hoernle, Copper^ccins of

AMagases, J, A, <5. Bang., 1895, Proceedings, p. 82-8A
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transcribed this name only appears in the series called Indo-Parthian, and is there borne by only

this one prince. lit Grondophares had been reig^nin^ twenty six years in the year 103 of the unknown

era, his accession was in the year 77 o£ the same. An era also undetermined, but certainly pretty

near the other, was in constant use among the Elushaiias beginning with Kanishka, whose name

figures in an inscription oii the year 5 (B'’xhler, Jaiuo> Iiiso's, ftoM J^athuroL in JJjpi^rt iTid^ Ij 3bly

Ko. 1). U we admit [37] hypothetically the identity of the two eras, then Yasiidcva,i3 among [38]

the Kushaiias, wonld be a contemporary o£ Gondophares^^
j

the Latest actually known dates of

Yasudev^a are from 74 to 98. The Sanskrit name Ya^iidova is only found m opigrai-)Iiic monum>ents

,

on coins with Greek legends he is BAZOAHO and BAZAHO. No doubt these coins, intended for

circulation in a vast dominion, were by preference inscribed with the current form of tlie royal name.

But the name Bazdeo, when it came into Iranian territory,, would fall under Mazdeau infliienees, and

easily be transformed into Mazdeo. The initial labials M and B were constantly confused
;
to confine

ourselves to. India only, we may recall the name Mumba, transformed by the Portuguese into Bombay,

and to go further back, the name Miniiagar {Penplm^ § 40), written Bimiagar by Ptolemy.

All the numerous variants of the royal name in the Acts c.inverge towards Mazdeo as the original

form: the Greek floats between Misdaios, Misdeos, Mesdeos, altered into Sraidaios in the Menaea

[certain liturgical books of the Greek Church], and into Smuidaios in Nicephoros
;
the Latin of the

Mimcula and of t\iQFassio gn’es Mesdeus and Misdeus
j
the Syriac has [39] Mazdai-, the Armenian

Msteh the E.thiopiau Mastius. The name borne by the son of Masdeos suggests an identical

solution. The Greek has Ouzanes,^*^ Ouazanes, louzanesj the Latin 2iuzancs and Luzaiios
;

tlio

Syriac Wizaii
;
the Armenian Yizan. Gutschmid, and Marquavt^s after him,, saw here the Pahlavi

Buhler has recently pointed out a new form “ G-udupharna” discovered by O. Franke on cams at. Berlm ,

If. Z, K. M, 1893, p. 53, note. — [See also Indian Antiquary,. 1896, p. 141, — W. K. P.]

^2 The name of this king, so plainly Indian, comes as a surprise after the still barbarous names of iCanishka

and of Hnshka. It is true, however, that a Sanohi inscription (BuhTer, Ep. Jnd. IT. 339) gives an intermediate form
Vaauslik*^. The following explanation is suggested as to the origin of the name Vasudeva. On the oldest coins of the
dynasty, we have in Indian GhaTaoteTa Kushana ar Khushana, in Greek KOPCNA [KOPCANO on the coins of the

doubtful Miaos or Heraos) ; and XOPANO. The letters PC correspond to the first a^tempta to represent a foreign
sound in Greek characters, a sound which was reproduced afterwards by P and finally by n now form of P with the

staff prolonged upwards. To an Indian ear Kopa-va would have sounded like the name Krishna, which the Greeks
have transcribed by Kopcrdvqs, (The gloss given by Hesyohius : dopcrdvrjs 6 'BpaK\rj[s Trap’ ’IvhoU, corre(jts itself.)

The name of Kushana, thus understood, might have been translated into Indian language by one of the synonyms
of Krishna. Vasudeva, one of the most frequent names of the divine hero, could then be substituted for Kushana,
as a sort of synonym. The numerous coins struck during several centuries in the name of Vasudeva would bo the
coinage of the Indianised Kushana kings. Moreover, if the equivalence of the rho, whether with or without the
prolonged staff, with the Indian or Iranian sh is incontestable, their identity lemains to bo established. In view
of the names Kanerkes, Oerkes = Kanishka, Huvishka, we may reoall that Herodotus mentions a king of the Sakas
named Amorges : the formation of these names presents a striking resomblanoo

; the name given by Herodotus to the
s-on of the famous queen Tomyris, Spargapises, which recalls so closely the names of several kings clasbod by
numismatists after Gondophares, for instance Spalgadames, seoms to shew the same onomastic formations in use
among the Scythians, contemporary with Ohrist. The corns of Spahrises shews the floating state of the transcription ,

bis same is there sometimes written Sap.ilirisou, sometimes Spalirisou, and also Kpaliriaou. The Scythio sound no
doubt required a very strong aspiration. It is not impossible that the ScythcB Chauranaei of Ptolemy, with the town
of Khaurana (VI. 13, 3-4), placed on the northern frontier of India, along the Bmodus (Himalaya), may be the
Kushanas. The name in any case is externally identical with the form XQPaNO Kushana of the coins of
Kujulakadphises (c/, Vol. XXXII. above, p. 424).

pallet has already insisted upou the coincidence of the epigrapMcal dates of Gondophares and Vasudeva *

^^Itt^eraia the same. Gondophares CDmes at the endof the Indo-Soythians, perhaps even after Bassdeo, the last
JSTit, from a nnmismatio point of view, this, in my opinion, is almost impossible, for Bazodoo cannot

“m ho^h
Sassanides. Gondophares seems earlier If, however, the eras arc the same^^mboth oases, a ^ifficulty remains to be solved by Indianists. I should put Gondophares after Josus Ohrisi, but

^^14 Alexanders, des Grussen in BaUvien und Indim, 52)..

initial
Zouzanes in Greek, Zuzanes andLuzanes in Latin, perhaps preserve the trace of an.

disappeared m Ouzanes. Only a slight oorreotion. perhaps only another reading ot theraanns^pt, wonld be necessary to ohange>Iou£a./,s into
i oi the

article ®28-372. Maranart. in tlaat

contemporanea oTchrist i^the IrLilT ® t»dition points out a..P Ohristm the Iranian world. The king of Bahl (Bactres) is there oallod Akhsayar? bar SakhMn.
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Wljen, Persian Bijen
;

but suck a reconstruction would not account for the Greek and Latin

forms
;

it might be admissible, if we located the kingdom of Mesdeos in Iran, but it is inexplicable

when India is concerned. The compiler of the Acts knew too much about India to give to an Indian

prince the name of a secondary bero of the Iranian epic. The remembrance of this personage, Bezhan,

son of Gev, son of Gudarz:, may no doubt have had some influence on the Syriac and Armenian forms

of the original name, but the Greek and Latin ones exclude the identity of the two names.

Comparison of all the forms leads ns back to an original ouzan, or rather gouzan ;
in fact, the

transformation of the syllable vi into gu^ which had been definitely settled by the time of the Sassaniaiis,

was in [40] progress a little after the Christian era and facilitated the substitution of one syllable for

the other. On the borders of India and of Iran, the pronunciation at the same period was unstable,

and thus oscillated between initial u and gu. The name of Gondophares affords a couclusive example

of this
;
while the Takhtd-Bahi inscription and the Indian legends of the coins have Guduphara,

Gndupharna, Gondophara, the Greek legends hesitate between three transcriptions: Gondapharou,

Iiiduphrru and Undopherrou. Thus it seems that at the time the forms Undopherres and Guduphara

were officially equivalent. We may, therefore, suppose Oiizaiies and Gusana to be also equivalent.

GusUana is the official form of the name of the Kushanas in two inscriptio-ns, dated one in the reign

of Kanishka,i« the other iu the year 122^^ The second of these inscriptions, a century later than

Kaiiislika, is only separated by an interval of twenty-four years from the last ascertained date for

Vasudeva-Bazdeo. It mentions a miharaya GusJianay but without specifying whether this indicates

the dynastic or personal name of the king in question. The mahaiaja Gushana, who came so soon after

the Kushaaa Vasudeva, was perhaps identical with the royal prince Ouzanes, son of Masdeos.^®

[41] If Gondophares and Yasudeva were really contemporaries of Sfc. Thomas, they both reigned

about the middle of the first century of the Christian era.i® With regard to Gondophares, this

hypothesis agrees with other data (see P. Gardner,, The Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings oj

Baciria and India, 1886, Introd.). In the Greek legends on coins, Gondophares takes the title

autokrator, as did the Roman emperors beginning with Augustus. The coins of the Parthian kings,

natural intermediaries between the Roman world and India, shew us plainly, when this title passed

from the west to the east. Omitting the uncertain Sanotrokes, we find that PhraatesIY , who reigned

8 to 11 A. D., was the only one who took the title autolrrator. It is also from the time of

Phraates lY. that we find the square omega substituted for the round one in the Greek legends
;
the

coins of Gondophares shew the change had been made in India by his time. Finally, Cunningham,

relying upon the identity of names, considers Abdagases, nephew of Gondophares, [42] to be the

grandson of the Parthian Abdagases, who was the ruling spirit at the court of Tiridates,in 36 A. D,
;

consequently he places the reign of Gondophares between 80 and 60 A. D.2Q

’6 The Manikyala iascription has ; giishana-va^asamvavdhalccL CK Senarfc, Nb^es d^^pigra^phie l7idienne, VI., in

J. A,, Jau.-June, 1896, 5-26.

5T Pa,njtar msoripfcion, published by Canmngha.m, Archceolog ical Suroey, V. 61.

w Iq view of future ideutifioatious, it may be useful to place together here the names of the othe-r Indian

personages mentioned in the legend of St Thomas. The general of M-esdeos is called in Greek Siphor, Snphor,

Semphoros ;
in Latin, Sapor, Siporus, Siforus ;

in Synac, Sifur ; in Armenian, Siphor. The chief of the servants

of Mesdeos is Oharisios (Gk.), Oarisius (Lat.), Karish (Syr.), he has for wife Mygdonia, whose nurse is Markia

(Narohia, Narka). The queen, wife of Mesdeos, is Tertiai or Tertiane ,
Treptia (Lat ), Tartabania (Ethiop.),, The

prince Ouzanes (named Maiturnos in Ethiop.) is married to Asmara (Sisara, Mhesara); Manashar (Syr.) , Mama

(Ethiop.). — [See also Indian Aniigua^y, 1903, pp. 7 and 163, where more precise lists are given. The texts hardly

seem to justify the description (chef des serviteurs) applied to Oharisios. — W. B. P.]

The Christians of St. Thomas date the martyrdom of the apostle 21 December, 68 A. D.

^ [Cunningham in 1854, in the paper referred to on p. 10 above, thought it “ highly probable that the

“ ludo-Parthian Abdagases was the same as the Parthian chief whoso revolt is recorded by Tacitus (Annal. XY. 2)

“and Josephus (Antiqua, XXiri. 2).’^ At the place named, Tacitus makes no mention of Abdagases or of the

revolt. There is nothing elsewhere in Tacitus to lead us to connect his Abdagases with India and Gondophares (see

Annals, bk. 6 [A. D. 32-37], ch. 35, 36, 43- and 44). As to Josephus, there are only tvj^enty books in the Antiquities

of the Jews. Abdagases is only named in bk. 18, ch. 9, sec. 4, and there merely incidentally as one^of the generals

of Artabanus HI. He is not mentioned in connexion with any revolt. *— Subsequently, 1890, Cunningham thought

it “quite possible that the Abdagases of the coins was the grandson of the Abdagases of Tacitus, not the

same individual (see Coins of the Kzdo-Scythians, Loudon, 1890, p. 17). The reason off the change from grandfather

to grandson is not apparent..— W. B. P.]
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The dates drawn from Chinese texts lead us also to place the reign of Vasudeva about the same

epoch. If the Kushana dynasty was founded about 50 B. 0., Ytoideva should have reigned about

50 A. D. The ascertained dates of Kanishka run from the year 5 to the year 18, whatever be the

starting point of the era
;
those of his successor, Huvishka, run from 38 to 51 ;

those of Vasudeva,

from 74 to 98. Kanishka’s death then falls between 18 and 33 ;
the accession of Vasudeva between

51 and 74 ;
an interval of eighteen years at the least, of fifty-six years at the most, of thirty-sc\ on

years as a mean, separates these two events. If the first conversion of a Chinaman to Buddhism is

traced back to the time of Kanishka, the voyage, real or imaginary, of the Apostle Thomas to the

Indies must necessarily be fixed in Vasudeva’s time.

NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR,

Some of the views stated by M. Levi have been discussed by M. Specht in Journal AsiatiquBj

July-Dec,, 1897, pp. 152 ff., in an article entitled Le^ IndO'-Scyihes et Vepoque du rcgne de KanlchJca.

But he seems to be not quite fair to M. Levi. After stating that the date generally taken by

scholars for the crowning of Kanishka is 78 A. D., he goes on to say :
— “ Now M, Levi, relying

‘‘principally on the Acts of St. Thomas, thinks he can revise all this chronology, without having

“previously examined the historical value of the work, which has been placed by the Council of Rome
“of 494 among the apocryphal books,’’

We do not read M. Levi as relying principally upon the Acts of St. Thomas, Our readers

may judge from the translations above. The use he makes of the Acts is merely sui-iplementary to

what he has drawu from Chinese sources. Having shewn reasons for believing that Kanislika’s roigii

must be dated from about B, 0, 5, he comes to the Acts, and suggests — (he hardly does more)
that the Mazdeo mentioned in them is perhaps Vasudeva.

In view of the literature on the subject quoted by M. Ldvi, and the way in which he has treated

it, it seems more than unreasonable to state that he did not previously examine the historical value
of the work. M, Levi has not treated the Acts as historical, but, like other scholars, as an ancient
legend, which seems to have preserved some fragments of historical value. M. Speebt’s reference to
the « Council of Rome of 494” is singularly out of place. The condemnation of a book in the fifth

century, on account of Gnostic or other false doctrine contained in it, is no evidence for or against its

historical value for us nowadays.

Apart from this, we have no means of ascertaining if the work condemned with others in the
Gelasian Decree, as it is called, to which M. Specht alludes, was really the Acts of St, Tliomas as
we now have them. It may have been, or it may have been something like them; but all the
information we have is the following words, in a list of 63 works not received by the Clmrch and to
be avoided ; — « Actus uomine Thomae Apostoli, libri X. apocrjplii ” (see Migne, PaMoffia laC.
Vol. 59, Paris, 1847, col. 162). None of the versions of the Acts we now have are divided

"

into ten
books.

Further, the true date and history of this decree are not at all settled, though probaldy the date

1901^°^^” ^ of Clementine Recognitions,

... 1.
It is relying upon this datum, so fragile of

the Identification of^Misdeos with Vasudeva, that M. Ldvi thinks he is able to upset all the kbours
of his predecessors. So, also, when he states that M. Ldvi takes the date of the martyrdom of

th 't
‘ mentions in a footnotethat the Christians of St, Thomas so date the martyrdom.
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AN ABSTRACT ACCOUNT OF THE SEARCH FOR HINDI MANUSCRIPTS
FOR THE YEARS 1900, 1901 AND 1902.

BY SYAM SUNDAE DAS, B,A

Readers of the Indian Antiquary need not be reminded of the fact that it was in 1868 that the

Government of India, at the suggestion of the late Pandit Radhakrishna of Lahore, decided to insti-

tute a search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the different provinces of India
;
and the results regarding

the ancient history and literature of India, which have been obtained by the consequent operations,

sufficiently speak of the wise and far-sighted proposal of the Pandit and amply justify the action

taken by the Government of India. The importance of this policy impressed itself on the minds

of the founders of the Nagari-prackarini Sabka of Benares in the very year of its founda-

tion (1893). The Sabha believed that a good deal of valuable information with regard to

the history and literature of India, or at any rate of its northern portion, still lay buried in Hindi
Manuscripts, which had not seen the light of the day, either through being jealously guarded by

their owners or on account of the want of funds on the part of the latter to give the public the

benefit of knowing their contents. In short, this Sabha, realising the difficulty it would have

to face in overcoming the prejudices that still kept concealed the treasures of manuscripts, and being

conscious that such an arduous undertaking could hardly be carried on without patience and tact,

thought that if an attempt were made in Rajputana, Bundelkhand, and parts of the United Provinces

of Agra and Ondh and the Panjab to catalogue the Hindi Manuscripts that could be found in those

parts of India, sufficient data would be forthcoming to justify the carrying on of the operations on an

extended scale under the authority and patronage of the Government. But the Sabha, being then in

its incipient stage and but too conscious of its inability to take up so onerous and expensive a work

upon itself, addressed a representation to the Government of India and the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

praying them to publish a list of such Hindi Manuscripts as could be found in Sanskrit

Iiibraries, which were being, or which might in future be, searched and examined. The Asiatic

Society expressed a hope to be able to meet the wishes of the Nagari-pracharini Sabha, Later on a

similar answer was received from the Government of India as well. The search was commenced
by the Asiatic Society in the beginning of 1895, and, in all, some 600 manuscripts were
noticed during that year. It is a matter of regret that the Society conld not see its way to continue

the search next year and to extend it further than Benares. It is a matter of still greater regret

that the notices — nay, even a list of these 600 manuscripts — have not as yet been published.

The Government of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh was also approached by the Sabha

on the subject, and it was pleased to instruct the Director of Public Instruction, United Provinces, to

carry on the search of Hindi Manuscripts of historic value and literary merit simultaneously with

and by the same agency as that employed in the search for Sanskrit Manuscripts. But these orders

of the Government did not bring forth any appreciable results. The Sabha again approached the

Government in March 1899 as to the necessity of doing something substantial towards the search and

the cataloguing of valuable Hindi Manuscripts, with the result that it made an annual grant of

Rs. 400 to the Sabha towards carrying on this work and undertook to publish the Bepori which the

Sabha was to submit annually to the Government. The grant was commenced from the financial

year 1900 and was increased by Rs. 100 in 1902. The Sabha asked me to supervise and carry on

the search for Hindi Manuscripts, and I have been able to submit three Annual Rejports to the

Government, the first of which is now m course of publication. As it will be sometime before these

BeporU are published, I propose to give in the following pages a tabular account of the works

I have been able to notice during the past three years, so as to inform scholars of the work that is

being done and to solicit their co-operation and sympathy. I am, further, anxious to give publicity

to my conclusions about several points connected with the history and literature of India, so that
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they may receive due consideiation at the hands of scholars and savants, I trust the publication of

this paper in the Indian Antiquary will serve this purpose.

In the following list the letters A, B, and 0, with the number of the notice, indicate that the

books were noticed in 1900, 1901, and 1902, respectively. Where the date of the composition of

a book could not be ascertained, the approximate date when the author flourished is given in brackets.

Incomplete manuscripts are marked with asterisks.

In the Reports submitted to the Government I have given a somewhat detailed notice of each of the

books (except Nos. 116 G to 802 C). It contains (1) the name of the book, (2) substance on which

the MS. is written, (3) size, (4) lines per page, (5) extent, (6) appearance, (7) character in which the

MS. is written, (8) place of deposit, (9) a short note in English, (10) extracts from the beginning and

the end of the book, (11) subject-matter, and (1*2) a note in Hindi.

Besides this information, I have dealt with the salient points of each year’s work in a short Repot t

iu English. As the Reports are either being printed or under the consideration of the Government,

I am sorry I cannot give here any account of the conclusions arrived at by me. But I am sure

a perusal of the following statement will give some idea of the work done, and persons interested in it

will kindly await the publication of the Reports, I shall feel grateful if scholars will communicate to

me their suggestions, if any, on this subject and point out any omissions and mistakes on my part

that they may meet with while perusing the following statement or my full Report :
—

No. of

Notice,

Pate of Pate of
Name of AuthoT. Name of Book. Gompo-

sition.

Manu-
script.

Remarks.

103 A Scharaja Yisapahara bhasa 1658 ...

65 A Agnibhu Bhakti-bhaya-hara-stotra.. 1796

77 A Agra Dasa Sri Rama-Dhyana-man- (1675) 1894 He was the Guru of
jari. Nabha Dasa, the cele-

brated author of the

15 B
*

Bhaktanidla,
Ajabega Baghela-vansa-barnana ... 1835 • •• Probably this is in

author’s handwriting.
Remained on the Gaddi40 C

83 C

AjitaSingha Durga-patha bhasa 1719
of MarwSr from 1678
to 1724 A.D.

» a ... ... Guaa-sagara 1712

84 C 9t Niravani-duha

85 C Maharajaji Sri Ajita Sin- • ••

86 0
ghaji ra kahya duhL

*> 9» ••• ... Maharaja Sri Ajita Sln-
ghaji krita duha Sri
ThSk:ur^-ra.

ft • ft

!

—

87 C >> 9f *•* ...
j

Bhawani Sahasranama ... 1711 ...

163 0 it Guruk-sagara ... • . 1

5C Ananda Koka-sara ... 1714

79 A Aaandaghana * Ghanananda Kabitta ... • •t He was killed in 1739 in

1

thecapture of Mathura
by Nadira Saha. Con»
tains 516 verses.
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No. of
Notice.

Name of Author. Name of Book.
Date of

Compo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script.

Bemarks.

56 B Ananda Rama Bamasagar 1819 ... A collection of the poems
of several Bhaktas.

84 B Bhagvadgita 1734 1836

133 B Aaanta Dasa ... Namadeva adi ki Parch!
Sangraha.

1588

241 C jj »> ••• Pipaji ki parachi (1600) 1683

49 B Anemaaanda IS’ataka dipa, i.e., Pancha-
dasi bh^a.

1780 ...

39 C Atama Dasa Hari rasa ... 1724

258 0 Badanji Charana Rasa-gulzara (1825) ...

32 C Bagi Rama Jasabhusana ... ... 99 ... He wrote these two books
jointly with his bro-
ther Gadu Rama.

33 C a 91 ••• Jasarupaka • ••

79 C Bajinda Rajaklrtana (1650) ••• Disciple of Dadu.

59 B Bakhtawara Sunni Sara ... 1803 1817 He was an inhabitant of

Hathras (E. I. R.).

45 0 Balabkadra Sikha-nakha (1580) • «. Probably the brother of

Kesava Dasa.
50 A Balabhadra Singha ... Bara-masi ... .. 1822 ... Maharaja of Nagode.

82 B Balabira Pingala manaharana 1684 ••• Genealogy— Gadadhara,
Bhavaraja, Balimanora-
tha, Sankara, Bhagira-
tha, Balabira.

27 C 9$ ••• ••• Upamalankara-N a k h a-

Sikha-baranana.

... ...

28 0 ••• ••• Dampti-vilasa 1702 *•.

128 0 Balaka Rama Bhaktamala Ohiuni tika

Sahita.

1776 1870

6 A Balakrisna Dasa * Suradasaji ke drista kuta
Sa^ika.

(1830) Disciple of Girdhara
Lalaji (1829-1844).

111 A Balibhadra Misra Sikha nakha ... ... (1580) 1750 Probably the same as
Balabhadra.

104 A Banarsi Dasa Kaljana-mandira A Jain poet.

105 A 99 9f ••• Sadhu-baiidana ... ««•

106 A 91 99 ••• Mokga-marga-paidi
• • •

132 A 99 99 ••• Samaya-S5ra-natika 1653 1836

284 0 Banki Dasa ... Sri Hajuran ra kabitta... (1810) ...

109 B Beni Rama Jina-rasa 1722 1745

98 A Bhaddli Bhaddli-Purana... • • • 1612

135 C Bhadrasena ..j "^Ohhanda-sangraha ...
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No of
Notice.

Bate of Date of
Name of Author. Name of Book* Compo- Mauu* Bemarks.

sition. script.

69 A Bhagwana Dasa Bha§amrita 1699 1809 Disciple of Bhayanaka-
charya.

29 A Bhagwatarasilca Ananya-n ischayatmaka (1570) ... Disciple of Swami Hari-
grantha. Dasa (1560).

30 A •• • Sri Nifcyabihari-jugala- • • •

dhyana.

31 A » Ananya-rasikabharana ... • • •

32 A » •• Nischayatmaka - grantha-
Uttarardha.

33 A » • • Nirbirodha-mana-ranjana

.

•• ...

133 A Bliagoti Dasa .. Chetana-karma-charitra 1665 1726

13 B Bhawani Sankara '^Baitala pachisi ... 1814 1838 Son of Laktjamana

BhudaraMala
Pathaka,

102 A Bbupala-choubisi ... ...

193 C Bhupata ^Kabitta Sri Hajuran ra.

.

(1810) Wrote jointly \^ith Ri-

115 0 Bhupati ‘^Bhagwata-dasama-Skan- 1287 1800
jhawara.

dha*

116 A Bikari Dasa Sambodhi-pancbasika ... 1701 1898

115 A Bihar! Lala ’^Bihai! Satsai (1650) V »• Very old MS., contains
712 dohas.

27 B »» j? ••• *.•
99 99 ••• ... • •• 1718 Oldest dated MS. yet dis-

covered.

8 C n »j J> 99 ... ••• This MS. belongs to

Jodhpur State Library.
There is another MS.

102 0 ^ Binodi Lala ... Kri^na-Vinoda 1822 ...

also here dated 1746.
Son of Rai Chironim Lfda

123 A Brahmaraya Mala Hanuva&ia - mosya - gam! 1569 1673
of Udaipur,

124 A
Katha.

>> j? •• Sripala-raso 1673 ^ 1635

118 A Budhajana Yogindra-sara-bha§a
. . . 1838 ...

151 C “Chama Dasa Gita-«natha-j!-ro. .

.

(1810) • ••

83 B Chaina Bama Bharatha-sara-bhasa 1828 ...

56 A Chanda Bardai Prithiraja-raso Mahoba-
khanda.

(1190) 1821 Only one canto.

62 A » ... Prithirajachouhana raso.. 99 1802 Contains 69 cantos.

63 A u Prithiraja raso
99 1683 Contains 65 cantos.

Oldest MS. yet discov-

38 B 9) 99 »• Prithiraja-chouhuana raso 99 1822
ered.

Contains the first 18

i

cantos. (As. Soc, Beng*
MS.)
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No. of
,

Notice.

i

Name of Author.
1

Name of Book.
1

!

Date of
Compo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
senpt.

Kemarks.

39 B Chanda Bardai Prithiraja-clionhuana raso (1190) 1822 Contains 19th to 28th
canto. (As. Soc. Beng.
MS,) Continuation of

No. 38 B.
40 B

>j »> 93 99 •• 99 1822 Contains 29th to 40th
canto. (As. Soc. Beng,
MS.) Continuation of

No. 39 B.
41 B 5 ) Jf **. 99 99 ••• 99

1822 Contains 41st to 60th

canto, (As. Soc. Beng.

MS.) Continuation of

No. 40 B.
42 B »1 9J 99 99 99 ... Contains first 26 cantos.

(As. Soc. Beng. MS.)
43 B 99 ii 99 99 99 Contains 27th to 59th

canto, (As. Soc. Beng.
MS.) Continuation of

No. 42 B.
44 B

99 » ••• 99 99 ••• 99 • •• Contains 60th to 66th
canto. (As. Soc. Beng,
MS.) Continuation of

No. 43 B.
45 B

99 >» ••• Pritliiraja-rasa
99 Contains 85 cantos. The

first is Devagiri and
the last Jangama Ka-
tha. (As. Soc, Beng,

MS.)
46 B

99 99 ••• Prifcliiraja-rayasa, Paitl... 7 1868 Contains 38 cantos. It

seems to be an altoge-

ther new work written

on the basis of Chanda's

poem. (As. Soc. Beng.

MS.)
47 B 99 99 .. „ Part If. ...

7 1868 Contains one canto only.

(As. Soc. Beng. MS.)
Continuation of No. 46

B.
71 C 99 99 Pritliiraja-r a s o-K a n a -

vaja Samayo.
(1190) • «« Belongs to Jodhpur State

Library,
275 C J> 99 Sanjogita.-nema-prastaTa . 99 Old MS.

26 B Chaiidaiia kavi Tatwa-Sangya ••• 1804

66 A Chaiidraghana Bhagavala-sara-basa . ,

,

• • 180C

85 A Charana Basa ^Nieha-prakaslka 1693 ...

70 B 99 91 ••• Gjana-Swarodaya (,1760) *•« Born 1703. Died 178L

71 A Chatura Dasa Ekadasa-Skanda ki bhasa. 1685 1785

110 B 99 99 ••• « 99 1635 1738

44 C Ohaturabhuja Dasa Madhu malati ri katha ... • •• 1780

93 A Ohhihala
1

Panclia-sahell 1518
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Ko.of
Notice.

Name of Author. Name of Book.
Date of

Oompo*
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script.

Eemarka.

85 C Chhihak • • Pancha-sakeli 1518 1817

127 A Ghintamaiai ... Kavi-kula-kalpa-taru ... (1650) ...

87 B Dadu ... ... Baduji-ki bani (1600) 1764

118 C • * • Adhyatma-Badujl-ka .. 7> ...

140 C
>1 ••• * • « Baduji-ka-pa'da 77 1649

141 0 »j •••• • •• 99 ••• ••• 99 • ••

2710 »> ••• Samartbai-ko-Anga 77 ftftft

293 C Swami Badu Bayala jl

ko Krita.

71 • ••

88 A Dajnau • • • Laksmana Sena Pad-

mavatl Katha.

1459 1612

63€ Damodara Basa •• Maikandeya Pnrana (1660) 1790

80 G Baulfda Bama Jalandhara-Natba - ji -r o-

gfina.

(1810) 1815

64 A BayalaBasa ... «• Raiia-KaBa ... •• (1620) 1619

so B >7 )) <««• • ft » 99 ••• 99 1888

50 B Daya Eaina ... • •• *Daya-Vilasa ... 1722 • ••

114 C
>» « 4.. Baya Vilasa 1722 ...

no A Baya Sagara Suri • ft Bbarma Battar-Charitra. . . • ft* 1671

58 A Beya or Beva Batta • •ft Astajtoa (1620) ••

7 C
»» >» jj ... Basa-vilasa

77 ...

121 0
ff 9f 9* • ft Astajarna

rr ...

68 B Beva Batta ... • •• Brona-parva-bha^a ...1
' 1761 18C8

57 B Bevakinandana Sarfaraja-chandrika 1786 • ••

1 0 Bevi Basa ... Eajaniti ... ... (1686?) 1801

82 C J» 99 ft Rajanlti-prastavika ka-
vitta.

77 1815 The same as No. 1 0,but
containing more verses.

1^0 A Bharmamandira Gam .. Pravodha-Ohintamani ... 1684 1817

8 A Bhruva Basa ... ... Vrindabana Sata 1630 • t •

9 A
17 }} ••• • ft* Singara-Sata ... *«.

10 A
>7 99 ••• • ft* Basa-ratnavali

11 A
7* 77 ft ft Neha-manjari ... « ...
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No. of

Notice.
Name of Author.

12 A Dliruva Dasa.„

13 A 99 •••

13 A >1 99 •••

13 A >> 99 •••

IS A y* ...

13 A *f •••

13 A ft 99 ••

13 A j» 99

13 A
99 99 •••

13 A 99 99

18 A >» 99

13 A 9 * 99

13 A 99 99 •••

13 A 99 99 ••P

14 A 99 99 •••

15 A 99

16 A 99 »> •••

17 A 99 99 •••

18 A 99 19 ••

19 A
99 99

20 A 99 19 •••

21 A 99 »9 •••

127 C 99 91 •••

244 C 99 19 •••

264 C 99 99 •**

280 C 99 99 •••

302 C 99 99 •••

107 B Dhyana Dasa

Name of Book.
Date of
<Jompo-
sitiou.

Date of
Manu-
script.

Remarks.

• •• Rahasi-maiijari .. 1642

... Sukha-manjarl ... ,, oaa

..., Rati-manjari ...

Bana bihara ...

• • • Ranga bihara ...

... Rasa bihara «•* • ••

Allan dadasa-vinoda • ••

Ranga vinoda ...

^firta-vilasa
1

* **

• • •

... Ranga hiilasa ... • • •

• •• Mana rasa lHa ... • ••

... Rahsi lata ••• •n. ...

... Prema lata

• •• Bhajana-kimdali ...

... Bavana-brihada purana ki

bba§a.
• ••

Bhakta-namavali t-..

Mana-singara • ••

... Bhajana Sata ... 1800

.. Mana Siksa ••9 ...

Pritil Choubani • » * •••

Rasa MuktavaK • ••

• t* Sabha-mandall 1625 • • •

... Bhajana Sata • •• • ••

Prltichoubaiia adi-grantha 1771 A collection of 31 books,

... Sabha mangala-Singara... 1629 ...

•«. Singara Sata • ••

... Yrindabana Sata 1629 • ••

Haricbanda Sata.*, .*•
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No, of
Notice. Name of Author. Name of Book.

Date of
Compo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script

Beinarks.

19 B Drouacharya Tiwadi ... Priyadasa-charitamrTta.

.

1853 • •

268 C Dulaha Rama .. Dulaliarama ka Sabada-
gyaiia

• • •

41 A Durga Prasada Ajita Singha-fateha-gran-

tha.

(1796) 1885

l;^6 A Dwaika Dasa MMho-iudana-bha-^a • •• 18G4

101 A Pyanati Eki-mana-bliasa • •

3 A Gadadhara Bliatta ... Gadadhara Bliatta ki banT •• • ••

32 C Gadn Rama Jasa-bhusaiia (1825) »•* See Bagi Rama.

33 0 »> •> Jasa-rupaka

26 A Gfanga Sudama-charitra ...

95 0 Gariba Pasa Adhyatma bodha (1650) (1649)

136 B Gesauanda Kundaliya Raja Padan
Singh ji ra.

1717

201 C Gobardhana Charana... Kundaliya raja Padama
Sinha ji ra.

77 1717

2 A Gokula l^atlia Nama ratna mala kosa .. 1814 • ••

23 A Gopala Prahlada charitra (ICOO) Was a disciple of Dadn.

25 A u ••• "^Dhrura charitra • ••

28 A >j ... *. Raja Bharatha charitra .. — ...

216 C Gopala Dasa ... Moha viveka
i

1G49

236 C
>j >j ... Parchai Swam! Dadu ]i kl ... 1G49

61 n Gorakha ITatlia Gorakha bodha (1350) ...

113 C
9* M •• Datta Gorakha Samvada.

77

156 0
»> 79 Goraklia Nathaji ra pad a.

77 ...

157 0
7} *» .. '“^Gorakha Nathaji ke

phutkara grantha.
77

166 C Gyaua Siddhaiita joga ... 77

1C8 C » 79 .. Gyana Tilaka ... 77

179 C 77 77
^

Jogesuri Sakbi
7>

219 C 77 77 •• Naravai Bodha
77

299 C
77 • Virata Purana

79

114 A
j

Qoiul Aditya katha badj

i

1738
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Ko. of

Notice.
Name of Author. Name of Book,

Date of
Compo-
sition,

Date of

Mami-
soript.

Bemarks.

94 A Guna Sagara Sri Satraha bheda Puja... *•

«

84 A Gwala Kavi Rasikananda ••• 1893 Fl. 1815.

88 B
>5 ••• •* Jamiina-lahari 1822 The MS. is in tbe author’s

own handwriting.
89 B >» JJ ••• •• Sri Krisnaj u-ko - n akh a -

sikha.

1827 or

1822.
• • • Do. do.

90 B
}1 « Gopi-pacliclilsi ... ... Do. do.

113 0 Hakima Farasisa
Vaidya*

Anjull Parana « • •

135 A Hansaraja Sri Sanelia Sagara ««• 1791

96 A Hararaja Dhola Maravam Cbaupalu 1550 1612

37 A Hari Dasa Pada (1560)

135 B
)» »» ••• Bhartari-vairagya (1550) 1807

171 0 n j> ••• •• Hari Dasa ]i ko grantba . • • • 1649

64 C Hari Dasa Niraiijani,^, Dayalaji ka pada

ISO 0 Hari Da&a Si-dhu Bliaratliari Gorakha Na-
tlia Samvada.

123 0 Hariraya Bhagavadi ke laksana «•«

146 C Dyidalatmaka swardpa vi-

cliara. i

147 G Gadyartlia bliasa
• • • • • •

164 C Giisain ji ke swarup kan

cbiiitana bhava.
1776

199 C
it ••• •• ’ Kris navatara s w a r u p a

Kirnaya.
•••

:

276 C
tt

^Saton swarupa kl bha-

vana
... ...

297 C H *** •'* Vallabbacliarya ji ke

swarupa kau cliiiitaiia

bbava.

• ••

61 B Harivallabha Sanglta-bha§a ...

90 C „ ••• •••

1

Bhagvadgita bhasa ... 1801
I

20G C Hema Cliarana ... Mabiiraja Gaja Sinliaji ra

guna Tupaka.

• ••

265 C Imrata Rama Sadhu ... Sada Imrata Rama ni-

ranjaiu ri arjl nakala.
(1810)

29 0 Jagaji Ratatia Mabesa dasota ba-

chanika.

1658 1765

104 0 Jaaa Mukmida Bhaiivara gita ...

105 0 Janardhana Bliafcta ... Vaidya Ratna 1843
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Ko. of
ISnotiGe.

of Author. Hame- of Book.
Date of

Compo-
sition.

Date oi

Manu-
script.

Bemarke.

214 B Jana Natha Moba Marada Baja b'

katha.

1719

1

• •• 2 copies'..

111 c Jasa Rama ,

Raja nlti-Tistara 1757

71 B Jaswauta Singba Aparochcliha-Sidbaiita .. ... ••• Maharaja of Jodhapur.

T2 B >> j>
Anubhava-prakasa ...

Z3 B fr » • • • Aiianda-Yilasa 1667

14 C tf >1 ••• Aprocbchha Siddhaata ... 11 1727

15 C »> 99 Anubhava prakasa ... ...

16 C n 99!
Siddhanta bodhA *0 •

17 C J* 99 •• Ananda Vilasa 1G67

22 C
t 99 %9, •• Prabodha Chandrodaya

nataka.

• • •

46 C
>1 )J Siddbanta Sara ... • A*

4T C 9» 99 •• Bhasa Bbusana • ••

48 B Jata !M!ala ••• Gorabadala ki Katba ...
,

1628 • • •

103 C Jayagopala Singlia Tulsi Sabdartlia 1817 I860

80 A Jaya Krlfua .** ... Tama rupa dipa Pingala.. * 1720' ' 1853.

68 C 9% 9ft ••• /*^Jaya Krisna Krita
Kavitta.

(1760) ...

89 0 99 99 ••• 'Siva Mabafcmya bba§a 1768 1801

91 C
31 11 ••• Siva Gita bba§artba 1 1760 1767

139 A Jaya Singfia Krisna Tarangini .... 1816 1861 Maharaja of Rewah.

140 A 19 19 99$. ... Haricbaritamrita 1818 ... An account of tbo'

Matsya, Kfirina^Mobini
and Baraba incarna-

141 A 9r r» *. • 1^.. Arisinba Katba ... • *. #• *

tions of god.

142 A 99 fr *... Vamaua Katba. ...

143 A
‘

99- ir ... Parasarama KatbSL 1832-

144 A J> 99 $»* Haricbaritamrita ... Lite of Ramacbandrav

145 A 99 99
j

Haricbarita Cbanjdxika.*. ... 1833

140 A It t» ... ! Kapiladleva ki Katba
‘

... 1833

147 A
It I*

' Pritbu Katliai ....
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No, of
Notice.

Name of Author, Name of Book.
Date of
Compo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script.

148 A Jaya Singba Narada Sanata Kumara k!

Katha.
...

149 A ii It ••• Swayambhu muni ki Katha ... 1833

150 A »» 11 ••• Dattatraya Katha ... 1833

151 A >» »» ••• •• Risabhadera kl Katha ... ...

152 A Vyasa Chaiitra ... ... ...

153 A
1

It It ••• •• • Baldeva Katha ... ... 1838

154 A „ „ ... •*. Naranarayana ki Katha... ...
1

155 A 11 Ii ••• •“ Hari-avatara Katha
m

... ...

156 A it 11 ••• Hayagrira Katha ... ...

77 B Jetlia Mala ... Narsi-Mahata-ki-hundi ... 1653

100 c ft if Narada Gharitra 1786

21 B Jhama Dasa ... Sri-ramayana 1761
1

•••

(To he continued).

A COMPLETE VERBAL OROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSOBT
OR GLOSSARY OP ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS,

BY CHARLES PAETBIDGB, M.A,

(Vontmued from p. 483

J

Yaujdan; ann, 1880 : s. v, Bundobust, 98, i.

Yaujdari
j

Poiijdarry,. 273, ii,

Paujdari ’Adalat; a. v. DewauRy, 241, i. *

Faujdari ’Adalat
;

v. Adawlut, 4^ i.

Jaussebraye
;
$, v, Baa-bicaa^ 52, i, s. -y^Rownee (a),,

584, i.

Fausse-braye ;
v. Rowiiee (a),, 583, ii.

FecMzo ;
8, v, FetUb,, 267, i«.

Fedea
;

s. v. 266, ii, 798, ii, twice; ann,

1525 ; 8, V. Googul, 290, i, s. v. Room, 581,

. I and ii, both twice, 8, v, Sind, 634, ii,

5 times, s. v, Simt, 664, ii; ann. 153&:

5 . v» Pergmnnab, 530, i; aim. IDS'G; 8, v,

Salsette (a), 594, ii^ twice
;
ann. 1543 ; s, v,

Mazagong, 432,. i
;

ann. 1554 : s*. v. Bombay,

77, ii, twice.

Feerandah; ann. 1783 r s. %\ Veranda, 738, r.

Feiti9arias j
ann. 1487 : 5. -y. Fetish, 267, i.

Feiticeiras ;
aim. 1613 : s. Fetish,, 267,. iL

Feiticeiroj s. y. Fetish, 267, i
;
ann. 1567 : 8, v.

Oasis, 130, ii.

Feiti^o
;

s. v. Fetish, 267, i; ann. 1553 (3

times), 1613 and 1878 (twice): s. y. Fetish,

267, ii.

Feiti^oes^j ann. 1552 : s, v. Fetish, 267, i.

Feitor
;

s, v. Factor, 263, ij ann, 1501 and

1653 : s, V. Factor, 263, i.

Feitoria
;

s. v. Factor, 263, i
;
ann. 1500: a, «.

Factory, 263-, iL

Feitonr; ann. 1653 : 5. v. Congo-bunder, 783, i.

Felis Catraoal
;

s. v. Shoe-goose, 629, i.

Felis jubata
;

s, v, Cheeta, 143, ii.

FehS' leopardus
;

$, v. Leopard, 392, r.

Felis pardus
;
a. v. Leopard, 392, i, twice;

Fellah
;

s; v, Moplab, 448,. ii;. ann. 1837: 8. y;.

Sbabunder, 619, i.

Feranda
;
ann. 1783 ; $. v. Veranda, 738, i,

Ferando
;
ann, 1614 : s, v, P'dicing,, 526, i.
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Feravh ana. 1548 : s. v. Batta (a), 55, i
;
ann.

1824 : s. V, Farasli, 26 G, ii.

Ferasli : 5. v, Farabli, 266, ii.

Ferazee; i\ 266, ii.

Ferdana Mantn
;
ann. 161 2 : s t’. Oranicay, 492, i.

Feiingee : ann. 1794 : s. v. Firiugliee, 270, i.

Feriiighee
;

ann. 1825 (twice), 1828 and 1861

:

fi. V. Fiiiugliee, 270, i.

Feringhi; s. v. Room, 581, i.

Fernigliy ; ann 1792: s v. Banclioot, 42, ii.

Fenngis : b v Bustee, 102, i.

Fonngyj ann 1755 : s, v, Firinghee, 269, ii.

Ferlec
;
ann. 1292 : v. Pasei, 517, i.

Feionia elephantum; s, v. Wood-apple, 741, i.

Feroshuhr; s. v. Ferozesliuiiiir, 798, ii.

Ferozepore
;
ann. 1583 : s. v. Course, 785, i.

Ferozesliuhur
;
s, v, 798, ii,

Feroz Sludi
;

s. v. Rupee, 585, ii.

Ferraisj ann. 1300 : s. v, Farash, 266, ii, twice.

Ferro
;

s. v. Narcondam, 473, i.

Ferseng
;
ann. 1623 : s. v. Coss, 203, ii.

Ferula alliacea * s. v. Hing, 318, i.

Ferula asafoetida
;

s, v, Hing, 318, i.

Ferula Jaeschkiana
;

s, v. Hing, 318, i.

Ferula Narthex
;

s. v, Hing, 318, i.

Ftehes; ann. 1878 : s. v. Fetish, 267, ii.

Fetico; 5. v. Fetish, 267, i.

Fetisceroes
;
ann. 1673 ; §, v. Fetish, 267, ii.

Fetish
;

s. v, 267, i.

Fetishism
;
ann. 1878 : s. v. Fetish, 267, Ii.

Fetisso
;

s. -y. Fetish, 267, i.

Fettisos
;
ann, 1600: s. v. Fetish, 267, ii,

Feuerwerk; ann. 1750: s. v, Parijih, 514, ii,

Feuilles entrelacees
;

s. v, Cadjan, 107, ii.

Feyti^o
;

ann. 1539 : s. -u. Fetish, 267, i ;
ai^n.

1606 : s. '0, Fetish, 267, ii.

Fez; 5. -y. Otto, 494, i; ann. 1573: 5. y. Arsenal,

27, i, s. y. Cameeze, 116, i.

Ffactor
;
ann. 1714 : s. y. Choultry, 779, i,

Ffaotory; anQ. 1680 : s. ??. Martaban, 822, ii,

twice,

ffarazes
;
ann. 1548 : s. >y. Batta (a), 55, 5.

ffarcuttee
;
ann. J690 ? a. -y. De\\ann, 240, i.

ffort St. George
;
ann. 1680; s. z7.Cowl0, 785, ii.

Fico del inferno
; s. -y. Datura, Yellow, 231, ij.

Ficus; s, V. Flying-Fox, 271, ii, a. v. Plantain,

541, i.

Ficus bengaleiisis
;

s. v. Banyan-Tree, 50, i.

Ficus benjamina
; 50, ii, footnote.

Ficus Indica
; s, y. Plaintain, 541, i.

Ficus indica
;
s. v, Banyan-Tree, 50, i ; ann.

1857 : 5 . y. Baroda, 53, i.

Ficus populifolia
;

s, y, Pecpul, 524, i.

Ficus religiosa
;

s. v. Peepul, 523, ii.

Fid; s. V. Chabee, 139, i,

Fidalgo
;

ann. 1552: $. v. Mandarin, 421, ii
;

ann. 1553: s, v. Mandarin, 421, ii, s. v. Pula,

557, ii
;
ann. 1673: s, y. Calyan, 114, ii.

Fidya; s. y. Fedea, 266, ii.

Fig
;
ann. 1548 : s. y. Areca, 26, ii

;
ann. 1563

;

s. y. Banana, 42, ii.

Figges
;
ann. 1586 : s. y. Areca, 25, ii.

Figo; ann. 1579: s. y. Plaintain, 541, li.

Fig of India; s. y. Plantain, 541, i.

Fig of Paradise ; s. y. Plaintain, 541, i.

Fig-Tree; s. y. Banyan-Tree, 50, i.

Fig-ti;ee; ann. 70 : s. y. Banyan-Tree, 60, i;

ann. 1667 : s, y. Banyan-Troe, 50, ii.

Figue; ami. 1610: s. y. Banana, 42, ii.

Fiingi; s, y. Firinghee, 269, i.

Fiji
;
ann. 1586 : s. v. Suttee, 669, i.

Fiji Islands
;

s. y. Suttee, 667, ii.

Fil
;

s. y. Elephant, 794, ii, 797, ii.

Pil
;

s. y. Elephant, 794, ii, twice.

Filavia Medinensis; $. y. Guinea-wonYi, 307, ii.

Fill; s. y. Elephant, 794, ii.

Fillets, long; aim. 1573 : s. y. Muslin, 459, i.

Filosofo; s, y. Failsoof, 2C4, ii.

Filsben
;

s. y. Elephant, 794, ii.

Finestra
;

s, v. Balcony, 39, ii.

Firando; 8. y. Factory, 264, ii; aim. 1617 : y.

Satsuma, 602, ii.

Firaiiji
;

s. y. Firinghee, 269, i.

Firdshdapga; aim. n42 : s. y. Calcutta, 112, i.

Fire carriage; s. r, Ag-gari, 5
,

ii.

Fire-eater; s. y. Cluckore, 149, i.

Firefly; y. 267, ii, twice, 268, i, 798, ii;

ann. 1682 : s. y. 798, ii
;
ann, 1764 and 1865 ^

s. y. 268, i
;

ann. 1868 and 1880 ; y. 268,
ii.

Fire-fly; ann. 1824 : 9. v. Firefly, 2C8, i.

Firinghee
; «. v. 2G9, i, 799, i.

Piringhi
; «. v. Paraiiglieo, 512, ii.

Firing!
;

s. v. Custard-Apple, 221 , i
; ann. 15C5 :

s. V. Firinghee, 269, li, «. v. Larry-bunder,
888 , i

;
ann. 1634 : n. v. Gallevat (b), 276, ii.

Firing! dhatura; s. v. Avgemono moxicana,25,ij,
Firingies; ann. 1774: a. v. Firinghee, 269, ii,

Firingl-pett
; 550, i, footnote.

Piringy
;
ann, 1861 : s. Firinghee, 270, i.
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Pima
;

e. v, Firmaun, 270, i ;
ann. 1615 : s, v,

Buxee, 104, i; ann. 1616: s, v» Firmaun,

270, i.

Firman; ann. 1606 : s. v, Firmaun, 270, i
;
ann*

1610: s, V, Outcherry, 223, i
;
ann. 1623 : .s.

Eadaree, 570, i, twice; ann. 1648 : Firmaun*

270, i ; ann. 1711; s, y. Sophy, G49, i.

Firmao; ann. 1606: s, v. Firmaun, 270, i.

Firmaun; s. v» 270, i ;
ann, 1689: s. v. 270, ii.

Ffroz
;

ann. 1360 ; s, v. Jowaulla mookhee,

354, li, twice.

First-chop
;

$, v. Chop, 160, i.

Fiscaal
;

5 . v. Fiscal, 270, ii.

Fiscal ; 8. V, 270, ii.

Fishery Coast
;

ann. 1644 ; s. v, Tuticorhi,

721, i.

Fish-oil ;
ann. 1553 : s. v. Jaggery, 341, i.

Five coco-nuts; 5. v, Angengo, 21, ii.

Five Islands
;

a. v, Anchediva, 20, i.

Flabella
;
ann. 1616 : s, v. Punkah (a), 563, i.

Flame of the Forest; s, Dhawk, 241, ii.

Flamingo
;
ann. 1727 : s, v. Paddy-bird, 496, ii

Flanderkin
;
ann. 1862 : s. v, Florican, 271, i.

Flandrina
;
ann, 1321 : s, v, Pandarani, 508, ii

;

ann. 1330 : s. v. Shiiikali, 627, ii.

Flap
;
ann. 1663 ; s. v. Punkah (b), 563, ii, 8.t\

Tyconna, 721, ii.

Flapper; ann. 1836-7; «. v. Muddle, 455, i.

Flercber
;

ann. 1862 : v, Florican, 271, i,

3 times.

Floretta yarn; ann. 1680: s. v. Moonga, 824, ii*

Flori; 28, i, footnote.

Florican
;

s. v. 270, ii, twice
;

ann. 1813: $, t\

270, ii; ann. 1875: s. v. 271, i.

Florida ;
ann. 1612 r s. v. Penguin, 527, ii.

Floriken
;

5. -y. Florican, 271, i
;
ann. 1780, 1785,

1807 (twice) and 1824 : s. -y. Florican, 270, ii.

Florikin
;

s, v, Florican, 270, ii; ann. 1862 :

s, V. Florican, 271, i, twice.

Florin
; 28, i, footnote.

Flory
;
ann. 1673 : s, v, Elephanta (b), 261, ii

;

5. V, Monsoon, 442, ii.

Flos reginae
;

5. v. Jarool, 345, ii.

Flowered-Silver
;

s, v. 271, i.

Flowered-silver; s, v. Eownee (b), 583, ii.

Flowered silver
;
ann. 1800 : s. v, Eownee (b),

584, i.

Fluces; ann. 1630; s. v. Gosbeck, 298, i.

Flux aigu
;

ann. 1782 : s. v, Mort-de-cbien,

451, i.
*

Fly
;

5. V. 271, i, twice, 790, i; ann. 1810 : s. v.

•271, i; ann. 1816: s. 790, i.

Fly-flap; ann, 250 : 5. v. Yak, 744, ii.

Flying; s. V, Fox, Flying, 273, ii.

Flyiiig-Fox
;

s. -y. 271, i, 799, i.

Flying-fox
;
ann. 1813 and 1882: s. v, Flying-

Fox, 271, ii.

Fo
;
ann. 1806 : s. v, Buddha, 91, i,

Foetidia Mauritiana
;

s, v. Stink-wood, 652, i,

Foful
;
ann. 1759 : s. v. Cacouli, 769, ii.

Fogaca; s. v. Fogass, 271, ii.

Fogass
;

s. v. 271, ii.

Fogo; 5. V. Fogass, 271, ii.

Foist; ann. 1513: s. y. ^yiuter, 867, i
;
ann.

1518: 5 . y. Gallevat (d), 277, i; ann. 1526 :

s. y. Suiida, 659, ii
;
ann. 1529 ; s, y. Tana,

681, ii
;

ann. 1534 : s, y. Eeshire, 848, i :

ann. 1535 : s. y. Satigam, 854, i and ii
;

aim.

1536 : 8. y. Pandarani, 509, i, twice
;

aim.

1553: 8, y. Surat, 665, i; ann, 1584: 5 . y.

Sanguicer, 853, ii; aim. 1605 1 s. v. Sanguicel,

853, ii, twice.

Foistes
;
aim. 1570: s. y. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Foker
;
ann. 1604 : 5 . y. Fakeer, 265, ii, 798, i.

Fokien; s, y. Amoy, 12, i, s, y. Satin, 602, 1
;

ann. 1687 : s. v. Amoy, 12, ii.

Folauslia; s, v. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Fo-lau-sha
;
ann. 400 : s. v. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Fo-ling
;
ann. 650 : 5 . y. Jack, 337, i.

Folio Indo
;

ann. 1690 : s. y. Malabathrum,

415, i.

Folium Indicum
;

s. y. 271, ii.

Folium indicum
;

6*7, ii, footnote, s. y. Mala-

batbrum, 41 4, ii, t^Yice.

Folium indu
;

ann. 1563 : s. y. Malabathrum,

415, i, 3 times.

Follepon
;
ann. 1682 : s, y. Punch, 846, i.

Follis
;

s, y. Dinar, 245, ‘i.

Folosomia; ann. 1538: s. y. Melique Verido,

823, i.

Fondoux
;
ann. 1653: $, y. Khan (b), 812, ii.

Foochow
;
ann. 1879 : s, v. Babaudur, 87, ii.

Foojadar
;
ann. 1809 ; $. v. Foujdar, 273, i.

Foole sugar
;
ann. 1765; s. y. Gru:ff, 303, ii.

FoobEack; ann. 1754: s, .y. Pariah-Arrack,

515, ii.

Fool-rack
;
ann. 1598 : s. y. Nipa (b), 480, i.

Fool Rack; s. y. Fool’s Rack, 272, i; ann. 1603:

s. y. Arrack, 26, ii; ann. 1673: s, v. Fool’s

Rack, 272, i.
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Fool’s Rack
;

5. v. 272, i.

Foot-boye
;
ana. 1630 : s* v, Peoa, 528, ii.

Foozilow
;

v. 272, ii.

Foras; 5. v. Foras Lands, 272» ii
;
aun- 1852:

s, V- Foras Lands, 273, i, 3 times.

Forasdars; $, v. Foras Lands, 272, ii, twice.

Foras Lands
;

5. v. 272, ii, 3 times.

Foras Roads
;

s. v. Foras Lands, 272, ii.

Foreign Hong
;

v* Hong, 320, ii.

Forest Road
;

s. w. Foras Lands, 272, ii.

Forlorn
;

a. v* Falaun, 265, ii
;
aim. 1824 ; 5. v.

Falann, 265, ii.

Formicarum
;

ann. 1328: s. -y. Ant, White,

23, i.

Formigas brancas
;

a. v. Ant, White, 23, i.

Formosa
;

s. v. Factory, 264, ii, 5. v* Typhoon,

722, ii, 723, i; ann. 1868: s, v. Paddy-bird,

834, ii.

Formosan
;

s. y. Typhoon, 722, ii, twice.

Foro
;

a. v. Foras Lands, 272, ii
;

ann. 1808

:

s, V. Salsette (a), 595, i.

Foros ; V. Foras Lands, 272, ii.

Fort Marlborough
;
aim. 1763 and 1764 (twice)

:

s, y. Slave, 856, ii.

Fort St. David ; a. v. Factory, 264, i, a. v. Scav-

enger, 606, ii, a. v, Brahminy Butter, 767, i

;

ann. 1727 : a. Canhameira, 772, i
;

ann.

1746: a. -y. Chelingo, 777, i; ann. 1747;

a. -y. Sepoy, 613, i, a. v. Sepoy, 855, i.

Fort St. David’s ; a. v. Sepoy, 613, i
;
ann.

1781; a. V* Guingam, 288, i; ann. 1785:

a. V, Long-cloth, 395, ii.

Fort St. George;' a. v. Factory, 264, i, a. v,

Madras, 406, ii, 407, i, a. v. Scavenger, 606, ii,

twice, a. y,Triplicane,716,i
;

a. v, Coromandel,

784, i, a. V. India of the Portuguese, 808, ii,

ann. 1670 : a. -y. President, 84j5, ii, 3 times
;

ann. 1672 : a. -y. Madras, 407, ii ; ann. 1673 :

a. V, Patna, 520, i, a. -y. Pattamar (a), 521, i

;

ann. 1676 ; a. v. Overland, 834, i
;

ann.

1677 ; a. v. Banyan, 761, i, a. v. Betel, 765, i,

a. -u. Hindostanee, 806, ji
; ann. 1678 : a. v.

Palankeen, 836, li ; ann. 1679 : a. v. Tumlook,

864, ii
; ann. 1688 ; a. v. Got, 205, i

; ann.

1699; a. y. Castes, 132, ii; ann. 1711; a. v.

Goa Stone, 290, ii
;
ann. 1726 ; s, 'v, Madras,

407, ii; ann. 1727 : a. v* Madras, 407, ii, twice,

a. -y. Nabdb (a), 468, i, a. v. Pulicat, 558, i

;

ann. 1767; a. Ciroars, 780, ii; ann. 1780:

a. y. Pagoda (c), 834, ii
;

ann. 1807 : a. y.

Gentoo, 281, ii
;

ann. 1809 : a. y. Jagheer,

341, ii
;
ann. 1841 : $. y. Peshwa, 532, ii.

Fort St. George Consultations; a. y. Gingerly,

801, i, a. y. Pattamar, 842, i; ann. 1679:

a. y. Gentoo (a), 800, ii
;

ann. 1680 : a. y.

Porgo, 845, i.

Fortunate Islands
; a. y. Oojyne, 487, L

Fort Vellalas
;

ann. 1844-45 : a. y. Ciisbah,

219, ii.

Fort William, a. y. Buxee, 103, ii, a. y. Cadet,

107, i, a. y. Chuttanutty, 170, i, twice, a. y.

Factory, 264, ii, a. y. Gardens, 278, ii, a. y.

Mohur, 438, ii, a. y. Regulation, 575, ii, a. v.

Sunderbunds, 660, ii, a. y. Adawliit, 753, i,

a. V. Chowdry, 779, i, a. y. Kidderpore, 814, i,

a.y. Supreme Court, 858, ii, a. y. White Jacket,

866, ii; ann, 1698 : a. y. Zemindar, 748, i

;

ann. 1706 : a. y. Harry, 806, i
;
ann. 1727:

a. y. Pucka, 555, ii ; ann. 1754-58: a. y.

Palankeen, 504, i ; ann. 1768 : a. y. Hidgelee,

314, ii; ann. 1792 : a. y. Chowringhee, 779,

ii ; ann. 1827 : a. y. Ticca, 700, i.

Fota
;

a. y. Poddr, 844, ii.

Fotadar • a. y. Podar, 844, ii.

Foujdali
;
ann. 1824 : a. y. Foujdar, 273, it,

Foujdar
;

a. y, 273, i; ann. 1702 : a. y. 273, i

;

ann. 1759: a.y. Ohucldah, 779, ii ; ann. 1810

:

a. y. 273, i; ann. 1824 : a. y. 273, li.

Foujdarry; a, y. 273, ii, a. y. Adawlut, 4, i;

ann. 1790 : a. y. Cazee, 776, i.

Foujdary Adawlut
; a. y. Foujdarry, 273, ii, a. y,

Adawlut, 753, i.

Foulesapatte; ann. 1791: a.y. Shoe-flower, 620, i.

Foule-sapatte
;

ann. 1791 : a. v, Shoe-flowov,

629, i.

Four-anna
;

a. y. Anna, 22, ii.

Fourini
; aim. 1713: a- y. Ant, White, 23, i.

Fousdar
;

ann. 1683 and 1690 : a. y. Fouidar,

273, i.

Fouzdaar; 771, i, footnote; ann. 1727; a. y.

Hoogly, 322, i,

Fowra
; a. y. 273, ii.

Fox, Flying ; a. y. 273, ii.

Foy-Foe
;
ann, 1696 : a. y. Compound, 782, i,

Foyst
; a. y. Sambook, 595, ii- ann. 1688 ; a. y.

Catur, 135, i.

Frail; a. y, Frazala, 273, ii, 799, i
; ann, 1290 ;

a. y. Orange, 491, i, twice
; ann. 1510 : a, y.

Frazala, 273, ii, twice; ann, 1793: a. y. Fra-
zala, 799, i.
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Frances-chi
;

ann, 1384: s, v. Firinghee, 269,

i, twice.

Franchi
;

aan. 1340 and 1384 : v, Firinghee,

269, i
;
ann. 1436 : fi, v, Firinghee, 799, i,

twice.

Franci ;
ann. 1503: ®. v. Ormns, 493, i, 3 times,

Francia
;
ann. 1350 : s, v. Firinghee, 269, i.

Franck
;
ana. 1678: v. Caffer, 770, i.

Francolin ; v. Black Partridge, 75, i, v.

Chickore, 148, ii.

Francolinus vulgaris
;

a. v. Black Partridge, 75, i.

Francos
5

ann. 1440 r s, v, Firinghee, 799, i

;

ann. 1498 : 5. v. Firinghee, 269, i; ann. 1616 :

s, V. Firinghee, 269, ii.

Franghi
;

anii, 1610: v. Firinghee, 269, ii.

Frangistan
;
ann. 1665 : s, v, Macheen, 820, ii.

Frangue ; ann. 1553 ; s, v* Moor, 446, i, twice.

Frangui; ann. 1648: s, v* Fiiinghee, 269, ii;

ann. 1665 : s, v. Mugg, 455, ii
;

ann. 1791

:

s. ^7. Firinghee, 270, L

(To he continued,)

MISCELLANEA.
MATRICETA’S MAHAEAJAKANIKALBKHA.

To the article on Matriceta and the Maharaja-

kanikalekha, published in Vol. XXXIL above,

p. 345 ff., may I be allowed to add the following

notes, which it was not practicable to insert in

the article itself ?

1. In printing the text, I have preferred to

follow the blockpi'int even where it is not quite

consistent: thus I have given rjes . su or rjesu,, &c.,

indifferently.

2. In verses 9 ihyi8\ 19 (yi), 23 (bden), and 46

(mes) the translation follows the reading given

in the notes.

3. To Professor L. de la Vall4e Poussin, who
kindly read the paper in proof, I am indebted for

a numher of suggestions adopted in the paper*,

and also for the following :
—

(-al Pp. 346-7 : Prof. Poussin suggests that the

passage from the Varnanarliavarnana proves

not that Matriceta had been a heretic, hut that

he had indulged in vain rhetoric. The further

context will, I believe, decide this point.

(6) P. 349 : Further references to the simile

of the tortoise are to be found in Bumouf’s
‘ Lotus dela bonne Loi,’ p. 431

;
Kern, Saddharma-

pundarVca, p. 423; Spence Hardy, ^Manual of

Buddhism/ p. 442 ;
Bodhicaryavatara^anjika

(Bibl. Ind.), p. 9.9 and IV. 20.

(c) V. 3 : Can gdams • kyi = * those who have

need of advice ’ ?

(d) T. 4: ‘Having purified the quarters by
their virtues, great men are nevertheless not

ashamed to yield to their hearts, like friends * ?

(e) V. 11 : mhJias •pa * dag • hsdu • bar • dgyes •

= i^tasamtofana; hut? We might certainly

render mkha$ •pa * dag • bsdu • bar by * unite the

learned.’

(/) V* 12 : dpyad •pa* la • ni, &c. = ‘ exercise

yoni’self wisely in reflection but ?

i^g) V. 21 : de*yi* hsam •pa, &c. = ‘ whose
respect is equal to his intelligence and who desires

happiness.’

(h) Y. 30: upon hralphas depends all that

precedes. Dbye = hheda. [The translation of

this verse is highly doubtful: probably chad*
pas • bead mustmean ^to punish,’ and gan • dulyxn--

mi = na kad^citj]

(i) Y. 54c : read ties tpar * certainly’ ?

{k) Y. 65d: ‘has attained the nai§karmya
(mi • hgyi • ha) ’ ?

4.

I may add the following

(a) Y. 25 : smra • ba may mean * speaker ’

rather than * speech.*

(b) Y. 83b: This line is too short by one
syllable.

P. W. T.

S7tk August, 1903,

OALAMINA.

In Yol. XXXII. above, p. 149, some remarks
were offered on attempts made by certain authors

to localise “ Calamina,’* the place at which
St. Thomas the Apostle is alleged, in certain

ecclesiastical writings, to have suffered martyr-

dom; and it was suggested, for reasons there

given, that perhaps Carmana (Karman) in Car-

mania might be the place really intended. The
Right Rev. A. E. Medlycott, however, points out

to me that, if there had been any tradition that the

first burial-place of the apostle had been within

Oarmania, such tradition would have certainly

been known to the Nestorians, who had churches
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tliere in early times. That they had churches

there, is shewn by a letter “ad Simonem epis-

copuni Ravardscii’i metropohtam,” written by

Jesuab, Patriarch of the Nestorians 650-660,

a Latin translation of which is given by

Asseniani, Bihh Or t. 3, p. 130. The following

passages may be quoted :
—

“ Ubinam ingens Marnanitamm (civitatis Maru

“ [Merv]
)
popnlus qui quiim neque gladium neqne

ignem ant tormenta vidissent, solo medietatis

“bonornm suorum amore capti, velnt amentes,

“ e vestigio in barathrum perfidiae, hoc est, in

aeternam perniciem ruerunt.’* The writer goes

on to say all denied the faith, except two priests,

who, as he remarks, “ instar perustaruin titioiinm

“ ex flaiuma impietatis evadentibus, etc/’

“Ubinam etiam sunt Oaramaniae totiusque

“Persidis saiictuaiia? quae non per adventum

“satanae, aut jussu regum. terrae, ant maiidatis

“praesidis proviiiciarum, excisa corrueruiit, sed

“ exigui unius vilissimi daemonis flatu, etc.”

W. R. P.

20tli August i
1903^

NOTES AND QUERIES.

THE CHAUKANDU.

“ 1. I am told that the custom of chaukandfl

^l^ee ante^ Yol. XXXI. p 359) has the following

local names in KulO, though I have never myself

heaid any of them used :
—

Mandi banpidra beta

Sai §.3 •*. jliard betd

Xhlil ... dagolfu”

E. A. Joseph, 0. S. (Ki!ihi).

2. In Siimtlr, if a widow living in her late

husband’s house, and being possessed of his

estate, gives birth to a male child m her deceased

husband’s house, such child is legitimate and is

called jhdtd or jhaidgrd He succeeds the widow

and is regarded as the son of his mother’s deceased

husband. Even more than one such child is

legitimate. This custom pievails amongst the

hill-men only and is not recognized in the N^han

Tahsil and the Dun.

3. In Chambd, the custom of cliaukand^ still

exists in the Barmaur and Ohaurah Wizdrats.

The Barmauris recognize the legitimacy of the

children born of a widow after the demise of her

husband, provided the widow continues to reside

in her husband’s house and that she has worn

a red duri (tape) in the name of her husband’s

chuld (oven) or darat (axe). There are widows in

the Barmaur Wizarat who have not perfoimed

this ceremony, and are still in possession of their

husbands’ land and propierty, but the Gaddis

consider that their rights are disputable. They

can enjoy this privilege only as long as the

bdrddai i do not make any fuss about it. In the

Chain ah Wizdrat this practice also obtains, but

no formal ceremony is necessary. It is, however,

essential that the widow should continue to live

in her husband’s house and that the child is

begotten in his bouse. In Barmaur such male

issue is called chaukandd and in the Ohaurah

Wizarat randput (widow’s son) and rand-dhtd

(widow’s daughter) respectively.

H. A. Rose,

Supdt. of Mhnogntphy, Punjab,

Nov, mih 1003.

BOOK-NOTICE.

Catalogus Cataloqorum, Pt. III.l

The second part of Professor Aufrecht’s great

work appeared in 1896, and the present one carries

us forward to July, 1903. At this stage com-

mendation of a book so well-known and so

indispensable to all Sanskrit scholars would be

superfluous. Suffice it to say that it displays all

the clearness and accuracy of its predecessors.

Amongst many other entries based on lists of

Sanskrit manuscripts which have been published

since 1896, this part also includes the names of the

works inthe following important collections,— the

Ashbumer and Burnell MSS. of the India Office,

the MSS. of the Indian Institute at Oxford, the

Libraries of the Calcutta Sanskrit College and of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal (so far as catalogues

have been published), the Libraries of the

Universities of Edinburgh, Wurzburg, Leipzig,

and Tubingen (1865— 1899, including the famous
Paippaldda-^dhhd MS. of the Atharva^v6da)t and
the Tod and Whish Collections of the Royal
Asiatic Society. It is therefore of considerable

interest in itself apart from its connexion with its

valuable predecessors.

G. A. G.

Camberley, 7th Nov. 1903,

^ Catalogus Catalogorum, An Aljgliabeiical Ttegisier of Sanskrit JForks and Authors, By Theodor Aufrecht.
Part III. Printed with the support of the Academies of Gottingen, Leipzig, Munich and Vienna. Leipzig, Otto
Earrassowitz, 1903. Pp. iv, 161. 4to. Price, Marks 10, say Es. 7-8.
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EPIGRAPHIOAL NOTES.
BY H. LtiDERS, Ph.D. ; ROSTOCK.

The following notes, wliicli I hope to continue from time to time, are a small contribution
towards the reading and interpretation of the most ancient epigraphical records of India. For

Nos. 6, 14. 22, and 23, I have been able to use a photograph kindly placed at my disposal

by Prof. Kielhorn : on the margin is written, in Dr. Fleet’s hand: — “ Indo-Scythian stones

which belonged to Gen. Sir Alexander Cunningham
;
” and it shows the front sides of the stones

which bear the inscriptions mentioned above, and two other stones with inscriptions which will be

dealt with later on. Except for that, I have had no fresh materials to work at, such as

impressions, rubbings or photographs, but have had to rely on the reproductions published in the

Arokieological Survey Reports^ the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society^ the Journal of the Asiatic

Society oj Bengal, the Indian Antiquary and the Epigraphia Indica* It is hardly necessary to

point out that these reproductions are of very different value. Whereas the photo-lithographs in

the Epigraphia Indioa may be considered a fairly reliable base for a critical examination of the

text, the reproductions jpublished in the older works are of course more or less untrustworthy
;
and

perhaps it will be wondered at that I should have commented at all on inscriptions of which only

such imperfect copies were available. If nevertheless I have done so, this is largely due to an

external reason. By advice of some friends interested in Indian epigraphy, and in analogy to the

hsts compiled by Prof. Kielhorn, I am preparing a list of the Indian inscriptions prior to

about A, D. 400, which will contain also a short abstract of the contents of each inscription.

It was chiefly in order to render this list as free from errors as possible, also with regard to inscrip-

tions of the kind described above, that I have ventured at revising them and publishing the

results in the present shape. I am fully aware that by a re-editioii of these inscriptions most of

my remarks will be superseded. The sooner this will happen, the better it will be, and I can only

hope that the authorities of the Indian Museums, to whose care these precious documents of the

ancient history of the country are entrusted, will find a way of making them accessible to scholars

in a form satisfying modern requirements.

No. 1. — Matliur^ Jaiua image iuseripbioa of Saiii. 4

;

edited by Biihler, Ep. Ind. Vol. II, p. 201, No. 11, and Plate,

The inscription is mutilated. The last words of the first line are transcribed by Biihler

Vajanagarit[6 iaj. Afters^ another akshara is visible on the photo-hthograph, and there can be no

doubt that H is to be restored to sdhhdto, although both the sa and the Jcha seem to have somewhat

abnormal forms. The editor, however, was certainly wrong in transcribing the third akshara of the

name of the sdlchd by na» As a comparison with the na in ksim in line 2, in Grahachetina and

Grahaddsina in line 3 will easily show, it is really na. The straight vertical at the top of the letter

is nothing but the serif, whereas the lingual na has a slightly bent top-line
j
see the words Ydrandto

gandtd in line 1 , The spelling of the word Vajanagarito would thus be quite tlie same as in another

Mathur^ inscription edited by Biihler, Ep, Ind, Vol. I. p. 387, No. 11.^ But it is just possible that

the actual reading is Vdjranagant

6

;
in the photo-lithograph, at any rate, the first akshara looks

exactly like the first akshara after the date which Biihler himself read vd, and the stroke below

the ja can hardly be a second ja, as Biihler thought, but seems to be the beginning of a subscript

ra. However, these strokes may after all be merely accidental just as the stroke below the na^ and

an examination of the impression or of the stone itself would be necessary to settle this point.

Nos, 2 and 3.— Mathura Jaina image inscriptions of Sam. 6 and 18 ;

edited by Biihler, Ep. Ind. Vol. IL p. 201, No. 12, and p. 202, No. 14, and Plates.

The dates of these two inscriptions, which unfortunately are badly miuilated, read according

to Biihler: . . . sya va 5 gri 4 di 5, and . . . sha 10 [6?] va 2 di 10 J. Biihler considers the va

1 In a third inscription also, %bi6r. p, 397, No. 34, w© find Vajantt^gaHyd with the dental nasal.
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of the first inscription to he an abbreviation of varBlia^ and remarks in a note that in the second

inscription also slia perhaps ought to be restored to varslia. If these views should prove correct,

the two inscriptions would stand quite alone, no othei inscription of this period at Mathura employ-

ing the word vanlia instead of saihvai or samvatsai^a in the date.

Under these circumstances it would not seem out of place to draw attention to the ext.remo

precariousness of Buhler’s leadings. If the supposed sha of the second inscription is com[)ared

with the sJi and the s of the word Arishtnnemisya in line 2 of the same text, it will be scon tliat in its

left portion it far more resembles the s than the sh. The small horizontal stroke at the lower end
of the right vertical, which alone gives the letter the appearance of a sha^ may be accidental, especially

as the engraving of the whole inscription is rathei carelessly done 2 Sa, of comse, would stand for

samvatsare as in Ejp. Inch Voh I. p. 395, No. 28
;
Vol. 11. p. 201, No. 11

; p, 202, No. 13, &c.

Ill the case of the first inscription Btihler’s reading is even more objectionable. In my opinion
there can be no doubt whatever that the ahshara immediately before the numeral is 7ne\ Before
ine stands a ligature, the lower portion of which cannot be a subscript ya, because in that case the
curve would be open to the right, but clearly is eha. We thus are led to read .... chanui 5
which entails almost with necessity the restoration [samvatsare pan']cliame 5. However, tlie upper
portion of the ligature does not look much like a but it may very well be pa, and pcluime may
be an abbreviation for pamcliame^ just as svatsare in the inscription, Ep, Ind. Yol. I. p, 384, No. 5
is an abbreviation for samvatsare. Other instances of this tachygiaphic mode of writing m fclie

Mathura inscriptions are Devtdyd for Dhaidyd, Gupta Inscriptions (Oorp. Inscr Ind. Yol. UI.),
p. 263, No. 63, and sdha, Ep. Ind. Yoh I. p. 387, No. 9 ;

sdJn, ibid, p. 392, No. 24
;
sdham,^ 'ibkl,

Yol. II. p. 206, No. 26, for siddham.

1 Otasya purrv[H]yam

i . isSnasya sahacliari-

No. 4. Mathura Jaina image inscription of Saih, 5

;

edited by Buhler, Ep, Ind. Vol. 1. p. 381, No. 1, and Plate.

Biihler read this inscription as follows :

^ de[va]putrasya Ka[ni]shkasya sam 5 U 1 di
Kofetiyato gan^tS Bahmadasika[t6]

^ [UJchSnagarito sakhato sSthi . iha . . sya , i

Khuday6 D8[va] . .

B. 1 palasya dhi[ta]

2 Yadhamanasya prati[ma] |i

A glaaee at the photo-lithograph will show that instead of saMcM we hare to read
sad^aejian. The same term is found in two other Mathurd inscriptions, AJj,. I„d. Vol. I. ,<188m.ll {Datuya kmmyyiahanandisya sadhachariyi Balavarmayi KemdayCi chet kimI//AhkuiC

sZkaclaT^’
iPniyamitrmya sisini SutlmiMyi hUm BihannhJya

ew t V M
masOTline counterpart appears in the form of Mdhachara or ,l,adha-cU,a m the Mathura inscriptions. Ep. Ind. Vol. I p. 383, No. 4 (huhaMavdohaka '

chacia a . .mtrasya aryya-Oghasya sMya-ganisya aryya-Pdlas 7ja iraddhacharotacUkasyu aryyaMya Mshy6 vdchaho aryya-Sthd tasya nivvarttaJ), p. 393, No 21 Sla-^ay-dryya-IIastahastmja sishyd ganisya aryya-MdghahasHsya sraddhacliard vdehakasya arm,!,.Devasya nuvvarUane), and Vol. II. p. 203, No. 18 (.vdckakasy=dryyd.Gkastnk^^^^^^^^ ITl
P.204, No. 19, where Buhlor

The letter na ooonrs twice at MathurS, in the insorintioii hairt-nr xr oo i • n
Ko. 38. which Buhler refers to the Gupta period.

^
P- 210,

* Buhler considers the ^%n which I read m, to belono- fn r 11
rate, is impossible Compare the siddJiam in Ind. Vol II^p 206 ITo

at any
exactly the same maimer. For a douhtful case, see Biihler,' 209fnote 7
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dryya-Mamguliastisya sliadhacliaro vdoliako aryya-Dev6 tasya^ nirwartand). It will be noticed that in

all these passages the sadhachari and the sraddhaekara is farther specified as the pnpil ol some monk,
and this holds good in the present case also, the photo-lithograph leaving no doubt that the word
before Shiasya is to be restored to sisini. Between sdhhdto and siH%i there are six aksJtaras, the nrst

two of which are distinctly sethi. The next two seem to be nilia, the fifth is quite illegible, and the

last is certainly sya, so that the whole may be transcribed as setki[^mha~] . . sya. For two reasons

it appears to me quite impossible that should have any connection with Sanskiit sf'eshthin or

a derivative of it, as Biihler thought.® Firstly, Sk. sreshthin cannot possibly become sethi with

a dental tli in any Prakrit dialect. Secondly, a woman who is characterised as the Msini of some male

person and the sadhachari of another, must have been a nun, as in the Jaina inscrijjtions at Matliuia

these terms are applied to nuns only and never to lay-sisters. Now it goes without saying that a

nun cannot be called a sresliihini^ ‘ the wife of a banker.’ As far as I see, there aie two possibilities

of explaining the passage. We have to read either Sethi\_niha'\ . . sya sisini, in which case

Sethi[niha] . * would be the name of Khuda’s teacher, or S6thi[_n{ JSa~\ . . sya sihni, in which

case setliini would be an epithet of unknown meaning referring to KhucU, while the teacher’s name

would be Ha . .

At the end of A, after K.huddyQ^ Biihler reads Diva . , ,
and combining this with the beginning

of B, palasya dhita^ translates r ‘ by Hhud^, daughter of D6va . . pala.’ Such a statement would
be highly improbable by itself, no other Jama inscription of this class at MathurA containing a specifi-

cation of the relationship of a monk or a nun. And on closer inspection it will he seen that the

reading Dim . . cannot be upheld. The first ahshant is not cZc, but a ni, with the left half of

the base-stroke effaced, and the second aJcsliara is not ra, but clearly rva. After nirva the photo-

lithograph has a distinct ta, possibly with a superscript r, Nuva[r]ta, of course, is to be restored

to nirvariand, the last letter iu the line having disappeared as in the preceding one.^ It thus appears

that the donation was ma'^de by a lay-woman, the daughter of Pala, and that the nun Khuda only

acted as her spiritual adviser, which in every respect agrees with the usual state of things.

There remain some minor points. The second ahshara of the name of the king is a little

blurred, but what is still visible of it in the photo-lithograph decidedly points to its having been ri, and
not ni. There is altogether no certain instance of the spelling of the word with the dental nasal at

Mathurii. In the two inscriptions edited by Buhler, Ej}. Ind, Yol. I. p. 891, No. 19, and by

Cunningham, Aich. Su7'V, Rep. Yol. III. p. 31, No. 4,® the reading Kanishlcasya is beyond all doubt,

and in the one edited by Cunningham, ibid. No. 5, the facsimile at any rate shows distinctly the

same reading.®

In the last line of the inscription Buhler seems to have overlooked the <1-stroke in the vd, which

is quite distinct in the photo-lithograph.i® On the other hand, I am unable to detect the d-stroke

in md.

With these emendations the text will run as follows : —
A. Ill Devaputrasya Ka[ni]shkasya sa[m3 5 h8 1 di 1 etasya purvv[a]yam Kofctiyato

ganjito Bahmadasikato [ku]-

2 latd [U]ch|nagarit6 Aikhato S^tlii[^uiha] , , sya si[s]ini Senasya sadhachari

KhudayS nirva[r]ta[na]

s See below, No. 16.

6 In his translation of the inscription he calls Khnd& ‘ consort of alderman {siihi) s^na.*

T There is no reason why the hu should have stood at the beginning of line 2, as assumed by Buhler.
* See below, p. 37, No. 6.

® See below, No. 2,5.

10 The reading Vddham&nasya is found also in the inscription, Bp. Ind. Vol, I. p. 393, No. 27, though Buhler

gives Vadhamdnasya m his transcript.

11 Buhler wants to restore siddharh in the beginning of the inscription, but no traces of tbe word are

disoernible.
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B, 1 Piilasya dhita ya • . .

2 Vadhamanasya .prati[nia]

“ In the year 5 of D3vaputra Kanishka, in the first {month of) winter, on the first day, — on

that [date specified as) above, — an image of Vadhamana (Vanlhamdna) [was dedicated by] . . .

the daughter of Pala, the daughter-iii-law of , . . . j at the rei^iiest of Rhuda {h,shudrd), the

sadhachariol Sena, the female pupil of Sethimha . out of the Kottiya gana, the Bahmadasika

{Brahnaddsiha) hula, the Uchenagari {Uchchdndgari) sdlcJdf

No. 5. — Mathura Jaina image inscription of Sam. 5

;

edited by Cunniugham, Arch* Saw. Rep, Vol. III. p. 30, No. 2, and Plate.

Cunningham read this inscription, which is engraved on three sides of the pedestal of a Jaina

statue :
—

1. — . . Bodila bhedha Yasu Deva pravi . . Siddliah Sam 5 — He 1 — Di. 12

Asya purvvaye kot . . Sragihato

2. — Sarvvasatwahita Sukhaya . . , ji-to Brahmadasika to ubhaiia karita , , , Sati,

Cunningham added no translation to his transcript, but simply stated that the inscription ^ records

some gift by a lady named Brahmadasi.’ In his re-examination of the inscription in the Vienna
Or. Journ. Yol. I. p. 176, Buhler, with the help of a rubbing, corrected the reading of the middle
portion of the first line to siddka ^ sa 5 Jie 1 d% 10 2 asyd parvvdyi Koi\iya'], and justly remarked
that the sides had been wrongly numbered, and that the second ought to be the first, the third the
second, and the first the third. And in Yol. lY. p. 171 of the same journal he corrected also the
middle portion of the second line to [ku\ldt6 Brahrnaddsikdtd Uchandkaritd. This last correction
admits of a little improvement. If Biihler’s reading were accepted, the woi^d Imla would stand before
the proper name to which it belongs, whereas in all other inscriptions it invariably follows the proper
name. And Biihler himself seems to have been not quite sure of his reading, as he thinks it necessary
to observe that the la is slightly disfigured on the facsimile. The facsimile, however, shows as plainly
as possible a nd, and not a Id, and there can be no doubt that ndtd is to be restored to yundtd. The
word ganAtS must have immediately followed Koiltfilydld], the name of the gana, and this proves
that Cunningham has wrongly numbered not only the sides, but also the lines on each side. Tlie first
line of the first side is followed by the second line of the same side, after which comes the first line of
the second side, &c. The whole inscription reads

A. 1 Siddha[m] 11 Sa 5 h3 1 di 10 2 asy[a] pnrvv[A]ya Kot[yi[yatO]
2 [ga]nat6 Brahmadasikato Uch[6]aaka(ka)rit6 [sakhatd]

B. 1 'Sr[i]grihat6 sa[nibh6gat6]

2 . . sa nida (?)

0, 1 , . , i bSdhilabhS 6 Ydsudeva puvi

2 , . sarva-sat[va]na[ni] h[i]ta-saldi[^]y8 .

In this arrangement the general wordmg oE the inscription in no way differs from the usual
pattern. After the date the statement of the gam, kula and idkU of the monk at whose
request the donation was made, and the phrase that it was made for the benefit of all boiu<'B, forms
the oonclnsion.

^

The only peculiarity of this inscription is the omission of the word Iculdto after
Brahmaddsikdtd, which, undoubtedly, is due to a mere oversight of the engraver. The middle

12 Restore . ... sya mdM.
K Or, possibly, ‘ the sHhim (?), the female pupil of Ha . .

’
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portion, which contains the name of the donor, cannot be made out from the facsimile.^s x]ie j-est

may be translated as follows :
—

“ Success ! The year 5, the first {month of) winter, the twelfth day, on that {date specified as)

above, [at the request of] out of the Kottiya gam, the Brahmadasika \Jcula'], the

Uchenakari {Uckchdndgari) kakliCi^ the Srigriha {^ngiiha) sambhoga,

for the welfare and happiness of all creatures.”

Wo. 6. — MathiurA Jaina image inscription of Saih. 9;

edited by Cunningham, Arch.Surv. Bep. Vol. III. p. 31, No. 4, and Plate,

and by Biihler, Vienna Orient, Journ. Yol. I. p. 173, No, 2.

Buhler’s restoration of this inscription is excellent, and his text only wants a few small

corrections. The photograph of the front side of the stone lent to me by Prof. Kielhorn shows that

the reading of the king’s name actually is Kanishkasya as in the facsimile, with the lingual n. The

facsimile, again, has clearly the correct form gandtd^ not ganato^ and . . Idta^ which is to be

restored to huldto, not hiilatd. Of more importance is the reading of the name of the hula, Biihler

transcribed Cunningham’s facsimile as ianihha . . , and, misled by the corrupt form Ydvjjja of

the Kalpasuira, corrected this to Vdniyato. The facsimile, however, shows very distinctly a tha

under the supposed ta. We are thus led to read Tthdnixjdto, and although such a form would not be

unaccountable in itself, I consider it unlikely, because the name is nowhere else spelt in this way, but

exhibits in its beginning either sih {Sthdniydto^ Ep, Ind, Yol. I. p. 385, No. 7 ; p. 391, No. 21 ;

Bthdniktye, ibid, p. 386, No. 8, si {Stdnihiydtn, ibid, Yol, II p. 203, No. 18),^® or ih {Tlidniydto,

tW, Vol. I. p. 383, No. 3; p 392, No. 22; Thaniydto^ ibid. p. 395, No. 28; TJidn^ydtd, ibid-

Vol. II. p. 202, No, 15), Under these circumstances I think it more probable that the t is meiely

due to a fault of the designer, and that the real reading was Sihdniydid,

Wo. 7. — Mathura Jaina image inscription of Saih. 26

;

edited by Biihler, Ep, Ind, Yol. L p. 384, No. 5, and Plate.

Biihler read the second portion of this inscription, after the statement of the nirvartana

:

—
(1. B. 2) • , ,

[Na]dia[ri]fca Jabha[ka]sya vadhu Jaya[bha]fctasya kum^biniya Raya*

giniye [vu]suya

and translated : “ a vusuya (?) {was dedicated) by Rayagini, the daughter-in-law of Jabhaka, from

Nandigiri (?), {and) wife of Jayabhatta.”

The photo-lithograph allows us to correct the first word with absolute certainty. Instead of ari

the plate shows distinctly syadbi. The reading Nddisya dhita is quite in accordance with the common

practice of these inscriptions to describe the relationship of the donatrix in the order * daughter of

N. N., daughter-in-law of N. N., wife of N. N.’
;

see, e, g,, Ep, Ind, Yol, I, p, 382, No, 2 ;

p. 383, No. 4 ; p. 388, No. 11
;
Yol. II. p. 207, No. 32; p. 210, No. 87, &c. The town of

NSndigin therefore is to be struck out from the list of the towns of Ancient India.

Also with regard to the translation of the words rayaginiye vusuya I differ from Buhler. I think,

it will be admitted that rayagini has not the appearance of being a proper name, and I would

suggest to take it as an appellative in the sense of ‘ the wife of a rayaga^* in analogy to such terms as

vilidrasvdminif ‘the wife of a vihdrasvdmin^ {Gupta Inscrs,, Oorp. Inscr. Ind. Yol. III. p. 263),

mahdsindpatini, ‘the wife of a mahdseiidpati’ {Arch, Swv, Yol. lY. p. 114, No, 16),

sarttavdhwif ‘the wife of a sdrthavdha' Ind. Yol. I. p. 395, No. 29).^'^ Bayaga would be the

true Prakrit equivalent of Sk. rajaka, ‘ washerman or dyer. Other members of the artisan class

Perhaps line B. 2 is to be restored to 8ya n%rva\Ttan(\]. ScQ below. No. lo.

Compare also the similarly formed feminmes sishini, sisini, sisini, sisini (Bp. hid Vol. I. p, 382, No, 2 ;

p 384, No. 5 ; p. 385, No. 7 ; p. 388, No. 12 ; Yol. II. p. 206, No. 28, &c.) and mhUv^dkini {Hid, Vol. 11. p. 204,

No. 21).

The transition of i into y is foxind m the Mathnr& inscriptions also in Idhavdniya (Sk. hJiavt^niJa), Ep, Jnd,

Vol, I. p. 383, No. 4.
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are found among tlie donors ol images in the Mathura inscriptions, Up. hid, Vol. I. p. 391, No. 21

;

Vol. II. p. 203, No. 18; p. 205, No. 23.i9

If it is admitted that rayajini is an appellative noun, it follows that the proper name must be

contained in the following word which Bubler read vusuya. The ending -uya indicates that the

word is the gen sing, of an 22-stem, which in these inscriptions generally ends in -uye^ and occasionally

in -{(ye or uya
;
compare vadhuye, Up, Ind, Vol. I, p. 387, No. 10 ; p. 392, No. 24 ; p. 390, No. 30

;

Vol. II. p. 207, No. 32 ;
mdMye, Vol. I. p. 388, No 11 ; vadhiiya, Vol. II. p. 205, No. 22. That

the spelling -uya is not found hitherto, is certainly merely accidental, as the d- and z-steins show the

corresponding forms in -aya, -iya by the side of the common forms in -dyi, -aye, -hye, -iye
;
compare

aya-Sanjamikaya sisimya, Ep, Ind, Vol. I. p, 388, No. 12
;

Jitdmitraya, ibid, Vol. II. p. 203,

No. 16 ;
heinya, ibid, Vol. II. p. 210, No. 37. More difficult is the settling of the first syllable

of the name. It would seem easy enough to correct Vusuya into Vasuya, especially as the diminutive

Vffs

'

4 Za actually occurs as a woman’s name in the Mathura inscriptions, Up, Ini, Vol. I, p. 382,

No. 2, and p. 388, No. 12, but the photograph does not seem to countenance such an alteration, and

ior the present it will perhaps be safest to rest satisfied with Ciililer’s reading.

There is still another point to command attention. Biihler thought vusuya to be the last word

of the inscription
;

in my own interpretation one more word wmuld be required to furnisli the neces-

sary supplement of the genitive Vusuya, Now, the photograph shows distinctly the upper part of

the word ddnam below the syllables gana in the beginning of line B. 2.

I therefore propose to read the second portion of the inscription

B, 2 Nadisya dhita Jabha[ka]sya vadliu Jaya[bhatfca]sya kumtubiniyaso
rayaginiy^si [Yu]suya

3 [danaiii]

and translate :
—

“
. . . the gift of Vusu (?), the wife of a dyer, the daughter of Nadi (Nandhi), the daughter-

in-law of Jabhaka, the wife of JayabhaHa.”

No, 8. — Mathurll stone inscription of Saih. 28 ;

edited by GVowse, Ind, Ant, Vol. VI, p. 217, No. 1, and Plate.

As far as 1 see, it is generally assumed that Kanishka’s reign extended until the year 28 of

the era used in the northern inscriptions, and that in the following year he was succeeded by Iluvishka.
The evidence for these suppositions is chiefly derived from the inscription quoted above. In dealing
with the intricate questions of the history of this period the greatest amount of exactness and
discretion is indispensable, and it therefore seems to me not superfluous to point out that the
assumption of the year 28 being the final year of Kanishka’s reign is not only wholly unfounded, but
in all probability actually wrong.

The latest reliable date of Kanishka is the year 18 in the Manikylila inscription (Journ, As,
Ser. IX. Vol. VII. p. 8); the first indisputable record referring to Huvishka is a Mathura
inscription dated in Sam. 33 (Ind, Ant. Vol, VI. p. 217, No. 2). It is true, there is anotlier
inscription at Mathura (Up. Ind, Vol. II. p. 206, No. 26) mentioning the nmhdrdja Dcvajmtra
Huksha as he is called here, and supposed to be dated in the year 29, but tlie ins^'ription is in
a pitiably fragmentary state, and even if the reading ehunati[^s(i] should prove correct, it would still

be quite uncertain whether this word should he taken as referring to the number of the year or, e, g,,
of the day, so that for historical purposes the record is of no account. Of even less consequence is

the Mathura inscription, Up, Ind. Vol. I. p. 385, No. 6, the date of which reads maU.dja
. . shkasa sam 20 9 U 2 di 30 asma Muni. No trace has been left of the aksharas T)recodiug
shkasa, ani these syPables may be restored to IKanqshhasa as well as to lBuvi]8kkasa, The state

Compare BuTaler’s remarlrs, Vienna Or Journ, Vol. IV. p. 824.
21 Also tke leadiDgs rayajinhje or rayayiniye would be possible.

29 Or, perhaps, kuihfJiUniya,
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of things is very similar in the case of the inscription of Sam 28. It is only a very short fragment
which reads : —

.... shkasya rajya-ss[m]vatsar§ 20 8 h^manta 3 di . . .

Here, too, there is no reason whatever why s\hosija should necessarily be restored to [_Kam]37i-

The restoration [JELu,vl]shk2sya or [IIiL]shkasya would suit equally well, to say the least,

and there is even one little point to recommend the last-mentioned reading as the most plausible

one. Before shkasya, the photo-lithograph distinctly shows the remains of a letter, consisting of

a stroke slighty bent to the right. It cannot possibly be the rest of a ni or m, nor is it likely to be the

lower end of the vertical of a h t, because this is generally either straight, or, on the contrary, turned

to the left. It looks exactly like a subscript u and therefore [_Hu2shkasya, which closely resembles

the Hakshasya of the inscription mentioned above, appears to me the most probable reading. Of

course, in that case we should liave to read [Huvi]shh7sya also in the inscription of Sam. 29. But

until fresh materials are brought to light, I would myseli not attach too much weight to these

restorations, and I shall be satisfied with having shown that, as far as our evidence goes at present,

we can safely claim only the years 5-18 for Kanishka and SB-60 for Huvishka, though the latter

probably was on the throne already in 28.^3

No. 9. — MathuiA Buddhist image inscription of Sam. 33

;

edited by Growse, Lid. A7it, Yol. VI. p. 217, No. 2, and Plate.

Although this inscription seems to be in a fair state of preservation, the editor has not

succeeded in making out more of it than the date and the ahsliaras hhiJcsliusyi . . Jiasya . .

iahasya Buddhasya. He tells us besides that Cunningham took the word ending in

tahasya to be inpitakasya. Unfortunately the reproduction of the inscription on the accompanying

plate is on so small a scale as to make a complete deciphering of the text almost impossible. As far

as I can see, the text runs :
—

1 Mahar[a]jasya dSvaputrasya Huv[i]shkasya sam BO S gri 1 di 8 bhiksbusya [Maha]-

sya trepitakasya antev[^]s[i]n[i]y6 bhiksbuii[i]y^ trd[pitika]y6 Buddha . , . . yS

2 bhagineyiye bhi[kshu]aiy^ Dba .... niy^ B6dbiaat[tv]6 p[r]atitbii[p]i[t6]

. , , saba matapitihi

‘‘In the year S3 of mahdrdja Devaputra Huvishka, in the first (inonth of) summer, on the

eighth day, a Bodbisattva was set up by the nun Dha .... ni, the sister’s daugbter33 of the nun

Buddha .... who knew the Uipifaha, the female pupil of the monk Maha (?) who knew the

tfijntaka, . , . together with her father and mother.*’
,

The reading of the bhiJcshu^s name, Mahasya, is very doubtful. On the other hand the restoration

oi tri ye to tripitikdye seems to me pretty certain, though, of course, it cannot

be asserted that this was the exact form of the word.^^ The term t7'epiiaka or Sk. traipitaka is

found again in a Kanheri inscription^^ and in the Set-Mahet inscription mentioned below, and nuns

who were versed in the three pitakas are spoken of also in the Dijavamsa, XVIII. 13 ; 19
;
33,

This inscription is of considerable importance for the history of Buddhist art. There are

comparatively very few ancient Baddhist statues with inscriptions accurately stating the character

of the represented person. In his valuable paper on an ancient inscribed Buddhistic statue from

‘Bravastij^c Dr. Bloch has collected all the cases known to him. He enumerates five inscriptions in

which the figure is called an image of Buddha, of 'Sdstri, of Blingavat, of Bhagavat 'Sctkyamun?, or of

I would here acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Fleet for some ot* the above suggestions. He drew my
attention to the improbability of the reading IKaT^.i'jsh'kasya in the inscription of Sam. 23. Bat he differs from ma
in the final restoration of the word.

2* Compare the Kud^ inscription No. 5 (Cavs-Temjple Inscrl^Hons, No. K) of the brochures of the Archse©logical

Survey of Western India, p. 6), where a Buddhist nuu is described as the hJidgimyt o? two monks.
2* It may have been also irepitah^iye, iT%yita\ty% or irep'txkmiyi.
25 Afzh. Surv. Rep. W. Ind. Yol. V. p. 77, No. 6. 26 Journ, As Soc, Beng. Yol. LXYII. Part 1. p 274 ff
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Bhaqamt samyah^samhuddha sva-mat-dviruddha, aud two — an inscription fiom Ruddhagay^^z and

tbe Set-Maliet inscription which forms the special subject of the paper — where the statue is

described as that of a Bodhisattva. To the latter class the present inscription is to be added.

A detailed comparison of the three Bodhisattva statues is impossible for the present, as no

photographs or drawings are available either of the Set-Mahet or of the Mathura image, and

Mr. Growse’s remarks, moreover, are rather brief, yet I should like to draw attention to the following

points. According to the statements of Growse, Bloch and Cunningham, the three figures are all of

the same material. The Mathura statue is ‘in red sandstone,* the Set-Mahet statue is * made of a sort

of reddish sandstone, the same material which the Mathui4 sculptures of the Kushana period are made

of,’ and the stone of which the Gayu statue is made is ‘ a sandstone like that of Mathura, and not

from a local quarry.’ In size also the three figures seem to be similar. The seated Gayii figure is

3' 9" high by 3' 1" in breadth across the knees
;
the standing Set-Mahet figure is 11' S'' in height

;

for the Mathura figure no exact measurements are given, but Mr. Growse speaks of a ‘large ’ figure.

Besides the three statues apparently agreed in attitude. Of the Mathura figure only the crossed legs

remain, which show — to use Mr, Growse’s own words— that ‘the left hand of the figure had rested

on the left thigh, the right being probably raised in an attitude of admonition.’ 28 The Gaya figure is

a little better preserved. Of the left arm only the upper portion is left, but its direction and remains

of the hand, distinctly visible on the phototype, prove that it originally lestcd on the left tbigli.

The right arm is entirely gone, but from the absence of any marks on the body or the right thigli it

may be safely concluded that it was raised up without touching the body. The Set-Mahet statue also

has lost the right arm, hut Dr, Bloch remarks that ‘we may fairly well conclude from the analogy of

similar statues that the missing right arm of the figure was represented lifted up in an attitude which
is usually called that of “ teaching,” while the left hand rested on the hip, holding up tlie end of the

long vestment.’ Whether the Mathura figure also had the right shoulder bare like the other two
figures, cannot be decided. There would thus seem to be only one point of difference : the Mathura
and Gaya figures are seated, whereas the Set-Mahet figure is standing.

The close resemblance between the three statues sufficiently shows in my opinion that they are
the work of the same school of sculptors, and that they cannot be very widely separated from each
other in time. Probably the Set-Mahet figure is the oldest, as Dr. Bloch describes the characters of
the inscription as belonging to the Northern Ksliatrapa type. The Gaya figure, on the other hand,
is certainly the latest of the three, though perhaps not so much later than the others as Dr. Blocli
seems to think. At any rate, the advanced form of the sa in the Gaya inscription, which lie takes
as a criterion for its late origin, is found also in the Mathura inscription; compare mahdrdjaBva
deoamtrdsya and

Consiilering the scantiness of the evidence, the question which particular BOdhisaitva is
represented by the three statues cannot be touched at present. But whether they be meant for

Bodhisattvas, they certainly bear witness to the wide spread
of the Mahayanist Bodhisattva worship during the first century of our era.

Jaina elephant capital inscription of Sarh. 38;
edited by Cunningham, Arch. Svrv. Mep. Yol. III. p. 32, No. 9, and Plafos Y. and XIY

and by Bloch, Journ. Beng, As. Sog. Yol. LXYII, Part I. p. 27G, note 2
This inscription k engraved on the base of the large figure of an elephant surmounting the hell

oHh!
® Namdhisdla by the hmt/nn Rudradiisa, the son

Cuimmgham, MahmdU, p. 53, and Plate XXV

hands being crossed over the feet.
^ kands in this position, in all the others tho

»» A more detailed examinati'on of the Gayfi inscription I reserve to some future occasion.
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The only word in this inscription which presents any difficulty, is NaMivisdla. Cunningham

translated it by ‘this elephant (or great Nandi) ;

’ in Dr. Bloch’s opinion it may mean that the pillar

was ‘ as big as Nandin,’ or it may be a technical term of unknown meaning. None of these sugges-

tions seems plausible to me. Namdivik&la can hardly be an appellative with ^the meaning of

elephant, nor can it be rendered by ‘the great Nandin,’ as this would be visdlo Namdi in the

language of the inscription, and Nandin, moreover, is the name of Siva’s bull and not of an elephant.

Against Dr. Bloch’s view it may be urged that it would scarcely be appropriate to compare the

circumference of a pillar to that of a fabulous bull, and that such a fanciful comparison, at any rate,

would be out of place in a record which for the rest is as dry and laconic as possible.

The placing of the inscription immediately below the elephant makes it highly probable, I think,

that it has a special reference to that figure, and that Nmiidwisdla therefore is the proper name of

the elephant represented in the sculpture, and not a technical term for a sort of pillars. What makes

me believe in the correctness of this interpretation, although I am unable to point out an eleplia nt of

that name in Jaina literature, is the fact that Nandivisdla occurs as an animal’s name in the Pali

canon of the Buddhists. In the Snttavibhaiiga, Pfich. II. 1, the Buddha tells a story of a bull at

Takkasila who could draw a hundred loaded carts, and the name of this extraordinarpnimaHs given

as Nandivisala. The same story was made up into a Jataka (No. 28), called the Nandivisfllajataka

after the name of its hero who is identified here with the Master in a former birth. In the present

limited state of our knowledge about the Jaina Nandivisala, it would be quite unsafe and useless, of

course, to enlarge on his possible relation to his Buddhist namesake. But the name itself is of

interest as proving the existence of Saivism in the fourth century B. 0., for it seems to ro» beyond

any doubt that the etymological meaning of the name is ‘ as big as ( 'Siva’s bull ) Nandm,’ and not

‘ Great-Joy,’ as translated by Mr. Chalmers.*®

AN ABSTRACT ACCOUNT OF THE SEARCH FOR HINDI MANUSCRIPTS

FOR THE YEARS 1900, 1901 AND 1902.

BY SJAM SUNDAR DAS, B.A.

(Oonchided from p. 27,)

No. of

Notice.
Name of Autlaor. Name of Book.

Date of
Compo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script.

Eemarks.

35 B

108 B

52 0

53 0

54 C

184 C

185 C

Kabira Dasa Sakhi

Rama-sara

Kabira ji ka pada

Kabira ji ki sakhiya

Kabira ji ke dolie

... Kabira ji ke pada

Kabira ji ki ramayani

(1400) 1764

1683

1649

maka, transl. under the editorship of B. B. Cowell, Vol.I. p. 71. From the appeUation Nmdivigaa

tlie donor’s and his father’s name in the MathurS inscription Dr. Blooh draws the oonolimion that^ Jaimsm

presuppose the knowledge of Siva’s ^d/iana, but in no way as an integral pari of the Jama religion.
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No. of

Notice,
li^ame of Author. Kame of Booh.

Date of
Oonipo-
sitiou.

Date of

Manu-
scripts.

Bemarks.

186 G Kabira Dasa Kabira ji ki sakhi 1649

187 0 j»
*•* 99 99 ... 99

188 C if a *•* Kabira ji kokrita ...

249 0 if ft ••• ••• Raga Soratha ka pada .. ... ft • • 2 copies.

29 B Kaibata Ananta-rama-sa kh a 1 a-k i

barta.

1797 ...

181 C Kaji Kadana Bhagata. Kaji kMana ki sakhi .. ... 1649

68 B Kali Dasa ... #. Radha-Madhaya-M il a n a-

budha-yinoda.

... 1791

105 B Karnidana Virada-sina-sagara (1730) • •• Abhaya Singha 0704-
1748) of Marwar lyas

his patron.

111 0 Kasima Saha Hansa Jawahira 1842 1901

14 B Ka^tajibya Swami •*. Padayali-sata-kan^a ... 1840 1841

195 C Kesari Singha * Kesari Sinhaji ka Kim-
daliya.

• r. ...

52 A Kesaya Dasa... Kayi Priya ... ... ... ...

55 A if ft
Vigyanagita ,(1600) 1790

183 C if ft ••• Kayi priya ...

252 C ,, a .«• ••• Ramachandrika ••• ...| • •• ft ft«

34 0 Kesaya Dasa Bhamara Battisi ... 1787 Kot the famous Kesava
Dasa.

20 0 Kesaya Dasa Chaxana... Maharaja Gaja Sinha ka
gnna rupaka bandha.

1624? 1723

SOI 0 >9 >9 Yiyeka Yarta ... 1624 • •ft

134 C F^hema Dasa Sukha-sambMa ... 1822

94 0 99 99 ••• ••• fi ... ... 1651

277 0 Khemji Khema ji ki chintaya^i
ft ft*

56 C Kilola Dhola maru ra doha ft • »

59 A Kisori Dasa ... 1 Pada ••• ... • ft*

11 C Elripa Rama ... ... Mohammada Gajall Kitaba‘ ... 1817

52 B Krisna Dasa ... . Tika on Bihm-satsai ....(1720) 1780

74 A Kri^najiyana Lachhi-

raraa.

- Kaninabharana-nataka (1600) 1686

62 0 19 tf •• 99 99 . ... 1715

83 A Krifaa Kayi Ealanidhi . Vritta Chandrika *[ •• • 1753
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Ko. of

Notice.
Name of Author. ' Name of Book.

Date of

Compo-
sition.

Date of

Manu-
script.

Kemarks.

72 A Kulpati Misra Drona-parya ... 1815

67 A Knsala Mi4ra Pathaka. Ganga-nataka 1769 1846

4 A pAutakana •*» ^Mrigayati 1503 • ••

21 C Lak§mi Natha Eaja Vilasa 1826

23 0 j> ••• •** Bhajana Yilasa ... >*

10 B Lala X^asa Itikasa-sara-samuolichaya

.

1586 1776

32 B „ ,, 4*. 4*. Ayadha Vilasa ... 1643 • ••

112 A Lala-kalauidhi Nakka-sikha ... 17tli

century

168326 C Lalachandra Itihasa bk^a 1586

78 B Madhaya Dasa Karuna-battisi ... . (1780) 4..

80 B MadhavaPasa Charana. Gunarama-raso 1618 1744

43 0 Madho Eama 'Sakta bkakti prakasa . .

.

(1730) 4..

72 C ,, }} ... Sankar packchisi ft • ••

87 B Madhuari Dasa Ramaswamedka 1776 1881

104 C
j»

I

Sri Radkaramana yikara

madkuri.

(1630)

104 0 tt » Bans! bata yilasa madkuri >1

104 0 Utkantka madkuri if •
j

104 0 »» » ••• Yriiidabana keli madkuri.. tr

104 0 Yrindabanayikara madku-

ri.

Dana madkuri

ft .4.

104 C V ft
if • ••

104 0 ft >>
Mana madkuri ... ft S0t

153 0 Magaji Sevaka Gita Seyaka maga ra ... (1810) »•«

137 0 Mahadana OkaraaA ... Chkanda Jalandkara na-

tka ji 1*5 kakya*

• 4 .

62 B Mahesa ^ Hammira-raso ... • •• 1804

54 A Malika Muliammada ... Padamavati ... ,# 1540 1690

24 B ft ft ti ••• ft
1822

25 B ft tt . tf ff
1701

53 B' » it tt ••• > tf
1785
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No.oi
ITotioe

Name of Author.

1

Name of Book. (

Date of 1

jompo-
sition.

Date of

Manu-
Bcript.

Itemarka.

108 0 Malika Mukammada ... Akkarayata ... .. ( 1540) 1886

132 B Manika Dasa.,, •• Kabitta-prayandka ... ...

122 A MaBokara Dkarma Parik§a„. 1718 • 9P

13 C Manokara Dasa Jasa abkusana Ckandnkaj•1810) • • •

58 B Manokara Dasa Niran- Kkafca-prasni-nirnaya ... • vfl 1766

75 B
jam.

Maua Singka Tika on B.ikari Satsai ... ... 1766

24 0
jj » ••• ••• Jalandhra natkaji ra ckari- :i8io) ...

tra grantka.

31 C
>» f, •«* •• Mtka okaritra ... ...

60 0
JJ JJ ••• ••• Sri !NatkajI ra diika • •• • * »

77 C Mana Singka ^Raga Sara

78 0
JJ ••• Natkaprasansa •... • ••

200 0 JJ )J ••• *Kri§na Vilasa • • • ...

207 C JJ J) ••• ^Maharaja Mana Singhaj! ... 3 copies.

ki banarata.

223 0
JJ JJ ••• ••• "^'Natkaji ki bani ••• ... 2 MSS.

224 C JJ JJ •• ^^ll^atkajx ra duka ••• 1
1819

225 0 ft JJ ••• '^^Natka kirtana. * • «

226 C JJ JJ ••• ^'Natka kirtana ...

227 0 JJ J) ••• •• Natka Mahama ... ...

229 0 Jj JJ ••• ••• ’*‘Mtka Parana ...

230 0
JJ JJ ••• •• ^BTatka Sankita ... ...

256 C JJ JJ Rama Yilasa ... ...

40 A Mati Rama Rasa raja... (1660) ft ••

67 B
>j JJ ••• JJ ••• •*. J> 1791

58 A. Miki Lala
. Guru-pral^ri bkajana ... (1650) ...

109 C Mira Mukammada . Indi'avata
, 1850 1902 1157 A. H.

249 C' Mu-a
. ’^'Ragaaoratka ka pada

ftft#

5 A. Mokana Dasa.,, Swarodaya-p avana-yi-- 1630
ft •«

ckara.

79 B1 Moll Lala . Ganesa Purana .(1583?) ...
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Ko. of
Notice

Name of Aathor.

I

Name of Book. ^

)ate of I

Compo-
sition.

)ate of
Mann-
soript.

85 A Muni Lavanya Ravana-maiidodari Sam-
vada.

• mm 1612

269 0 Murata Bama Sadhan Sri Murata rama
jl ka pada.

... ...

267 0 Murliraya ... •». Sadha Maharaja Miirli

rama ji ra pada.

...

112 B Nagari Dasa ... Utasava-mala ... 1885

113 B Bihara-chandrika 1731 • ••

114 B „ j, ... Bhora-Hla mmm ...

115 B it 99 ••• •• Majalisa-mandaua • mm

116 B )f JS
Nikunja-vilasa ... 1737 ...

117 B 97 ,,
Bana-j ana - prasansa-pada-

prayandha.

1762 ...

118 B ,, ,, ... •• Braja - sambandha - ntoa -

mala.

« • • ...

119 B „ ,,
Ghhutaka-doha ... • mm ...

120 B 9, ... 1 Jxigala-bhakti-yinoda 1751

121 B If „ ••• ••• Prata-rasa-manjarl ... ...

121 B »»
Bhojanananda-a§taka ...

121 B ,, 19 ••• Jug ala-rasa-madhuri ... •

121 B ,5 11
,
Phula-yilasa ... ...

121 B ’»
.
Godhana-agama ... ... ...

121 B 9, ••• Dohananandastaka ... • ••

121 B Lagna^taka ...

121 B 99 19 ••• , Phaga-Vilasa m • 9 ...

121 B 99 11 •• • Gri^ma-Yihara ... • ••

121 B >» 11 ••• *• . Payasa-pachisi • mm * • •

121 B ,f >9
. Arilastaka . ...

122 B; „ „ •* . Bana-vinoda-lila... . 1752 • • •

123 B; ,, 91
Tirthdnanda-grantha . 1753 ...

124 I5 „ 99
Bhakti-maga-dipika , 1745 ...

"Remarts.

He was the sou of

Maharaja Kaja Singha

of Riipanagar, and his

royal name was Maha-

raja Savanta Singha.
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of

Notice.
Name of Author.

I

Name of Book. ^

£

iate of I

ompo- ]

ition. s

)ate of

Manu-
script.

Bemarks.

125 B :Nfagarl Dasa ••• •
Braja-sara-grantha 1742 ...

126 B » *•* Raina-rupa-rasa ... ...

127 B ,5 }»
•• '

Swajanananda-grantha . .

.

1745 ft ft ft

128 B JJ »
Bala-Vinoda 1752 ft*ft

129 B ,, M
Basa-rasa-lata ...

130 B ),
Miscellaneous poems ... 1897

131 B „ ,, ... Ito-chamana ... ...

65 C Namadeva Ntoadeva ji ki sakhi ..
1683

217 0 » ••• Namadeva ji ka pada ... ft %• 1649

249 C „
Ragasoratha ka pada ... ft * • • ft ft

218 C ISfanalia Nanikaji Id sakhi ... (1500) 1649

11 B Nanda Dasa ... Dasama-skandha-bhagvata (1567) 1776

69 B „ y ... PanchadhyM 1892

58 0 „ ,,
Anekartha-manjari nama

mala.

... ...

209 C j» >1
••• ‘^'^Mana manjari nama mala

126 A Nanda Rma Nanda-rama Pachisi 1687

155 C Narhara Klian Jata-• Gora Badala ri bata ...

48 C
mala.

Narhara Dasa .
Dasama Skandha Bha§a...

. (1650) ...

49 0

50 0

j> » ••• •*'

n » ••• *•

,

Ramacharitra katha kak?

bhasuttdi Graru(Ja sam-

vada.

Ahilya purva prasanga * »

51 C M >» ••• »•'.
Narainghaavatara katha...• »» ...

88 C' » M ••• Ayatara Charitra 1776

90 .A^ Narpati Vyasa... , Bisaldeo-rasa . 1298 1612

89 AL Narayanadeva , Harichanda purana katha.. 1396 1612

22 Ak, Narottama ,. Katha Sudama ..(1570 ) 1814

64 ]3 NaYala Btoa ... Nawala-sagara ... .

.

• ••

34 1^ Nayanasnldia ... ., Vaidya-manotsava 159S1 ...
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:bTo. of
N otioe

Name of Author. Name of Book.
Date of

Compo-
sition.

[Date of

Manu-
script.

Remarks.

138 A

24 A

92 A

1 B

2 B

3 B

4 B

5 B

85 B

6 C

92 0

142 0

137 A

173 C

75 A

78 A

262 0

281 C

39 A

87 A

55 B

129 0

65 B

45 A

46 A

49 A

7 B

Neta Singha ...

Padama Bhagata

» »

Padmakar Bhatta

Parmananda ...

1815

• ••

Parmasukha ...

Parsa Rama ...

Parsu Rama • ••

Pratapa Singha

Prathi Natha ...

Prema Sakhi ..

Prifchlraja Rathora

Prlya Dasa

Parana Dasa ...

Raghuraja Singha

Saraagadhara Sanhita •..[ 1751

Ruloninl ji ko vyahavalo.,

Rama-rasayana-Balakanda] (1 81 5)

„ AyodhyaKanda.

„ Arnya Kanda ...

„ Kisakindha and
Sunaara Kandas.

„ Lanka and Ut-|

tara Kandas,
Iswara-pachchlsi. ,

.

|jagata vinoda ..

Paramananda dasa jl ka|

pada.

Dana Lila

Sinhasana Battisi

Hari.Yasa bhajana

Vairagya-nirnaya ... (1660)

Sneha Sagara ... ... 1795

’J^Rekhta..,

Sismodha atma parachai

Joga Grantha.

Kayittas

^ri Krisna deva-rukmini

beli.

Bhakta - mala - ras- bodhini

tika Sahita.

Bhakta mala tika Sahita.

»

Ban!

'^‘Sundara Sataka

Jaduraja Vilasa ...

Rama-swayambara

(1734)

(1560)

1712

1712

1(1830)

1847

1850

1875

1865

1612

1817

1810

1817

1836

1736

1848

1801

This MS, was made in the

author’s life-time.

1612

1778

1884

Maharaja of Jaipur.

The celebrated prince of

Bikaner, who attended

the Court of Akbar.

Maharaja of Rewah.
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Ko. of

jjTotioe.
of AutTior.

I

Name of Book. C
)ate of ]

Jompo-
3ition.

)ate of

Manu-
script.

Remarks.

55 C tlaidasa Raidasa jl ka Sakhi tatlia (

pada.

1450) ...

97 C 5>
... .*• ^'Raidasa ji ka pada ... 1649

160 C Rajabajl Grantba Saryangi ... ...

73 0 Baja Singlia Rasa paya nataka ... ( 1730) ...

74 C Baku Vilasa ... >> 1735

76 A Bamananda Bama-raksa ... Not the famous reformer.

9 *2 B Ramaohandra . ,

.

Btoa-yinoda 1663 ...

8 B Rama Natba ... Btoa-hori-rabasa 1855 1889

9 B )) }. ••• Pradhana-nita ... ...

93 B Bama Narajana Kabitta-ratna-malika 1730 ...

81 0 Basapiinja Kabitta mata 31

1

'a ... (1780)

98 0 Basika Dasa Kunja kaiituka .. • • •

99 0 j,
Puja yibhasa ... • 1 > ...

38 A Rasika Pritama Kitya lila (1738)

38 0 Rasikaraya Bhayaraglta ...

94 B Basajani Dasa ..J Bbagtata 1750 ...

101 0 Batana Singba Nata nagara vinoda (1843) ...

193 0 Bijliawara ’’^Kayita Sri Hajura ra ... (1810) ...

194 0 jj ••• Kayita Sri Natba ji ra.. » ...

221 G ^JSTatha cbaritra ro

hakikata nama.
i) ...

34 B Sadala Misra ... Nasiketa-apakbyana 1803 1803

266 C Sadela yaclicbha Sadeyacbba sayalgya ka
dnba.

1640 ...

81 B Sagaradana Gnna-vilasa (1810) 1810

129 A. Sahajo Bai Sabaja-praka^a babu-anga 1743 •• Disciple of the famo\
Obarana Dasa.

130 A- J> >5 ••• •• Solaya titbya-nirnaya ... • mm

131 A >» »> •• 'Sabda . mm*

42 AL Samana Singlia Pingala-kayya-Yibbusa^a . 1882 1832

86 C' Bambhu l^Tatba Bajakumara prabodba
. (1810)1 1819
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Date of Date of

Ko. of
Isotioe.

Kame of Author. Name of Book. 3ompo-
sition .

Manu-
script,

Bemarks.

211 0 Samirala or Easaraja...
^ Manda aura tappe *•« ...

51 A Santa Kayiraja Laksmiswara chandrika.. 1885 1886

177 0 Santosi Eama ..
Jalandhara Natbaji ro rd- ( 1810) ...

paka.
1748

2 C Sardara Singha Sura taranga ...

82 A Sasmatha Misra Sujana vilasa 1750 1816

112 C Seklia nabi Gyana dipa 1619 1875

19 C Sera Singha Ramakri§na jasa 1789 1793

106 B Siva Natha Bansavali 1825 ... Genealogical account of

the Rewab family.

294 C Siya Rama Takhata vilasa ... 1840 ...

86 A Sri BhatU Jugala sata :i544) 1882

81 A Sudana Kavi Suiana-charitra (1750) 1822

107 0 Siibansa Dbeki ... 1889

109 A Sundara Sundara-sringara 1631 1719 Attended tbe Court of

Sbabjaban,

27 A Sundara Dasa Haribola-cliintamani (1600) ...

3 0 It 9* *•* Sundara Sringara 1631 1778 2 MSS. (1734),

25 C

1

it 99 ••*
Savaiya ... (1650) ...

165 0 it 99 •••
*Gyana Samudra 1653 1773

290 0 99 99
Sundara Dasa ji ka Savaiya 1620 1773

125 A Sundara Lala Sundara-chandrika rasika. 1852 1853

128 A Priya-bbakti-rasa-bodbini- ... 1855

95 B Sundari Kunwari

rMha-mangala,
Prema^samputa ... 1788 ... Sbe 'was tbe daughter oi

Mabaraj'^a Raja Singbs

1788
of Rupanagar.

96 B n 99
Eanga-jbara •«» ...

97 B 9t 99 •••
Neba-nidbi ... ••• 1760 ...

98 B 9) 99
Rama-rabasya ... 1796 ...

99 B V 9J .
Sanketa-sugala 1773 ...

100 B 99 99 •• ,
Gopi-mabatmya ... 1789 ...

101 B J) >> . Easa»punja . 1777 ...
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No. of

Notice,
Name of A'atlior. Name of Book. <

Date of
'

Compo-
sition.

Date of

Manu-
script.

Eemarks.

102 B Sundari Kunwari ... Sara-Sangraha 1788 ...

103 B }} 9i
Brindabana-gopi -mah a t -

mya.
1766 ...

104 B >j »» ••• Bhayana-piakasa 1792 ...

86 B Si'irati Misra Rasa-ratana 1711 1830

96 C 99 39 ••• '*• 99 ••• ••• 1731 1812

23 B Sura Dasa Siira-Sagara (1580) 1809

292 0
9 9 99 • • » * • • Sura Dasa ]! ka pada ... (1550) ...

178 0 Swanlpa Mana Jalandhra chandrodaya . . . i(1810)7 ...

80 C Sytoa Rama Brahmanda yarnana 1718 1730?

12 B Tanasena Sangita-sara (1560) 1831

41 C 99 ••• ••• Eaga mala
99 ...

228 C Tarachanda Yyasa Nathananda prakasika ... 1832 1832

1S4 A Todara Malla Atmanusasaua 1761 1768

1 A Tulsi Dasa Ramacharita-manasa 1674 1647

7 A
99 99 Yairagya Sandipini . .

.

... ...

22 B 99 99 ••• Ramayana Bala Kanda ... 1574 1604 Very old MS.

28 B
9> ,, „ Ajodhya Kanda . 1574 ... MS. in tliG author’s owi

handwriting.
60 B

9f 99 Hanumana-bahuka 1623 ? 1802

68 A TJdaya Natlia Triyedi... Jaga Ilia .. (1720) 1847

31 B Umapati Ayodhya-Mahatmya 1867 ...

66 B Uttama Chanda Natha-chandrika ... B. 177C>, D. 1807.

18 0
f

* v
»5 Jl Alankara asaya,,. (1780) ...

54 B Yaisnaya Dasa Bhakta-mala-prasanga * .

.

1772

67 A Yallabha rasika Manjha (1624) ...

97 A Yidyakamala Bhagayati Gita ... ... 1612

91 A Tijayadeva Siiri Sri-Sila-rasa (1600) 1612

74 B Yinaya Samudra
. Sinhasan a-battn si . 1554 1767

106 0 Yisnugiri Sugama Nidana
, 1744 ...
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Date of Date of

No. of Name of Author. Name of Book. ComiDO- Mauu- Remarks.
Notice. sition. script

43 A Viswanatha Singha A§tayama-ka-aiihnika 1830 *« «

44 A Gita-raghnnandana - p r a - 1844 *•«

manika fcika-sabita.

47 A • 19 19
Dbanura-7idya ... ... 1854

48 A' 91 99
Paramatatwa-prakrasa . .

.

• • ...

6 B 11 91
Ananda-ramayapa . .

,

• • # 1823-
43

16 B 99 11 ••
Parama-dbarma-n i r na y a, 1848

Pt. I.

17 B 19 11 ••• ,. Pt. IL 1848

18 B 91 99 „ Pt. IV. • • •
...

20 B 11 11
Dhanusa-Vidya ... ... ...

121 A Vriiida Kavi ...
Vrinda-satsai 1704 1837

9 C J5 11
>1 19 ••• ••• 1704 ...

42 C 11 11 <••• ••
Sringara sikhya 1691 ...

117 A Vrindabana Jaina-clihandawali 1834 ...

Unknown Authors.

70 A Praliladopakbyana ... • ••

73 A
1

Cbida vilasa ... 1715

86 A Baitala pachlsl ... ...
j

95 A PritliYichaiidra gnna sa-

gara gita.

...

99 A Salihotra . ... ••• ... 1612

100 A Bhurana dipaka ... 1614

107 A t t •
Karina battisi ••• ... ... 1738

108 A Bbaktamara bbasa • ••

113 A Pu^panjali puja japamala^ ... ...

114 A Aditya katba bad! 1738

119 A Sudraifca (Sudista) ta- 1781 ...

733 B
rangini.

Upanisada bbaga . 1719 1912

36 B Kanyakubja Tansavali .. 1837

51 B • • • * * * Yantra raja viyarana .

.

.(1880)
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Date of Date of

E°: Name of Author. N'ame of Book. Compo- Manu- Remarks.
Kotice. sition script.

70 ]g Hitopadesa bba§a tiba 1768

9X B Bhagvatgita bhasa 1741

4 0 DuhaSara 1663 1714

10 C Pusti dridha bhasa 1776

12 C Khata prasani

37 C a...., Maina Sata

60 C "^^Anekartha-namawali ... (1810)

69 C Krisna ji ki Ixla .. (1760) 1740

70 C Yiraha manjari

75 0 Siddha Siddhantapad- (1810)
dhati.

93 0 Sudama charitra 1649

110 C Bhakta salrfca ka jhagada.. 1646

116 C Achala dasa khichi Id 1786

__bata.

117 C Aoharya j! ke utsara ke

pada.

119 C Asamedha-jagya bha§a .. 1786

120 C Asanklia jugaki ghatatlia-

pana.

122 0 * Barta ra misala

124 0 Bbagwaiia stotram

125 0 ^•Bbajana

126 0 Bhajana 1649

132 0 Bbaratbari ko pada .. 1649

133 0 Bbogala Puraaa

134 0 ^ Chanakya bba^a feika

sabita.

136 0 ...... Cbaubisi ekMasi maba- 1794
tama bbasa.

138 0 Obbanda sangraba

1^^ ^ Cbba raga cbbatisa ragani

ki bakikata.

144 0 Bhanusa yagya
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Date of Date of
Epmarkp.No. of Name of Author. Name of Book. Compo- Mana*

Notice. sition. script.

145 C Dhru charitra ... ...

148 C Gidoli ri bata 1780

149 0 Gita Maharaja Sri Abbaja (1760) ...

Singha ji ke.

Gita Maharaja 'Sri Jas- ,1680) • » «

150 0
wanta Singha ji ra.

(1810)?352 e Gita Eava ji 'Sri Jodha -

ji ra.

161 C Gulaban bhayar ki bata... ••• ...

162 0 Gunaganja Name ... 1649

169 0 ^ Hafta gulasana nama (1700) 1819

tavarikha ki sanksepa

bhasa.
1723

170 0 ^ Harichanda purana ..

172' C Hari jasa ...

174 0 Iqyar san ri katha « *t • ••

175 0 Jaimani aswamedhabhafa. »•» • • •

176 C ^ Jalandhara Uatha ji ra (1810) ...

gita.

180 C Junikhyata ... ...

182 C Kati Mahatama bha§a .. ... 1787

189 C Kavita Jalandhara !Natha

ji ra.

Kayita Maharaja Mana

(1810)

(1810).

...

190 C
...

Singha la.

191 C * Kavita Sangraha • •• ...

192 C * Kavita Sata ritu ••• ...

196 C * Khyata Maharajadhiraja

Sri 108 Takhata Singha

ji Saliaba ri. ,

Kirtana Etokri§ua cha-

...

197 0 * *

...

ntra ka.

198 0 Kirtana Sangraha

202 0 • # « « «
Kunclaliya Sinha Singhana

ke.

208 0 Laili Majanu ri bata *»«

204 C Magha mahatama bh§§a... 1786

205 0 Maharaja Ajita Singha r

a

.(1730)

208 0 • •••** . ^

gita.
^

Maharaja
^
Sri^ Ajita ki (1690)

Kavita,
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l^'o. of

Notice.
Name of Author, Name of Book.

Date of

Dornpo-
sition.

Date of

Manu-
script.

Remarks.

210 C Manchha vacha ri barta... ••• ...

212 0 Migasara Mahatmya .. 1786

218 0 Mochliandra natlia ji ka

pada.

... 1688

216 0 Naga ]l VI bata ... 1797

220 C Nasaketa bhasa • « » 1759

222 0 ^ [Nath Dliarma

231 C Navodha varnana ... ...

232 C Padama Parana mahilo

yaisa^a mabatama.

1785

288 C Pada Sangraha ...

234 C Pancha dasi bha§a tiika

Sahita.

... 1649

285 0 * Panchakbyana pancba
tantra.

237 C Pbufakara Buba ... ... ...

238 0 Pbutakara Gita.*, • • • • • f

239 C Pbutakara Kavita Buba ... • « •

240 0 Pbutakara pada Gavaii ka. .•* 1819

242 0 Pratibodha Gyana tiko

joga.

... ...

243 0 Prema Pratraka 1781 1735

245 0 Radbika Rusanoii ... 1763

246 C ^ I^aga ... • • «

247 C ^Raga Malara ,,, ...

248 0 ^ Raga Sangraha ...

250 0 Raja Jodhpur Id bansa- (1752)1 ... From Siya ji to Yijay;

251 0
wali.

Raja Risalu rl bata ... 1759
Singba.

253 0 Ramacbaritra bba§a ... 1790

254 C Rama Basa bairavata rl

akhadiyana.
i ... *•4

255 0 Rama nomi ri katba
« •«

267 0 «•» * Ranjba Hira ri bata
...
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Ko. of

Notice.
Name of Author. Name of Book. ‘

Date of

Oompo-
sition.

Date of
Manu-
script.

Remarks,

259 0 ^ Rasika Priya satika ... ... 1737

260 C Rasika Priya Satika •• ...

261 C Ratlioiina ri paranall ... (1810) «*

263 0 Rupaka varata Tiloka ra

kahya.

...

270 C ^ 'Sakuna Vichara ... ... ...

272 C Samudrika bhasa

Sahita*

tlka ... 1789

273 C ^ Sangraba Grantba - ...

274 G •• ... ...

278 C Sodasa bhakti bbara ... ...

279 0 * Siddhanta cbaritramaba

niegba mala.
i

(1810)?

282 C ^ Siva Gita ••• ... ...

283 0 Siva ratrl ri katba • a ... 3745

285 0 Sri Kri§na ji ki vraja-

Tihara lila.

... 1800

286 C ^ Sri l^atlia jl ke mata ke

grantha.

... *« •

287 0 Sri Tbakura j! ri

bhava ra kavitta.

lila ... • ••

288 0 Subon ki hakikata ... (1730)?

289 0 ^Suka babotari ... ... 1790

291 0 Supana YioMra...
'

« • ... ...

295 0 ^ Utpatti Prakaraa ...

296 0 Utsava Malika ... • •• 1778

298 C *' I**
^ Varnasrama Dbarma ... ...

800 0 •••

l

Vismi Pada *•« ...
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GLIMPSES OF SINGHALESE SOCIAL LIFE.

BY AETHUB A. PEBEBA.

(Continued from Voh XXXIT- p» 4B7.)

(6) Black and White Magic.^^

The occult practices in the Island can be classified under four heads : (1) minor charms

andleechoraft; (2) the invocation and exorcism of demons; (3) the worship otdemi-goda tutelary

spirits, and local deities
;
and (4) the adoration of planets. The influence ot Buddhism led to the

division of spirits into devils and demi-gods according to their more or less humane qualities, and to

the latter were subsequently added the Hindu divinities modified in character.

— Minor Magical Practices.

Charms are used for several trifling purposes, and any one who has the patience to learn them

by heart dabbles in them. To find out a theft a cocoanut is charmed (pol-pikaranavd) and placed

where a thief has made his escape
;
while the operator holds it with a stick attached to its end he is

led along the track to where the thief is
;
or the persons suspected of it are made to stand with

bared backs round an ash-plantain tree, and as it is struck with a charmed creeper the culprit

gets an ashy streak on his back.

Love-philtres consist of rubbing a medicine on one’s face and showing himself to a girl

;

mixing a herbal preparation with her food
j
causing a betel to be chewed

j
sprinkling oil on her or

wearing a thread from her garment.

Some pretend to read the present, past and future by a betel smeared with a vegetable

paste (cmjanan eliya)
;
a female elf (anjanan divi) appears on the leaf and shows what is wanted.

A juggler draws a magic veil over the eyes'of his spectators (esbenduma^ to avoid detection.

Charmed ashes and sand are thrown to kill worms and other insects that destroy crops
;
and

magical formulae are used to guard against elephants, crocodiles, dogs, leopards, bears, buiIalo(‘s»

wild cattle, &c.

This incantation makes a dog take to its heels, if muttered thrice on to the hand and stretched

towards it, “ On namo budungi pdvddi bathdpu balld jhih. On snn pase budunne pdoddf bat

hdpu balld hikki hukkd nam to situ. On Buddha namas sake situJ^

Elephants are kept away by On srijdid lidrB hhdvdtu aralian siluP

As a preventive against possession a thread spun by a virgin (jeanyd nula) is charmed over

live-coal with resin and turmeric and tied round one’s arm, waist or neck
;

it has as many knots as

the number of times the charmis repeated. Amulets (yanira)f too, made of five kinds of metal,

u Principal works consulted

(1) Calloway YaJchtn'N'attamvd. (1829)..

(2) TTplianx’s B.i,siory and Doctrine ofBuddhim (1829), p. 130.

(3) (Jeylon Mayaxine (ISld), Vol. 1. p. 256,

(4) Selkirk’s Recolleciions of Ceylon (1844), p. 482.

(6) Tennant’s GhrisUaniiy in Ceylon (1850), p. 2E0.

(3) Young Ceylon (1850), Tol. 1. pp. 82 and 109.

(7) The Ceylon Friend (1870), Vol. I. p, 41.

(8) J. R. .4. S. (Ceylon) (1865-1836), Vol. IV. No. 13, p. 1.

(9) „ „ (l873),'Vol. V.TSro.I8,p. 24.

(30) „ „ a£84),Vol. Vni.No.29,p. 432.
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VIZ., gold, silver, copper, brass and iron (jjaslo), and enclosing a mystic piece of ola, are used for the

same purpose.

The usual remedy for minor complaints is to cut a lime or two with an areca-cutter after an
incantation or to mutter it over some water procured from a smithy in which iron has been cooled,

or over a little oil, a betel-leaf or chunam and apply it to the affected part.

To cure a sprain, a mother who has had twins is made to secretly trample it every evening for

a couple of days
;
and for whooping cough is given gruel made of seven grains of rice silently

collected in a chunam receptacle Qzillote) from seven houses on a Sunday morning. A touch with

a cat’s tail removes a sty
;
and a toothache is cured by biting a balsam plant (hiidalu') uprooted with

the right hand, the face averted.

2 .— Invocation of Demons,

Divers diseases or death is inflicted by the Pilli, Angam and Huniam invocations, and to

perform the ceremonial there is a special class of professional magicians Qcattadi) who bind to

themselves by Xhejivama rite the demon who is to do their bidding {yaksahandanaya).

At dawn, noon or midnight he goes to a lonely spot where three roads meet or to a grave-yard,

and, lying on his back, calls on the devil who is to aid him. Near him are (1) a platform made of

gurulla sticks (Leea sambucina) and of the inner bark of the heli paitd shrub (Jiibiscus hiliacus)

with nine kinds of flowers, powdered rosin, betel, a hanya nul coloured with turmeric and a copper

coin — all on a plantain-leaf (^tnal-bulat tattum); (2) another with five kinds of roasted seed, seven

kinds of curries, boiled rice, fried grain, a roasted egg and a cock (ptdeni tattuva)
; (3) an earthen

incense-pan with live-coals, and a fire made of the wood of five kinds of lemon (pas-pengiri). The

demon invoked tries at first to frighten the kattadiyd, and if he succeeds, takes away the other’s life

as a forfeit.

A Pilli causes immediate death and is rarely practised. The kattadiyd procures a whole

corpse or only the skull, teeth, bones, nails, or hair of a man, woman, or child (a first-born is

preferred) and takes it to \h%j%'oama ceremony. In the course of it the demon assumes the form of

a boy, girl, animal, bird, reptile or insect, is given the name of the intended victim and ordered by

the magician to inflict the fatal wound : to stab, strangle, bite or sting him.

On the devil’s return the magician lays him by sprinkling some water
;
only if the victim be him-

self a sorcerer can he ward off a Pilli
;
for by a counter-charm he can direct the operator to be

killed instead.

An Aagama affects within seven hours and causes throwing up of blood through the nose and

mouth. The kattadiyd takes some article that the victim had possessed or touched— a flower
^

a cocoanut-leaflet, a betel, a stick, &c.
;
performs the jivama and touches him with it or fans him,

or stretches it towards him or keeps it in the hand and looks at his face or blows so that the breath

may fall on him or leaves it in some place that it may be picked up by him.

A Hnniama takes effect within intervals varying from a day to several years. The kattadiyd

procures a lock of hair, a nail-paring, or a thread of the garment of the person to be injured. An
image is next made to represent him, nails made of five metals are thrust at each joint and his name

Written on a leaf and inserted in its body. All these are buried after the jivama, where the victim

has generally to pass ;
and when he does so, he falls ill with swelling, or stiffness of joints, or

burning sensation in the body or disfigurement of the mouth, legs, and arms.

B, — Exorcism of Demons,

Spirits who, of their own accord or with leave of superior spirits like their king Wesamunu
Eaja or by the aid of Huniam and Angam charms, have afflicted human beings are exorcised by
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a devil-dance, which is almost the same m every case, but the charms, the masks, and the images

used depend on the afflicting devil, and the elaborateness of the ceremony on the means of the

patient and the gravity of the disease. The first duty of the kaibadiyd is to find out which

particular devil has caused the illness, and Knox gives a quaint account of how this is done (page 76) :

“ With any little stick they make a bow, and on the string thereof they hang a thing they have to cut

betel-nuts, somewhat like a pair of scissors
;
then holding the stick or bow by both ends they repeat

the names of all, both gods and devils
;
and when they come to him who hath afflicted tliem, the iron

on the bow-string will swing.’’ A clay image of this demon is next made, and in the compound

near the patient’s house an octagonal figure (atamagala) of 20 or 30 sq. ft. is marked with ashes,

and bounded with sticks of five different kinds of lemon or the stems of plantain-trees, which are

connected with a thread, spanned with areca arches, decorated with palm-leaflets and cocoanut-shells

containing oil and lighted wicks. At the corners of the enclosure are drawn figures of the trisula
; on

one side are erected mal lulat and ‘pideni sheds and, between them, a platform about 4 ft. high on which

is placed the figure of the afflicting devil, or, in cases of special female diseases, a new earthen pot with

an areca or cocoanut blossom. Split reeds are arranged at the centre of the mystic circle in different

diagrams on which the Miiadiyd, with his attendants dressed in red and white jackets, masked and
with gurulla leaves round the waist and head, go through a series of dances, drawling out a mournful

chant and keeping time with their hands and bell-attached feet to the music of the tom-tom beaters.

The dance commences a little before midnight, and as it goes on, the magician raises the torch,

which he carries in his right hand, to a flame by throwing in powdered rosin, or approaches the patient

seated about 7 or 8 ft. from the circle, facing the clay image, with a white cloth covering from head
to foot, rubs turmeric, water and oil on his head, makes some mesmeric passes, and all but suffocates

him with the smoke of a potful of narcotics, A couple of hours after, the hatiadiyd retires to an
ante-shed, sometimes carrying the iiatient with him

j
a short interval and he returns after a batli and

a change of costume, but still masked. Dancing and music recommence, and towai'ds dawn seven
limes are placed between the patient’s feet and the circle and cut one by one and thrown into a

chatty full of water
j
as the magician cuts each lime he repeats a charm and the patient places

his foot near the other. "When this is over, the sick man is carried within the circle and seated
facing the north with a rice-pounder, paddy, and a cocoanut by him. A coil of creepers is next put
round his neck, shoulders and ankles and slit with an areca-cutter. The sacrifices {dola) due to the
exorcised devil follow, and a pumpkin gourd {puhul or lahu gedtya) is kept on the breast of the
Jcattadiyd lying on his back and cut in two with a knife by the patient

;
the parts are thrown into

the sea or a piece of water. Lastly, the earthen pot is broken or the clay figure carried with loud
shouts to the haunt of the devil and left there with offerings.

Maha Sohona transforms himse]f into L§ Sohonft and Amu Sohonft and afflicts with cholera
and dysentery

j is 122 feet tall, has the head of a bear, with a pike in his left hand, and in his right
an elephant whose blood he squeezes out to drink

;
presides over graveyards and where three

roads meet, Riri Taksayft causes a flux of blood, and is present at the death-bed
;
has a monkey-

face, carries in one hand a cock and a club in the other, with a corpse in the mouth
;
and generally

haunts fields. Kalu Kum^ra B^vatawa or Kalu Yaksayft destroys conception, delays childbirth
and causes puerperal madness

;
is a young man of a dark colour, and is always exorcised by breaking

a new earthen pitcher. Sauni Yaka transforms himself into Oddi Taka and Huiiiam Taka
; causes

different forms of coma; has cobras twisting round his body with a pot of fire about him'; holds
a rosary (lahveliya) in his hand, rides on a horse, and is exorcised with the most elaborate of devil
dances. Mandaua Yaksanl is a she-demon, causes sensuality and resides near rivers and waterfalls.
BMakiri Yak8aiiiy6 are the she-demons who afflict children.

Ayimaha YaksayA or M61an aaravvft, Dala Bakshayft, Yama BAkshayft, PtlrmkftBatna KUtayA Nila Giri, Nanda Giri, Ohaudra Kawft, MArakft, Asurayft, Nata Giri aud
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Pel Madulla are the twelve Gara Yakku who haunt every nook and corner and destroy crops,

make trees barren, new houses inauspicious, send pests of flies and insects, and reduce families to

abject poverty* They are propitiated by a special dance called Gara Yakuma described above

(ante, Yol. XXXII. p. 484),

Disembodied spirits who love the things they have left behind hover on earth and make their

presence known by emitting diflerent smells or by contaminating food (peretai/d), by destroying the

plates and furniture of a house {gevalayd), by apparitions (amtdrct), or by pelting stones and creating

other strange sounds (holman)
;

they are afraid of iron and lime, and when over-boisterous

a kattadiyd rids them from a house by nailing them to a tree or enclosing them in a small receptacle

and throwing it into the sea
;
they are imprisoned till sonje one unwittingly sets them free, when they

again commence their tricks with double force.

A woman who dies in parturition and is buried without removing the child becomes a B6dirimar

;

she is short and fat and rolls like a cask and Idlls men whenever she can
;
the females chase her away

With threats of beating her with an ikle-bioom.

Nurses hush children by calling on the kidnapping goblin, indiscriminately named BillA,

Gdmbilia, GurubaiiyA and GuruMmi.

4. — Worship of local deities.

The chief local deities are worshipped at their respective dewdlas, where the incumbent •Jmpurdla)^

after his morning ablutions, attends to the wants of the god : he lights a taper three times a day on

the altar of the sanctuary, offers him food, performs some mystic rites, rings a bell and sprinkles

water on the sacred vessels
;
the aid and protection of the tutelary spirits of the field, hill, wood, cave,

tree or river are implored at their special haunts by lighting tapers, burning incense and offering

flowers on temporary platforms or on raised granite slabs of rock. Annual festivals are held in the

honour of the former, at all the dewdlas^ between July and August
;
those at Kandy, Dondra and

Kateragama are the most known.

Vishnu, a candidate for Buddhahood, is identified with the third of the Hindu Trimnrti,

and is the guardian angel of the island. Vows made to him at some anxious moment are always

fulfilled by offering presents at his shrine.

Kateragama deviyd is the son of the god of war who assisted Kama in his great war with

R^vana, It is not uncommon to find an accused person or a chaste wife swear to his innocence or

her fidelity before his image
;
they stand on the steps of the dewdla, take the usual oath, cry out

“ deijyo $dhk%” (god be witness) a dozen times, retire to a lonely hut by a river and remain there

three days awaiting the consequences. He is also implored by husbands to cure their wives of

sterility ;
they roll on the dust along the road, their feet tied and carrying a cocoanut in their hands

clasped above the head, and as they reach the entrance of the dSwdla, dash the cocoanut to pieces.

The owner of a garden sometimes dedicates his trees to this god by tying cocoanut leaflets round them

and promises to offer him a share of the nuts
j
no one steals them fearing the avenging displeasure of

the deity.

Before one starts on a journey he entrusts himself to the guardian deities of the four

Quarters {hatara varan deviyd),

N^tha is to be the future Maitri Buddha and is now biding his time in the tusiia heaven
;

Saman or Lakshman is the half-brother of Rama and the guardian angel of Adam’s Peak
,
and

Alut Yakinni has attributes similar to Parvati.

Pattini is the goddess of chastity, and when incensed inflicts small-pox and other epidemics
;

to avert her displeasure and ensure protection to tie inhabitants, a hapurdla or her special priest
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(pattinihdmi) either travels, accompanied by a couple of musicians, from village to village, with a pot

containing margosa oil and a cocoanut flower on bis head, or presides over the ceremonies known as

Porapolgahanava, An Edima and Ganmaduva.

In the first the villagers divide themselves into their hereditary factions: Xatipila (lower

party) favoured by Pattini and Udupila (upper party) by her husband* The two leaders place

themselves at a distance of 30 feet, and after a preliminary invocation by the officiating priest, the upper

one bowls a ripe husked cocoanut (jjol) at his adversary who meets it with another in his hand. I his

goes on till the receiver’s nut is broken, when he begins to bowl. One side is declared winner when

the stock of nuts of the other party is exhausted.

For the next religious game an open space of ground is selected and the trunk of a tree is

buried at the centre of it. At the distance of a few yards is placed the log of a cocoanut tree, about

20 feet high, in a deep hole large enough for it to move backwards and forwards
;
and to the top of it

thick ropes are fastened. The opposing parties bind two horns (an) together artfully, and, tying one

to the base of the trunk and the other to that of the log, pull away at the ropes with all their might

till one of them breaks. During the game the priest chants sacred hymns and burns incense in a shed

close by.

At the end of both these ceremonies the conquering paity goes in procession round the village,

and the defeated side has to undergo a lot of abuse and insult which are said to remove the bad effects

of their defeat.

The Gan-Maduva generally follows either of the above and lasts for a period of seven days.

A temporary building, nicely decorated with flowers and fruits, is erected, in which an altar is placed

containing the armlets Qialamha) of the goddess. A branch of the jack-tree is cut with gieat ceremony
by the incumbent and is carried into it by his assistants (eduro) and kept on the east side with a little

boiled rice, a cocoanut flower, two cocoanuts and a lamp. A pandal is next erected in front decorated
with leaves and flags

; and at the appointed hour the officiating priest carries to it the sacred insignia

with music, and as he lays them there all present make obeisance. Water mixed with turmeric is

sprinkled on the floor, resin is burnt and a series of dances mimicking village social life continues
the whole night, varied by the priest walking on heaps of live-coals. The rites terminate with the
ceremony of boiling milk, followed by a miniature representation of horn-pulling and sometimes by
breaking the sacred earthen vessel at the nearest stream.

Pattini participates in the sacrifices made to her with Devol Yakka and Mangara Deviyd.
The last-named is the twin-brother of Gopalu Yaksaya, who torments cattle at night and inflicts
them with murrain.

Wesamunn Eaja is the devil-ruling god. Mahasen is a deified king of Ceylon
(B. C. 277-301) and worshipped as an incarnation of Kateragama Deviyd. Wlra MundaDeviyo
has an annual sacrifice ten or fifteen days before the Singhalese New Year. Hena Kanda Bis6
Bandera was born of a wood-apple (belt) and is invoked as the incarnation of Skanda Kumaraya’s
queen, Wahala Bandera Deviy6 and Malwattd Bandftra are the ministers of Yishnu and
implored to cure possession. Kalu Bandera is the god of the chase propitiated by hunters when
^tering into a strange district. Sundara Bandara protects them who invoke him before sleeping
Malala or Gala Bandara haunts precipices. Bahirawa Yaksaya lives on a hill and guards the
metals and gems in the earth

;
a girl was formerly sacrificed to him every year.

rrv
Yakun steal the crops of a field and are propitiated by agricultural ceremonies.

offspring of Yishnu, the other sprung from a lotus, and
law-suits and subduing rivals; and

Craneba is invoked by children before reciting th.e alphabet for the first time.
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5, — Adoration of Planets,

Sickness is not only caused by the displeasure of gods and demons but as well by the malignant

influence of the stars
;
an astrologer for a handful of betel, hulat hunilla, and a few coins reads one’s

ola horoscope (handakana), and finds out which planet is the cause of the complaint. To counteract

the evil, a Bali ceremony is performed or a stone sacred to the baleful planet is worn : a sapphire

for Saturn, a topaz for Jupiter, a coral for Mars, a diamond for Venus, an emerald for Mercury,

a moonstone for the waxing moon, a pearl for the full moon, a cat’s eye for the waning moon, and

a ruby for the sun.

For the Bali rite the seven planets are represented by painted clay images on a large platform

of split bamboo — measuring altogether 10 or 12 square feet. The tom-tom beaters stand behind and

play their drums, while in front the astrologer and his assistants — all of the Beravdyd caste — with

torches in their hands, dance and recite some propitiatory stanzas. The patient sits .the whole time

opposite the images, holding in his hand a lime connected by a thread with the chief idol
;

near him

are strewed limes, flowers, betel, and dried paddy, and a stander-by throws portions of an areca-flower

broken off at the end of each verse into a basin of water>

(
2^0 be continued,)

MISCELLANEA.

THE NAVAGRAHA OR NINE PLANETS,
AND THEIR NAMES.

'Navagra’hdh or “ nine planets of the

Hindus are the five planets, properly so called,

the sun and moon, with E^hu and Kdtu—
the moon’s ascending and descending nodes.

The worship of these appears to have originated

in 3 udicial astrology and in the belief that the

planets had a great influence over personal

destinies. Hence they are divided into suhha-

grahdh or — auspicious, and liruTa-

graTidli or pdjpa-grahdh,— those that ai-e inauspi-

cious. The first includes Brihaspati, Sukra,

Budha, and Soma when in the second jpaTcsha or

fortnight; the second includes Sani, Mangala,

Eahu, and K4fcu.

The seven heavenly bodies are arranged, as by

the Greeks, in the order ^ (1) Saturn, (2) Jupiter,

(3) Mars, (4) the Sun, (5) Venus, (6) Hercm-y,

and (7) the Moon. The hours of the day were

dedicated to these in succession, so that the 1st,

8th, 15th and 22nd hours of each day always fell

to the same planet who also presided over the

whole day thus, on Saturday, Saturn pi*esided

over the whole day and over these four hours

specially, Jupiter over the 23rd, and Mars over

the 24th hour. Hence the 25th hour or first of

the next day has the sun— Sdrya — for its lord

and so again the 49fch hour gives Soma — the

moon, as president of Monday, and thus Mangala
presides over Tuesday, and so on. Sunday — as

with western nations —• is always regarded as the

first day of the week.

Associated with these planets are their pre-

siding divinities or lords. These are represent-

ed on paintings or carvings known as Rasichakras

or zodiacs, of which three examples have been
published: the first in Sir Wm. Jones’s paper
on the Indian Zodiac {Asiat Bes, Vol. II,, at

p. 303) the second in Moor’s Eindu Pantheon
(1810), plate 88 ;

and the thu*d in the Transactions

of the B. Asiatic Society, Yol. III.

Jones’s plate has Mount Sumiru in the centre,

with cities, &c., round it, and bordered by a
narrow stiip denoting an ocean ; the upper side

is marked jpurvadih, — east, the right dahsMna^
dik, the left uttara-dik, and the lower paschimadik.
Round this, beginning from the east and going

round hy the north, are representations of the

Navagrahdh in circles, each bearing the name in

Nagari characters :— (1) Sflryab, (2) Vyihaspatih,

(3) Rahuh, (4) Budhah, (5) Ohandrah, (6) Sanih,

(7) KItnh, (8) Bhaumah, and (9) Sukrah.® Sur-

rounding the whole are the Bdsis or twelve

1 Ideler, Eandhuch d. Math, u tech, Chronologie, Bd. I., Ss. 178 f. ; cf, Ind. Ant, Yol. XIV. p. 322.

3 This plato has been reproduced in Brennand’s Hindu Astronomy, 1893, p. 14, bxit without a word of explana-

tion or comment,
® In the original plate, the first ahsharas in the sixth and ninth names are ol unusual and inaccurate forms.
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zodiacal signs, in ellipses, beginning on tbe left

of the top Tvitli Aries (Mesha) and going round

to the left,— each labelled in Nagari letters.

Moor’s plate, from the collection of Colonel

Stuart, differs in important details. In the cen-

tral circle— in a cloud of glory— is Shrya in his

car driven by Aruna with a team of nine richly

caparisoned hoi’ses ; they are described as green,

with black manes and red legs (p. 284*) Round
this IS the circle of the planetary deities, divided

into eight segments. These are named in Persian

characters, and as the zodiacal signs are repre-

sented in the reverse order of the Jones’s plate,

we may also reverse the order of the gralias and

read from right to left by the lower side of the

circle. Thus, beginning on the right side under

the horizontal diameter and opposite the signs

Pisces and Aries, we have in succession (1) Chan-
dra, (2) Mangala, (3) Budha, (4) Rahu, (5) Ketu,

(6) Bribaspati, (7) Sukra, and (8) Sani. It would
thus appear that the gralias are here arranged in

the order of the days of the week, but in such a
position that R^hu and EZ^tu fall behind the car
of Shrya.

The drawing of Moores plate (which he sup-

posed came from Jaypur) is more like Hindu
work than Jones’s, where the dress is more
Moghul. The vdhanas or vehicles of the divi-

nities also dilffier, and will be noticed below

:

perhaps in tbe first plate the names of Budha
and Sani should be transposed, for Budha is

there mounted on a vulture, which is the axipro-

priate vehicle of feani.

The plate in the Transactions of the B. Asiatic
Society, Yol III. at p. 30, represents a “ Hindu
Zodiac • from a choultry in the Southern
part of the Carnatic.” This contains a central
SQ[uare divided into nine smaller ones containing
figures of theNavagrahas, and is surrounded by
a double border of compartments, — the inner of
twelve squares, with figures of the R^sis or
zodiacal signs, and the outer of twenty-eight
squares withtheNakshatras or lunar mansions,

’ each I’epresented as an animal, and beginning
with Asvint as a horse, — Bharai^, a male
elephant, — Krittik^, a she-goat (P), — Rohini,
a cobra, &c.

The Navagrahas, occupying the central area,
are all represented in cars of the same design,
each with a driver and four horses, and within
outline figures of various forms The central
graha is enclosed in a circle, and only one wheel
appears on the near side of the car, whilst in all

the other cases there are two : this can hardly be
other than Suvya. In the square to the right the
car is in an equilateral triangle, and the figure is

probably meant for Soma; the figure to the left,

or in front of Sfirya, is placed in an oblong,
whilst the deva in the car has a smaller mulmta
than the preceding In the upper row, tbe first

is enclosed in a figiiie like a p/ppaZa leaf, the
second in what would be a star of sis points, were
not the lower point cut away to give a base line

j

and the third is in an oblong, nearly square. In
the lower row, the divinities in the fii*st and third
squares have boars’ heads, like Yaralia— possibly
representing Rdhu and ICetix — and the first is

enclosed in a flag of the burgee shape ; the
second figure is iilaccd in what seems meant for
a bent bow

; and the third, in a somewhat similar
area. The divinities themselves are drawn on too
small a scale to be separately identified.

The outer circles, in the first two plates refer-
red to, contain representations of the twelv.e
zodiacal signs which are cleaxdy of western
origin and possibly derived from the same
sources as the figures on Jalifingir’s coins.

Had we more representations of these planetary
figures, from different parts of India, they would
be of considerable interest Over a dc^or in the
Wdv or great well at Adfilaj in Gujarat, the nine
grahas are represented, all as standing figures,
except tbe third, whore a representation of
Buddha has been carved in place of Budha, but the
figures are too much abraded to afford informa-
tion respecting their i>roper adjuncts : only the
seventh (&ani) has a bull couched at liis foot. In
the Jaina temples the Navagrahuh ai’o usually
represented by nine small figures at the base of
the dsana or throne of the image.

The lords of the seven planetary bodies have
numerous epithets, which in tui*u give a variety
of names to each day of the week, and occur in
inscriptions and poetical compositions. These,
so far as I have been able to collect them, are
given below in the order of the days of the week
over which they preside.

1. The Sun,— Ravi or Surya, is rej;)rcsonted,

separately in temples as standing, facing the east,
his head surrounded with rays, usually with twO'
arms holding a lotus in each, or— occasionally —

-

alotus and chalsra, and— often underneath arc
the foreparts of the seven horses that draw his
chariot. Sometimes the horses are four, but often
one which has four or seven heads. He is also
represented as seated on a !padma8ana or lotus-
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throne, his body o£ a deep golden colour, and

occasioiially with, foiir liands> — holding the imihlia

in the upper right hand, and the fi’ont or lower

left lying open with the palm upward * His car is

Sometimes said to have only one wheel and to be

drawn by a Nagas it is often represented,

however, with two or four wheels.® According to

the BahdaJcaljpadruma, Sdrya is of the Kshatriya

caste and K^syapa g^tra, belongs to the Kalinga

country, and has for his vdliana seven horses.

Biva is the first presiding divinity, and water the

second.®

His names are very numerous ; Hemachandra

has given seventy-two of them in his Ahhidhana-

ChintciTTiani (verses 95-99) ;
and in the Mahdhhd'

rata (iii., 145-167) a hundred and eight names are

enumerated. These have been supplemented from

other sources, in the following list ;
—

Aja; Amsu, Amsadhara, Amsupati, Amsu-

bhartri, Amsumat, Anisum§.lin, Amsuvana, Amsu-

hasta

;

Abjabandhava, Abjahasta, Abjinipati
;
Arena,

Ai'unasarathi, Arunarchis
;

Arka, AryamanJ

Asitakara or Asitaruch, Asitamarichi; Asvattha;

Aharbandhava, Aharmani, Aharpati, Ahahpati,

Ahaskai’a; Aditya; Inas;

Ushnakara, Ushnagu, Ushnadidhiti, Ushna-

rasmi, Ushnaruchi, Ushntosu;

Karmas^kshin ;
Kapila, Kamada, Kalaohakri»,

Kdladhyaksha, K^syap^ya;

Kirana, Kiranamalin ;
Kritantajanaka ; Krish-

na;

Khakholka, Khaga, Khaclfara, Khadyota or

Khadyotana, Khamani ;
KhaiAihsu

;

Gaganadhvaja, Gaganavih^rin, Gaganadhvaga

;

Gabhasti, Gabhastipani, Gabhastimat, Gabhas-

tihasta; Gopati; Grahapati or Graharaja, Graha-

pushpa, Grah^sa ;
Gharmarasmi, Gharmdmsu

;

Chakrab^ndhava ;
Chandakirana, Ohandadid-

hiti, Ohandamarichi, Ohandamsu, Ohandarasmi;

Ohitrabh^nu

;

Jagachchakshus, Jagats^kshin, Jagaddipa

.

Jivana, Jivitesa; Jyotishmat;

Tapatdmpati, Tapana; Tamisrahan, Tamonud

or Tamonuda, Tam6paha ;
Tarani

;
Tapana*

Tapana

;

Tigmakara, Tigmadidhiti, Tigmarasmi, Tigma-

ruch, Tigmaihsu; Timiranud, Timiraripu, Timi-

rari ;

T^jahpuiija
;
Trayitanu; Tvashtri; Tvishamisa

or Tvish^mpati

;

Dinakara, Linakarfcri or Binakrit, Binapati,

Dinaprani, Dinabandhu, Dinamani, Dmaratna,

Dinadhisa, Binesa or Dinesvara ;
Diptamsu ;

Bivakara,Bivapushta, Bivamani, Divasakara or

Bivasakrit, Divasanatha, Bivasabhartri, Bivases-

vara; Behakartri;

Dyupati, Dyumani; Bvadasatman or Bvadasdt-

maka; Bhatar; Bharmadhvajas ;
Bhvanta-

satrava, Bhvantarati

;

Nabhaschakshus, Nabhomani;

Pachata, Pachelima ; Pataga or Patamga

;

Padmakara, Padmagax*bha, Padmapim, Padma-

bandhu, Padmalauchhana, Padmfisana, Padmini-

k§.nta, Padminivallabha

;

Papi; P^vaka; Pingala; Pdshan ;
Prajadh-

yaksha, Prajadvara; Pratibhl»vat; Pradyotana ;

Prabh^kara

;

Bradhna or Vradhna; Bhaga; Bhattai’aka;

Bh^kosa, Bhanemi, Bhanu, Bhanukesara, Bha-

numat, Bhaskara; Bh^svat;

Manimat ;
Marichimat, Maiichimalin,Martanda

and Martanda; Mitra; Mihira; Mokshadvara,

Mritancla, Mritanda

;

Tamunajanaka ;

Ravi;

Lalatamtapa ;
Lokachakshus

;

Varuna; Yikartana; Vibh^kara, Vibhavan,

Yibhdvasu; Yiyanmani ;
Yirochana; Yivasvat;

Yisvakarman, Yisvachakshus, Yisvapa; Vishnu;

Suchi; Sushna; Saptasapti or Saptasva; Sam-

vatsarakara; Savitar, Savitri, Saiwatomukha;

Sahasrakirana, Sahasramarichi, Sahasrarasmi,

Sahasrtosu, Sahasr^rchis, Surottama ;
Surya;

Sfira; Svargadvara;

Hamsa, Hari; Haridasva; and Hdli ("HXtof).

According to the JiAahuhhdii'ata (I. 2599) his

wife is Tvfistxi, and Suvarchala (XIII. 6751); his

sister Surenu the wife of Martanda; and his.

daughter Supraja.

2. The Moon, — Chandra or Soma, is repre-

sented as white, with two arms holding a club

and a lotus ;
hut sometimes with four hands — one

of the right in the attitude of blessing. He is

seated in a car with three wheels, drawn by ten

horses as white as jasmine — five on each side of

the yoke, and a deer in his lap; but sometimes it

* There is a white marble representation of Sfirya seated in his chariot, drawn by seven horses, in the Royal

Inseum at Berlin, brought from Bengal by the late Dr. P. Jagor.

6 Of. Arehaol. Surv. W. India, Tol. IX. pp. 73, 74, 77, 106, and pll. W. and IxixTiu. ; Wilson, Vishnu Pur&m,

''ol. II* PP* 27, 284-283 (Hall’s ed,).
^ i i. n. i

• -p tw TT
6 Por this and subsequent references to the I am indebted to the Kin ness o r,

Jousens of the Arcbseological Survey, who has procured them for me.
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is drawn by a spotted antelope; or he is riding one.

The ^ahdahalpadruma adds, — that he was bom
of the ocean, and is of the Vaisya caste ; that his

righthand is in the 'Oaradamudrdt i. e., bestowing

blessing, and the left holds a gadd or club ; that

he sits on a white lotus, and has ten white horses

to his vdliana
;
and he is clothed in white ; TJmd

is the first presiding divinity, and water the
second. He gives name to the second day of the

week — Somavara, Chandravdra, &c.

The names of Chandra are also numerous —
many of course being synonyms :

—
Atrid]ngja,Atrindtraja, Atrindtraprasfita, Atri-

netraprabhava, Atrinetrabhfi, Atrinetrasuta
;
Ab-

jas; Abdhinavanitaka;

Amntadidhiti, Amritadyuti, Amritasd;
Indu;

Udupa, Ddupati, Udm-aj

;

Enabhnt, Enatilaka
;

Oshadhigarbha, Oshadhinathd, Oshadhipati,
Oshadhisa

;

Kal^nidhi, Kaldpati, Kalapini,^ Kaldpfirna,
Kalabhnt, KaUvat;
Kumudapati, Kumudapriya, Kumudabandhu,

Kumudabdndhava, Kumudasuhrid, Kumud^sa;
^umudinindtha, Kumudiniudyaka, Kamudini*
pati, Kaumudipati;
Kairavinj Hshapakara, Kshapanathaj
Glau;

Chanda;
Chandra, Chandramas

;

Ohh^yabhrit, Ohh^yamrigadhara, Ohha.ydnka
;

Jaiv^trika;
’

Tam6gluia, TamoaBd, Tam&iuda, Tamwaha,
Tam6pai‘a;

TaiAdhipa, Tdradhipati, Tdrdpati, Tdi’^pida

:

Tithiprani
j

Tntmakirana, Tnhinagu, Tuhinadynti, Tuhi.
narasmi, Tuhindrhsu;

Dakshajapati and Dakshd3dnipati;
Basdsva, Dasa^vSta

;

DTijapatiiDTijaraja;

Natahatranatlia, Naksliatrapa, Nakshatraraja.
JHaksnatraiaa

;

Nlgatora, NiSakStu, NMadhisa, NilSnStha.pa^ NisSpranelvara, Nisfimani, Niiaratna,
UiBithinlnStlia;

Ni^^sa,

PlyUshanidM, Piyushamakas. PiyusbarucH

;

_ Pdrvvadi; Praleyarasmi, Pr^leydiiisa :

Bhagndtman;
la ; Mrigadhara, Mrigarf,ja. MfigalftSoliIiajia,

Mrigaaoehana, Mpg^nka; Mrigaraia-dharm (?)Mngalakshman; ^ "

Taminipati

;

Rajanikara, Rajanicharandtha, Rajanipati, Ra-
janiramana

; Rdjan, RdjarSja; Rdtrikara,Ratri-
nS.tha, Rdtrimani; Rohinikdnta, R6hinipati, R6-
hinipriya, Rdhiniramana, Rohiiiivallabha, Rohin-
isa;

Lakshmisahaja;

Vidhu

;

Sasadhara, Sasabhrit, Sasalakshmana, Sasa-
lanchhana, feasavindu, Sasanka; Sasin;

Sitagu, Sitadidhiti, Sitabh^nu, Sitamayukha,
Sitamarichi, Sitarasmi, Sitaruchi, Sttamau

;

feivasekhara

;

Suchi, feuohirochis; Subrarasmi, Subramsu;
Svdtadaman, Svetadyuti, Svetarochis, Sveta^

vdjin, Svetavdhana
;

Sitakara; Sudhdmsu, Sudhdkara, Suddhafiga^
Sudhadhdra, Sudhanidhi, Sudhabhrit, Sudhavasa,.
Sudhasdti; Soma;
Srtsahodara

;

Hari; Harinakalanka, Harinadhdman, Harin-
&nka

;

Hima. Himakara, Himagu, Himadidluti, Hima-
dyuti, HimabMs, Himarasmi, Himarhsu.

8. Mars, — the Hindu Mangala or Bhanma,
is the celestial war-god

; that he is to be identified
with Kdrttikdya is an assumption that might not
be found strictly accurate. He is said to be of
red or flame colour, seated on a i-am, or in a car
drawn by a red ram, and with four arms holding
spear, lotus, trisfila and club. The tlabda/calpa-
druma says he ho)fls in the upper right hand
a iaUi or spear, the lower being in the mrada^
mudra, the upper left is in the ahTiayamudrd
(offeiing protection), and in the lower left he has
a gadd ormace j adding that he is of the Kshatriya
caste and Bharadvaja g6ira, and that Skanda is
the first presiding divinity, and the earth the
second. Moor’s plate gives him only two arms—

.

with lotus-hud and rod or club ; Jones’s mounts
him on a horse with a sword in his right hand;
and Wai'd says’he holds in one hand a ia&H (spear
or pike), wth another he is giving a blessing,
with a third forbidding fear, and in the fourth
a club. His names are •—

.
Ang&ra, Angdraka;

l^ldhihhfi-*^^’*^’
A-^anSya; Ashadhahhava.

Rindntaka

;

Kuja
; Ksbitieufca;

Kbolmuka; Gagan^lmuka;
Obandesvara; Cbara;
JSa;

7 Noteworthy as a feminine appellation,
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Dharatmaja, Dliaraputra, DJiarastinu^

Navadidhiti, Navarchis

;

Bhdusta; Blifimija, Biidmiputra
;
Bitanma;

Mangala ; Mahisuta
;

Raktanga ; Eudkira

;

Loliita, Lohitaka, Lohifcanga;

Sivagkarmaja.

4. Mercury, — Budha, is o£ a greenisk-yellow

colour, holding a club or sceptre and a lotus ; or

with, four hands, having in the upper left hand

a shield, in the lower a club, and m the lower

right hand a sword, with the fourth — in the

varadamudrd — he is bestowing blessing. The
Babdakalpadruma adds that he is of the Vaisya

caste and Atri gdtra, and of the Magadha country ;

he faces the sun, sits on a lion, and has a yellow

garment ;
Narayana is the first presiding divinity,

and Yishnu is the second. Sometimes he is repre-

sented riding on a winged lion,® at others seated

on a carpet or gaddi, or in a car drawn by four

lions, with sword, shield, club and bow.

His names are —
Ekadeha, Ekanga;

Jua;

Tanga;

Panohirchisj Praharsha, Prahai'shula

;

Budha; Bodhana;

japutra; Rodhana; Rohinibhava, Rohinisuta;

Rauhinlya;

Sravishthija, Sravishthabhd ; Syamanga;

Somaja, Somabhhj Saumya;

Himna, H^mnd

6. Jupiter, — Brihaspati, the preceptor or

Guru of the gods, sits in a car called Nitighdsha,

drawn by eight pale horses. He is of a yellow

or golden colour, dressed in white, with four

ax'ms, — in his upper right hand he holds a rud-

rdhsha-mdld or rosary, in the upper left a water-

pot [karakd)t in the lower left hand is a rod [danda^

and, with the fourth in the varadamudrdj he is

giving a blessing ; other accounts give the rosary,

a lotus, and a sceptre. Sometimes, also, he is

represented as seated on a gaddi (as in Moor’s

plate), on a lotus, or on a horse.® The Bahdakal-

pcbdruma adds that he is a Brahman by caste, of

the Angirasa gdtra^ belongs to the Sindhu coun-

try, wears a yellow robe, and sits on a lotus

in a chariot drawn by a yellow horse (or horses)

;

BrahmS. is the first presiding deity, and Indra -is

the second.

I

His names are as follows :
—

Animishacharya
; Angirasa

;

Ijya
; Indr^jya.

Girisa; Girpati or Gishpati; Guru; Graha-
r^ja ;

Chakshus
; Chitrasikhandija

;

Jiva ;

Didivi
; Bvadasa-kara, Dvd.dasaihsu, Dvadhas-

^rchis
; Dhishana ;

Phalgunibhava

;

Brihatkirtti, Brihaspati
;
Brahmanaspati

;

Y^kpati, Yachasaiiipati, Yachastopati, Ya-
chaspati

;

Suraguru, Surapriya, Surachdrya, Surejya.

6. Venus, — or Sukra, the son of Bhrigu and
priest of the Baityas, is represented as of a white

or bright appearance, blind of an eye, seated on
a lotus, in a car drawn by a white horse (or

horses), with four hands, and with the same sym-
bols as Brihaspati; but Ool. Belamaine asciibes

to him a horse as vdlidna^ and holding a rod,

rosary, lotus, and bow and arrows. On Moor’s
plate he rides an animal somewhat like a lynx,

with rod and lotus-bud in his hands; on Jones’s

he is on a camel, and holds a large ring or hoop.

The Bahdakalpadruma states that he is a Brahman
by caste, of the Bhirgava gdtra, of the town of

Bhojakata; sits on a lotus; faces the sun; has
four hands with the same symbols as Brihaspati.

Sakra or India is the first presiding divinity, and
Sacht, India’s wife, is the second divinity.

The names of feukra or Usanas are as

follows :
—

Asur^chdrya
;
Asphujit (Gr. ’A^poStrr?)

; Usanas

;

Kavi; Kavya;
Baitya-gnru, Daityapurodhas, Baityapurohita,

Baityapajya, Baityacharya, Baity^jya, Baityen-

drapfijya; Dhishnya;

Bh^rgava, Bhriguja, Bhrigutanaya, Bhrigunan-

dana, Brihgnputra, Bhrigusuta, Bhrigusdnu

;

Magh§.bhava or Magh^bhti

;

feukra, SukiAch^rya; Sv^ta, Svetaratha;

Shodasam^u, Shodasarchis.

7. Saturn, — Sani, Kona or Kroda (Greek
Kp6vos\ as a divinity, is represented as black

and in black clothing, old and ugly, with longhair

and nails, four-armed— carrying a sword, two
daggers, and an arrow, with a blue vulture for his

vehicle {nilagridhrd-vdJhand). On Sir W Jones’s

plate he is mounted on an elephant, and Budha on

8 Such as are represented at Sanoht ; of* Grunwedel, Buddhist AH in India (Eng, ed.), p, 84, fig, 10.

8 On Sir W. Jones’s plate it is hard to say whether the- vdhana is intended for a horse or not.
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a vulture; but possibly these should be trans-

posed. According to the Sani

is a Sudra by caste, of the R^syapa ,^dira, belong-

ing to Surashtra, and born of the Sun ;
he sits on

a vulture, holding an arrow in the upper right

hand, the lower in the varadamudrd, a iula or

trident in the upper left hand and a bow in the

lower. Tama is the first presiding divinity, and

Prajapati the second. Samis a planet of ill-omen.

His names are given as, —
Asita; Ara;

Kona; Krtlradris, Kriiraldohana, Krdratman;

Kroda;

Grahanayaka;

Ohhaya-tanaya, Ohhay^tmaja, Chh^asuta
;

Nilavasana, Nilavasas, Nilambara

,

Pangu
;
Patamgi

;

Brahmanya or Brahmanya

;

Manda, Mandaga ,*

Revatibhava

;

Sani, feanaischara
; Sauri

;

Saptimsupumgava, Saptkchis, Saura, Sauri,

Saurika.^^

8. The ascending node, Rahu, is painted

black, with four arms, holding a sword, a spear,

a shield, and bestowing a blessing, and the body
ending in a tail

;
the Vishnu-F%f>Tdna says eight

black horses draw his dusky car, and, once har-

nessed, are attached to it for ever. Other repre-

sentations give him a black lion, a tortoise, or

a flying dragon as his vehicle. On Moor’s plate

he IS represented as a headless man with two

hands, holding a club and a lily and riding on

an owl with a human face (P a female Kinmara);

and on Jones’s plate it is an animal like a lynx.

He is of Sadra caste and of the Paithina (jotra,

according to the Bahdakalpadmma, and born of

the Malaya mountain, black in colour and wearing

a black garment, sitting on a lion, and having

four hands,— in the upper right he holds a sword,

in the lower a mda, in the uj^pev left a and

in the lower a shield, Kald is the first presiding

deity, and Sarpa the second.

His names are these —
Abhrapisacha

;
Graha

;
Kabandlia; Kayana;

Tamas; Bhanibhfi ;
Rahu; Vidhnmtuda; Baim-

hika or Saimhikoya
;
and Svarbhaiiu.

9. The descending node is Ketii, who is

represented as a head, painted green and placed

on a frog or against the cushion of a gaddi.

He is of the SAdra caste and Jaimini gutra, and

from the (?) Kraufichadvipa country, of the

colour of smoke, wears a smoke-coloured garment,

and sits on a vulture; one of lus hands is in

the vao'adamudrd, and the other holds a, ma^ce.

Ohitragupta is the first presiding deity, and
Brahma is the second. He is called

—

Akaoha ; Asloshi^bhava or Asloshabhti
; K6tn

;

and Munda.

J. Btooehs.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SOME EISAPPEAEING PEBJITDIOES
OE THE PABSIS.

OoNsiDERiiSG the position that the energetic

Parsis now hold in the very front of all Indian

peoples in regard to education, progress and social

freedom, the following extracts from some remi-

niscences of one of the pioneers of reform among
the Pai'sis will he of interest to those who would
mark down old customs and superstitions
before they disappear. Mr. K. N. Kabraji is

the wi’iter, and he writes of “ Fifty years ago.”

1. — Medical Education,

What a wonderful change has been effected in

the popular sentiment with regard to higher edu-
cation, in the course of fifty years ! In these days
the Grant Medical College is overflowing with

students of all communities. But when it was
established in 1845, so intense was the pvojudico
of the natives against what they regarded as the
contamination of dead bodies and human ]>ones,

that for a time it was very much feared that the
public endowment fund, amounting to Ks. 1,^15,000.

for the institution had been simply thrown a.way.
Inducements wero therefore held out to students
in order to set the institution going. Not only
were they admitted free, but every one was given
a stipend of Rs. 10 per month.

Some of the boys attended it in opposition to
the wishes of their parents, who wore gravely
offended and deeply scandalized by their sons’
violation, as they fancied, of the canons of their
religion I myself was a victim to this supers ti

tion. My father wanted mo to go to tho College

UhhidMm-OUnt6ma^, «U. U6.121) gives a list of the names of tho planetary dm^ties"which has been enlarged in the above. In sU. 121-22 he adds si« names of Eahn and four of K&Z
’
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but my mother would nofc, for a moment, entertain

the idea of her son committing the grave sin of

touching dead bodies. The first doctors were most-

ly Parsis and they employed Parsi compounders,

because in 'those days the community had an

inveterabe prejudice against taking food or water

touched by a “heathen.” The first patients of

these medical men were also chiefly Parsis, as

the popular prejudice against European treatment

was exceedingly strong amongst Hindus and

Mussalmans. Even at the present day the igno-

rant masses prefer to die at the hands of a hahim

rather than be saved by Western methods of

treatment. Again, in maternity cases the doctors

had to bathe in the patient’s house and change

their clothes before leaving After a time one or

two medical men protested against the objection-

able custom, which died out sometime ago.

2. — Lying-in Customs.

I wish 1 could say the same of the barbarous

custom of consigning women, at a most critical

period of their lives, to dark, damp, and noisome

rooms on the ground floor of the house for forty

days together. If there is no close room avail-

able in which to shut them out so long fiom

heaven’s light and air, then a huge curtain, often

made up of old rags, is put up, forming a dark
|

and dismal enclosure for the unfortunate woman.

Here she is doomed, in the name of religion, to

live or die, as the Pates may direct, and although

she may he very weak and ill, it is that same

religion which absolutely forbids her better and

healthier surroundings Although this custom

is not yet quite dead, it is dying fast enough

and will have perished altogether before another

fifty years have elapsed. The Parsi Lying-in

Asylum has contributed largely towards the

accomplishment of this beneficent reform.

As if these hardships contrived by superstition

were nob enough, delicate women were subjected

to other trials at the risk of their lives. Some-

times, parents took a vow to leave their daughters

after delivery without food and water for a whole

week. The Bast Goftar, assisted by the able pen.

of the late Dr. C. P. Khory, led a crusade

against this senseless practice and succeeded

in abolishing it. Among other superstitions

rites performed on the occasion was one called

chokhiar, in which, as the name implies, rice

formed the principal element. It was usually

performed as a last resort when a woman felt

dangerously ill and her recovery by means of

human skill was despaired of. The children of

neighbours and relatives were invited
;
they were

washed and arranged in clean linen, and were

treated to a dinner consisting of rice, milk, and

pulse curry. A lamp, fed by ghi, was kept alight

near tbe spot, and water-pots, cocoanuts, fiuits,

and flowers were placed near it, to which the

fi lends and relatives of the patient made pj^d. If

any one’s children did not live to grow^ up, there

was another ceremony for the invocation of divine

grace on the unfortunate mother. It would take

long to describe tbe various rites performed on

such occasions. Suf&ce it to say th^t they have

nearly all ceased to exist.

8. — The First English Doctors.

In the old days doctors went about in palan-

quins, which made a great impression on many of

their patients. The early doctors, being the

first in the field, had extensive practice, although

at the commencement they had to contend against

the prejudices^ of the people against Western

methods of treatment. The people.were mortally

afraid of the application of a blister and regarded

even the harmless mustard poultice w'ith grave

misgivings Indeed, it w^as believed that the doctor

applied a blister only in extreme cases, when all

his resources had failed and when there were few

chances of the life of bis patient being saved.

When this remedy was resorted to, there was

mourning and lamentation in the house.

4. — The Importation of Ice.

Ice is now a blessing in many cases of sickness

;

but people looked askance at it when it first

began to be imported from America.

In September, 1834, the first consignment

of ice was sent from America to the firm of

Jehanghir Nusserwanjee Wadia in Bombay. It

was sold at 4* annas per pound. The native looked

upon it as a great curiosity, and it was sometime

before it made its appearance at the table of the

rich. The first Sir Jamsetjee Jejeehhoy intro-

duced ice at a dinner given to some friends, and

a few days afterwards it was gravely reported in

the Bombay SumdcMr that both the host and

his guests had fallen ill with cold. They had

had the temerity to use an unknown foreign

substance, and had to pay the penalty,

I was once takenby my father to the ice-house —
the globular building next to the Great Western

Hotel — and brought home a piece with me, and

I remember the kdies viewed it as a strange

substance with great wonder and curiosity.

Aerated waters, too, were a novelty in the old

days. When a soda-water bottle was first

brought to my father’s house, on opening it,

the cork flew up with a loud report, the ladies

I

ran away affrighted, and they would not di'ink
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the “ smoking Tvater ” themselves, nor would

they allow me to touch it.

6. — Social Reform.

Most unenviable was the lot o£ Parsi women

fifty years ago. They could not freely walk forth

in the street. They could not appear in public.

If they went out in a rekU, all the curtains were

down, that bold bad eyes might not look at them.

I remember that the community was deeply

scandalized when the late Ardesheer Hormasjee

Wadia began to drive out in an open carriage

with his wife.

Those were days when hoots and stockings

were not worn by women. Many a bitter con-

troversy has raged round the vexed question of

shoedeather. The first wearers of boots and

stockings were malignantly reviled and abused.

Nay, in the good old days of country shoes, it

required no little courage on the part even for

men to change them for English boots, nor was it

considered proper to wear socks with country

shoes. I remember that some gentlemen began

wearing socks on the plea of ill-health, hefox’O

they ventured to adopt them as a regular part of

their dress. Now that English boots and stock-

ings are so common among both sexes of the

Parsi community, it seems quite a far off age

when the wearing of them provoked such rancour

and resentment.

6. — Ereedom for Parsi Women
It was not without a tough and prolonged

struggle that rational freedom was obtained for

Parsi women. Places of amusement were abso-

lutely forbidden to them. When at last it was

thought that it would he no crime to let them
see a play or a circus, the performances were
held exclusively for women I remember one of

such peiTormances given by Komanini’s Circus
forty-five years ago, when the male members of

every family waited outside the tent till it was
over at midnight. Not a few of them were
wealthy Shebhi^s,who complaisantly loafed about
or enjoyed a comfortable doze in their carriages,

awaiting the return of the ladies of their

household. And what precautions and safe-

guards were then considered necessary^ even m
the case of such rigidly exclusive gatherings, at
MacCallum’s Circus forty years ago. The
tickets were sold by means of a private circular

confined to families of known respectability, and
the names of intending visitors were recorded in
a special list in order that no persons of doubtful
repute Diight smuggle in. All the preliminaries

in connection with MaoOallum*s Circus were

carried out by the late Ardesheer Moos and
Nanabhai Rauina, and the assemblage of ladies

in their multi-coloured dresses and dazzling

ornaments was so splendid and magnificent that

the circus proprietor, new to such sights, ex-

claimed, “All ! if I could get up such a spectacle

in London, my fortune is made ! JNTofc that
women were then too ignorant to appreciate
the happiness of freedom. In my early days,

I have often heard women, even old ones, say,

on beholding Europeans of both sexes driving

together in open carriages, “ Alas, that it should

not be our lot to be as happy as they are !

’’

7, — Early Mixed G-atherings.

Many more years elapsed before mixed gather-

rings became common among the Parsis. The
first notable gathering of Parsi ladies and
gentlemen was witnessed on the occasion of the
festivities attending the birth of the late Prince
Albert Yictor. An entertainment to the school
childi*en of the town was given on the Esplanade,
when a number of respectable Parsis appeared
with their wives and walked arm-in-arm with
them. The sight created quite a sensation. The
movement in this behalf was led by the late

Maneckjee Cursetjee, a sturdy old veteran in the
cause of social reform. He was among the very
first of those who freely went about with their

wives and daughters arrayed in boots and stock'

ings, and he manfully braved the vile scandals
and objurgations to which he was subjected for
years by the foolish majority of his community.

Theatrical performances were ordinarily held
for men only. When a special performance was
advertised for families, it was carefully stipulated
beforehand that no men unaccompanied by their

female relatives would be allowed admission. As
the promoter of theatrical companies in former
days, I myself framed some strict rules in this
behalf.

MUHAMMADAN WORSHIP OP PIKE.

De. (now Sir Distbioh) Brakber, when at
Gorakhpur 30 or 40 years ago, visited a certain
Miyan Sdbib who kept a fire going as a religious
duty— apparently a quasi worship of fire. He
owned a sdl forest : and this supplied fuel for his
fire. He was a most interesting man and charmed
his visitor ; a man of liberal and loyal spirit, for
he protected Christians in the Mutiny, and ho
subscribed to the schools attached to the local
Mission, of which the Rev. Mr. Stern was the
head. The memory of such a man should be pre-
served. I wonder if it stfil lives in Gorakhpur,

Wr. OoMSrRJEAM.
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JANGNAMAH OF 8AYYAD ‘ALIM ‘ALl A HINDI

POEM BY SUDISHT.

BY WILLIAM lEVINE, LATE OF THE BEKOAL CIVIL SERVICE.

(Concluded from p, 9,)

345 Yakayak dhundhukar paida

Nizaman ka lashkar huweda hu,a.

Hu,i hank lashkar mon charon kadhan,

Zamln tharthari aur larza gagan.

Khara ho-ke jazbi sena nikal,

350 Kiya josh men a-ke rnkhiya ko lal:

“ Napat kar-ke wah chal a,e hain,

“ Mujhe kya, magar mom ka pa,e hain,

“ Zamin dhas-ke gar ghar ho jaega,

Gagan fcufc-kar sar pah a-jaega,

855 Larun ya marun kar-i-faujan chaIa,o,

“Tu, ‘Alim ‘All, lohu Id nadiyan baha,o,

Ba-haqq*i-kbudawand-hparwardigar.

“Jab lak jiu tan mon, karun karzar,”

Harawal kiya Miitahayvar ]&an ko^,

360 Diya sang Salim Khan, MathI ^an kon,

Dalel Mahamdi Beg, Mirza ‘Ali,

Jahan talag the sardar jodha, ball,

Kaha : “ Tfim harawal ke sabh sath jao,

“ Harawal ko iin sath begi milao.”

865 Amin Khan ko bole, kih: “Sun to tehu

bat,

“ Tumen fauj kamil le apne sanghat,

“ Ohalo mihrbani son sidhi taraf,

“ Tumharl shuja‘at mon nahin knchh haraf,

“ Tumen mard-i-Dakhin mon ho be-misal,

370 “ Yihi bat tahqiq be-qil-o-qal,

“Khare ho-ke rahne mon dasta ^alal,

“ Gaya dur harawal hamara nikal,

“ Madad jo a,e ho, to kuchh kar dikhao,

“ Ho be-shak apas dil mon, khanda bajao,

375 “Talo-ge, to sabh fauj tal jaegi,

“Bala mujh akele ke sar a,egi,

“ Wahi howega jo hai Babb ki raza,

“ Main hiin sab ‘azizan son sabh safa.”

Kaha ‘Umr Khan kon : “ Baho dast-i-chap,

380 “ Marhattan ki faujan kon le sath sab,

“ Tumhari meri kuchh juda,i nahin,

“ Tumen ^wesh ho, kuchh sipahi nahin,

“ Tumhari meri sharm sabh ek hai,

“ Karoge wahi jis mon jo nek hai,

All at once a dust arose,

The Nizam’s army was descried.

There were shouts in the army on all sides,

The earth shook and the heavens trembled.

He arose and brought forth a raging army,

By his ardour his face was reddened :

“Full of insolence he has advanced,

“ What care I, for he has feet of wax,
“ The earth will give way, a hollow will form,

“ The skies will melt and descend on his head,
“ Let me fight or die, let the armies engage,

“ Thou, ‘AHm ‘Ali, cause bloody rivers to flow.

By help of the Lord, who is the Cherisher,

“go long as I breathe, shall I prolong the

battle.”

He placed Mutahavvar Khan in the vanguard,

Sent with him Salim Khan and Mathi Kh^,
Dalel Muhamdi Beg, and Mirza ‘Ali,

Whatever leaders he had, brave and bold.

He said :
“ Follow all of you the leader of the van,

“Delay not, quickly engage with their vanguard.”

To Amin Khan he said :
“ Hark to my word,

“ Take out a full force of your troops,

“ Be pleased to move to the right wing,

“ Against your valour no word can be said,

“You among Dakhinis have not your equal,

“ This fact is admitted without contestation,

“ Mere standing idle brings ruin on the squadron,

“ My vanguard has advanced and is far ofi,

“ You came to help, so show what you can do,

“ Oast out doubt from your heart, ply your sword,
“ If you yield ground, the whole army gives way,
“ The calamity will fall on my friendless head,

“ Whatever happens it is the Lord’s will,

“ I have no grievance against any of my friends.”

He said to ‘ Umr ^an : “ Take place on the left,

“Make all the Mahrattahs follow you,

“You and I can never have separate aims,

“ You are a relation not a mere trooper,

“ You and I shall be one in any reverse,

“ You win perform whatever is right,
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885 Duuiya do pahar ke yah jyun jahanon hai,

Janam lag kiso ka nah abh thanon hai.

Agar hai sharm, to yah jiwana bhula,

“ Wagarnah zahr kha-ke, mama bhalaj

“ Khabardar ho, dil mon kiiohh dar nah lao,

390 “ Jyun hai shart, tyim khiib hathSn chal§,o>’*

Liya sath apne Jaha so hashm,

Chale ^ush ho ahistah yak yak qadanai

So ise mojQ a-kar kaha ko suwar *:

“ Hai*awal pai Sahib ke hai rozgai:,

395 “ Eahi fauj jahan ke tahan sab hatak,

Chale ham jidhar ke iidhai* sab thatAk,

Para shor ]odha bai-a pal* thathAki’*

Snna au^ chilaya jaisi bijli kArak;

Jo hote agat Rustain, Airasyabj

400 To hargiz nah karte wah aisA sMtab*

Para tut jazbi so aisa karak^

Kis-se manja jo sambhale dharak ?

Utha fanj, lashkar mon gardj gkabar,

Kih jAnon qiyamat hu,a ashkar.

405 Hu,a ^or o gkul ^ulgkula fauj mon,

Sayadat ke darya yak mauj man,

Maqabal hu,!, ur kaha hank mar ‘

« Watn hai sipahl ka khande ki dhar,

“ ‘Ajab din, ‘ajab waqt hai, aj ka,

410 Bhak mard ke qadr-i-mi^raj ka.*’

Kaha :
” Eahan hai sardar is fauj kS,

Jo dekhe tama^a meri mauj l^a,

“ Milen ham o turn ham ko armAn hai,

“Talo mat, yah mardon ka maid^ hai,

415 “Mujhe ban goli son turn mat dara,o
;

NisM hai to haudaj son haudaj miIa,o,”

Laga maraen tir kar-kon pe A,

Liya fau] y^bargi sabh halA
;

Ohallne laga tir par tir kon.

420 Hazar afxin mard-i^randhir kon f

Guzar jA,e chillah, aur baktar kon phor,

Zirah ki kariyan, dhal ke phul tof j

Jaisi tir maxi karo mon milA,e,

Sakat kiya use jodh phir SAr uthl,0.

“ This world is for a few hours, it seems more

like hell,

“No one has any power to cling to life.

“ If we come to shame this life is a mere fraud,

“In that case to take poison and to die is

better

;

“Be on the alert, let no fear enter into your

heart,

“ As duty demands, strike oft And hard.”

He took with him all his state and follo\^ing,

He advanced rejoicing, slowly, step by step*

At this point there came a horseman and said :

“ My lord’s vanguard iS engaged,

The men on all sides were driven back,

“ They have fled hither and thither in disorder,

“ Confusion reigns, the fighters are all at a stand-

still,”

He heard and roared like a elap of thtinder *

If Rustam and Afrasyab had. been there,

Never could they have been so quick.

The order of this great army had fallen to

pieces,

' Who was there to rally it after the crash ?

From the army rose dust in clouds,

It seemed as if Judgment Day had dawned*

Then arose shouts and cries from the army,

That wave of the sea of Lordship

Advanced to the attack, and said shouting i

“ The home of the Soldier is the sword’s sharp

edge,

“A chosen day, a choice time is this,

“ To brave men it is as the ascent to heaVen,”

He said :
“ Where is the lord of this army,

“ That he may see the vision of my wave-like

ranks,

“ Our meeting, you And I, is what I Ardently long

for,

“ Evade me not, this is the battle-plain of heroes,

“ Think not to daunt me with rocket or bullet.

“ If assured, then range our haudahs side by side,”

He began to shoot arrows, moving his hands,

With a sudden shout, he urged on the charge :

His arrows flew one after the other*

A thousand bravos for the man of battle, the

hero!

His bow-string Wore out, his armoUr Was reht^

The links of his mail, the bosses of his shield all

broken,

As an arrow struck, he Added it to its ring,

Ever he fought o% raised his head once more.
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426 Hu,a do gharl lak hazaron kadhal,

Chalen fauj munh par tain sari nikal,

Jo haudaj thi munh par sen sabh fcal ga,^,

Phira pith yakbaragi chal ga,e.

Kahin the, ‘azizan, yah ‘Alim ‘Aii !

430 Magar aj hazir liu,a hai ‘All.

llabi I yub kis niir ka nur bai,

Jawani, sbuja'at so ma ‘miir bai !

Kiya tab hukm i
“ Beg naubat bajljO,

“ Eakho dil qavvl aur gbore cbaia,o.

435 Rabo jyun the tyun> bo kbare tbar thar^

Hatbi nrbad! kul piyade, suwar^

Cbaliya koi masb^iq, ebaliya koi janub,

Cbaliya ko sbamal, aur gaya ko gbarfib»

Bulanen lage fauj kon i “ A,o^ re I

440 Path bai, fatb» koi mat ja,o, re 1

“ Pbiro, re, pbiro, nang son dur bai*

“Namak kh§.-ke bbage, so maqbur hai i’’

Yab sun-kar kabi, Sayyad*-i-pak*-baz ;

Aya, bas hai bamana madad-i-karsaz ;

445 “ Jo bbaga, so kya uske bbar as bai,

“Yab mama sbabadat mujbe khag bai.”

Khara ran mon Sayyad apas zafc son,

<ja,l fauj saJi nikal batb son.

Mabawat ko bola kih : “ Hatbi obalajio.”

450 Kaba tab Ghalib *Ali Khan son yahi ySn

bula,o

;

“ Main is fauj ko^ azmaya nabin,

“ Kapat in ke dil ka main paya nahin*

“ Da^a de-ke mujb ko nikala ^itab,

“ Qiyamat mon kya delage Haqq ka fuwab 7

455 Mu^abbat ke kiichb kis mane yas B4bi^

“ Pekbo, dosta^n ko mere pas nahitti

“ Ba-bar-bal, dunya yah guzara^ bai !

“ Hatun kya main ! Ab kya meri, sban

bai!”

GhalibKhan yun bola ;
“ Ai Sayyad I Imam 1

460 “ Nako kucbb karo dii mo]gL ab fikr-i-kham I

“Jab lak tan mon hai dam, laren jan-nigar^

“ RabegE yab ‘al4m mane yadgar.”

ITagir Khan, Gbori, son bole Nawab :

“ Mile mil ga,e sabb Ih khanak-kbarab ;

For full forty minutes there ivere a thousand

efforts,

The army all fled from before bis face,

The canopied elephants all retreated,

They turned tail and all at once made off.

Say, 0 friends, was this then ‘Alim ‘All

!

Was it not rather ‘All himself ?

O God ! what perfect effulgence is this.

Full of youib, complete in valour I

Then be gave order : “ Quickly beat the drums,

“Be bold of heart and urge your horses on.”

They stuck where they were: they stood in

groups,

Horse and foo% all Were in a flurry,

Some went east, some went south,

Some to the north, others to the west,

fie began to rally hid men : “ Come on ! Hie 1

“ It is a victory, a victory, let no one retire ! Hie !

“ Turn, I say, turn, this is fatal to honour !

“ He who eats salt, then flees, is accursed 1
”

Having shouted this, said the pure-hearted

Sayyad ;

“ The help of the Helper remains to me
5

“ What sorb of hope can there be from fugitives,

“ To die thus is a favoured martyrdom.”

The Sayyad stood solitary in the battle-field,

His army had gone, was all out of hand*

He said to the elephant man: “Urge on the

elephant.”

Then turning to Ghalib ‘All ^an be spoke on

this wise

:

“ I bad never put these troops to the test,

“ Their falseness of heart I bad not found out,

“ They have degbived me, and at once thrown me

over !

“ At the Resurrection what will they say to the

Judge?
“ They have no affeeiicm, noting can be e3q)ected

of them,

“ See, there are no friends left around me,

“ Be it so, this world is only a passing show

!

“ I will never budge ! What would then be my

reputation I

Ghalib ^an spoke thus : O Lord and Priest

!

“ Do not let your mind take up wrong ideas,

“ So long as breath remains, we fight and give

our lives,

“ In this world we shall be ever temembered.”

To Nagir EZhan, the Ghori, spoke the Nawab

:

* ‘ They are traitors, all these scoundrels ;

t
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465 “ ^Azizan I p kuchli hai, so taqdir son,

“ Mita na sake kei tadbir son.’’

Klya She^ Faizu ne a-kar *arz,

Jo jana kib mama bu,a hai Ear? :

‘‘ Na-wab ! ab raba sbabr ka dekbna,

470 “ Lara,i nabin, yab bu,a sekhna.”

Tbe is gnftgue mon, o tba yab bicbar,

Pbiri fanj-i-Sayyad, pare gnl ekbar,

Para ma'rka tir anr ban ka,

Macba ran-kadban pbir paresban ka,

475 Kiya qasd ik dil ka abki-gbarur,

Kib cbadbe jyun a-ke darya ka piir.

Hazar afrln tujb kon, ‘Alim ‘Ali !

Kabun surya, bir, jodba, ball !

Bara cbbot asan son mabawat nikal,

480 Laga panw batbi dbakaya akal.

Gbiyas, ]^an kon itne mon gola laga,

Laga siijb batbi upar son dbaka,

Para moxobbal bath son'cbbnt-kar,

Eaba dekb Sayyad to ho khunt-kar.

485 Take tbe kam-o-besb knl san jawan,

Hote karo Sayyad ke sabb khun-bsban,

Hathi tba, wa tba ap, ya tba ^uda,
Hu,i satb son sabb sangbati jnda.

Do tarkasb le ise mon ^ali kiya,

490 Sakai tan ko zakhman son jali kiya.

Lag! tlr bbar le usi tir kon,

Cbalawe bbara kar badi dbir son,

Laga kar cbille kon bhi aincbi kaman,

Lagawe jis-se sur hi Ala m^.
495 Yakayak lagi munb par a, pancb tir,

Hu,i par galiyan ke, pardan ko cbir,

Liya aincb kar aur kiya ^ub zor,

Raba so sata paneb kadba maror,

Laga tir pbir anya gosh kon
;

500 Sata kadh bhi is kon, a bosb mon,

Nazik a-ke us fanj ka ko amir,

Lagaya pesbani mo ange^t-i-tir,

Nikale, to bargiz nikalta nabii^

Kiya zor, pun zor cbalta nabin.

505 Sap cbur aur bb^ kar waban ka wahan,

Diya juwab us tir ka dar zaman

;

Pap age gboye son jab wab amir,

Kaba : “ Kya jawan-mard bai, be-nazir !

”

So iti mon ko aur haudaj-suwar

510 Hu,a sambne, dil kon kar istwar

;

“ My friends ! whatever happens is tbe work of

Fate,

‘‘ It cannot be wiped away by any device.’’

Sbekh Fai?u came and made bis statement,

He who knew that to die was strict duty :

“ Nawab 1 Now has come the time to repair to

tbe city,

‘^Tbis is not a fight, it is a lesson.”

Talk was going on, plans being discussed,

When tbe Sayyad’s troops returned, there was

sudden outcry,

A battle with arrows and rockets began.

Fierce fighting was renewed by tbe fugitives,

Men of repute resolved with one intent

To ride on into tbe midst of tbe battle-flood.

A thousand bravos to thee, 0 'Alim ‘All

!

I call thee hero, champion, fighter, valorous !

He knocked tbe driver from bis seat with

a mighty blow,

Began to kick tbe elephant vigorously.

Soon Ghyas Khan received a bullet,

He lay stretched on his elephant motionless,

His peacock fan fell from his hand,

He gazed at the Sayyad, then lay like a log.

More or less, a hundred men stood fast,

They all gave their life-blood for the Sayyad.

One elephant, and himself! What else but God

!

All his followers bad quitted bis company.

Two full quivers he took then and emptied,

His whole body was pierced like a sieve.

Whatever arrow struck, be drew out and returned it,

He advanced shooting with great coolness,

He seized bis bow-string, he drew his bow,

He shot as if be were the hero Alab.

Of a sudden five arrows struck his face,

They pierced bis cheeks and cut bis eyelids,

He drew them out, making great e:ffort,

As all werein a clump, tbe five came out by one twist.

Once more a sharp arrow bit him on the ear
;

Coming to bis senses he pulled it also out.

Drawing near, some noble from the other army.
Hit him on the forehead by shooting an arrow,

No effort succeeded in drawing it,

He tried bard, but force did not avail.

He applied dust, and filled it there and then,

Answered by another arrow as soon as he could.
As be fell from bis horse that noble

Exclaimed : “ How brave be is, without rival I

Meanwhile someone drew near riding an elephant
And faced him, bracing up his heart

;
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Lagaya use tir aisa shitab,

Jo de na saka pber iiska jawab.

Yabi ise mon a koi, iieza sambbal,

Gbaruri sen Sayyad pah de de nikal.

515 Jo dekha use tir marya Qchhal;

Para niche ghore upar ten nikal,

Dikha munh jhokawe, nigaron phir a,e.

Hath! ko isharat son age chala,e.

So ise mon ko pirzMah, faqir,

520 Napafc bank, pate mon tha be-nazir,

Hathl hill a-ke hu,a lu-ba-ru,

Kih ]anon !Nizamu-l-mu.lk hu-bah-hu.

Yakayak use tir aisa ]arya

Jo haudaj men be-hosh ho wah parya

;

525 Zakhm par zakhm jab lage pech-o-tab,

Hu,a sust tuk Sayyad-i-‘ala-]anab.

Pran a-pap, mar talwar ke,

Bade zor ke, aur bade thar ke

;

‘Azizan ga,e chhut, sare nikal,

530 Nah sidhi baghl ko, nah danwi baghl

;

Jidhar dekhta hai, udhar “ Mar ! Mar ^
”

Kaha : “Jo raza-i-pak-i-parwardigar !

”

Sata hath himmat son ^am^er par,

iNeohar-kar lagawe jis handaj upar,

535 Sate dhal, handaj ki dandiyan ko kafc,

Lage jahan tahan khol de chaukiyat.

Liya a-ke jodhan ne handaj kon gher
;

Eakha jlwana bahnt hiya dil daler,

Do hathan son shamsher-bazi klya;

540 Magar Karbala bhar-ke tazi kiya.

To ise mon a ek goli lagi,

Wah goli nahin, balkih hanli lagi.

Kaha : “ Ko nafr hai, to pani pilao,

“ Kahan ab-bardar hai, leo, bula,o !

”

545 Kah pani atha -wahan, nah koi ab-dar.

Laga ronhen jo larne ke tan be-yas mar

;

Jase tir mari, kari chur chur.

Jab lak tan mon jiu tha, o tab lak shn,ur;

Ankhiya par ten lohu chal-aya be-shnmar,

550 I aga punchhan apne rumal kar,

Bandhi munh pai jali lohu ke tamam,

Raha dekhne son wah Sayyad, Imto.

Sunwae ‘azizan-i-roshan-zamir,

Lagi ekale tan pai chhatis tir,

555 The nan war neze o talwar ke,

Wahm nahin kiya kuchh is azar ke,

Kaware Inhu ke uchhal ban lage,

Kikal bhar handaj son chalnan lage.

Yah tha ek tan, wah hazaran ke ghol,

560 Hu,a ma‘rke mon jnda sar son khol,

He shot him, too, with an arrow so quickly,

That he had no time to give it an answer.

On this came someone grasping a spear,

With boldness advanced to attack the Sayyad.

Seeing this he sprang up and shot an arrow
;

The man tell from his horse to the ground,

He reeled, showed his face, his eyes turned.

With a touch he urged on his elephant.

Thereupon one of a saintly line, a mendicant,

Absolutely peerless with bent dagger and rapier,

Driving his elephant came face to face,

You might take him for Nizam-ul-Mulk himself.

Of a sudden this man so struck him with an arrow

That he fell down on his seat and fainted

;

From wound after wound he twisted and turned,

He was a little weakened, was the lofty Lord.

Coming to his senses, he used his sword,

With great force, with the greatest skill

;

His friends had left him, all had bolted,

Hone was on the right hand, none on the left

;

Wherever you look, there came “ Strike, Strike.”

He said : “ The pure will of the Cherisherbe done !
”

He laid band with courage on his sword.

When, stooping, he brought it down on a haudah,

It pierced the shield and cut the haudah’ s frame,

Wherever it fell, the woodwork broke to pieces.

The fighters came and stood round the haudah :

He held his breath, hardened his heart,

With both hands he wielded his swoid;

Hay, he played out Karbala in full.

On this there came a bullet and hit him,

It was not a ball, it was Fate itself.

He said : “ Is there no one, give me water,.

“ Where is the butler, bring him, call !

”

Ho water was there, no butler to be found.

He fell to weeping, all hope of fighting o’er ;

He had shot on, cut them into little hits,

So long as breath was left, and any sense ;

From his eye much blood did fiow,

He began wiping it, taking his handkerchief.

His face was all covered with streaks of blood.

That Sayyad and Priest could see no longer.

Friends have told us, clear of mind.

That on his single body were thirty-six wounds-,

Hine were gashes of spear and sabre.

He paid no heed to these hurts.

Fountains of blood began to spurt.

Came out of the haudah and flowed onward.

This was one man, they a crowd of thousands.

In battle-field the head was severed from its case.
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Laga jab sete a-ke gola nadan,

!Nikal ruh tan tain, kiya tab udan,

Jigar tut, lobiL jab aya haluk,

Chale, haif ! tan par tain lagan dbaluk.

565 Mogbal a cbadhe tut haudaj upar,

Mu,e par lage marnen phir kbanjar,

NTab jI5 tba, nab kucbb ruh ka tba nisban,

Nab dam tba, nab kis kar hatba na jan,

Diya dal baudaj tale Elban kon,

570 So us kon bbare lad-i-be-jan kon;

TbI tari^ nayvin jo Sbawwal ki.

Hu,e sbabr mon ^abar is bal ki,

Mahal mon diya ja kaben yah kbabar

Kib tal upar bai aj sara sbabr,

575 Kabte bain ]o ‘Alim ‘Ali Khan kon,

SayMat ke masnad ke Sultan kon,

Liya mar laslikar aTOra buwa.

Imamat ke gbar mon andbara buwa,

Cbbipa jag sete wab mubarik-badan,

580 ‘All ke ^izanab ka kbaga ratn.

Lejane ki beg!, s^itab! kiya,

Le ja-kar, dekbo, kbarab! kiya.

Hu,a gbulela gul mabal mon tamam,

Jo kbana o pan! bu,a sabb baram,

585 Utbi maen afsos kar, ah mar,

Kare ^ul son be jan-ke kaban, be-cbar !

Zamin sakbt hai, asman dur bai,

Dard man dekbo ]^an ki bur bai

!

Eabi ma: “ Ai farzand mere, nau-nibal,

590 “Hu,a dekbna mujb-kon tera ma^al 1

“Kaban bai tu, farzand, ‘Alim ‘All

!

“ Teri gbam son sar panw lag main jali f

“ Falak-i-be-mibr ne bya kiya sitam

!

^aneo aya mere dbakdbaki kapadam

!

595 “ Ujala mere gbar ke iwan ka

!

“ Falak badr pur-i-nur asman ka I

“ Mere zeb o zinat ka tba gul, gulab,
“ Tora-kar kiya sabb cbaman kon ^arab.
Hu,a ‘aish o aram mon Icya ^alal,

600 “ Qiyamat lagon tab rabega yab masal —
“ Hazar arzu aur arman son

Main pala tba *AHm ‘Ali *Kban kon,
“ Kaban wah, kaban us ki jawani ga,i ?

“Sakai ^ak mon uski jawani ga,i.

When there came a ball of a sudden.

His soul fled from bis* body, be gave up vital

breath,

His liver burst, and when blood came lightly

It began, alas ! to run down from the body.

A Mughal climbed violently on to the haudah,
Began once more to strike the lace with his banger.
There was no life, nor any sign of breath,

He breathed not, be bad no movement of life.

The Khan was thrown down from the baudab,
Thus they dealt with that life-bereft jewel

;

It was the 9tb of the mointb of Shawwal.

News was brought to the city of this thing.

They went into the women’s rooms to tell them.
1 bat to-day all the city is in confusion,

It is said that ‘Alim ‘Ali Khan.
King of the throne of the Sayyads,

Has been killed by an invading army.

Darkness has fallen on the Priestly house,.

That blessed body is hidden from the world-,

That choice jewel of the treasure bouse of *^A1I.

In taking bis army forth be was too (juick and
hasty,

Having taken it, see what barm has been done.

There was weeping and wailmg throughout the

palace.

All eating and drinking were forsaken.

His mother arose, with sadness and sighing,

She wailed, knowing not where she was, poor soul

!

The earth is hard, the heavens far away,

Behold the woe of the Khan’s mother, O Houri

!

His mother sobbed : 0 son of mine in youthful
beauty

!

“ To see thee once more is not allowed me

!

“ Where art thou, 0 son, my ‘Alim ‘Ali

!

“ For grief of thee I burn from head to foot

!

“ Oh cruel heavens, what violence have you done !

“ Lost is my necklet’s most lovely jewel

!

“ Cast down the gateway-pillar of my house !

“ My moon of heaven in a sky of light I

“ Of all adornments he was the rose of roses,
“ By pulling it the whole flower-bed is ravaged,
** 0 how are my ease and delight destroyed,

“To Resurrection Day this will stand aw
example

—

“ With a thousand desires and longings
“ I have tended my ‘Alim ‘Ali Khan,
“Whither is he fled, where has his youth
vanished ?

Under the earth has his whole youth vanished.
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^605 Kahun -kya, jo pachhenge mujli konlSTawab:

^ Kaban bai wah farzand, mubarik-naqab ?

“ ' Apas bath son kyun ganwaya usen
“ ‘ ISTanban ‘umr men kyun kbapaya usen,

‘ Mana* na kiya kyun turn is bat kon,

^610 * Ganwaya bahadur mere satb son !
’ ”

^ah kbawe, nab piwe, acbbe zar zar,

Macbbi jyun tarapbti bai, tyun be-qarar,

Ho be-kbnd kabe tal mila bank mar

;

Ai -Hafiz 1 Ai Nasir ! Ai Parwardigar !

^615 “ Pakar batb sompa tba, ya Pabb, tujbe !

Sababkyl jo pbir na dikbaya mujbe !

Tbi Timed yabi dil mon didar ki,

““ Mera fanj, lasbkar ke sardar ki

;

*** Kabte tbe :
* Fatb pa par ke jab awenge,

^20 ‘ Yabi 'Surat nayvin sar tain dikbla denge/

Pbir ‘awan Id ^abaran men kbairat ki,

‘‘‘ ^babar kucbb nab tbi mnjh kon is bat ki.

Are 1 Koi is gbam ka daru batao,

Mujben is gbadryan sen begi cbbodao,”

^:26 Ho be-sudh pari, bosh, sudb, budb gbawae

:

Ankbiyan tain ancbbu dbal jbote jawae,

Maljal ke jite log zer-o-zabar,

Pare Ijaif kba kba-ke, sabb be-kbabar>-

Kaben kyun, mahal mon andbara dise

;

630 KbTida baj ko nabin kabin ab kise,

Na farjM kon ko, na kafr dayad kon.

Ga,e bar tarah Daulatabad kon •

Sbahr, mnlk tba, jin ke farman mon,

So yun ja pare, kob-i-wairan mon.

635 Nab tba Ms kon zabrab, na kis kon majal,

Sake mar dam, ya kare kucbb suwal,

Cbbadbawe le-ja pal mon aflak par.

Sate pal mane ]^ak ka j^ak kar.

Tula Earn, diwan, Kayath, qadim,

640 Itba satb us bMisab men kbadim.

Parinde ko taqat nab pankb marne,

Nab yarae atba, kis kon dam karne
;

Jase paedari, so na-yab bai,

Yab dunya, dekbo, sar-ba-sar kbwab bai.

645 Gya lut mon mal, asbab sab,

Yab qi§§ab nabin, bai bikayat-i-*ajab

;

J0 bolep. bacban sujb dastur tba,

Karm rat-din jin ka ma^hur tba,

Kaban wab damame, naqare, nisban,

650 Kaban wab ‘arabab, kaban top, ban,

‘*Wbat shall I say when tbe Nawab asks me :

“
‘ Where is that blessed son, 0 veiled one ?

“ ‘ From your band why allow him to be lost,
“ ‘ In youthful years why made you away with him,
‘‘

‘ Wherefore did you not forbid bis action,

You have lost for me that brave one 1

She ate not, she drank not, wept without ceasing,

Ever restless like a fish m its deatb-tbroes,

Out of her senses, tossing about, calling aloud
;

“ O Guarder ! O Helper I 0 Cberisber !

“ Taking bis band I made him over, 0 Lord, to

Thee !

“ Why have you not restored him to my sight !

‘‘ This hope I cherished m my heart, to see him,

This leader of my army and forces

;

He said :
‘ After tbe victory I will return,

,

‘ This form I will display to you anew.’

“ For news of bis return I bestowed much alms,

“Of this event I had not tbe least knowledge.
“ Alas I Tell me tbe physic for this sorrow,

“ Someone rescue me at once from this oppression.”

They lay senseless, all understanding eclipsed :

From tbe eyes of tbe young and lovely fell

torrents of teats,

All those dwelling in tbe palace were lost in grief.

With sobbing and sighing lying senseless,

What can I say, darkness fell on tbe palace

;

Except it be God, who else is there now^

No one to complain to, no one to provide

a wmding-sbeet.

Somehow or another they reached Daulatabad
;

She under whose orders bad been city and country

Went out thus, camped among tbe lonely hills.

No one bad tbe spirit, nor was it feasible —
No one could say a word, or ask a question,

He was carried off in a moment to tbe skies.

Hurriedly, in one moment, be returned to dust.

Tula Bam, bis diwan, a Kayath, of long service,.

Did bis duty and followed him in this sudden

calamity.

A bird bad not tbe power to flap its wings,

-No one bad tbe power to breathe a word
;

Lasting fame no one can attain,

This world, behold, is nothing but a dream.

Lost by plunder was all bis baggage.

It is not an idle tale, it is a strange true story
j

He whose custom it was to speak truth,

He whose constant generosity was notorious,

Where are bis big drums, kettle-drums, standards,

! Where are bis guns, where bis cannon and rockets,
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Hazaran the ghore, hathi he-shumar,

Hazaran jhan dar the jinke duwar,

Sadx masnadan ja-ha-ja, thar thar,

Agen hauz-i-lab-rez ur gul-i-bahar,

655 Xahan salabat, kahan wah hukm,

Kahan fanj, lashkar, kahan wah hashm
;

Hazaran so bayishish karen the madam,

Sakai badshahi mon ‘izzat-i-tamam.

Sudishta
!
yah kya kiya sitam 1 Hae ! hae !

660 Yah dunya hai aise kon, kiya koi na pae,

Kahan hai wah daulat, kahan wah

‘Ajab qndratan teriy^, zu,l-jalaU

Kahe mil apas mon apan ahl-i-raz,

SayMat ka na-haqq dubaya jaliaz,

665 Nabwat ki angushtari ka nagin,

Jigar goshah-i-Fatimah bi,l-yaqin,

Para gard lohu mane lal ho,

Gira ekala ran mon be-h^ ho

;

Yah gham jag moq jab ashkaxa hu,a

670 Jigar tut *alam ka, para hu,a.

Hazar ah, afsos, ai dostan

!

Ohhipa, haif
! , dunya tain wahu nau-jawan

!

*Ajab Sayyad, ‘ ala-nisbat, ^an tha,

Farasat ke daftar ka Sultan tha,

675 Kahan dhundhiyan ab, kaho, Khan kon,

Ri salat ki moti pareshan kon ?

Nanhe ‘umr mon kyun khapaya lise ?

Le ja-kar, dekho, dukh dikhaya use,

Nah aram dil kon, nah ^atir qarar,

680 Jigar jal dbarakta hai, jaisa aiigar,

Ji,e lag nail ab kis tain yari karen,

Yah gham dil mon rakh, burd-bari karen;

Dunya hai dagha-baz, fani-maqam,

Hai dll bandhnan is son bi,l-kull haram.

685 Qila*h ka qila‘h'dar-i-‘ala-qadr

Sayadat ke nate pe rakh kar nazr,

Liya qila'h mon, ur kaha ashkar

;

“ Main momin, musulman, dind^,

Tumhare mere laj ik laj hai.

690 “ Mera qaul tumana sete aj hai,

Rafaqat tumhari ji ke sanghat, i

Main jagir, mansab tain dhowen hain hath,

“ Jo kuchh ho thara karega so ho,

-“Main baitha hiin, sab bat so^ hath dho.

Thousands of horses, uncounted elephants,

With their abundance of jerks and whirls,

Seats of authority spread out in rows,

Before him full fountains and the blossoms ot

spring,

Where is all that show, where all that splendour,

Where army and camp, where all that array
;

For ever gave he thousands of gifts,

Throughout the Empire had he completest

honour.

0 Sudisht ! what crime is this ? Alas I woe is me !’

Such is this world, no one gets his due,

Where is that wealth, where that position.

Strange are Thy judgments, O Omnipotent

!

Those in the secret say, gathered together,

The ship of the priestly line is wrecked,

The central stone in the signet ring of the

Prophet’s house,

The heart in the bosom of Fatimah, the veritable,.

He fell in the dust reddened with his blood,

He fell in single combat all exhausted

;

When this grief became known to the world

Everybody’s heart broke and fell in pieces,

Alas ! a thousand times alas ! 0 friends !

Vanished from the world, 0 woe ! is that comely-

youth !

A wonderful Lord of high degree, a ^an was he,

King in the council of the sagacious.

Where now shall we seek, tell me, for that Khan»
That scattered pearl of heavenly mission ?

In tender age why have you destroyed him ?

He was taken, you see, and beheld sorrow.

No peace for my mind, the heart never at rest,

My liver on fire, blazing like a hot coal,

All my life long no further friend have I,

Hiding this grief in my heart I will silently

suffer;

The world is but a deceiver, a passing show,

Attachment to it is altogether wrong.

The fort-commander of high degree

Looked with favour on the Prophet’s descendant,.

Took her into the fort and said openly

:

“I am orthodox, a believer, a religious man,

“Your desires and mine are one and the same-
“ This day I pledge you my word,

“ I take your side with heart and soul,

“ I wash my hands of rank and lands,.

“ Come what come may,

Here I sit, having washed my hands of everv-

thing,
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695 “Rakho dil-jama‘, anr lAatir qarar,

“Larfinga, jo chal aweiige lak suwar.’^

Pilasa cliya, anr kakaya salam,

Diya lAub raline kou, kha^a maqam.
Mubarik tera naiiwn tujh aclilio

!

700 Yah niyat tera tiqli rahbar achho !

Shnja^at ke taure raeii tfiii mard bai,

Bahadur, ^aja‘, sahib-i-dard hai,

Ivlaratib sou mardi ke hai be iiazir,

Muhammad se lut uchho dastgir ^

705 Jo bola bachaii so rakha bar qarar,

Achho shah mardaii ka tis din adhar,

Du jag mo a natijah bada paega.

Danya sahal hai, na tfin lah jaega.

Hu,a ba‘d-az-an ghul Hindustan mon,

710 Huvva jang Mughal ur Miyan Khan son,

Shahadat kare Khan tain ikhtiyar,

Kare maghfurat Khan kon Parwardigar

!

Hu,! jab khabar ja yah Kawab kon,

Risalat ke mimbar ki mihrab kon,

715 Kill ‘Alim ‘All, Sayyad ba-klrair,

Klya ‘alame ma*iiav! par safar,

Sana ur para gham ke ja ag mon,

So * Alim ‘Al! Khan ke bairag mon.

Kaha: “Khod dariin Dakhin k! zamin,

720 Yah kya bat hamana pah awe kamin,

“ Ba haqq-i-Khudawaud-i-gun-o-makan

“Kah Mughalan kon chhodiin nah Mughale

ka nan.”

Manga topl^ana bade dab k3,

Bangala, Pfirab, aur Panjab ka,

725 Mangae kahak ban sabh Hind ke,

Dill, Agare, aur Sahrind ke,

^

Jazail, shutarnal, ka,e bazar
;

Ki,e sat dho-dha-ke sabh ko tayar,

Ghilatan ki,e sabh kon banat ke,

730 Surkh, sabz, aur zard Ue bhant ke.

Hazarau jawan-mard, shamsher-zan,

Mile a-ke Barhe son, sat de watan,

Liya sath ahsham chaunsath hazar,

Apas the shuja'at mon ik ntodar,

735 Uthe bol : “ Agar hai mere tan mon jan,
“ Laga kar Lanka lag karunga iidam”

Kaha jazab sou : “ Ai Khudawandigar

!

“ Nizarnan son mujh ko mila ek bar

!

“ Agar mujh-ko dushman mera pae to,

740 “ Nikal jawen, jo stohne a,e to,”

“ Make yourself easy, set your heart firmly,

Fight I will, should thousands of horsemen
arriye.”

He reassured her, sent his compliments,

He made over to her excellent quarters.

Fortunate be tby name to thee

!

May this thy purpose lead thee aright !

In the ranks Oi the braye you are a true man,
Valorous, bold, of compassionate heart,

In the ranks of the yaliant unequalled,

May Muhammad ever protect thee !

The word he had spoken he acted up to,

On the day when salvation is granted to brave men,
In both worlds he will obtain great reward.

This world is an illusion, nor shalt thou endure.

After this began an outcry in Hindustan,

I

There had been fighting between the Mughal and

the Miyan,

The Khan had elected for martyrdom,
May the Chensher give the Khan pardon of sins

!

When this report was brought to the Nawab,

place 111 the pulpit of religious eSort,

That ‘Alim ‘Ali, the Sayyad of lucky fate,

Had journeyed to the Eternal Mansions,

He heard, and with grief was set on fiire

At being separated from ‘Alim ‘Ali.

He said : I will dig up all the Dakhin lands,

“ What thing is this done to me in ambush,
“ I swear by the Btuler of Heaven and Earth

“Hot one Mughal, nor shall any Mughal’s name
be left.”

He sent for artillery of the heaviest calibre,
'

From Bengal and the East and the Panjab,

Sent for the screeching rockets of all Hind,
From Dili! and Agrah and Sahrind,

Of wall-pieces, camel-guns, many thousands
;

They were cleaned and washed out, all made ready,

For all he made covers of broad cloth,

Scarlet, green, and yellow-coloured.

Thousands of strong fighters, wielders of swords,

Came and joined the Barha, leaving their homes,

Bringing a gathering of sixty-fonr thousand,

Among themselves one and all renowned for

valour.

He spoke aloud : “If life be left in my body
“ I will work down to Lanka and give it as a gift.”

He said with rage : “0 Lord Most High 1

“ Bring me but once in face of the Nizam I

“ If ever my enemy should be found by me,

“He will be wiped out, should he confront me,”
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to a Hishi called Kharoshtha. The name is certainly not flattering, hut there are analogies among
the names of samts.^ On the other Land, European eayants have made ingenious comparisons to

Khavoshtra, particularly with such names as Zardusht, Zarathushtra,^

Other information, also of Ohinese origin, seems to open up fiesh theories as to the source of the

name Kharoshthi. This is independent of the schools of the Siddham, where the Sanskrit characters

were studied with regard to their mystic value. It is not offered in support of any theory, but as

[247] an independent fact, so that critics may accept it without any doubt as to its honesty and

correctness.

I borrow from the Sm-iji Ta-/ang-hmng Fo-liiia-yen-hing yin-yi of Huei-yuan. This is one of

the texts, which have fortunately been preserved m the Oorean collection, and which, in the excellent

Japanese edition of the Tripifcaka, are now at the service of science. The author, Huei-yuan,

according to the catalogue, lived under the T’ang Dynasty.^ The biographical dictionary of

celebrated monks, which I brought from Japan, confounds him with the priest Hiuan-yuan, also called

Ea-yuan and Huei-yuan, whose biography may be found in the Siu-/cao-seng~ch'oan, ch. xxviii.
;

but this priest flourished in the Cheng-knan period (627-649) and lived in the Monastery of

P’u-kuang, whilst the author of the Ytn-tji lesided at the Monastery of Tsing-fa
;
besides, the Yin-yi

is, as its complete title indicates, an explanation of the difficult words of the new translation of the

Avatamsahasutrdi^ by Siksbananda, 695-699. The work cannot be earlier than the 8th century.

In the 45th chapter of the new translation of the AvaMsaka (Jap. ed. I. fasc. 3, p. 22^^), which
corresponds to the 29th chapter (Jap. ed. L fasc. 8, p. 46^) of the old translation by the Indian
monk Buddhabhadra, of the family of the Sakyas (between 399 and 421), the Buddha enumerates
the localities predestined to serve for all time as residences for the Bodhisattvas, and the Bodhisatfcvas

destined for all time to preach the law in each of these localities.

The list opens with a series of imaginary mountains, situated at the cardinal points, at the
intermediate points, and also in the sea

;
then comes the real world.

To the South of Fi-che-li (Yaisall) is a place called Good Kestuig-place (Susthaiia '?)
;
from

earliest antiquity the Bodhisattvas live there.

In the town of Fa4ien-fu (Pataliputra) is a place named the Seng-lda-rlaii of the Lamp of Gold
(SuYarna-dipa-saihghm*ama)

j
from earliest antiquity,

In the town of Mo-fu-lo (Mathura
;
Bnddhabhadra writes Mo-yu-lo : Mayura) is a place named

the Grotto of Abundance {Man-isu-liu
j
Buddhabhadra says : ‘‘the Merit of the Upkeep which yields

Increase,’^ Ch^ang-yang-Jeong-io')
j
from earliest, &c.

In the town of Kiu-Ghen-na (Buddh. ; Riu-olien-na-ya, Kundiiia) is a place named the Seat of
the Law (Dharmasana)

;
from earliest, <&c.

!
Bd. IX

, s. 66. 3 Of. Weber. Streifen, Bd. III. S 8-0
^ follows — I have since ascertained that the edition of the Mine- codtainsshU ano^er recension of the same woik , it is entered under No. 1603 in Nanjio’s Catiilogue. The anthoi’s namewritten Hwni-vvan by Nanjio,%ures in Appendix III. of the same No. 32 • “ Hwm-wan l lZ.lwho m about A. D. 700 compiled 1 work, viz.. No. 1306 - The Sung-kao-seng ch’oan. compiled m A. D 088 givesa biopaphical notice of that person (Japanese XXXV 4,9#): it does not contain any precise date

; butM'sinser ed between two biographies, of which one refers itself to i . D 766 and the other to I B 782. k miltt^hns be tempted to place Huei-yuan about that same period. But he is certainly earlier, because his name anT hmbook are mentioned in the K ai-yuen shi-kiao lu (Japanese ed. XXVIII 4, 83^), a catalogue compiled in A D 730Huei-yuan is there shewn after I-tsing and Bodhiruchi, -- of whom the former died in A D 713 and tL^httVr m
Tche-yen and Vajrahddhi, of whom the former began to translate m A B 721and he latter in A D. 723 Huei-yuan, then, composed his work in the first quarter ci the

^ ^

1 Tils IS wanting in the translation of SikshSnanda.
oouwiry.
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la the town ot Tsing-tdng-pei-ngan (Pure-Pure this border ?) is a place named the Grotto

(Buddhabhadra says :
“ the Merit of Mu-che-lin-to (Muchilinda)

;
from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Mo4anrfo (? ;
Buddhabhadra says : in the Land of the Wind) is a place

named the Institution of the King of the Dragons without Obstacle (apratigha)
; from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Kan-pu-che (Kamboja) is a place [248] named Supreme BeneYolence

(Uttama-maitrl?)
;
from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Chen-fan (Ohina-sthana) is a place named the Grotto of Na40‘-yen

(Buddhabhadra writes : the Mountain of Na4o~yen : Narayana-parvata)
;
from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Shu-le (Buddhabhadra says: of the Neighbouring Barbarians: Fien-yi) is

a place named Head of the Cow (Gosirsha) ; from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Kia-she-mi-lo (Kasmira
; Buddhabhadra : of Kipin) is a place named the

Series (Buddhabhadra : the Mountain Wu-ti^ski^ XJddesa) : from earliest, &c.

In the town of Intense Joy (Buddhabhadra : Nan-H-po-tan-na, Nandipattana) is a lake named

the Grotto of the Honourable (Buddhabhadra : Ti-lo-feu-hd)
;
from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of I^yanr-/eu-li-mo is a place named the Splendour of a Hundred-thousand

Treasures (Yi-tsang-huang-ming
;
Buddhabhadra says: Straight and Oblique); from earliest, &c.

In the kingdom of Eien-fo-lo (Gandhsu-a) is a place named the Grotto of Shenpo4o (Jambhala
;

Buddhabhadra says : of the Pure Retreat)
;
from earliest, &c.7

Huei-yuan’s Yin~yi gives very few comments on this passage : among so many interesting

names, he glosses only : Yaisali, Mathura, Kundina, China, Narayana, Sku4e, Ngan-/eu4i’-mo, and

Gandhara. We learn nothing from him, except with regard to Shu4e, “ The correct form/’ he

says, of the name Shu^le is KHa4u-shu-tan4e.^ We have for a long time accepted the abbreviated

Shu4e : and it has become customary to substitute the sound shu for the sound sMF This is the

name of a mountain of this kingdom, whence it is derived. It is said also to mean * Evil Nature,’

and to refer to the temperament of the inhabitants.”

This gloss is found word for word in the commentary on the Avatamsaha-sutra, composed at the

end of the 8th century by Ch’eng-kuan, the fourth patriarch of the Avataihsaka school, who died at

over seventy years of age, between 806 and 820. He has copied his predecessor’s work, without the

slightest alteration, in the 47th chapter of his commentary, the Ta-fang-kuang Fo4vua-yen4cing-shu

(Nanjio, No. 1589 ;
Jap, ed, XXVIII. fasc. 4, p. 8^). In his enormous sub-commentary to the

6 In this as in the preceding case Buddhabhadra seems to haye read the last term of the phrase guna, whereas

Sikshananda read guha,
^ M. liM has here added a note, as follows :— I have found another list, analogous and almost parallel, in the

collection entitled Maha-sahmipata-sntra (Ta-tsi king ; Japanese ed. III. 3, 52-53), a section of the SSrya-garbha-

sntra : —
At Vai^ali is the residence of the holy man Shen-chou (good-stay) meu-ni (mnni)

; in Magadha, that of

the holy man Pi-pu-lo peng-kia meu-ni ( ? Vipulapahga muni) ; ... at Mathura, that of the holy man Ngai-yu-

yen (loves-mist-fire) ; in ICosala, that of the holy man She-ye sheou-t’o meu-ni ( ? Jayaguddha muni) ; . . . .

at Su-po-la-ka-sa-che-meu-chi-lin-to-lo (sic : Suparaka [Sopara ; evidently corresponds to Tsing-tsing pei-ngan,
‘ pure bank,’ su-para] ) sacha (?) Muchilinda that of the holy man Hiang (perfume)

; in Gandhara, that of the

holy man Ta-li-she-na jou-mo-lo meu-ni (Dar^anajnamala muni) ; .... in Kipin (Kapi^a or Kasmira), that of the
holy man Kong-Lkong-]mo-ni-k’ia meu-ni ( ? Kuhkuma . . muni) ; in Ngan-feu-li-mo, that of the holy man
Yi-ts’ang-yen meu-ni (myriad-depot-flame) ; .... in Chen-t’an, that of the holy man Na-lo-ye-na fo-lo-po-so

meu-ni (Narayana . , , . muni) ; , , , . at Tu-t*ien [Khotan], on the mountainous bluff of the river near the
mountain Meu-t’eu (cow-head ; Gosirsha), that of the holy man Kiu-mo-po-(or ao-)lo hiang ( ? Goma-sara-gandha).

In this Kst Khotan (Yu-t’ien) replaces Kashgar (Shu-le) ; but this last town is mentioned a little further on, in

another exposition.

The Chinese translation of the Surya-garbha-sutra has for its author Narendrayalas, and for its date between
A. D. 589 and 618.

* The text of the Japanese edition presents by mistake yi for k*ia

;

but a comparison with following texts allows
us to restore h'ia with oonfidenoe.
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Sutra, the To/^fd^g » • • shuryen-yi-clCao (Nanjio, No. 1590; Jap. ed. XXVII. fasc.. 9, p, 84%

chap. 77) he again speaks of Shu4e and K'ia4vn8hu-tan4e as being ec^ujvalent. The same gloss on

the name Shu-le, a propos of the same passage, is found in the excellent Y%4sie-king yin-yi (chap* 22)

of HueiJin, a contemporary of Ch’eng-kuan, who also died in the Ynan-ho period (806-820),

aged eighty-four years
;
this colossal compilation, which was not included in the Chinese canon,

forms part of the Corean collection, and it is again to the editors of the Japanese Tripitaka that

Western science owes this precious document. Huei-lin was a native of Kashgar
;

it was- there,

[249] without doubt, that he acquired the knowledge of Sanskrit, which he has utilised in his Tm-yi ;

in identifying Shu4e and Kta4u-$hu^tan4e, and in tracing the traditional interpretation of the name,,

he seems to recognize and prove the value of it (Jap. ed. XXXIX. faso. 8, p. 144®).

Hi-lin, author of the Siu-yi-tsi-hing yin-yi^ who continued Huei-lin^s work, repeats exactly the

notice of his predecessor, with regard to Shu-le, in the itinerary of Wu-k’ong (Jap. ed. XXXIX*
fasc. 8, p. 11®). I do not know the precise date of Hi-lin, but it can easily be inferred. Hi-lin

represents his work as a supplement to the Yin-yi of Huei-lin, and the last of the texts which he

glosses is the Ta-iang cheng-yuan siu h'ai-yuan she-kiao lu or Supplementary Catalogue edited by

Ynan-chao who flourished in 778. The Siu yin-yi of Hi-lin therefore belongs to the first

half of the 9th century, and is immediately posterior to the Tin-yi of Huei-lin.

Thus the identity of Shvrle and Kia-lu^nhu-tan-le was accepted and taught in the Buddhist

schools of China, during the 9th century. The transcription KHa-lu-shortanAe leads directly back to

an original Khar^htra* The use of shu in this case exactly corresponds to the only example which

Stan. Julien gives in his Methodc (No. 1622). In the transcription ‘‘Pushpa ; Fu-shu-pa/* as in

that of ** Khaxoshfcra, K^ia-lu-shu-tan-le^* shu serves to represent the cerebral sibilant immediately

followed by a consonant, and placed after a syllable with a labial vowel : u in the one case, a ( a

+ u) in the other.

The value of Shu4e itself is well known. It is the name which has been regularly employed

since the time of the first Han Dynasty to denote the town of Kashgar. The Khardshfcra is therefore

the country of Kashgar, and the Khardshtri is very probably the writing of this country.

A few years ago this hypothesis would have seemed a very rash one. In his Indische

Palaeographies 1896, p. 19, Biihler wrote : The Khardshtri, as at present known, is an ephemeral
« alphabet, almost purely epigraphic, of the North-West of India. Its proper domain lies between
“ 69^ and 73° 30' E. long, and 38°—35° N. lat.” The Khardshtri manuscript of the Dhammapadas
discovered in the environs of Khotan, and acquired partly by the mission of Dutreiiil de Ehins, partly

by M, Petrovski, at once confuted these two assertions ; the Khardshtri was a writing of scribes and
copyists, and was employed, exactly as the Brahmi was, to reproduce literary or religious texts ; and
the limits of its domain extended at one leap to 77° E. long, and 37° N. lat. The districts of Khotan
and Kashgar have continued ever since then to supply new documents. In a recent communication,

M. Stein, who has explored the region of Takla Makan, announced that, on the old banks of the Niya
Eiver, 37° N. lat. and 82° 20' E. long., he had found five hundred inscriptions on tablets of wood
in Khardshtri characters. It appears more and more evident that the Khardshtri was the writing
of Central Asia, [250] of the country of Khardshtra. Henceforth it would be wise to abandon the
incorrect form Khardshthi and to return to the authentic form Elhardshtri, set aside by mistake.

Can this name Khardshtra be explained? The Chinese interpretation, which renders it “evil-
nature,” recalls the interpretation of the name Fii-pin^ also supplied by Chinese tradition. Ki-pin
would signify “ miserable race.” On all sides there is the same tendency to give a contemptuous
etymology to names of barbarian countries. The name Kapisa naturally evoked the Sanskrit Jcapisa,

“monkey colour,” and kapi “monkey” : the temptation to apply such an etymology to barbarians
was too grateful to be resisted. Khardshfcra could also be analysed in Sanskrit : khara^ “ ass,” + ushtra^
“camel.’’ The facetions monks, who came from India, would spread this false etymology, and'the
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Chinese admitted that the name of the country was explained by ‘‘the natural perverse temperament
of the inhabitants,”

^

The first term indeed of the name may be “Zara,” which enters into the composition of so
many geographical names in Turki countries. From this point of view it may be interesting to notice
that according to the SHrya-garbha-sutra (Je-tsang-Ung Nanjio, No. 62 f Jap. ed. Ill fasc 3,

p. bS*) the name of Khotan under Kasyapa Buddha, - that is to say the most
ancient known name of Khotan,— was Kia-lo-«Aa-TOo, where the element Kara again seems to appear.
Because of its singular assonance, I again recall the name of the Prince Royal “Kharaosta Yuva-
raja,” son of Mahachhatrava Rajula, and brother of Chhatrava Sudasa, whose name is on the famous
lion-pillar of Mathura. Is it possible that the name of this Yuvaraja is a souvenir of the origin of
this family with foreign names, which, coming into the heart of India with the Scythian conquest
was elevated to the dignity of Satraps ?

’

The name of the country. Kharoshtra, met with in the Chinese texts, sheds an unexpected light
on a long description by Ktesias. The rfisumd of the Greek Doctor, incorporated in the Bibliotheca
of Photius, gives a long description of the singularities of an Indian population called the Kalvstriot,
which is equivalent to the Greek KynokepMoi, otherwise the “ Dog-heads.” The Kalystrioi hve in
the mountains, in which the Hyparkhos (or Hypobares) has its source. This river flows from the
north to the Eastern Ocean

; its name means “the bearer of all good things” (^her6n panta ta ago.
tha). The form and the meaning recall the Suvastu of Sanskrit geography, designated by the
pilgrim Hiuan-tsang by the name Subhavastu (sic) which becomes the Svat of modern geography
Buddhist tradition places the abode of the Naga Apalala, one of the most popular and important of
the Nagas, at the source of the Svat. The Eastern Ocean, which receives the waters of the Hyparkhos,
means for Ktesias nothing more definite than the seas to the east of Persia. Whether we have
to do with the Svat or another stream, the country of the Kalystrioi is to be found in the Hindu
Kush, as their mountains “extend to the Indus.” The Greek Kalystrioi leads directly to a
[261] Sanskrit Kalushtra; from Kalushfra to Kharoshtra the path is too simple for us to refuse to
accept it, especially when one considers the route that this name must have traversed to reach Ktesias.

Greek tradition, it is true, does not take any notice of the real or supposed elements in the
Sanskrit word Kharosh{ra

;
but the Chinese interpretation on the other hand is not more literal. The

generic parentage of the two glosses is evident. “ Dog-heads ” or “evH-natares” indicate the dis-
agreeable tendency to depreciate one’s neighbour

; the “natural coarseness” which the Chinese com-
mentators lay to the credit of the Kharoshtras to justify their name, is a counterpart of the wild
roughness of the Kalystrioi of Ktesias. But there is no need to search far from the country of the
Kalystrim or Kharoshtras to meet » Dog-heads ” in the classic geography of India. The astronomer
Varaha-Mihira (6th century), in his description of India (Bnkat-Samhita, xvi. 28), places the
Turagmanas, “Horse-faces,” and the Svamukhas, “Dog-heads,” in the North, in the region of
the Himalayas, between Trigarta (Jalandhar) and Takshasila (the town of Taxiles) These two
peoples are found together in a modem work, derived from an original Persian, the KormhasiddhSnta
(Cat. MSS. Oxon. 340“, 16); after them come the Kimnara-mnkhas, “ Kimnara-faced,” other
monsters with horse-heads who are usually placed on the borders of China. Lastly, the “ Dog-heads ”
are again mentioned in a long Ust of populations of Central Asia which I intend to publish shortlv •

there, also, they are classed near the “ Horse-headed,” between the people of Khotan and Nepal that
IS, m^ the Tibetan Himalayas. The Tibetan populations have exactly the traits of the Kalystrioi
mentioned by Ktesias : mountaineers, hunters, eaters of meat, herdsmen, rich in sheep, above aUd^y, with a dirtiness which is rendered stfil more striking by contrast with the regular and frequent
ablutions of the Hindus. Their physiognomy, and their harsh language, bristling vrith monosvl-
lables, also correspond with the description of the Kalystrioi.

Separated by an interval of a thousand years, the Greek and the Chinese evidence by their
agreement show that the name Kharoshtra was used, from the 6th century B. 0., to denote the
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barbarian peoples, Tarts or Tibetans, who lived on the North-North-West confines of India, scat-

tered among the Hindu Kush and the Himalayas, and on the slopes of the Pamirs. Having thus

established the antiquity of the term, the antiquity of the name applied to the writing would seem to

follow ; the Kharoshtri must have received this name at a time when the name of Kharoshtra was in

ordinary use. Ktesias’ passage proves that this name was known in the Iranian world, in the Persia

of the Achemenides, four hundred years before the Christian era.

I think it will be useful to reproduce the notice of Ktesias here. The precise and natnral details,

while contrasting advantageously with his usual love for the marvellous and fabulous, are a warrant

of the truthfulness of his evidence as to the Kalystrioi, which is not to he despised

[252] (20) “ On these mountains, he writes, live men having the heads of dogs, wearing the

skins of wild beasts, and using no articulate language
; they communicate with each other by barking

like dogs. Their teeth are larger than the teeth of dogs, and their claws resemble those of dogs, but
are larger and rounder. They live in the mountmns, and are found as far as the Indus. They are
swarthy, and, like all other Indians, very erect. They can communicate with the Indians, for,

though they cannot answer in words, they understand what they say
;
and by barking, and mnViT'g

signs with their heads and fingers, like deaf-mutes, they make themselves understood. The Indians
call them Kalystrioi, which means in Greek Kynohephaloi (that is, “ Dog-headed ”). They live on
raw meat. The whole tribe includes no less than 120,000 men.”

(22) “ The Kynokephaloi, dwelling in the mountains, practise no art, and live on the products
of the chase. They HU their prey, and roast the flesh in the sun. But they rear sheep, goats, and
asses, in great numbers. They drink the milk of sheep, and the whey which is made from it. They
eat also the sweet fruit of the siptakhora, the tree which produces amber. They dry this fruit, and
pack it m baskets, as the Greeks do the grape. They construct boats, load them with baskets, as
well as with the blossoms of the purple flower, after having cleaned it, and with a weight of 260
talents of amber and an equal weight of the pigment which dyes purple, and 1,000 talents more of
amber. They send all this cargo, which is the product of the season, annually, as tribute to the King
of the Indians.

^

They also take quantities of these same products to sell to the Indians, from
whom they receive in exchange, bread, flour, and material made from a substance which 'grows
on a tree (cotton). They sell swords similar to those which they use for hunting wild beasts, also
bows and javelins, in the use of which they are expert. They cannot be conquered, owing to their

without roads; the Hng also sends them, once in six years, as presents,
800,000 arrows, as well as javelins, 120,000 shields and 50,000 swords.”

+1,

Kynokephaloi have no houses, but live in caves. They hunt wild animals withthe bow and boar-spear and run so quickly that they can catch them. Their women bathe only oncea month, at their periods. The men do not bathe at all, but simply wash their hands. Three timesa month, however, t^y anoint themselves with an oil which they extract from milk, and dry them-selves with sHns. Dressed skins are the costume of the men and women. Kich men, however whoare few, wear cotton clothing. They have no beds, and sleep on fitters of straw and leaves

onSn^^^Tb possmsB the greatest number

c!rl,T if' mofe hairy Theycopulate hke quadrupeds after the manner of dogs, and any other mode is considered shameful

isil. (Vltay. m«. Sa,. ,ii. 2)

,

* [See, also, Ind. Ant. Tol. X, 1881, p. 310 ff.]
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SOME ANGLO-INDIAN TERMS FROM A XVIIth CENTURY MS.

BT SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE, BART.

(Oontinued from Vol, XXXII. p. 470.)

GUDGE.

Fol. 94. They measure timber, planke brick or Stone walls, Callicoes, Silks &o pi the Guz;

each Guz doth containe 27 inches.

See Yule, s. v. Gndge, with hardly any quotations.

GUEDA.

Fol. 94. One Gunda is 4 Cowries ... 5 Gundas is one burrie or 20 : Cowries.

Hot in Y'ule. [Vide mfe, Vol. XXVII. p. 171 £E., for the system of counting by gandda or

quartettes. See also Vol. XXVII. p. 266.]

QUNJA.

Fol, 39. but they find means to besott themselres Enough wtJ> Bangha and Gangah.

Fol. 40. Gangah is brought from yf Island Sumatra and is oftentimes Sold here fMetohli-

patam] at Very high rates. It is a thinge yt resembleth hemp Seed and groweth after y? same

mannar .... Gangah beinge of a more pleasant Operation They Study many

ways to Vae it, but not One of them yt faileth to intoxicate them to admiration.

See Yule, s. v. Gunja, who, however, gives no history of the word.

HALALOORB.

Fol. 8. Soe that this very party is a most Scandalous person and accompted but a Hololcore

untill he hath regained his cast,

See Yule, s, v. Halalcore ; a very low-caste man, a “ sweeper,” scavenger.

EARSAFORE.

Fol. 59. from Point Conjaguaree to Palmeris yf River is called Hasaspoore.

Not in Yule : a very early Factory and the first landing-place of the English in the Bay of

Bengal: but see Yule, s. v. Factory, where he gives it doubtfully as Arzaporo, on the Eastern or

Coromandel Coast. [There is, however, no doubt about it; Haraspur or Harsapur was perhaps

the earliest Factory in the “Bay” : earlier even than Balasor and Pipli. See Wilson, Early Annals

of Bengal, Vol. I. p. 1 ff. The quotation above is very valuable.]

HADT.

Fol. 94. They measure .... OaUicoes, Silks &c by yf Covet w«? con? 18

inches and is called hawt.

See Yule, «. v. Haut, who gives, however, no quotations.

HINDOSTAN.

Fol. 25. Naiques (for soe yf Hindoo Governours are Entitled).

Fol. 59. Severall Radjas who before (yf Mahometan Conquest of yf Hindoos) possessed

this Kingdome.

Fol, 71. always kept in his Court Sharpe witted fellows, y? made it theire businesse to prye

into y? Estates of yf Hindoo Merchants.

See Yule^ s* v, Hindoo.

HINDOSTAN.

Fot 61. Bengala ; It is one of yf largest and most Potent Kingdoms of Hindostan ....
, . Chah Jehan (then Emperour of Hindostan .... The great Emperour of Hindostan

In the Throne of yf Vast Empire (of Hindostan).
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Fol, 62. Soon, after caused bloody Civil warrs in Hindostan.

I« 6S. Mok-buoottaJ, Sitort. El-l«md-d..lUh, At God Save
J«”

JO. h.™ Obtainad tha Vict.n., .i, SUj ,! W» Gp.. ,..r Bl.phaa^ m jS na™ ai God

come downe, he hath made y? the great Kinge of Hindostan [ ! ! ]•

Fol. 77. The Elephants of Oeylone are best Esteemed here and all Hindostan over.

Fol. 84. Most Mahometans &c; of accompt in Hindostan Vse them [Gonge^

doors in y? Street where they have generally a Porch built . . . The English and Dutch have

them at y? Gates of all there inland fiactories: in this Kingdome and Others m Hindostan:

Terifieinge yf Old Proverbe ; Cum fueris Rom», &c

:

Fol. 97. Pattana : A Very large and potent Kingdome, but longe Since become tnbutane to

yf Emperours of Hindostan (or great Mogol).

See Yule, «. ». Hindostan. [Yule’s earliest quotation in the restricted sense of the test is

1803.]

HINDOSTANEE.

Fol. 35. yf Hindostan ore Moors Iiangnadge.

Fol. 41, fancyinge himselfe to be at yf Gates of the PaUace at Agra, Singeinge to that

purpose in yf Hindostan Iiangnadge.

See Yule, «. v. Hindostanee.

HOBSON-3OBS0N.

Fol 54 Of a great Giant called Jansa Bainsa They place him in a great Chaire

made for y® Same purpose runninge Vpon 4 Wheels for yf Easier drawinge of him through y?

towne, he is called lansa Bainsali : made of pasteboard leather &c : StuSed w*? Straw and Other

Combustible ingredients ;
covered blew clotli, his head and face painted with Bedd and White,

SeTerall Resbutes and Others danceinge Round him with great drawne Swords, after yf manner of

fenceinge, calling© Vpon him by his E^ame, w*? many torches flaggs. Pipes and drums, and in this

Posture he is drawne through the Principall Streets of yf towne [Qolcondah], They burnehim to dust

in the Open Street about yf 12*]^ boure in y® night*

See Yule, s, v. Hobson-Jobson, [There is, however, a doubt as to the ceremony in the text

relating really to the much corrupted ceremony of the Muharram, though it might well be so.]

HOOQL?.

Fol 73, he wold Every yeare Send downe to yf Merchants in Hugly.

Fol 74i» One of yf most admirable of w®/> arms [of the Ganges] is yf Hugly riuer . . , •

This Riuer is soe named from yf great towne of Hugly Scituated Vpon yf banks of it neare 150 miles

up from yf Braces or Shoals that lye at yf Entrance thereof .... The English factory here in

Hugly is yf head or Chiefe ffactory in the 8 beforementioned Kingdoms and the residence of yf

Chiefe in Place.

Fol 75. in yf very place where yf Dutch ffactory stood wee ride with our Ships and Vessels

in noe lesse then depth 16 fathoms and it is called Hugly hole.

See Yule, s, v. Hoogly. [The quotations are valuable, and the Hugly Hole, though it exists,

is not mentioned in Yule.]

HOOKA.

Fol 45, Often Smoakeinge their Hoocars as they call [them] of tobacco.

Fol 46. Hoocar or hubble-bubble.

See Yule, v. Hooka, where earliest quotation is, however, 1768.
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HOOLAK.

Fol* 77. My Purser M? Olemf Jordan was just then come downe with a Small Olocko*

Fol, 99. This is called an Olocko % they row Some w^? 4 : Some 6 Owers and ply for

a faire as wherries doe in yf Thames.

See Yule. s. v. Woolock,

fitJBBLl-BDBBLE.

Fol. 46. Hoocars : commonly called hubble-bubble.

See Yule, s. v. Hubble-bubble. See ante, Vol. XXIX. p. 60.

JACKAL.

Fol. 96. Infinite Number of Wild hogge in this countrey as alsoe a creature called a Jaekall,

resemblinge both dogge and fox, and are as large as good ordinary hounds in England.

See Yule, s. v. Jackal.

JAGOERY-

Fol. 40. another Sort from yf Jagaree or Very Course Sugar.

See Yule, s. v. Jaggery.

JAFNA.

Fol. 77. They are bought [in OeyloneJ from yf Dutch ... in Gala or Colomba or Japh-
napatain.

See Yule, s. v, Jafna, in the north of Ceylon, [Yule’s quotations stop at 1566, N. ani E.

p. 47, has Japnapatam, for 1680.]

JAMBfiE.

Fol, 159. There are Seyerall Radjas Vpon Sumatra . . . Especially those of lambeo.

Not in Yule. [Jambi is a Malay State on the North-East of Sumatra.]

JAN PERDO.

Fol. 76. now beinge got into yf reach called Jnf Perdo.

Not in Yule. The Island Jan Perdo ” in the Hughly Rirer has now disappeared. See Yule,

DtVy of William Hedges^ Vol. Ill, p. 212 f.

JATA.

Fol. 97. Yf Elephant is not found wild there nor dare yf tame ones frequent the Woods [for

fear of the Rhinooerots] As for instance’ Pattana : Bengala : & lava Major.

Fol. 157. Many Ships and Vessels doe • . , arrive in this Port [Achin] from . . . •

lava Major.

Fol. 159. This Citty (Achin) is yf fairest and most populous of any that Ever I saw or heard

of that is inhabited by Malayars or lavas.

See Yule, $, v. Java. [The use of the word for the people as well as the country is remarkable.]

JESSORE.

Fol. 73. he wold Every yeare Send down to yf Merchants in . , , Jessore.

Not in Yule. [A town in Lower Bengal, still well known under the same name and spelling.]

JOHORE.

Fol. 142. but doe rather wish they were Served soe in . . . Johore. •

Fol. 143. as in Achin Johor &o ; Malay Countries,
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Fol. 145. Hee hath always beea a great peacemaker amonge y? Naighbourmge [to Qaeda]

Kings Pattany & Johore,

'Bot in Yule. £A well-known Malay State in the neighbourhood oE Singapore.]

JUGGUSNAUT.

Fol, 4 these they oEten bow to in representation of their God Jn? Geraaet, beinge as he is

Ypon Some festivals carried about in a large triumphant Chariot,

Fd. 7. OE all y! false gods these jdolatrous people worship (save John Gernaet) a Cow is

held in greatest reverence.

Fol. 8. must take his iravaile to y? great Pagod Jn? Gernaet : y? remotest part of y?

Gblcondah Kingdoms North Eastwards from Sort S’| Georgs ;
neare 1000 ; English mi es.

9, In this theire Cathedral Pagod.

Fol, 11. In that great and Sumptaous Diabolicall Pagod, there Standeth theire greatest God

JnJ GernSpet, whence yf Pagod receiued its name alsoe,

Fol. 12. to behold their graven God Jn? Gernaet J? Middle of that great

Biabolicall Chariot is placed theire great Patron JnJ Gernaot.

Fol, 13. he beinge very rich had Vowed to bestow liberaly on y? Pagod Jn? Gernaet,

See Yule, s, v. Juggurnaut. [This is the most interesting variant I have come across o! this

much-corrnpted name. The word is Jagan-nath, by naetathesis such as is common in India, Janga-

n^th
;
hence, of course, John Gernaet, See ante^ Vol. XXX, p. 352,]

JUNK.

Fol. 78. y® Danes : who might have mined all theire fforaigne Commerce with their owne

Ships or Junks.

• See Yule, s. v. Junk. See ante^ Vol. XXX. p. 160.

JUNK-CEYLUN.

Fol, 131. Oedjange-Salange commonly called Janselone Is an Island that lyeth to the

Southward of all the Jsles of Tanassaree; nearest imddway betweene yt and Queda ; y? Forth End

of it lyeth in Latt? North 08? 50*^: y? South End in 07? 35": Latt? North. Jt is almost in y? forme

of yf Island Ceylone but not more then a Sixth part soe large.

Fol. 131, The Saleeters are absolute Piratts, and often cruiseinge about laxiselone & Pullo

Sambelon &e Jsles neare this Shore,

Fol. 138. When I was in Janselone) Employed by Mf William Jearsey an Eminent English

Merchant att ffort sf Georges.

Fol. 1Z9. Soe longe as they were Vnder yf Eadja of Janselone’s protection . • . ,

killed two of yf lanseloners.

Fol, 148. The tallest and best Sett Elephant yf ever I beheld was in langelone.

See Yule, v, Jnnk-Ceylon, the European name for an Island off the West Coast of the Malay
Peninsula. [The quotations are valuable as showing the origin of the name, which is a corruption

of Djang Salang, or Salang Head, the most prominent point on Salang, the real name of the Island.]

KIEMAN.

Jh/. 97, Pattana is a Countrey of Very great Trafdoke Commerce . , .

• . into most parts of Jndia: Viz? from yf Northetne Kingdoms or Empires (by land) namely
Persia: Carmania: Georgia: Tartaria: Ac:

Not in Yule. [The portion of Persia nearest to India.]
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KISTiVA, EIVEE.

Fol. 51. famous for y? River Eishns.

Not in Yule.

KITTrSOL.

Fol. 42. Sumbareros or Oatysols, are here very Vsefull and necessarie for yf Same purpose,
w* are carried 3 or 4 foot or more above a mans head and Shade a great matter, beinge rather more
Convenient then y® Other [roundel] but not soe fashionable or Honourable.

See Yule, s. v. Kittysol. [An umbrella, especially the Chinese variety of paper with a bamboo
handle. See ante, Vol. XXX. p. 347.]

KOEAN.

Fol. 45. The Aleoron w®? cent yf Scope of tlieire jrreligious Religion
[Ramazan] is Observed annually in Celebration of yf Aleoron.

Yule has no entry for Koran.

LAO.

Fol. 56. with infinite quantities of batter and Laoca.

Fol 61. affordinge great plenty of . . . Lacca.

See 1 ule, s. v. Lac. [Crawford, Diet, of the Indian Archi^el., a. v., says the term is used for
a red-wood used in dyeing : and it may be important to note this for the history of the word in old
writers.]

LACK.

FoL 67. his revenue came to a lack Viz? 100000 rupees p? diem w^Ms 12 thousand 500
pounds Sterlinge .... he Sent the Emperour 80 lacks of rupees.

Fol. 70, The Nabob (Smileinge Vpon him) demandeth all Speed one lack of rupees
i e ; 100000,

Fol, 71. now thought he had another Opportunitie fallen into his hand of acquireinge one
lack or two of rupf .... demanded noe lesse then 2 lack of Rupees as a present.

See Yule, s, v. Lack. [It is to be noted that about 1675 one lack = £12,500 : nowadays
it = £6650.]

LADAS, ISLANDS.

Fol 149, Ypon an Island about 30 or 40 English miles in circuit called Pullo Ladda : viz?

Pepper Jsland Pnllo in y® Malay tongue Signifieth Jsland and Ladda pepper, it is 8 leags to y®
NW : of Queda River’s mouth.

Not in Yule.

LANDOOK.

Fol. 158. y® Diamonds of Landock (upon Borneo) are accompted y? best in y? World,
Not in Yule, [Landak is on the western side of Borneo.]

LAXIMANA.

Fol. 143. next to whom [the Sultan] are yf Leximana.
Fol. 161. yf Leximana the Lord Generali.

See Yule, s. v, Laximana: no quotation after 1553. [The word is usually translated by
‘‘admiral” in the old books.]

(To ho QonUnuei.)
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‘My dear Ciiandralcaata, my mother, 0 lotus-eyed, I am your best friend. If you have any secrets,

you can freely communicate them to me. Does your husband obey your orders ? The may of

feminine life is ephemeral. So are time and place. Do you enjoy sexual happiness independently ?

If not, I shall put you in the way of your doing so.’ The lady, hearing the poisoned horrible words

of the woman, was overcome by shame and said, ‘How dare you talk such trash before me with an

evil heart ? If I do not reply to you, you will ruin me by spreading all sorts of fabricated rumours

against me.’ Thinking thus, and fearing the consequences of silence, she replied, ‘ The best period for

copulation is from the fifth day after menstruation tiU the sixteenth, and my husband, well versed in

srufis and smntis, will cohabit with me during these twelve days, exclusive of the days unenjoined

by law. We are enjoying temporal felicity as ordained by the sdstras, and are paving the way for

celestial bliss. The wise say that if conception is formed on a good day of copulation, the son that will

issue forth from such an act, will be intelligent, live long, and be rich
j
while those born at other times

\yill be short-lived and sickly, and will be a source of woe to the parents. The following days are

excluded for copulation : the sixth, eighth, eleventh, twelfth, fourteenth, new moon, full moon, the

passage of the sun into the various signs of the zodiac, the annual ceremony (srdddhd) days for

parents, the star of birth, star by the name of Sravana, rrata period, morning, twilight, &c. During

the abovementioned period, the person that shaves, copulates, anoints or cleans his teeth, though he

be well versed in all the four Vedas, will assuredly become an outcaste. Thus have I briefly told you

the ordinances enjoined for a grikasta (a family man),” To which Vidyavati, intent on bringing

Chandrakantfi to her own level, replied, “ 0 madcap, you have spoiled all your happiness. Hear my
word, therefore. As this sickly coil is dear to all animate existences, why do you waste your flush of

womanhood? Why not enjoy sexual happiness? In old age the constitution will be shattered by

disordered breasts, and abstinence will bring on its attendant evils — premature old age and disease.

You are practically unaware of the humbug of your husband. He is keeping himself engaged with the

maid-servant from morn to night. You are too plain, unhyprocritical and pure-hearted, whereas your
husband is a firebrand and pretends to be a good man externally. I heard too well of his misdeeds
from an intimate prostitute-friend of mine, I have told you all this as I am a sharer in all your joys

and sorrows.” After hearing the sinful words of Vidyavati, Chandrakanta said, “A husband is a god
to women, be he a mischievous, hot-tempered, sickly, ireful, vile, pudding-headed fellow. Apart
from the adoration of the husband, there are no observances or free-will offerings of any sort or kind
enjoined by the Vedas, To those women who aspire after Bvarga, a husband is the greatest of gods.
The woman who abuses her lord will be born a dog.” The vile wretch of a Vidyavati, determined on
outraging the chastity of Ohandrakanta, replied, “ 0 mad fool ! Have not Orvasi, MSnaka, Rambha,
Gritachi, Pnnjikasthala and other angelic women acted independently and cohabited with innumer-
able hosts of men, and yet have been coveted by the greatest of Rishis, and but for all that remained
happy ? The wise, considering the ephemerality of this mortal coil, enjoy happiness, terrestrial and
celestial. All must covet felicity. Who has seen heaven or hell ? Whatever we actually enjoy is

heaven. I am aware of the truth of happiness and misery. Independence is happiness, I became
independent and rid myself of all fear by murdering my husband. The free man is the happiest being,
fie alone is filled with ta'pas. He alone is fortunate. Is there any happiness for a servile wretch ?

”

With illustrations like these which would abuse the mind and make it as fickle as possible, with
thoughts flard as adamant which would lead one to hell-gate in no time, with breasts resembling the
frontal lobes of fattened elephants. Chandrakanta set at naught all hereditary dchdrds and remained
a prostitute in private for a month, owing to the strange irony of fate, feminine fickleness, mental
nni-est and a hankering after perceptible happiness, being overcome by the finely-pointed darts of
Cupid. Then her lord found out by her questionable reputation, conduct in life, foul tongue, &c.,
tha . s le was immoral, ejected her out of the house, was wonder-struck at what happened even to his
wife, made gifts of cattle, money, grain, houses, &c., to the deserving, was sore dismayed for illicit

sin committed, went and reached the

(To be continued,)
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A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OP ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHAELES PAETEIDGE, M.A*

(Continued from p, 31,)

Pranguis *, ann. 1665 : s, v. Padre, 497, i.

Prank ;
s, v- Coromandel, 199, ii, s, v, Piringhee,

269, i, 8. V. Orange, 490, ii, twice, s, v.

Papaya, 611, ii, s. v. Serai, 614, ii; ann.

1350: s, V, Piringhee, 269, i; ann. 1404:

s, V. Oordoo, 488, ii; ann. 1528 : s, v, Tanor,

861, ii, 4 times; ann, 1545: s. v. Tea,

689, ii
;
ann. 1566-68 : s. v, Carrack, 127, i,

twice
;

ann. 1570 : s, v. Chalia, 139, ii; ann.

1590 : 8, V, Surat, 665, i
;

ann. 1623 : s, v,

Swally, 671, ii
;
ann. 1632 : s, v. Hoogly, 322,

i; ann. 1633: s, v. Bungalow, 98, ii; ann.

1673 : 8. V. Huckeem, 326, ii; ann. 1738:

s, V. Apricot, 758, ii : ann. 1824 : s. v,

Piringhee, 270, i.

Pranke
;
ann. 1682 : 8. v, Nabdb (a), 467, ii.

Prankensence : ann. 1585 : &, v, Cayolaque, 186, ii.

Prank-land; ann, 1350 : v. Piringhee, 269, i.

Prank-town
; 550, i, footnote.

Pranques; ann. 1560: s. v. Piringhee, 269, i.

Franqui; ann. 1660: s. v. Piringhee, 269, ii.

FranquiA; ann. 1350: s, v, Piringhee, 269, i.

Prash
;

s. v, Parash, 266, ii.

Prasses; ann. 1673: 8. v. Cooly, 193, i, s. v,

Parash, 266, ii.

Frassy
;
ann, 1648 : s, v, Parash, 266, ii,

Prazala; s, v, 273, ii, see 491, i, footnote, s, v,

799, i, 8. V, Picota, 534, ii
;
ann. 1498 : s. v,

Benjamin, 65, ii.

Frazil; v, Prazala, 273, ii.

Fregatus aquilns
;

8, v. Albatross, 6, ii.

Freguezia
;

s, v. 274, i
;

ann. 1610 : 5. v.

Salsette (a), 595, i, «. z?, Tranquebar, 714, ii

;

ann. 1760 : a, v. 274, i.

Prenge
;
ann. 1682 : «. v, Piringhee, 269, ii.

Prenghi
;
ann. 1765 : 8, v, Teliiiga, 862, ii.

Prengi; ann. 1805-6 : s, v. Pariah, 515, i.

Prengiaan; ann, 1712: s, v, Piringhee, 799, i.

Prenk
;
ann. 1658 : s. v. Piringhee, 269, ii.

Preres, Sept; 5. v, Seychelle Island, 616, ii,

617, i.

Pricacees
;
ann. 1750-1760 : s. v. Curry, 219, i.

Pringes; ann. 1632 : 8, v. Piringhee, 269, ii.

Priiigi
;

ann, 1673: e?. Piringhee, 269, ii, 8, v

Huckeem, 326, ii.

Fritter-puff; s. v, Puleeta, 274, i.

Froeta dos caffaros
;

ann. 1726: s, v, Rambo-
tang, 573, i.

Prolentim
;
ann. 1619 : a; v, Pulicat, 557, ii.

Prolentine
;
ann. 1519 : $, v, Pulicat, 557, ii.

Frontignac grape
;

ann. 1824 : $, v. Leechee,

391, ii.

Frost
;
ann, 1764 : 8, v, Parash, 798, ii.

Prosyleyra; ann. 1554: s. v, Ganza, 278, i.

Pmctus perennis
; 8. v. Custard-Apple, 220, i,

Pructus virginalis
; s. v, Custard-Apple, 220, ii.

Fruit of Sita
;

s, v, Custard-Apple, 220, i.

Pu; 8, V, Sling, 642, ii; ann. 1585: v.

Canton, 121, ii, 3 times.

Fuchau
;

s. v. Numerical Affixes, 832, ii.

Pu-chau; ann. 1298: 8, v. Sugar, 655, ii,

Pucbow
;

8, -y. Factory, 264, ii.

Puddea
;

8, v. Fedea, 266, ii.

Fugacias
;
ann. 1554: s, v, Fogass, 271, ii.

Fuh-chau
; s, v> Hokchew, 320, i.

Fuhkien ; 5. v, A'nanas, 17, ii, s, v, Ohinchew,

153, ii, twice, 154, i, 3 times, a. v, Kincob,

368, ii, 8, V, Nanking, 472, i.

Fuh-Kien
;

s. -y. Hokchew, 320, i, twice,

Puh-kien; s, v, Hokchew, 320, i, 5. v. Tea, 688, i

(twice) and ii, 690, ii.

Fill
;
ann. 1554 : s. v. Jam, 810, i.

Pula; ann. 1563 and 1578: s, y. Pool’s Rack,

272, i; ann. 1598: y. PooPs Rack, 272, i,

8, V, Nipa (b), 480, i.

Pulan
;

s, v, Falaun, 265, ii.

Fulang
;
ann. 1350 : 8, v, Piringhee, 269, i.

Puleeta
;

s, y. 274, i, s, v, Ramasammy, 573, i.

Fuleeta-pup
;

s. v, Puleeta, 274, i.

Pulta
;

8. V, Calcutta, 771, i.

Fulds
;
ann. 1720-30 1 $• v. Budgrook, 93, i,

Pu-mu-kuan
;

s, y. Loutea, 399, i.

Funan
;
ann, 1562 : s, v, Oapucat, 122, ii; ann,

1566-68 : $, y. Carrack, 127, i.

Fu-nan
;

8, y. Camboja, 115, ii.

Fundaraina
;
ann. 1516 : 8, v, Pandarani, 509, i.

Fundarane
;
ann. 1503: 8, v, Pandarani, 509, i.

Pundreeah
;
ann. 1516 : y, Pandarani, 509, i.

Fung
;

8, V, Typhoon, 722, i.

Puqueer
; ann. 1809: s, v, Tazeea, 688, i.
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Fuqaien; aim. 1560; s. v. Moor, 44*6, i.

Furlougli; s, V. 274, i.

Furnaveese : s. v, 274, i.

Furruckabad Rupee
;

s, v. Rupee, 586, ii, s. v.

Seer, 611, i, twice.

Furruckabad rupees aim. 1833 ; 5. v. Sicca,

633, i.

Fusly; s, i;. 274, i.

Fusta
; ann. 1510 : v, Catur, 135, i.

Futwa
;

s. v, 799, i, s, v, Oazee, 775, i (twice)

and ii, 5. v. Law-oiSeer, 817, ii, 4 times, 818,

1 (and footnote) and ii, s. t\ Mufty, 8*26, i

;

ann. 1790 : -y. Oazee, 776, i, twice; ann.

1799: 5. t?. Law-officer, 818, ii
;

ann. 1832 :

s. V, Punchayet, 846, ii
;

ann. 1836 : s, v,

799, ii.

Futwali
;
ann. 1796 : s. v, Futwa, 799, ii.

Fylalli
;
ann. 1630 : s» y. Talisman, 679, ii.

G

Gaaz; ann. 1727 : s, Gosbeck, 298,

Gabar
;
ann. 1590 : 5. y. Gnbber, 306, ii.

Gabella
; ann. 1840 : s. y. Dewaun, 240, ii.

Gaberdine; ann. 1800: s. v. Atlas, 29, ii.

Gabr
; s. v. Gubber, 306, ii.

Gadara; B. 0. 486: s. v, India, 331, ii.

Gadara
; s. v. India, 330, i.

Gaddees
;
ann. 1784: s, v. Goddess, 291, ii.

Gaddi
;

s. v, Guddy, 306, ii.

Gades
;
ann, 1492 ; $, y. CaraTel, 125, i.

Gadba ; s. y. Gndda, 306, ii.

Gadi
;

s, y. Guddy, 306, ii.

Gadis; 5 . y. Goddess, 293, ii,

Gadong; s, y. Godown, 291, ii, ,

Gadonge; ann. 1615 : y, Godown, 292, i,

Gadou
; 5 . y. Gudda, 306, ii.

Gaekwar
; y. Goozerat, 296, ii.

Gaekwar
;
s. y. Gnicowar, 307, i, twice,

Gael
;
ann. 1514 : s. y. Gael, 108, i.

Gaffanapatam
j
ann. 1770 : s. y. Gningam, 288, i.

Gaffer; s. v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Gagan-bher; s. y. Pelican, 526, ii.

Gagge
; ann. 150 : 5 , y. Tumlook, 717, i.

Gaginaicke
;

s. v. Oornac, 198, i.

Gaikwars
;

5 . y. Baroda, 52, ii.

Gainda
;

s. y. Ganda, 277, ii.

Gainges : 5. y. Jhoom, 811, i.

Gaini
; ann. 1590: s, y. Gynee, 310, i.

Gain!
;

$, y. Gynee, 310, i.

Gaj
;

s. y. Gudge, 307, i.

Gaja
;

s. y. Oornac, 198, i.

Gajapati
;

s. y. Oospetir, 201, ii
;
ann. 700 : s. y.

Cospetir, 202, i; ann. 876: s. v. Kling,

373, ii.

Gajinayaka
;

s. y. Oornac, 198, i.

Gajpati
;

s, y. Cospetir, 201, ii, twice, 202, i;

ann, 1553 (twice) and 1590 : y, Cospetir,

202, i.

Galanga; aim. 1298: «. y. Java, 347, ii
; ann.

1506 : s, V, Tenasserim, 696, i.

Galangae
;
ami. 540 : s. y. Zedoary, 747, ii.

Galata; ann. 1876 : 5. y. A Muck, 15, ii,

Galbat
;

s, y. Gallevat, 275, ii.

Gale
;

ann. 1672 : s, y, Triucomalee, 715, ii

ann. 1778 : s, v. Soursop (b), 650, ii.

Gale
; s. y. Gallevat, 275, ii.

Galea
; 275, ii, footnote

;
ann. 1181 and 1200

(twice); 5 . y. Giab, 300, i; ann. 1243; s. y.

Gallevat (a), 276, i.

Galeas; ann. 1243; s, y, Gallevat (a), 276, i.

Galeas
;
ann. 865 : s. y. Gallevat (a) 276, i.

Galeas
;
ann. 877; s. y. Gallevat (a), 276, i,

Galeass
; 275, ii, footnote.

Galeasses
; ann. 1660 : s. v, Dacca, 225, i.

Galee
; s. y. 274, ii,

Galees; ann. 1337: s. y. Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Galeias
; ann. 1243 : s. y. Gallevat (a), 276, i.

Galeida
; 275, ii, footnote,

Galeis
;
ann. 1232 : s. y. Gallevat Ca), 276, i.

Galeman
;
ann. 1481 : s. y. Orange, 491, i.

Galeon
; 276, i, footnote

j
aim. 1531: 5, y. Gogo,

293, i
;
ann, 1542 ; y. Gallevat (a), 276, ii,

Galeoncino
; 275. ii, footnote.

Goleone
; $, y. Gallevat, 275, ii,

Galeds; s. v, Gallevat, 275, n.

Galeot
;

ann. 1526: s. y. Sunda, 669, ii
;
ann,

1531: 5 . y. Gogo, 293, i; ann. 1612: s. u
Gallevat (b), 276, ii

;
ann. 1616 : a. y. Paneara,

509, li.

Galeota
; 275, ii, footnote, s, y, Gallevat, 276, i,

3 times
;
ann. 3518 : s. y. Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Galedtes; s. y, Gallevat, 275, ii*

Galeraj ann. 1505 : y. Grab, 803, i
;
ann,

1690 : $, y. Grab, 300, i, twice,

Galexes
;
ann. 1610 : s, y, Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Gales
; ann. 1444 : a, y. Muster, 462, ii

;
aim,

1518 : 8. y. Gallevat (d), 277, i
;

aim. 1542 ;

$. y. Gallevat (a), 276, ii.
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Galewar
;
aim. 1196 : $. v, Gwalior, 805, i.

Galgal; s. V. 799, ii, twice.

Gali; s, V, Galee, 271, ii,

Galiba
;

s, v, Jafna, 340, ii.

Galie
;
aim. 1240 : s. -y. Gallevat (a), 276, i,

Galuia Mon sea
;
ann. 1627 ; v. Turkey, 720, ii,

Galingalej ann. 1298: s. Oubeb, 215, i.

Galion
;

5, v, Gallevat, 276, i
;
ann, 1249 : s. v,

Gallevat (a), 27 6, i.

Galiot
;
275, ii, footnote, twice

j
ann. 1232, 1552

(twice) and 1689 : s. v, Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Galiote
,

275, ii, footnote
;

ann. 1337 : 8, v.

Gallevat (d), 277, i ;
ann. 1610 : 5. -y. Gallevat

(d), 277, i, 5. V. Manchua, 420, i.

Galiotes
;

s. v. Gallevat, 276, i.

Galiotte
;
ann. 1643 : s, v» Winter, 740, ii.

Galipouri
;
ann. 1760: s» v, Elephanta, 260, ii.

Galls; s> V* Galleece, 274, ii.

Galizia
;
ann. 1623 : s. v. Rosalgat, Cape, 582, ii.

Galla
;

s. v. Galie, Point de, 274, ii, 275, i.

Galle; a. y. Galie, Point de, 275, i
;
ann. 1518:

5 . V, Galie, Point de, 275, i
;
ann. 1552 : s, v.

Singalese, 636, i, twice; ann. I860: s, v.

Cabook, 106, i, s, v. Doney, 250, i, $, v.

Laterite, 390, i.

Galle, Point de
; 5 . v, 274, ii, 799, ii.

Gille, Cape of
;

ann. 1553; 5, v, Galle, Point

de, 275, i, twice.

Galleece
;

y. 274, ii.

Galle-galle; ann. 1621 : s* y. Galgal, 799, ii.

Galleon; 275, ii, footnote, s, v* Gallevat, 276, i;

ann. 1615: s, v. Governor’s Straits, 299, i,

twice.

Gallepauo
;
ann. 1627 ; s. y. Turkey, 720, i.

Gallevat
; #, y. 275, i and ii (twice), (e) 277, i

;

ann. 1554 : s, y. Grab, 300, i
;
ann. 176 J and

1763 : s, y. (e) 277, ii.

Galley
;

y. Gallevat, 275, ii (6 times) and

lootnote, 276, i, 3 times, s. y. Grab, 299, ii,

twice, 5 . y. Prow, 555, i, a. v, Sambook, 595,

ii
;

ann. 865 : 8. y. Gallevat (a), 276, i
;

ann.

1481 : a. y. Orange, 491, i
;

ann. 1518 ; 5 . v.

Gallevat (d), 277, i
;
ann. 1524: a, v. Maistry,

821, ii; ann. 1531 : s. y. Gogo, 293, i ;
ann.

1536 : s. y. Pandarani, 509, i
;

ann. 1538 :

s. V. Salsette (a), 594, ii
;

ann. 1542 : s. y.

Gallevat (a), 276, ii, 3 times
;
ann. 1552 : s.y.

Gallevat (d), 277, i
;
ann. 1574 : s. y. Pundit,

560, ii; ann. 1602 : $, y. Tanadar, 861, i;

ann. 1605 : 8. y. Sanguicel, 853, ii, 3 times

;

ann. 1615: 5 . y. Governor’s Straits, 299, i;

ann. 1627 i $, y. Karkollen, 363, ii ; ann.

1750-52, 1754 and 3763 : s. y. Grab, 300, ii
;

aim. 1787 : a. v. Outcry, 495, i.

Galleywatt
;
ann. 1717 : y. s, Gallevat (e), 277, i.

Galley-watts
;

s, y. Gallevat, 275, i.

Galli, Capo di; ann. 1568 : a, y. Galle, Point de,

275, i.

Galli dTndia; a. y. Turkey, 720, I

Gallie pottes
;

ann. 1616; s, v. Cummerbund,

216, ii.

Gallma d’ India
;

aim, 1627; $, y. Turkey,

720, ii.

Galliiiago gallinula; s. y. Jack-snipe, 339, i.

Galliuago scolopacinus
;

s, y. Jack-snipe, 339, i.

Galliot; 276, i, footnote, 5 . y. Gallevat (d), 277,

i
;
ann. 1584 : s, y. Resliire,848, i; ann. 1554

:

5 . y. Grab, 300, i; ann, 1570: s. y. Beadala,

57, ii; anil. 1606 : s. y. Syriam, 674, i
;

ann.

1614; s. y. Quedda, 568, i; ann. 1615 i s. t\

Pyke (b), 567, ii
;
ann. 1616 : s. y. Sumatra,

658, li.

Gallivat ;
8, y. Jaleebote, 342, i, see 567, ii,

footnote.

Gallo
;

s. y. Galle, Point de, 274, ii.

Gallo-paoo; ann, 1627: s, y. Turkey, 720, i»

Gallows; a. y, Galleece, 274, ii.

Gallowses
;

a. v, Galleece, 274, ii.

Gallus ferrugineus
;

s. y. Jungle-fowl, 359, ii.

Gallus Indicus
;
ann. 1623 ; 5 , y. Turkey, 720, ii.

Gallus Sonneratii
; s, y. Jungle-fowl, 359, ii.

Galun
;
ann. 798 : a. y. Kowtow, 376, ii.

Galye Bastards
;
ann. 1517 : a* Gallevat (a),

276, ii.

Galyes; ann. 1517 : a. y. Gallevat (a), 276, i.

Galye Sotyltes; ann. 1517: y. Gallevat (a),

276, ii.

Galyfir
;
ann. 1340 : a. y. Ewalior, 805,

Gama; ann. 1572; a. y. Zamorin, 745, ii.

Gamak
;

s. y. Gum-gum, 308, i.

Gambler ; s. y. 277, ii.

Gamboge
;

5 . v. Camboja, 115, ii, a, y. Corcopali,

196, ii, twice.

Gamboge-thistle
;
5 . y. Argemone mexicana, 25, ii.

Gam9a ;
ann. 1554 : s. y. Ganza, 278, i.

Gamiguin
;
ann. 1648 : a. y. Gingham, 801, i,

Gamron; ann. 1682: 5 . y. Badgeer, 759, ii

;

ann, 1691: s. y. Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Gamron ;
ann. 1630 ; s, y. Gombroon, 294, ii.

Qamrun ; 5. y. Gombroon, 294, ii.
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Gamta
j
ann. 1554 : s. v, Ganton, 278, i,

Gancar
; aan. 1526 : s, v. Bayadere, 56, ii.

Gancare
;
ann. 1519 : 8, v. Gaum, 279, i.

Ganda
;

s. v, 277, ii, 799, ii, twice, 800, i, s. v.

Abada, 1, i, twice, s- v. Cowry, 208, ii, twice,

s. V. Rhinoceros, 848, ii
;

ann. 1513 : s. v.

Winter, 867, i, twice; ann. 1516 and 1553:

V. 277, ii.

Ganda
; 210, ii, footnote.

Ganda
; s. v, Ganda, 277, ii,

Gandagatra; s, v. Custard-Apple, 221, ii.

Gandak
; v, Saligram, 593, i.

Gandaka
;

s. v. Ganda, 277, ii.

Gandanga
;

s. -y. Ganda, 277, ii.

Gandari
j

s. v. Bora, 80, i.

Gandaria : B. C. 486: v, India, 331, ii.

Gandaritis ,* s. y. Candaliar, 119, i.

Ganda-Singh
: s. v. Competition-wallah, 185, i.

Ganda-Singh-wala
; $, v. Competition-wallah,

185, i.

Gandava
; s, y. Cutch Gundava, 222, ii.

Gandeuee
;
ann. 1608 : a. y. Banyan (1), 48, ii.

Gandhara
;
ann. 400 : s. y. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Gandhara; a. y. Candahar, 119, i, twice, s, y,

India, 830, i, 5. y. Mangalore, 422, i.

Gandhara; ann. 630 : y. Peshawxir, 531, ii.

Gandicot; ann, 1652: s, y. Carnatic, 126, i.

Ganes
;
ann. 1835 : s. y. Siwahk, 642, ii.

Ganets
;
ann. 1564: s. y. Albatross, 6, ii.

Gang
; ann. 1783 : 8. y. Godavery, 291, L

Ganga; «. y. Pawnee, 522, i; ann. 1553 : s. y.

Hidgelee, 314, ii
; ann, 1590 : s, y, Godayery,

291, ii, 3 times; ann. 1727 and 1753(4
times): s. u. Kedgeree, 812, ii

;
ann. 1783;

s, y. Godavery, 291, i, twice.

Ganga Bai
; s. y. Peshvra, 532, ii.

Ganga-bheri
; y. Pelican, 526, ii,

Gangapat; ann. 1580 : 5 . y. Sayer, 605, ii.

Gaagaridum
; ann. 60-70: a, y. Kling, 373. i.

Ganga Sagara; s. y. Saugor, 603, i.

Gange
; ann. 1399 : $, y. Siwalik (c), 641, i

;

ann. 1572 : a. y. Deccany, 234, i, $. y. India,
332, ii

; ann, 1665 : s. y. Hindostan (a), 316
ii; ann. 1705; s, y, Chinsura, 154, ii, 5. y
Tribeny, 715, i; ann. 1745 : .. y. Panddram*

^ 508, i
;
ann. 1753 : 5 . y. Buddha, 767, ii, v.

Burrampooter, 768, ii, s. y, Hoogly, 807, i,

y. Kedgeree, 812, ii, s. y. Tribeny, 864,

1

Gangeard
; ann. 1653 : 5. y. Hanger, 806, i.

Gangem; ann. 1500 : 5. y. India, 332, i.

Ganges
; s. v. Alligator, 8, ii, twice, s. v. Bengal,

64, i, s. V. Burrampooter, 101, ii, s. v. Champa,
140, i, s. V. Chupra, 169. i, s. v. Oospetir, 201,
ii, s. V. Dinapore, 245, i, «. v. Doab, 247, ii, s.v.

Godavery, 291, i, s. v. Hoogly, 321, ii, «.

Hoogly Eiver,322, ii, s.p. India, 330,ii, 8 times,

s. V. Jennye, 350, ii, twice, s. v. Jumna, 358,
ii, s. V. Khasya, 366, ii, s. v. Mango, 424, ii,

s. V. Mangrove, 426, ii, «. v. Muggnr, 456, i,

s. V. Nipa. 479, ii, s. ®. Nuddeea Rivers, 482,
ii, ». V. Otto, 494, i, s. v. Palmyra, 506, ii, s. v,

Pattello, 521, i, s. v. Pelican, 526, ii, see

558, i, footnote, s. v. Saul-wood, 608, i, 3.

Sunderbunds, 660, i, twice, s. v. Swatch, 672,
i, s. V. Telmga, 694, i, s. v. Terai. 696, i, twice]
g. V. Tribeny, 715, i, twice, s. v. Tnssah, 720,
li, s. V. Woolock, 741, ii, see 754, ii, footnote,
*. ». Behar, 764, i, s. v. Benares, 764. ii, s. v.

Chundrgurh, 780, i, s. v. Gavial, 800, ii
;

ann.
60-70 : g. V. Kling, 373, i

;
ann. 70 : g. ».

Dravidian, 251, ii
;

ann. 80-89 : s. v. China,
151, i

;
ann. 80-90: s. v. Jangar, 843, i, s. v.

Tiger, 702, i
;
ann. 410 : g. v. Tumlook, 717,

ii; ann. 636 : s. ®. Oudh, 494, ii
; ann. 637 :

g. V. Benares, 764, ii
; ann. 1020 : s. v. Gwalior,

805, i, s. V. Benares, 764, ii, g. v. Praag, 845,’

ii; ann. 1030: s. v. Macheen, 405, ii; ann.
1300 : s. V. Broach, 89, i

; ann. 1335 : 3. v.

Oudh, 494, ii
; ann. 1510 : s. v. Nicobar Islands,

478, ii
;
ann. 1529 : s. v. Praag, 845, ii, 3 times

;

ann. 1552: s. v. Burrampooter, 101, ii, s. y,

Chittagong, 167, i, twice; ann. 1653: s. v.

Oospetir, 202, i, s. Gour (c), 298, ii, s. v.

Hidgelee, 314, ii, s. v. Mosque, 452, ii, 3, y.

Nuggurcote, 488, i, s. <3. Poorub, 547, ii; ann.
1672: 3, V. India, 332, h

;
adn. 1580 : s. v.

Sayer, 605, ii; ann. 1585 : s. v. Praag, 845, ii

;

ann. 1586: 3. v. Patna, 520, i; ann. 1609:
s. V. Goont, 296, ii; ann. 1613 : s. v. Maoareo,
403, ii; ann. 1616: a. Elephanta, 260, i,

s. Hoogly, 322, i. s. Patna, 620, i; ann.
1664-55 : s. v. Dhoon, 242, ii

; ann. 1665 :

g. V. Dacca, 225, i
;
ann. 1666 : s. v. Serai (b),

615, i, g. V. Sunderbunds. 660, ii
; ann. 1672

:

g. V. Hindostan (a), 816, ii, twice
;
ann. 1673

:

g- V. Arakan, 25, i; ann. 1683 : s. v. Gentoo,
280, ii : ann. 1721 : s. v. Bohea, 691, i

;
ann.

1726 : 8. «. Allahabad, 8, i, s. v. Harem, 313,
J, «. V. Patna, 620, ii; ann. 1727: s. v.
Hidgelee, 314, ii, a. Rogue’s River, 850, i;
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ann. 1753 : s. v. Kedgeree, 364, ii, 812,

ii
;

ann. 1767 : s. v, Burrampooter, 101, ii,

twice; ann. 1769 : s. v. Hosbolhookiiiim, 807,

ii; ann. 1770: s. v. Hindostan (a), 316, ii,

s. -y. Sett, 615, ii, s. v. Vedas, 735, ii
;

ann.

1782 ; s, V. Baudel, 760, ii; ann, 1784: 5. v.

Palankeen, 504, i ;
ann. 1792 : s, y. Sunder-

bunds, 661, i • ann. 1798 : 5. y. Burrampooter,

102, i; ann. 1795: s. y. Pali, 505, ii; ann.

1809 : $. y. Qavial, 800, ii
;

ann. 1826 : 5. y.

Mus30ola,46l, ii; ann. 1827 : s. y. Juggurnaut,

357, i; ann. 1834: s, y. Siwalik (d), 642, i;

ann. 1835: s. y. Siwalik, 642, li; ann. 1840:

s. y. Hummaul, 327, ii
;

ann. 1863 : s, v.

Swatch, 672, i.

Gangetic
;

s. y. Hog-deer, 320, i, s. y. India,

331, ii, s. y. Jack, 338, i, 5. y. Kythee, 380, ii,

s. y. Mohwa, 439, ii, s. y. Monkey-bread Tree,

441, ii, s. y. Moonga, 444, ii, s. y. Moorpunky,

447, i, s. y. Patel, 519, ii, s. y. Sugar, 655, i,

s. y. Teak, 692, ii, s. y. Gavial, 800, ii.

Gangi chu
;

s. y. Prickly-pear, 554, i.

Gangi sho ; s. y. Prickly-pear, 554, i.

Gangsa; s, y. Ganza, 278, i.

Gangua
;
ann. 1638 ; s, y. Godavery, 291, i,

Ganja
;

s, y. Majoon, 411, i.

Gaiija; ann. 1808 : $, y. Kyfe, 380, ii.

Ganja
;
aim. 1874 : 8, y. Gunja, 808, i, twice.

Ganja
;
838, i, footnote.

Ganjam
;

s. y. Factory, 264, i, s.-y. Kling, 372>

i, s. y. Mort-de-chien, 451, ii
;

ann. 1748:

s. y. Cossid, 204, i.

Ganjim; s. y. Circars, 170, ii.

Ganjha
;

s. y. Gunja, 308, i,

Gans; ann, 1726 : s. y. Ganza, 278, i.

Gansa
;
ann. 1567 : s, y. Ganza, 278, i.

Ganse
;
ann. 1727 : $. y. Ganza, 278, i.

Ganta
;
ann, 1615: s, y. Ganton, 278, i,

Ganba
;

s, y. Gong, 295, ii.

Gantang; s, v. Ganton, 278, i.

Ganton
;

s. y. 277, ii.

Gantur
;

s, y, Circars, 170, ii.

Ganza; s, y. 278, i
;

ann. 1554 and 1567 : s. y.

278, i ;
ann. 1568: s. y. Viss, 789, ii, twice.

Ganze
;

ann. 1568 : s. y. Porto Piqueno,

“

550, i.

Gaofi
;

s. y. Gaum, 279, ii.

Gaonwar
;
ann. 1519 : s, y. Gaum, 279, ii,

Gaot; ann. 1673: 5. y. Ghaut (c), 282, ii.

Gaou
;

s. y. Gow, 299, i
;

ann. 1860 : a. y. Gow,

299, ii, 3 times.

Gap
;

$. y. Gap, 308, ii.

Garbantzua
;

a. y. Calavance, 110, ii.

Garbanzos
; a. y. Calavance, 110, ii.

Garbin
;

a. y. Muggrabee, 826, ii.

Garce ; a. y. 278, i, a. y. Mercall, 434, i; ann.

1759 : a. y. 278, i; ann. 1784 : 8. y. 278, ii.

Garcinia Gambogia
;

a. y. Corcopali, 196, ii and

footnote.

Garcinia indica
; a. v. Corcopali, 196, ii, twice.

Garcinia Mangostana
; a. v, Mangosteen, 426, i.

Garpon
;

a. y. Boy, 83, i.

Garcopa; ann. 1726 ; a. y. Canara, 118, ii.

Gardafui
;

ann. 1554 : a. y. Jam, 810, i ;
ann.

1602 : a. y. Guardafui, Cape, 305, h.

Gardee; a y. 278. ii, twice; ann. 1762: a. y*

278, ii
; ann. 1786 : a. v. Telinga, 695, i.

Gardefan; ann. 1790; a. y. Guardafui, Cape,

305, ii.

Gardefui
;

ann, 1790 ; a. y. Guardafui, Cape,

805, ii.

Garden; ann. 1758, 1782 and 1873 : a, y. Gardens,

279, i.

Garden-house ; a. y. 800, i, a. y. Gardens, 278, ii

;

ann, 1685: a. y. Gardens, 279, i
;
ann. 1758,

1772, 1809 and 1810: a. y. Gardens, 279, i.

Garden House
;
ann. 1747 : a. y. Garden-house,

800, i.

Garden Reach
;

a. y. Gardens, 278, ii
;

ann.

1824 : a. y. Compound, 188, ii.

Gardens ; a. y. 278, ii.

Gard-HafCm
;

a. y. Guardafui, Cape, 305, i.

Gardi
;
ann. 1786 : a. y. Gardee, 278, ii

;
a. y.

Telinga, 695, i.

Garga ; a. y. Goglet, 292, ii.

Gargouille
;

a. y. Goglet, 292, ii.

Gargoulette
;

a. y. Goglet, 292, ii
;
ann. 1610 ;

a. y. Goglet, 292, ii.

Garh; a. y. Gurjaut, 309, i.

Garh
; a. y. Gurry (a), 309, i.

Garhl
;

a. y. Gurry (a], 309, i.

Garhjat
;

a. v, Gurjaut, 309, i.

Garhjats
;
a, y. Gurjaut, 309, i.

Garhwal
;

a, y. Khasya, 366. ii (twice), a. y.

Orange, 490, i.

Gari; ann. 1709 : a. y. Ghurry, 285, i.

Gari
;

a. y. Garry, 279, i.

Garial
;
ann. 1881 : a. v, Muggur, 456, i.

(To be continued.)
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MISCELLANEA.

FAMILY GOBLIYGS AS INDICATORS Of
TRIBAL MIORATIONS.

It is an accepted principle that local godlings

were from time to time introduced to the family

altar as dirine fathers, mothers, protectors, or

deified faithful servants. The following remarks

show that family godlings may also indicate the

migrations of the trihe to which the family

belongs.

In one family of the Prabhns of ThanA,

near Bombay, there is a godling Martand alias

Khandm^v. He is shown riding a horse, and

attended by a dog, his faithful companion, and

represents the sun. Sir Thomas Wardle traces

its seat in Kashmir.^ Another godling is Bhairav

or Bahiri, also on hoise-back (the Kal-bhairav of

a third is Ekvii-a of the Western Ghdts

near Poona; a fourth, the BApdev (from hdp =
father, and dev = god) of Cuddapa, on the slopes

of the same mountain range at the southern end
of what is known as the Madras Deccan, or that

part of the Deccan plateau which is under the

jurisdiction of the Madras Government
; a fifth is

a “group” of goddesses called the Parshik-karnis,

or residents of the Parshik Hill near Thdna^
itl miles from Bombay. There was besides one
attendant sub-godling with a human body and
equine head, which stood in front of the altar with
folded hands, but is said to have been thrown into

the sea by one of the ancestors of the family five

generations ago, whosepddwl*a (foot-prints) are still

placed before the altar on the KuladJiarma day,

once a year. The family is called Gupte, and
belongs to the ChAndraseni subdivision of the
Prabhus.

As the name Gupte is deiived from gu^ = a
cave, vale, or valley, or gujp to protect, and
^aii, ruler or lord, the above facts seem to show
that the Guptes came from some mountainous
valley or were its protectors, They are
Chandraseni Prabhus, and this seems to
show that they came from the valley of the
liver Chandra,2 now known as the ChenAb in the
Punjab, the suffix sent being possibly deiived
from Sanskrit ireni^ a clan, tribe.

The Guptes have, further, atradition^ that they
were defeated aud disarmed by the ubiquitous

conqueror Parasurdma, but Purusi is also a name
of the river* RAvt, and as the ChenAb and
the Ravi are both the ajffluents of the Indus, and
form a dudh or enclosed tract, it is more prob-

able that the tradition preserves a recollection

of the fact that the Ravs, or people of the Ravi
Yalley, andthe Ohandras, or people of the Chandra
or Chenab Valley, lived in constant warfare, and
that the latter were ultimately defeated and
driven out. This conjecture is supported by the
fact of the establishment of a Ramnagar on the
banks of the latter, just as * Alexandria ” towns
were established along the route of the great Greek
conqueror. Prom the valley of the OhenAb to that
of the Ghana or Hyphasis, into which it flows,

would be a natural line of flight. Thence south-
wards to the Abu mountains and the Ohambal
Valley was possibly a further progress, as these
people have a tradition that their forefathers
performed an ahamHhaf or horse sacrifice, in
that tract. Wandering along the Ohambal yalh=^y
they may have established themselves at Ujjain
on the ShhiprA, where YikramAditya, the last of
the Guptas, established the Samvat Era. Here
they would naturally have acquired, as a godJing,
Kaibhairav,® to whom they still make vows when
taken ill, having shortened his name into Bhairav.
In the Bhanpura District of the Indore State,
there is a god Guptlswar, and at Mandugaclli, or
fort of MAndu, in the DhAr State, there are traces
of their ascendancy {vide Entlioven’s Mono-
graph), Further south at Mandalcswar, on the
banks of the NarbadA, there is another god
GuptAswar. Further wanderings southwards
would seem to be marked by the godlings Ekvira
and MAitand of the Deccan, and the southein-
most point of the migration by BApdIv, or
father-god of Cuddapa. Then there seems to have
been a return northwards towards ThAna or
IhAn^swar, a name the wanderers carried in their
heads from the great ThAneswar temple of the
north. The flourishing condition of SopAra,^ the
Ophir of ancient trade as Sir James Campbell
beheves from the valuable relics he found there,
foBowed by the more modern trade due to the
connection of that coast with the Portuguese
and the British, seems to have finally settled
the GuptA clan in and near Bombay with one

* letter fiom Sir Thomas Wardle )

the God of Death.
^ Benares, another emment seat of KMbhairav.

^ Sir J. CampbelFs Bopara Relics,
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o^shoot at Maval near Poona, and another at

Daman, also on the Western coast. The Parshik-

karnt goddesses were introduced within the

memory of the oldest living representative of the

clan. Thus, the father of the present head of

the family was the son of a woman from a village

at the foot of the Parshik Hill, and she induced

him only 60 years ago to admit these goddesses,

the family deities of her mother, a Pradhan, into

that of her son, a Gupte, a resident of Thdna,

only three miles from the hill.

These facts and speculations show that local

godlings may supply valuable links of evidence

when taken with the traditional history of a

clan, and the results of British archseological

researches in the East.

The horseman godling Martand, worshipped

with his horse and dog, recalls in this case

the Turkish horsemen or cavalry mentioned at

page 307 of Hewitt’s Ruling Races of Prehistoric

Tines, and the ancient system earned on to

quite modem times of burying^ alive the

servants and favourite animals of the chiefs,

involving the deification of the animals so sacri-

ficed, accompanied by their transformation into

mythological beings, “ half man, half beast,” such

as Garuda (the eagle), Hanum§.n (the monkey),

and even Muhammad’s mai'e.

The worship of the mother-mountain by the Nor-

thern Haces is described at p, xxxii in Mr. Hewitt’s

preface, and thus the name Parshik as a sacred hill

of the Prabhus, whence godlings come, may throw

light on the history of the race. Parshik may
possibly mean Persian, if Parsika be taken to

mean** belonging to or occupiedby the Persians.”

The Prabhus are fairer than the generality of

the local residents. MacOrindle’s Ancient India,

p. 46, mentions the marriage of a Gupta chief

with the Macedonian bride that Alexander gave

him, and further possibility of the absorption

of foreign blood on the coast is mentioned in

Yol. II., p* 27, of Hatzel’s Kistory of Mankind,

and “girl traffic” at p. 438 of Yol, I. The
Macedonian colonies of Koh-Daman,® and the

existence of a Daman on the Western coast, with

Davan^ or Damn^ Prabhus as its residents at the

present day
;
the mention of the Prabhus among

the pre-historic Ruling Races by Mr. Hewitt

(p. 310); Dr. Hove’s description of a “Parvoo”^®

(misspelt for Prabhu) caste at Rajipur, near Limri

in Gujarat; Ratzel’s^^ mention of bride -slaves as

a favourite commodity, his description of their

treatment as poor^® relations; Hove’s colony of
**remarkably fair ” slaves from Mghilta (Maliika)

at ** Jahauna,” only 5 days’ voyage fiom Bombay;
Mr. Edwardes’ mention of “handsome young
women of Hellas destined to attend on the

kings of the country and carry chauris in his

court”; Ratzel’s mention of ‘*women^® as mer-
chandise” and of **the tendency to accumulate
it,” as also his description of the desire for owning
slaves as ** insatiable ” his mention of ** women

i

willing prizes of whoever can catch them”;
Mr. Edwardes’ description^^ of the early Jews
who ** brought (to Bombay) a living freight of

women,” and the existence of the P^rsxs in that

locality,—taken with the name of the hill Parsik,

may all indicate the infusion of Western blood

into the more powerful of the Bombay coast tribes,

including the Prabhus {lit, Lords, Masters), in

the days when inter-marriages were freely allowed

between diffierent races, and the hard and fast

rules of caste had not yet been conceived.

Again, coming from the Indo-Aryan tract in

the North, under the name Ohandras^nt, and
perhaps maiTying fair Western maids purchased

at high prices, the Prabhus may have also

acquired a tinge of the local Dravidian blood

from Southern tracts like Ouddapa, and this would
account for their forming a caste midway between

the accepted types of the Indo-Aryan and Scytho-

Dravidian races, and their present average

cephalic index 79-9 (medium), average nasal

index 75-8 (medium), and average orbito-nasal

index 113-4, and also their ** hereditary dex-

terity ” and intelligence. These qualities proved

to be of value to Sivajt, the founder of the Mar^-

th^ Empire, as he found among the Prabhus a

material at once literary, mai'tial, and loyal, and
made the best use of it So also has the British

Government found in them a people, whom
Sir James Campbell describes thus in his Thana
and Poona volumes of the Bombay Gazetteer

“As a class the men are middle-sized, and
slightly built, fair with regular features and
handsome, intelligent faces. Their women are

refined and graceful, feiv^ji on one occasion

dismissed all the Brahmans, who held financial

posts, and engaged (Ohandraseni) Prabhus in their

places. In reply to the complaints of Moropant

8 Dr, Hove’s Tour in India in 179J/., pages 136 and 187. ® Pp. 38 and 39 of MaoOrindle’ s Ancient India,
10 Hewitt’s Ruling Races, pp. 85 to S9. n Eatzel’s Risiory of Mankind, Vol. II. p. 98.

12 Ibid, Yol. I. p. 447. i® Hove’s Tour in India, p. 5. Town and Island ofBombay, p. 3.

15 Ratzel’s History of Mankind, Yol. I, p. 123. ic Ibid, p. 273.

IT Town and Island of Bombay, p. 7. - i* Batzel’s Sistory ofMankind, Vol. I. p. 364.
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Pingle and Nilopant, liis two Biiinnan advisers,

he reminded them, that while all Mnsalman
places of trust held by Brahmans had been given

up without a straggle, those held by Prabhus

had been most difficult to take, and that one of

them, Rajpuri, had not yet been taken. They are

generally richly and most carefully and neatly

dressed. They are hardworking, hospitable,

orderly and loyal, but extravagant and fond of

show. They send their childi'en to school and
hold their own in spite of the competition of

Brahmans and other non-writer classes.”

Valuable, therefore, to ethnographists may be a

study of the family godlings, who have clung to

the family altars of the Hindus through genera-

tions and through many stages of evolution.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

. NICK-NA]iIES OP VILLAGES AND EAMTLIES
IN KUBKAM, GIVING DOUBTFUL TRACES

OP TOTEMISM.

Amo2?g the Tdri and Bangash Tribes there are

several septs wMch derive their names from
some act or incident, of which somewhat
puerile accounts are often given. Such are the

Magak Khel or Rat Sept in Doparzai, so called

because their first ancestor was once sitting in

a jirga, and seeing a rat {magak) running about

he killed it. The Gidar Khel, whose ancestor
killed a jackal {gidar). The Lewa K61 or ‘Wolf
Family* of the Mustbu Hhel, whose ancestor

once killed a wolf with his stick. The Kunriak
H61 or ‘Ant Family* in Paiwar, so named
because their beds contained many of those
insects when a guest was once stopping at their

house. The Parkhaii family in Zeran, so called

because their ancestor once shot at a bird, and,
though he missed it, boasted that he had knocked
some of its feathers out. The Spagan K61 or
‘ Lice family,* so nick-named because their beds
were full of those insects. The Soiin K6I, so
called because their ancestor once declared that
he had seen 100 hares when out shooting, but
meeting with no credence he reduced the number
to 50 and finally to one, and so his descendants
aie called the ‘Hare Sept * to this day. The Span
Xhei of Malanii, so named because a man of a I

poor family once killed a dog belonging to a rich
one, whereupon the rich family demanded a
damsel firom the poor one in compensation, and
her descendants are still called the ‘Dog Sept.*
The Dagh Kalai hamlet! of Shingak Village, so
named because its founder only gave the work-
men rice with very little gU in it when he built
the hamlet. TheUrkhdri Kalai, so called because
its founder only gave his workmen urJehdri (a
kind of vegetable) when he built it.

A village in Shingak is called Tarwo Kalai be-
cause its inhabitants used to mix tarwi with the
food given to their guests ; tarwi is water
mixed with curds (called daM in Urdu), and the

^ When a little gM is boiled and put into
« Bh&lozin is a very ancient place, and

food made from this mixture is called Ichi or
{and in Pashtu. A family in Paiwar had many
spaiTOws* nests in their house and so their
descendants are now called Ohanchanri K61 :

chanchanrd in Pashtu means a sparrow. A
village in Shingak is called Khowaro Kalai be-
cause the villagers did not feast their guests
there one night: Aliowar means poor. A village
near Kunj Ahzai is called Shibi Kalai: shiba
means a shower; during the Afgh6*n rule the
Mughals used to attack the Tdri villages, and this
village, being tbe first in their way, was so
constantly besieged tbat it became known as
Sbibi from the attacks ‘ showered* on it.

A woman of a family in Shalozan® once made s
shirt for her child from cloth which was then

I used by Hindus only . a Hmdu in Kurram is

I
always called chdchd, and so the family is now
called Oh^clid K61 Another family in Shalozdn,
from their constant quarrels, is called Shaukh
Kol : shaukh means bad-tempered. A third
family in Shalozdn is called Pdt Kol

:
pdt means

one who does not do things thoroughly the
founder of the family was a big malik, but any
dispute referred to him by the people was never
propeily settled and so he was called Pdt and his
family Pat Kol.

A village is called Gfhalo Kalai
;
ghaP means

‘thief,* because its inhabitants were all thieves
during the period of the Afghdn rule.

A family in Kaj Kina is called Kharp ordn Kol •

Jchaiyordn me^us ‘donkey-like*: the founder of
the family once got a nail stuck in the sole of his
foot, hut instead of taking it out he walked home
and there showed it to his wife

; she found that
he had a big nail stuck in his foot and so called
him donkey: since then the family is called
Kharporan Kol.

These deriyations are specimens of Path^n
humour rather than attempts to account for
relics of totemism.

Simla, 6ih Avgust 1903.
H. A. Rose.

noe, broth, &e., it is called di;Lgh.

was once called Sankur^n apparently. ® Qf. Ghal-zai or Gbilzai.
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EPIGRAPHICAL NOTES.

BY H, ItlDEBS, Ph.B. ; BOSTOCK.

(Continuedfrom page 41.)

No. 11. —• Matlitira Buddhist inscription on base of pillar of Saih^ 47

;

edited by Rajeiidralala Mitra, Journ. Beng, As Soc. Vol. XXXIX. Part I. p. 127, No. 1, and Plate

;

by Dovrson, Journ, Roy. As, Soc. New Ser. Yol. Y. p. 182, No. 1, and Plate f

by Cunningham, Arch, Surv. Rep. Yol, III. p. S3, No. 12, and Plate.

CUNNINGHAM’S transcript of this inscription, which is engraved round the base of a pillar,

is on the whole cprrect. It differs, however, from the facsimiles in reading BSvaputrasga

HuvishJcasya and suhham, for which the facsimiles distinctly show Bevapuirasga, JBiivishhasya and
sukhalni]. The form of the king’s name with the long vowel is found also in the Bombay University

Libiary inscription edited by D. R. Bhandarkar in the*7bwm. Bo, Br. Roy, As, Soc, Yol. XX. p. 269.

Another difference between the transcript and the facsimiles occurs in the description of the

donor, Cunningham, following Uowson, read bhihshusya Jtvahasya TJdeganakasya^^ but if there is

any trust to be placed in the facsimiles, the last word is really OdiyanaTcasya, As Jivaka is said to

have been a monk, Odiyanaha cannot be a term denoting a caste or profession, but most probably is

the name of some nation or tribe and corresponds to a true Sk. Audiyanaha, a derivative of

Udiyana. I am unable to point out such a name in the earlier Sanskrit or Prakrit literature. But
perhaps it is connected with Uddiyana, mentioned after Sindhu, Saurashtra and Pahchala in a hst

of different countries in the Srisliavdyam^ a portion of the Romahasiddhdnta,^^

With these corrections and some changes in the transliteration Cunningham's text runs as

follows —
Sam 40 7 gri 4 di 4 maharAjasya rAjatirajasya DSvapiitrasya Hdvishkasya vihar6 danam

bhikshusya Jivakasya Odiyanakasya ku[m]bhako 20 5 Barvva-satva-hita-sukha[m] bhavatu i

sa[m]gh6 ch[a]tuTdise.3^

In the year 47, the fourth (pwnth of) summer, the fourth day. Gift of the monk divaka,

the Odiyanaka (native of Udiyana ?), to the vihdra oi Devaputra Huvishka,

Base of pillar 25. May welfare and happiness of all beings prevail in the community belonging to

the four quarters.^o”

No. 12. — Mathura Buddhist inscription on base of pillar of Sara. 47;
edited by Rajendralala Mitra, Journ. Beng. As, Soc, Yol. XXXIX. Part I. p. 130, No. 18, and Plate.

Of this inscription Rajendralala Mitra offered the following text : —
Datana ra sara (44 ?) divasa 5 prabu(?)ddhaya danam bhikshusya Dhammadattasya.

Unsatisfactory as the facsimile is, it makes it pretty certain that the true reading is : —
r Samvatsare 40 7 va . divasA 5 asya purvvay6 danam bhihshusya DharmmadSvasya.^®

In the year 47, in the , . . (month) of the rainy season, on the fifth day, — on that (date

specified as) above — the gift of the monk Dharmmad8va,”

31 Eaiendralala Mitra read hhikshu Jivakasya ])adiyanakasya in the text and * the mendicant (Bhikshn) Jivaka
Udiyanaka’ in the translation.

B2 Aufrecht, Cat. Cod. Sanscr. Bill. Bodl. p,340. *

33 The bracketed letters are not visible in the facsimiles. The third d in r'djdtirdjasyais distinct in Dowson’s
facsimile.

34 Cunningham read chaturdise.

S3 With regard to this term compare the remarks of Mr. Senart, Ey, Ind, Vol. VII. p, 59 f

.

36 The va of the last word looks more like but this is the case also in the preceding inscription where tie

reading undoubtedly is Dhammaddvasya,
.

*
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With the exception of the date of the month, this text would be identical with that of the

Mathuia pillar inscription edited by Rajendralala Mitra, ibid* No. 17, by I)owson,«7bwm, Roy, As, Soc,

New Ser, Yol. Y. p. 183, No. 5, and by Cunningham, Arch, Surv, Bep, YoL III. p. 33, No. 11.

It reads according to Cunningham’s facsimile ;
—

SamvatsaiS 40 7 gri 3 divas[e] 5 asya purvvaye danam bhikshusya Dharmmadevasya.

It cannot be denied that the close agreement of the two inscriptions is rather suspicious and apt

to lead to the supposition that the va in Rajendralala Mitra’s facsimile is merely a mistaken pn‘, and

the whole facsimile nothing but a second copy of Cunningham’s No. 11 and his own No. 17, On the

other hand, Rajendralala Mitra expressly states that the originals of both inscriptions were deposited

in the Museum of the Asiatic Society, and it is not impossible, after all, that Dharmadeva presented

more than one pillar and at different times.
#

No. 13, — Mathura inscription on base of pillar of Sam. 47

;

edited by Rajendralala Mitra, Journ. Beng» As. Soc. Yol. XXXIX. Part I. p. 127, No. 2, and Plate
j

by Powson, Journ. Boy, As, Soc. New Ser. Yol. Y. p. 183, No. 2, and Plate
;

by Cunningham, Arch, Surv, Bep, Yol. III. p. 34, No. 13, and Plate.

Rajendralala Mitra’s transcript of this inscription reads :
—

Danam D^vilisya Dadhikurnnad^yikulikasya sarh 69 divasa 80,

Dowson reads : —
Danam DeTilasya Dadhikamna-devi-kulikasya San 40 7 gri 4 Divaes 20 5.

Cunningham reads : —
Danam DeviLasya Dadhiknndi . , Devikulikasya, Sam, 47, — Gr. — 4, Divase 25.

To judge from the facsimiles published together with the three editions, the actual reading
appears to be : —

Danam DSvilasya Dadhikarnnadevikulikasya sam 40 7 gri 4 divasS 20 9.

There is some doabt attached to the last figure of the date which, as Dowson remarks, is partly
defaced. The t of the ahshara vi in °dSvikulikasya is quite distinct in the facsimiles of Rajendralala
Mitea and Canningham, but wanting in that given by Dowson. As, however, the latter also reads
t» m his transcript, I think it almost certain that it is really found in the text

With regard to the purport of the inscription my three predecessors substantially agree in
considering it to record ‘ the gift of Devila of the race (or of the family) of Dadhikarnad^vi ’ ThereMe two objections to this translation. Firstly, DadhikarnadSvi would be a name nnpMalleled in theM^hura inscriptions and secondly, there is no other instance of a man being described in this way asbebnging to the family of some woman. In my opinion Dadhikarnadgvilrulika means ‘ the servant (orpest) at the shrine of Dadhikarna.’ Dadhikarna is the name of some Mga, and we know from anm^nption edited by Buhler. Ep. Ind. Vol. I. p. 390, No. 18, that there was a shrine or templededicaWtohm atMathurS. That inscription records the setting up of a stone slab ‘fckaZSjwyeadraeya Dadhtharnnasya sidni,' and altbeugb Bubler translated this ‘in the place sacL toa. dm.. k,d <( ™.teDdbik.,TO^' b. .ddrf hhtoll .tad.foTst

cugbl to .bow .r„MA,*mgth™.g of ft. tot Th. j of tb. im.nd ..liable i. LiiLb. ^^ » toiari b,th.M.tbor» iMoriptio. .diW b, Bba SAotes du ^xiitne Gongres International dee OrientaKstes dLeide Part III t, i.

“
pbdnlr aow. th, word. M.jd itpOcld, •. .kri., f.,a.^1 • S/' ^ ‘'™™S
tion of a into i will he found in Pmf p:= i, i>

“‘““Jar instances of the transi-

I P». 10M03.

foJSlC) « a. j- « ‘h*
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This and the inscription mentioned above are valuable evidence of the great antiquity of serpent-

worship in India, although unfortunately neither of them contains any hint as to the creed which the

worshippers of Dadhikarna at MathurA professed. That Dadhikarna is invoked in the dhmha mantra

of the Rarivathsa, was pointed out already by Biihler, loc. ciL p. 381. It may be added that his

name is also found in a list of Nagas quoted by HAmachandra in his own commentary on the

AbhidMnacMntdmani^ verse 1311.

No, 14. — MathurAi Jaina stone inscription of Sam. 48;
edited by Cunningham, Arch, Surv, Rep, Vol, III. p. 34, No. 15, and Plate.

Cunningham read this short fragment :
—

1 MaharAjasya Huvishkasya Sam. 48 — He. 4— Di. 5

2 Bama Dasayakula ukonasaya Siviya dhara.

The photograph of the stone belonging to Prof. Kielhorn shows that the true reading is :

—

1 Maharajasya Huvishkasya sa 40 8 hA 4 di 5

2 Bramadasiy^ h:nl[e] TJ[chJenagariya sakhaya^^ Dhar. • .

The only difficult letter is the ninth of the second line. There can be little doubt that it is meant

for che, and that the tail at the base is merely accidental, but it is easy to see how Cunningham came

•to read fco. The Brahmadasika hula and the Uchchanagari sdhkd are mentioned together in nume-

rous Mathui-a inscriptions
;
see, e. Bp, Jnd, Yol. L p. 381, No. 1; p. 383, No. 4; p. 384, No. 5 ;

p. 389, No. 14, &c.

No. 15. — Mathura Jaina image inscription of Sam. 40;®®

edited by Biihler, Ep, Ind» Yol, I. p. 387, No. 11, and Plate.

Biihler read in line C. 1 dryyaSaiihiyato hulatdt but the second ahshara of the name is wrong.

It cannot be because the curve denoting medial i is always open to the left, whereas this sign, on

the contrary, shows a curve open to the right. The ahshara is therefore to be read tta, and, leaving

aside the short vowel of the first syllable, the spelling JECattakiya agrees with that of two other

MathurA inscriptions edited by Buhler, Ep. Ind, Yol. II. p. 201, No, 11 (arya-EdttahiydtfP hulato),

and Yol. I. p. 397, No. 34 (ayaSditiye kule).

The last three lines, which contain the description of the donatrix and her gift, are transcribed

bj Buhler as follows :

—

A. 3 — [sya] dhitu grami£ka]-Jayadevasya vadhuyS

B. S — mikd Jayanagasya dharmmapatniyS Sihadata[yS]

G. 3 — [lathambhjd danam.

The reading Sihadatdye is impossible. What is still visible of the last ahshara of the line is

the left portion of a and the correct reading apparently is 8ihadatasya, This word must have

been followed originally by mdiu^ which probably stood at the beginning of line C. 3. The description

of a female donor in her fourfold character as daughter, daughter-in-law, wife and mother is exactly

the same as in the inscription. Bp. Ind, Yol. I. p. 382^, No. 2, and probably also in two others

^edited ibid. Yol. I. p. 395, No. 28, and Yol. II. p, 208, No. 34.

The ahsharas laihanibho Biihler wants to restore to Hldthaihhho, which would be a very peculiar

term for the object which it is meant for. The inscription is incised on the four faces of the pedestal

of a quadruple image consisting of four erect naked standing Jinas, placed back to back, and in all

other instances {Bp. 2nd. Yol. 1. p. 382, No. 2 ;
Yol. II, p. 202, No. 13 ; p. 203, No. 16 ; p. 210,

^ Compare for the locative, Ep. Ind, Yol. I. p. 397, No. 34; aya-RdpHy^ JcuU Vajandgariyd MkM/yd.

The unit of the date is illegible.

Possibly curya-Rattakiydtdf the d-stroke being not clear in the photo-lithograph.

Compare the same letter in '^JayaMvasya in line A, 3,
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STo. 87) statues of this sort are termed yratirnd sarvatobhadrihd in the inscriptions.^^ Btihler’s

reading is therefore a priori improbable. But quite apart from this consideration, I own that I do

not see how these letters can possibly be read lathditibhdf even assuming
,
as Biihler did| that the last

two consonants are only halt formed. The last sign can hardly be anything but ya, which would seem

to indicate that the word is the name of the donatrix, but unfortunately neither the vowel-sign above

the ya nor the preceding letters are distinct enough in the phofco-lithograph to allow any positive

reading on this authority alone.

Nos. 16 and 17. — Mathura. Jaina image inscriptions of Sani. 62 and 64 ;

edited by Biihler, Ep. Ind. Vol, 11. p. 203, No. 18, and Vol. I. p. 391, No. 21, and Plates.

Biihler’s transcripts of these two inscriptions, placed side by side, read as follows-

Siddha samvatsara dvApan^ 50 2 hlmanta-

[ma]sa pratha . . divasa pamchavisa 20 5

asma' ksliunA K[o]ttiyat6 ganat[6]^^ Verato

sakhato Sthamkiyatd kulat[63 Srigrihato

sambhogato vachakasy=aryya-Grhastuhastisya

sishyo ganisysraryya-Maihguhastisya sbadha-

charo vachako aryya-Divitasya nirwartana

Surasya Sramanakaputrasya Gottikasya 16hika-

karakasya danam sarvvasatvanam hita-sukhay=

astu \

. . . dham sava 50^^ 4 heioaihta-

mas^ chaturtthS 4 divas6 10

asya purvvayam Kottiyato [gajnatd Sthani-

[yjato kulato Vairato sakhato Srigrih[a]t6

sambhogato vachakasy=aryya-[Ha] stahastisya

sishyo ganisya aryya-Maghabastisya sraddha-

charo vachakasya aryya-Devasya nirvvarttanA

Govasya Siha-putrasya lohika-

karakasya danam sarvyasatvanAm hita-sukha

Mca-Sarasvati pratishbhAvita avatale rahgaua-

[rttan]6 [u]

The two records so closely agree with each other as to leave no doubt about the identity of the

persons mentioned in the first portion. Ghastuhasti and Hastahasti, Manigukasii and Mdghahasti^

are nothing but various spellings of the same names. A very similar case occurs in two other

Mathura inscriptions, Vienna. Or. Journ. Vol. I. p. 172, and Ep, Ind. Vol, II. p. 204, No. 19,

They contain the name of a preacher which in the former is spelt Kahasagliasta, while in the latter it

reads Karhuhastha. However, I am not quite sure that Biihler was right in reading Mamguhastisya.

The anusvdra is very indistinct in the photo-lithograph, and the true reading may be Mdguhastisya^

which would come nearer to the form used in the other inscription.

Buhler’s reading °Divuasya in the first inscription cannot be upheld. Neither the first nor the

second vowel-sign can be as the 2-sign is much more rounded in this alphabet, and Biihler appears

to have been aware of it himself, as in a note he quotes °JDeveta$ya as a possible reading. The correct

reading undoubtedly is aryya~Dev6 tasya, and I think I can discern the traces of the second d-sfcroke

in the photo-lithograph. The spelling of the name therefore is the same in both inscriptions. As for

the construction compare the inscriptions, Ep, Ind, Vol. I. p. 382, No. 3 {aryya-Mdtridinah tasya

nirvvarttam)j^.ZS^jlSo. 4 (vdckaho aryya-Sihd tasya nivvarttand),YohlL,p. 204, No. 19 {Graham

halo dtapiho tasa nwarfand)j p. 209, No. 37 {aryya'Ksheraho vachako tasya nirvatana)^ &c.

In the -second portion of the first inscription Biihler translated the words 'Edrastja SramanaTca-

puirasya Gottikasya lohikdkdrahasya dd7iam by ‘the gift of the worker in metal Gottika, the Sura,

the son of Sramanaka,’ taking the word Sura as the name of Gotbika’s family or clan. But from the

parallel description of the donor in the second inscription as Govasya Sihaputrasya Idhxkakdrukasya

it is evident that, on the contrary, Sura is the real name and Gottika a qualifying epithet. The mean-

ing of this word is difficult to ascertain. It may be a proper name characterising Sura as the

*1 Compare the analogous term sarvamhadra, applied to a iMa the single alsharas of which, if written twice

on the senates of a chessboard, yield the same text from whatever side they may he read. For examples, see

KirMrjuntya XT. 25 j ^isupeitavadTia XIX. 27, &c.
*2 The figure is quite distincjt.

The bracketed signs of the last two words are distinot in the photo-lithographv
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member of some tribe or as the native of some country or town, but no such name is known to us

5

and I venture to suggest a different explanation. Biihler has shown^^ that in the dialect of these

inscriptions the aspiration of conjunct hard aspirates is frequently neglected
;

in the present

inscription also the photo-lithograph shows Sidnihiydto^^ instead of Stkdnikiydto^ as transcribed by

Bdhler. Qoiiiha may therefore possibly stand for gottJdka^ the Prakrit equivalent of Sk. goshthika,

which means the member of a Panch or committee entrusted with the management of religious

endowments and in this sense occurs, e. y., in the Peheva inscription from the temple of Garibnath.^®

With regard to the last words of the second inscription I am unable to offer any explanation,

though it will be readily admitted, I think, that neither Buhler’s reading nor his translation of them

are satisfactory. The date also of this inscription has been called in question, but, as it seems to me,

without sufficient reason. B abler originally took the date of the year to be 84,^^ but changed it into

54 on comparing Growse’s inscription No. 5,^8 where the date 57 is given both in words and figures.

Lately Mr, V. A. Smith, in his monograph on * The Jain Stupa and Other Antiquities of Mathurd^^
has asserted that the plate clearly reads 44. I own that I cannot discover any resemblance between

the first figure of the date and the numeral sign for 40, whereas, on the other hand, I do not see how
that figure differs from the signs for 50 occurring in the Mathor^ inscriptions, Jwc?. Ant, Vol, VI.

p, 219, No. 11 ; Ep, Ind, Vol. II. p. 203, Nos. 17 and 18. And the date Sam. 54 is also in

perfect keeping with the facts to be derived from the first inscription. If D^va was acting as the

spiritual adviser of a member of the Uhihakdraha caste in Sam. 52, it is quite natural to find him

in exactly the same capacity in Sam. 64.

No. 18. — Mathura Jaina inscription of Saih. 60

;

edited by Biihler, Ep^ Ind, Vol, I. p. 386, No. 8, and Plate.

Buhler read the numeral sign indicating the year of this inscription as 40, adding 60 in brackets

and with a note of interrogation, but from his remark in Ep, Ind, Vol. II. p. 204, note 61, it may be

gathered that he would have adopted the second alternative himself, if he had had an opportunity of

reverting to this inscription. As to the rest, I only want to point out that instead of ayya-Veriydna

hdkliayd in line 1, the plate clearly reads aryya^Yinydnam mkhdyd,

Vriddhahasti, the vdchaka in the Kottiya gana, the Sthanildya kula and the saklid of the vener-

able VSriyas, mentioned in this inscription, is probably identical with the person of the same name
and vocation referred to in the MathurS inscription of Sam. 79, Ep, Ind. Vol. II. p. 204, No. 20.

No. 19. — Mathura Jaina image inscription of Sam. 62 ;

edited by Cunningham, Arch, Surv, Rep, Vol. XX- p. 37, and Plate V. No. 6,

and by Buhler, Vienna Or. Journ, Vol. I. p, 172.

This inscription appears to record the dedication of a statue by the Jaina lay-woman Vaihika at

the request of some ascetic. The phrase containing the latter statement was first read by Buhler

Rdrakasya Aryakahasaghastasya sishyd AtaptkogaJiabaryasya nirvartana^ and translated ‘ ( this

being) the nirvartana of Atapik6gahabarya, the pupil of Arya-Kakasaghasta (Arya-Karhasaghar-
shita), a native of B^a (Rddhd),' But when he had got another Jaina inscription from Mathura,
dated in the same year and recording some donation vdchakasya dya-Karhuhasthalsa] Vdranaganz-^

^ Rp.lnd, Yol.I.p.376.

Compare stitd in the Girnar version of the A^oka edicts, VI. 4 ; also dhathmdnusa$iiya III. 3 ; ^sasHyd IV, 5

;

*^sasti Via, 4 ; ‘‘sasU^ Xni. 9 ; iistamtd IV. $5 tistiya VL 13 ; dh&madhistdnd^a V. 4; sdsti IV. 10; MstiJca V. 5,

and below. No. 31.

jBjD. Ind, Vol, I, pp. 186, 188, 190, note 50. See also gothi in the Bhattiprolu inscriptions Nos. 3, 5 and 9,
ibid. Vol. 11. p. 327 ff.

Vienna Or, Jown, Vol. III. p. 239.
*« Ifid, Ant, Vol. VI, p. 218, and Plate ; Ep, Ind, VoL II. p. 210, No. 38, and Plate.

"^Arch, Surv, of Ind, New Imp. Ser. Vol. XX. p, 56 f. Mr. Smith also thipks that the number of the da^^
according to the plate* is rather 11 or 12 than 10, and in this he may be aright.
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yasa sisho GrahahaU dtapilo tasa nivartand^^ he recognised at once that the persons referred to in

the two inscriptions were identical, and that Atapikogahabaryasya was to be altered into dtapiho

Grahahalasya^^ Another correction seems to be equally certain. The facsimile makes it quite sure

that the second akskara of the word read by Biihler Bdrahasya cannot be ra. What appears in the

facsimile, evidently is nothing but the right and lower portion of a eJia, and as Kakasaghasta or

Karkuhastha is called a vdchaka in the inscription quoted above, I have no doubt that also the

supposed rd of the word is simply a mistake for m. With these emendations the phrase reads

:

zfdchahasya arya-Kakasaghastasya kishyd dtapikb Grahahalasya^^ mrvartana, ‘ at the request of the

dtapika Grahabala, the pupil of the preacher, the venerable Kakasaghasta/ The epigraphical evidence

for a country of the name of RarS thus falls to the ground. As to the rest of Biihler’s transcript,

Cunningham’s facsimile suggests some minor alterations, such as drahaihidnam for araliamidnaniy

siddhdnam for siddhdna, but, of course, these are not certain.

Ko. 20. —» Mathurft stone-slab inscription of Sazh. 74

;

edited by Rajendralala Mitra, Journ, Jdeng, As, Soc, Yol, XXXIX. Part I. p. 129, No. 15, and Plate ;

by Dowson, Journ, Roy, As, Soc. New Ser. Vol. V. p. 183, No. 4, and Plate
;

and by Cunningham, Arch, Surv, Rep, Yol. III. p. 32, No. 8, and Plate.

The upper right corner of the slab which bears this inscription, is broken off, so that the first

two lines of the test are mutilated. But the next three lines are complete, and a transcript of what

is actually preserved of the first five lines would therefore read as follows®^ :

—

1 Mahar[a]jasya r[a]

2 sya Devaputrasya Y^su ....
3 samvatsare 70®^ 4 varsha«ma-

4 si prathami divasi

5 tri[m]s[l] 30 asya purvvayl.

The three editors agree in restoring the first lines as

1 Maharajasya rl[jltirlja]-

2 sya Devaputrasya Yasu[devasya].

However, if one takes the trouble to measure the available space, it will appear that the restoration

of the second line is highly improbable. There is room for two aJcsharas at the most, especially

as the letters are cut pretty carefully and of uniform size. Under these circumstances we are

forced, I think, to restore the name of the king to Vd8u[s'h‘kasya]j and this is exactly the name that

is to be expected for the time to which the inscription belongs.

The last epigraphical date of Huvishka is the year 60 (Ep, Ind, Yol. I. p. 886, No. 8 ; see

above, p. 105). The inscriptions which refer to the reign of Yasudeva are dated in the years 80
(Ep, Ind. Yol. I. p. 392, No. 24), 83 {Arch, Surv, Rep, Yol, III, p. 34, No. 16, and below,

No. 21), 87 (ibid, p. 35, No. 18, and below. No. 22), and 98 {ibid. No. 20, and below, No. 23).
From the period between 60 and 80 we have only two records mentioning a king’s name, besides

the present one, a Mathura inscription dated in and recording repairs in the reign of Vusushka,.
and another from Sanchi,®® dated \mahdrdja\sya rdjdtirdjasya [p6va]putrasya Shdkli^ Vdsushkasya
sam [70] 8 he 1 [di 5] \j>]u[i'v]v{dydih'].

One is accustomed to look upon Yasushka as a mere variant of the name of Yasudeva, because
the inscriptions dated in his reign seemed to be mixed up with inscriptions referring to the reign of

W :Ep. Ind, Vol. IT. p. 204*, No. 19. « Vienna Or, Journ, Vol. V. p. 63.
The correct reading, however, is possibly dtapikd GhahabcdO tasya.
Of the next lines I can make as little as the former editors.

“ The first figure of the date was originally read 40, but Cunningham corrected it to 70 ; see Num. Chron. Ser,
HE. Vol. Xn. p. 50, note 6. Compare the sign for 70 in the Mathuri inscription, Ep. Ini. Vol. II. p. 199. No. 2, and
in the Efiman inscription, iHA, p. 212, No. 42.

S5 Fuhrer, Progress Pepori, 1895*96\ according to V. A, Smith, Jown, Roy, As, Soc, 190$. p. 13,^ Rp, Ind, Vol. II p. 369 ; compare also Buhler’s note 10, iUd,
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Tasud6va. From the facts collected al3ove it will appear that this is not the case, and I see no reason

whatever why Vasushka should not be treated as an individual name and different from VasudSva.

la that case we should have four Kushana rulers at Mathura, whose dates would be according to the

inscriptions: Kanishka 5-18, Huvishka 38-60, Vasushka 74-78, Vasud^va 80-98. But even those

who should prefer to adhere to the belief in the identity of Vasushka and VasudSva, will probably

admit that the difference in the use of the two names cannot be due to mere chance, and they

will have to assume that about the year 79 Vasushka, in order to please his Hindu subjects, adopted

t2ie name of one of their national heroes.s^

No. 21. — Mathura Jaina image inscription of Sam. 83

;

edited by Dowson, Journ, Roy. As. Soc. New Ser. Vol. V. p. 184, No. 6, and Plate,

and by Cunningham, Arch. Surv, Rep. Vol, HI. p, 34, No, 16, and Plate.

Cunningham’s transcript of this inscription is a great improvement on Dowson’s tentative

iseading, and taking no account of the inaccuracies of his transliteration, his reading of the first line

may be called correct. The second line he transcribes : —
. , tridattasya vagrayevya , cha , sya gad-dhikasya . , vichitiye Jina-dasiya protima,

Biihler has already suggested (Vienna Or. Journ. Vol IV. p, 324) to alter ^addJuhasya into

^andhikasya, and from Cunningham’s facsimile it appears that we have to read tu instead of tri, and

pra instead of pro, which perhaps is only a misprint. Before the tu in the beginning of the line there

are traces of another alcshara which cannot be anything but dki. The gra looks rather queer, and

I have no doubt that in reality it is dhu. Finally, I am convinced that the word between gandhikasya

and Jinaddsiya is to be read huiumUniye. The tu is quite distinct, and that the next sign in fact

is mhi and not vichi^ is proved by Dowson’s facsimile which in this case is the more accurate of the

two. Besides, the latter facsimile has some letters omitted in Cunningham’s drawing. On the right,

almost between the first and the second line, it shows a dha^ and on the left, at the beginning of the

Jrst line awuj/i, which certainly is to be restored to ddnaih. Of course, the text cannot have

commenced with this word. Apparently the inscription runs in a circle round the pedestal of the

statue, and is to be read at the end of the first line. And this also cannot have been its

proper place, but it was probably placed there only for want of space in the second line. A similar

disarrangement of the words of the text is found in the inscription, Rjp. Ind. Vol. II, p. 202, No, 15,

The dha which I take to belong to the second line I would hesitatingly restore to dharma and

connect with \d\dmih. With these corrections the whole text reads: —
1 Siddham maharajasya Vasud6vasya^^ sam 80 3 gri 2 di 10 6 Stasya ptirvvaye

Senasya

2 [dhi]tu Dattasya vadhuye Vya . . cha . . sya®® gandhikasya kutumbiniyS Jina-

dasiya pratima dha[rmad]anam.®^

Success ! In the year 83 of mahdrdja VasudSva, in the second (month of) summer, on the

sixteenth day, — on that (date specified as) above, — an image, the pious gift of Jinadasi

(Jinaddst)^ the daughter of SSna, the daughter-in-law of Datta, the wife of the perfumer Vya . .

oha ...”

The description of the donatrix agrees with that of the inscriptions quoted above, p. 37.

Probably Huviabka was already on the throne in 28 ; see above, p. 39.

^ I would state that it was Dr. Fleet who first expressed his doubts about the identity of Vasushka and
Vfisud^va in a letter to me, but his arrangement of the list of the Kushana kings is different from mine. I should

like to add that these notes were written before Dr. Fleet’s paper on the subject had appeared in the Journ. Boy.
As. 8oc. for 1903, p. 325 ff.

® According to Dowson’s facsimile the readingwould rather be Vasudivasya.

Dowaon’s facsimile seems to read Vridacixdagya, which cannot be correct.

The last two syllables stand at the end of line 1.
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No, 22. — Mathura Jaiua image inscription of Sarii. 87

;

edited by Gnnningham, Arch* Surv, Rep* Vol, III. p. 35, No, 18, and Plate.^

The photograph o£ this stone which Prof. Kielhorn possesses, enables us to supplement and

to correct Cunningham’s reading of the date, though, unfortunately, it is not sufficient to restore

the rest of the inscription. The first lines read :
—

1 Siddham I Maharajasya rajatirajasya Shahir=Vvasud6vasya

2 sam 80 7 hS 2 di 30 ^tasya purv%a , . .

Success ! In the year 87 of maharaja rdjdtirdja Shahi Vasudeva, in the second (nionth of)

winter, on the thirtieth day,— on that (dujJe specified as) above . . .

No. 23. — Mathupft Jaina image inscription of Saih. 98

;

edited by Cunningham, Arch* Surv, Rep, Yol. Ill, p. 35, No, 20, and Plate,

and by Biihler, Vienna Or, Journ, Yol, I, p. 177, No, 8.

In his paper on this inscription Bdhler first gebve a revised transcript of Cunningham’s

facsimile, and then tried to emend the first two lines in accordance with the statements of the

Kalpasuira, I have compared his corrected text with the photograph of the front of the stone

in the possession of Professor Kielhorn. It is not large and distinct enough to allow a thorough

reading of the inscription, but it is sufficient to show that not all of Biihler’s emendations can

he accepted. The facsimile reads as follows :

—

1 Siddha 6 name arahatfi Mahavirasye devanasasya \ rajna VasudSvasya sam-

vatsare 90 8 varsha-masS 4 divase 10 1 §tasya

2 purvvaya aryya-DehiniyatO®^ gana , . Puridha . . ka kulava PStaputrikStS

sakhSto ganasya aryya-DSvadata • ya^® na

3 ryya-Ksh^masya

4 prakagirinaih(?)*®

5 kihadiye praja

6 tasya Pravarakasya dhitu Yaranasya gandhakasya®? ma . uya Mitrasa

• . • datta ga

7 ye , vato maha .

In the first line Biihler corrected siddha 6 to siddham, but the photograph shows that the

supposed d or m is the peculiar stop mentioned above, No. 22, followed here by two vertical strokes.

Above the ddlia, I think, I can discover the sign of an anusvdra* The word devandsasya was taken
by Biihler as an epithet of Mahdvirasya in the sense of ‘ destroyer of the gods,’ but he had grave
doubts about the correctness of the word. On the photograph the de ls faintly visible, whereas no
trace is recognisable of the second and third ahsharas. The last ahshara is distinctly $ya, and the
last but one may be gra or sra, only the subscript r being quite certain. Under these circumstances
I fail to see which word can possibly be meant here.®®

«« The stop is expressed by a curve open to the left with a horizontal bar m the centre, which sign is found
the Mathura inscription Bp. Ind. VoL I. p. 387, No. 9, and in the Eaman inscription, ibid. Yol. 11. p. 212,

No. 42 , see Buhler s note on the latter passage.

M Three ohAorasafter furvAt,& are moertain. „
« Bhhler : ’DhiOata . w . .e Buhler s praiagtrM. st Buhler

: ffoivaha^ya.

first eight would seem natural, becomes improbable by the one, or
pe.hape eren two. honzonial etrokee after the word, which apparently are meant aa a eign of pnactnatiL
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Of greater importance are the names of the gam, the and the UhM, Instead ol aryya-

Dehimydto Bdhler read Aryya-Rehmiydto which he at first proposed to correct to Aryya-Rohaniyato

and afterwards®® to Aryyodehihiydtd or Aryyadehihiydto, The photograph proves that he was right

in his last conjecture, though which of the two forms is to be accepted, is here just as doubtful as in

the other inscription which contains the name of this gana, Ep, Ind. YoL I. p. 391, No. 19. The

words Furtdha . • hd hulava were corrected by Buhler to Parihdsahahulato, but the photograph has

Paridh[d]silcdi6~^ hioldto* The form Paridhdsika shows that the Pdrikdsaya of the Kalpasutra

must be rendered in Sanskrit by Pdridhdsaka, and not by Parihdsaka as done in the Sacred Books

of the East, Yol. XXIL p. 290. We next come to the name of the idhhd, which Btibler altered

from Petapuirihdie to P6napatrikdt6 in order to conform it to the PurnapatriM of the Kalpasutra.

But the reading Potapiitrikato is beyond all doubt in the photograph, and the various readings of the

Kalpasiiira, PunncP, Panned, SunneP or Suvannapattiyd^ must be considered corruptions. Such

distorted names are by no means rare in the ‘ List of the Sthavii'as,' other examples being Chdrana

for Vdrana, Vdnijja for Thdnijja, Pndharnmiya for Ptivammiya, &c., and the fact and even the reason

thereof was known already to the Jaina theologians of the fourteenth century. Thus Jinaprabhamuni

says in his Samdekavtshaushadhi'^^ : bahavo ^tra vdehandbhedd lekkakavaigunydj jdidh I taitatstha-

virdndni cka sakhdh kuldni cha prdyah sdmpratam ndnuvartante ndmdntaratirdhitdni vd

hhavishyanti t O'tb ydrnayah kartwh na pdryaie pdihishu?^

Biihler’s corrections of Makdvirdsyi to Mahdvirasya, of purvvayd io purwdye, and of ganasya

to ganisya are confirmed by the photograph. In line 6 the photograph has Varunasya ganAliikasya

<oadhuyd and m line 7 hkagamtb Mahdlvirajsya, as conjectured by Biihler, With these emendations

the text will run as follows :

—

1 Sidddha[m] 11^® Nam6 arahatfi Mahavirasya de rasya
[

r^jna Yasudevasya

samvatsar^ 90 8 varsha-masS 4 divasd 10 1 ^tasya

2 pnrvvaye aryya-Dehikiyatd^^ ga[nat6] Paridh[A]sikfit6 kulatS PStaputrikatfi sakhato

ganisya aryya-Devadata[s]ya na-

3 ryya-Ksh^masya^®

4 prakagirinam(?)

5 kihadiye praja

6 • . tasya^s Pravarakasya dhitu Yarunasya gandhikasya vadhfiye Mitrasa .....
datta ga(?)

7 yA . . . , bhagavat677 Maha[vira]sya.

“ Success ! Adoration to the Arhat Mahavira {Mahdvira) the ...... ! In the year 98

of rdjan, YasudSva, in the fourth month of the rainy season, on the eleventh day, — on that Qdate

specified as) above, [at the request of] . . . the gani (ganin) the venerable D^vadata (Bevadatta)

out of the venerable DShildya (pehikiyay^ gana, the Paridhasika Jcula, the Petaputrika (Paitdpu-

trikdl) sdhhdy [the gift of] ...... of the venerable KshSma .... the daughter of Pravaraka,

the daughter-in-law of the perfumer Yanina, . . . Mitrasa [Adoration] to the

holy Mahavira (MaMviraf. ”

Vienna Or, Journ, Vol. II. p. 144.

The supposed M-stroke in the first syllable of this word seems to be a flaw in the stone. The d-stroke of the

third syllable is not qnite certain.

KalpasHtra, ed, by Jacobi, p. 119.

7® PStapuirM seems to be e<iuivalent to J^anskrit PaMputrM, In the Kalpasdtra it is preceded by the name
of Maipattiyd which is rendered by MatipatrM, but in analogy to PStaputrikd one feels tempted to correct it to

Mdydpuitiyd, Sansk. Mdidputrihd,

73 Eegarding the sign of punctuation see above. 7* Or, possibly, aryy-OdihiUydtd.

75 Lines S-5 are quite unintelligible. 76 Before tasya traces of an akshara are visible in the photograph.

77 Probably namd is to be restored before hhagavatd, 78 Or XJd^hikiya {Udddhikiya),
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE INDO-SCYTHIANS.

BY SYLVAIN LEVI.

Extracted and rendered into English, with the author^s permission,

hy W. R. Philipps,

The articles wHcli were written and published by M. Levi under the express title of

» Notes on the Indo-Scythians ’’ have been presented to the readers of this Journal in

Vol. XXXII. above, pp. 381 and 417, and at p. 1 ff. of the current volume, with a few sup-

plementary notes and remarks. The present article brings together, under a title which has

been adopted to mark the connection prominently, some more contributions on the same

subject, found in other articles written by M. Levi, which could not be conveniently incor-

porated in the “Notes on the Indo-Scythians.’*

A. — The relations between China and Kanishka,

From the Journal Asiatique^'* July-Dee,, 1897, pp* 626 ff.

The Fa-yuen-tchou-lin [already mentioned in Vol. XXXII, above, p. 420] enables us tocom->

plete and correct one of the data furnished by Hiouen-tsang as to the relations between China

and Xanishka. The compiler took his information from an official collection, the Si-yu-tchi,

“ Memoirs on the Western Countries,” drawn up in A. D. 666 by the Emperor’s orders, and

divided into two sections, the text in 60 chapters, and the illustrations C^naps, &c.) in 40.

The Si-yu-tclii says :— “ In the kingdom of Ki-pin (Kapisa) the doctrine of the Buddha is

“ very wide-spread. In the interior of the capital there is a monastery (vihara) called Han-seu

“(monastery of the Han). Formerly an envoy of the Han, yielding to his own inclination,

“ erected a Feou-t^ou (Buddha, pagoda). He made it of stones laid together, a hundred tcFeu

“ (feet) high. The practices of worship there differ from the ordinary. In the monastery there

“ is a bone of the skull of the Buddha and there is a hair of the Buddha : the colour of it is

“ deep blue, and it is twisted like a shell. They have deposited them in the seven jewels, and

“ they have placed them in a casket of gold. To the north-west of the capital there is the

“monastery of the king. In the monastery there is a milk-tooth of the infant Sakya

“ Bodhisattva. It is an inch long. On going from there to the south-west, one finds the

“ monastery of the king’s wife. In the monastery there is a Feou-fou of copper, a hundred

tcFeu high : in this Feourt'ou there are relics. Every six days, it diffuses during the night

“ a luminous effulgence ;
the brightness spreads all around from the base to the cupola

;
it

“ re-enters the interior when the dawn appears.”^

Hiouen-tsang (Memoires, 1, 53) describes the monasteries mentioned in this passage. He
gives to the convent which possessed the milk-tooth the same name and the same location

;
but,

according to him, the convent which had the skull-bone and hair was called the convent of

the ancient king,”

The Itinerary of On-k’ong (J. A., July-Dee., 1895, p. 857) also points out this monasteiy

“ which has as relic a bone of the skull of Sakya the Tathagata,” He calls it the “monastery

of Yen-ti-U of the king Ki-ni-tcFaJ^ It is therefore certain that the person styled “the ancient

king” isKanishka. Under the enigmatical name Yen-ii-li is perhaps hidden the solution of

the problem set by the text of the Si-yu-ichi; perhaps the name in some way refers to the

Chinese envoy who came to Kanishka’s court. To this, however, M. Ldvi, in revising this

abstract, has now added a remark, as follows : — Compare, now, Marquart, Eranshahr nach

der Geographic des Ps, Moses Xorenaci, Berlin, 1901, p. 282. We must read Yen-H chai,

instead of Yen~t%4i, The character chai transcribes exactly the title which the Sanskrit denotes

by Sdhi, and which the kings of Kapisa bore regularly from the time of Kanishka. The

reference therefore is to the monastery of Fen-ti sahi of the king Kanishka.”

1 [For a later translation, presumably a revised one, see further on, p. 112 f. — W. R. R]
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Moreover, while the Si-yu-ichi places this convent inside the capital, Hiouen-tsang seems

to pnt it outside. The disagreement of the two texts makes one think that the “ monastery of

the Han’* of the Si-yu-toki really corresponds to the convent which Hiouen-tsang calls by

the enigmatical name Jin-kia-lan, “ the monastery of the men,” which had been founded by

Chinese hostages in the time of Kanishka (MemoiteSt 1, 42). The Si-yu-tchi version recalls in

a striking manner the history of King-lou or King-hien already discussed (Vol. XXXII. above,

p. 419). It confirms the coming of an envoy {cheu) from the Han to the country of the Indo-

Scythians
;
and, as the foundation of the convent goes back to Kanishka’s time, the Chinese

envoy, who is said to have founded it, must have come to Ki-pin daring the reign of Kanishka.

This is one reason more for believing that King-lou’s mission belongs to Kanishka’s reign,

and that this reign must be placed about the beginning of the Christian era.

On the identity of Ki-pin and Kapisa, M. Levi has an interesting footnote, and refers to

the Journal Asiatique, July-Dee., 1895, 371-384, and Jan.-June, 1896, 161. The passage in

Hiouen-tsang {Memoires^ 1, 41 ff.), corresponding to the one in the Si-yu-tchi quoted above, is

another testimony to the identity. Moreover, the political state of Kapisa in the time of

Ou-k’ong was still as it had been described by Hiouen-tsang.

In the time of Hiouen-tsang, Gandhara had already fallen under the domination of the

kingdom of Kapisa ” {Memoires, 1, 104), and the capital of Gandhara, Ou-ta-hia-han-ich!

a

(Uda-

bhanda : c/. Stein, Zur Geschichte der QdMs von KahuV) was one of the residences of the king

of Kapisa (Vie, 263). Nagarahara (Jfew. 96), Lampaka (Mem, 95), &c., a total of a dozen

kingdoms, belonged to Kapisa (Mem, 41). The city of Takshasila had passed recently from

Kapisa to Kashmir (Mem, 152).

As the identification is now well established, the name of Kapisa becomes of great

historical importance, and we may ask if the names of the Scythian princes given on coins as

“ Kujula-Kapsa ” and ** Hima-Kapisa” do not contain the name of their capital city.

It is of interest to note that the Chinese character used to transcribe the first syllable

of Kapisa is employed to designate hair-cloths which came from Si^hou, t* e, from the western

barbarians. According to Couvreur’s dictionary the word has that value in The History of

the First Han.

A note appended to the Na-sien-hing (Milinda-prasna) in the Ming edition, says :
—

Ki-pin is a fan, %, e, Indian, word, meaning “ a race without value.”

The name Kapisa, though so rarely mentioned by western authors, is found unexpectedly

in the Midrasch, Vayikra Rabba, ch. 5, where Kapisa is represented as the most distant country

(^Teubauert GeograpMe du Talmud), There a commentator on Isaias 22, verse 18, “ he will toss

thee like a ball into a large country : there shalt thou die,” says of the “ large country”: — ‘‘It

is Kapisa.” The Vayihra Eahha is a Palestinian work of the 7th century.

The missions of Wang Hiuen-ts’e in India.

From the ‘‘ Journal Asiatique^^ Jan,~June, 1900, pp. 297-341, and 401-468,

Wang Hiuen-ts’e was a contemporary of Hiouen-tsang. He had been prefect of Hoang-

choei in the district of Young. Afterwards he was attached as second to the mission of

Li I-piao, who started for India in the third month of 643 with an escort of twenty-two men.

The object of the mission was to escort back to India a brahman, an official guest of the

empire, or to convey to the king Harsha-Siladitya a reply from the emperor. The brahman

no doubt was an ambassador of this king. After a journey of nine months, the mission

arrived at Magadha in the twelfth month of 643. It remained some time in India. In 645,

at the end of the first month, i^ was at EEjagriha
;

it ascended Gridhrakuta, and left an

inscription there. Fifteen days after, it was at Mahabddhi, and there also left an inscription.

In going to or returning from India, it passed through Nepal, where the king Narendradeva

treated Li I-piao with honour.
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Wsng Hiu6ti*ts’6 was soon, again sent to India. In 646 apparently, he received the title

chief of the gaard and archivist/’ and was sent again to Magadha, with Tsiang Cheu-jenn

second, and an escort of 30 horsemen. While the mission was on its way, the king Harsha-

Slladitya died. His minister Na-fon-ti 0-lo-na-choen had usurped the throne, and he received

Wang Hinen-ts’e as an enemy. His escort was murdered : but he and his assistant escaped

into Nepal, where Narendradeva was still reigning. The king of Tibet, Srong-tsan Gam-po,

was an ally of China, and in 641 had married a princess of the imperial family. These two

kings gave Wang Hiuen-ts’e their aid. With 1,200 Tibetans and 7,000 Nepalese horsemen, he

fell upon Magadha, took the capital, and carried off the king to China, where he arrived in 648,

the fifth month, on the day heng izeu. Wang Hinen-ts’e was promoted to the dignity of tcli'ao-

mn-ta-foii. Afterwards, when the mausoleum of the emperor T’ai-t'soung, who died 649, was

built, the statue of 0-lo-na-choen was placed in the avenue leading to the tomb, along with the

statues of Srong-tsan Gam-po, and of the kings of Kou-tche, Kao-tchang, &c.

In 657, Wang Hiuen-ts’e with the title of wei-tch'ang-cheu was sent again by imperial

order to the western countries. This time, it was to offer a hxsliaya at the holy places. The

object of the mission was also to bring back to China a certain Hiuen-tchao, whom Wang
Hiuen-fcs’e had previously met in India, and whose eminent virtne he had pointed oat in his

report. We know some of the stages of this journey. The mission passed through Nepal in

657 : in 659 it was in the kingdom of Fo-li-che: in 6G0 it was at the convent of Mahabddhi,

which it left on the first day of the tenth month; and in 661 it was at Kapisa, returning to

China. Vaisali had also been visited on the way, and a grand entertainment had been there

given by the emperor of India in honour of Wang Hiuen-ts’e.

We know no more of the life of Wang Hiuen-ts’e, but he must have written his memoirs
regarding his journey before 666.

The memoirs written by Wang Hiuen-ts’e have been lost. Some fragments have been

preserved in the Fa’^yuen-tchou-lin, the famous encyclopsBdia of Buddhism, compiled by
Tao-cheu and finished 668. The memoirs of Wang Hiuen-ts’e and of Hiouen-tsang served

also as a basis for the official compilation, the Si-yu-tohi (or Sz-^cuo-tM), written in 666.

M. L4vi, in the present article, has given a translation of all the fragments contained in the
Fa-yuen~tcAou-lin, together with much connected information. He has also given several

extracts from the Si-yu-iohi, which are of interest to Indologists. The entire article seems well
worth their attention, but here we are necessarily only concerned with what may serve to
complete or correct M. Levi’s Notes on the Indo-Scythians, viz., with the 5th and 11th fragments
given by him from the Fa-iouen-tclioii~lin.

The 5th fragment is from Chap. 29, p. 93 b, col. 10, where the compiler, summing up the
journey of Hiouen-tsaug, mentions the convent of the Ancient King in Kapisa (c/.

Hiouen-tsang, Mem.. 1, 53). At this very time, at the beginning of the spring of the first year
“Loung-so (661) of the Great T’ang, the envoy Wang Hiuen-ts’e returning from the kingdoms
^*of the West, officially makes ofFerings there.”

^

The 11th fragment is from Chap. 38, p. 62 a, col. 9 : — The Si-yu-tclii says ; — In the
kingdom of Ki-pin (Kapisa) the doctrine of the Buddha is very wide-spread. In the interior
of the capital there is a monastery called the convent of the Han, Formerly an envoy of the

*‘Haa came into this country and erected there a Feou~fou (stiipa)
; he made it of stones

heaped up a hundred icFeu (feet) high. The practices of the worship there differ from
“all the other ntes. In the convent, there is a bone of the skull of the Buddha, and also a
“ hair of the Buddha which is deep blue and twisted round in the manner of a shell. They
have deposited it with the seven jewels, and they have inclosed it in a little casket of gold.

« To the north-west of the capital there is the convent of the king. In this convent there
is a milk-tooth of the infant Sakya Bodhisattva ; it is an inch long.
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On going from there to the south-west, one finds the convent of the king’s wife. In

this convent there is a Feou-foii of copper, a hundred toKeu high. In this Feou-fou there

“ are relics. On the six days of abstinence it diffuses in the night a luminous effulgence
; the

" brightness spreads all round it from the base to the cupola, then re-enters the interior at the

“break of dawn.'*

On pp. 447-468, under the sub-heading Les monasteres du Kapiqa— 1j€s Man les Yne-tclii,

M. Levi comments upon these passages.

The monastery of the Ancient King, where Wang Hiuen-ts’e was in 661, is mentioned by

Hiouen-tsang {Mem, 1, 53). The other monasteries named in the St-yu-tchi are also described

by Hiouen-tsang; the pilgrim Ou-k’ong, who visited the same region between 760 and 764,

gives the names of several monasteries ;
but these names are not Sanskrit : they are probably

Turki. The convent of the Ancient King is the monastery of the king Yen-t’i-li (read Yen-ti

chai; see page 110 above) of Ou-k’ong {J, A., July-Dee., 1895, 357). The convent of the king

with the milk-tooth of the Buddha is described under the same name by Hiouen-tsang (1, 53).

The convent of the wife of the king {thid.') is the convent Pin-tche of Ou-k’ong (loc. cit, 356),

a designation which recalls the title of Pin-tcheou given to the queen of the Kingdom of the

Women, Niu-Wang (History of the T’ang, quoted by Bushell, Early History of Tibet^ in

J, JR. A, S., 1880, N. S., 12, 532).

There remains the monastery of the Han. The relics deposited there, according to the

Si-yu-tch%^ are exactly those which Hiouen-tsang saw in the convent of the Ancient King, But
the origin which is here attributed to it, closely recalls the tradition related by Hiouen-tsang,

regarding a convent enigmatically designated in the Memoirs by the name Jin-diia-lan (1, 42),

and Clia^lo-Ma in the Biography (1, 71 and 75). Neither of these names can be reduced to

Sanskrit originals.^

It is probable that the name Monastery of the Han ” given in the Si'-yu-tchi^ corresponds

to the RYchen-tan-hou^U of Ou-k’ong. “ flou-li ” seems to be the Tartar translation of “ vihara ”

(J. A., July-Dee., 1895, 389). As to Tchen-^fan, M. L4vi has shewn {Melanges de Harlez^l^2 $eq,')

that it corresponds to China-stlmnai Chln(a)tthdn(a)

,

“China,” and subsidiarily to the title

devaputra, “ Son of Heaven” [see also Vol. XXXII. above, p. 421]. In fact, the Chinese origin

of the monastery is hardly doubtful : the disagreement between Hiouen-tsang and the

tcJii does not even imply two divergent traditions. The official compilers of the Si-yu-tchz

would have had a repugnance to relate the history of a Chinese prince kept as a hostage by the

Tue-tchi, and would have transformed the prisoner into an official envoy. Perhaps also they

borrowed from Wang Hiuen-ts’e, or some other traveller, the tradition they adopted.

Founded among the Tue-tohi, whether by a Chinese hostage or by a Chinese envoy, the

monastery of the Han links together the Indo-Scythians and the Chinese. It brings forcibly to

mind the journey of that enigmatical “ King,” who passes as the first propagator of Buddhist

texts in China. M, Levi’s discussion of this tradition has been given above (Voi. XXXII, p. 419).

M. Specht, in the J. A., July-Dee., 1897, p. 166, disapproved of his translation and interpreta-

tion; and M. L6vi here meets these criticisms, and publishes new texts which he has since

collected.

The dispute is essentially about a passage in the Wei-leao, “ Abridged History of the

W ei,” quoted in an annotation in the San-diouQ-tchi and other compilations. The text, as it

has come down to us, is full of uncertainties and obscurities. Its author, in dealing with the

introduction of Buddhism into China, relates that a person named King entered into commu-
nication with a king of the Tue-tchi in 2 B, C. But did this Chinaman receive Buddhist
sutras from the Yue-tchi, or did they from him ? The question may seem idle : it is really of

2 On the convent of Cha-lo-Uat compare, now, also Marqnart, op. cit, (page llO ahore), p. 283. — S. L.
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great importance. The conyersion of the Yue-tchi is involved, and this conversion dominates

the history of Buddhism. It marks a new phase.

To solve the difficulties of the text, M. Specht called to his aid the redaction given in three

works later than the San-houo-tchi, and dated respectively in the 9th, 10th, and 12th century.

M. Levi has discovered four new citations in works of the 7th century. Their testimony is

weighty, as they are not far from the epoch when the existence of the Wei-leao was still

attested ; the annotations of the San-'houQ-ichi belong in fact to the 5th century. The original

still existed, or the tradition regarding it was still solid and precise.

The four new citations given by M. Levi are from :
—

1, The Koang-hoiing-ming-tsi by Tao-siuen (founder of the Vinaya school in China), com-

piled 650-667 (K).

2. The Tsi-cha-mm-poiining-pai-siu-tang-cJieu by Yen-ts’onng, in 662 (T)^

3 and 4. The Pien-tcJieng-loen by Fa-lin, between 624 and 640 (T and P").

These four citations, K, T, P and P', all differ from the San-kouo-tchi. They also differ

among themselves.

The following translation shews the variations: — “The abridgment of the Wei, in the

^"chapter on the Countries of the West, says : — The king of Lin-i had no son. He therefore

‘‘sacrificed to the Buddha. His wife Mo-ye (Maya) saw a white elephant in a dream and

“became pregnant. And a son was born to her. He came out from her right side, and came

“to the world spontaneously. He had a roll of hair [chignon] at the top of the head
;
shaking

“ the earth he was able to walk seven paces. As he had the appearance of a Buddha, and as

“ he had been obtained thanks to a sacrifice to- the Buddha, they gave to the prince the name

“ of Buddha. In the kingdom (of Lin-i: T, P^, K) there was a holy man named Cha-lm. (Here

“is what they tell of him : P^ K.) Being very aged, he had white hair and resembled Lao-

“ tzeu. Constantly he instructed the people (the men : T, P'‘, K) on the subject of the Buddha.

“ If heaven sent a calamity on men, if for example they had not sons, he bound them to

“practise the penances and the observances of the Buddha, and to part with what they

“ possessed in order to redeem their faults^ It is not long ago, the Yellow-Caps, on seeing that

“ he had an entirely white face, have substituted for this Oha-liu the designation of Lao-tan
;

“ they have been able in security to cheat and deceive China. In the time of Ngai-ti of the

“ First Han (in the period Yuen-cheou : T), Ts’in King went (was sent : T, P', K) to the king-

“ dom of the Yue-tchi. Their king ordered his son, the heir presumptive, to communicate

“(so in the four texts, not “ receive orally the holy books of Buddha (to King: T, P', K),

“ On returning into China, that which he reported of Buddha was in s-um altogether in

“ accordance with the books of the Tao. (And it is thus that the doctrine of the books of the
“ Buddha came early among the First Han : T, P', K).''

In order to fix the text of this important passage, the redaction cited in the San-houo-icM

is also given. The following is a translation from the French : —
“ Kingdom of Lin-euL The sacred hooks of the Buddha say:— The king of this kingdom

“ begot the Buddha. The Buddha was heir presumptive. His father was called Sie-feow

“(Suddhodana); his mother Mo-ye (Maya). The Buddha had the body and the garment of

“ yellow colour, the roll of hair [chignon] blue like blue silk, the breast blue, the hair

“ [of the body] red like copper. First Maya saw in a dream a white elephant and she became
“ pregnant

; afterwards she brought forth a child. He came out in being born from the right
“ side of his mother and he had a knot. Shaking the earth, he was able to walk seven paces.
“ This kingdom is in India

; the capital is the centre of India.

“Moreover, there is a holy man named Chw-liu, Formerly, the first year of the period
“ louen-cheou of Ngai-ti of the Han, King-lou, titular student of the imperial college, was
‘

‘ sent on a mission among the Great Yue-tchi
; having received them orally, he preserved
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sacred books of the Buddha, which said : — ^ The second founder, it is this man.’ In the

sacred books which he brought, Im pou se (?) sang men pe vjenn chou wenn pe chou wenn pi-

cheng men, are all the titles of the disciples. The books of the Buddha which he brought,
“ agree completely with the Chinese books of Lao-tzeu.”

Compared with the others, the text annexed to the San-kouo-tchi appears clearly as altered

and truncated. It has preserved some details which are W'anting elsewhere regarding the

person of the Buddha, the name of his adepts, the precise year of King-loa’s journey, and the

alleged situation of Kapilavastu at the centre of India. But it omits the information, curious

but nevertheless correct in the main, regarding the worship of the Buddhas before the Buddha

Sakyamuni, the propitiatory sacrifice offered by Suddhodana, and the origin of the name of the

Buddha. It preserves the mention of Cha-hu, but omits the curious episode which justifies

such mention, and which attaches the remembrance of this person to the history of the internal

dissensions of China in the 2nd century. The passage telling of the relations between King(lou)

and the Yue-tchi is so obscure, that it apparently lends itself to contradictory interpretations.

The disorder seems to increase gradually, and towards the end is very obvious.

The kingdom Lin-eul (= Lin-ni)^ or Lin-i by a slight modification of the second Chinese

character, has its name from the garden of Lnmbini, where the Buddha was born, M. Levi

here makes some observations on the Chinese forms of the name (Zonng-pi-ni, La-fa-ni,

Lin-pi-ni, Lin-pi), and afterwards remarks that the author of the Wei-leao seems to have

mistaken the name of the garden for the name of the kingdom (Kapilavastu).

M. Levi has already shewn (see Vol. XXXII. above, p. 425) that Cha-liu may be the com-

mon translation of Sariputra (Prakrit Sariyut), Here he adds that, according to Fa-hien

(ch, 16), the Buddhist monks of India, wherever they established themselves, put up towers in

honour of Sariputra, Maudgalyayana and Ananda, and parallelly in honour of the Abhidarma,

the Vinaya and the Sutras. Sariputra and the Abhidharma, which corresponds to him, are

put in the first rank. As to the use, in the name Cha-liu, of the Chinese character cha to

represent an Indian non-cerebral sibilant, compare p^ing-eha for the name of the king Bimbisara

in a translation by Tchi just at the time of the Wei (223-253). The traditional forms cha-men*

pi-cha-mm for sramana,” “ Vaisravana,” shew also the same character used in the same way
before the time of scholarly transcriptions. It happens also that in these various examples

the cha uniformly represents sibilant + ar, the r being moveable within the Sanskrit syllable

c/^ crapfiaves with sramanat dhrama and dharma, <fcc.).

The different titles of the disciples of the Buddha given in the text can only in part be

brought back to Sanskrit originals. Pi-¥iu and cheng-men and sang-men^ are the ordinary

transcriptions of “ bhikshu ” and “ sramana.” The expressions containing the word wenn

hear” (pe-wenjt, pe-ckou-wenn) probably equal “&avaka” (the hearer).

# # ^ ^ ^ :f:

M, Levi adds some further information he has collected about the Yue-tchi.

The I-tsie-Mng-in-i of Hiuen-ing, composed about 649, in the notes upon the Mi-tsi-king-'kang-

U-oheu-king (siitraonthe Malla[or Licchavi] Quhya-pada-vajra [?] )^ has the following note:—
Yue-tchi. It is the kingdom of Pou-kia-lo ;

it is situated to the north-west of the mountain
“ of the Snows (Himalaya).”

Pou-kia-lo is clearly Pukkkalavaii, Pushkaravati (UfVKcXa of the Greeks), mentioned as

capital of the Yue-tchi in the passages quoted in «7. A., Jan.-June, 1897, pp. 9 and 42 (see

Yol. XXXII. above, p, 423). The compiler Hiuen-ing no doubt reproduced a gloss in the

translation, but we do not know when the sutra was translated, or what sutra it w'as. The

3 I have since established that this sutra is in fact the third sutra of the Batnahuta, Japanese edition,

II, 1, 47^ The corresponding Sanskrit title is Tathagata-gnhya-nixde^a (Nanjio, 23, 3}, — S. L,
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Li-chev^king, annotated by Hiouen-ing, -was in five chapters, and referred to the Tne-tchi, and

also to Tn-tien (Khotan) and K’ia-tsi (Kontche). There is nothing of the sort m the Li-cheu-hng

of our collections.^

The Eiu-che-loun-soung-chou, commentary on the Abhidarma-kosa, mentions in its histori-

cal introduction, the name of Kanishka (E%a-ni-teha-Ud), and cites the interpretation given by

Hoei-hoei, a learned commentator at the end of the 12th century. Hoei-hoei explains the

name by tsing hn che, “ colour of pure gold." It is curious to note that this translation adapts

itself equally to the Sanskrit form, and to the Chinese. Kanishka might easily be from kanaka,

“gold,” while the Chinese words {tsingl Mn-ehe, “ colour of [pure] gold,” sound like an echo

of Ka-nishka.

^
^

M. Levi’s concluding observations are to the following effect.

The tests he has collected seem to him to leave no doubt that the Buddhist authors or

compilers of the 7th century reproduced the information about the Buddha and about King s

journey contained in the Wei-leao, without borrowing it from the estract inserted in the anno-

tations of the San-kouo-tchi, We have there an independent translation, direct or indirect as

it may be. Whether taken immediately from the Wei-leao or borrowed from intermediaries,

our citations suppose the existence of at least two recensions, near enough, and also different

enough at the same time, to serve to control each other. The comparison of these recensions

enables us to definitely solve the problem of the enigmatical King. Thus: — In 2 B. C.

a Chinaman went to the country of the Tu^-tchi: the king of the Yue-tchi caused some of the

Buddhist texts to be communicated to him by his own son, the prince, his heir
;
the China-

man, having returned to his country, made them known there. The comparison o£ the different

redactions leaves no place at all for any other interpretation.

After having established the fact, we can follow the gradual modifications of the tradition.

The Cheii-Ua-fang-tcU of Tao-siuen (650 A. D.) and the Fa-yuen-tchou4in (668) mention

in identical terms the journey of King-hien (/. A., Jan.-June, 1897, pp. 19-20; see

Yol. XXXn., above, p 420). So does the Fo-sie4oun, by Fa-lin (624-640). But by the end of

the 7th century the recension of the San-kouo-tcM tends to prevail, Hiuen-i, just about 700, in

the Tchenn-tcheng-loen, has the very text preserved in the San-’kouo-tchi, and he understands it, not

as M. Specht, but as M. Levi does, for he adds :
— “ It is to start from this moment that the

law of the Buddha began gradually to spread itself towards the east,’’ z. e, towards China.

Moreover, before relating the journey of King-(hien) he says: — “One began to learn the

existence of the doctrine of the Buddha under Kgai-ti.”

Thus Hiuen-i, who adopts the same text as that used by M. Specht, and also Fa-lin, Tao-

siuen and Tao-cheu, all make King a Chinaman, who went on a journey or mission among the

Yue-tchi, and brought back from their country the Buddhist doctrine.

From the 8th century the San-houo4oJii recension alone seems to be found, to the exclu-

sion of the others. M. Specht has pointed out three compilations, of the 9th, 10th, and 12th

centuries, which reproduce it. The author of the Soung-kao-seng-tcEoerif composed in 988, while

averring the resemblance between the teachings of the Buddha and of Lao-t^eu, expressly

refers to the San-kouo-tcM (ch. 3, p. 81 b).

To sum up : —Whatever be the recension adopted as a basis, criticism and tradition

allow only one interpretation : — In 2 B. C. the king of the Yue-tchi was a Buddhist, and his

zeal laboured to propagate the religion in the direction of China. The consequences which
M. Levi has thought can be drawn from this fact, remain intact.

* In reality, this sutra was translated by Tchon Ea-hou under the Western Tsin, between 265 and 316
A. P. - S. L.
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FEMALE TATTOOING AT VINDHYACHAL, NEAR MIRZAPUR,
UNITED PROVINCES.
BY B. A G-UPTB, FZ.S.

As Vindhy4clial is an ancient rock-temple of the primitive type, which is said to have been the
place-name ” of a goddess worshipped by some of the families of the Chandraseni-Kayasth Prabhus

of Bombay and Poona, I was requested by the Poona Club of that Society to avail myself of the
opportunity of examining this place on a journey to Calcutta. The temple has been separately

described for the monograph of the Provincial Superintendent of Ethnography, but a few notes on
the local tattooing collected simultaneously are given here : —

A Kahar woman, who said that her people serve as domestics or menials, had the ludz^ or

curry-pestle or stone-hammer marked on her left arm thus f ]. On the right arm were four

4r
fish, showing that she was originally of the fisher-caste, as the Kahars are. She had also

Sita’s rasot or hearth. These women, as domestic servants, have to pound the curry-stufi and
to help generally in cooking operations by cleaning the domestic hearth, the cooking pots, &c. The
profession and caste of the woman were therefore both shown in her tattoo marks.

A Gov&lS. or Cow-herd woman examined was also a domestic servant, but instead of the

fish of the Kahar woman she had a group of five dots *
[

• , which she called “ the five milk-
maids of Krishna.” The lodd or ludidn curry-stone, was there all the same. On the dorsum of her

hand she had a figure of the y6n\ which she did not like to name, 0.
But her great ambition, a faithful husband, was shown in the Rto’s mdchid, or cot. That

Ram was so faithful to his wife as to be called^ or one who ‘ slept on one bed only,’ is a
well-known tradition, and every woman naturally considers him a model-husband. The proximity

of Oudh, the birth-place of Ram, seems to have influenced the religion of the half-cultured tribes of

Viudhy^chal to a marked degree, because a Rftidfts woman and three Abiv women, examined on
the same day, all had the Ram’s bed and Site’s hearth tattooed on their arms, althongh they differed

in shape in each case. The following reproductions will show the variations -

Rto’s faithful bed and Sita’s tabooed hearth seem to be the greatest ambition of these women.
One of the Ahir women refused to admit that she had anything like a name on her arm, but in

the midst of a blurred and confused design, scarcely visible, was the distinct name in ati

incomplete state as given here. Three local priests, who were sitting with me, were asked to read

the legend, and they all agreed that it was the name of RAm.

One great peculiarity in all the specimens seen here was, that about two inches below the elbow-

joint was a row of confused designs resembling bangles in some shape or other. This belt ended just

where the last of the bangles reached the arm from the wrist-joint. Even a Gadarift or sbepberdl

woman examined, who had no other symbol, had a broad band running round her arm in fantastic

curves, zig-xags, lines, and dots.

The most important point to be noted was the statement ‘‘that no girl in this locality is

tattooed before marriage, and that the operation is performed as soon after marriage as possible.”

This statement was corroborated by the local priests.
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MISCELLANEA.

SOME CONTRIBUTIONS S TOWARDS A GLOS-
SARY OP RELIGIOUS AND OTHER
TERMS USED IN THE PANJAB.

£Tlie “Proposals for a Glossary of Indian Reli-

gions Piiraseology ’’ {^Tnd. A.7ii, 1903, pp. 278-80)

have so far been justified by results, as the follow-

ing contributions are only a part of the material

already collected, and it is certain that in the

remoter parts of the Panjab a large number of

words relating to local customs, beliefs and prac-

tices, and local words relating to orthodox beliefs,

&e., will be found to exist.

I am indebted for many useful contributions

to L. Chela Ram, Revenue Assistant in the Dera

Ghazi Rhdn District, in which Western Pan]4bi is

the dialect of the Hindd population. Por this

dialect reference may be made to Juke’s Die-

Honary of Western PanjdM (Kegan Paul, Trench

and Trubner, 1900). In the South-West Panjab

the customs of the people differ markedly from

those in the rest of the Province, and many of

the words now given relate to customs as yet

undescribed.

It is hoped that in a subsequent note much
fuller and more interesting contributions will be

given, including some of the many words to be

found in Temple’s Legends of the Panjdh and
other works.

It remains to notice the wide meaning given by
many of my eontribntors to the term * religious.’

It is characteristic of India that it is taken to

include social observances and much else. —
H. A. Rose.]

AcbhAr, aehhArA. — See tichhar.

AgA. — Songs sung by Hindu women at wed-
dings and similar occasions. (Dertl Ghdzi
IChan.)

AqAmat. — The words recited in the ear of a
new-born child. (Deia Ghazi Khan )

Arpan, offering; — harnd, to offer (Sanskr.).

Arthl.— A coffin,

Anhut. — A Hindu holiday in which the Govar-
dhan mountain is worshipped, and rice, pulse,
and sweetmeat distributed (Der^ Ghazi
KhAn.)

AyA, period of life (Sanskr,).

£Au. — Equivalent to halddt, q. v.

Bel. — The money passed round the head of a
religious leader or deity and given to a priest

:

harnd, to perform the above ceremony. Also
called nancTihdioar,

BhAjl. — Anything distributed by Hindus among
brethren in a marriage or other ceremony.
The word literaUy means cooked vegetables or
lentils, but some Hindus by it denote meat
or flesh (Dera Gh^zi Kh4n.) Cf. PanjdM
Lietionary, p. 118.

BhSt. — Money or things offered to a deity. Also
called hhU p'&jd.

Bhit- — Lit, ‘a door,’ in PotohAri, acc. to the

PanjdM Dictionary, p. 138. In Dera GhAzi
KhAn it means ‘ the abstention from touching

others for several days after a birih or death.’

Bhittl.—Prom hhitan, to touch or to be touched,

A woman in her menses is so termed because

she is supposed to have been touched by a
low-caste woman

Bhdg.— (1) Any good eatable thing offered to a
deity. (2) Sexual intercourse.

Bh6yA. — Equivalent to hanjt q. v

BiwAn. — Lit

,

‘ air-car.’ The Hindus believe

that the spirits of good ancestors are carried to

heaven in hiwdns. Therefore, when a Hindu,
man or woman, dies at a vei*y advanced age,

having grandsons or great-grandsons, the death
is regarded as an occasion for rejoicing. The
body is placed in a sirM, or board adorned
with paper-flowers, etc., and made in the form
of a boat, and the whole structure, which is

I

covered with silk-cloth, is called the biwdn.
A feast is given to all the relatives, and the
women of the family dance and sing as if at

a wedding. (Perozepur.)

Btir. — Equivalent to saga, q, v.

Busri. — See under Icupri,

Bu^i.— Lib., a plant. Also a woman who believes-

in spirits. The followers of a shrine or reli-

gious institutions are also called hHiit (DerA
GhAzi KhAn.)

Chaukl — The case enclosing a rahh, q. v.

Equivalent to iakhti, q, v.

ChelA, s. m, fern. cMU, fern. dim. chSlri, Ex.,
a little girl is the cli&lri or young disciple
of a gurHi, In Dera GhAzi KhAn clield means
a believer in the existence of evil-spirits, and
chelri, a woman possessed by an evil-spirit.

ChhattA, pi -e, — The hairs kept by Hindus
after the jhand ceremony.

Chhatti — The hair of a child which is kept
after the jhand {q. v.) or first shaving.

ChhAhanra — Lit., dried dates. Also the cere-
mony of sending the barber or pardhit of the
girl s parents to those of the boy, with a present
of seven dates, a rupee and a lump of gur.
The boy’s parents collect their relatives and
friends to witness the betrothal and the
messenger receives a cloth as a present. Also-
called shagan.

ChdlA. — The ceremony of clothing a child for
the first time, among Hindus. (Dera GhAzi
KhAn.)

Chung. — Lit
, a handful. The ceremony of

grinding corn at a marriage among Hindus.
Also dues paid to village menials and beggars.
(DeiA GhAzt KhAn.) Cf. jindrdri,

Chu|*Al. The malignant evil spirit of a woman
who has died in childbirth.
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Dakni.— A female evil-spirit. Also called churSl.

Dalel. — Scented articles sprinkled on a corpse

before buidal, by Muhammadans.
— Ee-marriage with the wife after the

birth of the first son of the mariiage.

Dewen DhamSti. — Ancestor-worship, among
Hindus, at a wedding, to implore their protec-

tion of bi'ide and bridegroom. (Dera Gh^z
Khdn). Cf, dhdmd,

Dh&ga,.— A thread of black wool tied round a limb
near a sore, after it has been breathed upon by
a man who also recites a secret charm over it.

— A feast given to Brahmans in the

name of deceased ancestors. (Der^ Ghazi Kban.)

Bh^wan^i.— The bathing on the 3rd day after

a death among Muhammadans, periormed by
the deceased’s family. (Dera Gh^zi Kh^n.)

Dhtml. — See dhunrd. JOhitni also means the

things, such as chillies, burnt before a person

possessed by an evil-spirit, to expel that spirit.

Also a place where fire is kept burning night

and day, Sddk'Cbs smdi faqirs keep a fire burn-

ing at a fixed spot in order to extort charity.

Dhunrd. — A heap of ashes. Certain orders of

faqirs accustom themselves to remain near a
fire as a penance. This fire is called m Panjabi

dhiknd or dhunij and the followers of a faqir
are said to belong to his dh4nd.

Dhtiri&, — The playing in the dust on the last

day of the Holi.

EatiX& — The popular inversed form of

q V in Mubltani Glossary

^

p. 50.

G-andS*. — An enchanted thread worn round the

neck or waist to remove disease or other evil.

0&ndli&.— Jjit., knotted. Dealings at marriages
and other ceremonies (Dera Gh§.zi Kh^n.)

O^tudhUp.— The dust thrown up by the passage
of cows at the Gopashtami festival. It is con-

sidered sacred by Hindus. (Der^ Ghazi Kli^n )

Gh6i*i. — Lit , mai'e. During the night of the

wedding the boy must ride a mare. He then
becomes a bridegroom. This is called the

ghort ki rasm or mare’s custom
Hald^t. — The ceremony of cleansing the body

of the bride or bridegroom with haldi or tur-

meric (? from hald~i and hdih^ hand ) Also
called hdn

H&n. — Equivalent to halddt, q v.

Handa. — Bread given to a Brdhman.
Horn — Cooked rice and milk offered to Devi.

Also a ceremony for propitiating the gods.
(Dera Gh^zi Kh^n.)

Hiwto — A coffin of extraordinary size.

J&dtL. — A spell. Also called hart4t.

Jana’Cml — See sund*4ni.

JThaud. — The ceremony or rite, of shaving
a child’s head for the first time. It is usually
performed at a shidne or temple with vaidous

observances.

Jindrdpi. — The ceremony of grinding wheat at

marriages, among Hindus. Cf, chmg.

J6gl, s. m , fern jogan. The form jdgni (fern 1

expresses abhoi-rence or anger, and it also

means a goddess, countless evils, such as sick-

ness and evil-fortune, being termed jognt

Junj. — Eatables distributed among the brother-

hood and to the poor at a wedding, by Hindus.
(Der& Gh^zt Kh^n.)

— (1) A feast given to Brahmans and mem-
bers of the caste on the death of an aged mem-
ber of the family Also called karni and in

villages m§ld. (2) A wedding, cf did-kdj

K^j-ginrtra. — The fixing by tbe bi-otherhood of

the dates for the various rites at a wedding,
among Hindus. (Der^ Ghazi Khan.)

Kanji. — A ceremony performed in the 7th or
9th month of the first pregnancy. Also called

hhdrd. (Dera Gh^zi Khdn.)
Kami. — (1) See nnder kdj. (2) An assembly

of the brotherhood on the 13th day after death,

when water is thrown on a cow’s tail, (Dera
Ghazi Khan )

KartUt.— A spell. Equivalent to lag, q. t?., and
Jdd4, q, V.

Kupri — A sweet kind of bread given to

a daughter soon after her marriage, among
Hindus. It is called busri by Muhammadans-
(Dera Gh^zi Klian.)

D^g.— Something given to anenemy to eat which
causes his sickness or death. AJso called

Dap&n. — Sweetmeats and clothes given by
women to brotherhood at weddings, among
Hindus. (Der^ Ghazi Khan.)
— A small, thick loaf, fried in gM, made

on certain festivals. (Der^ Ghazi Khan.)
L6byl.— Worshipping of fire on the last evening

of the month of Poh. (Dei4 Ghazi Kh^n.)
Mabd. Nfandi. — A Hindu festival. (Derfi. Gh^zi
Khdn.)

Man. — Coarse bread, cooked on a fire of dry
cowdung and made of dtd, gur and gM. It is

used at Hindu festivals. (Der^ Ghazi Khdn.)

Mandha.— The ceremony of hanging a piece of
cloth over the place w’here the marriage cere-

mony is to take place. (Qf. mandhnd, to cover )

M&shki.— Lit., a water-carrier. Also food given

to a cow on the 13th day after a death, and on
the date of the death according to the moon in

each month, among Hindus. (Dera Gh^zi Kh^n.)
Mela, — See under kdj.

Mdkli. — Lit,, price. During the funeral cere-

monies the deceased’s heirs should give furni-

ture and clothes to an Ach^rya Brahman to

convey to the dead person in the next world,

but when the donors are too poor or stingy,

the Achar-ya supplies all the articles for a small

sum, m6kh, agreed upon, on hme, to make it

appear that the articles have been actually

pui’chased and given to him.

Mundan. —- The ceremony ofcutting a child^s hair

for the first time. Equivalent to •pirydjan,

Mtitb.. — Muth mdrnd is * to send an evil-spiiit

to kill an enemy.’
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— The shrddhd ceremony performed

by a daughter’s son of a sonless man for the

benefit of bis soul on tbe first day of the

naurdtrd after tbe shrddhd, (Dera Gbdzi

Kban.) Cf pairi,

N'aneb.lid.war. — Equivalent to til, q. v,

IJaqLsb. — An amulet. Also called idwtz.

ET^ndar. — Equivalent to taimhdl. (Dera Gbfizi

Kban.)
Panj Bhikmit. — A fast observed by girls in

bonour of Devt, for five days, food being eaten

once a day only and lamps lighted in a Devi

temple, (Dera Ghazt Elhi^n )

Panjel&.— A fast observed for five days, usually

in the dark half of tbe lunar month of KUtik,

from the Ikadashi (lltb) to the Piiranm§.shi,

during which no food, except the panj garhhi,

is taken. (Der^ Ghazi Khan )

Paricbb. — Delicacies given to Brahmans for the

benefit of departed souls. (Derd Ghazi Khan )

Parna, — Marriage- (Derd Ghazi Elian.)

Pat?§.. — A plank of wood or a stone on which a
corpse is washed. (DerlL Ghdzi Khan.)

Patyl- — The flowers, rice and a dandwan, or stick

for cleaning the mouth and teeth, placed in

front of the house on the shrddhd, day by
Hindus. (DeiA Ghfizt Kb§.n )

Pbul pankbpl, an insignificant offering.

Pirydjan. — Equivalent to mundan^ g. v.

Pislikara. — The woi*shipand recitation of man-
trds by tbe Brahmans of both parties when the
bridegroom arrives at his father-in-law’s house-
(DerS. Ghfizi Khan.)

Prta-— Soul (Sanskr.).

PrAnl.— A corpse (DerS, Gh&zi Kh4n )

PttpA. — Sugar sent among Hindus by the hus-
band’s family to his wife in the fifth month of
pregnancy. Also sweet bread roasted in ghi.

(Dera Ghdzi E^ian.)

PftraA. — Buiual, among Muhammadans.
Rakb. — A piece of paper on which figures or
words are written in small squares hy gur'ds
or spiritual guides to ward off evil, among
Hindus. Almost every child has a raJch en-
closed in a copper, silver, or gold ease, chanM

,
or takhti, usually worn round the neck.

Bit, — The ceremony of cutting the hair of a
child for the first time. It is considered sinful
to cut it before this ceremonial cutting. Some
families do it on the completion of the child’s
fifth year, but the time varies. If a second
child be bom before the rit of the first has
been performed, then the rit of both is per-
formed before they are five years old.

Bitto. — PI. of ritj custom. The first or chhdti
ritdn is held in the fifth month of pregnancy,
when salt food {pakaurd) is placed in the
woman^s lap {jh6l€} and distributed to the
brotherhood and relations. The second or hari
ritdn ia the seventh month, when sweetened
rice is similarly distributed.

Bdpn&. — Betrothal. Cf, sagdi.

B6ti kaupa vatt^ — Pood given among Muham-
madans by the brotherhood to the family of a
deceased on the day of the death. (Der^ Gbdzi

Kbdn

)

Bdti sijb kapS^k. — Bread given among
Muhammadans after sunset, by tbe deceased’s

relatives, for tbe benefit of bis soul for forty

days after death

Sag^t. — A piece of cloth given by spiritual guides

to followers as a charm. Hindus also call it

hUr.

Sag&i. — Betrothal. Also called r6pnd, vishat,

sang^handh.

Sang-bandb. — Betrothal. Cf, sagdi,

Satbi. — Equivalent to chhatti, g. v,

Sbagan. — (1) Omen. (2) Equivalent to

chlidhdnrat q, v.

Sirbl. — See hiwdn,
Sukbrid.fl. — Sweetmeats and clothes given to
those from whom tambdl is received at a
wedding, among Hindus.

SunflL’tlnl. — Lit,, a thing beard. Tbe news of a
death, on bearing which tbe women gather to-
gether to performtbe sidpd, or ‘ mourning,’ and
tbe men sit apart together on a blanket. Rela-
tives and friends are expected to pay a visit of
condolence, but must be dismissed after a short
time to make way for others. Also jandunt.

Stltrd.. — A string worn on tbe wrist by Hindu
women: a kind of silver bracelet. (Derd Gbfizi
Kbdn)

Talditl. — The case in which a rakh (g. v.) is

enclosed. Equivalent to chauki, q, v,

Tardow&n. — Tbe third visit of tbe bride to her
father-in-law’s bouse. (Said to be connected
with tre, ‘three.’)

T&wlz. — See naqsh
TbAn. — A place where evil-spirits are supposed

to play. (Hindus.)
Tbandri. — Lit , cold. A festival held in Bb3.don.
Hindu women prepare cakes, sweets, and salt
bread the day before, and on this day, taking a
small quantity of these things, go to worship
Sitla Mat^ in a Tnandar or Brdbman’s bouse.
Only stale food is eaten on this day, nothing
fresh being cooked. This is believed to protect
children from small-pox. (Perozepur.)

Tal-wdtr&.— A ceremony at marriage, when salt
is placed in the hands of bridegroom and bride.
(Dera Ghazi Khan

)

Tdtkft, A rite to get rid of a disease or other
evil, or to cause it to an enemy. D, g., if a
man has fever, he rises very early and goes to
a pipal tree, which he embraces. By so doing
he transfers the fever to the tree.

XTchhar.— A cover or quilt. The covering put
on the Grcmth Sahib by the Sikhs. A con-
nected word is achhdrd, or achhdr, the cloth
spread over the body of a Muhammadan when
carried to the grave. It is usually given to
the grave-digger as his wage.

Vishat. •— Cf, sagdi.
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MUNpiS AND DRAVIDAS.

BY STEN KONOW, OE THE UNITEESITY OF OHBISTIAJ^IA, NOEWAY.

I
T is now an established fact that the various tribes known as Kols, Mundas, Santals, and

so forth, do not differ in anthropological features fx’om the Dravidians. Mundas and

Dravidas belong to the same race. Mr. Risley has called the type represented by those tribes

Dravidian.

The languages spoken by the Dravidian race fall into two distinct groups, Dravidian and

Mun^4 The Dravidian languages have been the vehicles of an old civilisation, and the most;

important of them are known from an early period. Our knowledge of the various Munda

dialects, on the other hand, only dates back to the middle of the nineteenth century.

Some notes on the language 'of the Hos of Singhhum were published in the Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal as early as 1840, The author was the well-known Colonel

Tickell. The indefatigable Hodgson also extended his investigations to the Mund§, dialects.

In his paper on the Aborigines of Central India in the Bengal Journal for 1848, he

communicated vocabularies of Bhumij, Mundari, Ho, and Santali. He considered those

dialects as Tamulian, and, together with Kurukh, as “dialects of the great Kol language.*’

Mr. J, E. Logan, in the Journal of the Indian Archipelago for 1852 and 1853, also

considered the Mnnda dialects as Dravidian. He says :—
“ The Kol is Dravidian considerably modified by ultra Indo-Gangetic, particularly

in its glossary, and very slightly by Tibetan. The latter element is so small as to render

it certain that the Kol was originally a pure Dravidian language, which was deeply

influenced by the ancient Mon-G-angetio. The phonetic bajsis of the language and many

particles and words are Dravidian, but the pronouns, several of the numerals, and

a large portion of the words, are Mon-Anam.’^

The first who clearly distinguished between the Munda and Dravidian languages was

Prof. Max Miiller in his Letter to Chevalier Bunsen on the Classification of the Turanian Languages.

Ho states that he is unable to see any coincidences between Santalj, Mund^ri, Bhumi], and Ho
on one side and the Drayidian dialects on the other. In the former dialects he sees “ traces

of a language spoken in India before the Tamulian conquest.” That old language he calls

Muudfi, and I have retained that denomination, because it will be adopted in the Linguistic

Survey, and is far more suitable than the phantastical Kolarian proposed by Sir George

Campbell.^

Max MiillePs view that the Mnnd^ and Dravidian languages belong to different philological

families has been adopted by most scholars in Europe. The Revd. Eerd. Hahn, on the other

hand, in his Rurulfh Grammar^ Calcutta, 1900, tried to show “that the Mundari grammar bears

a genuine Drayidian stamp on its brow.” Mundari is a typical Mund^ language, and if

Mr. Hahn’s view is correct, we must infer that the Munda and Dravidian languages are related

to each other. The question is of some importance, and I have therefore thought it worth

while to examine Mr. Hahn’s arguments.

In the first place, he gives a list of words which are common to Mundari and Kurukh.

The list contains several Aryan loan-words, and also some comparisons which do not correctly

represent the real state of affairs. Thus MundM eiiga, mother, is compared with Kurukh

ihgyt* The latter word, hoiACver, means “ my mother,” and ihg is the personal pronoun of the

1 The Eev. ernd has proposed to call the family Hherwarian, a’ld that name has been adopted by

Brof. TJiomsen of Copenhagen. Kherwar is used in the traditionary tales of tbe Santals as a common designation

of the San-tals, Mundas, Hos, Bhumij, and Birhoy. It does not, howeyer, include the western and southern tribes

fluch as Korfcd, Ju^g, iKhayi^, ^vara, and Cadaba, and I cannot therefore see the advantage of adopting if for the

whole family. —* S- K.
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first person singular. Moreover, a comparison of the vocabularies of Mundar, and Kuru^

^nnot prove anything whatever, because it is a well-known fact that the former has largely

iSueLed the litter The comparison would have to be extended to other languages of both

families, and even in that case it would not prove much. Dravidas and Mu?4as mus ave

haT eariy intercourse with each other, as well as with the Aryans j
and corncrdences between

them in vocabulary cannot prove any philological connexion, just as we do not class the Aryan

dialects with the Dravidians on account of their having several words in common.

Mr Hahn himself does not appear to attach much importance to the correspondence in

vocabulary, and I therefore pass at once to his principal arguments which are based on
^

Issnmed cSrespondence in grammar. It will, however, not be sufficient to confine ourselves to

those features which have been discussed by Mr. Hahn. It will be necessary to extend the

comparison of Munda and Dravidian grammar so as to comprise the most characteristic

features of both.

Phonology.— The phonetical system of both families differs in many important charac-

teristics. It is much more complicated in the Munda languages than in Dravidian.

The vowels are mainly the same in both, though the Mnnd^s possess some shades of

pronunciation which do not appear to exist in Dravidian. Thus the short a in Dravidian is

pronounced as the u in English ‘ but.’ The Munda a is usually the short sound corresponding

to the a in ‘ father.’ It also has, however, another sound, which is much more indistinct. It

can be compared with the short indistinct e in Erench quaire-vingt, but is pronounced much

farther back.

The Dravidian e has only one sound, that of e in English ‘ ember.’ Santali e, on the other

hand, has two, or rather four, different sounds. It is sometimes pronounced as the a in

English ' hat,’ and sometimes as the short sound corresponding to the e in German * Segen/

There are, besides, two neutral vowels corresponding to the two full c-sounds.

Similar remarks can be made with regard to (?, and so forth.

The vowels of consecutive syllables in Santali are made to agree with each other according

to a well-defined law. If one syllable contains an open sound, the vowel of the other syllables

must also he open, and vice versa. Thus, sdn-aJc^ go; but hoy-oTs\ become. In those instances

d denotes the open ^-sound of a in hat,’’ and a the open sound of o in “hot,”

B and o are changed to t and w, respectively, when the following syllable contains an i.

Thus, Tiora, boy
;
I'uri, girl • bheda, a ram ;

bkidi, a ewe.

It will be seen that these changes are quite different from the interchange between i and ii

in some Telugu and Oanarese suflSzes.

With regard to consonants, it should be noted that the Munda languages possess complete

sets of soft and hard consonants, with and without aspiration. Thus Santali has h, Jch, ghy

and corresponding series of palatals, cerebrals, dentals, and labials. The Dravidian languages,

on the other hand, are mostly devoid of aspirates, and even the unaspirated sounds are not

freely used, hut interchange according to fixed rules.

Moreover, the Munda languages possess another set of consonants, or rather semi-consonants,

which are usually written h\ ch\ i\ and

“ These sounds are not pronounced like other consonants by successively ‘ closing and

opening,’ and allowing the breath to touch the respective organs at their reopening, but by
partly inhaling the breath and simultaneously closing the throat and the respective organs, and
not allowing the breath to touch them at their reopening, but letting it pass unarrested out of

the throat : thus an abrupt half consonant is produced.” (Skrefsrud.)
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The semi-consonants can accordingly be described as checked consonants 'v^ithout the

ofP-glide.

Those sounds are almost exclusively used at the end of words. It will be seen that their

existence is in thorough disagreement with the phonetical laws prevailing in Bravidian. In

those latter forms of speech the common tendency is to protract the off-glide of final consonants

so that it becomes a short indistinct vowel.

The phonetical systems of the Munda and Bravidian forms of speech differ also in other

respects. Thus the semi-vowels y and lo are in the Munda languages only used in order to

avoid the hiatus between concurrent vowels, and there is nothing to correspond to the

many cerebral r and I sounds of the Bravidian languages. There is only one cerebral t in

addition to the ordinary r, and one /-sound.

The difference in phonetical system is of some importance, because we often find that even

languages which have nothing to do with each other agree phonetically when they are spoken

in the same neighbourhood.

Formation of words. — The Mundd languages, like the Bravidian ones, make use of

suffixes in order to form new words from already existing bases. The Mund^ suffixes are,

however, almost exclusively pronominal, and the Munda languages do not, so far as I can see,

possess anything which corresponds to the various formative additions of the Bravidian forms

of speech. On the other hand, the infixes which play so great a role in the formation of Mnnda

words, are not a feature of Bravidian grammar. The Mon-khmSr languages, on the other

hand, and the dialects spoken by the aboriginal tribes of the Malay Peninsula, in this respect

agree with MundL

K’ouns. «— Bravidian nouns can be divided iiito two classes, those that denote rational

beings, and those that denote irrational beings respectively. These classes differ in the formation

of the plural, and partly also in the declension of the singular. Moreover, such nouns as denote

rational beings often have different forms to denote male and female individuals, respectively.

Compare Tamil magan, son; magal, daughter. There is, however, some uncertainty as to

whether this latter feature is originally Bravidian. The facts are as follows.

Tamil, Malayalam, and Oanarese, have different forms for the masculine and feminine

singular of such nouns as denote rational beings, the so-called high-caste nouns. In the plural,

on the other hand, both genders have the same form, but differ from such nouns as denote

irrational beings and things. The latter class of nouns I shall hereafter call tkeuter. The

suffixes of the masculine and feminine singular are an and a/, respectively.

Brahiii does not distinguish the genders, even iu the case of rational beings. Most other

languages of the family, Kuru^, Malto, Kui, Goadi, Koidmi, and Telugu, have no feminine

singular, but use the neater form instead. Kui and Qocdi also use the neuter gender in the

feminine plural of high- caste nouns.

There are, however, several indications which make it probable that a separate feminine

singular is an old feature of the Bravidian languages.

KumMa Bhatta (probably 7th century A, B.) mentions dl as a sM-jprafyaya, e., feminine

suffix. Bishop Caldwell farther compares the Tamil suffix al with the termination in Telugu

kodaluy daughter-in-law ;
Kui kudlit a Kui woman, and also with Telugu ddu, female. Compare,

however, Kurukh dli^ woman. Traces of a feminine suffix dl or dr are also occasionally met

with in Gondi verbal forms sach as manddl, she, or it, is
;
hidr, she, or it, does. Telugu forms

such as dhide and dme^ she
;
ohaie, one woman, also point to the conclusion that the distinction

of the masculine and feminine gendeijs is not an inaovation of Tamil tod Caaarese.
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The state of atairs in Uganda is quite different. Here we find the difference of nouns

denoting animate beings and inanimate objects, qnite a different system of classification, pervad-

ing the whole grammatical system. The plural, however, is formed by means of the same

suffixes in both classes. There are no different forms used to denote the masculine and femi-

nine genders. Couplets such as boy ;
kuru ghd, are formed under Aryan influence.

Dravidian languages have two numbers, the singular and the plural. In Munda there

is, in addition to those two, also a dual.

The cases are formed according to widely different principles in both classes. The

Dravidian languages possess an accusative and a dative, as the cases of the direct and indirect

object. In the Munda languages, on the other hand, there are no such cases. The direct and

indirect objects are expressed by means of pronominal infixes in the verb. Mr. Hahn, it is true,

states that the dative-suffx is practically the same in Mundari and Knru^, viz., M and

respectively. I^ow there are in fact some corrupt forms of Mundari in which the Aryan suffix

Ice is used to denote the dative and the accusative. That is, however, only the case where the

language has come so much under Aryan influence that it begins to abandon the most charac-

teristic Mundfl features. Mr. Hahn was probably not aware of this fact. Bis study of Munda

dialects has apparently been limited to Nottrotfs Mundari grammar, which is very far from

giving a reliable account of the language. Even a philologist might have been mistaken nnder

such circumstances.

Mr. further compares the ablative snfiBxes Kurukh t% and Mundari te. The compa-

rison does not, of course, prove anything whatever. The .similarity is probably accidental. The

Kuru^ suffix has two forms i% and ntt, and the latter is probably the original one. Compare

Tamil indru, K5ravfi inde, Canarese inda, &c.

The case suffixes are, in Dravidian languages, commonly added to a modified base, the

so-called oblique base, in the singular. The oblique ibase has various forms, and we can, with

some right, distinguish different declensions according to the different additions used in order

to form it. There is no such thing as an oblique base in the Munda languages, and all nouns

are treated in exactly the same way.

Adjectives. — Mr. Hahn remarks that adjectives are of the same character in Kurukh
and Mundari. True, hnt the same is for instance the case in Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman

languages. Most agglutinating languages form their adjectives in the same way, and
correspondence in that respect cannot seriously be urged as a test of philological connexion.

Numerals. — There is no connexion between the numerals in both families. Mr. Hahn,
it is true, compares Munda mif, moyaf, one, with KuruZci^ mundid, first. Compare Tamil mudal,
Telugu modata^ first. The comparison is, however, based on insufficient knowledge of the
nature of the Munda semi-consonants. It is of xyouvse quite possible that some word for

"^firsC "beginning,’’ might be common to Dravidas and Mnndas. Even in that case, how-
ever, it would he rash to infer a common origin for -the languages of both. 'They must have
had intercourse with each other from a very ancient date, and must certainly have borrowed
from each other.

Higher numbers are formed in a differemt -way in both families. The Dravidas -oount in
tens ; the Muud^s in twenties.

Hxonoxms.— Also the pronouns differ in most points. Attention has often iheeu drawa to
the fact that both families possess a double setof the plural of tbe personal pronoun -of the
person, one including, and one excluding the paarty addressed. I -have already pointed owt in
another paper {see above, Vol. XXXII. p. 458) that the state -of affairs in Dravidian langnaiges
points to the conclusion -that the Dravidas may have adopted this.grammatieal featune fi®»
without, t. e., probably from ,ihe Mundas. Even if the double set -oniginally ibgilpugn to .both
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families, that cannot prove much. The same peculiarity is found in many other languages.

The forms in actual use among Mundas and Dravidas are, moreover, quite different. Mr. Hahn,
it is true, compares Kuru^ oblique eng with Mundari in^ I; Kuru^ with Mandari
oko^ who ? He forgets, however, that a comparison of other dialects shows that the Dravidian

base of the pronoun “ I ’’ is e or nS, while the characteristic element of the Munda form is n
;
the

base of the Dravidian interrogative pronoun is yd or e, but the corresponding Munda form
is aka.

No sane philologist would, of course, draw any conclusion from the fact that the Munda
languages, like the Dravidian ones, have no relative pronoun. The same is the case in so many
quite different families of languages that it can almost be represented as the rule, the develop-

ment of a real relative pronoun being considered as the exception.

Verbs. — Every trace of analogy between the Munda and Dravidian families disappears

when we proceed to consider the verbs. Mr. Hahn, it is true, compares quite a series of

suffixes in Muniari and Kurukh. It is not, however, necessary to show in detail all the

mistakes he has made in those comparisons. None of them would have been possible if he
had really known Mupd^rl. I shall take two typical examples.

The suffix of the present tense in Kuru^ is da
; thus, en es-da-n, I break. The final n of

es-da-% is the pronominal suffix of the first person singular. Mr. Hahn, however, does not
hesitate to compare dan, the tense suffix ^Uts the personal termination, with the Mundari copula

tan, which corresponds to SantMi Jean, and is used to form a present, not, however, as a tense

suffix but as an auxiliary.

Mr. Hahn further compares what he calls the perfect suffixes Mundaliya?^-a, Kurukh
Mundivi jan-d contains the tense snffix jan and the so-called categorical a. We need only

consider the former. Jan corresponds to Santali en and is the suffix of the simple past passive.

The final n is kept through all persons and numbers. Kuru^ jan is the suffix of the first

person singular feminine of the past tense. It is apparently only used in such verbs as end
in n. The initial j has developed from a ch, and the final n is the personal termination.

I hope that it is not necessary to show in detail that Mr. Hahn’s remaining comparisons

are just as superficial.

On the other hand, the w£ole conjugational system is quite different in the Dravidian and
Munda languages. The Dravidian system, is very simple, only comprising two or three tenses

;

in Munda, on the other hand, we find an almost bewildering muster of conjugational forms.

The Dravidian verb can be characterised as a noun of agency ; the Munda verb and its various

tense bases are indefinite forms which can be used as nouns, adjectives, and verbs. The most
characteristic features of the Mund^ verb, the categorical a and the incorporation of the direct

and indirect object in the verb, are in entire disagreement with Dravidian principles.

The Munda languages, on the other hand, do not possess anything to correspond to the

Dravidian negative conjugation.

I hope that the preceding remarks will have shown that Mr. Hahn’s arguments for the

hypothesis of a common origin of the Mundi and Dravidian families are quite insufficient.

The analogies which can be said to exist between both families are of a general kind, and such

as can be traced between most languages of the earth,

Mr. Hahn is of opinion that there can be no doubt about the classing of MundEri as

belonging to the Dravidian family. I think it would be easy to show, with just as good

arguments, that Mundari is a Negro language, or a Indo-Chinese form of speech, or what

not. It is time to protest energetically against the tendency, which appears to be gaining

ascendancy, of combining different languages on the score of accidental similarity in unessential

features.
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EAMABHADEA-DIKSHITA AND THE SOUTHEEN POETS OP HIS TIME.

BY T. S. ETTPPCrS'WAMI SASTEl ;
TANJOEE.

EAMABHiDEA-DiKSHiTA IS Well known to students of Sanskrit literature as the author of

the Jftnakiparirjaya, the first drama read by the majority of students in the indigenous

Sanskiit schools of Southern India. This drama has repeatedly been printed in Telugn

and in Grantha characters at Madras and in DSvanagari at Bombay. It is known also

among those who do not read Sanskrit through its translations into Tamil, MalaySJam,

Marathi and other vernacular languages. Even its translations in some of the South-Indian

vernaculars have been more than once prescribed as text-books for University examinations in

the Madras Presidency. But like most other Indian publications this work never issued from

the press with any account of its author. I therefore wrote a short Sanskrit memo'ir of

Eamabhadra-Dikshita as a preface to his Patanjalicharita when I despatched a NSgari

transcript of it for publication in the KdvyamdU in 1894. This account was based on facts

collected from written records, which, though few, could be safely relied on. The present

paper is little more than a reproduction in English of what I have already published in

Sanskrit.

Bdmabhadra-Diksbita, the author of the JdnaM^annaya-indtaha, was a great South-Indian

poet and grammarian. He was born in the family of Ohaturv^da-Xajvan in the village of

Baudaramduikyam near Humbhak&nam in the Tanjore district, as testified to hy the subjoined

verse of the 'Srihgdratildkdb'hd'na composed hy the poet

^ II ^ H

This village, which is now almost in ruins, had once a very high reputation as the birthc-plaoe

of distinguished Sanskyit scholars. Of these were : (1) Dharmarajadhvarindra, the author

of the Yeddntaparihhdshd and TarkacJiuddmani
; (2) his son Eamakrishna, the author of the

Veddntasilchdmani and NydyaHJchdmani
; (3) Yaidyanatha-Dikshita„the author of the Smritimuhtd'*

pJiala and of the Dipikd, a commentary on the Bdmdyam
; (4) his son Sivar^ma-Dikshita, the

author of a compendium of the Smritmuktdphala called Ahnika, from which the following

verse is taken :

—

f|-cmt5RT52f

i(

(5) the pious Ohokkan&tha-Dtkshita, the author of the SabdaJsaumudt and BMshjaraindvali
mentioned in the sequel as the preceptor and father-in-law of RSmabhadra; (6) Ranganfitha-
Yajvan, a kinsman of Eamabhadra-Dikshita and the author of the ManjarMaranda, a
commentary on Haradattamisra’s PadamanjaH; (7) NalM-Dikshita, the author of the beautiful
drama Sub^drdjpannaya, the Srihgdmsarvasvabhdna and the Parimala, a commentary on his
own Advaitarasamanjart*

^
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W'^ qRPTci|4(; I

4fT-

f^ =rsr|^T>n%t II ss li

* * * *

rr«r% RRRfssercyj I

^ >m SfRiT^lr^ II ^ ll

*1?=^ 2r^%#r

STrftWt
I

Srihgdrasarvasvabhdna.

Subliadrdparii^aya,

Parimala,

(8) 'Sriiiiv4aa aZjas IkHri AppE-Sastrin, afterwards known by the name of PArnanandarYati,
the author of the PrdyasohittadtpiJid and Upagranthadipa, and the pupil of Brahmananda-
Sarasyati.

^>rPTt?Fr’^?WrPT«RTJT^JT^^r5piT^ I

^ 11

(%fe: I

«srg-f5 srraf^TT
1

1

Upagranthadtpa.^

B^mabliadra-Diksliita was a 5.igv6di Brftlima^a of the Kau^dinya gStra and i.svalajana
Butra. This follows from the drama EdgJiavdbhyudaya hy Bhagavantar^ya, a contemporarr
of Eamabhadra-Dikshita and the youngest brother of Narasimha, the minister of Ekdii of the
Maratha dynasty of Tanjore.

cn^TT^j— jrrmrrf»t^:q%f wt <#7^
^ffrnrt I

1 Bor turtherinformaition about this Silniyasg, see extraots from his son’s Upc^rmthaiMthva Uh^r.
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TFPT^^r-

^ gftrTJ^r^iT5»Tff^rn%^ I ?nTr #w»r

»TFrf%f5^rr?rr%»T?T^o?5j

Bhaga vantar^ya’s BdgTiavdhhyudayandtaka.

Again, in tlie land-grant of 'S^ajirajapuram for the support of learned pandits by Sahaji I,

a description of Ramabhadra-Dikshita is given in the following terms in Marathi : — Four
shares were given to Ramahhadra-Dikshita, a Rigv^di Brahmana of the Kaundinya gdtra and
Asvalayana sutra^ son of Tajnarama-Dikshita and grandson of Nalla-Dikshita.”

Ramahhadra-Dikshita was the eldest of the four sons of Yajnarama-Dikshita and a kinsman
of Rahganatha-Tajvan, already mentioned as a native of Kandaramanikyam.

5f5jr

i

5?iT?^r^5rf (?) f|- II

*rr?nTrfr ^ I

^ qrcR^fi II

TSf JjI- J|| f

I

rpflt^^Tr ^1%^ 2T«Tr 11

Manjartmakarandis^

TRe following pedigree clearly shows his relationship to the latter : —
Bhuminalla.

ana.

ITalM-Dikshita.

KarEyana-Dikshita.

Ranganatha-Dikshita
(author of the ManjarimakaraThda^*

Appa-Dikshita.

Pillai-Somayajin

,

3rd son
KunjallA

2nd son
VehkafcSsvara.

Dakshinam'urti

.

Yehkat^svara-Kavi
(pupil of R^mabhadra-Dikshita

and author of the
TJnddimglimtu),

Chaturv6da-Dikshita.

iNalM-Dikshita.

Yajnarama-Diksh ita.

.1
Nalla-Dikshita.

Yajnarlima-Dikshita.

Ramahhadra-Dikshita
(author of the ddnahi^ourinaga^ <fec-)
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male line of Eilmabhadra-Dikshita, m his son VaidvanathaDikshita died chadless, regular was TamiJ. His father was a man IriSfSeircnmstences His preceptor. Chokfcanitha-Dikshita, who was better circamstanced Whthim a and bestowed great care on his edneation. In due time he became an adfntin all the six darsams. He made a critical study of the whole of the Mahdbhdshya under hispreceptor, as is known by the following passages

^

®

Ramabhadra-Dikshita’s Ska^arsanisiddhda(asa,hgraha.

II

Ramabhadra-Dikshita’s commentary on the PanbkdsMvHiti i

The subjomed eiti^t from Ramabhadra-Dtk^ SririgdraHMMm shows that Chokkanatha

mr^Se!^’'®
“ ' ^l^oronghly, but also gave his eldest daughter to him in

^^
^rw*nw^zrr»r5=2ni%?r

His proficiency in Vydba^a was exceptionally high and he was often called Pratya<.ra-
Patanjali, i. e. ‘the modem Patanjali,’ by his contemporaries.*

“

iu
the poet's father-in-law, was a pious Chhandoga Brahmana ofthe Saunaka gotra and Drahyiyana sdtra. His father was Dvadaiahayaji Narayana-Dikshita’and

actually bore the name Ganapati is evident from the subjoined passages.

^ TtfW
eFfr^n^ cf f5l1t^r»r^RTnfNf

I^ rrf Jmt err-

^

^T^^5^?r:=§nror2r5Ti%fjrr5rr5r%t ^ II

tr»RrW I

»rfr*TrwfrfT«Tlf^%^
li

Bkdshyaratndvalt by Chokkanatha-Dikshita.

* also the passage from his pupil Venkait^Tara-Kavi’s commentary on manjdUcharlfa, quoted below

’

^ SttradliSra quoted on p. 128 above from Bkagavantaraya's RAghamhyudai,<t-
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^ tFTTf^ ^Fff

STRT^r^ IJ

* * *“ *

5^ II

;[ter ^ ^ II

Dhdturatndvali by Ohokkanatha-Dikshita,

Nor is this the only instance of this name being given to a woman in that family. Even
to this day instances can be quoted from families connected with Chokkanatha’s descendants.

Chokkanatha-Dikshita, the author of the KantinaatlpariijiayanAtaka and of the MasavUdsa-
hhdna, should not be mistaken for the poet^s father-in-law. As will be seen from the following

extracts, the anther of the Kdntimatiparina^andMha lived at a much later period. He was
the fifth son of Tippa-Dikshita, one of the donees of sarvamdnya lands, L e., lands firee of all

taxes, in the village of Sahajtmaharajapnram alias Tirnvisainallur, and the youngest brother of

KnppSrDikshits> who was Hkiwise a donee of that vfilage.

T^?it?5TvnRnTT<»rFr }

m

9[nffTfRR5Tf^rvrvt li

ESntmattpanmyandfaka,

PartW, ihe author of the Xdatimat^annayandidka wasa Brahmana of the Bharadvilia gdira
and AivaKyana s^ilra and a student of the BigvSda. He was a Telugu BrShmana, as may be
seen from his mother’s usme NarasSmbd- a name to be met with only among the women of
that community in the South, His pedigree is as follows t—

Ahobala-Somayajin.

Lakshmana-Bhatta*

1

TippS-Dikshita^ married NamsSmbA

Kuppadivariu. Tirumala-ktrin. STami-ktriu. Sttarami-Sastrin. OhokkLtha.
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The subjoined passage from his ^rii^dratUahabMm shows that Ramabhadra-Blkshita
was also the pupil of l^akaigLlha-Dihshita, well known for his simple, lucid style of

composition and for his most pt^ular works, NUf^i^hapija^a, Malivi^mbana, Nalacharita-

ndtaka and several others.

^5^1%
Enrsnrr^TW^ (%5

* *

Ramabhadra-Dlkshita*s BringdraiilahahMn a.

His Ntlalcanihavijaya is dated

Nilakantha-Bikshita^s NUalcanihaviiayachampuMvya,

i» e., in the Kali year 4738, corresponding to A. D. 1633, and thus enables us to fix approxi-
mately the date of hia dieeiple RAsaabhadra-Dlkshita. It was at the instance of

Nilakantha-Dikshita that our poet wrote his Rdmdbdnastavct,.

Paianjalicharitavydhhydna by Venkatavara-Kavi.

The subjoined pedigree of Nilakautha-Dikshita is based on the extracts printed below it ;
—

AchSiya-Uikshita.

Bahgaraja-Makhin.

t

Appaya-Uikshita
(A. D, 1554-1626).

i:Acha-Dikshita.

Narayana-Dikshita,

married Bhumid^vi.

\

2nd son
Nilakautha-l>ikshita

(A.'b. 1637).

ff Rrit fl

M€mvaihiasdrach€^itaz^dkhydna by Appkja-Diksbita.

Ft ^ ll

iSiMTidhtaliSasmkgfaht By Appiya-Dikshita.

* This is the second jp^or of the verse fcoxn. the same work qiioted helow.
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TOT^f: I

Slfr II

^ ^rwr^JTf^T^frr II

5r^5RTr5FJnr: I

w^r^wfl’ II

3r^ TSf I

ipfarrerr *Tf^^ ftr^-. il

5f|rr: ^J^Hlrt sr^cfcT: it

Gangdvaia/ramhdvya by Nilaka^tha-Diksbita.

R&mabhadra-DiksMta was a pupil of BSlakrisbna-BbagavatpSda in the VSdanta philosophy.

^ #fr^Gofr

#s3f
I

Jdnakiparinayandlahi

,

Though Bftmabliadra-Dikshita was born in the village of Kn,ndarn.Tn^ir3i*Trya.T||
, be after-

wards removed from that village and became permanently settled in b&hajirAjapuram
TiruvitainaUhr in A. D. 1693. It was after he took his permanent residence in this

village that he wrote his commentary on the FarihhdsMvritti entitled ParibMsMvrittivydkhydna,

mt Tfw i

«rafr^ II

'ifWW
(

f^Rr(^r|P«(4f^s II

Eamabhadra-Dikshita’s FaribMshdvriuivydkJiydm.

A beantaul description of this village, which is situated on the banks of the river Kdviri ata distance of abont f^ mUes from KnmbhakOpam, is given in the Dhamavijaya, a Champd-Mvya by Bhuminatha-Kavi, a pupil of Rfimabhadra-Dikshita.
^

srit ^^5^^ 5
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fti^5rr^sf»TTr%^ II

f^f 5?§f^f%5r I

" ^ TTfnTfR II

.^,v

^sRR^5qi#r^-3Sf57cr#3i:;

5|%Tr2T^<TR*i%t

?rffTt I
* * * * * I 3T^

ITT ffl^rnW^r^W^nW#

^ 3IJT^ ^ 1

WW rR# II

f¥RrJTf^sT»|l%^[RTr^t?^?rRp^i^ I

ti ^TT^NtTTf^ %qTRTlrfRf^ SfiFSTOT: tl

I

#Tfg%5&^rrfr tRri%R^ l[f^*rr# II

RrfT(% RrfP%fRcfhT|%it?nTRpr II

3T^

fpiprr^ sq^frRR^^’s^RiR^rnrr^RRft^^

^iTPR^n^TTf^S
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^rftq?rr^ f^fw: mr jt^t f

il if^ jpTwr^j II

DharmavijayaohamiyilJcdvyct by Phuminatha-Kavu

Dr. Burnell, in identifying this village with the town of Tanjore in his Tanjore Catalogue,

p. 21^5 has evidently fallen into a naistake. He had not perhaps facilities for knowing that the

benevolent Raja Sahaji I. caused a Brahmanical village to be founded on the banks of the river

KavSri, on a site best fitted for the performance of the religions ceremonies of the Brahmanas,

and called it after his own name Sahajirljapnram. The boundaries of the village on all its

four sides have been thus mentioned in the gift-deed by the B^ja; Veppattur on the east,

Tribhuvanam on the south, Mananj^ri on the west, and Anakkudi on the north. Further, Tanjore

does not appear to have been known by any secondary name at any time* An indirect proof

of this fact is furnished by the following passages : —

J^mnyaMHyasuiravyctlchydnaf composed

in A. D. 1815 by VMchhSsvara.

fTPcTft 1

1

BharmavijayachampuMnifa, chapter 2, verse 1,

^ sr^: It

5r^f5# wr # II

S&hHyaratndkarakdvya tj YajnanSrayana-DikBhita,

son of GSvinda-Dfksliita, the prime-miinster of

Achyuta-M’ayaka and of his son BaghnnStha-
N&yaka of Tanjore.

Again, in attributing the authorship of the Jdnm$arinayandtaka to Chokkanatha,
Dr^ Burnell is far from correct. Probably he misconstrued the following'Hne which is found in it,

‘ ^$4 meaning, “he — the son-in-law of Ohdkkanatha-
Dikshita— is the famous anthor of this work,” He seems to haye mistaken for ar^g-

' See also rerae 3 of the ertraot from VenkattSvara-KaTi’a C94i2im',han,fu quoted below.
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and 'glw*rmi%5rf for Snch mistakes are not of nncommon occurrence in
Dr, Burnell’s Tanjore Catalogue, and I take advantage of this opportunity to note a few of
them :

—
(1 ) P. 55, Badharanjinti b, ttM, the author of the text, Appayadikshita’' /or ‘'by

Gahgadharadhvarin on Appaja-Dikshita's Knvalaydnanda:^

(2) P. 172, Yidyaparinayandiaha by Anandarayamakhin, “ son of Narayana’’/or “son of
15^'risimhSdhvarin/’

(8)

P. 170, MalUkdmdruta, a praharana “ by Ranganatha of Latapura^’/^^ by Uddanda,
son of Rahgan^tha of Latapura*’’

(4) P. 174, Sabhdpaiivtldsa, a ndtdka in 5 ahhas “by Dhapmaraja”/^??’ ‘‘
^>7 Vehkat6svara,

son of Dharmaraja.”

(5)

^
P. 163, Harivamsasdracharita by Appayadikshita ” for EanvmUasdracJiariia-

vydkhydna by Appaya-Dikshita*’’

(6) P. 168, Tnp)uravijayacUmp^ii “by a son of Karayanadikshita’V^^ ‘‘by Nrisimha-
Dikshita,”

(7) Pe 171, Raghundthavildsay a modern play in 5 ankasy “ founded on the Bdmdymxa by
\ ajnanarayana” /or “founded on the exploits of Raghunatha-Nayaka, one of the (Nayaka) rulers

of Tanjore,

(8) P. 178, 'SrihgdrasarmsvahMm, a hhdm “by Kausika Nallabudha, son of l)5'allabudha,

son of Ramachandra” /or “by Kausika-Nallabudha, son of Balachandra.”

(9) P. 158, Dharmavijaya. “Anom’^or “by Bhdminatha-Kayh^’

(10) P, 58, Sdhityaraindkara- “Examples illustrating the rules of poetry inten^orr^a^.

This work is called a Mahdkdvya^ but there does not appear to be any contintious story in it*”^

Dr. Burnell is totally incorrect. Sdhityaratndhara by Yajhandr^yana-Dikshita is a MO/hdkdvya

and is about Raghun^tha-Nayaka of the Tanjore IT^aka dynasty.

(11) P. 57, a similar treatise, by Simhamahipati. The nominal author is

said to have been a Tanjore prince of the last century. The work does not seem to have been

ever finished, and it is certainly not a matter for regret that such is the case.^ Here, again.

Dr. Burnell is unfortunately wrong. The name Simhamahipati or Sihgabhfip^la, as he is

otherwise called, does not occur in the lists of the Myakas or the Mar^tha Rajas of Tanjore.

The name SiugabhupSla and his work Masdrifiava are often quoted already by Kum^rasvamin,
son of Mallinatha, in his Ratndpana, a commentary on the Praidparudrayaidbhushana.

(12)

P.162, Sarabhardiavildsay “a history of Sarabh6jiraja of Tanjore (1796-1833) by

Jagannatha’’ for “a history of Sarabhdji L of Tanjore, composed in A. D. 1722 by

Jagannatha.**

The work begins: —

*
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Ends:— )^fW 1

^»T^vrrf^ II(13)

P. 161, MgUmcharitram by (or rather attributed to) “Sarabboji^Eaja of Tanjore

(nineteenth century) ’’/or ‘‘Sarabh6ji 1. Rija of Tanjore (eighteenth century).

Introduction to the BdQhcLvaohariiTdin “

5r^rf^t I

jj5t^?rr ff II

frsqrf^f^^ “sr »j#r 1

^ ’sr gjr# ^ I

^sf^rspiTr softer: ^jrl^ar^m f^FnriFsr^flfts II

3riT^r2T^%3r?Tiw^ ?[r?vf-?^fiJTr II

^l‘. 5Fr#%s

^rs^T %'r5\ 1^

(14)

Jirnbavamalydna, “ by Krishuaraya ” /or “ by Krishnaraya, king of Vijayanagar^

(A. D. 1510 to 1529).”

At the end of the work :—

SIf# ^Rcf I

TTP^>fgfrspr^ i ^R?rfNr?Rf°T 5rr*T II

(15)

P. 173, BringdrahJmhana, a hhdna by VSmanabhatta-Bdna, composed for the Viru-

paksha-Chaitrayatra “ at Tanjore /or ** on the banks of Tuhgabhadra,’’

Introduction to the ^rihgdrahMshanabhdna :

—
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well

•Ji ^ i»N _ ^
cT

(16) P. 170, MaraitzlMValltparinat/a, a ndtaha in 5 ahJeas, by Srinivasadasa, son of Deva-

rajarya of the Bharadvaja family. As far as I can make out the passage, he is of the same

family as a Madhava who wrote commentaries “ on tlie Upanishads /or “ on the Dramklo-

panishads.’’

Introduction to the Maratahavalliparimyandtaka :

—

’ir^ qf^trq-zirfii I

(17) P. 170, ** MctdcinabJiusliana^ a hhdna by-—? The author is said to have lived at

Blilayanur, which must be in the neighbourhood of Madras” for MademahMshanUy a hJidna

by Appadhvarin. The author is said to have lived at Killayur in the neighbourhood of

Mayuram (Mayavaram, in the Tanjore District).”

In religion, Bamabhadra-Dikshita was a Smarta Brahmana and a votary of Bama. His

works, poetical or philosophical, always begin with an invocation to Bama, or have E^ma for their

subject. In his SringdratilahabJidm, we come across the following sentence, put into the mouth of

the Pariparsvika— ”—
meaning “ how is it he (Ramabhadra-Dikshita) whose thoughts are ever bent on meditating

on R^ma, has undertaken to write a bJidna ? ” The following verse addressed to Krishna

and believed to have been composed by the author one night in his dream, occurs in his

Rdmakarna7*<zsdyctna and clearly shows his unshaken attachment to BSma and Bama alone.

JjfPT ^ I

jfiwryr-

meaning ** Remove the peacock’s feathers and wear the crown on thy head ; drop the flute and

grasp the bow with arrows ,* abandon the cowherd boys and associate with monkeys ; 0, the

brightest of the Tadus, transform thyself into Rama and then will I be attached to thee.
”

The following note is added after the verse in the manuscript—

—

i> e-j the

verse which he composed in his dream,”

I now turn to Eftmabhadra-Dlkshita's works. The following is a list of them so far as

they are known to me : (1) Jdnahtparimyandtaha, (2) iSrifigdratilahalMm, (3) ParibhdsMvritti-

vydkkydna, (4) ShaddarSantsiddkdntasamgraha, (5) FatanjaUcTiariiakdvyOy (6) Bdnasiava,

(7) CMpastavay (8) Tuntrastavay {^) FrasddaBtava, (10) Yihagarbliastava^ (ll) Edmasiavakarnara-
sdyana, (12) AsJitaprdsa, and (13) Achdryastavardjabhusliafta (a review of Acharyastava-
r^ja,” a work by Brahmanandamuni in praise of his preceptor Krishnanandamuni), A critical
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study of them would couviuco any reader that they were all written by the same author. As

regards the first four, the author himself, in the introductory portion, gives his name and

some details of his life. The next two are pronounced to be the works of Ramabhadra-

Bikshita by bis pupil Venkatasvara-Kavi in his commentary on the Fatanjalicliaritahdvija^

Besides, there is sufficient internal evidence in these six works to show that they were composed

by the same author. Similarity of style and sentiments, recurrence of the same words and

phrases, and occasionally even of a couplet or a verse with a slight change, prove clearly that

they are the works of the same person. I shall here quote some instances i—

(1) ipTTrnrRir 1 * * I

3n^n%v t^rsr^ I

'SrmffdraiilaJcabhdna,

II II

Faimja lieliarUa,

(2) Hr%*. ^finTT-

R\ RTT^frr f^q-t q^<srrs I

f%%rr

mwTFrrr criror II \\

SringdratiWcabhdna,

f r%r|»c I

5# rrr^^ snt^j^r htot I

^rrtters^r^srt^^eKTf^iWt IKI ||

(3)

Patanjalichartia.

5^ ^rtr*Tr?2ir»TTOf%^vfproRfiTr

SrihgdraHlalcabMna.
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^iTTf^rr ^
«T^ 57^1^ jl < 1

^o n

(4)

JPaianjalicharifa.

II II

'Brihgdratilaliabhdna,

3?Frrt

w^^l%f|rrr?rrni^ fnpnf%^ f^g^qw^: 1

1

(5)

Jdmki^arinayandtaka^ V. Act

'^rr%5‘
I

'TTf^
^rif 11 ^ I II

Paianjalicharka,

’THT 53^ 'Tr?g?5^g^rrf fl>^% rttfi; I

5Fi%T^r^pr^^r

'i'IHrtiQ.
li II

^T^ngdratilaleabhdm»

»Tr inr%^Rrrrrf^r^2nf?rt
I

f^ sjT^^ ^2fr ^552t^ g^r^ wft” im v^ II

Fatanjalicharita.

’^Rpng^qgsrfB ra^ ii n

Srihgdratilakahhdna.

3T^R^?iTrflw^^onf^ ^grfi^iPr{R[PT%mg^«h il^ 1

5rr^f^i^iw< ^rwjrfrqf^srfrTsrsnrgTjn^ii < 1 v<:ii

PatanjaUchariia*

(7) 5IT# lif^-^ *fN^ I

gscn^gfsrt ^s^tr^grr^tti: ti 11

^rihgdratilakaihdna.
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^rmr 1 3T«?^ I^^ PrPtcf

^F>T5% gPT^: ^sqTT^zrrf^t II II

Jdmkt^arinayandtaTcai V. Act.

(8)

(9)

^r?r7*=2?^Tr^^r*Rirar^

5WHr 1^1 II II

SringdrcttilaJcablidna^

55;r«|f3ji^<KUdMT^HTO^ ft^rnnfr^

Hfijd iprf H^^t?^*Tprpr I

Bdmaddnastava,

Wf ^*MNrrr5'T5R^ I

qfnt% sf527W5% iH *rr5f%f5rRf 'Fwrf^

qf»tTHT*n^^ I

’Tr?5Rf 5rr^%5rr: II n

^rihgdraiilukahMna,

^ g%gPT^ I ^ f|-

'rarr^ urnf^

?rwj q755¥rHf^rii »F^r^5f^ I

l^rar^5r»T^T^i?552TniJ^ T^r^yr

»#Tr*fr
li v ii
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(10) ^ ^
fSffnr^Ffsrr

II \ II

Jdmkiparinayandtaka^ IV. Act.

^ tr%=r *T^%jnt

sr^fTTf^RT: rTF^RT:

€rs^*?T^ TTJRPTJ 11 \o II

Bdmahdmsiava.

(11) ?fr?rnT ^«TPr wrT'FHTFR-

5r If sTJTf^ frat

^ f^^T3rnf^?R;rT^[fFf 11 9, ii

ParibhhMviHidvydkhydna*

The above verse occurs as tbe 12th verse in the 1st Ntshyanda in the Edmastavakarnarasdyana,

(12)
^«iwiT«r

m ^ JJTcTft »RRr ^-
llPRir II \% II

Jdnakijparinar/andtaka^ I. Act«

m wr# Cr^T^lRfarr^f^ir^ li^ f^%e^vR^il ^ R II

fonft- jftrht i

fiM ^?T=R*T^(^ IR I V II

PatanjalicJianta*

^HR^nSRITTf^T^^TV frl%^

f%&VRr% ^»Rl%S[r IRvs II

Jdnakiparimyandtakai VL 4ot.

Vide 69th verse in the Bdnastava^
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(14)

%«r ^i^RTWR5%^ sr^srr f^ I

f=5r^ 4l4fR^4f^
5!i^K’5®rr II % ll

Jdndkt^arimyandtaka^ III. Act.

T%ff^ f3F?2Tr I

^^ Tfrj^^^T^rspr:^ sRT^r-

f|5rr %=r iTft% m srfrw^^rr II II

JdnaMparimyandtakay IV. Act.

(15)

^?y*53T

^fcrrr ^^rrar s^if^ 5iw«i% Tr^r^prir n <( n

Mdmabdyjastava.

rt^rRrtg f^^^iTfim^rTrnTifSrTr^j^
I

frrfRJTwfiTf ^Vr lu ||

Jdnak^arinaijandivha, III. Act.

* ^snTrrf^nT^wf^^^fin^^TT

II X<^ II

II n

* * II II

Bdmaldnastava^

(To be continued*)
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GLIMPSES OB’ SINGHALESE SOCIAL LIFE.

BT AETHTXE A. PEEBEA.

(Contimedfrom j?.

^1 Belationship and Bights of Bropertj.^s.

SeTCn generatiems of femily descent is a matter of pride, and each link of the chain has a
name of its own: (1) appft, (2) fttft, siyiya or muttft, (3) mi-muttft, (4)nattft, (5) panattft
(6) kittft, and (7) kirikittft (father, grandfather, &e.>; these terms are used for the direct as well
as collateral ancestors-.

The next-of-kin to a father (appd) or mother (ammS) and brother isahodarayd) or sister
(saAodari)!® are the father’s brothers and mother’s sisters, and mother’s brothers and father’s sisters •

of these the first pair has a paternal rank and called ‘father’ (appd) or mother (ammd), qualified
by the words big (Zofea), intermediate (madduma), or little {pincM, kudd or hdU), according as ‘he’
or ‘she’ IS older or younger than one’s parents; their children are brothers (^darayd) and
asters {mhodart), who are, in their turn, styled ‘father’ and ‘mother’ by the speaker’s children.
The second paw becomes ‘uncle’ (mdmd) or aunt (nendd); and their children m^e eonsins*
imaasmu) and female cousins (nirtd), who are themselves addressed ‘uncles’ and ‘aunts’ by the
next generation. ^

These are not confined to the rdationships mentioned, but are used to Mend's and elders as
expressions of endearment, familiarity or respect, and also to denote other forms of kinship, Appft
qualified as before, is appEed to a mother’s sister’s husband or a step-father; awima to a father’s
brother’s wife or a step-mother; mama to a father’s sister’s husband or a father-in-law

; nonda to
a mother’s brother’s wifeor a mother -in-law

; Bahbdaraya to a wife’s or husband’s brother-in-law or
a maternal cousin’s husband? sahMart to a wife’s or husband’s sister-in-law or a maternal cousin's
wife

;
massina to a brother-in-law or a paternal cousin’s husband

; nfna to a sister-in-law or
a pateraaL cousin's wife.

Those who are related as * brothers ' aad ‘ sisters ' rarelj marry
;
and a husband’s uncles, aunts,

and cousins of the one class are to his wife uncles, aunts, and cousins of the other. The terms son,
nephew, grandson, and great-grandson, with their female eq[uivalents, also stand for several forms of
kindred, A son {putd) is one’s own son, the son of a ‘brother’ (male speaking) or of a ‘sister’

(female* speaking). A daughter {duva) is one’s own daughter, the daughter of a ‘ brother
'
(m. s.)

or of a ‘sister’ (f. s). A nephew {bend) is a son-in-Jaw, the son of a sister’ (m. s.) or of a
‘ brother’ (f, s.). A niece (leli) is a daughter-in-law, the d^aughter of a ‘sister’ (m. s.) or of a
‘ brother ’ (f. s.),. A grandson (munupura) and granddaughter {minipiri) are a ‘ son’s ’ or ‘ daughter’s

’

or a ‘nephew’s* or ‘niece’s’ children
;
their sons and daughters are great-grandsons (mt-munupurS)

and great-granddaughters (mi-minipirv).

The ancestral holdingof a field and gardten deTol^es, according to the old Singhalese Law,
which is still in force, with modifications, in the inner provinces of the island, on the sons, unless
ordained as Buddhist priests,, or adopted out of the family, and on. those daughters who are
unmarried or have not movedfrom their parents after marriage; Matrimony? ia of two kinds : diga
when the husband takes the wife to his own home, or hinna when he settles down at her father’s

house. To keep a plot of ground intact the males have had recourse to polyandry;

Authorities

(a). Thomson’s Insbiivites.of tTie Laws of Ceylon ('1868)„ Vol. II. pp. 597-672.

(5) Phear’s The Arymi Villcsge in India and Ceylon (1880), ppw 173-205,

(c) NiU Nig?t<mdvAja, or A Vocabulary ofKamdyan Law (1880),

(d) The Or^entaUst, Vol. L (X884) p. 217, and Tol. II. (1885)>p. 6A
(e) Ceylon North Central Province Manual (1899), p. 108,

Elder brother is ayiyd. Elder sister is ahkd, Tounger brother is modayd, Touager sister is nangU
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The co-oTTners work together (hawlata) and share the produce or divide the property into their

respective lots {betma or pangu)^elove cultivation, or hold it on the following complicated system called

Tattumftru (alternate). A field belongs to A and B in equal shares and is possessed in alternate

years. If on their death two sons ofA and three of B inherit it, then their possession for 14 years

is A-’l, B-1, A-2, B-.2, A-1. B-3, A-2, B-1, A 1, B-2, A-2, B-3, A-1, B-1. In case of A-1 surviv-

ing, A.2 leaving two sons, B-1 three sons, B-2 four sons, andB-8 five sons, the tenure for 30 years is

A-1, B-la, A-2a, B-2a, A-l, B-3a, A-2b, B-lb, A-1, B-2b, A-2a, B-3b, A-1, B-la, A-2b, B-2e,

A-1, Br3c, A-2a, B-la, A-l, B-2d, A-2b, B«*3d, A-1, Brlb, A-2a, B-2a, A-1, B-Se.

'V7hen there is no male in a family or the proprietor is old or employed elsewere, the fields

are rented out for cultivation for half the crop {ande), or for a portion equal to one and a half or

double the extent sown — about of the produce (otu).

A cultivator who converts, with the owner’s consent, a temporarily abandoned highland or

waste ground (Mm), into a field or garden becomes entitled to it and pays a small rent (aswedduma

or panduru inila), or has his trouble and expense made good, before the possession of the land is

resumed, as his improvemant right.

Irfinds are acquired by inheritance, paternal {pav urume) or maternal (mav urumi), by
bequests QMgt) made orally or in writing, by purchase (milata) or by prescription (buttiya).

The mother is the heiress of an intestate child (daru uruine), and failing her the father becomes

entitled to the property (jdtaha urume), but they cannot dispose of it. The rule of succession

is children, parents, brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces, uncles and aunts and children of uncles

and aunts; only on failure of the whole-blood descendants, do the half-blood succeed,'

Deeds of gift, which generally had an imprecation against all future claimants, were

revocable by the grantor except those to temples (pidaviU) and to public officers in lieu of a fee ;

and an usurpation was valid if the proprietor did not recover possession within twelve months.

Service property held by hereditary tenants reverted to the landlord by abandonment

(pdlu), by failure of heirs (inala-pdlu), or by forfeiture due to non-performance of personal services

(nila-pdlu)^

Children who are ungrateful to parents or have been cruel to them or have brought disgrace

on the clan by contracting inferior marriages are disinherited; the father, in presence of witnesses,

declared his child disinherited, struck a hatchet against a tree or a rock, and gave to his other heir

an ola, blank, or written with the disinheritance formula. There is no prescribed form for the
adoption of a child, but it is necessary that he is of the same caste as the foster-parent and that
he is publicly declared to the relatives as the adopted son and heir of the estate.

Minor differences about property were settled or compromised in, the village councils
(Gansabhava) held in the amhalama or under the village tree. Appeals from them and the more
important disputes were heard in the court of the provincial governor (Dissava Maduva or BatS
Sabhava) who was assisted by his high officials acting as assessors. He was empowered to give olas as
titles to lands (stUu) and direct anyone but those who had Koyal grants {smnas) to quit
possession. The Final Court of Appeal was presided over by the king or one of his ministers
(Adik^ama) and its decisions were final. The three ancient tribunals are now represented by the
village assembly of the Chief of a district, by the Appellate Court of the Agent of a province, and by
the Governor in GounciL If a Dissava or an Adigar fonnd after inquiring into the evidence no
relatives were competent witnesses— that the issue was doubtful, he ordered a trial by oath or
ordeal. The villages were summoned to the spot (dinapela) by showing them a cloth tied in three
knots and they were bound to be present.

The^ oaths were either a mere asseveration (sattalca venavd) or swearing upon one’s eyes
(esdelcapd) or on one’s mother (ammapd) or by striking the ground (polave atagasd), or by throwing
up a handful of sand (veh udadamd) or by lifting the hand towards the sun (irata ata nagd) or by
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tonching a pebble Qeeia alia) or by the image of Vishnu or some other deity, or by the saered
scnpfares (hana) or by Buddha’s rmndapla (tirisdraya). In ail the above, punishment followed in
this life Itself, except where the Great Master was concerned, when the perjured person suflered in
a fnture existence. There were ftve oominon forms of ordeal; that by hot oil reqtured tL
adversaries to put their middle finger in boiling oil and water mixed with cowdung, and if neither or
both were burnt the land was equally divided. The other four modes consisted of the disputants
partaking of some rice boiled from the paddy of the land in question

; breaking an earthen vessel and
eating a cocoanut that were placed on the portion claimed

; removing the rushes laid along the
boundary; or striking each other with the mud of the disputed field

;
the claim was decided by any

misfortune which fell to either party or his relatives within seven or fourteen days. There were twro
other forms which had fallen into disuse even in ancient times owing to the seveiity of the tests,
viz., carrying a red-hot iron (ripolla) seven paces without being burnt and picking some coins out
of a vessel containing a cobra (nayd) without being bitten.

(8) Industries.

The several occnpations in which the people are engaged have already been hinted at
; agriculture

and fishing require more detail^ reference, as wefl as hunting, which is followed both to protect%
crops from the depredation of wild animals, and as a means of sustenance in districts where cultivation
is not possible,

Biee is sown three times a year— for the Maha crop in July, for the Yala in January, and for the
Medakanna iu October— in fields irrigated by tanks, or by rivers dammed up near their mouths :

a row of piles is fixed in the bed of the stream and mats made of grasstied to them with jungle creepers:
sufficient sand silts up against the framework for a dam. Each owner surrounds his r-laiw of the
communal tract of fields with an embankment (niyara), muds it with buffaloes (tnadavanavd),
removes the surplus water with a long wooden ladle Q/otumdnd) hung up on a cross beam at the edge
of the field, and sows it with seed-paddy (bUlara vt) which had been soaked in water till they bad
germinated. From a cadjan-shed (pela), erected on four trestles, the gamarala watches his field by
night and day. The neighbours assist each other in reaping the grain (goya«, Mpanatd), tying the
sheaves, threshing (yoym pdganavd), fanning the chaff in winnowing baskets (hulla) and stacking
the straw

j
and are entertained with a mid-day meal. The harvest time is eagerly looked forward

to by the villagers, those employed in towns taking leave of their masters to participate in these
rural joys. When water fails, yams and fine grains are cultivated in terraces along hill-slopes, in
beds of dried-up tanks, or in clearings (h£n) of the communal forests which surround each village

;

a village consists of a group of hamlets (gasi).

The capture of elephants (al{) is effected either by pitfalls, female decoys, noosing or
by hrp stockades (etgdl) ;20 leopards (lioti) are taken » in traps and pitfalls, and occasionally
in spring cages formed of poles driven firmly into the ground, within which a kid is generally
fastened as a bait

;
the door being held open by a sapling bent down by the united force of several

men, and so arranged as to act as a spring, to which a noose is ingenionsly attached, formed of
-plaited deer’s hide. The cries of the kid attract the leopard, which, being tempted to enter, is
enclosed by the liberation of ihe spring, and grasped firmly round the body by the noose.”3i

Bears (paUtssu) are very greedy of honey, and this is taken advantage of by woodmen, who
“ suspend a heavy wooden mallet before the mouth of the fissure in which the hive is built, and
a cross-bar to the trunk below at such a distance that when the bear sits on it the end of the
will be on a level with his head. Should, as is expected, the bear climb the tree, he makes himself
comfortable on the seat provided for him, but no sooner has he done so then he finds the mallet in
Iris way and he pushes it away, when the next moment it comes back and cracks him over the head.

*• There is ijnite a literature on the subject ; consult Modder’s Hond Book to the Mephtint Kraal (1902).« Tennant’s Katttral Clej(lo« 0861), p. 27.
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This irritates him of course, and he pushes the mallet with greater force but only with the effect of

increasing the weight of the returning blow. The bear never thinks of changing his position, and as

blow after blow, each succeeding one severer than the other, follows his attempts to thrust the offending

log aside, the end soon comes, when, stunned by a blow stronger than the rest, he drops into the

pitfall or is impaled on the stakes planted to receive him.”22

Porcupines (iftevS) are caught by setting up in an opening “ a framework of sticks about

Z ft* sq^uare, one side of which rests on the ground, and the other is held up at an angle of about

45° by a cord attached to a stick bent down and intended to act like a spring. The frame is weighted

with heavy stones, and underneath it, right in the way of the animal, is a trigger the slightest touch

against which releases the spring and brings down the weighted frame with crushing effect.”2S

Bufi&loes (miharak) keep in herds in their rutting season (December and January) and are

caught with a stout elk-hide rope, with a. running noose at one end and a piece of elk-horn with

the "frontlet tine at the other. Several nooses of this kind are suspended from bushes on the path of

the buffaloes and the herd is driven from its feeding grounds with shouts and the clanging of sticks.

The animals in their rush generally thrust their heads into the nooses and run away with the rope

imtil pulled up by the elk-horn catching against a root. Here the animal is left struggling for a day

or two, when it becomes sufficiently siibdued to he yoked to a tame one and driven off to the kraal or

pond prepared for the purpose.”2i

Hunters either surround a herd of deer, prevent them from feeding and knock them down

when they are unfit to run away by sucking in a large quantity of air
;
or lie in ambush by a pool,

a tank or along a deer-path, and when the animals approach sharply break off a twig from a tree,

and as the sound brings them to a halt, shoot down tlie fattest of the herd* Hunting at night to

shoot wild hogs, elk, deer and leopards is called yakmini atulla. The expedition consists of

two men, one carrying a gun, the other a chatty of live-coals on his head, and a hatchet with a bell

attached to the handle. The former carries in addition powdered rosin in a bag with which he

produces a blaze on the chatty on the companion’s head.”26 jbe bell and chatty are sometimes

attached to the neck and sides of a sporting buffalo, and the sportsmen follow in the dark and bring

down the animals attracted by the light.

The Singhalese generally angle in streams with a rod 12 ft. long, made of the dried mid-rib

of the leaf of the Caryota wrens {kituJ)
;
but in the rainy season he traps by placing long baskets

(jeernan) in the crevices between stones and rocks where fish enter and are caught. In the dry season,

when a piece of water is very shallow, fishing is done with a funnel-shaped basket opened at both

ends (IcaraJc), which the fishermen, to quote EZnox (p. 27), ‘‘jibb down, and the end sticks in

the mud, which often happens upon a fish; which, when they feel beating itself against the sides,

they put m their hands and take it out, and drive a ratan through their gills, and so let them dra«>-

after them.”

Sluggish rivers are « fenced with strong stakes, diagonally to which are attached bamboo tats

or screens. At certain distances, sq[uaTe chambers (jdhotu), made of the same material, are attached
to the fence, having an open end opposed to the stream, and the interior is so constructed that a fish

once entering cannot find its way out again, This mode of fishing is not practicable in large rivers

owing to the strong currents wliich carry away the stakes.^’26
seasons of the year, at night,

fishes spring up out of the water as they ascend the river, and to catcli leaping fish the fishermen
place two poles upright in a boat at some distance from each other, spreading a net between them.

One man, seating himseff at the stern of the boat, paddles it from one side of the river to the other
;

the fishes as they spring out of the water strike against the net and fall into the cavity of the hoat.”26

22 Illustrated Literary Supplement to the Examiner (1875), p. 85. 23
2* JUd, p 230. 25 Ihid, p. 19. ^

26 The Cey],on Friend (1873), Vol, IV. p. 120.
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Fishing in the open sea is carried on by three kinds of outrigger canop,. k„..
{hudd om) keeping close in shore, the single-masted larger one (ruval oru) venturing further out Lde largest (yaUra oru) constructed for stormy weather and cariying an oblong sail on two mast».

need!
^ with meshes so small that only a darning-

needle-sized twig can pass through (itzdarffZa).
^ ^

(To he continued^)

MISCELLAKEA.
FEMALE TATTOOING AMONGST

GHILZAIS.
BY GANGA SAHAI,

Assistant Settlement Officer, Kohdt,

The following notes were taken from the
members of a family of Tarakkl Ghilzais, whose
camp was visited Tby me at Chiohina. Their
story was as follows

The great Ghilzai tribe formed two-thirds of
the population of Afghanistan, the remaining one-
third being Tdjik. Their ancestralhome lay on the
other side of the Shntargardan Eange and ex-
tended as far as Khur^n. They were also called

KtiehiB, probably owing to their migrations to
British territory in winter. As a rule they are a
well-to-do class of people and trade in ghi, carpets,

sheep and horses. They live in hizhdais or small,

tents made of blankets and carry their goods
about on camels. In winter they settle in groups
of families in British territoiy in villages, where
by old custom they are allowed to graze their
cattle on payment of a fixed tax. Some of the
tribesmen look after the cattle on the hills, while
others use the camels in selling wood and the
carrying of salt trade. They intermarry among
themselves at mature age, between 20 and 25, and
alliances with Pathfinsin British territory are rare
occurrences and even then only due to poverty or
love. They have the reputation of being a set of
well-behaved people with a good moral character.

Of the vaiious sections ofthe Ghilzai Tribe,
some have a fancy for picturesque tattooing,

others like only one dot on the forehead, while
the rest did not tattoo at all. My infoimant
gave the following detail ;

—
Tarakkis,

Badni Khel,

HamiAn Khel,

Suleiman Khel

(partly known
as Katwaz),

Barik Khel,

Jamal Khel,

Wurdag,

Andar,

who live about Kandahdr
and Kalilt, and practise

picturesque tattooing.

Nasir,

Shinwari

and MaM Khel,

Ni^zfs,

L

who live about Hazaristan
and use only one dot.

[Some of the Malia Khels,

however, have told me
that they were originally

Sayyids and that tattoo-

ing did not prevail

amongst them.]

The Bahifim Khel, who live about Hazaristan,
the Taghar Ghilzais, who live about Logar,

have no taste for tattooing.

The object in view is purely attraction.
The operation is done when the girl is between
12^ and 14. Three or four needles are taken and
pricked into the flesh, and then collyiium (ranja)
and soot collected by burning the gum of a kind
of tree called maux arc rubbed over it.

The tattooing is done on tbe chin, forehead,
cheeks, and backs of the hands. The following
forms were common among the women of the
family I visited :

—

Between

the

eye-brows.

\ \ \

\ \ V

V \ V

\ \

\

Chin,

> Cheeks.
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through. Ibrahim-zai on their way home

\ \ ^
Back of

right baud.

\ V '

V

J

V \ \

- - ‘
.

i

i

f

^ Wrist.

V V V

While I was drawing the specimens on paper

the Ghilzais, men and women, were astonished at

the resemhlance of the copy to the original and

were amused at my interestmg myself in the

matter. They asked me the object of the inquiry,

and I explained to them that efforts were being

made to trace how far forms of tattooing adopted

by people scattered over the surface of different

coxmtries resembled each other, and to what
extent the aims and the origin of this practice

were common to different tribes. But they did

not seem to realise the importance of the affinity

of races, and thought that I was wasting their

time as well as mine.

I also noticed that although black or grey was
the faYorite colour with the O-hilzais, the women
of the family 1 visited wore clothing of a red
colour— a colour assigned to HinddB on the
I'rontier.

I was also told that tattooing was also con-
sidered good for curing pain in the joints.
One of the Ghilzais showed me a dot on the left
wrist and a circle of dots on the right knee cut
into the fiesh to rid him of trouble in the parts
affected, but most likely the cure was due to
faith rather than to the treatment*

Other forms of tattooing stated to be
in vogue by some of the Ghilzais passing

SuleimSn Kbel, Suleiman Khel. Suleimf.ii Khel.

5.
6

7

1
Chin. 1

For-e-

^ J head.
Fore*
head.

Ahmadzai. Ahmadzai. Ahmadzai.

9
10

8
0 o 0 0

0 O 0
oOqO

o
0
0

o o o

0 oo c1 o

13 14
o 0 0 /

12 ' t
1

0 0 o 0 O 00 o s ^
o' o

15 16

O E

NOTE.
By B, A, Bose.

The fact that tattooing is prohibited in the

Qord'o, makes its survival among the Ghilzais,

who are, as far as I am aware, orthodox Sunni

Muhammadans, of some interest. As strict Mus-

salmSns, the Sayyid septs, it will be observed, do

not practise tattooing. The pictures do not

appear to be those commonly used in the Panjdb

(ante, Yol. XXXI. pp.293 et 8eqq*\ though No, 2

of the Suleiman Khel is like the world-sign

figured on p. 294* in the left-hand bottom comer

of the drawing above quoted.

The Ghilzais are a peculiarly interesting race.

Though now PathS-ns or AfghS.ns, they claim to be

descended from Bibi Mdto, the daughter of Shekh

Bait (Qais-i-Abdu’r-Rashid), by her paramour

(and subsequently husband) Shdh Hussain, a

ShansabSni T^jik of Ghor, so that they are half

M&Lkn. and half Tfljik by oirigin.

I take this opportunity of correcting an error

in the article referred to above. The note on

female tattooing on pp. 297-8 was by Mr. Gupta,

except the last 5 lines on p. 298.
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epigraphical notes.

BY H, LUBEES, Ph.D. ; EOSTOCK.

(Continued from p. 109.)

No, 24.— Mathura stone-slab inscription of the time of svftmin mahftkshatrapa Sd^asa

;

edited bj Dowson, Journ^ Boy. As. Soo* New Ser. VoL V, p. 188, No. 29, and Plate

;

and by Cunningbam, Arch. Surv. Ee^p. Yol. III. p. 80, No. 1, and Plate.

Dowson read this inscription :

—

* . , swamisya maha-kshatrapasya Saadasasya Gajavarena Brabmanena Sangrava-

sagotrena.

. , . rani. Ima jayamada pusbkaranainam paschima pushkaranim udapano aramo

stambbab.

Cunningham differs from Dowson only in reading Sauddsasya, Brdhmanena Seyrava Sage-

and Ima Icshdyamada ^ushkaranainam paschima.

Fortunately the two facsimiles^® allow ns to improve these transcripts to some extent, and to add

the third line entirely left out by the two editors. The facsimiles read as follows :

—

1 , . . svamisya mabaksbatrapasya SodTisasya . . ja VirSna br^bma^^na Segrava-

sagotrena . . •

2 . . . rani ima 8bayama(|apusbkaraninaih pascbimapusbkarani udapand ^ramo

stambba i • • . ,

3 • . . bilapatta cba I

The slab is damaged on both sides, and it is impossible to say how much of the text may be

lost on either side. The name of the mahdkshatrapa was read correctly already by Biibler, who
"also proposed to restore the . • ja after the name to raji^ * during the reign.’®® The reading

Seyrava is quite distinct in both facsimiles, but I am unable to point out a yotra of that name
in Brahmanical literature. Nor can I offer any explanation of the term sMyamada^ provided

that it be not the name of the tanks. In the last line bildpattd certainly is a mistake for

sildpaitd. The erection of sildpaUas is recorded also in the Mathura inscriptions, Ep. Ind.

Yol. I. p. 390, No. 18, and Actes du Congres des Orientalistes a L&ide^ Part III. p. 143,®^

The fragment is to be translated :

—

‘‘ During the reign of svdmi (svdf^iin) mahdkshatrapa Sodasa, .... the following

(things)^ the hindmost tank of the shdyamada (?) tanks, a reservoir, a grove, a pillar, . . . .

and stone-slabs {were dedicated) by the hrdhmana Yira, who belonged to the 'S%rava

No. 25. — Mathurft image inscription of the time of maMrAjfi^tirfija Ka^ishka

;

edited by Cunningham, Arch. Surv. B>ep. Yol. III. p. 81, No. 5, and Plate.

This inscription is so much obliterated that it is impossible to make out any continuous sense.

Cunningham transcribed it :

—

1

ghoshaka parahas^lika vairakasapata vatah ....
2 . . . . (ma)har£ljatirajasya Kanishkasya Samvatsa(re) ....

The facsimile is rather in favour of the following reading :

—

1 . . , gitage . , , l<^tasamS .... gh^shakaparahasalekavikkakasapStavatuh radatu . . .

2 .... . [ma]h[a]raiatir[ajjasya Kanishkasya samvatsa[rS]

Dowson’s facsimile seems to be the better of the two,
*** Vienna Or. Journ. Vol, V. p. 177.

Perhaps Hldpattd. ie here the nom. sing, of a femmine noun ; compare the last-mentioned inscription and

Ind. Vol. p. 897, No. 35, where the same ambiguitj exists with respect to Hldyatd and dyAgapatd.
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As long as no trustworthy reproduction of the inscription is obtainable, I consider it rather

hopeless to attempt any restoration of the first line. But I wish to draw attention to another point.

In the Journ, Beng, As, Soc» Vol. XXXIX, Part I. p, 129, No. 16, Rajendralala Mitra has

brought to notice a Mathura inscription engraved on the pedestal of a seated figure and consisting

of two lines, the first of which is said to be illegible, while in the second he reads the words mahdrd-

jasya rajdiirajusya Devaputrasya Vam • % . The last two syllables he wants to restore 'to VdsudL

vasya, A look at the facsimile added to the Babu’s paper, however, reveals a curious fact. The
first line of his inscription is exactly the same as the first line of Cunningham’s inscription No. 5

given above, while in the second line the facsimile indeed agrees with the transcript. The identity of

the first lines makes it quite sure, of coarse, that the two facsimiles are meant to reproduce the same

original, and we are therefore forced to decide the question which of the two deserves the greater

credit. I do not hesitate for a moment to declare myself in favour of Cunningham’e facsimile.

Rajendralala Mitra tells^2 that his facsimiles ‘ are taken from General Cunningham’s transcripts,

with such corrections and emendations as a careful examination of the original and comparison with

Mr. Bayley's transcripts would warrant, leaving all doubtful letters as they were read by the General/

How little these words are in accordance with the facts, has been shown long ago by General

Cunningham himself.s^ The total want of care and criticism displayed by Bajeadralala Mitra here, as

m every other work of his pen, fully justifies my opinion that in this inscription also the reference iL
Yfisudeva is nothing but a product of his own imagination.

No. ^6. — NLathiirfi, Buddhist stone inscription

;

edited by itajendralala Mitra, Journ. Bevg, As. Soc.YoV XXXIX.Part I, p. 129, No. 14, and Plate;
and by Dowson, Joum. Boy.. As. Soe. New Ser. Vol. V. p, 183> No. 3, .and Plate.

This inscription originally ran round the margin of an oblong slab, but when the stone was
utilised for a new purpose, the edges on the two smaller sides of the slab were cut away together with
a portion of the inscription. Dowson has recognised 'the initial letters of the word Samvatsara
(year), the word dtvase, followed by the numeral 10, and the words asya purvvaye, ddnam bhihshusya
buddha sarvvasa Rajendralala Mitra’s transcript is more complete, but hi§ readings are for the most
part wrong, I

, read the inscription from Dowson’s facsimile ;—
1 Sam diva- <

2 sg 10 asyg pgrTvaye danaifa bhikshusya Bud(ihanandi[s]ya . . .

4 . . . . 8arvva6atv[a]D[am] .... snih[Sr]tha[m3 bhavatu.S4

j
’
j- specified as) above, the gift of thdmonk Buddhanandi (Buddhanandin) May it be for the . . . welfare of ail beings."

No. 27.— Mathurft Jaina tablet inscription;
edited by Biihler, £p. Jnd. Vol. I. p. 397, No. 86.

Biihler transcribed this inscription

1 [TS] rusanamdikasa putilna Namdighdshgna [Tgjva^ikgna a . . . . ta .

9anam bhamdirg [a]yi'lgapaU pratithtlpit[a]

The photo-lithograph enables ns to make a few corrections.
ihSsyi./r in lina 1 i*__ ra , ^ .

Wi?theX«

*‘2 Loc, €it, p. 120. g7 , "I ]

—— ^
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from the name of a nation or country called Trivarna or Traivarna. From the mentioning of
a Temntputra in the Pabhoea inscription No, I think it highly probable that there really once
existed a country of that name, but I cannot admit that there is any allusion to it in the present
inscription. The reading of the plate is unmistakably sdmnihena, corresponding to Sk. sawrurm-
kena^ The synonym hairanyaha is found, e,g

^
in the Mathura inscription, Ind, Vo-l. 11. p. 205,

No, 23. A diflScult term*is the word which Buhler transcribes as hhamdiri, A comparison of the
second ahshara with the di in Ndmdikasa and Ndmdtghdshena will show at once that Biihler’s reading
cannot be upheld. The correct reading is bhamdir^, but whether this means ‘at the hhmdira tree,’

or possibly stands for Sk, bhdnddre, ‘ at the storehouse/ I do not yenture to decide at present.
I read and translate the whole text as follows :

—

1

rusas® Namdikasa putrgiia Namdighoshena sovanikSna a , . . ta

aid , . , .

2 nanaih bhamdird ayagapafca pratithapita pita®^

“ By the goldsmith Narhdighosba (^^anclighosha), the sou of the . . , . Namdika (Nandtha),
tablets of homage®® were set up at the bhandita of the , .

ITo, 28 ,^— Matlxurd. stone inscription ;

edited by Growse, hid, AnU Vol. VI. p. 218, No. 4, and Plate.

Of this inscription, which ie engraved on a slab found at the Kahkali Tila, Mr. Growse
published a tolerably good reproduction, but his reading is confined to a single word which he
inaccurately transcribed as Mugali-putas, Unfortunately the left portion of the stone, which contained
the beginning of the inscription, is lost. The characters are of the archaic type, and the language is

not the usual mixed dialect of theMathurS inscriptions, but pure Prakrit. My reading is as follows

1 . . . . yfe Mogaliputasa Puphakasa bhaydyd

2 AsAyd pasMd.

•‘The gift of Asd (Asvd ?), the wife of Puphaka (Pushpaka), the son of Mogalf (a Maudgalt
motliery^ . . »

My rendering of the last word calls for a few remarks. At first sight, one might feel inclined
to alter pasddo into pdsddd and to* translate, with an implicit understanding of some word like dmtam
or paiithapito or hariio ; ‘ a temple, {the gift of or erected or caused to be built) by Asa, the wife of
Puphaka.’' But I think, that such an alteration is unnecessary, and that we may rest satisfied with
the text as it stands. It is well known that in classical Sanskrit prasdda is used in the sense of
‘ present,’ especially in the very common term prasddikaroti

;
the iiabdakalpadruma gives it the special

meaning of deva-nivedita-dravyam.^ We are justified, therefore, to take also the pasddd of the
inscription as a synonym of the more usual ddnmh'. In this case the object of the donation would be
the slab which bears the inscription,, and which probably was a so-called dydgaptrtta,^

About the name of Asa’^s husband I fed not quite sure. Tl^ second syllable may possibly bo
read dha.

Although this inscription is not dated, it may be safely assigned to the period before Kanisbka
on the strength of its language and characters, and from the fact that it comes from the Kank^li
Tlla it may be further inferred that it is a Jaina record. Why Mogaliputa should be a distinctly

Buddhist appellation, as Mr. Growse thinks, I am unable to see.

Ep. m, Vol II. p. 248.
*6 j am miable to make out any of the ahshara$ before rusa, but I believe that the word ending in °i%sa was the

genitive of a stem in qualifying N&nidikasa.
These two ahsharas are pretty clear in the photo-lithograph.

** Possibly, however, dyy&gapatd is the nom. sing, of a feminine noun ; compare the remarks, above, p. 149, note 81.
See the Petersh, Diet, where numerous examples are quoted.
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29.—Mathura Buddhist raE inscription;

edited by Growse, Ind* Ant. Vol. VI. p. 219, No, 6, and Plate,

0! this archaic-looking inscription, which is between two bas-reliefs on a broken Buddhist rail

from the Chaubara mounds, Mr. Growse deciphered only the last word ddnam. I tentatively read

the whole :
—

Abhyamtiropa ayakasa Kathikasa danam.

Below the first sign of ayakasa there is a circle, which, at first sight, makes the word look like

s^hayakasa, but a closer examination and comparison of the upper sign with the sa of Kathikasa m\\

show that it cannot be sa. The circle therefore seems to be accidental or to form part of the sculpture

below As to the meaning of the inscription, I own that I can make nothing of the first word. The

rest may be translated by ‘the gift of the venerable®^ Kathika.’

No. 30.— Mathurfl. Jaina inscription on sculptured slab

;

edited by Bhagvanlal Indraji, Acies du Sixieme Congres International des Ortentahstes

d Leide^ Part. Ill, p. 143, and Plate.

This inscription was read and translated by the Pandit as follows :
—

1 Nam6 arahat6 Vadhamanasa Damdayfe ganika-

2 yfe I^]^s6bhikay6 dhitu samanasa nikaye

3 Naday^ ganikayS vasay^ arahatadSvakulS

4 fiyagasabhaprapasilapata pratisthapitam nigama-

5 na arahatayatanS saha matare bhaginiyfe dhitarS putrSna

6 savina cha parijanSna arahatapujayA

“ Salutation to the Arhant Vardhamana. The courtezan Nanda, daughter of the courtezan

DandA, built in the Arhat temple of merchants for the residence of the assemblage of Sramanas and

for the worship of Arhant a small Arhat temple, seats for dchdryas, a reservoir and a slab of stone,

with (the merit of the building to be enjoyed with) mother, sister, daughter, son and all relations.*^

The anomaly of the construction in the first portion of this sentence apparently did not escape

the attention of the Pandit, who remarks that the syntax of the record is not smooth, and adds in

a note ; ‘ The original has nikdye^ but unless it be read mkdyasa, the inscription does not make good

sense,’ However, such an alteration seems to me very bold, without removing the difiiculties. If

the genitive mkdyasa were dependent on vdsaye, the insertion of the words Ndddye ganikdye between

nikdyasa and vdsaye would be quite unaccountable, their proper place, of course, being after dhitu.

Secondly, it is true that in Sanskrit and Prakrit the singular of a noun is often employed to denote

thQjdti even in cases where the plural would be required by the usage of other languages, but

I doubt that a singular of this kind could ever be used in connection with a collective noun, such as

nihaya. Considering all these difficulties, I feel quite sure that the Pandit has misread the passage

and that the correct reading is samanasdvihdyd, corresponding to Sk. sramavasrdvikayd^ ‘ by the

lay-pupil of the ascetics.’ Precisely the same term occurs in two other Mathura inscriptions, Ep, Ind.

Vol. L p. 390, No, 17 {kramanasrdvikdyd) and Vol. II. p. 199, No, 2 {^sama\na^'^8dvikdye\ while

in a third inscription, ibid, Vol. I. p. 395, No. 28, the shorter expression srdvikd is used. That

sdvihd should appear here with the dental s by the side of kamana with the palatal sibilant, will not

be surprising to anybody familiar with the total want of regularity in the spelling of the Mathura

inscriptions. An exact parallel is offered by the inscription, Ep. Ind. Vol. I. p. 396, No. 30, where

we find savakasya = Sk. srdvakasya by the side of iisasya = Sk. sishyasya. The correctness of my
reading is partly confirmed also by the drawing accompanying the Pandit’s edition, for although the

fifth akshara looks more like ni than like vi, the fourth akshara is distinctly not sa.

9® A second circle appears to stand below the ya. Ayakasa= Sanskrit drydkasya.
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After what has been said above, it will be obvious, I think, that r>ii&ay& cannot possibly mean
‘for the residence.’ I take it to be an inaccurate spelling for Y&sAyt and look upon it as a surname
of the donatrix standing in apposition to NdddyS ganikdyi just as lAnasohUkayt stands in apposition
to Bmiddye ganihdye.

Also with regard to the following words I differ from the Pandit’s interpretation. I have
pointed out already above, p. 102, that instead of drahatddSvakule the drawing has drahatS. divi-
kuld, and that this is a nom. sing, corresponding to Sk. drhatmh devahulam?^ With the feminine
devikuld compare the term divakultM frequently found in the meaning of ‘shrine’ in later Jaina
inscriptions.®* As to dyagasabhd, which the Pandit renders by dryakasahhd in Sanskrit and by ‘ seats
for dchdryas’ in English, I am inclined to adopt Biihler’s view,®* who thought the first member of the
compound to be possibly identical with dyaga occurring several times in the term dydgapata in the
Jaina inscriptions at Mathurd.®* As dydgapata means ‘ a tablet of homage,’ a slab put up id honour
of the Arhats, dyl/iJgasahM also would be an appropriate term for some hall erected in honour of
the Arhats. The dydgayatas themselves are mentioned here in the list of gifts under the name of
iildpata?^

The 5-^g again suggests some minor corrections. In line 1 it reads drahatd Vadharndnasa

:

compare arajjdo Mahav^rasy^ Vienna Or. Journ. Vol. X. p. 172 ; drh^td Parivasya, Ep. Indl Yol.

/
’ /•

No. 30, and, according to the photo-lithograph, also

^75*St m f f ^ stows paiislhdpiiaA afd I line 5
«o[A]<i, which form is found also above, p. 39, No. 9 ; Ep. Ind. Vol II p 199 No 2 • n am
No. 11 ; Journ. Ao. S. VIII. Vol. XV. p. 119, &c.

i’* ^ P- No. 2 , p. 201,

With these emendations the text reads :

1 Nam6 arahatfi Vadhamanasa DamdSyS ganika-
2 yS LgnasdbhikfiyS dhitu ^amanasfivikayS
3 MdayS ga^ikftyd Vasay^ arahatfi dfivikulfi

4 fiyagasabha prapfi silSpata patisthapitam®^ nigamfi-
5 na arahatfiyatand sa[h]fi mfitard bhaginiyd dhitarS putrdnia
6 savina cha parijangna arahatapujfiyg.

“Adoration to ^e ^Arhat Vadhamfina (Vardhamdna) ! By the lay-pupU of the ascetics, the
courtezan Na^ the Vasa, the daughter of the courtezan Damdfi, the L8nad6hhika (or the adomer
of caves), « *te Arhats, a hall of homage, a reservoir, and stone-slabs®* were set up in theArhat temple of the merchants, together with her mother, her sister, her daughter, her son, and aU her
retmue, for the worship of the Arhats.”

o . , «

No. 81. —-Mathurft Jaina inscription on sculptured tdrana;
edited by Biihler, Ep. Jnd. Vol. I. p. 390, No. 17, and Plate.

At the end of the second line of this inscription Biihler read jDrajf»[aA<A4^']. The photo-litho-
graph, however, has very distinc% prattsfdlpt], which is to be restored to pratistdpiiath. This is not
the only instance in the Mathurfi inscriptions of the occurrence of the dental sibilant in combination
TOih a lingual mute. I have already pointed out above, p. 105, that in the inscription, Ep. Jnd.

bT StdniUydtd instead of Sthdnikiydtd as transcribed by
Biihler, and in another inscription edited above, No. 30, we find patislMpitath.'^

Pandit teMdated it by arhat& divaitOg in his Sanskrit version and by ‘ a small Irhat temple’ in Eiurlisliso tliat It is impossible to say what he really meant.
Jinglish,

Z T’ r
inscriptions, Mp. Ind. Tol. H. p. 48 ff.. Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, &c.» Ind. Tol. II. p. 814, note 7.

(dparoSofs^/s?
N®- 35 ; Vol. n. p. 200. Nos. Sand 8 ; p. 207, Nos. 30

w
uom- sg. of a feminine noun s comp, the remarks above, p. 149, note 81.

» Onmn** **l «. V ijj ** Or, possibly, ‘ a etone-slab.’
Vlompate also tho forms qnoled from^ Girn&r Asoka ediotSp aboTO, p, lOS, nole 45.
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In the third line Biihler twice read salia^ whereas the photograph leaves no doubt that in both

cases the correct reading is sahd. This spelling of the word is not uncomnion in the Mathura

inscriptions
;

see above, p, 153.

No. 32. — Mathura Jaina image inscription;

edited by Biihler, Ep, Ind» Yol. I. p. 389, No, 15, and Plate.

This inscription is only a short fragment transcribed by Biihler as :

—

. , . se ^ta[sjam] purwayam Kobtiyatd gan^to . . .

The reading ie is badly warranted by the photo-lithograph, the e-stroke and the cross-bar of the

mdirihd being hardly discernible, while the right down-stroke of the mdtnJcd is much longer than it

ought to be. In a note Biihler adds that se must be the remnant of either vimsS or trime, but this

again is not supported by the photo-hthograph. What is still visible of the sign preceding the

supposed se cannot possibly have formed part of either vi or tri, but looks exactly like the right half

of the figure 10. In that case the next sign also must be a figure, and I think, there can be little

doubt that it is 7
;
compare this figure m the Mathur^ inscriptions, Ep, Ind. Vol, I. p. 383,

No. 4 ; p. 387, No. 10
; p. 391, No. 19 ; p. 396, No. 30, and especially p. 391, No. 20. I therefore

read the fragment :

—

... 10 7 ^ta[syam] purwayam Kot^atfi ganato . , .

and take the 17 to be the number of the day.

No. 33.— Mathura Jaina image inscription

;

edited by Growse, Ind, AnU Yol. YI. p. 219, No. 8, and Plate.

According to Kajendralala Mitra, on whose authority Mr. Growse relied, this short fragment
reads :

—

Siddhajivikasya datta-bhikshusya viharasya

and means : “ Of the monastery of Dattabhikshu, who had accomplished the object of existence.*'

The real purport of the record has been recognised long ago by Biihler, who referred to it, Ep,
Y ol. I. p. 383, note 60, but his transcript is not quite accurate. The inscription reads :

—

Siddha[ih] n Yachakasya Dattasishyasya Sihasya ni . . .

The last word is to be restored to nivartand^ and the meaning of the words is : Success ! At
the request of the preacher Siha the pupil of Datta.” Biihler has already noticed that
this Siha is mentioned again as the spiritual adviser of a lay-woman in a Mathura inscription probably
dated in Sam. 20 {Ep, Ind. Yol. I. p. 383, No, 4). The present inscription therefore is to be
referred to about the same time.

Nos. 34, 36, and 36,— MathurA pillar inscriptions
;

edited by Bajendralala Mitra, Journ, Beng. As. Soo. Yol. XXXIX. Part I.

p. 128, Nos. 5^, 5^
, 6, and Plate; and by Dowson, Journ. Boy. As. Soc.

New Ser. Yol. Y. p. 186, Nos. 12 and 18,

The first and second of these inscriptions are on the base and plinth of a pillar, and the third i»
on the base of another pillar. If any trust can be put in Bajendralala Mitra’s facsimiles, they are, for
pal^opaphical reasons, to be placed in the time of the Kushaua rule at Mathurfi. As Bajendralala
Mitra’s and Dowson’s transcripts differ in many respects, and the facsimiles are very poor, all that can
he said is that the first inscription refers to the son of a certain Yasumihira, while the second and
t md^ention a person who was the son of Simha, and whose own name ended iu-mihira and probably
was Yasumihira as given by Dowson. At the end of the second inscription Bajendralala Mitra read
wena demdharmaya ri trine, Dowson tmena deviddharma parity d, and at the end of the third
Bajendralala Mitra dhaynmahhUshuda, Dowson deva dharma pu. There cannot be the slightest

a in ot 1 cases the correct reading is imena deyadharma-paritydgena, and that these words
are to be completed m analogy to a phrase used in another Buddhist inscription from MathnrS

:
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anina deyadliarmma-parttydgma sarvvesliath prahaifihdnam drogyaddksldndye hhavaiic^^^ Tbe

facsimile, as far as it goes, conforms with the reading suggested.

Nos. 37, 38, and 39.— Mathnra Buddhist inscriptions on bases of pillars

;

edited by Bajendralala Mitra, Journ. Beng. As. Soc. Yol. XXXIX. Part I.

p, 128, Nos. 8 and 9, and Plate; and by Dowson^ Journ. Boy. As. Soc>

New Ser. Vol. Y. pp. 186, 187, Nos. 15, 16, and 21.

Of these three inscriptions only the beginnings seem to be legible. Powson’s No, 21 is trans-

cribed by him as ddnam Sangha-sthamrasya Bhadatta, which, of course, is to be corrected to ddnam

sahghasthavirasya bhadanta . . . ,
“ The gift of the elder of the congregation, the venerable . . .

Powson’s No. 16 corresponds to Bajendralala Mitra’s No. 9, According to the former it reads

ddnam Sanghapravirasya pu ... , while Bajendralala Mitra renders it by danam SamgJtapravi-

msyd?- * . . I have no doubt that here again the correct reading is ddnam sangha-sihavirasya^

. . . ,
and that the pra in the facsimile results from leaving out the small curve to the left of the s'a

and not closing the circle and omitting the dot of the tha.

Very little has been left of the third inscription. Powson (No. 15) reads ddnam Sangha ....
Bajendralala Mitra (No. 8) ddnam Sagha^ putra^ but puira is not warranted by the facsimile, and

I think it highly probable that this inscription also began with the words ddnam saiiigka-sihavtrasya.

Owing to the paucity of the distinct dksharas and the miserable condition of the facsimiles, it i?.

difficult to pronounce a judgment on the characters of the inscriptions, but it seems that they are of

the Kushana type.

No. 40.— Mathura Buddhist inscription on base of pillar;

edited by Bajendralala Mitra, Journ. Beng. As. Soc. Yol. XXXIX. Part I. p. 130, No. 19, and Plate.

Bajendralala Mitra read this fragment: ddnam bhihshusya Buddhahktmasya mahkihshusya

. . . ,
but there exists neither such a name as Buddhahhima nor such a designation as mabkihshu,

* the unworthy bhzkskuJ From the facsimile it appears that the inscription commenced :

—

d[^]na[ifa] bhikshusya Buddha[ra3k[sh]itasya cha bh[i']kshusya Sangha

The monk Buddharakshita mentioned here is undoubtedly identical with the person of the same

name and title referred to as the donor of pillars in two other fragments from Mathura, the of

which begins like the present one : ddnam bhikshusya Buddharakshitasya^ cha^ bhikshusya . . . ,

while the second^ reads : ddnavi bhikshusya^ Buddharakshitasga Bakyabhiksfhusya 8a . . * . The

characters of the three inscriptions are of the Kushana type.

No. 41, — Mathurft Buddhist image inscription

;

edited by Growse, Ind. Ant. Yol. YI. p, 219, No. 7, and Plate.

This inscription is engraved on the base of a seated Buddha, and is much worn, because the

stone has long been used by the dhdbis as a washing-stone. Mr. Growse read the words daya-

106 Jotem. Bo. Br. Boy. As. Soc,YohXX. p. 269, note 2. Mr. Bhandarkar reads ^pantydgSna and sarwSsMrh, but
the long i in the former word is just as distinct as in Surtyasya and prahanikdnath, and though the reading sarvv^*

shdth perhaps is not impossible, I should prefer sarvvSshaffi which is in accordance with the spellings hJiikshunwm

and ^raha7j,ikdnam. The words an4na dSyadharma'^aritydgina, are found also in the Mathurl. Buddhist pillar

inscription, Journ. Beng. As. Soc. Yol, XISXIX. Part I. p. 130, No. 20, where Bajendralala Mitra reads , * . ddva^

dharmma ^arata sataia.

1 Or, properly, Smhdha^, which, however, is a misprint.
2 The facsimile distinctly has sangha^, not sa,7iigha°. 3 properly Sadha.
Bajendralala Mitra, ihid. p. 128, No. 10, and Plate; Dowson, Jovm. Boy, As. Soe. New Ser, Vol. V. p. 187,

No. 17.

3 According to the facsimile the reading is perhaps "bhikshusya BuddharaksMta&ya.
6 This is Dowson’s reading, which certainly is correct, though the facsimile has twa.
’ Bajendralala Mitra, ihid. No. 7 ; Dowson, iHd. p. 186, No. 14.
^ Here also the facsimile seems to read bhikshusya.
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dharntma and Buddha in the first line, and sarvoa and again Bvddha at the end of the second.

A few more syllables can he made ont with the help of the photo-lithograph, though a deciphering of

the whole seems to be out of the question. I read ; —
1 Dgyadhar[m]6=yaih Sa kutum[bi]nya Buddha Ta[sri]ySya

2 da(?)va [sa]rTa-satvfina[m] Buddha-

tvSya \

To judge from ttese fragments, the inscription appears to have been entirely in Sanskrit and to

have recorded the gift of a Buddhist lay-woman. From the analogy of numerous sinular Buddhist

inscriptions the last sentence may he restored with tolerable certainty; [yad-atra punyam tad=

hhavatu 9a\rva-satvdnd\}n\ Buddhatvdya \
‘ whatever religious merit {there is) in this (act), let it

be for (the attainment of) the condition of a Buddha by all sentient beings.* The few traces of letters

which are still visible on the plate, would conform to this reading. The alphabet is of a later type

than that used in the majority of the Mathura inscriptions. The characters closely resemble those

found in a Buddhist image inscription from Mathura dated in 135,® which date by common consent is

referred to the Gupta era
;
compare especially the ma}^ In my opinion the present inscription must

belong to approximately the same time.

I^’os. 42, 43, and 44. — Mathura Buddhist inscriptions on the pedestals of statues

;

edited by Kajendralala Mitra, Journ, Beng* Ae. Soc, Vol. XXXIX. Part I. pp. 128, 129,

Xos. 11 and 12, and Plate
;
and by Dowson, Jowrn. Roy. As^ Soc. New Ser,

Yol. Y. pp. 187, 188, Nos. 18, 19, and 24, and Plate.

The general purport of these three inscriptions, all of which are in pure Sanskrit, has been

recognised by the two editors, hut with the help of the facsimiles and in analogy to the dedicatory

phrases of similar inscriptions their transcripts can be considerably corrected, I read and translate

these inscriptions as follows

Dowson, No. 24

:

1 DSyadharmosyam 'S^kyahhikshdli Samgharakshi-

2 tasya[il*] Tad=atra punya[ih] tat=sarva-[sa]t[t*]v[an^ih] [n*]

« This (is) the votive offering of the Bakya mendicant Saihgharakshita. Whatever religious

merit (there is) in this (act), it (belongs) to all sentient beings,^

Bajendralala Mitra, No, 12 ; Dowson, No. 19 :

—

1 DSyadhann6=yaih Sakyabhiksh6r=Dharmadasasya Ya-
2 d=atra punya[ih ta]n»mata-[pi]tr6[b] sarva-sat[t*]v^na[m] cha [n*]

“ This (is) the votive offering of the S^kya mendicant Dharmadasa. Whatever religious merit
(there is) in this (act\ it (belongs) to (his) parents and all sentient beings.”

"

Bajendralala Mitra, No. 11 ;
Dowson, No. 18 :

—

D%adharm6«yam Sakyabhiksh6r=bhadanta-Brahmasdmasya [h*] Yad^atra punyam
tad*»bhavatu sarvva-sat[t*Jvlbiam anuttara-jn£n-dv^ptaye |t

This (is) the votive offering of the S^kya mendicant, the venerable Brahmas6ma. Whatever
religious merit (there is) in this (act), let it be for the attainment of supreme knowledge by all

sentient beings.”

The form of the letters, especially of the ma and m, point to the period of the Gupta rule at
Mathura as the time of the engraving of these inscriptions.

9 Gu$ta Jnseri^Uons, tep. lasGr. Ind. Yol. III., p. 263, No. 63,

aJmdy in . Maiainr& inscription
dated in Sam. 83 of mahMja Btva^uira Hnvislika ; see above, p. 39, No. 9,
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SOME ANGLO-INDIAN TERMS FROM A XVIIth CENTURY MS,

BY BTR EIOHAED C. TEMPLE, BAET.

(0ontinned from p. 89,

J

LONGCLOTH.

Fol. 31. Very Considerable quantities of these followinge Commodities are here [Pettipolee]

wrought and Sold to Soraign Merchants Tizf Iiongeoloth,

FoL 134. The most Proper and heneficiall Commodities are for this place [Janselone] : be

blew Callicoes Viz? Longecloth.

FoL 158, ffrom yf Coast of India and Choromandell are brought hither .... Dongdoth
Salampore’s, white and blew.

See Yule, e. v, Longcloth.

[N. and E, p. 17, for 6th May 1680: — '"‘8000 Pagodae in Long Cloth and Salampores for

England.” P. 24 for 19th June 1680 : — “Long cloth, ordinary
;
Long Cloth, fine.”J

LOONGHEES.

FoL 31. Very Considerable quantities of these followinge Commodities are here [PettipoleeJ

wrought and Sold to fforaign Merchants viz? ....... Iiungees.

FoL 49, This part of y? Oountrey [Narsapore] affordeth plenty of . , . , Xiunge^s.

Fol, 91. The Curias ... are very poore, weare noe better habit then a lAingce, or

ia white cloth made fast about theire waste.

FoL 172. a Sharpe Knife cutteth a hole in his drawers or luu^ee.

See Yule, a. v, Loonghee. [This word is worth pursuing much further. In Burma it is now

a woman’s petticoat^ as well as man’s dress. In the Army it means a turban : “ 50 Blue Duxigis

a/c Re. 2-4-0 each : Rs. 112-8-0’’— in a bill of the Port Blair Military Police for 30th Sept. 1900.

J

LUPPOONB.

FoL 131. There are 3 Sea Ports Vpon this Island [Janselone] vizt . , , . .

Hiuppoone.

FoL 132. out answers are all written downein the King’s booke, as alsoe y? Commander’s

name, and is Sent Vp to Dilppoone (yf place of yf Radja’s Residence) Which is yf Ohiefe towne and

in y? very middle of yf Jsland).

FoL 133. When wee come Vp to Luppoone, yf King’s Servants that are appointed to wait#

upon us carry us to a house y? . . . , is indeed their temple of Jdols.

FoL 135. Once when I was up att Luppoone.

an Ydle. [I have not been able to trace the place in modern maps.]

MACAO.

FoL 144. A Portuguees Shipp bound from Goa to Macau In China.

See Yule, 5. v. Macao.

MACASSAR.

Fol 158, The Borneo and Macassar Prows, for yf most part bringc Slaves both men, womeU,

and Children,

See Yule, v. Macassar.

MACE.

Fol. 58. The Mass of Achin 5 fanama 20 cash or 0025. Ols. 03fd.

FoL 152. (lu Queda) 4 Oopatis is one nmee : 16 maee is one Taile.
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Fol, 158. Some Commodities from England : . . . . most Especially good Spanish dollars

Stamped |600} they passe Crirren.t at 5 masse p5 dollar Some times 5 : &

Foh 173. and if he wanted a mace or two at any time he wold Supply his wants-.

See Yule, s, v* Mace, See ante, Yol. XXVII, p. 37

MADAPOLLAM.

Fol 4i7. The English East India Company have a Very good ffactory [at Narsapore]

called Madapollum from yf name of yf Villadge adjoyninge to it.

See Yule, s, v. Madapollam. [This quotation is valuable.]

MALABAR.

Fol. 157. Many Ships and Vessels doe att all Seasons of the yeare arrive in this Port from

Severall places, namely Suratt : Malabar Coast or Coast of India : ffort S’t Georg’s : . . . ,

See Yule, 5. v, Malabar. [This quotation is very valuable }

MALABAR.

Fol, 3. The Natiue inhabitans are for yf most part and Mallabars, many
of wo^ line within yf Outermost walls of this place called ffort S’? Georg’s.

Fol* 23. A poor Soi*t of heathens call’d Mallabars for yf most part of

a very black colour not Vnlike in that to
yf, Ethiopians, but much comlier.

Fol. 26. The Mallabars . . . doth much vary both in Customes of Idolatry Languadge
and what else, besides they are a more dull headed people, few of them jngenuous-

in any art whatever, vizt.
; yf Mallabars that reside Vpon this [Ohoromandel] Coast, but those

JIaturall Mallabars y| inhabit Vpon y? MaUabar Coast Ccommonly called y? Coast of
India) are a very briske, ingenuous folke, but too bloody minded, but of no
gentile Occupations, neither are they admitted into y® Society of yf Banjans or Gentues.

See Yule, s. v. Malabar. [These quotations are valuable for the history of the term Malabar,
as applied to the inhabitants of both the East and West Coasts of Southern India.]

MALACCA.

FoL 144.^ but they (the portugueeses) did notlonge remaine in Slavery before they took©
a fitt Opportunitie to make their Escape, in a Prow well fitted : they tooke her in y® night & ranne
away to Malacca a Dutch Garrison Vpon yf South Side of this Coast,

See Yule, s, v. Malacca,

MALAY.

Fol, 131, but downe att yf Sea Ports most of y® Jnbabitants are Malayars, a very roguish
Sullen ill natured people Villanies; when I my Selfe have knowne it to be y?
Malayers themselves that dwell here namely in Banquala have many cunning.
places to hide themselves .... (Vpon y? Maine of yf Malay Shore),

Fol. 138. Whereupon yf Malay inhabitants (a Very resolute people) stood up for y? Achiners
• . . , for yf Malayars overpowred them.

"o" » A.hi.

• • • • jf East Side of this great Ifeck of Land called yf

Fol. 157. with infinite Numbers of Prows from yf Malay Shore.

T« Cnttf w,.
4^^® quotations above given are useful as showing that the » Malay

7: Coast extended on both East, and West sides of the Malay Peninsula.]
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MALDIYES.

Fol. 49. Cayre . . . yf best Sort of is brought from the Maldiva Isles

Cayre of yf Haldiva grows Ypon a very brackish Soyle.

Fol, 77. yf rest 6 or 7 yearly goe to yf 12000 : Islands called Maldiva.

Fol. 79. Hee found 5 Saile of Bengala Ships in yf roade newly arrived from Ceylone and

Maidivse Insf

.

Fot 86. Cowries .... are Small Shells brought from y® Islands of Malldiva.

Fol, 94. [Cowries] seldome rise or fall more then 2 Pone in one Rupee and yp onely in

Bailasore at yf arrivall of the Ships from Ins : Maldives.

Fol, 95. neare y® mouth of yf Ganges, vpon my returns of a Voyadge to y? Maidivse I lost

3 men by theire [tygers] Salvagenesse.

See Yule, s, v. Maldives.

MANGO.

Fol, 29. yf Groves consistinge of Mangoe and The Mangoe is a very faire and
pleasant fruite.

Fol, 69. [Cuttack] adorned with .... delicate Groves of Mango . . .

Fol, 82. They (Portugals) make many Sorts of Sweetmeats viz^ Mangoe . . . , ,

Severall Sorts of Achar as Mangoe.

Fol, 150. They have Severall Sorts of very good ffruit in the Countrey [Queda] . . ,

. . Mangoes.

See Yule, s, i>. Mango.

MANGOSTEEK

Fol, 176. This Countrey [Achin] afEordeth Severall Excellent good fruites^ Namely , . *

• . Mangastinos.

See Yule, v, Mangosteen.

MANIKPATAM.

Fol, 66. beinge a Very Secure Coast to harbour in, namely in , . , Manichapatam.

Nof in Yule. [On the Coromandel Coast.]

MANILLA.

Fol, Z, great Stores are transported and Vended into most places of note in India, Persia,

Arabia, China, and yf South Seas [Indian Anchipelago], more Especialy to Moneela one of y?

Molucca Isles, belonginge to yf Kinge of Spaine.

Not in Y"ule.

MANNISON.

Fol, 153. they carry hence ..... Mannison (a Sort of honey).

Not in Yule. [The Malay word is manisan,']

MABTABAN JAR.

Fol, 41. yf Other terrified w*p feare did runne his head into a great Mortavan Jarre.

Fol. 93, wee had Severall Mortavan larrs on board.

Fol. 158. ffrom Pegu .... Motavan Jarrs.

See Y^ule, s, v, Martaban. See also ante, Vol. XXII. p, 364.

MASULIPATAM.

Fol, 24. in my journey Anno Dom : 1672 from Sort S’t Georg’s toward Metchlipatam
overland.
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Foh 35. Metchlipatam Soe called from yf Hindostan ore Moors Languadge word Metchli

signideinge fish and patam or Patanam a towne, first giuen to it by reason of y® Abundance of fish

caught here for y? Supply of many couutrey Cities and inland towns, for y® w®^ it Still doth retain®

y® Said name, but of late years much increased by Merchandize, soe that yf fishinge trade is Very

inconsiderable and not at all followed, more then by yf poore Mallabars or Gentues, whoe doe as yet

in great plenty Supply this place and all yf Ships that frequent yf Roade.

FoL 38. Our ffactory here [Metchlipatam] is but a Subordinate One to fEort S’t Georg’s : As
that of yf Dutch is to Pullicat.

FoL 49. Metchlipatam .... beinge a great market place and indeed yf Great Bazar

of these parts, for above 100 miles in Circuit.

See Yule, $, v. Masulipatam. [The quotations are curious as exhibiting the false etymology of

the name from "fish/’ See anie, Yol. XXX. pp. 354, 397 f., for some of the many forms this

place-name has assumed.]

MATT.

FoL 94. They akoe Coyne Rupees here . , . called Gold Moors .... beinge gold of

yf highest Matt.

See Yule, s. v. Matt. Mait meant the "touch of gold.” N. and E, has (p. 17) a good quota-

tion for 6th May 1680: — "The payment or receipt of Batta or Vatttm upon the exchange of

Pollicat for Madras Pagodas prohibited, both coines being of one and the same Matt and weight,

upon pain of forfeiture of 24 Pagodas for every offence together with loss of the Batta/* For Battat

ante

^

Vol. XXIX. p. 340.]

MAUHD.

FoZ. 53. The Vsuall Weights on this Coast [Ohoromandel] are . . . the Maund . , . ,

A Maund Cont: 8 Veece 1/3 : or 025 Idem [pounds].

FoL 82. 6:7: and sometimes 8 maund of rice for one Rupee [at Hugly],

FoL 94. They weigh p? yf Maund .... but tbeire weight in most places of acdompt

differ, although not in name yet in quantifcie. The Ballasore Maund con* 75 pound weight. The
Hugly Maund con^ but 70 pound w?, Cossumbazar maund con?, but 68 pound w*. Graine, butter,

Oyle, or any liquid thinge all the Eiuer of Hugly over allows but 68 p? to yf maund. The Maund
bigg or little is Equally diuided into 40 Equall parts,

FoL 98. Patellas, each of them will bringe downe 4:5; 6000: Bengala maunds.
See Yule, s. v, Maund, [The quotations above are valuable for descriptions and weights of

some of the old varieties of the maund.}

MECCA.

FoL 51, yf last queen Mother that deceased, whose Bones after 7 years interred, were taken
Vp and Sent to Mecha, there againe interred in yf Land of their Vngodlie Patron.

Not in Yule,

MBEE RAJA.

Fol. 161. The Men in Office y{ (Vnder their Queene) governe this Kingdorac (Achia) are
Intitledas followeth : The Meer Baja : yf Lord Treasurer.

Not in Yule. Compare Meer Moonshee, also mi in Yule.

MISBOALL.

Para cont [?] Markalls The MarbaU cont [7] [on the
Fol, 53. Measures: .... The

Choromandel Coast],

See Yule, s. v. Mercall. [It is a great pity that the text is incomplete here,
as a Madras measure of capacity varied a good deal].

The Mercall
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE KAUPtHA PAISTCHAKA OF SrI
sankabIoharta.

BY G. E. SUBEAMIAH PANTULU.

I. — Text,

Veddnta vdkyeshu zaiA ramanthqh, hJukshinna mdtrena chathushti mantqk^
Visohamantqh karaneramantqh^ hauptnavantqh Malubhdgyavantqk,

Sense.

Those that are earnestly occupied in examining the deeper recesses of the Upamshads are satisfied
with begging. As they are not pestered in this mortal penfold, their minds are ever’ engaged with
things nobler and extra-mundane. They are therefore completely free from all cares and inquietudes
Such unaUoyed freedom has become the monopoly of these men and could not possibly be attained
by those who are given up to the weaknesses of the flesh and the peculiar temptations of puberty.

Note.

The term iawpfwa, though in common parlance used to mean ‘a piece of cloth which covers the
genital organs,’ is here used in the sense of a terrestrial being who understands the dUnan thoroughly!
Cf. the saying of the Nirvdndpanignad

:

« Vddsina hmpinam," and the saying of the GUd :

^riyo hh6ktum hliaihsTia mapiha lohaiJ^

II.— Text.

Mtilanthardk kSvala mdsrayantqh, pdnidvayam hhoJctJm mantkrayanthrah,
Sriyanscka hanthdmiva Tcuthsayanthqhi haupinavantah 'khalubhdgyavantqh.

Sense.

They are rich, who, wholly void of desire of any sort or kind, follow the path of admirari care
Bot for any temporal wealth and spread themselves up under the umbrageous branches of trees.

It is within everybody’s experience that the sordid lust of pelf emanates from the imperious
sensations of hunger and sex. And people who have risen ‘ far above the madding crowd’s ignoble
strife ’ cease to be enamoured of these brittle and transient joys, which the world can neither give nor
take away.

Notes.

(1) Cf, Mundahdpanishad: Samdna vrihsht purushonimagnd anisayd ^ehatU muhyamanqb
jmshtam yaddpasyathyanya mtia masya tnakirndna mithi vttka sohqkJ^

(2) Let none admire that riches grow in Hell,

That soil may most deserve the precious bane.”— Paradise Lost, Book I.

(S) This man is freed from servile bands,

Of hope to rise, or fear to fall.

Lord of himself, though not of lands,

Having nothing yet hath all.”— Sir Henry Wotton^s Happy Life,

III. — Text.

‘ Dpidthi hhdmm parimdrjayantqht dtmdnamdtma nyamloka yantqh^

Ndntamnamadhyam nahahi smaraniqh, hauptna vantqh khalubhdgyavantqh*
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Sense.

He is called a jndm (wise man), who has completely purged his mind of egoism and who ideiA^

tides his internal self with the beginningless, endless, causeless Reality (i. e., Farabrahma),

Note.

Cf, the saying : Barvamkhalmdam hrahnKi. Jham brahmdsmiJ'

IV.— Text.

Svdnanda bhdve ^arithusliti mantqhy sasdnia sarvendrit/aihrupimantqhj

Aharniiam brdhmani 'niramantqhy hauptnavantah hhaluhhdgyavantqh*

Sense.

They are rich who feel and realize eternal bliss in a state of laya (introspective analysis), who
know full well how much the pleasures of this life deceive and betray their unhappy votaries, and
?^ho therefore week in, week out, from mom to night, concentrate their thought on Farahralma,

Note.

As men who climb a hill behold

The plain beneath them all unrolled,

And thence with searching eye survey

The clouds that pass along the way,

So those on Wisdom’s mount who stand

A lofiy vantage-ground command

:

They thence can scan the world below.

Immersed in error, sin, and woe,

Can ask how mortals vainly grieve,

The true reject, the false receive.

The good forsake, the bad embrace,

Tbe substance flee, and shadows chase

;

But none who have not gained that height,

Can good and iil discern aright.”—Sir Monier Monier-WiiHauttf'

Indian Wisdom.

V. — Text.

PaiKhSkshtram, pdvana mu^Mforawtq^, pathm pa'sdn&m hruth bhdva yanthak.
BMkshasano ihikshu paribbramantqh, kaupina vmtah khalwbhdgyavantqh.

Sense.

They are (wise men), who pervade the universe, who with an unalloyed mind rivet their
attention for ever and a day on that Grand Master of all animate existences from protoplasm toman, — on Isvara, who eke out their livelihood by begging.

^

MToto.

bhdmnd bhaiksha mabUhlkyam dxdtst hUvanam,
sharbJimkahpam vidMyatai” — MaMr^bpatdshad.

gum sdsirdhla bhdvina hhih->
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ON SOME TERMS EMPLOTED IN THE INSCRIPTIONS OP THE KSHATRAFAS.
BY SYLYAIN LEVI.

Translated^ with the author’s permission and revision^

from the ^’‘Journal Asiaiiquef 1902^ X, pp* 95 io 1^5^

under the direction of J. Btjbgess, 0J*E.

[The question as to the period when Sanskrit came to supersede* the Prakrits for secular

purposes, and as to the influences under which that happened, is one of considerable interest, from the

historical as well as the literary point of view. Amongst the epigraphic records of India, the earliest

known composition of appreciable length in pure literary Sanskrit is the Girnar inscription of

A. D, 150 of the king Rudradaman, a member of a dynasty, ruling in Kathiawar and neighbouring

parts, which is conveniently known as that of the Kshatrapas. In its leading characteristics, thar

inscription is unique, even amongst the records of that dynasty. But other records of the Kshatrapas,

and some of the legends on their coins, exhibit a tendency in the direction of the employment of

Sanskrit. On the other hand, in the records of other dynasties contemporaneous with the earlier

Kshatrapas, Sanskrit exhibits itself in only isolated expressions of & religious or a ceremonious

nature
;
for the same period, it is elsewhere met with only in short votive inscriptions of private

individuals, which similarly belong to the religious category, and even in them in only a hesitating

and uncertain form : and it is only when we come to the Imperial Gupta period, from A. D. 320

onwards, that we find Sanskrit of the well-established literary type in general use for public purposes.

The conclusions are, that, curious as it may seem, the development of literary Sanskrit, and the

supersession of the Prakrits by Sanskrit for official and other purposes, were brought about, not

by indigenous Indian rulers, but by foreign invaders^ the Kshatrapas
;
and that the explanation is

to be found in a liberal-mindedness in matters of religion, which led those invaders to support a

popular movement in the direction of utdising for general purposes a language which previously had

been held so sacred that it could be employed only in connection with religion. This is tiie theme

of the article by M. Sylvain Levi, of which a translation is now offered. In revising the translation,

M. L6vi has made a few additions to his original remarks. And, with these additions, the article

may be regarded as an up-to-date exposition of a topic which is of very leading importance in

connection with the early history of India.— Ei>itor.3

Thb Kshatrapa kings who ruled over Kathiawar and the country heyoud, from the

year 78 to the end of the IVth century A. 3>., employ singular titles in their epigraphic

protocol which demand attention. Beginning with Nahapana, the founder of the dynasty

(inscription of the minister Ayama at Junnar), they regularly take and receive the title of

svamin in epigraphic documents, which title, however, figures in the legends on their coins

only after Tasedaman (254 of the Kshatrapa era}k The inscription of Rudradaman at Girnar

(72 Ksh.), in mentioning the name of Svami-Chashtana, grandfather of the reigning prince,

adds thereto the epithet sugrihlta-naman. And the Jasdan inscription (127 Ksh.), stating

the genealogy of raja mahakshatrapa svami Rudrasena, joins to the name of each of his royal

ancestors (Chashtana, Jayadaman, Rudradaman, Rudrasiihha) the epithet hJiadramuhha^ With

the exception of the Mahakuta inscription, mentioned further on, I do not know another

instance, elsewhere in Indian epigraphy, in which any of these three titles [96] is applied to

a royal personage. But all three are found in a special category of literary productions where,

on the contrary, their use is absolutely definite.

Bharata, the legislator of the theatre and everything pertaining to the same, treating of

those appellations in use in dramatic language, presciibes

:

s^dmt tu yuvarajas tu kumaro bhartridarak^^ i

saumya bkadrmm'ukJietf/ evam hepurvam vadhamaib vadei M

l^Nafga^iastrar xvK. p. 75*3
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But this text, borrowed from the Nirnaya-sagar edition (Kavya-mala collection), is almost

inexplicable. The Dasa-rujpay which follows and sums up Bharata, says-.—
devah svamiti nripatir bhrityair bhatteti chadhamaih j [ii, 64.']

And the Sahitya’^<zrj>am, § 431 :
—

svamiti yuvarajas tu humaro bhartridarakah

saumya hhadramukJieiy evam adhamais tu knmarakal)i

raja svamiti deveti bhritjair bhatteti chadhamaih I

The comparison of the texts enables us to obtain some clear sense. ETidently the reading

svamiti of the Sdhitya^arpana must be substituted for Bharata’s inadmissible svdml tu, and the

obscure precept hepurvam vadhamani vadeV^ must be interpreted by the aid of the words

:

adhamais tu humdrahah ” supplied by the Sahityadarpana, From this we arrive at the

following rule :—
“ The crown-prince must be addressed as svamin^ a prince of the [97] royal family as

saumya or bJiadramukha
;
with the addition of hcy one may also in the same way address

a personage of inferior rank” (Bh.). But the Sdlu-D, modifies the latter precept: ** People of

inferior rank may also address children in this manner.'” The English translation of the

Sdhiiya-darpana ^ves a liifferent interpretation to the latter part of this line : A prince is

addressed by low men — ‘Saumya’ (gentle sir) or ‘ Bhadramukha’ (yon of benign face); ” and
lhave followed this interpretation in my Thedtre Indien (p. 129). It was at that time impossible

to refer to the then unpublished text of Bharata
;
but in fact, in this interpretation, the word

humdrahah became superfluous and unjustifiable
; it repeated the kumdro lof the first half line,

with the addition of a suffix of which no notice was taken. The modification introduced by
the Sdhiiya-darpana into Bharata^s traditional text, as attested by manuscripts of various

origin, is doubtless founded on the use of the words saumya and hkadramukha in certain

passages in dramas, e, y., M richchhakatika, Act X. p. 160, L 14 (Stenzler’s ed.), where the
vidushaka, addressing the little Rohasena, says to himi iuvaradu tuvaradu bhaddamuho. Fidd
de jndridum niadi. On the other hand, Bharata’s precept is applicable to a use equally attested

by the Mrichchhakatika, and in the same passage (p. 161, 1. ult.) : the vidushaka addresses him-
self this time to the Chandalas who are conducting Charudatta to torture : bho dkaddamuha
munchedha piavaasscaH, We [98] here obtain a clear idea of the processes of minute ,and
persistent observation which serve as a basis to the general formulae of the theorists of Hindu
literature.

The Basa-rupay slavishly followed by the Sdhitya-darpana, gives yet another use of the
appellation svdmin which Bharata appears to have ignored. According to this, courtiers should
employ it in addressing the king.

If we follow tEe more important indications of Bharata, the two titles of ^min and
bhadramukha are confined to personages who come immediately after the king in rant, i. e.

the crown prince and royal pr^es. The extension of the latter title to persons of inferior rank,
and the application of it to children by people of inferior rank, are casnalities which threaten
titles of high nobility in all societies and in all times; the people sneer at them, tnm them
into ridicule till the moment when, deprived of their primitive dignity, they become definitively
degraded. It is enongh to recall in classic language what happens in the case of the word here,
“Heir, and in popular dialect the value of the expressions; “My Prince!” and “My
Emperor ! " Without leaving India, the history of the word devatiSthpriya which I have alreadyMd occasion to study, constitutes a notable precedent; the majestic title which sufficiently
designated the powerful ASoka, master of the whole of India, has, in classic Sanskrit, taken
the sense of “silly fellow, imbecile.”
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[99] In neither of the editions of the Petersburg dictionary, is there a single passage quoted

from dramatic literature in which the appellations svamin and bhadramukka are employed in

their proper sense as defined by Bharata. It does not even mention the particular function of

the vocative svamin* As for bhadramukha used as an apostrophe, the first edition refers : 1st, to

the scholiast on Panini, vi. 2, 167, who certainly, in support of the rule laid down for the

accentuation of muhha in compounds, cites the word bhadramukha
;
but Paiiini does not mention

this word himself, and the Mahabhashya passes the sutra over in silence; — 2ndly, in the

Marhandeya’-Furana, 15, 57, where it is a king who uses this expression in addressing a messenger

of death (Yama-purusha), with the probable intention of neutralising by an euphemism the

unfortunate character of this funereal personage :— Srdly, in 'Sahuntala, 303, 10 and 17 (and

add 104, 15) ;
the old anchorite, who accompanies the little Bharata, salutes the king

Dushyanta with this word, but without knowing whom she is addressing, and taking him for

a casual guest. The word hhadramulcha has equally the value of a formula of common politeness

in the passages of the Fasa-kumara^ 74, 20,= ed. Nirnaya-sagar, 64, 3, and of the EMambari, 2,

100, 5; 127, 21; 128, 24 = Peterson’s ed., 828, 13; 364, 10; 355, 13, which the second

edition of the Petersburg dictionary quotes
;
the translation given by M. Bohtlingk : “ dear

friend, dear friends,” is snflSciently exact. We may cite also the Bwyavadana (ed. Cowell and

Neil), p.431, where Ihe king Asoka, near death, fallen and powerless, and having at his disposal

nothing more than half a myrobalan fruit, calls a man of low rank (purusha) in order to

ask him to take that last present to the Knkkutarama : — Bhadramukha purvagunauuragad

bhrashtaisvaryasyapi mama imam tavad apaschimam vyaparam kurn. And the index of the

Bivyavadanaf presenting the word bhadramukha as “ a vocative addressed to any inferior,”

gives a variety of other references for its use in that way in that work.

The title stigrihita-naman^ applied in the flOO] Girnar inscription to Chashtana, there

forms the counterpart to the formula: gv/rubhirszabhyastavidman^^ applied to Budradaman

himself, and which has the advantage of rhyming with the name of the king. Btihler CDie

Indischen Inschriften und das Alter der Indischen Kunstpoesie, p, 53) translates the latter expres-

sion by :
“ tbe venerable ones pronounce his name (in praying for salvation).” The expression

seems to imply a still more precise sense. The verb ahhyas evokes in a certain way the study of

the Yedas; cf., e. g., Manu, iv. 147 ;
vi. 95 ; Yajnavalkya, iih 204. And the mention of the

gurus determines the sense still more certainly
;
the name of the Kshatrapa Budradaman is for

holy personages like another Veda which demands assiduous study, absolute veneration, and

which assures the most precious results. The idea, thus disengaged, harmonizes as we shall

see with the general data of our inscriptions. As for sugrihlia-naman^ Buhler translates it as

a general term by “ the utterance of his name brings salvation,” agreeing with Bohtlingk’s

interpretation of this word (P. D.): — ‘^the simple utterance of his name brings happiness.”

Sugrihlta-naman*, like svdmin and bhadramukha^ belongs to the formulary of the theatre and

things relating to it. As a matter of fact, the definition of the word is not found in the actual

text of Bharata
;
but the Vasa-'Tupa [101] aud the Sahitya-darpana mention this expression and

agree as to the interpretation ;
—

rathi sutena chayushman pujyaih sishyatmajanujah

vatseti tatal^ sugrihltabhidhas tu taih |1

apisabdat pujyena sishyatmajanujas tateti vacbyah I so’pi tais tateti sugrihltanama cheti

^JDasehrupa, ii. 63.]

sugrihUddhidhah pujyah sishyadyair vinigadyate [SaMtya-darpana, § 481.]

“ SugrihUa-ndman is an expression used by a disciple, a son, or a younger brother to designate

ar person to whom he owes respect,” consequently to name respectively the master, the father,

the elder.
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The first edition of the Petersburg dictionary cites a very differeitt definition of the same

word borrowed from the Trikanda^sesha, ii. 7, 27: —
yah pratah smaryate subhakamyaya I sa sugrikiiandmd syat.

‘‘ The sugrililtandman is a person whom one recalls in the morning with a kindly intention.’^

But examination of the examples which I am about to cite, proves beyond doubt that the text

of the Trikdrda-klsha is faulty, whoever may be responsible for the fault, and that it must be

corrected thus : —
yah pretah smaryate

“ The sugnhltandman is a deceased person whom one remembers with favour.”

The interpretation given by the Dasa-^upa and the Sdkitya-darpana on the one hand, and

by the Tri/tdida-sesha on the other, are both [102X justified in literature. The author of

the MricliMakatikd adopts the first. In Act ii„ p. 28, 1. 33, Stenzler’s ed., the coui'tesan

Vasantasena demands from her servant Madanika the name of a person whom she has met

:

Madanika replies :
—
so kkhu ajjue sugahidandmahQo ajjacharudatto nama.

**His name is Oharudatta,” accompanying the mention of this name by the word sugrihlta--

mmadheya as a title of respect. We find it used again in the same manner in Act ix , by the

mother of Vasantasena when the judge asks her the name of the friend of the cfiurtesan j
—

Saaradattassa tanafi sngahidandmahed ajja Cbarndatto (142, 10)*
“ It is the son of SSgaradatta, the noble Charndatta sugrihlta-ndmadheya'^

The author of the Mudrd-rdkshasa^ who is inspired by the MnekcJihakafikd, has borrowed
this title from him with the same import. Telang’s ed., Bomb. Ser. p. 85 ; the disciple of

Chanakja, who has been asked the name of the master of the house, replies. : —
asmakam upadhyayasya sugrihitandmna arya Ohanakyasya,
“ It is our master, the noble Chauakya sugriMtandman^^*

And, the chamberlain, in proclaiming tbe royal command, expresses himself thus :

sugrihitandTm devas Ohandragupto vah samajhapayati.
His majesty Ghandragupta sugrihlta-ndman desires it.’^

[1031 The authentic works of Bana show a preference for the (so to say) funereal meauinci^
f the title.

Hadambai], Peterson’s ed.. Bomb. Ser. 35, 12 :
—

evam uparate ’pi sugrililtanamm tate yad aliam . .
. prammi |

. If I breathe when my father siigHhlta-ndman is dead.”

And p. 309, 18 and 22, Mahasveta, recalling twice her dead husband, designates him by these
words : —

devasya sugrikltanammh Pn^darikasya (smaranti) devali sugrihUanama Pundarikah.

Ill the Earsha-eharita, Baiyavardbana, citing to his brother, as an example, their father’s
conduct at the death of their grandfather, expresses himself thus :

tatenaiva . . . sugrihltanamm tatrahhavati parasutam gate pitaii kim nakari rajyam.

(Nirnaya-sagar ed., 200, 1

)

“ And our father [tata, in conformity with the prescriptions of Bharata], did he not
take the goTernment in hand on the death of his father [pitor] sugrihita-naman."

In the present instance, the nse of the word sugrihita-naman coincides exactly with its
unction in the i^cnption of Eudradaman. In both cases it is a question of designating
honourably a grandfather who has possessed royal power,
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So, also, the kmg Harsha himself, remembering his deceased brother-in-law, in the same wa;

attaches the epithet to his name :

—

tatrabhavatah sugrihitanarmah svargatasya Grahavarmanah balamitram (p. 201, botttom),

‘‘ The boy friend of the dead Grahayarman sugrihitanaman,''

And epigraphy gives, for the period of Bana, an instance precisely parallel with that ol its

tunction in the inscription of Rudradaman. In the Mahakuta pillar inscription of A. D. 602, tht-

genealogy of Mahgalesa, the reigning kmg, allots the title to his grandfather Kauaraga, and to him

only :—sugnhitandmadkegd Ranaragakhyanripah
;

see Ind. Ant, Vol XIX. p 16, text line 3.

Iteanwhile, the 'Rarsha-chariia offers some examples of the [104] same word,, used simply

in the honorific sense without any funereal idea :
—

mam api tasya devasya sugnhliandmnah SaryatasyajSakarinam • . . avadharayatu bhavati (30, 6)

“^Know that I am the servant of the king sugrihlta-ndman 'Baryata.^^

So, again, Bana connects the title with Harsha himself, when his hearers press him to relate the

history of that king :
—

asya sugnliltandmnah punyaraseh . • . . charitam ichchhamah srdtum (p. 101)

‘‘We wish to hear the achievements . , ^ . of this sugHkitanaman^xioh in merit,**

And he does the same in the speech of Rajyasri, when she is on the point of mounting the

funeral pile, in introducing the unexpected arrival of Harsha :—
Kurafigike kena sugriMiandmnd nama grihitam amritamayam aryasya (p. 278)

“O Kurangikal who is it that has uttered the ambrosial name of our lord, sngrihiiandman? ”

The poet of the JRjdja-tarahginl couples the title sugrihlta'^niaman with the name of a king

(Lalitaditya), who has just died, in a passage where the author does not speak in his own name
but where he quotes the words of the prime minister of the dead king. Chahku^a assembles

ail the subjects and proclaims to them (iv. 362) : —
sugrihitdbhidhd raja gatah sa sukriti divam.

“ The king, sugrikitdhUtdhcti the beneficent, has gone to heaven.^’

The exact sense of this expression, too often rendered by rather va^ue formulas (‘of

auspicious name, auspiciously named,* &c.), seems capable of being more clearly expressed.

The verb grahi which generally signifies “to take,*”’ signifies when associated with words such as

ndman^ &.c. : *Ho use, mention, cite.” We have one instance of that usage in the last passage

quoted above from the Sarshaokarita* And in the Uttara-Rdmacharita of Bhavabhuti, Rama, who

has just resolved to put away Sita, invokes the Earth, Janaka, Sagriva, the gods, the heroes, and

adds :

—

te hi manye mahatmanah kritaghnena duratmana [

maya grihitandmanah sprisyanta iva papmana i| (Act 1., near the end)

“'But indeed I think that those great ones are contaminated by having their names

mentioned by me so ungrateful and wicked.**

The idea attaching ta the “ mention of the name *’
is clearly manifested by a prescription

of Manu, viii. 271 : “ An iron nail, ten inches long and red-hot, must be driven into the mouth
of him who mentions insultingly the names and castes of the twice-born.” (Por example, say

the [106] commentators, if the culprit has said; re Yajnadatta
!,
or again : You are the outcast

of the Brahmans
! )

nama-jati-graham tv esham abhidrohena kurvatah.

The sugrahana is the contrary custom
j

it is to mention the name of a person, more
especially a dead person, accompanied with qualifications which bring good fortune and which,

thanks to their value as omens, may have a happy influence on the posthumous destiny of the

deceased or on the future destiny of the living.
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The official value of the expression lladramukha, as a title addressed to royal princes,

seems to assign respectable antecedents to this common formula. In fact it appears difficult to

separate this appeal to the “ propitious face” from an analogous title illustrated by a famous

example. Bhairamukha is vrithout doubt only another form of the idea expressed by the word

PfiyadarUn, Prakrit Piyadassi, that is to say “he who shews himself amiable, who has an

amiable aspect.” While the Kshatrapas are granted the epithet of ihadramuTcha, the king

Satakami Gotamiputra, the contemporary, neighbour, rival, and conqueror of the Kshatrapas,

receives in a posthumous panegyric the epithet, still surviving, of piyadasma {Ski, priyadarsana)

[Nasik Prasasti, 1. 4J. The formula devanathpiya piyadasi laja of the Asoka inscriptions would

then be solely made up of general designations assumed in the protocol, without a word

relating individually [100] to the author of the inscriptions, and there would be no more cause,

in spite of custom, to speak of a king Piyadasi than of a king Devanampriya. Asoka, whatever

may have been his motives, most have intentionally avoided inserting his own name in the text

of his inscriptions.

Besides the three terms which I have just noticed, the inscriptions of the Kshatrapas

contain yet another characteristic expression which has passed into the dramatic and literary

language. Eudradaman, recalling the origin of the reservoir which he has had repaired,

attributes its foundation to Pushyagupta, the rashUiya of Chandragupta the Manrya. The

rashinya is cited by the Maha-Bharata, xii., 3205 and 3269, among the high functionaries who

assist the hing. The dictionary of Amara, however, does not consider this word as a term in

actual use ;
he defines it as a title of the ting’s brother-in-law, in dramatic language :

—
[natyoktan] rajasyalas tu rashtriyah [L, 1, vii., 14].

Hemaehandra repeats this definition ;
—

rashtriyo nripateh syalah (v. 333).

In fact the word rdshtriya is found, with the sense indicated, in the Sakuntala and in the

MnckcJihalcaUha, In Act vi. of Bakuntala the king's brother-in-law appears in the prologue

with two policemen who are his subordinates. The stage directions simply [107] bear:

tatah pravisati nagarikah syalah .... When the police speak to him, they give him the

title of avutta which is, in dramatic terminology, equivalent to hhayinl-pati, “ the husband of the

sister” (of the king). But, in the scene following, when the two servants of the palace mention

him in their conversation (Bohtlingk, 79, 2), he is designated as Mittavasu rat tidy “the

rashtriya Mitravasu.” In the MriclicJiJiakadkd also, where the fekara is mentioned either with

honour or contempt, he is designated as the rdshiriya (Stenzler’s ed., 66, 23 ; 154, 11 ; 175, 5).

After the downfall of king Palaka, the men who drag the sakara before Oharudatta to receive

his punishment, combine rashtriya and syalaka in addressing him :
—

are re rMfny^-syalaka I ehy ehi I svasyavinayasya phakm anufehava (175, 10).

There are then, these four words : Bvdmin, hhadramukha, sugrihlta-mman, rdshiriya, which,

by the formal avowal of the legislators of the Sanskrit literature and language, are classed

in the particnlaff category of words foreign to current custom and maintained solely in the

formulas accepted by dramatic and romantic etiquette
;

and, with the exception of the

use of siigrihitandmadheya in the Mahakuta inscription, these four words are met with, set

apart to an actual positive use, in the Sanskrit inscriptions of the Kshatrapas, and of the

Kshatrapas only. The title of svdmin, it is true, is to be found in another series of epigraphical

documents
; besides the inscriptions where it is [108] sporadically joined to the name of the

princes of another dynasty of Maha-kshatrapasj those of Mathura (Mora, Arch, Purvey,
Vol. XX. p. 48 5 mahahshatrapasa Rajuhulaisa putra svrnnwa . « . f Mathui^, JBpiyr,

17 ol. II, p, 199; svdtniBa mahdhshairapasa Sddasasd)^ it is j.Qined to- the of the
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Satakarnis from Gofcamipata onwards : svami GoBamipnta siri Sadakaai, Nasik 11 ;
sami siri

Pulnmaya, Nasik 12, Karli 17 ;
Amaravati, pi. Ivi. 1

;
svami Vasifchiputa, N^ik 15 ; sami sir!

YaSa, Nasik 16, Kanheri 4 and 15 ;
Madharipnta svami Sakasena, Kanheri 14, 19. But from

Gotamiputa onwards, the Satakarnis are in close relation with the Kshatrapas
;
I have already

pointed this out and I shall return to it. The simultaneous use of the same title in the edicts

of the two dynasties, far from weakening the conclusions which I hope to establish, confirms the

same. Before becoming fixed, with the stiffness of dead forms, in the vocabulary of theatrical

and literary conventions, these titles have, of necessity, done duty in actual life. The first

writers who transported them into the domain of fiction, did not invent them, thanks to the

miracle of a chance coincidence ;
nor did they go and exhume them out of the past, with an

archseological care which India has never known
;
they borrowed them from current language

and bequeathed them to their successors who have preserved them with pious fidelity, whilst

political events were transforming the official protocol around them.^

[109] But the literary language of politeness is, in Sanskrit at least, inseparable from

literary language itself
;
they are one

;
the same inflexible code rules both. The dramatic forms

which gathered and perpetuated these appellations must therefore have been established at

the time when these appellations themselves were in force in official etiquette. It is in the

time of the Kshatrapas, and at the court of the Kshatrapas, that we acknowledge their simul-

taneous existence ; it must therefore have been in the time and at the court of the Kshatrapas

that the vocabulary, the technique and the first examples of the Sanskrit drama and

everything connected with it were established ;
or^ in other words, those of the really literary

Sanskrit literature.

The facts which I have stated, even if my interpretation of them be correct, are in danger of

appearing insufficient as a foundation for conclusions of so large extent. But a group of impor-

tant signs tends, on the other hand, to equally assign the foundation of literary Sanskrit to the

epoch and court of the Kshatrapas. All Indianists know that the first inscription in literary

Sanskrit is precisely the inscription of the maha-kshatrapa Eudradaman at Girnar, of which

I have several times made mention in the course of this article
;

it is dated in the year 72 of

the Kshatrapa era, = 150 A. D. The inscription of Ushavadata, son-in-law of the kshatrapa

Nahapana, which is earlier than the year 46 Ksh. ( = 124 A. D.) contains, it is true, a long

panegyric by way of introduction, in which the gifts and pious £110] works previously due to

the zeal of Ushavadata (Nasik, 5), are celebrated in Sanskrit ;
but on arriving at the precise

announcement of the new gift commemorated by this inscription, the language changes;

Sanskrit disappears and is replaced by Prakrit. The other inscriptions of the time of Nahapana,

those of Ushavadata at Nasik, 7, 8, 9, dated 42 Ksh. ( = 120 A. D.) and 45 Ksh, ( = 123 A. D.),

those of Dakshamitra, wife of Ushavadata and daughter of Nahapana (Nasik, 10), that of

Ayama, minister of Nahapana (Junnar, H), are all in Prakrit. After Eudradaman the known

inscriptions of the Kshatrapas are all in Sanskrit : those of Eudrasimha at Gnnda, 102 or

103 Ksh. ( = 180 or 181 A, U.), and at Junagadb, and of Eudrasena at Jasdan, 127 Ksh.

(
r= 205 A.D .) and in Qkhamandal, 122 ? Ksh, ( = 200 A. D.).

1 If I am reproached with extending to all the literature oonolusions based on the employment of certain words

which the Sanskrit lexicons class under the language of the theatre, I content myself with referni^ to Sivamma,

the commentator of the Daia-kuma^a-charita, who, meeting in Dan^in'a text (u^chhvasa I., ed Nirnaya-sagar,

pp. 30, 178) with the word ^asa, remarks as follows :— _ ± ,

bala syad raaUh I ity Amatah I yat tv asya natya eva pray^a_ uclnto natyavargapajhat^ tan na .

tatranyayogavyayachchhedakatyat I natya etesham eva prayogo nanyesham iti I ata eva avye pi na^ya

vargasthSn devyadisabdan prayuhkta Kalidaaah
^ ^

brahme muhurte kila tasya devi

kumarakalpath sushuve kumaram iti II

“ It may perliapB be said that the word *3*5 is reserved for the language of the
The

in the section treating of the dramatic art. But that would be a mistake.^ Anmra on y e o en

words of that category ought to be employed in the theatre, to the exclusion of others. w
liramatic:

employs in poetry (Jkaunfa) such words as dew, ^fc., which with Amara figure in the section treating of drama

art.’'
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By a striking contrast and one wkicii gives cause for reflection, the dynasty of the

Satakarnis, so closely mixed up with the history of the Kshatrapas, their neighbours and rivals,

has all its epigraphy inscribed in Prfcit, From the inscriptions of Nanaghat, which date back

to the beginning of the Christian era or further still, down to the last princes of the dynasty,

Siri Yana Gotamiputa, Madhariputa, Sakasena, Haritiputa, towards the third century A. D.,

Prakrit is the only language admitted into the epigraphic documents of the Satakarnis.

There is only one exception, but it is significant : an inscription of Kanheri (11) is written

in excellent Sanskrit
;

it is due to the minister of a [111] princess married to Vasishthiputra

Batakarni, and daughter of a mahakshatrapa, probably the mahu'-kshatrapa Rudradaman whom
I have named so often already (

[ya\sislitlilputTasya srisatalkari^isya devydh Kdrddamakaraja-

vamayrabhavdyd mahdkshatra[pa]Bu,jputryah ^ • sya ... v[{\svasyasya amdtyasya kail^

rdka^ya jydniyahhajdnam deyadhaTm[iifi^a[hL\)» It is the intervention of a daughter of a

Kshatrapa, introduced by a political marriage into the family of the Satakarnis, which makes

in their epigraphy an opening for Sanskrit which immediately closes again.

The linguistic opposition between the two dynasties is still further established by their

literary role. Rudradtoan, in his inscription, praises himself, or lets himself be praised, for

his ability to compose, in prose as in verse, works which satisfy all the exigencies of rhetoric

(s^huta-laghu-^madhurachitra-ltdnia-sahda-samayddardlamlenia-gadya-padya . . . ) ; and the evi-

dence of the inscription itself leads us to believe that Sanskrit compositions are referred to.

The Satakarnis, on the contrary, are the traditional patrons of Prakrit literature. Hala or

Satavahana, one of the kings of the dynasty, is believed to have compiled the polite anthology

in seven ‘ hundreds ’ which has preserved for us the charming remains of ancient Maharashtri

poetry. It is a minister of Satavahana, Gunadhya, who is supposed to be the author of the

original BrihaikatJid^ written in paisachl Prakrit. Another minister of the same prince, it is

true, is said to have composed one of the classical Sanskrit grammars, the Kdiantra
; [112] but

the details of the legend seem to represent the historical reality with tolerable exactness. King
Satavahana, playing with his wives, is spoken to by one of them in Sanskrit

;
not knowing this

language, he makes a mistake which occasions humiliating laughter
; mortified, he demands of

his ministers a Sanskrit grammar less difficult to study than Panini
; and Sarvavarman, to

please him, composes the Kdiantra. This anecdote, shewing the king ignorant of Sanskrit
and the queen speaking this language, recalls the anomaly observed between the Sanskrit
inscription due to the minister of the princess married to Vasifehiputa and the Prakrit inscrip-

tions of king Yasithiputa himself. The name of the king Satavahana is, as it were, a sort of
symbol, adopted and consecrated by tradition to sum up the whole dynasty of the Satakarnis.

The pretended ignorance of Satavahana is an arbitrary invention of the legend. If they
did not personally cultivate Sanskrit, it was easy for the Satakarnis to attract to their court
of Pratishthana, men of letters practised in the use of the Brahmanic language

; there was no
lack of Brahmans around a dynasty which paid them the magnificent salaries registered in the
great inscription at Nanaghat

; the scribes who wrote in Prakrit the royal panegyrics such as
the inscription of Gotami at Nasik, needed but a small effort to turn their praises into Sans-
krit ; they touch so closely upon Sanskrit that they seem rather to guard against it than
[113] to try to write it

;
but they resolutely avoid overstepping the precise limit which separates

their Prakrit from classical Sanskrit. The first infraction upon this reserve is found outside
the real domain of the Satakarnis, among the Pallavas, settled immediately to the south
of the Satakarnis. The early Pallavas, Sivaskandavarman and Vijayabuddhavarman, used
Prakrit in their epigraphs

;
but Sivaskandavarman, who rivals in Brahmanic zeal the Satakarnis

of the Nanaghat inscription, and who, like them, flatters himself with having offered the
great asyamedha-sacrifice, admits at the end of his Prakrit charter a formula in Sanskrit

:

8vasti gd^hrdhmana-vdchakarsrdtrihhya Hi {Eyigr. Ind. Vol. I. p. 3; Vol. II, p. 482). The
accuracy of it is irreproachable

; the peculiar character of it is evident; this benediction pro-
nounced over Brahmans and cows, &c., has a religious character which contrasts with the real
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object of tbe gift. Vijayabuddhavarnian, at the end of a donation, equally set forth in Prakrit

(Ind, Antig^ Yol. IX. p, 101), inserts two verses in Sanskrit and concludes with a PrMcrit for-

mula
;
these two verses are those so often met with under the name of Yyasa in all succeeding

epigraphy ;
Bahuhhir vasudhd . . - and Svadattdm paradattmh va* Here again, the authority of

Vyasa gives these two verses a religions character, independent of the context. And more
recent contributions to epigraphy only confirm my conclusions. In the Ko^damudi plates

{Bpigr. Ind. Yol. YI. p. 315) of the prince Jayavarman, a contemporary of Sivaskandavarman,

the charter is in Pmkrit, but the names of the god Maliesvara and of the brahmanical gdtra

Brihatphalayana are in pure Sanskrit and so also is tbe legend on the seal :— Bnhatphalayana-

sagdtrasya maharaJa-sri-Jayavarmmanah. And, like his Hirahadagalli plates, the Mayidavolu

plates of Sivaskandavarman {Epigr, lnd» Yol. YI. p, 84) are in Prakrit, and the name of the

king is written Sivakha[ni]davammo ; but the seal presents Sivaska . . . . , which suffices to

establish the purely Sanskrit character of its legend. It is as a religious language that Sanskrit

makes its appearance in the official epigraphy, apart from the epigraphy of the Kshatrapas. It

is met with also, but hesitating, uncertain and [114] very brief, in the votive inscriptions of

the time of the Kushanas and the Kshatrapas of Mathura : but these inscriptions, of Buddhisfc

and Jaina inspiration, emanating from private individuals, reduce themselves to brief formnlse,

and when, by accident, they happen to be correct, they only succeed by dint of their extreme
brevity and their entire commonplaceness.

The presence of phrases and formulae in correct Sanskrit, inserted in Prakrit inscriptions

or added to them, expressly contradicts the interpretation given by the legend to the linguistic

preferences of the Satakarnis. Even when confined to their own direct testimony without
recourse to any outside control, the documents of the Kshatrapas suffice to prove it in error.

Whereas, by a revolutionary innovation, their inscriptions are set forth in literary Sanskrit,

the legends of their numerous coins are uniformly written in Prakrit, as in the case of the

Satakarnis. It is only when we come down to the Gupta emperors, in the lYth century A. B.,

that we meet with the first legends on coins in authentic Sanskrit (e. y,, Kdcho gam avajitya kar--

mabliir uttamair jayati). One only of the Kshatrapas, in advance of the time, coined money in

Sanskrit, about the beginning of the second century of the Kshatrapa era, at the end of the

second century A. D. ; the legend reads: rdjnb \mayidhshatra\^a1sya Ddmajadasriya[h] putrasya

rapid hshatrapasya Satyaddmna\_fi\, The only inaccuracy bears upon the application of an
euphonic law : [116] rdjnd Icshatrapasya instead of rdjnaJi* But the innovation, which however
does not appear very daring iu a dynasty which regularly uses Sanskrit in its epigi’aphy, does not

seem to have been a success ; it called forth no imitations, and, whereas the coins of the Ksha-
trapas are generally rather numerous, that of Satyadaman is known by but one specimen (Rapson,
J. R. A, S, 1899, p. 879). Without the formal testimony of epigraphy, one would be tempted
to recognize in the numismatic usage of the Kshatrapas the same tendency to Sanskrit that

has been observed in the inscriptions of Mathura. Two centuries after Satyadaman, in

304 Ksh. ( = 382 A. D,), the coinage of Simhasena, known by several specimens, bears a legend

where Sanskrit and Prakrit alternate curiously in the same inscription : Makardja-ksTiatrapa-

wdmi-Rudrasena-sva8riya\8yd\ rdjnd makalcskatrapasa sfvdmi-Simhasenasya (Rapson, ih. p. 398-400).

And besides, the simultaneous occurrence of Prakrit genitives in ^sa and the Sanskrit forms

rdjnd and kshatrapa in the whole monetary series of the Kshatrapas without exception, the

sporadic appearance of the most delicate inflexions of Sanskrit in certain proper names (e.y.,

Rudraddmnah parallel with Rudraddrnasa^ Bamajadasriyah parallel with Ddmajadasa*), still

place under different aspects tbe pressing problem of the real relation between Sanskrit and
Prakrit, — or, in other words, the positive commencements of literary Sanskrit.

The religious element which dominates all the phenomena [116] of Hindu life seems to

suffice to settle all these apparent contradictions. The opposition observed in lingnistie usage

between tbe Kshatrapas and the Batakarnis reappears in the religious attitude of the two

dynasties. There can be no question, assuiedlyf in ancient India, of determined, absolute.
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uncompromising convictions the avowed and officially proclaimed predilection does not amount

to a passion, still less to intolerance. Although ^hey profess themselves fervent worshippers

of Bhagavat, of Mahesvara, of Sugata, &c. (parama-bhagavata, p^-tnahesvara p^-saugata), the

Gupta kings, those of Yalabhi, the race of Harsha, and many other royal families, distribute

none the less their eclectic favours among all the clergy and all confessions (see, e. rny

Donations religieuses des rois de Valabhi, in the Memoires de la section des Sciences religieuses,,

1896, pp. 75-100). Without refusing to Buddhism the freedom of circumstance, the

'Satakarnis proclaim their pretensiooas to Brahmanical orthodoxy. Their epigraphy opens at

Nanaghat with a long nomenclature of grand Yedic sacrifices and nMignificent salaries paid to

Brahmans by a prince of their family. From Gotamiputa onwards, at least, each of the kings

is careful to affirm his relationship to the great Brahmanic clans r Gotamiputra, Yasishthiputra,

&c. Gotamiputa, the hero* of the Nasik prasasti, is exalted as ‘*the Brahman par excellence’^

(eka-bamhand)
;
he has increased the prosperity [117] of the families of the Brahma^^ [dija^

t'aTa-kuttitba-vi'Dadhanc^
j
he has accomplished the fundamental and essential work of Brah-

manism, by putting a stop to confusion among the castes which is the abomination of desola-

tion in society governed by Brahmanic law (yinivatita-chdXuvana-sakard)
\
the models which he

recalls are the heroes of the Brahmanic epic: Hama, Ke^va^ Arjuna, Bhfmasena, Janamejaya,

Sagara, Yayati, Nahusha. The Puranas also have faithfully enrolled the list of Satakarni kings

in the succession of the dynasties which represent across the dislocation of Indian history the

orthodox transmission of sovereign power..

The Kshatrapas, on the contrary, are strangers, chance-masters imposed by the conquest
j

of Scythian origin, confounded with the Greeks, with whom tradition continually associates

them (Saka-Yavana), they have introduced into India the great religious indifference which

characterises their race> which manifests itself in the Helleno-Irano-Indian pantheon of the

coins of the Kusha^s as well as in the universal religiousity of the Mogul Akbar. lit is not

upon them that the Brahmans* must count for the restoration of their induence
; their mere

presence in power is an insult to orthodoxy. Buddhism, on the other hand, greets and wel-

comes with favour these curious and childish barbarians, always ready to- adopt a new faith

without abandoning their ancient gods, happy and flattered to naturalize their families and
their gods in the classic soil of fabulous riches and of the [118] all-powerful magi

;
it satisfies

therewith its thirst for propagation, its ardour for apostleship
;

it preaches its holy truths to

them, its ideal of gentleness and charity. Kudradaman flatters himself to have •* kept his.

promise to respect human life, except in combat” {puru^a-vadJia’-ni'oritti-krita-satya-pratijnena

anya(trd) saii^rdmeshu). The immortal glory of Kanishka, still spread over all oriental Asia,

attests at what price the Church knew how to pay for the adherence of these barbarians,

Sanskrit has remained for the Hindu of the present day a sacred language, of magic power,
powerful by its syllables, its sounds and its particles

;
it is a superhuman language which

commands the forces of nature. Buddhism itself has in time placed itself at the service o£ this

superstition. The priests who- still study the rudiments of Sanskrit in Tibet, China, and
Japan, believe the combinations of the alphabet to possess mysterious forces. An object

decorated with the Sanskrit character is sacred
;
to use it outside of religious observance is to

commit sacrilege. The Sakas must have found the same prejudice in force when they pene-
trated into India

; but, exploited by the Brahmans for their own profit, the prejudice must have
had for adversaries the other rival confessions of Brahmanism, such as Buddhism and Jainism,
which keep their canonical and traditional scriptures in Prakrit editions. Two or three
centuries earlier, [119][ Asoka doubtless had not so much as thought of borrowing Sanskrit
from the Brahmanic schools to use in his inscriptions

;
but India, unchangeable only in

appearance, had changed since then ; continued relations with the Hellenic world had intro-
duced new ideas

; the invasion of the Sakas and the Turushkas had established barbarian
dynasties in the very heart of the country, at Mathura, at Ujjayini. Buddhists and Jains,

aspired to appropriate the language of which the Brahmans, had kept the official monopoly..
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Protected by the benevolent nentralitj of the Kshatrapas of the North (Sudasa. &c.) and the
Kushanas, but held either by the remains of superstitious scruple or by imitations of the
consecrated forms of their canonical dialects, they combined Sanskrit and Piakrit in their

private inscriptions.

More audacious and happier than their neighbours of the North, the Kshatrapas of Surashtra

and Malava took np the direction of the movement which displayed itself in favour of

literary Sanskrit. Local circumstances favoured it; carried by invasion to the confines of

the Dekhan, the dynasty of the Sakas was soon isolated from its parent tribes which occupied

the North-west of India; the Kharoshtri writing, an expressive indication of a political orien-

tation towards central Asia, disappears from the Kshatrapa coins immediately after the

second of their princes Chashfana
;
the only trace of foreign influence which remains is the

presence of the Greek or [120] quasi-Greek characters, the interpretation of which remains more
or less an enigma. The Indian legend, which is the counterpart of it, is traced in Brahmanic
writing, the real Hindu script. Its langnage is, as I have said, Prakrit

;
and the purposed,

deliberate, and obstinate retention of this numismatic dialect, parallel with epigraphic

Sanskrit, seems to me to define clearly the problem of the two languages. If the Kshatrapas

who engraved Sanskrit on the rocks and columns, have excluded it from their coins, without

being led away by the example set by one of themselves, Satyadaman, it is because the two
categories of documents had a very distinct destination : the royal inscription, on rock and
column, borrowed from its origin a sort of sacred character

;
the almost divine majesty of the

kings reflected its glory directly upon them
;

it was still a sort of hymn to the grandeur of a
god (deva, the official designation of the king in learned literature). The money had a vulgar

function
;
mixed with the most trivial and ordinary practices of daily life, it passed from hand

to hand, without respect of birth or caste, exposed to the most impure contact
;
the Greek, the

Prakrit, accommodated themselves to it without difficulty ; the Sanskrit would have given

offence, and the political sagacity of the Kshatrapas, proved by their long standing, understood

how to spare the strong scruples of the conquered Hindus. The Sanskrit, just descended from
the heights of heaven, was averse to treading altogether on the earth. The distribution of

dramatic parlance, as [121] fixed by the theorists of the theatre and as practised with docility

by its writers, seems to correspond with this phase of unsettled equilibrium between the invad-

ing Sanskrit and the Prakrits in a state of possession. The convention which has introduced

and maintained upon the scene the usage of four languages concurrently with one another, is

a fact not so simple as to explain itself ; it would be difficult to find outside of India another

theatre where the language regularly and necessarily changes in its vocabulary and grammatical

forms, with each category of personages. The hypothesis which wonld attempt to justify this

singularity as an exact reproduction and voluntary imitation of the social condition, would be

in contradiction to the essential genius of Hindu art in all its manifestations
; Hindu art keeps

away, on principle, from the real, which contaminates and spoils the creations of fancy and the

pleasures of imagination. Besides, it is sufficient to observe, in order to do away with this supposi-

tion, that in all other kinds of literature, unity of language is an absolute rule
;
in the tales,

as in the learned epics, kings and valets, Brahmans and Parias, speak the same langnage. But,

in the theatre, Sanskrit is reserved for the gods, kings, monks, great people
;
others share

divers languages according to a minute technique. From this it appears, — and it is the con-

clusion to which we have been led by the study of the words with which we commenced — that

the Sanskrit theatre must have been constituted at [122] that epoch when Sanskrit, secularised,

was not yet vulgarised, under the auspices of these Kshatrapas who realised for a moment in

the history of India the particularities of language and protocol which dramatic conventions

afterwards perpetuated. Situated behind the port of Bharukachchha (Broach, on the Narmada,

the classical BapvyaQa), which Hellenic commerce had adopted as an entrepdt since the

discovery of the periodical monsoons, Ujjayini commanded the three highways required for

importation and exportation: in the North, the Mathura (MeOopa) road, where there reigned

over the Surasenas (^ovpaaijpoi) a dynasty related to the Kshatrapas ('Sodasa, Ac.)

;

in the
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North-East, the road to Patalipatra (IloXido^pa), the old capital of Magadha and the central

market of the Ganges ;
in the South, the Dekhan (Aaxtva^aSjjs) route, and that of Pratish-

thana QlatSapa), the capital of the Satakarni princes of Maharashtra. The three great

literary Prakrits, Sauraseni, Magadhi, Maharashtri, radiate like a fan round TJjjayini, the

capital of Malava, where Sanskrit had for a long time tended to emerge. The style of the edicts

of Piyadasi engraved on the rocks of Girnar, side by side with the first inscription in Sanskrit

of RudradamaB, distinguishes itself among all other parallel writings by its tendency to

Sanskrit. In a now old work on the Indian theatre I have called attention to the Sakara, the

illegitimate step-brother of the king, and to the Sakarl parlance, which has fallen to him as to

all the ?^akas, [123] his congeners. Among a people so indifferent to the memory of their

past as the Hindus are, the Sakara and Sakari can only be explained as a sacred legacy

inspired by tradition. The Sakara and the Sakm come into existence either with a prince

hostile to the Saka^, or immediately after the fall of the Sakas, while the memory of the

personage and bis language still lived among his contemporaries. The Mrichchkahatika, if it did,

not borrow from several of its forerunners, now lost, must date back still further than the rest

of the Hindu theatre. Must we return to the theory of Wilson, who. thought that the

political events described in, the piece were not pure fiction, and that Palaka, by his inclination

towards Bu,ddhist doctrines and his disdain for Brahmanic privileges, had actually raised the
rebellion related by the drama and which ends in a change of dynasty upon the throne of

Ujjayiul ? (Theatre, ed. Rost, Vol, I. p. 158), The tradition contained in the prologue to the

drama, attributing the authorship of the drama to king Sudraka, may have its origin in actual,

facts, hut tangled and confused. A group of legends studied by Bhan Daji, Mandlik, and
Jacobi, represent king Sudraka as the adversary of Satavahana and of his dynasty

; to

avenge an insult received, he allies himself with the son of the king of TJjjayini whomSatavahana
had dethroned

; he conquers the son of Satavahana, takes Pratishthana and Kollapura,
but spares the inhabitants. We seem to hear an echo of these combats between the [124]
Hshatrapas and the Satakarnis : the ruin of Nahapaua and of his race, exterminated by
Gotamiputa, then tire revenge of Rudradaman who triumphed, twice over Pulumayi, son of
Gotamiputa, reconquered the lost territories,and won glory by sparing the vanquished. The more
we study the tradition in the light of historical documents, the more we feel the bonds tighten,
which unite legend and history. Great names and great facts,, imprinted^ on the imagina-
tion of the people and preserved also in documents, in inscriptions and on coins, which did not
qease suddenly, between one da.y and the next, to be legible and intelligible, have been altered
and transformed in the- course of time without entirely disappearing.

If the Sanskrit theatre came into existence at the court of the Kshatrapas, the theory of
Greek infiuence seems to gam probability. The country of the Kshatrapas was doubtless the^
most Hellenised of India, because of its being the most important market for Hellenic commerce.
But there is nothing to lead us to believe* that Greek influence could have extended to litera-
ture; the Greek characters engraven on the coins of the Kshatrapas still resist all attempts
at interpretation and. seem tOi prove that the Hellenisation remained very superficial.

The sum of the facts I have gathered here, leads me to admit that the Kshatrapa 'Sakas
played a decisive* role^ in the final constitution of Sanskrit literature

; these rough Scythian
mvaders, carriers of civilisation through the world, [12^]. precipitated by their sudden
intrusion the slow development of India. Varnished, through- the chances of their adventurous
^isteuce, by Iramsin, Hellenism, Brahmanism and Buddhism, they burst the bonds of the
ra manic organisation,, still too rigid, in. introducing themselves within them

;
these barbarian,

conquerors condemned by orthodoxy, prepared the unity of India. In wresting from the
schools and liturgy of the Brahmans their mysterious language, they mised up against the
confused variety of local Prakrits a» adversary which alone was capable of triumphing
ovei it.

^

ndia, in guarding faithfully the era»'of the Sakas as its own era, has been, without
^nomug grateful and j.ust. Their accession opens a, new and lasting epoch. The conqueredi
..anshrit gives to, India, a common literature, in default of a national, literature.
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DEPOSIT OF SUTRAS IN STUPAS.

BY VINCENT A SMITH, M.A., I.C S. (Bbtd.).

When Dr. Hoey and I described the find of inscribed bricks, as yet unique, at

Gopalpur in the Gorakhpur District (Proc. A. S. B, 1896, p. 100) we failed to understand the

nature of the ruined building in which they were enshrined. The bricks were inscribed

with the Sutra of the 'Twelve Nidanas/ or the ‘Chain of Causation/ and had been deposited on

a brick stand or platform in “ a small chamber, about eight feet square and about eight feet below

the surface, which was built of huge bricks, about a foot and a half long, and some three inches

thick .... On a ledge in the chamber Dr. Hoey himself found a small earthenware saucer contain-

ing eleven copper coins, which had evidently been undisturbed since they were deposited,” Ten of

the coins belonged to the Kushan kings, Kadphises II. (Hima), Kanishka, and Huvishka, while

one was a specimen of the ‘ Cock and Bull ’ series of Ajodhya, with the name- Ayu, or, as

Mr. Rapson reads it, Ayya (for Arya), Mitra.

Apparently, therefore, the deposit was made in the reign of Huvishka, the latest of

the four kings represented. Possibly the number of coins, eleven, may be intended to signify the

years of his reign. If so, the date^ according to my chronology, which assumes the Kushan
inscriptions to he dated in the Laukika era, would be A.D. 164. Even if my theory of the early use

of the Laukika era should not be sustained, and it should be proved that the great Kushan
kings employed a special ‘ era of Kanishka,’ the date named would still, I am convinced, be

approximately correct. The reasons for placing both Kanishka and Huvishka in the second century

A. D. seem to me to be overwhelming.

A passage in I-tsing’s work, Records of the Buddhist Religion (transl, Takakusu, p. 150),

proves clearly that the chamber at Gopalpur opened by Dr. Hoey was the relic-

chamber of a stupa. " The priests and the laymen in India,” I-tsing observes, “make chaityas or

images with earth, or impress the Buddha’s* image on silk or paper, and worship it with offerings

wherever they go. Sometimes they build stupas of the Buddha by making a pile and surrounding

it with bricks. They sometimes form these stupas in lonely fields, and leave them to fall in ruins.

Anyone may thus employ himself in making the objects for worship. Again, when the people- make

images and chaityas which consist of gold, silver, copper, iron, earth, lacquer, bricks, and stone, or

when they heap up the snowy sand ( lit., sand-snow), they put in the images or chaityas two kinda^

of Sariras [ relics ] : ( 1 ) the relics of the Great Teacher ( 2 ) the^ Gatha of the Chaia.

of Causation. The Gatha is as follows :

—

‘All things (JDharmas'} arise from a cause.

The Tathagata has explained the cause.

This cause of things has been finally destroyed;

Such is the teaching of the Great Sramana (the Buddha).’

If we put these two in the images or chaityas^ the blessings derived from them are abundant,”

In a note Mr. Takakusu cites Professors OMenberg and Rhys Davids as remarking that this

famous stanza, the so-called ‘ Buddhist creed,’ doubtless alludes to the formula, of the twelve

Nidanaa, which explains the origination and cessation of what are called* here ^ dhammaketu^'

ppa hhava*^ Instances may be quoted of this stanza having been either enshrined in a stupa, or

incised upon the building, but as yet the full sutra of the twelve Nidauas has not been

found in any stupa, except that at Gopalpur.^
1 Compare the late Mr, Carlleyle*s discoveries in the* great mound near Kasia in the C-drakhpur District,

which was for a long time erroneously believed to be the site of Kulinagara. He writes :—** This sitting figure of

Buddha . . . was actually found inside and in the centre of the base of a small brick votive stupa,

^

In clearing

away another similar, but ruinous,. little stupa, he found in the centre of its base a fragment of sculpture exhibiting

a female figure, apparently broken off. from a group. “This placing of religious sculptures, or small statues,

Mr. Carlleyle-observes, “ inside small brick votive stupas was something new to me j andl thought this circumstance*

to be very curious and worthy of record.” In a deep excavation in front of the temple of the Dyiii^ he

obtained a small plate of copper, about four and a half inches in lei^th by an inch tin width, inscribed with the usual’

Gatha, T& dhcerma, &o. The script was jndgecl to be of the fi,fth century A, B. IJiave noAo^bt that this plate also

had been used as the* sanctifying deposit placed inside either an: image or. votiv.® stupa. (Cunningham, Reports*

XVIII. 70.)
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I may add that Dr. Hoernle has for long entertained the intention of publishing a complete
edition of the Gopalpur inscribed bricks, but has not yet found an opportunity of doing so. A small
scale photograph of one side of one of them is given in Prof. Rhys Davids’ latest book, Buddhist
India (p. 123, fig. 27). The fact is also worth noting that bricks of huge dimensions were still

used as late as the second century A. D,
;
but it is possible that they were taken from an earlier

building. Bricks of such size are commonly associated with buildings of greater antiquity.

RAMABHADRA-DIKSHITA AND THE SOUTHERN POETS OF HIS TIME.
BY T. S. KUBPUSWAm SASTRI ; TANJORE.

(Concluded from p, 142,)

Pupils of Bftmabhadra-Dlksliita were also eminent scholars. They all acknowledge him
as preceptor in very respectful terms in their works. They were (1) Srinivasa-Dikshita, the
author of the Svarasiddhdniachandrikd, a well-known work on Sanskrit grammar.

52n‘fr%%jrf'»r^orp^pjr»rri^
I

^ II

^ sirf w rrgTP=^^

^FJTff 5^: II

I

Svamdddhdniachandriltd.

?u
commentator on ESmabhadra-DfkaHta’s FatanjulicharitaMd the well-known author of the Unddinighantu compiled under the patronage of Sdhaji I of

^fT ?Tr!Tr^f6gpcr^RT% I

^rr*Tnlsrri%vr It ^ ll

eh
I

II 9, II

* *

^

* * * * * II V II

VTTrrrrqjnr^fciqihirtiMR-iMf: n ^ n******
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II \\ II

»TNf^5TT|f^%or fl<TF^»TrT3mitnfr II II

At the end ---

H

^wfgrrs \

^ II II

r^ I

II^rrTTTPTsrmi^r

srr^s T^Truf ^ s^^i ir ^^mr: I

Und'Unigkantfc,

5[rr^5KfNt^!Tlf|cf^ I

«T^*. ’Tf^^t tl

^ TriTfjT 5flr5y^o3r»n%5rr ^rwr^ I

53^“^ Tr*PT?«Ti%^w^3Tr?Tf^rG2r:

ff 1

1

T|%3f ^rmWsrrar ^rw 1

Tfitr^ II

Comme]itai*j on the FaianjahcharUa.

(3) BlitLmind.thd.-Kavi^ who wrote the Bharmavijayachampu, a romance from which
extracts have already been made above on p, 132 ff.

^r^TTT ^ iprr

sr^FT^H^T^ sr^l^ I

=5i^qR^^q1^^^r '»T-qqr4t

II
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^s?r fRTi^^nTR: I

iT: ^3TtW57n52TrJT?7f

^rw## 3IiTr% i^JTFTr^srWiT: 1

1

5TWf5T: »T^fr

^rrcrr‘^gr^»Tqf?wTsq
i T^^rfTrrrrer

3Tr^ ^I^?r ^^-srspTfT Hi

f ’En^'^^rr ^f^pr^r |

»f5pcrf

li.

^ ^ Hf,

^JTH^PT ir%% TPTH’^s^ li

Dhwmavijayacliampukdvya •

T M
Wdyanatha, tie autliop of tie SanbMsUrthasaihgraha and nephew of Ramabhadra-

IhkshitH.

% Trforf^: qr^iWfnTrs^nT^Tr 5r«rr

f^^ ?Fq4pM ?R2f I

r^53Tr

JTr5^R-H^Tn%% 5r% % Htri; II

JrorJ=3T TPf ^5f H^T5fr<T^nT53pf I

I%r3?% %?Fn^ Tl^MrRnl^frf
: u

^ ,
^^y^^Mshdrthasamgi aha*

C5) Bashunfttha, at whose request onr poet wrote his Brihgdratilakabhdna.

sTrr^%
I

sfR wr®f
II
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*T?^r *TfcrRf^ ^^irr: 1

1

^rre^rr^TTirr^'^ #JTrr: i

^rr^f%;iFrrr^)jirf% wiTi% il

Shaddarmntsiddhdntasanigralia.

All of them flourished in the reign of S4haji I., A. D. 1C84-1711. Further, the learned men
to whom the grant of the village of Tiruvisainallflr was made by Raja Sahaji I. were his
contemporaries. Including Rimabhadra-Dikshita himself they were 46 in number, the most
prominent of them being Bhaskara-Dlkshita, the author of the RatnatuUka, a commentary

I’^jlsh^nanda Sarasvati*s Siddhanta'Siddhdnjdna, a general treatise on "Vedanta,

jfNr

rriT fk^i II

tr^'sfr aifsrir^irr? I

5rr^ JnfW

i!T^
»fl%rn'5i; I

^ T^- •
II

grl: I

^1" 'TF3frTT?r%cr: ri

’^^TRT * * *

Ratnatu lihd.

A
^®^^8.takyish]ia-Dikshita, who wrote the jSfatesavijayakduya at the request of Gopala

Bhupala, a goveimor of Sivaji’s possessions in the South, near Chidambaram. G6pala was
the son of Dadaji, son of BSldji. He patronised letters, founded agraMraSy.ga,Ye annual allow-
ances in the shape of com or money to learned pandits, and made several other charitable
endowments.

^i^5Tf%iTrfrrsn^ qT%^: II \ I ri

Tiw fciwnr^ rFqrsrf^ i

ti \ I ^ IJ.
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cT^ aruilf^ TTrf&T^j^R t ^sfl^ I

cr«Tr^s^rft?re3T I

II ^ I tl

TTfT: l%?^srq%t ^str: i

»TitrRTi% IR i il

fIrfwHt ^T>¥b ^'hWKWI'^ I

37Tf%s^RrRr% ^r?rar?t ^ II X I ii

fNRf®r^f°T^7T5fin%Tf^ I

STf^ II X I ^V9 II

3RRf ^^S5r t^*. I

fRT^^T ?Rir^ ^ TRSfcTf W^i 11^1^^ II

'^(4 chr4^tt$« Rp^JRTT^t I

f^fT'(i<«tJ^f^'=hiH^<4di|ii<!kmH,ll ^ I v«» ||

^^i%wrh2?T5^iRi>^ I

qo2Tfr% #T ^ wf^ ^ f^^r^ssr: il x I II

5K^ gr%gR^^^ f^Rfr^ii ^ I V^ II

Natesavijayakdvya^

VenkataAnsh^a^Dltshita next wrote, in the following order, the Srir4maehandr8dayaMvya, the
^ttdTdohciTn^ii and tli*© JS^usalavdvy<iyoiidtcih(i,

p mwi 1

3TRr^ f^^TiRfeT II ^ ii

^ ^I^TR5yt^q)Rhchqi'u|^ f^-
^hr^ehi

I

^ff^RRTfrnr^ #|-

^?TT*- II V i|

H^^d^^i^irinr fl’l1^Ws=^HF%Pr^ %q- |

^ Tt^ 1%^ ^qR^ll ^ II
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At the end

2'^®nT5gi%|qT ^nnr? )]

Uitarachamp2u

___ r ^

Wff^nTfRT^^ 4 ^ i

^iii%s I * * I

arif^^Tsr^RFzr^^q Iq ^<0 -

^TT^rf^rw^sp^Tif^rT^ftir: 11 ^ u

TT# wf^nT^s^?jr4t IJ «( II

*
#
#

^rr^sqfl- ^^frTM l<R 2r^*Rrr^g:5^:

^^TTsTrf^rrsFTs^^n

2

NiI^

<

dii ci e^ j'i*rr^^»r< I

q^: %qR: 11 ^ It

In the Prast&vana of the Ky,salavav^ayandldk&.

C3) Vddakavi, who wrote the Jtvdnandanmdtah^ YidydparinaytLndtaha and its commen'-
^ry and who attributed his works to his patron Anandarayamakhin. ' Mention is made of
Anandarayamakhin, minister of Hahaji I., in the FarmdsMvrittivycOcliydmL by Mmabhadra-
Dikshita*

^qiqqrqsqr HpqqlWnT qq tl W H

q|^ qrqf^ qrqtw%q^ sq**l^ 3rq?qf ^1^-
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TRrr?r {

si^q-JTr-^r ^cT: II II

^FJT-'Tiq-?T(% Tnrvrw^^^f I

^f^H-?riFr:wrtr T^r^5frf?rrf5?g-f ^r-qr^r || ii

Paribhdshdvrittivydkhydna bj R^mabhadra-Dikshita.

Anandaravamakliin continued as minister and general during the reigns of Sarabhoji F.

and Tnkkuji. He defeated in A. D. 1725 the combined forces of the Najaka of Madura and
tlie Tonclaman of Pndukkottai, both of 'vvhom espoused the cause of TandatSvan, a claimant
is-r the Marava Chiefship of Ramnad in opposition to Ebav^msaihkara. This fact is borne
nut by the subjoined extract from the Tanjore I)istr%ct Manual, p 771 f., paragraph 14:
In 1725, on the death of Yijajaraghunatha, the adopted son of the infamous ‘Kilavan' (old

man) who persecuted and brutally murdered the Portuguese Jesuit Missionary, John D. Britto

(1()93), the right of succession to the Maravan Chiefship became the subject of violent contest.
attended with bloodshed, between two rival claimants, Tandatevan, a descendant in a
*. ollateral branch of a former Chief, and Bhavanicankara, an illegitimate son of Kilavan. The
latter’s cause was espoused by the Rajah of Tanjoro, while the Nayak at Madura and the
Tondaman of Pudukkottai (Poodoocottah) supported the former. The troops of Madura and
Pudukkottai, however, were put to flight by the Tanjore general, Ananda Eao Peshva, who
having seized and slain Tanda, put Bhavanicankara in possession of the country.’*

Anandarayamakhin died probably in the latter part of Tukkoji’s reign and was succeeded
by Ghanasyaraapaiidita, generally known as Ohaundajipant. The JivdnandananOtalm was
composed during the reign of Saha^i I. (1684-1711).

I

I ff:

^ ^ It

^fcTTssji'sj'
^r:

ffhfTRTFrf^sr^^STHT^s^^T: II

^ ^ ^

^ srer
I rTr^ri; f

3rr ir^rr ^oir ^rf^rr-

f?%5Sir%f:--Tr^#^^s2Tr urd

w^rfraf%5rR^rf^w wr^: frcr? 1

1

Jii>dnandanandtaTea by Anandarayamakbiiii
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The Tidydpai-inayandtala and its commentary by tlie same autbor were written dnrmg tbe

i-etgn of Harabhoji 1. (1711-17^9), the younger brother and successor of SAIiaji I.

5rmr ?r€f5r f

>T#rrf%^:—qR'fcr^^T ^rtt I

-<^r3TJT# I

^ ^ #

5rr!rr'i#iTfr^5ir'5r2T^&?Tr?WJ7^%t

^r’f^fTT^TST'^T^'t^r 1

f^^^Trsr^wr^fT^^JTrcfTftT:

#ofnn^f%frs’?7ff^crTTs IF.

3Tf^ ^ I

rrrrrr^^-TTrfr I

II ll****** 4t =«t

qTf?"’T(f%^‘
— *******

5rr3:^^TfrrrfiTfi^?3T^ wrw^rf^^ ^ *Tf-

^»TiTfirr^prf^^^JFfT^ srsRr-

^r^fc II

Yi'tiydparmayun4taha bj Aiiaudarayamakliiii.

5^^ sjrnsrjffJT^t frrTJTf^ ^-

f5r?jrJT^ffcfr^f^r^Tfrrrr# 'T^^.r?fr^c I

’T# ^r«r#r

53Tr^ f^^frrrT'^^RT&^fl' ll^

Vidyijiarinayandialmvydkhydria by AiiaBdarayamakhin.

Certainly Y6dakavi must hare lived during* the reign of Sarabhoji I. if he wrote tbe Yidyd-

parimycmdiaka, Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Durgaprasad, in identifying Siihaji with *Sarabh6jL

ill his edition of the Jivdnandanandialm^ p. 108, has evidentlly made a mistake. Likewise

Dr. Burneirs supposition in his Tanpre Catalogue^ p. 172, that the Yjdydparinayandtahu was

composed about A, D. 1750 is not free from error. Another work by, or rather attributed

to, Anandarayamakhin is the Akvaldyanagrihgas'diravtitii,

Asvaldydnagnhyasitrmriiti by Anaudarayamakliin*
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That Anandarayamakhin was dead, when Pratapasiaiha (Pratapasing) ascended the throne
in 1741, is beyond all doubt, as the name of the former is mentioned among the benevolent
men of the past in the subjoined verse of the MaJiisTiasataha^ which was composed at that
time by Vanchh^svara,

I5T»T#r w?

Therefore, the Aivaldyanagrihyas&traviitti by Auandar&yamakhiu coaid certainly not have been
written so late as 1770 A. I>. as Br. Burnell supposes (see his Tanjore Catalogue^ p, 13).

The following pedigree of Anandarftyamakhin is based on the extracts quoted below it :

Bavajt

(of the Bharadv^ja ff6tra)»

Oahgadharadhvarin alias Kak6jipandita

(minister of £k6ji).

Narasimhddhvarin

^
(minister of fikoji and

Sahaji; and author of the
Tripuravijayachampu),

A I

‘^^andarava (minister of
Sahaji I., Sarabh6ji L, and
Tukk6ji, and author of the
^ivdnandanandiaha, &c.).

TryambakMhvarin
(author of (1) 8irtdharma^

(2) Dharmahuia^ &c.).

Gahg^dhar^dhvarm.

Nar^yana (author of the
VihramasSnachampukdvya)

.

Bhagavantaraya
(step-brother of

Narasiihhadhvarin and
Tryambakadhvarin
and author of the

Edghavdbhyudayandtalca^
and Uttaraehampil)^

II ^ II

«Tf^ 5f ^^
11 ii

I

U?^r#TKoiRr^:
|| ^ ||
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^ -siH |'^f%JT''2TR^ ^ I I

t’^TRTpr ^ ^
^r^TPr^r ^f5g| i^iyr4N?fr II ^ I!

Mitdrdrdkshasandtahavydkliyana by T)bundhi,

^i%or JTgnn??r-

*Tn5R2TPJn#sr ^rpRopr I

5! ^fSf^ l^cf il

^•TfTPT^RT^'T
|

sgcTTJfi: II

Yihramasenachmnpu by Narayanaraya,

XTttarachampu by Bhag’avantaraya.

»TWcnrrar

^JT: ^^srRr II

Muhundavildsakdvya by Bhagavantar^a.
(4) Mali&d.Svakavi9 the author of the Adbhuiaddrpunandtalca and ^uhasandisa^ (6) Periyap-

p&-Kavi alias Vinateya, who composed the drama "Sringdramanjartsdhardjtya and who has
already been mentioned (p. 178 above) in Ramabhadra-Dikshita’s ShaddarsantdddMntaamhgraha.
(6) Mab&ddTEVfijapSyin, tbe antbor of tbe Sub6dhini, a commentary on JSddhdyanxisrautas&tra.

3?^ tNPT’f ^1*1 I

HTTfr^l -q -m
I

II

ri^r^Pir i

^irtt
II

SuhSdJtin'^,
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Mah^d^vavajap^jin was the father of Vasad^va-Dikshita, the author of the Bdlamandramd
and Adkvaramimdmsdhutiilialavriid, His commentary on the Siddhdntakaumudt is called the
Bdlamandramd in contrast with the Braudhamandramd of Bhattoji-Dikshita, the author of the
text. According to the colophon, the Bdlamandramd was composed during the reign of (the
Maratha king) Tukkoji of Tanjore. Tukkoji ascended the throne in A, D. 1729. Therefore
this commentary must hare been written between that date and 1736, the last year of his reign
Vasad6va-Dikshita was the pupil of his elder brother Visv6svara-Dikshita. This Visv6svara-
Bikshita’s grandson, Bala-Dikshita ahaa Yajnesvara-Bikshita, wrote the Bddhdyanamahdgni-
cliayanaprayoga, "Srauiaparibhdshdsamgrahavriitiy Bdvitrachayanapraydgat Agrakdyanaprayoga
jDarsapurmmdsapraydga, and several other works on Bddhdyanasdtra.

Introduction to the Bdlamandramd :

—

3T^ sr*rt ^ 5=1% I

Introduction to the BSdhdyanadaraapiirnamdsapraydga .*

—

ffirat ^FrtrmtJT ii.

^

*nr
1:1
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At the end of the above work-

Tr3r^h[rTHrw^fN‘(«arabh6ji ii.)r^gT

*r»T I

^ 55t: ^5rr#5trTiJ|f2T cr-

^str*if 2f25RTr li

^It^rf^RfRrsr^^^Rvrs^ ^r^yr^flrcn^qr^
The subjoined pedigree shows the descentof Mahdddvavdjapd^^in and his relationship

to jMlft-Dikshita ;

—

Mahad^v^dlivarin.

Vi^v^svarMhvarin,

I

Mah^dSvadhvarin (contemporary

of Ramabhadra-Dik&hita and the author

of the Subodhinty &c.) md» Annapdrn^.

RarEyana-Dikshita

(author of the ^abdabhu$Jiava

and BhdttanaySddyota).

VisvSsvaradhvarin Vasud^vadhvarin. Ramachandradhvarin. 'Srinivasadhvarin*

(tutor of VfisndSva- (author of the

dhvarin). Bdlamanoramd, &o.)«

Subrahmanya'Dikshita

alias Subbavajap6yin.

Bala-Dikshita alias

Yajh^s7aridhvarin.

(7) l^ridharavenkstd&a* known as Ayyd. Avd) thronghoai Soathern India and celebiuted

for his piety and devotion^ was the author of several religious lyrics. The following are his

Trorks ;— (1) Ahhydshashtif (2) Daydsatalca^ (3) MdiribhUtosatakay (4)^ Slutipaddkatii

(5) ^ivahhaktikalpalatikdy (6) SivabAahtalahshana^ (7) Tdrdvalistdtra^ (8) Artihara^totra^ (9) Kuli-

rdshtaha, (10) IDtldnavaratnamdlikd^ &c., published in one volume in Grantha character in the

Srividy4 Press, Kumbhahonam^ (H)' ISdhendtapildsaJcdvya in 8 cantos describing the exploits

of his patron Sdhaji of Tanjore* The following events* referred to in it are of historical

interest. Ekdji, the founder of the Mar^tha dynasty of Tanjore,, came on an excursion to the

south accompanied by a large body of cavalry and his eldest son S^aji I., the hero of the

poem. On his way he overthrew many chiefs that were hostile to him and left in power those

that were well-disposed towards himt On reaching the banks of the Kaveri, his second son

Surphoji was born. The then ruler of the Chdla country in great apprehension sent an army
against him ; but it was completely defeated and ifekdji easily took possession of the country.

After some time, he got his son S^haji crowned as sovereign of Tanjore. In the reign of

'BShaji, the !N&yakas of Madura made frequent encroachments upon the territories of the

S^tupati of R§.mndd> who had declared himself a feudatory of Tanjore. The army sent to help

the latter defeated the l^^yakas of Madura and strengthened the position of the SStupati.

Rajaram, the illegitimate son of Siv^tji the Great and therefore a cousin of S^haji. I,, was at this

time the regent of the Mar^tha dominions in the I^ortb on account of the minority of Shahn

and seems to have been on very friendly terms with him. In 169^0 Shahu was taken prisoner

by the Muhammad$ins and H^jar^iin escaped to* Gingi in South Arcot, where he was besieged.

S^haji despatched an army from Tanjore^ which compelled the Muhammadan troops to raise

the siege for a time. But the fort was eventually taken by Zulfikar Biban, who allowed
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H^jaram to escape. The details of fikOjfs accession to power in Tanjore haye not been fully

'Jtated in this work.

»|(? 9jrf

i

^ Trs2f ^rrfTTSf. ||

ir?TrqsTFHr^^r ^rrt^RTs I

srFT II

sfNn^^^Frraf rFFTR’^ijTnti^ I

5^r^qrRTr ^ II

5[rwf3Rrfrr ^tjt^ ^ il

^irrirqfi%f^5i;57rTi-|55^ irsTsrgt m \

^pq?tfFr^jj*r^iif^crT^-qf?cr II

^rq-^jf^rr i

grR5TTgTt^iTO?T; |

^grzTit ^JT fim sTrs^TJTrrnt g ^ ^rf^'r*. 11

f%f^*=>TrHf«r 5|TF>Tt
1

TT^ Jj^err g^-»fr: I^ sTMt: m 5r5^ ^ II

'fT’r^ srpRTi ^^ffr ^SFT^T'F^5f5=?[%: ^FT*^ il

3TPn?m^^ fgff?r
i

q5|<+Hr^lT«*5ic| HlTrffJi; ||

e’ ^mrrerRT i

^ ??TRc(lpsJi^4|7ft
I
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’r'Nr 'Tftqr^q’ i

f^5^: TitTf^Rifl- ^TRNrrf
11

3T^ %^r^f%^PRT # fwtfTTJTrr^W^TrW
1

'^qqlrT ^ ii

^i4ri ^nr II

?rtr Tof; ^f^t
II

3T^ »T3^2T I

^ ^crrfn%^
II

^Torr^»Trl^frf%^ 1% ^rrf^srf ||

f^W?«T^^r^»Fr?fRyqf^ f^qr 5t*t |

rr^rTJTf ?T?Fq^ II

w ^r^rsr ^ ^ptr^: I

^ f|% II

?aTfTf^?fofr^^: I

STWT Mwr^ ^ ^ (f ?rT^q?ti%* ||

^?TT^^rflw5rw ^f)r<F%^crFyr^*<4i irq4^f^; ||

PRT»^r?T^ ajoTTf^rf^ ^fyfgT^€r I

^H-<^i'M^n^w;r»nt3Ts srr#l’5^5F6’>3Fn^ 1%#%: n

?T3rfnTi%^% cT^zf
||

Hff^ rr^^(f|-frf%rqr5ycq- q-jr?Rgr^r^, l

3rf%?TRiRW3Tr g- Prt f^w^fTFC^ II

f^’Tf ^ qr 1^ ^l<«i ^ f?rq% I

^If^TiW-- 3T»RHt 5 ^r Ws^ipqt II

qT?y^ 'T^<^trmf?qF*r»ro555^ 1

ll' 3J^[^»rrf*TWJT%oif ^Tf^ !Taf fq^t |1
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^ rS^ FS I^ wiTf’nwT i

3T^fw2^ flr^T^rsR- %f^Rrp[;

TiwrfT»rf^ Jir^ ii

fprr 5T\»i%f5^5^s‘5^2T II

»n^?>Rr^?f ^3t jpt I

%fTf^r5Tn%f Jrr'nwf^f ^arrfrfrfr I

pr^qTR^ II

^ 2rn»i^ II

3T«r flr^r^ ?rf%g^r»ioggf?^grr: |

f5T5IR«h|o%^’%:
1

1

f^rra-t w TW^gr°^^ggtf^<5r^r^ I

J
1 2rWRt I

^5%^%52RrTO^r5ff i

?i% 5T5y^ ?T3RRR^r^rT5®rf
i

STf^ f%fl¥%STf%f^ ll

%s=2Trf^
I

^ TRRR^ ?PTrf5r?pr^3^ ?^f ^r^s#: ||

tsT^ f«r<Tr?7rs %Rrfft?rr ^f^rrn? %f%?^ I

Mr ?rR^%==^: "ll

^*Tr ^ ?rwrt I

5r^sr5ft<T^ ^ rmim \\

srtr?^:
i

%rR5T^ ^m^ ’T ^ 5nf ^S^:
||
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wsjfssr

4fe 4k 4k 4kw w ^ ^ ^

cT^ f'%

Sdkendramldsahdvya.

(8) Sd>mavdda Venkatid&vara Gastrin, who wrote the U^agranlhabhdskya and several

other worlcs in connection with the Samav^da. He was the son of Ikkiri Appa Sastrin already

mentioned among the learned men of the village of Kandaramanikyam*

s^^rRrf»^^5^ T‘. §r^2if

?iwr|5n# II

W^r5Tr^%: I

%«rf I

5^jfiSr'»rrfr:ll

^'r(%^rwf*=n?r f^vR'^Trirr^^f^ II

g:[»fr5rs^2?^ ^ srr«^^ ^?rf jr: I

rr<^aTR>r%f mm ^rr f|- II

g7RTiWTfr5%: I

fwr wrr^sfl II

jTRgr^R I

3[rRrcrj II

WrfsqRJToiWf^ sRiri^f^^rfrTr I

RJTRTlt^rW: II

^ *rRfrgrf ’^r I

3TrR?rR5?fN^ ^rt: rt^ ii

f?nTFrf R II

5^rf^ JtW% k f?Rpf3r3?^R* I
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qrfqrwT^^rq ^niftr^prf qrfr^grfq; 11

qRT^qRTq^q ^onfsn^q- II

spfPrcf ftrw q%%-
qr II

TTpagranthabMshya.

Another contemporary of EAmabhadra-Dikahita was Appft DtksMta or Appfldhvarln of
Mayavaram,® who wrote his AchdranamnUa between A. D. 1696-1704, in the reign of Sahaii I.
Other works by the same author are the MadanadAHsAanabhdna and the Gaur'imdyuracAa?npd.
He belonged to the Srivatsa gotra and his father’s name was Chidambara-Dikshita of Killayflp.'
lu A. D. 1696, in the Cyclic year Bhatri, during the reign of SAhaji, he went to Taniore to
attend the yaga (sacrifice) performed by TryambakamAtya-Btkshita (i. e. Tryambakarao Peshva)
The latter was then officiating as minister in place of his elder brother’s son Anandarayamakhin
(Anandarao Peshva), who was still a youth. After the sacrificial ceremonies were over, the
king detained AppA Dikshita at Tanjore for about three months in order to hear him recite the
MaUhharaia. On his departure after three months, he was desired by tJie king to write a
dig^t on the law mligion, and customs of the country. He. accordingly, began the AcAdrana-
MKtfu in A. D. 1696, and together with his son completed it after a lapse of eight years in
A. JL>a 1/04,

It begins as follows

s ^11 «T^r®r*

I.

^ %5qqT5r^ %s%-
5^: qqrf^q5[|q: #lfl:»TFrq:^ II

’sfr^ii^ i^f^'Ti^qRT^K-cqr^^Rrqnrrwq^-

fk
i

‘ author tas been already mentioned on p. 137 above.
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End :

—

^PTfirrsT^Ri^
)I

sfNr
I

»nTrpsr^oir%]rq
li

^ Frer^FTri^# sTF^rr^w frfrT%t
|

^ ^%rr^f%3p^ II

*rfRT%5r ^rw% ^rfhTr^jjrRrr: I

ff^r^ II

fnETT ^%: I

3Fr% 11

3Trwm€rrf gr-ff ^tjrrTfFr 1

1

*TfRI'5i^2T
*

fTfirrsn^r ^ ^r#??r I

3TfJFTF^ 5TrFrr ^rfRi^T ^rr^ li

^f ^*Tr^nT * * * * I

II

WfrTt I

imfzFrnrt ^FFnr ||

^TT^'-tr^ ^f^=ggrg?fi=r^-

qiPd

^

I

*TfRT^ ^rTFR;^ ||

^r^rf^lcRT^

qf^rar^%5r ^rF9f ^fr?F?FTc[^ II

qw-
RTwfwmr I
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Again, in iiis Madanablmshanahhdna :

—

mi fw^srirr: f
3TP-2r«3Trgrr% rrr^ I

g-HTW’T^^ ^ 5Trf5[rr-

^^f%crr r% ^ »T2f II

tr^m^cs—3T^?r II

rrr% 3T^ ?T% srJ^^qrprsTTJlT JT?fr

2T?T^f^^?'?Tg-5qf^^ST2-r%^a7r?Tr: ^r? |2T?Tr9rr^^?'?Tf5q 1 wf^^2-pr^^r?Tr: ^r? |

3T^ crTPr^53f ^rO*rr^T*Tt3TRt I

^t^frar sftrtji I

^RTJ^ STspR: |

^^Ui
f% 5r ^i ^f^or

fr^rf# iT^^nj^ropTR^: ii

In conclusion, I give a revised pedigree of the Mara$ha Bfljas of Tanjore, based partly <

the extracts printed below it : —
"Var^feakshitindra,

EkanarSdhipa,

1...
Parasoji.

Bhaji alias

Vira Bav'^ji,

Malloji alias

Vira Maloji.

Sahaji alias

SahSndra.

Samhhoji. Sivaji, 1. SJkoji alias

Venkaji
(founder of the Tanjore Har^tha

dynasty) md, Dip^mbika,
*

1676 A. D. H^kshasa.

2. Sahali,

1684 A. D.
Rudhir6dgarin.

3. Snrphojll.,
1711 A. D.
Vikriti.

4. Tukkdji
alias Tulaiaii,

1729 A* D. Kilafca.

A
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5. Bkoji alias Buva Sahib, 1736 A. D.
Kfikshasa (his widow).

C. Matu-Sri Sujana Biiji Sahib, 1737 A. 1>.

8. Pratapasimha,
1741 A. D.
Raudra.

9. Tulaja-ji, 10. Amarasmiha
1765 A. i). 1786 A. D.
Tarana. Plavafiga.

I

‘

(His adopted son)
11. Surpho]! II., 1800 A. D.

KMayukta.

12. 'Sivaji, 1833 A. D.— 1855 A. D.
Nandana.

Katturaja or Sahaji II., whose relationship is still uncertain, reigned as the seventh

prince tor about a year.

sTrrrT^f5f srrarr^'T^nT^’Tr'nTrfrf 1%^ 11

^^3iriTr^^FRrr^»Ttl! #nTrt5lf^Rrirr li

^^•rrr7r5ygjgl%f%qfri^r^w^Err^ ^w % I
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tfd'^iwr'TWcrf il

f^5TrrrT3^^ li

g%trlfl^^in[RaF^4?rrm% II

fsrr f cT^ IT# g7r^ri%rf^^rr srf^cfr !

^r^FTTlf^fi-cTTfecT^^^: ll

?T^^r3re3T 3Tofi- r^lH: rw^^: I

fnTr^^>j!%c5- ^ffT?jfr II

?ff% wrrr^5?T3rn%^5*? n

Bhosalavamsamithtdvall^

irrrnTi%ff%f^^%3rw ’rrw^^'tr^^ i

^ 1^5 irl* IJI ^PTrT II

TiT^fr f^f^: ^ \\

^frf?73r»ftTr?y^% ^rT»T»j^; I

%3r ^nrr^' 5^:^rwr f^rrsi^ II

wr^TTF#: ^fir^ ir^PT%
I

Trrr qw rTrr:
1

1

Bdlahodhini by S^sliabhatta.

BOOK-NOTICE.
On the Indian Sect oe the Jainas. By J. Geobg
Buhleb, C.I.E., LL.B., Ph.D. Translated from the
German. Edited,with an Outline ofJama Mythology,
by Jas. Bttegess, C.LE

, LL.D., E.R.S.B (London I

Inizao & Co., 1903.)

The Jainas of India are not a very lai’ge

community; but there are several points of
interest connected with them. We are glad to
receive the translation by Dr. James Burgess of
a valuable paper read by the late Dr. Buhler at
a meeting of the Imperial Academy of Sciences
at Yienna, in May 1887. It extends to 79 pages.

Dr. Buhler was a very careful and accurate
scholar ; and it is very satisfactory to have this
subject discussed up to date. The translation
has been carefully executed and runs in simple

T Compare also verse 4 quoted on p. 180 above from
is called Tukkoji.

!

natural English. Some useful footnotes have
been added by the translator.

The relations of Jainism to Buddhism have
not always been propeziy understood even by
pi’ofessed Orientalists. There are singular re-

semblances and singular diJfferences between the
two systems ; and there are approximations of
Jainism to Brahmanical doctrine. More than
any other creed the Jaina is opposed to the taking
of animal life. The Jainas have not taken to
agriculture, hut mainly to commerce ; the former
would have involved the death of living creatures.
They have built the most splendid temples in
India

; and they have largely cultivated literature
both Sanskrit and popular. Like Buddhism,
Jainism is decidedly atheistic.

J. M. M.

Veukatakrisbna-Diksbita’smfaracfearnp^, where Tulaja
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IsOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY,
BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (Retd.), Fh.D., C.I.E.

Am6gliavarslia I, as a patron of literature.

P^ROM some time in A. D. 814 or 815, to abont A. D. 8?7-78, there reigned in Western Indie

d ^
Sftfilitrakftta dynasty, whose proper name has not yet come to light i

and who IS bestknown by Ins prmcxple lirudaor secondary appellation, as Am6glxavarsha I That hebegan to rexgn xn A D 814 or 816 is shewn by the Sirdr inscription of A. D. 866, as expiated

d fl'
known record is the Kanheri inscription which isdated, without any further details, in the 'Safca year 799 (expired), = A. D. 877-78 2 And a Iit!L!

IS,— that he brought his long i-eign to an end by abdicating.
prooamy it

Other birudas of Amdghavarsha I., established by records of his own time, were AtiSaya-dhavala, Lakshmivallabha, Maharajasarva, ITpipatuAga, and Prithvivallabha.s Subsequent simtrrecords presen him the b^udas of Mah&rdjashanda. Srivallabha. and Viranft^anrtd
apparentiy Durlabha ^ And a literary work entitled Kavirdjamdrga, which was oomposerduringts

r?K t ""T" t ‘i^

P^ronage, and which is the subject of my next Note, puts forward for him thefurther birudas of Kritakrityamalla, Naralokachandra, Nitinirantara, and NityamallavaUabha
There «e literary references to a NyipatuAga, which most probably allude to Am6gha-varsha I., though that same biruda belonged to also his successors Gdvmda IV. and Kahkf TtTht^,the Kanarese writer jagavarma, _ the second author of that name, who. as has been shewn

I
'‘^‘“hachar, flourished about A. B. 1150,» - has presented, in illustration of sdtra 74of his Kdvyavalohana, a stanza in the Kanda metre which, with the reading Nripaimhgam inpreference to the various reading nripa-putra,!*, runs : «_ Kari-y61 bhadra^guna* ksLrfvd^mrvya3a.saui7yan=ambhonidhi.v61 saran-agata-rakshana-patu giri-v61 nishkampa-chittanlS

Nripatumgam : - “ Possessed of auspicious good qualities like an elephant (o/f4e5Amf4«;«ctee)-
possessed of unfeigned courage like a lion

; capable like the ocean of protecting those who sou4trZL
with him ;

and immovable as a mountain in his intentions
;

(^such «.«,) that (well-hnorgn tfamoS)Npxpatimga » So, also, the Kanarese writer K6siriija, _ who has been placed by Mr. Rice ablt
’ r. Sabdamanidarpana. as an illustration tosutra 140, part ot a stanza la the same metre which runs :« _ Vtran=adaram ^uchi gambhiram

naya-sah kaidu-vottara d6vamg-&r=eragar Nripatumgamge :— “ Who will not make obeisance toN^patimga, who was brave and generous and pure and profoundly sagacious and conversant ivith
polity, and was a very god among those who carry weapons T ” And another Kanarese writer, BhatfAfca-lank^ m his grammar entitled Karndiakasabddnusdsana, which with its gloss named Bkdskdm^iard
and the commentary thereon namedManjartmaharanda he finished in A. B. 1604,® has put forward, in

1 Eegaxdmg some iadioations that we may expect to find that it either was Nirfiyana, or else was abeginumgr with Vishnu, see Ep. hid, Vol. VI. p. 100.
^ eise was a name

s
above, p. 185, No. 43 A. » See Up Ind. Vol. VI. p. 174 f. « See Md v 175

fbA
Kanarese writers named Nfigavarma, that the first of them, the author oftlie Chha^mhidU and probably of also the Kanarese Kddambari, is to be plaoed about the close of the ienfh

K&w&«mhana. the Karr&takcAm,h.ShM>hma, a^ao Tastukim, ^unshed about the middle of the twelfth century, see Mr. E. Naraeimhachai’s remarks in hisMdgav^Ymm e KdvyUvalo^anam and KaTndtakahhdsMhh<t8hav>am, Bangalore, 1903, Introd. pp. 1 to 7.® See the K&vydtval >7canam, mentioned in the preceding note, p. 55, verse 339.
Karndjtakaiahddnuidsanam (see note 9 below), Introd. p, 33.

® The Rev. Dr. Kittefs B(x>hdamanidarpay,% Mangalore, 1872^ p, 171,

..
'^*®’ ~ ®®®“® strictly to the completion of the MaHSartmaiaranda —

Bangalore, 1890, pp. 290. 291, are the l&6bhakrit samvatsara,

of
the Kumbha l-igna, and the

on-

.(Venus). And these details are correct for Thursday, 26th January, A. D. 1604. On that day the

5 t
at about 9 hra. 55 min. after mean sunrise (for Ujjam) ; and, according to all the three systemgoi une na/eshatras, the moon was in iRSyati at sunrise and up to about 12 hrs. 19 min. after mean jsujirise.
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iilsistrat:on of sutra 35*2. a stanza m the same metre winch runs — Irmmadi Balige Dadhichige

murmmali Jimutayahanaiigam bageyai nurmmadi Sibigam dita easirmmadi migiWlpge

f‘hagadol Nripatuugam :
— ‘‘ ISTripatunga excelled Bali twice, and Dadhichi three times, and,

when you think it over, even Jimutavahana a hundred times, and Sibi certainly a thousand times,

in iilierality ui tiie world/*

The three allusions quoted above do not in any way indicate that the Nripatuhga who w^as the

subject of them was an author. One of them simply praises him tor his liberality. And the other

t»vo merely eulogise him for various other qualities, amongst which literary attainments are not

mentioned. But another passage in the KarndtaLakahddnusdsana does plainly indicate a Nyipa-
tunga wlio was, or was Believed to have been, an author. It is found in Bhattakalahka^s

‘ ommentary on sutra 288, where, in referring to a certain point of difference between the northern

and the southern poets, he bas said :— I)akshiii-6ttara-marga-bh§da-bhimia-pray6ga>chaturi-praparich6

Nripatuiigd-granthe drashtavyali — “A clever disquisition on the different usages of the varying

styles of the south and the north, is ip be seen in the book of Kyipatunga.’^ The bearing of

this allusion will be explained further on.

We thus have four literary passages, all presenting the name Nyipatuhga, and one of them
tending to indicate its Nripatuiiga as an author. Two of them,— those which are contained in the

Karndiakasubddnusdtana,— are probably to be quite correctly taken as referring to one and the same
person. And we may, without prejudice, take the other two also,— those which are contained in the

Kdvydvalo^ana and the Habdamaindayyana^ — as most likely referring to that same person. But
there is nothing in any of them to shew explicitly who that person was. From the sec md of them,

however, — the passage in the ^ahdamamdarpana^— we may infer that he was a king. And we
know that the appellation Nripatuiiga was.a biruda of a king, namely Ambghavarsha I„ who had
leigned for a long time in that part of the country to which the works themselves, from which these

passages have been quoted, belong. Also, we know, as will be shewn in my next Note, that that

king had been represented as patronising and being per-sonally versed in a certain line of study, to
such an extent that a particular work came, and not unreasonably, to be spoken of, in much later

times, as ‘‘the book of Nripatuhga ” in one of the passages qvioted horn Kanidtahasabddm-
M$ana. And there is, therefore, no objection to assuming that the Nripatuhga of all these four
passages is that king, namely, the Rashtrakfita king Amdghavarsha I. In this, we agree,
partially at least, with Mr. Rice, who has already, in 1890, identified with Amoghavarsha I. the
Nripatuhga who is mentioned in the two passages quoted from the work of Bhattakalahka,i2 without,
however, assigning any reasons for the identification. And there is at any rate this to be said •

namely, that the identification cannot apparently do any harm, inasmuch as it does not entail
anything opposed to what we know about the history, both political and literary, of the periods to
which belonged Amoghavarsha I. and the authors of the KdnjdiaUkana, iliQ 'Sabdammidarpana,
and the Karndiahasahddnusdsana.

Evidence that Amdgbavarsha I. was, or was believed to have been, an author, has
been found in the following fact. There is a small Sanskrit tract, of about thirty verses, consisting
of question^ and answers on moral subjects, and entitled B,atnanaaiika or PraSndttaramS/lA^®
Among the Brahmaiis, some claim that the author of it was ^Sarhkardcharya

;
while others assign

^^Kama^kasaU&numsa^ (see the preceding note), p. 194. -This verse helps to illustrate further myremarks on the title Mdvad.i-Ghola and similar appellations
; see Bp. Ind. Vol. VL p. 51 note 4

The wordN/.patu;i^ais there printed in itlhcs. Ipresume that that

r doubtful readL^
emphasise it, or to mark it as a proper name, and not to indicate that it is in any way

Karndia}casahdd7iuMsaiiami Introd. p. 7
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it to a certain 'Samkaragnru. And the Svetambara Jains attribute it to Yimaia, by piesentiag in

their recension of it a verse which runs : — Rachita sitapata-guruna Vimala Yiinalena iatna-mai=eTa

Prasii6ttaramal=eyam kantha-gata kim na bhushajati :
— “ This ]3ellacid Prasnotiaramdld^ or

string of questions and answeis, has been composed by Vimala, a preceptor who wore the white gar-

ment when it is in the throat {for recitation), does it not adorn a man, just like a string of 3e^^eis

placed on the throat ? ” On the other hand, the Digamhara Jain recension of the work presents,

at the end, a verse which runs : — yivekat=tyakta-rajy^na rajh^eyam Ratnamahka rachit=Amogha-

vaishena su-dhiyam sad-alamkritih ;
— “ This Ratnamdhhd, or string of jewels, an excellent ornament

for the learned, has been composed by king Amdghavarsha, who laid aside the sovereignty

through discrimination,’’ or, as Dr. Bhandarkar has translated, “ through the growth of the

religious sentiment,” or “ in consequence of the growth of the ascetic spirit m him.” Now, the

appellation Am6gha’v arsha belonged, among the Rashtrakutas, to also Vaddiga, a great-grandson of

AmoghaTarsha I., and, amongst others of his descendants, to a member of the family who is

known only as Amoghavarsha II., and to Kakka II. And it was not confined to the Rashtra-

kutas
;

it was, for instance, also another name of the Paramara king Yakpati-Munja.i® However,

Amoghavarsha II. did not reign at all. Kakka II. did reign
;
but he did not abdicate

;
he

was 0Verthrown the Western Chalukya Taila II. We do not know of any grounds for

thinking that Yaddiga terminated his reign by abdicating. And YM?;pati-Munja was killed in

fighting against Taila II.^® But Amoghavarsha I. may well have brought his long reign volun-

tarily to an end, in order to obtain, in his old age, peace and quiet in religious retirement
;
a&

was done, j*ust about a century later, though after only a comparatively short period of rule and

with the object of apparently at once securing a refuge from all worldly troubles in death, by the

great Western Gafiga prince Marasimha II.17 And, in these circumstances, we may understand

that it was the Rashfcrakfitia king Amdghavarsha I., to whom the Digambara Jams sought to

point as the author, in their opinion, of the Ralnamdlikd or Tramottaramdld. It is to be added

that there is a Tibetan translation of this tract. This translation has been mentioned on prevrous*

occasions, in connection with Amoghavarsha I. And the essential point in it may as well be now

stated more fully and definitely. The Tibetan translation exists in tw'O versions. Dr. Schiefiier

edited one version in 1858. And in his remarks on it he gave a translation of a final verse which

stands in only the other version. His German translation of that verse, rendered into English, runs

thus : “ This jewel-wreath, made by Am.6gli6daya, of the king who abandoned his inly established

sovereignties, is the best ornament of the wise.’^ In respect of this, Mr. F. W. Thomas has explained

to me that the name of the author is expressed by the words don^yod^hchar, in winch don^yod is a

well-established equivalent of the Sanskrit amogJia, and hchar means the Sanskrit udayun From this- it

follows that Dr, Schiefner was quite justified in restoring the name as Amoghodaya : that name was

distinctly suggested by the text
;
and, at that time, the Sanskrit original of the work had not been

made known, and little, if anything, was known about any Amoghavarsha. Mr. Thomas, however,

has kindly examined a block-print of that Tibetan version, which is m the Library of the India

Office. He remarks that, with the Sanskrit original to guide us,, the actual reading lichar^ = iidaya.

may he reasonably corrected into char, ‘rain,’ = varsha, varslid, which gives at once the name

Amdgbavarsiia. He also finds that, with one or two other equally slight and justifiable emenda-

tions, the Tibetan verse reproduces exactly the whole meaning of the original Sanskrit verse of the

Digambara recension. And he has further shewn me that both fche Tibetan versions include a

colophon, wherein the author is again mentioned as^don^yod * hchar, for don*yod* ohar^ = Amogha-

varsha, and is described ia terms which represent the Sanskrit Mahdrdja, Kavivara^ and

Mahdchdrya. Thus we may safely and finally substitute the name Amoghavarsha for Dr. Schiefner

AmSghodaya. It must, however, be remarked, though it should hardly be necessary, that even the

understanding that the Tibetan translation, also indicates an Amoghavarsha as the author of the work,

The text, however, might possibly be taken to mean **by the pure preceptor Sitapata**

15 See Prof. Kielhorn’s List of the Inscriptions of Northern India, in Rp. Ind, Vol. V., Appendix, p. 8, No. 4.8*.

16 See Yoh XSI. above, p. 168. See Ind. Tol. T. p. IcS.
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does not add anything to the value of the Sanskrit verse. The Tibetan translation, being a trans-

lation of the Digambara recension, has naturally repeated the assertion made in that recension. It

does not prove the assertion, any more than it would have disproved it if it had happened to present

another name through being a translation of, for instance, the Sv^tambara recension. And all that we

can say, is, that, according to the Digambaras the work was composed by an Amdgbavarslia,

and he was most probably Amdgbavarsba I., but other sects attribute the work to other authors.

We may, however, accept the Digambara recension as indicating that Amogliavarsha I., most

probably, was remembered as having ended bis reign by abdicating.

So far, we have been dealing only with possibihties. We now come to something definite, which

does not, indeed, shew that the Rashtrakuta king Amdgbavarsha I. was himseK an author, but

which does exhibit him as interested in a certain line of study, and as a patron of literature in

connection with it.

There is a Kanarese metrical work entitled Kavirfijamftrga, which deals with almhMra

or the art of ornate poetical expression. This work forms the subject of my next Note. The

composition of this work has been attributed to Amoghavarsha I. That attribution, however,

is a mistake. The author of the work was a person who has made himself known^to us by the name

of Havifevara. But Amdghavarsha I. was bis patron. The author of the work has made that

point quite clear. But, further, he has credited his patron with inspiring at least part of the work,

and has also represented himself as expressing his patron’s views more or less throughout the whole

work. And what we gather from it, is, that Amdghavarsba I, took, or was credited with

taking, a special interest in the subject of alamk&ra, and directed, or was credited

with directing, the composition of this work. This is the work which Bhatt^kalanka, in the

seventeenth century, came to mention, in the passage in his Karndtakasahddnusdsana which has been

given on page 198 above and will be referred to again in my next Note, as Nri^atungagrantha, ‘‘the

book of Nyipatunga;’’ being, no doubt, led to do so from recognising the meaning of the real

author of the work, and from noticing the prominent place given in tlie colophons to the name
Nripatuoga, which is further mentioned so conspicuously in the opening verse in addition to being

introduced in various other passages.

SOME ANGLO-INDIAN TERMS FROM A XYIIth CENTURY MS.

BY SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE, BART.

{Continued from p, 160,)

METOHLI.

Fol 35. Metchlipatam, Soe called from y® Hindostan ore Moors Languadge word Metchli
signifieinge fish and patam or Patanam a towne.

Hot in Yule. [The word is for Hindostani machhlt]

MOCHA.

Fol, 48. built for yf trade to Moeho in yf Red Sea,

Fol. 98. I saw a home of about 13: or 14 : inches longe, in yf Very forme and Shape yf wee
picture or CMTe a Vmcorn’s home it was of a very darke gray colour, I happened accidentally both
to See and ^dle y? Same w* gaue me more Satisfaction as toy? Vnicorno then I had before, w*
Shall be spoken of more at large in yf accompt of Mocho in the Eed Sea [unfortunately there is

no such accompt” in the MS.].

No{ in Ynle [This is a pity, because there is a Moca in Sumatra, easily to be mixed up with it

131 reading the old books,]
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MOGUL.

Fol 140. The Einge of Syam . . . Sent a New Radja (a Mogol bred and borne)
to Janselone],

See Yule, 5. v, Mogul. [An Indian Muhammadan of the ruling class.]

MOGUL, GEEAT

FoL 8 . all . . , . these mighty Kingdoms . , . , brought Tributary to the Great

MogoL

FoL 25. and condescendinge Obedience to yf Mogol.

Fol, 50. yf Ancestors of yf familie of this present Einge revolted from yf MogoU.

Fol. 57. As for theire Idolatrous way of worship, they Enjoy it as fully as in any Other place

in y® Empire of the Grand MogoU (or territories of Golcondah).

Fol, 59. Orixa: This Kingdome .... Subject to yf Great MogoU for y? most part

but not altogeather.

Fol. 66. however yf MogoU was Extraordinary kind to him [Emir Jemla’s Son] in all Other

respects.

Fol. 97. Pattana .... longe Since become tributarie to yf Emperours of Hindostan

(or great Mogol).

See Yule, s. v, Mogul, the Great.

MOHUE, GOLD.

Fol, 68. he laded 60 Patellas with Silver and by credible report tenne Gold Moors.

Fol 72. Where-Ypon he gave in his present of ... . Some Gold Moors.

FoL 94. They alsoe Coyne Rupees here of yf finest refined Gold wo> are called gold Moors,

they are of yf same Stanipe, magnitude and weight the Silver ones are .... . they passe very

currant at 15f and 15 : h rupees each ....... The Gold Moore is Yalued att 01 M
14s I0\d,

See Yule, s. v, Mohur, Gold.

MOLUCCAS,

Fol, 3. great Stores are transported and Vended into most places of note in yf

South Seas, more Especially to Moneela one of yf Molucca Isles.

See Yule, v. Moluccas. [Quotation valuable as the earliest yet made of the modern spelling.]

MONSOON.

Fol 31. most Cbiefely y? East India Company’s goods that were to be Sent that Monsoone

for England.

Fol 38. but at Some time of yf Monzoone I have knowne them to be at Sea one month,

Fol, 75, yf great raines y? fall here Sometime before yf breakeinge up of the Monzoone,

Fol 81. & then (the Monsoone beinge shifted) to goe away with theire Ship and Sloope

where they pleased.
^

See Yule, s, v. Monsoon, For a full discussion of this word in all its senses, see ante^

Yol XXX, p. 393 ff.

MONSOON PLUMS.

Fol 175. This Country [Achin] afiordeth Several! Excellent good fruites Namely ...» *

Monsoone Plums.

Not in Yule, mans&na^ Malay, through Portuguese m^dOy is the zyziphm

or Indian plum, the commonest North Indian term for which is 5er.]
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MONTAPOLY.

FoL SI. Salt peeler, Iron, Steele, wf is brought downe from y? high land Oyer this place wcji

is called Montapolee.

Not ill Yule. [But see his Memo Polo, Vol II. p. 297. It is on the Madras Coast near

Masuhpatam.]

MONTHLY PAY.

Fot 41. I have knowne Some persons .... keep above 300 [punes] in constant

Sallary, is Ordinarily 2 rupees every Moone.

Not in Yule. [A valuable reference to the old Indian custom of payment by the month, still

obtaining for every kind of servant, from highest to lowest
;

offi-cial, commercial, and private.]

MOOLLAH.

Fot 171. those taken aline were put to death every man Save One who Vpon his Examina-

tion was found to be a Mola : or Mahometan Priest.

FoL 172. att one Mola or Othei Vttereth 2 or 3 Sentences.

See Yule, s, v. Moollali.

MOOE.

FoL 8* these mighty Kingdoms were in a Short Space wholy Subdued by yf Moors , . ,

, . all of them now in generall wholy Submittinge to y? Mahometan yoke.

Fol^ 29. y? Srench who in y® yeare 1672 tooke y! Citty Thomse from yf Moor’s forces.

FoL 36. The ffrench had a ffactory in this place [Metchlipatam] not many years agoe, but

Since these troubles of S’? Thomas, A Citty 3 English miles Southward of Sort S’? Georg’s (they

beinge Ambitious of honour & Conquest in these Easterne parts of yf World) tooke that Oitty from

a Small handfull of Moors they tooke S’? Thomfe w*? much Ease, and kept it but

3 years and with much trouble and losse.

FoL 37. The ffrench Chiefe Resident in Metchlipatam was killed by yf Moors, what more of

them there made their Escape by Sea.

FoL 39. Most Eminent Men that inhabit Metchlipatam and Guddorah are Mahometans viz?

Moo3^ and Persians.

FoL 41. The Governour of Metchlipatam is a Moore.

FoL 44. The Moors have in a Yery few years put many grievous Affronts, both Vpon y®

English and Dutch,

FoL 49. there are many Moors, beinge y! Retinue of yf Governour,

FoL 56. Some ffortifications alsoe but all Vnder yf Goverment of y® Moors,

FoL 59. Orixa . . . Subject to y® Great Mogoll for yf most part but not altogeather by
reason of Severall Eadjas who before (yf Mahometan Conquest of yf Hindoos) possessed this King-
dome some of are not as yet Subdued and brought Vnder yf Moorish Yoke.

FoL 73. yf Moors Govemotirs haveinge Strict Orders to see them finished with all Speed and
gunned and well manned.

Fol 80. The Oommadore mentioned yf treaty of Peace, att w®h yf Moors Governour Seemed
to be Struck an admiration.

See Yule, v. Moor, an Indian Muhammadan. [See ante, Vol. XXX. p, 396 f.]

MOOEIES.

FoL 31. \ery Considerable quantities of these followinge Commodities are here [Pettipolee]

wrought and Sold to fforaign Merchants viz? Murrees.

See Yule, s. v. Piece-Goods, ed. 1903. [V. cmd F. p. 18, for 13th April 1680, —has Moarees
ordinary : Mooroes fine. ? a loin-cloth.]
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MOORS.

Fol 35. Metchlipafcaiu, Soe called from yf Hindostaa ore Moors Languadge word
Metchli sigiiifiemge fish and patam or Patanarn a towne.

See Yule, 5. v. Moors, 4he Hindustani Language. [The above quotation is a century earlier

than any of Yule’s.]

MOSQUE.

FoL 8. the Mosquees or Tombs of yf Mahometans.

Fol 45. They Congregate yf people to their Mosquees 4 times a day by Voice of man.

Fol, 51. y? Mosquees and Tombs of y® deceased Kings and Queens,

Fol* 174. all that piece of land whereon Standeth the Pallace yf great Mosquee.

See Yule,s. v. Mosque= [N. and F. p. 14, for 28th March 1680,— ‘‘was a Mussleman
and built a Musseet in the Towne to be buried in,” With reference to this quotation it is interesting

to note that it relates to the death of the great Broker « Cassa Verona ” [Kasi Virunna] and the
dispute among the Natives as to whether he was a Hindu or a Musalman : a dispute that has
arisen over other well-known personages, e,g.^ Kabir, the reformer,]

HUGOA.

Fol* 27, fishermen or yf like, those are called Moquaes.

See Yule, s* v, Mucoa, a fisherman on the Malabar and Coromandel Coasts. [V. and F. often

refers to them. P. 3 for 9th Feb. 1680 : “ The 7 Muekwars or Mussulamen ( whereof one since

dead) that have been imprisoned ever since July last about a man then drowned were now discharged

of their imprisonment.” P. 37 for 27th Oct, 1680 : “the Muokwas, Oattamaran-men and Cooleys

had left the Town privately upon a combination,” P. 39 for 26th Nov. 1680 : “ 25 Muchwas captured

by the peons at St Thoma,” P, 40 for 7th Dec. 1680 : “ The Chief men of the Muckwaes being

captured and committed to prison, all the rest came in and submitted themselves.” The “ Mussula-

men ” above means Mussoola-boatmen.]

MULMUL.

FoL 158. ffrom Bengala .... Mulmuls.

See Yule, s, v, Mulmull, muslin.

MULTAN,

Fol 62. to the Eldest Dara he gave Cabul and Multan,

Fol in Yule.

MUSK.

Fol 61. This Kingdoms [Bengala] most plentifully doth abound with . . , Muske in

Codd and out of it,

Fol 101. with a Considerable investment of each Nation in Codde Musk©, is here [in

Pattana] found to be very good, it is in general! taken from a Small deere of about 2 foot high, of

w®!* this Oountrey doth mightilie abound .... a muske deere , . , Great quantities of

Muske brought from Cochin-China and China it selfe.

See Yule, s, v. Musk, [The quotations above are useful.]

MUSLIN,

Fol 3, provideingc great quantities of Muzliug© Callicoes &c,

Fol 56. great Store of Calicos are made here most Especially beteelis (w®.^ wee callMuzlin),

Fol lOl, from Dacca: The Chiefe Commodities brought are fine - Cossas, commonly called

Muzling©,
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Fol. 162. And there wee pay for yf Ohopp 2 pieces of very fine callicos or MuzUnge.

See' Yale, s. v. Muslin. [All the above quotations are useful for the history of this word.

See ante, Yol. XXTIII. p. 196.]

MUSSOOLA.

Foh 27, The boats they doe lade and Ynlade Ships or Vessels with are called

Massoolas.

See Yule, s. z?. Mussoola. [iV. and E. p. 3, for 9th Feb. 1680, has ‘‘Muekwars or Mussula-

men/*]
MUSSULMAN.

Fol. 39. Mahometans viz^ Moors and Persians, a Sort of most Insolent men, Eiititleinge

themselyes Musslsman viz? true believers although very Eroniously.

Fol. 57. little or noe jnstice is to be acquired where y® Mahometans are Lords Over them, for

if complaint be made to yf high Court of lustice, y® Massleman as they call themselves, Shall

Certainly carry it (if he appeare in Person). Oaely wf this one Saying Ka Mussleman jute bolta :

Will a true believer lye.

FoL 65, it is against yf laws of God and his Prophet Mahomet he not beinge a Mussleman,

ergo begged of him to desist such his desires.

Fol, 81. And now the Moors come Ypon them for Satisfaction for a great Number of

Musslemen they had killed and taken Prisoners.

See Yule, v, Mussulman. [The last quotation is an interesting early example of a mistake

still sometames made* See ante^ Yol. XXII. p. 112.]

MTLAPORE*

Fo/. 25. A Naique that liued neare Mylapore Yiz\ S’ 4 Thomae.

Not in Yule. [It is now a part of Madras itself.]

MYKOBALAN.

Folm 82. They [Portugals] make many Sorts of Sweetmeats viz? mirabolins,

FqI 175, This Countrey [Achin] affordeth Severall Excellent good fruites, Namely
Mirablines.

See Yule, s. z?. Myrobalan* [A variously spelt and pronounced term for astringent dried fruits

of several species.]

NABOB.

Fol 65. Emir Jemla : hath now yf Goverment of Bengala Orixa and Pattana firmly by

Phyrmand Setled Ypon him with an absolute Power and title of Nabob.

Fol, 66. they lost the best of Nabobs [in Emir Jemla],

Fol 69. The Governour hereof [Cuttack] is y® next in place to the Prince

himselfe and hath yf title of Nabob. Hee is put into place by y® Prince of Bengala and his councell

I remember in yf yeare 1674 .... a new Nabob was Sent from Dacca to

Settle in Cattaek,

Fol, 70, he passed yf Ysual Ceremonie holding Yp both hand and dowiie Ypon his heels

Sayinge Nabob Salamat : viz? Line 0 Prince.

Fol 71. The Old Nabob of Cattaek beinge Sent for to the Court at Dacca.

Fol, 73. Some few days afterwards the Nabob rode through yf towne of Ballasore in his

greatest State mounted upon a Yery large Elephant and thus proceeded towards the Citty Cattaek.

See Yule, 5. v. Nabob
j
a Muhammadan Yiceroy.
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NAIK.

Foh 25. The richer Sort more Especially those in Office, as NTaiques (for soe y? Hindoo*
Governours are Entitled) ..... A Naique that lined neare Mylapore . . *

where y? Conntrey is Governed by yf Gentue Naiques,

See Yule, 5. Naik, in its sense of a nobleman.

narsapoee

FoL 37. and there [the ffrench] Sent 4 or 5 men On Shore for Spies to Narsapore,
who were very Suddenly Surprized in yf English ffactory where y® Moors cut off theire heads
Vpon yf doore thrashold [May 1672],

FoL 46. Narsapore; Is y? lowest [most Northerly] towne of ‘any Ypon this Coast, it

lieth Some 40 : or 45 miles below [i. e. to the North of] Metchlipatam, haveinge the benefit of

an Excellent Riuer, w®? addeth much to the benefit of the place, and is called Narsapore river.

F’ot in Yule. [An important Factory in the early days of the European trade. See antp
Vol. III. p. 354 f.]

NEGAPATAM.

Fol. 142. yf Southermost parts of yf Choromandell Coast : Viz? . . . Negapatam.
See Yule, «. r. Negapatam,

NIPA.

Fol. 40. another Sort there is y? distilled from Neep toddy and y? is commonly called
Nipa de Goa.

See Yule, s. v. Nipa. [The thatching palm of the estuaries East of the Hugh River, and
the liquor distilled from it. It is now known as the Dhani [Bhunnie] palm.]

OMRAH.
Fol. 25, and condescendinge Obedience to yf Mogol and his Omrahs.
Fol. 62. Aurege-Zebe yf Emperonr*s Son haveinge yf best firiends att Court namely

of yf Omrahs and Emperours Oouncell.

Fol. 67. he kept him at his owne Court, made him one of his Chiefest Omrahs and
assosiates.

See Yale, Omrah. [It is the plural umard of amir (ameer, emir), and signifies a high
official, a court grandee.]

OORiyA.

Fol. 59. These inhabitants [of Orixa] are called Ourias, and be a very poore Idolatrous
people.

Fol. 85. yf Sufferers yf Jgnorant Gentues and Orixas .... of all Jdolaters in
India yf Orixas are most jgnorant.

Fol. 86. much frequented w*? wilde beasts, viz? Tygers; Bears: Rhinocerots: &c : w*^!*

alsoe dreadeth yf poore Orixas ..... Cowries (all y® moneys knowne to yf jgnorant
Ourias) . . . The Ourias are a Very Strange Sort of Phisicians to theire Sick people.

FoL 87. and thus all yf Ouria Sicke folke are served « . . the Orixas bury not theire

dead, nor burne them as yf Gentues doe, but heave them naked into yf Riuers.

See Yule, s. v. Ooriya, who however gives no quotations. [An inhabitant of Orissa.]

OPIUM.

Fol. 61. This Kingdoms [Bengala] most plentifully doth abound with . . . . ,

Opium (the best in Jndia).

Fol. 77. In Exchange for .... Opium*
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FoL 170. 600 warre Elephants diligently attended and Opium 3 times a day ginen them

to animate them in y? highest degree.

See Yule. s. i\ Opium.

ORAMMALL.

PmL 101. iffrom Hugly and Ballasore * - . . Orammalls.

FoL loB. ffrom Bengaia , . • . . Oromals.

Knt ill Yule, [r for rAmai, a kerchief ;
or cloth for a kerchief.]

ORANKAY.

FoL 1‘13. next to whom [the Sultan] are y® Leximana : Orongkays ; and Shabandars.

FoL 146. y® Cape Merchant when he cometh Vp to towne visiteth yf Orang-kay,

FoJ. 161. y® great Orongkay is Lord Chiefe Justice, there are other Oronkays &c:

ir der this . .

*

the great Oronkay or Some of y® Others doe come into y®

Fuilace and declare theire businesse who applyeth himselfe to yf Great

Orongkay.

Ful 162. he must goe and pay his respects to y® Orongkay and noe Small reverence.

rvst Observmge to pull off his Shoos (although never soe cleane) and leave them att y® doore

c*r in y® Court Yard Here must he waite an hour or two before yf Orongkay

will appeare Here yf Orongkay must be presented with one piece of Baftos

to 5
® Value of 2 tailes,

FoL 1G5. they Straight ways giue yf Orongkay Notice of it ....... but

for what is giuen to the Orongkay there is little lost by it .... . and the Orongkay

Ac : Officers accompany us ... . takefch leave of y® Orongkay, beinge the chiefe man

concerned m all y® Affaires of Shipps and Commerce.

FoL 173. carried him (and his purchase) before yf great Orongkay .... and in

y® presence of y® Orongkay,

See Yule, s. *y. Orankay. [A personage, noble, high official among the Malays.]

ORISSA,

Fol. 3. The Kingdom of Orixa.

FoL oO. Orixa: This Kingdome is of noe great Extent, but is an indifferent pleasant

Countrev.

See Yule, r. Orissa, [He gives very few quotations and never the direct Portuguese
form above.]

PADRE.

FoL 29. y® Portugal Patrees whose dependance is meerly upon telliiige faire tailes.

See Yule, s, r. Padre, a Christian priest.

[^. and E. p. 13, for March 19th, 1680, has '• would now be buryed by the French Padrys.”
n ^ , and p 37, foi 23th Oct., shows that the still existing difference between inter-

national courtesies as understood by the English and Continental nations is an old story It
18 observed that, whereas at the Dedication of a New Church by the French Padrys and
or in 67o guns had been fired from the Port in honour thereof, neither Padry nor
or ugey appeared at the Dedication of our church nor so much as gave the Governor a visit

afterwards to give him joy of it,’^]

(Tq he contimied.)
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GLIMPSES OF SINGHALESE SOCIAL LIFE.

BY ARTHUR A. PERERA.

(Continued from p, 147»)

(9) Amusements and Pleasures.27

Dcring the New Tear and other festive days strolling players (men and women) amuse
themselves at open places in the village : they skilfully twirl metal-plates («««) or small
tambourines {raban) on their fingers or pointed stakes

; they keep time to a merry dance by
striking together sticks (Wieliya), by tossing pitchers np in the air and catching them
(kalagedi netima), or by thudding their arms against the sides {dincji gahanavS) ; and they
eulogize the hamlet and its people in extempore verses (viridu Idyanavd) with the meaning-
less refrain, “ Tana tanamda tanend, tand, tamda tdnend, tana tanamda, tana tanamda, tana
tanamda^ tdnend'^

The people also enjoy themselves on the merry-go-round (haturu 07icUlldva) — a large
revolving wheel on a tall wooden superstructure with seats attached

^
at theatrical representa-

tions called Icolan netum, riikada netum^ and nddagam
;
and at divers forms of out-door games.

Kolan netuma is a series of dauces of a ludicrous character by actors dressed like animals
and demons, wearing masks and sometimes perched on high stilts; and the r'(ihada netuma
is a marionette show of village life.

The nddagama is the drama, and for its performance a circular stage is erected with an
umbrella-shaped tent over it (Jcaralia) ;

booths are erected all round for the audience, who.
though admitted free, willingly contribute something into the collection-box brought by the
clown (konangiya) at the end of the play. Before the drama begins, each of the actors, in
tinselled costume, walks round the stage singing a song appropriate to his character, and the
subject usually represented is either the landing of Vij^aya, the Conqueror of Ceylon, or the
tragic and insane deeds which led to the deposition of the last of the Eoyal line.

Bulmlceliya (playing at ball, a kind of stump cricket) is a popular out-door game ; the
youngsters take sides, choose their captains, and each party places at a distance of 20 or ^0
yards a piece of stick on two cocoanut-shells

; a member of one team bowls an unripe ctVrwa
decumana (Jamdolaya) to knock down the opposite wicket and the opponents try to catch the

'

ball, above the knee-cap, as it comes past the wicket : if the bowler knocks the wicket over,
one of the other side has to retire, while the bowler himself g’oes out if the ball is caught

;
this

goes on alternately till one or other of the teams is all dismissed^ and the victory is celebrated
with a pleasant mixture of raillery and wit.

For the game of mutie (rounders) a post is erected as a goal, and one of the players stands
by it and has a preliminary conversation with the others :

—

Q,— K^thldyo,

A,— Muddare,

Q» — Behiliatuvada hatukatiivada— Is it a lime-thorn or a brinjal-thorn ?

A . — Bahilcatuva — Brinjal-thorn.

endada umha endwla — Should I come or would you come ?

A^— Umbamavaren— You yourself had better come.

As soon as the last word is uttered, he gives chase, and they dodge him and try to reach the
post without being caught

;
the one who first gets out succeeds the pursuer.

For other out-door and in-door garaog not described in this article, ride Ceylon Asiatic Society’s
Vol. V. No. 18 (1878), p. 17.
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EdlmeU is somewhat different
;
there is no saving post, and the area that the players have to

run about is circumscribed ; the pursuer hops on one leg and is relieved by the person that first

leaves the circle or is first touched. Before starting he cries out

—

EdlmeU. A.— Kanahahare.

Q. — Enda honde ? (May I come ?). A. — Bohoma hondayi (All right).

In hdmn paTiinavd (the hare’s jump) the players hold their hands together forming a line,

and one of them (hdvan or hare) comes running from a distance and tries to break through it.

To play mahasop paninavd (Mahason’s leap)) a figure in the shape of
J-j drawn

; a player

guards each line and the others have to jump across them and return without being touched
;

it is optional to leap over the middle line and is only attempted by the best players, as the

demon Mahason (MahSs&sura) himself is supposed to guard it.

The children, in addition to their tops (boinb(ir(^, bamboo pop-guns (hdto, tuvcilthu)^ cut-

water (rornpetta), bows dunu), and water-squirts (watura vedilla), have their own nursery

games; when wearied^ hide and seek (hengin mxtttan) they sit in a circle and play at less

tiring amusements. They hold the backs of each other’s palms with their thumb and fore-

finger, move them up and down singing ** haputu kctk hdk hdk^ goTdkd deii den defiy amvtu vdv

vdv vdv* doTdkddd gdlie puvdk piivdk, hdtdpdridure bulcit huldt^ usi kdputu usx,^ and let go each

other’s hold at the end of the jingle, which probably means that crows swinging on a

gamboge-tree (gordka) take to their wings when chased away wst)j and there are nuts

in the areca-tree by the house and betel-creepers in the bamboo-grove.” Or they close their

fists and keep them one over the other, pretending to form a cocoanut-tree
;
the eldest takes

hold of each hand in turn, asks its owner, “ Achchiye dckehiyi konda pol gediyak tiydnavd

kadannada?'' (grandmother, grandmother, there is a good cocoanut, shall I pluck it?)
; and, when

answered “ Oh, certainly ” (holiomd honddxji)^ brings it down. A sham performance of husking

the nuts, breaking them, throwing out the water, scraping the pulp and cooking some eatable

follows this. Or they twist the fingers of the left-hand, clasp them with the right, leaving only

the finger-tips visible and get each other to pick out the middle finger (xneda engilld).

Or they keep their hands one over the other, the palm downwards, and the leader strokes

eacb hand saying, “ Aiwrw mutwruy demita muturu Edgakapuru hetiiyd alutd gend manamdU Ml
atah gerald, Mydid geidt heddld pahald getdt heddld, xbs us ddrdmiti peliydyh vfiiti daramiti

peliyayL kukdld kdpdld dordpiU^ kikili kdpdld veta mulU, sdngdu palld^' {Aturu muturxi demita

muturu; the new bride that the merchant, Rajakapuru, brought, having taken a handful of rice,

cleansed it and divided it to the upper and lower house ; a row of tall faggots
; a row of short

faggots
;
the cock that is killed is on the threshold

;
the hen that is killed is near the fence

;

sangan palld)
;
one hand is next kept on the owner’s forehead and the other at the stomach and

the following dialogue ensues :
—

Q* — Nalali monavdda — What is on the forehead ?

A. — TjS— Blood.

Q* — Elwaturen Jieduvdda — Did you wash it in cold water ?

A. — Ov — Yes.

Q, — Giydda — Did it come off ?

A. — Ne — No.

Q. — Kireh Jieduvdda — Did you wash it in milk ?

A. — Oz? — Yes.

Q. — Oiydda— Did it come off ?

A. — Ov— Yes.

(The hand on the forehead is now taken down )
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Q, — BadS inne mohada— What is at your stomach ?

J., — Bamayd— A child,

Q — JEyi andanne — Why is it crying E

— Kiri haiuyi netuva — For want of milk and rice.

Q, — K6 man dwma hiri batuyi— Where is the milk> and rice I gave ?

—
. Bcdlayi belaU Mvd— The dog and the cat ate it.

Q, — Kd hallayi belali— Where is the dog and the oat ?

A, — Linde vetuna — They fell into the well.

Q. — K6 linda— Where is the well ?

A, — Goda'Tceruvd— It was filled up.

Q, — K6 goda — Where is the spot ?

A, — Andiyd pela hiitevvd — There dndiyd plants were planted.

Q, — K6 dndiyd pela — Where are the dndiyd plants ?

A, — Bivd— They were burnt.

Q. — K6 ahi — Where are the ashes ?

— Tampald vattata issd—They were thrown into the tampald {nothosceruva brochiata')

garden.

Then the leader pinches the other’s' cheek and jerks his head backward and forward

singing ** Tampald kdpu hossa genenf(^giYe me the mouth that ate the tampald).

Or they solve in rivalry intricate riddles, e, g,^—
0^ — Tdn-tan-gd/nnd tora evdpan^

Tin-tin-gdnnd tdrd evdpan,

Maga-veli-pieinna t6ra evdpany

Degamhada> rajd tord evdpan,

‘‘ Tell me who it is- that makes a' tun-tan sound,- who it is that makes a tin-tin

sound, who it is that- scratches* the sand in. the road, and who it is that is- king on

both banks of a river;”

A,— Tan^tcm-gdnnd gond nevede,

Tin~tin^gdnnd Und nevide,

Magaveli pisinnd hukuld nev^de,

Degarnbada rajd hindrald nevedd,

“Ts it not the elk that makes a tan-tan sound the squirrel a tin-tin sound' ; the

eock that scratches the sand in the road, and the crocodile that is king on both

banks* of the river.”*

The'Singhalese^are musical and always inclined for a’ song. Their popular music is now
confined to the rabdna played by ear, and* to the violin and its accompaniment the hand tam-

bourine, wfhich have replaced the stringed vindva formed of a polished cocoanut-shell, a guana

skin, and a long handle, and the' udaMea, an hour-glass-shaped drum covered with- deer-skin.

The ancient war music is at present used for temple processions, and the instruments consist

of the daioula^ a cylindrical drum‘ beaten only on one side with a stick ;
the heraya, a longer

drum beaten with* the hands ; the tammattama, a- kettle-drum beaten with two sticks curved

at the end ,• the taliya or cymbals,- the Tioraniva’^ a clarionet with seven* boles, resembling the

bagpipe in tone, and the ha'kgediyWyZ,- conch-shell trumpet.
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As regards songs, tlie farmer labouring on the field or -watching his crop at night the
driver as he goes with his hea^j-laden cart, the idle cow-boy at even, the toddy-drawer
engaged in his morning occupation, the boat-man busy at his oars in the moonlight all sino-

some primitive versicle to lighten their labour, e. g,— ^

“ Pun Banda shna pdijdid lata medde^

Ban hendi sema ptrdld pita meddi,

Mara senaga vata haragana yama yudde^

LevM metindu ada taniyama vela meddep

“ Like full-orb’d moon his glory shone, its radiance filled the world,

His loosen’d hair-knot falling free, in smoothest threads of gold ;

Mara’s host beset him— no thought was there to yield

;

To-day Lord Levk^’s body still holds the lonely field.’’^®

(To he continued,)

A COMPLETE YEPwBAL CKOSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OE GLOSSAEY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WOEDS.

BY CHAELES PAETEIBGE, M.A.

(Continued from p, 97,)

Garicota
;
aun. 1623 : s. v. Gow, 299, ii.

Goricota ; ann. 1623 : s, v, Gow, 299. ii.

Garipigi
j
ann. 1554 : s, v. Sepoy, 614, i. _

Garisa
;

s. v, Garce, 278, i.

Gariyali
;

b, v. Gavial, 800, ii.

Oarjau
;

s. v. Wood-oil, 741, i.

Garjhak
;
ann. 1540 : s. v. Riiotass, 849, i.

Garlic
;

ann. 1813 : a. v. Chutny, 170, i
;
ann.

1814 : s,v. Popper-cake, 548, i.

Garlick
;

ann, 1673 and 1689 (twice) : 's. v,

Cahob, 106, i.

Garmanas
; B. 0. 300 : s, v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Garnet
;
ann. 1420 : s. v, Ceylon, 139, i.

Garofaia
; v. Clove, 171, ii.

Gar-pipai
; s. v. Peepul, 523, li.

Garra
;

$. v. Demijohn, 236, i.

Garrafa
; s. v. Caraffe, 122, li.

Garroo-wood s. v. Eagle^ood, 258, i.

Garroude
j
ann. 1672 : s. ey.Uhank, 141,d.

Garrow
; 609, ii, footnote.

Garrow-wood
;

s, v. Eagle-wood, 258, i.

Garry
;

s. v, 279, i.

Garse
; ann. 1752 : v, Garce, 278, i

; ann.

1807 : s. V, Garce, 278, ii, 3 times.

Garuda: s, v, Coco-de-Mer, 177, i; ann. 1522:
s, V. Coco-de-Mer, 177, ii.

Garum; s, v. Balachong, 38, i.

Garvances
; ann. 1620 : s, v. Galavance, 110, ii.

Garvangos
;
ann. 1788 : s. Calavance, llO, n.

Gary; ann. 1811 : v. Garry, 279, I
Gaspar Antoni; ann. 1690: s. v. Goa-Stonp

801, ii.

Gaspaty^; ann. 1553: s. ‘Cospetir, 202, i.

Gat; ann. 1623 : s, v. Ghaut (c), 282, ii.'

Gatah Pertja
; s, v, Gutta Percha, 309, i.

Gatameroni
;
ann. 1583 : s. Catamaran, 133, i.

Gate; ann. 1552: 5. 2;. Cafiar^, 118, i, twice
ann. 1553 : s.e;..Concan, 189, ii, 8, Ghaut (c.),

282, i; ann. 1561 and 1572: .s. v. Ghaut (c)!

282, i; ann. 1762 : s, v. Ghaut (c), 282, ii.

Gatba; s, v, Zend, 869, i.

Gathas; s, v, Zend, 868, ii.

Gatt; ann. 1760: s. v, Balaghaut, 88, ii.

Gatte; ann. 1685: 2^. Ghaut (c;, .282, ii, twice.
Gatti; ann. 1727 : s. v. Ghaut (c), 282, li.

Gatto-maimone
;

s. v. Baboon, 33, ii.

Gau
; 's. Gow, 299, i, 3 times, see 346, i.

footnote.

Gah
; aim. 1623: s. Gow, 299, ii, 3 times.

Gaud; g. V. Gour (b), 298, i.

Gauda
; s. -y. Gour (b), 298, i, (c), 298, li, g.

KuM, 378, u, s, V, Gaurian, 800, i.

Gaudama
; ann. 1855 : s. v. Pagoda, 501, i.

Gaudapalen
; ann. 1855 : s. v. Tee, 694, i.

Gaudewari; s. v, Godavery, 802, i; ann. 1753:
s. V, Gingerly, 801, i.

The translation is from Ceylon Arch<Bological Survey (KegaUe District), Z892, p. 44.
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Gaadia ; ami, 545 : s. v. Gow, 299, ii.

Gaudma ;
ann. 1800 : s. v, Gautama, 2^79, ii.

Gaukos ;
s. 2?. Gow, 299, i.

Gaui ;
s, v, Gole, 294, i.

Gaum
;

s. v. 279, i.

Gauaa
;
ann. 1711 : s. v, Guana^ 304, iL

Gaung; s. v. Goung, '803, i, s, v. Numerical

Affixes, 831, ii.

Gaur
;

v. Bison, 73, ii
;

aim. 1552 : s. 'v,

Burrampooter, 101, ii
;
ann. 1726: s, y.Parsee,

516, li ;
ann. 1878 : s. v. English-bazar,

262.1.

Gaur ; s. v. Gour (b), 298, i, (e), 298, ii, twice,

s, V Kula, 878, ii, s. v, Sarnau, 601, ii.

Gaur; s. v, Gour (a), 298, i.

Gauxa
;

s. v, Gauriaii, 800, i, twice.

Gaura-sarshapa
;

s. v. Euttee, 587, ui.

Gaurian; s. v. 8 00, i, twice.

Gaurian ;
s. v. Gauidan, 800, i.

Gto’i 'gffi
;

s. V. Gour (a), 298, i.

Gauskot
;

s. v, Grasscutter, 301, ii.

Gaut
;

ann. 1780 : s. v. Budgerow, 02, i
;

ann

.

1781 : s, V. Manjee, 427, i; ann. 1793 : s. v»

Teak, 693, ii
;

ann. 1805 : s. v. 'Balaghaut,

38, ii ;
ann. 1809 : s, v. Ghaut (a), 282, i

;

aim. IS'lS: v. Bakghaut, 39, i
;
ann. 1814 :

27. Candahar (a), 771, ii.

Gautama; $. v. 279, i, 800,i, -

2;. Akyah, 5,

ii, 8. V. Buddha, 767, ii
;

ann. 1688 : s. v.

Pra, .551, ii
;

ann. 1753 : s. v. Buddha, 767,

ii; ann. 1800 and 1828 (4wice) : s. v, 279, ii.

Gautama Buddha
;

s. v, Buddha, 767, ii.

Gautama Budhum; ana. 1728 : s. v, Buddha,

91, i.

Gantami
;
ann. 1590 : s. v Godayery, 291, li.

Gautami;.^. 2?, Godavery. 802, i.

Gauzil
; ann, 1538 : s. v. Mocuddum, 434, ii.

Ganzoz-Indi
;
ann, 1690 : s. v. Coco, 176, ii.

Gavaeus frontalis
; s. 2?. Gyaul, 309, ii.

Gayaens Ganrus
;

s. zk Gour (a), 298,.i.

Gavaeus gaums
; s, v. Bison, 73, ii.

Gavea
; s, v, Gavee, 279, ii,

Gavee
;

s.' 2?. 279, ii.

Gavi^ 5, -27, Chicane, 777, u
Gavial; s, v. 800, ii, twice.

Gavial; s. 2?. Bison, 73,. ii.

Gavialis gangeticus
; s. v. Gavial, 800, ii.

Gavuta; s. e?. Gx>w, 299, i.

Gavyuti
; «. v. Gow, 299, i.

Gavyutih; i«in..500: s, v, Coss, 203, i-

Gawdgarh : ann. 18u3 : s. v, Tiaga, 714. u.

Gawwa; s. v. Gow, 290, i.

Gaya
;

s. v. Currumshaw Hills, 78G, li.

Gaya
;

$. v. Behar, 764, i.

Gayal
; s, v. Gyani, 309, ii.

Gayomarth
;
ann. 1000 : s. v, Pahlavi, 836, i.

Gaz; 5. 27. Coss, 202, ii, s. u. Gudge, 307, i,

3 times, s. n. Guzzy, 309, ii; ann. 1754 : s, c.

Gudge, 803, ii.

Gaza
; s. v. Pangolin, 509, ii.

Gazat
; s. v, 800, ii.

Gazella Bennettii
;

s. u. Eavine-deer, 574, ii.

Gazelle; ann. 1663: s, ». Neelgye, 476, i.

GazI ; s. 2?. Guzzy, 309, ii.

Gazizi; ann. 1514 : s. 2?. Oasis, 130, i.

Geb ; s. 2;. Gup, 308, ii.

Gebber; ann. 1726 : s, 27. Parsee, 5-16, ii.

Gebeii; 287, i, footnote; ann. 1420 ; s. v. Gin-
ger, 287, i.

Gecco
;
ann. 1631 : s. 2?. Gecko, 280, i.

Gecko; s. v, 279, ii; ann. 1631 : s. v. 280, i

;

ann. 1634 : s. t\ Guana, 304, i
;
ann. 1883 :

s. 27. 280, i.

Gee
;
ann. 1783 : s. 2?, Ghee, 282, ii.

Geelong
;
ann. 1696 : s. v. Liampo, 393, i.

Geiduar
;
ann. 1563 : s. v. Zedoary, 747, ii, twice.

Gekok; s. v. Gecko, 279, ii.

Gelabdar
;
.aim. 1673 : s, v. Julibdar, 357, ii.

Geldria, Castle, ann, 1726 : s. v, Pulicat, 558, i.

Gellywatte
;
ann, 1613 : 5 . v. Gallevat (e), 277^ i,

Geloas
;
ann. 1538 and 1690: s, rr. Gallevat (c).

276, ii.

Gelua
;

$, 2?, Gallevat, 275, ii ann. 1518 : 5. v,

Gallevat (c), 2-76, ii.

Gemara
;
631, i, footnote.

Genie ; 346, .i, footnote, 5 . .u. Jam, 809, 1
;
ann.

1614 : a. 27. Jask, 846, i, twice.

Gemidar
;
ann. 1683 : s. v. Zemindar, 747, li.

Gemne; auu. 1753 : s. v* Sutledge, 859, ii.

Gend; s. v, Gym-Khana, 309, ii.

Genda
;

s. 2?. Ganda, 277, ii.

Geiidee^ ann. 1851 : s. v. Gindy, 285, ii.

Gend-khana; s. v. Gym-Khana, ^309, ii.

Genetaire
;
ann. 1490: s. 27 . Turban, 718, ii.

Genetin ; ann. 1673 : a. tJ. Lime, 394, ii.

Gengy ;
ann. 1755 : s* v, Chillumbrum, 777, ii.

Gengibre
;
ann. 1298: s. v. Ginger, 287, i.

Qengiovo
;

s, v* Ginger, 286, ii; anu. 1322

:

Quilon, 570, i
;

.ann. 1487 f v. Myrobalan,

. 466, ii. . .
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Gengivre Beledi
;

aun. 1516 : 5. t'. Country,

206, ii.

Genicero
;
ann. 1549: 5. v. Room, 581, ii.

Genitin
;
ann. 1673 : t*. Lime, 394, ii.

Genti
; ann. 1544: s, v, Adigar, 4, i.

Gentia
; 755, ii, footnote ;

anm 1553 :

Navait, 475, i.

Gentiana OMrayita
;

s. v, Ohiretta, 156, i.

GentiJ
;
ann. 1610 : s. v, JBoy (b)* 84, si o.

Gentoo, 280, ii, s, v, Lascar, 389-, i, s. v. Plan-

tain, 542L, i; ann. 1665: s, v: Moor, 446, i;

ann. 1666: s. v. Cooly, 192, ii; ann. 1688 t

5 . V. Pandit, 561, i
;
ann. 1705 : Sv v, Saugor,

603, i, s. t?. Tumasba, 717, i
;
ann. 1745 : s. v.

Pariah, 514, ii
;
ann. 1782 : 5. ??.Moplah, 448, ii.

Gentile
;

s. v. Gentoo, 280, i, 3 times
;

ann.

1506 : s. tJ, Tenasserim^ 696, i
;

ann. 1510

:

a. V. Nicobar Islands, 478, ii
;
ann. 151 6 :

Aya, 30, ii, s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii, s. n. Bengal,

64, ii, twice, s. o. Bombay, 77, ii, s. n. Van-

jaras, 88, i, $. v, Burma, 101, i, s. v, Oapelan,

122, i, 5. 13 . Champa, 140, i, s. v. Ghetty, 145,

i, s. 13 , Cranganore,. 211, ii, s. is. Delly, Mount,

235, ii, Sv V. J'Uak, 361, i, s. v. Mainato, 410,

ii, $. V. Mangabre (a), 422, ii, 5. v. Moplah,

448, ii, V. Pagoda, 500, ii, v. Pariah,

514, i, 13. Pedir, 523,. i, 5. is. Polea, 542, li,

s. 1?. Quilon, 570, i, s. v. Rajpoot, 572, i, twice,

s, y. Sofala, 645,. ii, s. is. Sanguicer, 853, ii

;

ann. 1645 : s. i3. Japan, 344, i ; ann, 1552

:

5^ V, Nayait, 475, i; ann. 1553*: i7. Malay,

417, i, s. 13. Nair, 471, i, a. i;. Narsinga, 474, i,

a. 13. Oilah, 485)1; ann. 1563.; s. v, Gentoo

(a), 280, ii, twice, s, v, Larin, 387, i
;

ann.

1566 : 5. 13. Ormesine, 492, ii; ann, 1568:

s. 13. Orissa, 492, ii; ann. 1569 : s. v. Moor,

446, i; ann. 1582 : s, v, Gentoo (a), 280, ii;

ann. 1594 : 5. v. Pagoda, 500^ ii
;
ann. 1606 :

5.13. Burma, 101, i;-attn. 1610 : s. v. Bankshall

(a), 47, i, 5.13. Buddha, 91, i, a. is. Moor, 446, i

;

ann, 1616 s, is. Parsee, 516, i, 3. is. Rajpoot,

572, E; ann. 1623 : s, is. Mogul, The Great,

437, ii, a, is..Pagoda (c), 502, ij ann. 1630;,s.».

Gentoo (at), 280, ii, 3 times ; ann. 1672 : 3, v.

Banyan (1), 49, i
;
ann. 1673 and. 1695;. s. v,

Gentoo (a), 280^ ii
;
ann, 1863 : a. v. Cutcha,

223, i.

Gentiledom; ann. 1553: a. is, Jogee, 352, L
Gentili

;
ann. 840 : s. 1;, Buddha, 90, ii

;
ann.

1510: s. V, Hiraya, 319, i; ann, 1516 : s. v.

Arakan, 24, ii
;
ann. 1672: 5 . v, Parsee,

516, ii.

Gentilico; ann. 1572: s,v, Cotwal, 206, i.

Gentis; s. is, Caste^ 131, i, s, is. Gentoo, 280, i,

4 times; ann. 1511 : 5. is, Kling, B7B, ii ; ann.

1552 : s, 13. Malabar (A)^ 413, i, $, 1;. Parsee,

516, i; ann. 1563: s. is. Gentoo (a), 280, ii,

, IS. Jogee, 352, ii, s, is. Zedoary, 747, ii

;

ann. 1574 : s. Pandit, 560, ii
;
ann, 1580

:

s. IS. Ohuckler, 167, i;. ann, 1588 : a. is. Gentoo

(a), 280,. ii.

Gentoo ; s. is. 280, i, 3 times, 800, ii, $. is.

Cbnsumah, 190, ii, see 199, ii, footnote, s. 1?.

Teloogoo, 695, it; ann. 1516 : s, is. Gael, 108,

i, 5. IS. Honore, 321, ii; ann. 1548 : $. is. (a),

280, ii;. ann. 1552.:. a. is. Canana, 118, i, $, v,

Ceramoi 138, i
;

ann. 1553 : a. v. Cospetir,

202, ii, a. is. Jogee, 352, i, a. is. Naik (a), 470,

L; anm 1563: a. is. Yanjaras, 88, i, a. v,

Hindoo, 315, ii
;
aniu 1567 : s* 23 . Oasis, 130,

,

a. 23. Caste, I3l„ii; ann. 1574^ a. v. Pundit,

560, ii; ann. 1580: a. ^3. Ohuckler, 167, i,

av 2s. Curry,, 218, iii; ann. 1612 : a. zs. Caste,

131,.il; anuv 1648: a. Z3. Pariah, 514, ii
; ann.

1677: a. Hindostanee, 806,. ii
;
ann. 1683:

a. 23. (Ja), 280, ii, twice, (b), 281, ii
;
ann. 1685 :

a. 23. Country, 207, i
;
ann. 1695 : a, es. (a),

280i ii; ann- 1711 : a. 23. Bohea, 691, i
;
ann.

1719 : a. 23. (b), 281, ii
;
ann. 1726 : a. 23. (b),

281, ii, a. 2s. Porto* Noyo, 550, i
;
ann. 1760 :

a. 2s. Buncus, 97, i,. a. 23. Caste, 132, i, a. 23 .

hlosque, 452, ii
; ann. 1765 : a. 23. Shaster, 624,

i, twice
;
ann. L768 ; a. es. Dowaun,. 240, i

;

ann. 1767 : a. 23. 281, i, a. 2s. Moors, The, 448,

i; ann. 1770: a. 2?. Sett, 615, ii; aim. 1772,

1774 and 1776 : a. 23 . 281, i : ann. 1778: a. 23 .

281, i, a. 23. Gomasta, 294i| i
;
ann. 1780: a. 23.

Law-officer, 818, ii; ann. 1781, 1784 and 1785

(xtwice) : a. 2s. 281, i; ann. 1786 : a. 2?. Halalcore,

311, ii;.ann. 1787 ; a. 2?. Topaz, 712, i
;
ann.

1788: a. 23 . Banyan (l)b, 49, i
;
ann, 1801

:

. a. 23. (b), 281, ii, twice
;
ann. 1802 : a. 2s. Moors,

' The, 448,i ; ann. 1803 : a. 23 . 281, i
;
ann. 1807

:

a. 23. (a), 281, i, (b), 281, ii, twice, a* 23. Moor,

446, ii.
;
ann, 1809 : a, 2s. Durbar, 255) i ; ann.

1817 : a^ 23. (b)^ 281, ii; ann. 1837 a> 2?. 281,

ii, twice.

Gentoo-faotors-
;
ann. 1778: a. 23. Aunung, 30, L

Geniou; ann. 1689: a. 23, Moor, 446, ii, a. 23 .

Peon, 528, ii, a, 23. Rajpoot, 672, ii
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Geiitow ;
aun. 1727 ; 5 . v. Black Town. 75, i.

I

Gentn ;
ann. 1672 : s. v. Ooplali, 833, ii

;
ami.

1673 : 5 . V. Gentoo (b), 281, i, s. v. Te-

loogoo, 695, ii
;

ann. 1674 : s. i\ Gentoo

(b), 800, ii ;
ann. 1683 ; s. t?. Gentoo, 280, ii.

Geiitue; ann. 1673 : s. Gentoo, 280, ii, twice,

s. V. Mahratta, 409, ii; s. t\ Parsee, 516, ii ;

ann. 1679 : s. v, Gentoo (a), 800, ii ; ann.

1680 : s, V. Malabar (b), 822, i, s, i\ Mosque,

825, ii, twice.

Geonkhali ;
s. v, Oowcolly, 208, r.

Georgeline
;
ann. 1673: a. v, Gingeli, 286, i.

Georgians
;
aim. 1838 : s. v. Afghan, 5, i.

Georgie; ann. 1000-1100 r s. v. Sipahselar, 637, ii.

Gep ;
s V. Gup, 308, ii.

Geraffan ;
ann. 1336 : s. v Giraffe, 289, ii.

Geranium, O-il of; s. v. Lemon-grass, 392, i.

Gergelim ;
ami. 1552, 1606 and 1726 : s. v,

Gingeli, 286^ i; ann. 1753: s. v. Gingerly,

801, i.

Gergelin
;

ann. 1753 : s, v. Gingerly, 801, i,

twice.

Geriali ; s, t\ Gavial, 800, ii.

Gerodam
;
ami. 1600 : $. v. Grunthum, 304, i.

Gerom; ann. 1678: s. v. Kishmish, 370, iL

Gerselin
;
ann. 1610 : a. v, Gingeli, 286, i.

Gerum: ann. 1572: 5 . v. Omins, 493, ii, twice.

Gerun ; 370, i, footnote.

Gerun ; s. v, Ornius, 492, u.

Gesjes Bengaals
;
ann. 1701 : B-, 2^, Guzzy, 309,.i'i,

Gess ;
ann. 1768-71: &. i\ Gudge, 803, ii.

Geuzoz-Iiidi ;
ann. 1690: 2?. Coco, 176,. iL

Gewiirtz-nagel
;

5 . v. Clove, 171, ii.

Gez
;

ann, 1526 : s. v, Bowly, 767, i ; ann.

1528 : 5. Ooss, 784, i.

Ghabrana ;
s. v, Gnbbrow, 306, ii,

Ghabrao
;

s. v, Gubbrow, 306, ii.

Ghagra ; ann. 1289 : s, v. Oiidh, 494, ii.

Ghakkar
;
ann. 1540 : s, v. Rhotass (b), 849^ i

;

ann. 1541 : s, v, Tanga, 683, i ;
ann. 1547-8

:

5 . 2?, Siwalik, 641, ii, twice.

Ghali laiaura : ann. 1294-5 : s. t\ Mahratta,

409, ii.

Ghandhar
;

$• v, Candaliar, 119, i.

Ghanfa
;

$. v. Gunta, 804, i.

Ghanta ;
s. v. Gong, 295. ii, 5. v, Pan<iy,836, ii.

Ghar
;

s. v, Peepul^ 523, it.

Ghar
;

Bulgar, 96, i.

Gharaf
;
s,v, Caraffe, 122, ii.

'Ghatapilrl : s. v. Elephanta, 259, ii.

Gharb
; 2?. Muggrabee, 826, i.

Gharban; aim. 1200 : s. v. Grab, 300, i.

Gharbi
; s, iK Gardee, 278, ii ; ann. 1780 : s, r.

Gardee, 278, ii, twice.

Gharbies ; anm 1786 : $. i\ Gardee, 278, ii.

Gharee ; ann. 1866 : s. t\ Garry, 279, i.

Ghari ; v, Ghurry, 285, i, twice, s, v, Gong..

295, ii, $, i\ Puhur, 557, ii.

Gharibnawaz ; s. t\ Gureebpurwar, 308, li.

Gharibparwav
;

s v, Gimeebpurwar, 308, ii.

Ghariyal; 5 . Ghurry, 285, i. s Gavial, 80j,

ii, twice.

Gliarka pulli
;
5 . v, Corcopali, 196, li.

Gliarra
; s-, v. Chatty, 142, i.

Gharry ; v, Garry, 279, i ; ann. 1868 :

Kling, 815, i.

Ghasiyara
;

s, v. Grasscutter, 301, ii.

Ghaskat
;

s. 2?. Grasscutter, 301, ii.

Ghaskata
;

s, v, Grasscutter, 301, ii.

Ghaskhoda ; s v, Grasscutter, 301, li.

Ghat
;

V, Beryl, 67. i, s. i\ Birds’ Nests, 72,

ii, i\ Balasore, 760, i, s. i\ Caryota, 773.

ii ann. 1552: s, v. Cahara, 118, i; ann.

1632 z s, V. Vanjaras, 88, i ; aim. 1879 : &. v.

Baikree, 38, i.

Ghdt
;
ann. 1315 1 5, 2?. Ghaut (b), 282, i ; ann.

1872: 5^ 2?. Toolsy, 710, i.

Ghat
;
ann. 1824 : s. Ghaut (a), 282, i ; s, v.

Pulwah, 558, i
;

ann. 1826 : s. i\ Ghaut (b).

282, i, (c), *282, ii
;

ann. 1876 : s. v, Bowly,

83, i.

Ghat
;

V. Balaghaut, 38, ii, twice, s. v. Gooly.

192, i, s. V. Ghaut, 281, ii, 4 times, (hi, 2B2,

i, 5, V, Payen-ghaut, 522, ii.

Ghaiir; ann. 1160.; s. v, Gliilzai, 284, i*

Ghaus
;

a. 2^. Sambre, 596, i.

Ghaut
;

5 . v, 281, ii, (b), 282, twiee, a. i\ Calico,

112, i, s, V. Canara, 117, ii, 3 times, s, v.

Carnatic, 125, ii, 126, i, s. r. Chumpuk, 167,

ii, s. V. Concan, 189, i, s, v. Deccan, 233, i, s, p.

Malabar, 411, ii, a, v. Malayalam, 417, i, s. v.

Payen-ghaut, 522, ii
;

ann. 3552: s. p,

Canara, ll8>i, 3 times;, ann. 1553: s. t?, Con-

can, 189, ii, twice, s, Hidgelee, 314, iijann.

1572 : s V, (c), 282, i
;
ann. 1590; s. v. Cam-

phor, 117, i
;
ann. 1673: s, v, Carnatic, 1.26,

i
;
ann. 1781 : s» v. Compound, 188, i ;

aim.

1792 : s. V. Carnatic, 126, ii
;
ann. 1803 ; s. t>.

Campoor, 117, i, $. i?. (b), 282, i; ann. 1805 :

s. V, Balaghaut, 38, ii, 3 times; aim 1824:
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s, D. Falaun, 265, ii; ann. 1826 4 s, v. C^),

282, i.

Ghauts ; $. v- 800, ii, twice, 5. u. Balaghant, 38,

11
,
twice

;
ann. 1827 : 8, c. 800, ii.

Ghaz ; s. n. Gosbeck, 803, u twice,

Ghaz-begl ; s v. Gosbeck, 803, i.

Ghazi ; s. u. Byde Horse, 105, i
;
ann. 1883 : s. u.

Kozziibash, 380, i.

Ghazi-Beg
;

s. v. Gosbeck, 298, i.

Ghazipur
;

s. v. Otto, 494, i.

Ghaziya
;

s. v Razzia, 574, ii.

Ghazna; ann. »)_•:: s n. Hing, 318, i; ann.

1220; 8 D. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Ghazni
;

s. v Lingam, 394, ii, s. v. Mohur, Gold,

438. i
;
ann. 1040 : s, t). Ootwal, 206, i.

Ghazni; ann. 1842 ; 5. v. Ghilzai, 284, i,

Ghazni
;

s, ». Tanga, 682, i.

Ghazm'n ; ann. 1080 ; s, «. Posteen, 550, ii,

twice.

Ghe; ann. 1673 ; s. v. Ghee, 282, ii.

Ghee
; s. t>. 282, ii, s. v. Dubber, 253, i and

footnote, s. tJ. Hulwa, 327, i, s. «. Jelaubee,

349, ii, s. V. Luddoo, 400, i, s, u. Majoon,

411, i, s. n. Margosa, 427, ii, s. v. Brahminy

Butter, 767, i; ann. 80-90 : s. v. Rue, ^78,

ii
;
ann, 1340: s. v, Saloop, 592, ii; ann.

1554 : s. V, Dubber, 253, i, s. v. Mercall, 434,

i; ann. 1606; s.i5. Nercha, 478, i
;
ann. 1644;

s. V, Hoogly, 322, i ; ann. 1 776 : s. v. Tyre,

724, ii
;
ann. 1778 : s. v. Dhall. 241, ii; ann.

1733 and 1785 ; s. v.2iS^ i
; aim, 1808 ; s. v,

Dubber, 253, ii; ann. 1814: s, v, Cabob, 106,

i; ann. 1817: 283, i; ann, 1822: s, v.

Tyre, 724, ii; ann. 1845 ; 8. v. Dubber, 253, ii.

Gbelolo; ann. 1590 : s. v, Surath, 666, i,

Gheri
;
ann. 1526 : s. v. Puhur, 557, ii.

Gbi ;
ann. 1590 : s. v, Dumpoke, 254, ii, 8,v,

BLedgeree, 364, i.

GM
;
ann. 1690 : s. v. Ghee, 282, ii.

Gbi ; «. V, Ghee, 282, ii.

Gbilac
;

anja. 1619: s,v. Oaravanseray, 124, ii,

Ghilan
;
ann. 1619 ; s, v. Oaravanseray, 124, ii.

Gbilji
;
ann. 1507 (3 times) and 1842 ; «. v.

Ghilzai, 284, i ; ann^ 1 880 : «. v. Ghilzai,

284, ii, twice.

Ghilji ; ann. 1842 : s. v, Ghilzai, 284, i and ii

;

^nn. 1854 : s. v, Ghilzai, 284, ii.

Ghilzai ; s, v. 283, i (5 .times) and ii (4 times)
;

ann. 1880 : s. v, 284, ii
; auu. 1883 : a. v,

Kuzziibash, 380, i.

Ghogeh
;
ann. 1690 : s. v. Surath, 666, i.

Gh31
;

s. V, Ghoul, 284, ii.

Ghole ; ann. 1803 : s. v, Gole, 294, i, twice.

Ghomerabica ; ann. 1343 : s. v. Porcelain, 549, i,

Ghong; ann. 1673: s. v, Gong, 295, ii, 3 times.

Ghoollee Beeabaun
;

ann. 1814 : «. v. Ghoul,

285, i.

Ghoorkha
;
ann. 1815 a?. Bish, 73, i,

Ghora
;
s. v, Gorawallah, 297, ii.

Ghora ; s. v. Macareo, 402, ii.

Ghorab; ann. 1690: 5. v. Grab, 300, i.

Ghorab; s. v. Grab, 299, ii, twice; ann. 1343 :

8. V. Grab, 300, i.

Ghoraghat
;
ann. 1590 : s. v. Gunny, 308, ii.

Ghorawala
;

s. v. Horse -keeper, 324, ii, s. a?.

Syce, t)73, ii.

Ghorawala
;

ann. 1680 : «. v, Gorawallah,

802, ii.

Ghora-wa a : 8. v, Gorawallah, 297, ii.

Ghor daur
;

s. y. Gordower, S02, ii.

Ghorl
5 «. V. Babagooree, 32, i.

Ghoriyal
;
ann. 1809 : 5. z?. Gavial, 800, ii.

Ghorpad; ann. 1881 : s. e?. Guana, 3u4, ii.

Ghorpade ; ann. 1881 : «. z?. Guana, 304, ii.

G’horry
;
ann. 1810 : 8. v, Garry, 279, i.

Ghoul
;

fl, V, 284, ii.

Ghounte ;
ann. 1831 : 8, v, Goont, 296, ii.

Ghrdb; ann. 1634: v. Gallevat (b), 276, ii,

3 times
;
ann. 1660 z^. Grab, 300, i.

Ghftia ; .5. u. Ghee, 282, ii.

Ghul
;

8, V. Ghoul, 284, ii, 8. v, Gole, 294, i
;

ann. 940 : 8, v. Ghoul, 284, ii, 4 times
;
aim.

1420 : 8. V. Ghoul, 286, i
;
ann, 1507 ; s. v,

Gole, 294, i, twice.

Ghulel
;

8, v, Goolaii, 296, i.

Ghur
;
ann. 1505 : s. v. Huzara (a), 328, i.

Ghur
;
ann. 950 : e, v, Ghilzai, 283, ii.

Ghurab
;
ann. 1552 : s. v, Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Ghard-b
;
ann. 1872 : a, v. Grab, 300, ii.

Ghurab; s, v. Grab, 299, ii; ann. 1181 and

1200 (twice) : a. v. Grab, 300, i
;

ann. 1352 :

«. z>, Gallevat (d), 277, i; ann. 1554: a, v.

Grab, 300, i, twice.

Ghurdaur
;

a, v, Gordewer, 297, ii.

Ghureeb purwar
;
ann. 1824 : «. v. Gureebpur-.

wur, 309, i.

Ghdri
;
ann. 1854 ; 8. v, Ghilzai, 284, ii.

GhOri
;
14th cent. : v. Ghilzai, 284, i.

Ghuri ; a. v. Mohur, Gold, 438, i.

Ghurra •y 3, v. Chatty, 142, i, s, v. Lota, 398, ii.
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Ghurry ; s. i\ 285, i, twice, 800, ii, s. v Gurry

(b), 309, i, 5. V, Puhiir, 657, ii
;
ann, 1633 :

5 . v, Pubur, 557, ii
;
ann. 1785 : s. z\ 5^85, i.

Gbusl-khana ;
a. v, Goozul-Kbana, 207, i.

Ghus ;
ann. 940: a, v Gbilzai, 283, ii.

Gbuzni; ann. 842 : s. v. Ayah, 31, ii.

Gbyal ;
ann. 1824: a, v. Gyaul, 309, ii.

Gbyretty ;
ann. 1782; $. v. Too-rkey, 710, ii,

Giacba Barca ; a. i\ Jack, 333, i.

Giacba girasole; a. v. Jack, 338, i.

Giacba papa
;

a. v. Jack, 338, i.

Giaga; ann. 1580 : 5. v. Ginger, 287, i.

Giagra; ann. 3567 : s. v. Jaggery, r4l, i.

Giagonza ;
a, v. Jargon, 344, li.

Giam ;
ann. 1625 : a v. Jam, 810, i, 3 times.

Giambo di China
;
1672 ; a. t\ Jamboo, 342, i.

Giambodlndia ;
ann. 1672 : a.v, Jamboo, 342, i.

Giancada; ann. 1672 ^ • «. Jancada, 810, li,

twice.

Gianifanpatan
;

ann. 1566 : a, v, Jafna, 340, li.

Gianizari; ann. 1554; a. v. Sepoy, 614, i.

Giara
;
aim. 1566 : s. v. Snnda, 659, ii

Gibbon; a. v Hooluck, 323, i; ann. 1884:

5 . V. Hooluck, 323, i, twice, a v, Lungoor,

400, ii.

Gidangi; a. v. Godown, 291, li.

Qidar
;

a, v. Jackal, 338, ii.

GiengioYO
;

anm 1343 : a. v. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i, a. V. Ginger, 287, i.

Gig ; a. v. Buggy, 94, ii ;
ann. 1810, 1826

(twice) and 1829 : a v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Gilder; ann. 1676 : a.v. Shoe of Gold, 623, ii.

Gilgit
;

a, V, Polo, 544, ii,

Gilodar
;
ann. 1754 : a. v, Julibdar, 357, ii.

Gilofre; 13th cent,; a. v. Cubeb, 214, ii,

Gilolo ; 8, V. Moluccas, 440, i.

Ginda
;
ann. 1638 : 5. v, Kuttaur, 379, ii.

Gindey
;
ann. 1813 : 5. v Gindy, 285, ii.

Gindi
;

«, v. Gindy, 285, ii, twice,

Gindy
;

a, r. 285, i, a* v, Chillumcbee, 150, u

Ginea
;
ann. 1506 : 5 . v. Caravel, 125, i,

Gingal
;
ann. 1818 : s. v>, Gingall, 285, ii.

Gingaleb
;

W. v, Sbinkali, 627, ii
;
ann. 1167

:

a. V. Sbinkali, 627, ii.

Gingali
;

a, v, 285, ii.

Gingani ; ann. 1567; a, v, Guingam, 288, u

Gingaul; ann. 1801 : a, v, Sarboji, 601, i.

Gingee
;
ann, 1752 : 5. v. Gingi, 801, ii.

Gingeli
;

a v, 285, ii, 801, i; ann, 1807 and

1874: 2?, 286, i.

j

Gingeli-seed
;
ann. 1726 : a, y. Gmgeli, 286, i.

Gingelly ; s. t\ Gingeli, 285, ii.

Ginger
;

5 . i\ 280, i and ii (5 times), see 287, i,

footnote
;
ann. 65; a, 286, ii

; ann. 70:
s. V. 286, ii, 287, i ; ann. 94tO ; 5 . v, 287, i

;

ann. 1106 : s, i\ Quilon, 509, ii
;
ann. 1298 ;

a, V. 287, i
;
ann. 1343 : a, v. Mangalore (a),

422, ii
; ann. 1420-30 : a v, Malabar, 412, li

;

ann. 1475; a, v, Calicut, 113, ii, twice; ann.

1498 : a. Ceylon, 139, i; ann. 1506 ; a, i\

Bahar, 36, i, s. v, Cannaiiore, 121, i
;

ann.

1516 : 8. V, Country, 206, ii, twice, 5. y. Java,

348, i, $, V. Zedoary, 747. ii
; ann. 1548

:

s. y. Areca, 25, ii
;
ann. 1554 : a, y, Brinjaul,

87, i
;

ana 1590: a, v. Dumpoke, 254^ ii

;

I

ann. 1610 : a, v. Calay, 111, i
;

ann. 1623:

I

5 . V. Curry, 218, ii
;

ann. 1673 : 5 . r. Cabob,

I

106, i ; ann. 1765 : a. v. Gruff, 303, ii
; ann,

1768-71 : 5 . V. Achar, 3, i
;

ann. 1814: a, t\

Cabob, 106, i, 5 . v. Popper-cake, 548, i ; ann,

1882 : s. i\ Cumsbaw, 217, i.

Gingerab
;
ann. 1679 ; 5 . v. Seedy. 610, ii.

Ginger-beer
;

a. i\ Beer, Country, 60, i.

Ginger-grass, Oil of ; a, v. Lemon-grass, 392, i.

Gingerlee
;
ann. 1680-81 : s. v. Gingerly, 801, i,

Gingerly; a. v. 287> i, 80i, i ;
ann. 1727: a, v.

Gingeli, 286, i.

Gingganes; ann. 1726: s,v. Guiiigam, 288, i.

Qinggang
;

s . y. Gingham, 287, i, twice
; ann.

1726 ; 8, V, Adati, 4, i, a. v. Guingam, 288, L
Gingham

;
5 . y. 287, i (twice) and ii (3 times),

$, p. Guingam, 288, i, a, i\ 801, i, s. v.

Piece-goods, 535, ii
;

ann. 1567, 1602, 1615

and 1726 : a, v. Guingam, 288, i; ann, 1727 :

a, V. Grass-cloth, 301, ii
;
ann. 1781 and 1793:

a. V, Guingam, 288, i.

Gingham ; a, v. Gingham, 287, ii.

Gingi
; s, p. 801, i.

Gingiber
;

ann, 1298 : a. v. Sugar, 655, i
;
ann.

1420 : a, u. Ginger, 287, i, twice
;
ann. 1430

:

s, V Quilon, 570, i.

Gingibere ;
ann, 1430 : a, v, Calicut, 113, ii,

Gingibre
;

a, v. Ginger, 286, iu

Gingion
;

a, v. Gingham, 287, ii.

Ginglihovo
;
ann, 1879 ; «. v. Buggy, 95, i.

Gingy ;
ann. 1780: v, Cowle, 208, i.

Ginja; ann. 1616 : s. v, Naik (e), 470, i5. a*

Gingi, 801, i.

Ginjal
;
ann. 1814: a. v, Sarboji, 601, i.

Ginjall
;
ann. 1829 ; Gingall, 285, ii.
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Ginnie cocke
;
ann. 1627 : 5. t\ Turkey, 720, ii,

Ginnie Heane
j

ann. 1627 : s. v, Turkey, 720, i.

Gnir'
;

Cash, 129, i.

Ginseng : s. i\ 288, i and ii.

Gintarchan
;
ann. 1340 : s,i\ Mogul, 436, ii.

Oiogbi ;
ann. 1624 : s. i\ Jogee, 352, ii.

Gipsy : s, r. Zingan, 749, ii.

Gir: ann. iOOO: s. z?. PaUavi, 836, i.

i^irara
; s, v* Giraffe, 288, ii.

(Pirate ; s. v. Giraffe, 288, ii.

Giraffa; s. v. Giraffe, 288, ii, twice
;
ann. 1384

and 1471 (both twice) : s. v. Giraffe, 289, ii.

Giraffe
;

s. 288, ii, twice
;

ana. 940 : s. v.

289, i, 3 times : ann. 1271 and 1298 : s, v.

289, li.

Girandam, ann. 1727; s. v. Grimthnm, 304, i.

Giraudams
;
ann. 1727. s,v, Gruuthum, 304, i.

(Tiiaidiiiia heterophjdla
; s,t\ Gi'ass-cloth, 301, i.

Girasol : ann. 1644: s. v. Gorge, 197, ii.

Girgauni
;

s, r. Oart, 484, i.

Girgelim; s. v. Gingeli, 285, ii.

Girja
;

s. v, 289, ii, 801, ii.

Gir ja; auii. 1885 ; s. v, Girja, 801, ii,

Gir ja ghar; ann. 1885: s, v. Girja, 801, n,

twice.

Gimaffa; ann, 1471 ; s. t\ Giraffe, 289, ii.

Girnar ;
s. v, Kling, 372, i, s, v. Satrap, 602, ii,

g. V. Surath, 665, ii.

Girofles; B, v. Clove, 171, ii.

Girshah
;
ann. 1000 : g. v. Palilavi, 886, i,

Gito; ann. 1585 : g. v, Tical, 699, ii.

Giuggiolino
;

s. v. Gingeli, 285, ii,

Giugiio
;
ann. 1588: s, v. Winter, 740, ii.

Glab; ann. 1810 : g. Grab, 300, ii.

Gian
;

s. V, Elephant, 797, i.

Glaus Ungnentaria
5
ann. 1610: g. r. Myroba-

Ian, 466, ii.

Glob
;
ann. 1727 : s, v\ Dubber, 258, ii.

Glycine Soja
;

g. y. Soy, 651, i.

Gnd; g, i;, Zend, 868, u.

(To he continued,)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

LADAKHI STOXE-IMPLEMENTS.

Tt» my article on ‘ A Collection of Stone-

iiiipigments from Ladakh,’ ante, Voi. X'XXII

,

p. 889 ff , 1 wish to add the following :
—

1. I haTe since received two sharp-edged

stone-axes of a diffei’ent shape from those illus-

trated on Plate I.. Fig. 2, Nos. 8 and 9. The
^liape of the new kind is triangular,

thus: The material is a hard kind

of slate.

2 A short time ago, Dr. F B Shawe, of the

Biitish Cbaiitable Hospital at Leb, discovered a

new type of stone-implement in one of the houses

there, which is still in use, so the owner said.

This kolim~\ikQ implement is used for stamping

down the clay between a mould made of boards

in use for the erection of rough mud-walls

8. In my paper there is no mention of the use

of stone-hammei s in Ladakh, because, though

iron-Iiammers have hai*dly been introduced as yet,

the Ladakhis have not yet attempted to make
real stone-hammers. Ordinary stones are used
instead But Thar-rnyed Ghos-’aphel, a native

*»f Trashi-luupo (now a Christian evangelist),

informs me that stone-hammers with a wooden
Imndle are largely in use at his native place,

A. E. Feancke.

HOB30N-JORSOX

Here is a valuable quotation for this Anglo-

liidiaiaism

1632. There are certain Customs or Oeremonied

used here (Agra) as also m other parts of India

viz Shawsen, Hooly, Dewally. Shawsen by

the Moores in memory of one Shawsen a great

Warrior slain by the Hindooes at the first con-

quering this country. So that they do not only

solemnize- his funei-ais, by making repi'esentative

Tombs in every place, but as it were promise to

revenge his Death, with their drawn Swords*

their hair about their Ears
,
leaping and dancing

in a frantic manner with postures of fighting,

always crying Shawsen, Shawsen : Others

answering the same words with the like gestures *

it is dangerous then for Hindooes to stir abroad

;

this they do 9 or 10 Days
;
and then he is as it

were earned to h\xxiQl.--Eelation Of Agra what

notalle there, and thereabouts. 1632. MS Traveh

of Peter Munday Extracted from the copy at

the India Office Library.

R. C. Temple.

18th April mil.
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THE MOST SOUTHERN HOARD OF BACTRIAN COINS IN INDIA.

BY VINCENT A. SMITH, M.A., I.C.S. (Eetb.).

Although H is rather late in the day to describe a discovery made more than twenty-fire
years ago, yet, inasmuch as no detailed account of it has ever been published, a description

of the contents of a small hoard, of Baotrian coins unearthed in Bundelkhand in 1877, and
brought to notice by the local officials in 1878, may still be of interest.

A Ohamar labourer, while digging for dhak roots in a gram-field belonging to Ramratan Singh,
nephew of the lambardar, or headman, of the village of Paehkhura Bnzurg in Pargana
Sumerpur of the Hamirpur District, to the south of the Jamna, disclosed a pot full of silver

coins at a short depth below the surface. The vessel was probably an earthen pitcher, but, according
to some accounts, it was of brass. The coins recovered in 1878, through the agency of the police,

were as follows :

—

Eukratides.

Circular, hemidrachmse, bilingual —
Otv. — Bust of king, helmeted, to r. BASIAE02 MErAAOY EYkpAtiaoY,

Eev, — The Bioskouroi, standing to front with lances. Khardshfchi legend, which I read
at the time as rajasa maharajasa Euhratidasa^ but is given by Von Ballet
(JSfachfolger, p. 99) as maharajasa mahatakasa evukrdtidasa.

Three specimens only were found, of which two had an incomplete border line outside the legend
on obv., and mon. The third bad no border line, and a different mon. (Gardner, B. M. Catah
Supplement, p. 165, ph xxx., 9), Prof. Gardner notes that *^on a coin of this class in Gen. Court’s
collection, the inscription begins rajasa (Von Ballet in Zeit f. Jjfum. 10, p. 157).” I presume,
therefore, that I read the legend correctly, I did not obtain a specimen of this rare type,

Apollodotos Soter.

I. — Hemidrachmas, circular. 4 specimens—
X)hv. — Elephant to r. BA2IAEQ2 AnOAAOAOTOY SI2THP02.

Bet?, — Indian bull to r. Kharoshthi legend, Maharajasa Apaladaiasa tratamsa.
{Gardner^ p. 34, pi. ix., 8.)

II. — Hemidrachm^, square. 29 J specimens. Devices and legends as on the circular coins.
Five specimens had no mon.

;
the others had various mon.

j
as in Gardner^ p. 34,

pi. ix., 9. I obtained a specimen of the circular variety, which is now in the cabinet
of the Biblioth^que Rationale, Paris.

Menander.

B — Homidrachmse, circular—
Var, 1. Ohv, — Bust of king, helmeted, to r. 5 specimens. BA2IAEn2 2nTHP02

MENANAPOY.

Bev. — Pallas, standing 1., with «gis in r., and thunderbolt in 1, hand uplifted.

Kharoshthi legend, Maharajasa tratarasa Minadrasa, Mon., as in

Gardner^ No. 10, p, 44,

2, — As above, but king bare-headed, 14 specimens. 1 obtained an example.

Yai\ 3, — As var* 2, but king to r. 12 specimens*
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II. — Didracbmje, circular —
T"ar. 1. Oli\ — Bust of king, helmeted. 1 specimen.

Yar. 2. Ohi\ — Bast of king, bare-beaded. 8 specimens.

Legends and reverse device as on hem-idrachina?, ( Gardner

^

p. 44.) These didraclim^e

are very rare. I secured a specimen of the bare-beaded variety, which is now, with all

the choice coins of my small collection, in Paris.

Antimaehos. Nikephoros.

Heniidracbmce, circular. 20 1
specimens —

Oht\ - Nike to L
;
bolds palm and wreath, BA2IAEQ2 NIECH^E^OPOY ANTIMAXOY.

Bei\ — King, helmeted, on horseback, to r. Kharoshthi hg^n^^Maharajasa jayadhamsa

AMimakham. {Gardner^ p 5-5, pi. xiii., ?>.)

Summary.

1. Eukratide.s

2. Apollodoto^ Sotcr

B. Menandei

4. Antimaehos Nikephoros ...

33| (84)

40

20| (21)

Total ... 08

It is, of course, possible that the number of coins found may have been larger than the number

recovered. The hoard was divided, under orders of Government, among the cabinets of various public

institutions and private collectors.

Eukratides was undoubtedly the earliest of the four kings whose coins are represented,

and, in my opinion,, the date of his accession may be assumed as B, C, 175, He reigned about

twenty years, when he was murdered by one of his sons, while returning from a successful struggle

with Demetrios, “ king of the Indians.” I agree with the view ably supported by Cunningham

(N'wm. Chron. 1869, pp. 241—243) that Apollodotos was the parricide, and further agree with

him in regarding Apollodotps Sgter and Apollodotos Philopator as one person.. The

British Museum Catalogue distinguishes them as two separate kings, although many of the coin

legends include both titles. The murder of Enkratides, and the accession of Apollodotos to

independent power in the Indian borderland, may be dated in B. C. 156.

Menander was king of Kabul. His invasion of India may be dated with a near

approach, to accuracy in the years B. 0. 165—153, during the reign of Pushyamltr^.

Siinga.

The position of Antimaehos Nikephoros is uncertain, and there is nothing definite

show whether he lived earlier or later than Menander.

Sufficiently good evidence warrants the belief that in the course of his invasion Menander

besieged both Madhyamika (now Nagari) in Rajputana and Saketa in Southern

Oudh, and that he threatened Bataliputra.^ If Antimaehos Nikephoros was earlier in date

than Menander, it is possible that the Pachkhura hoard may have been brought into the interior by

some member of Menander’s army. Bactrian coins have never been discovered to the south

pf the Jamua on any other occasion. The coins of alj the four kings were in good condition,,

and many of the specimens were fine.

1 The aiithorities for the invasion of Menander will be discussed in niy forthcoming work, The Bnfor^

of J/idirt, which will be pnblished by the Clarendon Press in October,
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TATTOOING IN CENTRAL INDIA,

BY CAPTAIN C. E LUARD, M,A.,

Superintendent of Ethnography in Central India^

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

I AM afraid that the information I am at present able to give on this subject is somewhat
sketchy, but I hope to be able to communicate further details when the work of the Ethnographic

Survey is taken up in the States of this Agency. I have decided, however, to publish such notes as

I have collected, in the hope that they may be of use for comparative purposes. Before actuallv

turning to the subject-matter, I would remark that we can roughly divide Central India into

three groups :
—

L — The Bundelkhand, or Eastern Section.— Tattooing is restricted to females, and
the breast and abdomen are not tattooed.

IL — The Malava, or Western Section. — Tattooing is less restricted to females, and
the breast is almost invariably adorned, the abdomen only occasionally.

Ill, — The Wild-tribe Section. — In this group men are often tattooed, though with

fewer devices than the women, the breast, abdomen, thighs and even back
being adorned.

Origin of the Custom. — There is, so far as I am aware, no mention of the custom of

tattooing in the Sastras, and there are no definite legends as to its origin, though it is said

generally to be an invention of the *‘Dvapar (Third) Age.’^ I am inclined to think that it is here

primarily nothing more than a form of decoration, and is used to increase the attractivenes-s of the

female in the eyes of the other sex, a common use for it among savage tribes in all parts of the

world.' A few instances of its use for talismanic purposes have come to light, but they seem to me
to be modern inventions. One thing is certain, and that is that the wearers of these* devices only

look upon them as ornamental and decorative devices, with ao deeper sigaificance. The only legend

I have gathered is a modern one, which states that Krishna once disguised himself as a Natni in

order to tattoo Eadha. In this conaection there is a verse advocating the tattooing of Krishna’s

names on the body : —

1. ^ ^ n

2^. ^ fr# ^ »fi% JT> II

8- m % '^rrff li

4 t»T nm t H

1, Write on arms Brajohandra2 (and) on round cheeks Kunjbihan.^

2, Padamakara-^ says, likewise inscribe (on) the bosom Hari^ (and on other particular

parts) Gobinda ® (and on the neck) Girdhar! y

^ See- Chapter IX. in Westermarok’s History of Human Marriage.
® Lii.i moon of Brajmandal (present Mathura- district), or Kght of Braj, a name of &ri Krishna.
® Lit.f one who disported in the groves.
<A poet who wrote much about the Central India people.

® A common name of Vishnu, and hence applicable to Sri Krishna, who was an incarnation of Vishnu.
® A name of Sri Krishna. This name was^used by Indra in addressing him when apologising for his conduct in

pouring the tremendous rain-storm over- Brajman4al. See Chapter'XXVI, of Captain Holling^a- translation of
Brems^ar.

lifter of the mountains, from'hls lifting of the G-ovardhan bill on his little finger.
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8, In this way from head to foot write® out, 0 dear one, the innumerable names

known in the world.

4, Oh Tatfcooer
!
get my body tattooed (with) the dark blue colour of Sri Krishna.

Classes that Tattoo. — Tattooing is practically confined to Hindus and the jungle tribes
;
the

lower classes of the former and all the latter decorating themselves profusely m this manner. The

higher classes of Hindus are employing tattooing more and more sparingly I am told, and the designs

are not only less numerous but also drawn on a smaller scale.

As regards the sexes, men are practically never tattooed in Buudelkhand, the Eastern Section

;

it is less uncommon in Malava
;
and quite common among the wild tribes. But even w^hen men are

tattooed, they are less profusely adorned with marks than women are. I am told that the Gahlot

Rajpufcs (of Bhopal) have a clan device, but I have been unable to verify this.

I have come across no instance of the use of tattooing to mark male puberty, nor have I been

able to trace the least connection between this custom and religion, although it is supposed that

women are better fitted to do acts of worship when they have certain marks upon them. The habit is

certainly not declining, and new marks are stiU devised, as, for instance, the Engine ” used by

Railway employes.

Methods of Tattooing. — {a) General* — Tattooing amongst Hindus is done by the females

of the wandering tribes, such as Nats, Dheds, Kanjars, Banjaras, &c,, who make regular cold weather

tours. In Bundelkhand Basors and Bhangis are tattooed by Parkis, a degraded caste who can feed

with them. Although tattooing is usually done by these tribes, others are by no means prohibited

from doing it, but as a rule the skill is lacking.

Among the jungle tribes it is done by any old woman of the tribe. In no case is tattooing ever

done by men. These professional tattooers on entering a village have a regular cry — Ohe ! Ohe !

a lovely scorpion, or beautiful peacock, tor a pice, Ohe ! The women-folk at once gather round and

trade begins,

(6) Process, — The instrument used is a bundle of four (or six) needles tied together in the

middle, or made into a kind of comb. The jungle tribes often use Babul (Acacia arahiod) thoms
instead. The operator, on arrival, shews all her designs, drawing them in lamp-black on the part of

the body where they will be stamped. When a design is approved of, it is at once executed. I may
mention that it is usual for a young girl to have one device copied from among those her mother
wears, hut there is no rule whatever as to this, nor does any special significance attach to such

a copy. The design selected, the operator seats herself before the patient and draws the device in

lamp-black in the proper place. She then seizes the skin under the design with the left hand and
stretches it, and, while doing so, strikes the needles sharply along the lines of the device, dipping

them in the pigment each time, and then rubbing more pigment in with her hand.

In Bundelkhand, when the design is finished, the operator, in order to avert the evil-eye, takes

a handful of flour (gram) mixed with salt and casts it into the fire. In these parts it is also considered

a good thing that the patient should make her blood circulate briskly; it is said to “settle”

the design. Poor women are set to grind for half an hour or so, while the rich carry pots of

water about. Dieting is not common. I have noted its use in a few individual cases.

(c) Pigments, — Yarious pigments are used, but it may be remarked that only two colours are

employed in Central India, blue-black and green
;
the latter is commonest in Malava. The dark-

black seen in the United Provinces is not met with in Central India.

(1) Dharba (Pon cynosuvoides’) grass juice and turmeric
;
gives a dark-green colour.

* Lii,^ from nails to hair on the head-
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(2) The barb of the Biyan tree (?) soaked in the water from a huhlia. and mixed with
turmeric and lamp-black

;
gives a green colour.

(3) Bark of the Sisam (Dalbergia sisoo') tree soaked in water with turmeric; gives a

green colour.

(4) Cow s milk mixed with the juice of the Karila plant (JDapgjaris aphylld) ;
this is used only

by Malay! Mhars.

(6)

The juice of Nim-tree (Melia azadirachta) leaves mixed with lamp-black; gives a

green colour.

(6) In Bundelkhand a “ blue-black is produced by mixing lamp-black with the bark solution

of the Biyan tree.

(7) The juice of Mahua (Bassia latifoUd) and lamp-black
;
gives a green colour.

(8) Juice of the Karila mixed with that of Balur® (?) ;
gives a green colour.

Age of Tattooing. — The process of tattooing commences at about five or six years of age, the

designs being added to gradually. In Bundelkhand unmarried girls are as a rule only tattooed on
the hands, other parts being done after marriage. Tattooing thus becomes a sign of marriage, but
not of puberty. The Sarwariya Brahmans, however, tattoo their married girls only. Widows are

only tattooed in the lower classes where widow remarriage is allowed, and then only on re-marriage.

Tattoo marks and their meanings. — On this point the reader must refer to the attached

diagrams. Generally it is the parts exposed to view that are dealt with, the practice within certain

limits varying in the three groups into which I have divided Central India. I have come across no
special devices.

We may arrange the parts adorned thus : — Decorated by all three groups— (1) Forehead,

between the eyes. (2) Arms — upper; fore. (3) Hands — back; palms, rare; fingers; wrists.

(4) Feet and ankles, (6) Calves, (7) Neck.

In the Malava group add,—
(a) Breast, usual. (5) Abdomen, rare.

In the jungle-tribe group add,

—

(a) Breast, (b) Abdomen, usual, (c) Thighs, (d) Back, rare.

As to what the signs mean I have been able to discover little
;

all that the people could tell me
was what the sign was intended to represent, I could nowhere discover that any deep meaning was

supposed to be attached to the symbols
;

increase of attractiveness was, as I have already said, the

principal reason assigned for undergoing the process. The designs, moreover, are the same practically

among high and low, probably because the operators in each case are the same people, the only differ-

ence being that of quantity, which varies inversely with social position. Symmetry there is none,

nor are marks hereditary, though a daughter as a rule adopts some one of the designs her mother has

worn. As a rule, any part of the body may be done first, except in the case of unmarried girls

in Bundelkhand, and a few others which will be found under the particular instances which I have

given. The devices representing bracelets, necklaces, &o., are designed to give the wearer the

wherewithal to appear in the next world
;

these jewels she is supposed to be able to take with her^

The following Voha refers to this : —
DoM. fifr.

^ ^ H

^^ ^ II

® Balor (?) is a vegretable, I am informed.
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\riiiL*h mri\ be tiaiislated foliov^s :
—

Au intelligent woman executed (some) ornaments, winch a decent one put on her person.

(They are such) ornaments as cannot be put oif, but which will aeoonipany the soul

(to the other woild).

I kiio^s of no of tattofung idolx or cattle.

THE TATTOO MARKS.

I Vv ill now proceed to discuss a series of marks actually taken down off people. Many arc

repeated — indeed, the actual number of designs is not really large, but the variation in the forms is

considerable, and I will therefore give the whole collection as it stands. It has not been every wliero

possible to give an English equivalent.

I.

THE BITJSTBEIiKHAND OR EASTERN* SECTION.

{Collected hj Rai Salieb Kashi Prasad.)

No. Z>«si£f2is or marks. Karnes of desig^ns.

1

i

j

English names.

\

1

11 11 11 11

' Mrichhl (1 fish).

0

'fkr
J^nifn ka pliul (tlie

liilu^-flower).

0
»> • • • Chain! (sieve).

4
•
m

• •
•
#

W Java {Hibiscus rot^a

sinensis).

n

\

• •
# *
# • • •

G-hinoclu (chatty-stand).

c Hinna (deer)

,

7
fij? Mathan! Ica phul (name

given to the bottom of

a churning rod).
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yo
,

35esig“3is or marks.
1

i

Names of designs* Eaglisb names.

8

O’

!

!

i

1

!

Bichhfi (scorpion).

• ® • ••• 0 * m •••

n
« # •
• • • ••• •••

• • •
••• Ohapefca (impression of

palm of hand).

••• ••• •• • 1

•••
• o; •©. ‘O* • o •

•••
1

10
±

1

1
Pidi (native stool).

-IIOIJ-
j

i

Lauiig (clove).

...| Ohurija (aa ornament).

Mor (peacock).

Papira (a kind

musical pipe).

Batasa (a kind

sweetmeat).

Batuva (small bag).

of

of
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3)«si£pis or mar&s.

• ••
# # #
•••

«•

, Names of desig‘ns . Knglisli Names,

Jhflmar (an ear-ring).

)T?«ir5flr§[rf- Bhaiya ki chhahh (the
brother’s shadow — a
protective mark).

f|?rr-^5ft Hinna and Hinni (buck
and doe).

nsfr Sakhi (female com-
panion).

<11=^ <11^ Five Pandavas of the

Mahabharata.

t-oH ... ••• .. Rel (supposed to repre-
sent an engine : instance
of modern type of

mark).

Sarman kl kaiiwar (t^o
baskets tied by ropes

suspended on each
side of a straight

bamboo
; the one

tattooed here is that m
which Sravan carried

his parents),

Sankh-jhalar (shell-

cymbals).

Sit (?).
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f

i

No. 1

Designs or marks. Names ot desi^s.
j

English Names.

26

ITJTW
1

Bita ki rasuiya.

(Evidently Sita'^

ccK)king-place.)

27
Charan (feet).

28

i ^

5^ Mnkat (crown or crest

of Krishna),

29 »IT?ft5irr 'T'^ Plan of Jhansi Fort.

30 i

Ohakai- C h ak w a,

Brahminy ducks
(Cascara rutila).

31 Orchha ka Gunda (the

beau (fop) of Orchha).

32 i

••• ••• Kagla (crows).

33 Kanhaiyaju ('Sn-

Krishna)*

34 Gopi (female cowherd).

35 Gavala (male cowherd).

86 ••• ••
“

>! (elephant).
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So

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

X>e8i^ns or marks. 2?ameB of ^esigrns. English names.

'ff

!

Hama and Laksbixiaa
together.

•
Bunda (spangle on
the forehead, or spot
called tukli — article

of ornament).

• Besar (spot on the
nose).

Bunda on chin.

•
••• Oalchuma or Bunda

worn on the cheek.'

DhaibuBida (worn on
the ribs

; only tattooed
on women who have
lost a child in. child-

birth, supposed to be
due to a defect in her
milk).

Putaraihya (dolls).

• • • •
• • • •

.
Vijaure (ornament on
forehead).

Mahawar ka phul,
(Mahua perhaps? It

cannot be connected
with lac.)

+ qrfia.f Satiya (cross of mystic
properties).

m W f%»rSq??irr .. Bunda (worn on thefii'th

toe).

4 Mai ki bhent (the

present offered to the

goddess ?).



description of the positions of the marks.

Names of marks or designs. Names of the parts of body vihese miurks are made.

K’o. 1, Macbhi On the back of the finger of the left hand, above

' < - and below the second joints, and also on tbe

back of the thumb.

N'o. 2, Puren ka phul
; No. 3, Chalni

;
No. 4, Java

;
On the back of the pdJm of the left hand.

No, Gbinochi; No. 6, Hinna; and No. 8,

Biohhu.

No. 9, OhapefS .1 On the palm of the left hand.
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Karnes of marks or designs.

No. Id. Pin; No. 11, Laung; No. 12, Ohuriya;

No. 18, Mor ;
No. 14, Papira; No. 15, Batasa

;

No. 16, Batuva; No. 17, Jhumar; No, 18, Bhaiya

kl Chhaiih
;
No. 51, Kakai

;
No. 52, Kakva; and

No. 53, Makari.

Nu. 55, Bara ...

No. 19, Hinna, Hinni
;
No. 20, Sakhi; No. 21,

Panch Pandavas.

No. 24, Sankh-jhalar

No. 25, Sit

No. 3, Chain!
;
No, 4, Jaya

;
No. 7, Mathan! ka

phiil
;
No. 5^, Ghinochl.

No, 26, Sita k! rasuiya; No. 27, Charan; No. 28,

Mnkat; No. 15, Batasa; No. 29, Jhahsi ki

nakal
;
No. 30, Chakai-Chakwa

;
No, 32, Kagla

:

No. 54, Ohakautf.

No. S3, Kanhfyaju
;
No. 34, Gopi

;
No. 35, Guval;

No. 36, Hath!; No. 37, Ram Lachhman ki jori.

No. 38, Banda ox Tukl!

No. 39, Beaar ... ... ... *.

No. 41, Galchuma ...

No. 40, Bunda

No. 42, Dhaibnpda ...

No. 43, PataraiSya

No. 13, Mor
;
No, 56, Nahar

No. 45, Mahawar ka phul

No. 44, Vijaure

No. 46, Satiya -
^

No. 47, Bunda ^

No. 12, Cliuriya; No. 15, Batasa; No. 16, Batuva;
No. IS, Bhaiya ki Chhanh

;
No. 31, Orchha ka

Gunga
;
No. 48, Mai ki bhent

;
No. 49, Sava.

No, 23, Sarman ki kanwar; No. 22, Rel
; No. 17

Jhumar; No. 12, Choriya; No. 50, Savar.

Karnes of the parts of body where marks are made.

On the middle of the front and back of the fore-

arm of the left hand.

On the front of the elbows of both arms about
an inch down towards the fore-arm.

On the middle of the outer and inner surfaces o£

the left arm.

On the back of the third finger of the right hand,
below the first joint.

On the front of the wrist of the right hand.
(iV^ote,— Some are of opinion in connection with
this “ Sit,” that a woman wearing it is able to

touch her husband elder brother’s clothes, &c.,

which, as a rule, she cannot touch.)

On the back of the palm of the right hand.

On the middle of the front and back of the fore-

arm of the right hand.

On the middle of the outer and inner surfaces of

the right arm.

Between the eye-brows on the forehead.

Close to the hole of the nose*ring on the left

side.

At the centre of the right cheek.

I

Just above the centre of the chin under the
I lower lip.

On the side of the body over the middle of

the lower ribs of the right side.

On the calves of both legs.

Instead of No. 43 on the calves of both legs.

Over the centre of the top of both feet.

Scattered around No. 45,

On the big or first toes of both feet.

On the fifth toe of both feet.

Can be made on the middle of the front and
back of the fore-arm of either arm (right or
left) as desired by the person to be tattooed.

Can be made on the middle of the outer and
inner surfaces of either arm (right or left) as
desired by the person to be tattooed.

(To he continued^.
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(Concluded from 210*)

(10) Folk-Tales and Legends,^^

The Island’s folklore consists of nature myths, place-legends, and other traditions
;

riddle^,

proverbs, and versicles
;
and nursery tales which tell of speaking animals and of some village

anecdote or rural character of the good old communal days.

The Story of the Shy,

Once upon a time the sky was very close to the earth and the stars served as lamps to the

people. A woman who was sweeping her compound was so much troubled by the clouds touching her

that she gave them a blow with her ihle broom (Mala), saying, get away, get away (pala* paid). The

sky instantly flew away far out of the reach of man.

The Sun and Moon and their Eclipse,

A poor widow had three sons, who, one day, attended a wedding, leaving their mother at home

;

they returned late and she enquired what they had brought for her to eat. The eldest angrily-

replied that he had brought nothing, and the second threw at her the torch which had lighted them

on the way. But the third asked for his mother’s rice-pot Qiattiyd) and put into it ten grains of ri«'e

which he had brought concealed under his ten nails. The few grains miraculously filled the vessel,

and the mother, in return, blessed him and cursed the other two, consequently the youngest became

the pleasant and cool moon, the second the fierce burning sun, and the eldest the dragon-plant

(Rahu) who tries to destroy his brothers by swallowing them and causing their eclipse.

Origin of Earthquakes*

The goddess of the earth (Mihiket) supports the world on one of her thumbs, and, when weary,

shifts it on to the other, causing an earthquake.

The Horse and the Ox.

In the olden times the horse had horns but no teeth in his upper jaw, while the ox had no

horns but teeth in both its jaws. Each coveted the other’s possession and effected an exchange
;
the

os has the horns now and the horse the two rows of teeth.

The Cheetah and the Cat,

The cheetah was taught by the cat to climb up a tree but act to come down. In rerenge he

always kills his master, but is grateful enough to keep the body on an elevation and worship it, instead

of making a meal.

' Kde-
(1) Steele’s XttsaJdfoJta (1871), p. 247. 0,0

(2) lUastiated Literary Supplement o£ tlie Cej/lon Examiner (1875), VoL I. pp- 16, 21, 45, 110, 167, 199, -23.

231, 238, 240.

(3) Ceylon Asiatic Society’s Jowmol, Vol. V., No. 16 (1870*71), p. 184.

(4) ,. „ „ V.,- No. 17 (1871-72), P.25.

(5) „ „ „ „ m. No. 26 (1882), pp. 208 and 225.

($) „ „ .. „ Till., No. 26 (1883), p.l.

(7) „ „ „ XIL, No. 42 (1891-92), p. 118.

(8) 37ie OrientalUt, Vol. 1. (1884), pp. 288, 275.

(9) „ „ II. (1885), pp. 26, 68, 10^ 147, 150, 174.

(10) „ „ ra. (1887), pp. 31, 78, 159.
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(8)

Bajeh ambu ganitnam dugiyek Mfa pavasayi— When the king takes the wife to whom is

the poor man to complain,

(4) Kandata halld Umvata handa mitiveda— Though a dog barks at a hill will it grow less.

(5) Keshevi hittara shjagananah Id Msi sahdaydk nokaratat hihili eka hiitari Id gam hipekata

elienta sahdaharanavdlu — Though the tortoise lays a hundred eggs and makes no noise, the hen

crows over her one egg for several villages to hear.

(6) Atisdreta amuda gehuvdvagey — It is like wearing a crupper to cure dysentery.

(7) Gaha uda miya dekald engili levakanavd-vagey ~ It is like licking your finger on seeing

a beehive on a tree.

(8) Keti muvo Mvdta gedara tibuna g6na Tiamata tadibivd vagey — It is like flogging the

elk-skin at home to avenge on the deer who trespassed in the fields at night,

(9) Angwah leiren sodd sudu Tcaranta berilu — It is not possible to make a charcoal white by
washing it in milk,

(10) Puhil hord haren deneyi— Who steals ash-pumpkins will be known from his shoulder.

The SarB and the Jackal

Once upon a time a hare and a jackal were sweeping a compound (midula) and they found

two pnmpkin-seeds (Lahueia)
;
these they planted, but only one grew, as the jackal nourished his

with his urine, while the hare did so with pure well-water. The bare agreed to kindly share the

pumpkin with his friend, and the jackal proposed a ruse to obtain the other requisites for pre-

paring their meal, viz., firewood, cocoanut, salt, rice, and earthen utensils. The hare laid

himself on the high road as if dead, and when any p^w^o-bearer carrying what they wanted
appeared, the jackal cried out, ‘‘keep the pingo down and kindly take away that dead hare,”

As the foolish peasant did as he was requested, the jackal carried away his pingo and the hare

scampered away. After the meal was kept on the fire, the wily jackal asked the hare to

procure for him some stalkless Macaranga tomeniosa leaves (kenda kola) and stones with roots.

The hare wandered far and wide to find them without success
;
he retnrned home late, tired, and

asked for his share of the meal. He was directed to the rice-pot, but he only found there a few
grains of rice. The insatiate jackal asked for half of that, too

;
and then ordered the hare to

stroke his back. The hare noticed a cocoanut husk (polmuduva) acting as a stopper under-
neath his tail, and, at the jackal’s request, pulled it out and was besmeared with his excretion.

He ran to a neighbouring mead, rolled himself well on the grass and came back “ as white as

wool,” determined to revenge himself on the jackal, who wanted to know how he was so clean.

The hare told him that the dhobi washed him, and the jackal, for once foolish, ran to the river-

side and requested the washerman to wash him. The dhobi took him by his hind-legs and
thwacked him, till he died, on the washing-stone, saying, “ This is the jackal who ate my fowls,”

The Story of Sohka?^

Once upon a time there was a Gramarala who had contracted such an abhorrence to the expres-
sion “ Aniccan dukhan * (this is a phrase in every-day use among the Singhalese

;
it means literally

‘ sorrow is -not eternal, and is used to express surprise or astonishment) that he formed a resolu-
tion to cut off the nose of any person, no matter who, that would dare utter it in his hearing. In

!!
tale told to a child, who is never tired of hearing it repeated.

OrienMtH Vol I. (1884), Part VI. p. 131. This is an entertaining specimen of a Ceylon folk-
story. The range of Singhalese tales IS not yet fully explored
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order to carry out tliis extraordinary resolve, he always had in his pouch a sharp knife, and, as soon

as ever he heard the words in question fall from anybody’s lips, he would rush madly upon him,

seize him by the throat and cut his nose completely off. Many of his servants, and others, too'

with whom he had to do, had their noses cut off, for no other fault than for uttering these words in

his hearing. Some did so through ignorance of his resolution, others by not having a sufficient

guard over the door of their lips.

The story goes on to say that, not far from the Gamarjla’s village, there lived two brothers, the

elder of whom was a dullard — obtuse and foolish — while the younger was sharp as a needle, and

had all his wits about him. The elder brother set out one day in search of work, and, happening

to come to the Gamarala’s house, was lucky enough to be taken into his service. He worked away

hard as he conld, and the Gamarala was so pleased with him that he treated him more kindly than

he ever did any of his other servants. One day, however, being astonished at some strange behaviour

on the part of a fellow-servant, the man let the words ^^Aniccan dukhan'^ escape his lips in the

hearing of the Gamarala, who immediately rushed upon him with frantic rage, seized him by the

throat, and mercilessly cut off his nose. No sooner was he out of the clutches of the eccentric

Gamarala than he made off as fast as he could, and reaching home, covered all over with blood, related

to his brother the sad and strange adventure which had befallen him. Hokka (for that was the name

of the younger brother) was sensibly affected by the recital of the story, and he made up his mind

to pay off the Gamar^a in his own fashion. So he said to his brother, “ Be not sad, my brother,

at the misfortune that has overtaken you, as the fruit of your actions in a former birth. Stay at

home till I go, in my turn, and earn some livelihood for us.” So saying he consoled his brother,

dressed his wound, and set out for the house of this very Gamarala, who, after a few preliminary

inquiries, took him readily into his service, telling him at the same time, that, if he conducted

himself well and performed his duties satisfactorily, he might rely on being handsomely rewarded,

Hokk^ then reverently approached him, and said to him, ** Will your honor be pleased to set

apart some special work for me, so that I may give it my undivided attention.” “ Go then and look

after my cattle” (ehenan goJiin mag% harala hald piyoi) replied the Gamarala. These words mean

literally, “ Go then and look at my cattle.” Pretending to take the cattle for pasture, HokkS
drove them to the wood, tied them to some trees in such a way that they could not graze, and,

sitting down at a place from which he could have a sight of them, he kept on gazing at them all day

long. This he did for several days, and during all the time the poor cattle had neither grass to

eat nor water to drink.

It was customary with the Gamarala to examine his cattle periodically. So one morning he

ordered Hokka to bring them up for inspection. The famished beasts were loosened from the trees

by Hokka, but not having strength to move, they fell down at the foot of the trees, and lay there

more dead than alive. Thereupon Hokka hastened into the presence of the Gamarala and said to

him, “The cattle refuse to come or even to rise, so may it please your honor to accompany me to

the wood.” When the Gamarala got there, he found, to his great horror, that the poor animals

were about to expire. Turning round, his whole frame quivering with rage, he said to Hokki, “Did
I not bid you to look after (literally look at) the cattle,” “ And does your honor mean to say that

I did not look at them ? ” replied Hokka. “ I was looking at them incessantly
;
meal-time and

night alone excepted,” The Gamarala very naturally concluded that the man was dull as a beetle

and took the words ** look at ” in their literal sense, and was thus the innocent cause of the

destruction of his cattle. He therefore did not wish to turn him out, but retained him in his

service, resolving, however, to be very precise, for the future, in the orders he would give him.

Some days after, the GamarS.la found that his large house (for he had two, one large and the

other small) required to be thatched. So he said to HokkS,, “ Mahdge, pidut'uvahapiya^^^ The word
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“ mdhdge ” laeans “ the large house,” and also “ the old woman.” Hence the order may mean,

» coyer the large house with straw,” or ‘*cover the old woman with straw.”

This was sufficient for Hokkl As soon as the Gamarala left home on his daily business,

Hokka collected a large heap of straw near the house, and carrying thither the Gamardla’s mother,

laid her prostrate on the ground and covered her with the whole he^, so that she was suffocated

to death. “ Now lie there comfortably, you old hag,” said he, and went away to attend to his

ordinary work. When the Gamardla returned home in the evening, he found only a heap of straw

near the house, and the house itself unthatched. So he smd to Hokka, “ How is it, you vagabond,

that you have not obeyed my orders?” “Not obeyed your orders?” said Hokka, “ why, what

you think S0 1 Come and see whether the old lady is not under the straw as snug as ever.”

So saying he removed the straw, when the Gamardla to his great horror beheld the corpse of his

poor mother. Cta this occasion, too, the Gamarala forgave the man, for he attributed the mistake

to his natural deficiency of intellect, and was, moreover, unwilling to part with so hardworking

u seryant,

Some time after this sad occurrence, the Oamarala received the moumM intelligence of the

death of his son-in-law, who was living in a village ^out a day’s journey from the Gamarala’s-house.

So he made up his mind to pay his widowed daughter a visit of condolence, and ordered Hokka to

hold himself ready for the journey. At dawn, the n^t morning, the Gamarala and his man left

home, after takmg a hearty meal, and continued their march till noon, when, finding themselves weary

and hungry^ they sat down to Test under the shade of a large tree. Having nothing with them in.

the shape o! food, the Gamargia handed some money to -Hokka, and bode him go^nd buy -something

for themiio eat. After going a great distance, Hokka found a bunch of ripe plantains exposed for

sale in a hut, and bought sixteen plantains with the money. He then reflected thus : If I take

these sixteen plantains to my master he will assuredly give me half the number, contenting himself*

with the other half. I do not see, therefore, any reasonwhy I should wait until he gives me my share.

1 may as well eat it here at once.” So he ate up eight plantains and started afresh with the

remainder to get to his master. After proceeding a short distance, he was sure that the Gamarala

would give him half of the eight remaining plantains,- and he therefore ate four more of the number.

After going a little further, he ate two- more, and sinll a little further he swallowed one more, reason-

ing on each occasion as he had done befc^e. There was only one- plantain left for the Gamarala,

which Hokka, on his return, respectfully offered to hknv Is it only one single plantain,” said the

Gamarala, “that you have been able to buy for so much money, you big ass” (literally, “you big

bullock,” all gono), “No, your honor,” answered Hokka. “I bought sixteen plantains with your

money.” Where then are the other fifteen?” rejoined the Gamarala^ ate them” was the

innocent reply. “ How did you dare eat them, you dog ?” (literally, “ How did you eat them, you

dog said the famished Gamarala. Upon this Hokka held the* plantain in his left hand, peeled it

with the right, and suiting the action to the wordsy he said, ‘^This- is the way I ate the plantains,

your hcmor ” and slipped the plantain down his throat.

The Gamarala now suspected, and with good reason too, that the man was more a knave than

a fool, although he looked very innocent, but suspended his^ judgment till further experience would

enable him to get at the truth. He was very weary and hungry, and haying no more money with

him, was altogether in a sad plight. Resolving, therefore; to continue his journey, he went on and

found hin^lf towards evening within a few yards of his daughter’s house. As customary with the*

Singhalese,, he sent Hokka beforehand to inform his daughter of his arrival'. On reaching the house*

Hokka said to her, “ Your father is- come to pay you a visit of condolence, and is already within a few

yards of your house. He is under medical treatment,, and the physician has desired him to eat

nothing else but seven-years-old kudu’* (the dust of the paddy found between the husk and the ^ed)..

So sayii:^ Hokka returned to the place* where he* had left the Gamarala, and,, in the meantipae,%
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Gaiaarala’s daughter set about collecting hudu, as old as she could get from her neighbours, and
prepared a Mnd of pulp with it. The GamarSla was soon at his daughter’s house, Aftw the
exchange of the customary salutations the kudu pulp was serred up. The surprised Gamarala could
not guess at the cause of all this, for he had given no offence to his daughter to deserve such treat-
ment at her hands. He felt exceedingly slighted and insulted, but concealing his feelings, he ate the
pulp merely because he had nothing else to satisfy his hunger with, and resolved on quitting the
house without a word to his daughter.

When the night wore on, the Gamarala set out with Hokka to return home He trudged on
as well as he could, and on the following ev-eaing-he was within a few yards of his own house. Here
he sat down on the stump of a tree, and sent Hokk^ forward to inform his wife of his return and of
the miserable situation he was in. Hokkd ran up to the house, and, rushing into the presence of his
mistress, said to her, “Your husband is back almost exhausted with hunger and fatigue. To show
your sympathy with him in his present unhappy condition, you had better put on sooty rags and meet
him on the edanda (a small narrow bridge over a canal or stream, constructed with single logs) sitting-

on the middle of it, like a half-starved dog (helUy^ He then returned to the Gimar^Ia and led him
over the ediZnda, and coming up to the spot where the Gamar41a»s wife was seated, kicked her down
into the deep stream below saying, “ Get away you filthy dog (helli)^ what business have you here ?

”

Of course, the poor creature tumbled down into the jcanal and met with a watery grave. The
Gamarala knew nothing about it, as it was dark, but he went on (poor wretch) fully believing that
what Hokka pushed out of the way was really a dog (helli),

Hot finding his wife at home when he got there, he thought she had gone on a visit somewhere.
He then ordered Hokkfi to prepare a tepid bath for him, but Hokk^ made the water as hot as
possible, and, taking the Gamarala to the bath, poured on him a pot of the boiling water, which
so scalded him as to make him scream out pitifully. Being now fully convinced that Hokka
was not the innocent greenhorn he had always taken him to be, the Gamarfila involuntarily gave
vent to his surprise by exclaiming, Aniccan duhkan mu mata karaiia ivdyi hetV^ (dear me, see what
this fellow is doing to me). Scarcely were the words “ Aniccan diCkkan^' out of the Gamar^la's
mouth, when Hokk4 seized him by the throat in the same manner as he had heard he had seized his

brother, and drawing out of his pouch a sharp knife with which he had provided himself before he left

home to seek employment at the Gamarala’s, he cut the Gamardla’s nose clean off, so that not a
vestige of it remained on his face. Without losing a single moment he ran as fast as his legs would
carry him, with the Gamarala’s nose safe between his fingers, and got home quite out of breath.

Finding his brother squatted at the hearth and warming himself, he gave him such a kich on the hind
part of the head, as brought his face in contact with the lig-gala (hearth-stone) and made the wound
in his face bleed. He then made his brother rise, and taking the GamarMa’s nose, he fixed it on the
spot where his brother’s own nose stood before, in such a way as to make it fit the place exactly. He
then bandaged it, after applying to it the juice of a plant which has the power of healing cuts.. In
a short time the Gamarala’s nose became a part of his brother’s face, and he was able to breathe through
it freely and to perform with it all the functions of a nose just as he had done before the Gamarala had
chopped his nose off.

Hntional ^raditioiu

In simple faith, from sire to son, are handed down two national traditions that a JAon and a
l^ivious Royal Princess were the progenitors of the Singhalese race (j§ingha^ lion, Us Wood) j and
that there will be born among the people a great empetor, Piya S§na by Dame, who will free them
from their bondage, extend his sway over the continent of India, and enable them to perform fteir

,

ceremonies and festivals once again under the shadow of their own flag.
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Th6r6 is rsssoB to beliove that ths Singhalsse srs a highly nuxed rac6, and it may be stated as a

TTorkiiig hypothesis that the several castes, except the predominating Govi or Grahapati caste, formed

tribes of a pre-historic settlement in Ceylon, intermarrying with an earlier people the autochthonie

Veddahs
;
that they were displaced by the Govi race, the Singhalese proper, who, while imposing on

them the Aryan language and Buddhism, adopted and developed the existing animistic ideas and

the rnde social organization. Of conrse, their blood freely intermingled, though not by regular

marriages, and, at a later date, the frequent intercourse with the South Indian kingdoms led to the

incorporation of Dravidian captives and emigrants with the thinly populated castes and to a further

deyelopment in their beliefs and practices.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NAVAGEAHA.

SiE,— In connexion with Mr. Burgess’ Article

on the Navagraha, amtej p. 61 ff., I wish to invite

attention to the Singhalese representations of

the heavenly bodies and their presiding divinities

in Dpham’s Biistory and Doctrine of Buddhism

^

published with coloured plates in 1828. The

Sun rides on a horse, Mercury on an ox, Mars
on a peacock, RS.hu on an ass, Saturn on a crow,

Tenus on a buffalo, KStu on a swan, Jupiter on
a lion, and the Moon on an elephant.

Abthub a. Pesera.
Flower Boadf Colombo^

17th May 190^.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

HOBSON-JOBSON.

Igeobakce in English writers of common
Indian things takes a lot of killing ; witness the

latest literary contribution to Hobson-Jobson,

It is from the Daily Mail of Saturday, April 2,

1904, and contains about the usual number of

complete errors made whenever that annual feast

is discussed in the Press.

Hobson-^obson, Hindoo Religious

EestivaL

During the past few days the Hindoo workers
on the various vessels in the London docks

have been celebrating their annual religious

festival, commonly known in Western countries

as Hobson-Jobson.

The last foor days of March are always set

apart (!) by the Hindoos (!) for the observance of

one of their principal religious rites. This year,

however, there were not many vessels in the
Royal Albert and Yictoria Docks (London), and
consequently the celebration was shorn of some
of its pomp and ceremony.

To the uninitiated the outward “ show ” appears
a ridiculous fai’ce, hut apparently the Hindoo
regards it as a most solemn festival. It would
be almost impossible to describe the dresses and
adornments of the principal characters taking
part in the ceremony.

The procession was preceded by a crude repre-
sentation of a horse. To make up this a Hindoo

was encased in a wooden skeleton of a horse with

a movable head, which was held under control by
reins.

No little consternation was caused among the

crowd assembled fco witness the celebration when
this strange creature charged into them. Follow-

ing the horse were several gaudily dressed

Hindoos, hearing aloft strange devices. Behind

these came several tom-tom players, and musi-

cians discoursing on whistles, accordions, and

comets. Following these were dancers, persons

who appeared to he engaged in a scuffling match.

Some were padded abnormally ; whilst others

were made up to represent bears and dogs.

Then came the “ well-conducted ” Hindoos,

walking in a steady manner, reciting various

prayers and exhortations. Even these had gone

to the trouble to decorate themselves for the

occasion with ear and nose rings. Last of all

came the temple, which was carried on the

shoulders of four stalwart Hindoos. It resembled

a large doll’s house, and was decorated with

gaudy ribbons.

This procession has marched several times

round both the AJhert and Victoria Docks, a

distance of several miles, and at the close of the

festival the temple was burned, the Hindoos

present making a great display as the last vestiges

of the construction were destroyed.

R. 0. Temple.

4th Ajpril 1904.^
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TATTOOING IN CENTRAL INDIA.
BY CAPTAIN 0. E. LUAED. M.A.,

Superiniendeni ofEthnography in Central India.

(Contintied from p, 228.)

XI.

THE MAIjAVA OB WESTEElir SECTION.
1. Tattooing among Mochis in Malava.

(Collected bp Mr. B. F. Vakil of Railam.)

Tattooing is confined to the female sex. The following parts of the body are tattooed; The
forehead, the part between the eye-brows, the left side of the nose, the breast or chest the upper

arms, the forearms between the elbow and the wrist, the backs of the hands and the calves of the
legs. Tattooing is generally commenced at the sixth or seventh year of ^e, and may be done at
various periods, sometimes even after the twentieth year. The designs are generally ornamental and
httle or no significance is attached to them. Only one of two colours, black or green, is employed.

The designs.

(d) On the back of the hand a figure called Sathia
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(A) On the left side of the nose spots—

( j ) On the chin a spot —

2. Tattooing among Labhanas in Malava,

(Collected by Me. D. F. VaJcil oj Ratlam.)

Among Labhanas males and females are both tattooed. Among Banjams tattooing is confined
to the female sex only. In the case of Labhana males, it is confined to the part between the elbow
and the wrist, hands, chest, i highs and feet. The marks are found more commonly on the face and
the hands. Tattooing is generally commenced before marriage between the eighth and fifteenth wear
of age.

Men tattoo on their hands a dagger —

Women tattoo on the back of their hands

—

On the cheeks a circle —

0
Between the two eye-brows —

On the chin a dot —

Bound the neck —

^ A
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3. Tattooing among Bbils in Malava.

(Collected by Mr, D. F, Falcil of Eatldm.)

Tattooing may be said to be wholly confined to the female sex, the males being tattooed in rare

cases only, the custom differing from that in Bhopawar. The forehead, the backs of the hands, and

the legs are generally tattooed. The marks are found most commonly on the legs. Tattooing is

commenced at the age of nine or ten, and it is done at once and not at various periods. No
ceremony is connected with it. No professional tattooers are employed ; the women tattoo their own
relatives or friends. On the back of the hand a flower or the figure of a womau with a water-pot on

her head, and on the calf of the leg a mango-tree, are the usual designs, Black is the onlr

colour used.

On the forehead a spot —

On the hands spots or fiowers—
0

On the calf of the leg a mango-tree—

A Paniarl, a female with a water-pot on her head—

4. Tattooing among Mhars of Malava.

(Collected by Mr. J), F, VaJcil of Ratldm,)

Tattooing is invariably confined to the female sex. Males are never known to tattoo. It is

confined to forehead, chin, cheeks, and the part between the wrist and elbow. These parts are most
exposed to view, and as the main object of tattooing is decoration, parts which are covered by
garments are generally not tattooed. It is commenced at the age of seven or eight years and always
before the marriage ceremony takes place. The designs employed are figures of the Tulsi, the
lotus-flower, the ornamental border of Sita’s sari, the crescent, Scq, Sometimes the words
rr*T Rdm-ndmf and Srf-waw, are pricked on the hand. The forehead is generally
tattooed flrst. The Mhar women here do not get themselves tattooed on the breast or abdomen.

On the forehead the crescent with wheat-grains above and below —

Spots on the chin and cheeks
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Between the wrist and the elbow, flowers, trees, words, border of Sita’s saii, &c.

-MMW
—g

or SfTfes.

5. Tattooing among Malava Brahmans, Chhanyatis, Sarvariyas, &c.
(Collected hy Mr. D. F. Vakil of Batlam.)

Tattooing is confined to the female sex only. Tattoo marks are generally made on the following
parts of the body : Forehead, nose, chin, hands, arms, breast, legs and feet. Among the local
Sarvariya Brahmans, who are a branch of the Kanjakubja Brahmans, a girl is tattooed immediately
after her marriage. Virgins are not tattooed. Among the other Brahmans tattooing is commenced
at about the seventh or the eighth year, irrespective of whether the girls are married or unmarried.
No ceremony is connected with it, but molasses and sweets are distributed among the women present*.
Among Sarvariya Brahmans Natnis (female acrobats) are employed, but among others the elderly
female members of the family tattoo the young girl. Only one colour is employed — green. The
marks are chiefly made 0131 hands, chin, cheeks and forehead.

On the back of the palm—

j

On the fingers —

«

On the feet ^

t ii

2>-

Oii the hand /I

6

, and the figure of Sita cooking —

On the cheeks — On the lower lip —
O •

On the chin

o om
On the forehead —
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6, Tattoo Marks from the Dliar State.

(Partly Malara, partly Jungle Section,}

{Collected ly Mr, W, T. Kapee of DAar.)

Males,

Parts of the body. Design. Name of Design. Meaning of Design.

Akhya, srrW -

Ghoda,

Mora,

Bicbhu, ,,

Amba, Briar

Katyar, cfTBSiyrr: ...

Phul, ^

GhaupaU,

The templee.

. Horse,

Peacock,

Scorpion.

Mango-tree,

Dagger,

Flower.

A piece of cloth on

which the game of

Song8{i,

is played with two

or three dice.
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No. Parts of the body. Besigzio Name of Design.

Oa the wrist

Meaning of Design.

<W>AA/»Ad^

[S!

Females.

8

9

10

11

12

[javaurdane,

Chank,

o

Ohandrakor,

Between the eye-brows...

“

Angara, atirrar ...

•

'Chahdrakdra ang-

On the left side of the nose

•
Tipka or Dana,

On the right cheek

•
Do. do.

On the lower lip ...

•
Do. do.

On the chin

m
Do. do.

Sita ka hata,
’

^sftrrrgFrr fTcf.

Between the shoulder and-^
the wrist.

Nisarn.!, !

W •k
Bavalya,

Barley grains.

A square (in mar-
riages thread in-

vestitures, &c.)

formed with
wheat, rice, &c.,

spread on a cloth

which covers a

stool (paf) pre-

pared as a seat for

the boy or girl.

The new moon.

A talismanic mark
to avert the influ-

ence of the evil

eye.

The new moon,
with the orna-

mental mark.

Dot.

Bo.

Do.

Do.

The hand of Sita.

Ladder.

i’he babfll tree

(Acacta araiica)^
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No. Parts of the body.

12 Between the shoulder and-
the wrist

—

(contd.).

Name 'of Design. Meaning of Design.

Cha^d, ... The moon.

Silraja, ^•5r •*. The sun.

Ramnam, ?T«T?rnT... The name of Rama.

jPanayarav, Women fetching

^ water-pots.

Pahche, ... Five square colcur-
ed pieces made of

lac for girls to

play with.

Chakra, .. A discus.

Dy Gada, ... A mace.

i i

Chalani, .. A sieve.

3<ie»‘r A pair of dollg.

W SitaMi

M Sits Mi
dhani,

• « " • • •

Sita Mata ki Ban- Sita’s kiicken.

dhani.

a Mata ki Ban- Sita’s kitchen,

»ani, ^hTRmrafi’
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No. Parts of the body. Design. Name of Design. Meaning of Design,

12

/s

Between the shoulder andi[

the wrist

—

/a

/7

-ii’ oil-
1

• « • • •

O 9
o o

Bavalya,

Tulsi Kayari, §5^^
^^rfr-

Gorbasnya,

The babiil tree

(Acacia aradica).

Tuls! plant in a

pot.

The throne of Gauri
or Parvati.

A t
/s

• * • • • »

I T
O

0

T T
5/ •

t2

Ramnama

The Gawalani,

Rama Lakhsman ki

Jod!,?x?T?^<^'rj

Bedo,

Paltana, •••

Satya or Svastika,]

The name of Rama,

Milkmaids.

Rama and his

brother Laksh-

mana together.

Water-pots.

Infantry.

Syastika.
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No. Parts of the body.

12
the wrist—(confi?.)*

Design. itTame of Design. Meaning of Design.

^
SS ^

I

Kanliayja ka Mu
gat,

- Kanhayya (Eaish-
r na’s crown),,

*

0 «*00 Chhe clane, ^ . Six dots.

y k.

\A./' Tulsi Kayara, 5- Bed of Tills! plants.

Mora A peacock.

1

Chucjiya or Baju-
banda,

An ornament
on the arm or

bangles.

Hiran kl Jodi, A couple of deer.

»• *

• 0 •*

• 0

/ • •
*• •

01 *

Chaupat,
... Cloth on which the

game of Sohgati
is played.

w w

Hathi, An elephant.

7^:
—

tC

Oamm Bavadi, ... .A. well with steps.
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Design. Name of Design. Meaning of Design.

I j

e 1

—3U Trisula, • • • Tridents,

V
1

i

T

i

1

Gorbasiiya,

1

A throne of fclie

goddess Gauri or

Parvati.

£ • • •
• •

• • • Chain!, =^rt7?fr ... Another variety of

i
sieve.

•• •
• •

1

Phul, Another variety of

flower.

<? o o
o Kui, ^ A well.

o o

^
\a Dana, ^PTT A dot-

s Chahd, Moon.

c Java, snr Barley.

i

t Lavahgc, hW . A clove.
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(To he conHmed.)
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SOME ANGLO-INDIAN TERMS FROM A XYIIth CENTURY MS.

BY SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE, BART.

(Continued from 206,)

PAGODA.

Vol, 4. tlieire Cliiefe God of all is in forme of a man SometLinge deformed, & is Set up

!ii theire great Pagods, or temples, Tif many Others Set up in theire Pagod

i.'oarts.

I^cd, 9, In this theire Cathedral Pagod.

I"oL 57. they have .... large iffabricks of Stone called Pagods

theire most holv and Esteemable Pagod Jn? Geinaet.

Fot. 84. The Bengala's (viz^ y® Jdolatrous people ot y? couutrey) have very Strange

ways of worshippinge their Gods (or rather Devils) they Set up in their Pagods, as alsoe in

t iieire owne houses.

FoL 87. Dureiuge ® time of Sicknesse y® Brachmans, some of them are very diligent

t-> sitt by them and pray, Seldom leavinge off Vnbill yf Party be quite dead, Especially to put

} ® party in mind of yf Pagod, to leave to it accordinge to his abilitie.

See Yule, s. r. Pagoda ; also ante, VoL XXII. p. 27.

PAGODA.

Foh 20. Noe man is admitted to marry Vnlesse he can purchase moneys to yf Value of

20 or 25 pagods a coine very Current heie [Choromandel].

Fol. 31. much moneys 10 or 20 : thousand Pagodes, (each Value ^f).

Fol. 32. this very Commoditie Salt draweth into yf King’s Exchequer two Millions of Old

Pagodos yearly.

Foh 51. yf Merchant giueinge 8 : 10; 20 thousand Pagodos for a Small Spot of land

[containing diamonds].

Foh 53. Currant Coynes iu this Kingdome [Golcoudah]. ffort S’^ Georg’s, viz^ New
Pagods here coyned passe all yf Kingdome over att y® Rate of 00^5 08s OOch PulHcatt

The Pagod Valueth 00 08 06. Golcondab. The Old Pagod Valueth 00 12 00. Porto

Novo & Trincombar. The Pagod there Coyned Valueth but 00 06 00.

See Yule, s, r. Pagoda. [The quotations in the text are valuable,]

PAINTINGS.

Foh 31. Very Considerable quantities of these foliowinge Commodities are here [Petti-

polee] wrought and Sold to fforaign Merchants vizf Painted Callicos of

dhers Soits.

Fol. 49. This part of y? Conntrey [Narsapore] affordeth plenty of ... . Paintings.

Foh 51. This Kingdome [Golcondab] . . . affordeth .... paintings.

Foh Ihl^ The Chiefe Commodities brought hither from Snx'atb : are

couise Paintings.

[This useful word is not, though it should hare been, in Yule. He quotes Fryer for 1673,

s. i\ palempore, thus :
‘‘ Calicuts white & painted.^' See also s. 'i . Pintado. It meant what

are now known as ‘Sprints” and “printed calicoes.” N. and B, p. 35, for 5th Oct. 1680:
‘ Advice received from Conjeveram that Lingapa had given leave for Paintings and Bantam
goods to be brought into Town.'’ P. 87, 27th Oct. ; “Upon the discovery being made that
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Peclda Yeiikatadrj’s relatives, the Pedda INaigue, tlie Chief Painter with other painters
.... had left the Town privately.” P. 42, 23rd Dec. ;

“ The Malabar painters Tasherift.”]

PALANKEEN.

Fol 13. his retinue were as foliovveth .... Six Palanchinos.

Fol, 20. the Bridegroom and bride ai'e carried in a Palanchino.

Fol* 41. his Retinue of Attendants and Menial Servants are in great number, he keep®:

Severall Palanehinoes.

Foh 43. A Palanchino is of y® forme above described [drawing], beinge a longe Squaie
fframe about 6 foot in length and 3 or 3^* foot broad, very neatly inlaid Ivory and Turtle

Shell of Excellent Workman ship plated with Silver with a large" Pamhoo of

about 15 or 16 foot longe, crooked in yf middle for y® conveniencie of sittinge Upright, or

niav ly downe and Sleep in it.

Fol 68. his lumber of travailinge Necessaries viz* Tents, Palanehinoes, Servants
Souldiery &c.

Fol 80. and thus with many faire wheedles, and comeinge downe (in person) to y? barre
-with Store of Elephants, Palanehinoes &c pretendinge to waite for kissiuge of y? Com-
madore's hand.

Ful 33. a Gentue in Hugly died and was brought downe to ye Riuer Side, his Widdow
was brought downe in a Palanchino with very great attendance after their manner.

See Yule, 5. v. Palankeen. [The quotations are good for the form of the word. N, and E,

p.25, lor 28tli J une 1G80, affords a valuable quotation here : “ In consequence of a duty of Dus-

toory or Baratta having been exacted without authority by the Governour’s Pallenkean Booys
from all the coolies that carry Pallenkeens, it is resolved to let this right to receive the said

Dustoor for one year for the sum of 20 Pagodas.’’ See ante^ Yol. XXX. p. 398 f.]

PALEMPORES.

Fol, 37. Metchlipatam, Affordeth many very good and fine Commodities, viz? all Sorts of

fine Callicoes plaiiie and colouied, more Especially fine Pallampores for Quilts.

Fol 49. This part of y® Coiintrey [Narsapore] affordeth plenty of Pallampores,

See Yule, s* v. Palempore. [A chintz bed-spread.]

PALMITO.

FoL 29. y® Groves coiis’stinge of . , . Palmito . . . yf Palmito is iioe more then a

rough Sort of Wood .... they beare Some biiiiches of friiite very lucious, but noe way pleasant

beinge noe better then wild dates, they afford liquor alsoe y* drop from yf top ot it viz? from y®

younge branches and is called date Toddy.

Fol 69. [Cuttack] adorned with .... delicate Groves of ... , Palmito.

Fot ill Tide, though he quotes s, v. Toddy: “1611. Palmiti Wine, which they call Toddy.”
[In the text the palmito is the date-palm in contradistinction to the palmyra or toddy-palm.J

PALMYRA.

FoL 1 8. they write Ypon }
® leaves of Palmero trees & w a Sharpe pointed jron (for the peniie)

an antient (yea I suppose of y® greatest antiquitie) custome, whence I doe Suppose wee had that

^ sual word a leafe of j)aper.

Fol 23. when they are younge (yea in tlieire infancie) they have Small Ones [rings] made of

palmoro loafe thrust in [their ears].
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FoL 25. throwiuge oe much more combustible things, to wit
dried

palmero leaves or the like.

FoL 29. y? Groves consistinge of . . . Palmero .... the Palmero tree affordeth
that rare liquor formerly termed Palme-Wine, now vulgarly called Toddy.

Fol, 69. [Cuttack] adorned with . . . delicate Groves of . , . Palmero.

See Yule, s. y. Palmyra. [The quotations above are nearly all valuable.]

PALMYRA, POINT.

FoL 59. Point Palmeris y® Entrance into yf Bay of Beiigala . . , , , a very wild Open
hay that Extendeth it seife from Point Conjaguaree to Palmeris.

Fol. 61. the Sea or Gulph of Bengala : viz^ between Point Palmeris (the Entrance thereof)

See Yule, s. v. Palmyra, Point. [The quotations above are valuable.]

PARA.

Fol. 58. Measures [on Choromandel Coast] . . . The Para cont
: (?) Markalls.

Not in Yule. [N. anrj E., p. 23, for 3rd June, 1680, has a very valuable quotation here : “ Eio^hi;

^mall measures make one Tomb [= Mercall], Five Tombs make one Parra, eighty Parras make
one Garce.” It is a pity that the text has a blank just here.]

PARIAH.

Fol 27. there are another Sort of inhabitants about this [Choromandel] Coast that are
Olscum of all y® rest they are called Parjars, they are of noe Cast whatever.

See Yule, 5. v. Pariah. [N. anl E., p. 34, for 21st Sept., 1680, has “every village has a Can-
coply [clerk] and a Paryar [servant] who are imployed in this office which goes from Father
to Son.”]

PATAM.

Fol o5. Metchlipatam : Soe called from y| Hindostan ore Moors Languadge word Metchli
signifieinge fish and patam Qr Patanam a towne.

Not in Yule.

PATANI.

Fol^ 145. Hee hath always been a great peace maker amonge yf Neighbouringe [to Queda]
Kings Viz^ Pattany & Jobore.

Fol. 152. Pattanie, a Eingdome that is near neighbour to this [Qaeda] lyinge on y? East
Side of this great Neck of Land called yf Malay Coast.

Not in Yule.

PATNA.

Fol 64. y? Goverment of the 3 kingdoms (namely) Orka : Bengala : & Patt&na : was Estab-
lished Ypon Emir Jemla.

Fol. 67. In ye yeare 1678 : the Emperour’s Son be sends him into y? Kingdome
of Pattana. ^

Fol. 68. Many of the Grandees of these 3 Kingdomes mett their Prince at Pattana and the
rest at Radja Mehal.

^ potent Kingdome .... this is a Conntrey of very
great Traffieke & Commerce & is really yf great Gate yt Openeth into Bengala and Orka

•
:

•

^ p.
^^^o^itty called Pattana : a very large and Spacious one indeed and is Scitnate

ue<^re to the Riuer of Ganges : many miles up.
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Fol. 98. The English East India Company have a ffactory in Pattana, adjoyneinge to the

Oitty .... The English Chiefs (by name) Job : Chanock ; hath hued here many years.

JSee Yule, 8, z?, Patna.

PATTELLO.

FoU 68. he laded 60 PateUas with Silver and by credible report tenne wf Gold Moors, each

Patella not carryinge lesse one with another .... then 25 or 30 tunns of Plate.

FoL 98. great flait bottomed Vessels, of an Exceedinge Strength w^J^ are called Patellae, each

of them will bringe downe 4:5: 6000 ; l>engala Maunds ..... Many Patellae come downc
yearly laden Wheat and Other graiue and goe Vp laden with Salt and be^iS wax y? Kings oueh
commodities.

Fol» 101. Patella: The boats that come downe from Pattana w*J* Saltpeeter or Other goods
built of an Exceedinge Strength and are Very flatt and burthensome.

See Yule, s. v. Pattello. [The quotations are valuable.]

PAW>T.

FoL 45. often chawinge Betelee Areca they call Paune.

See Yule, s. v. Pawn.

PEOUL.

Fol. 171. they carried away above 100 Picul of fine Gold out of yf Treasury.

See Yule, s. v. Pecul. [The Malay owt.'] See also ante^ Vol. XXYIIT. 37 ff.]

PEGU.

Fol. 84. [Gong] made of fine Gans of Pegu.

FoL 148. y® Kinge of Syam . , . haveinge a warre of greater consequence in hand namelr
w*? y® Kinge of Pegu.

Fol. 157, Many Ships and Vessels doe . . . arrive in this Port [Achin] from . , ,

Pegu.

See Yule, s. v. Pegu.

PEON.

Fol. 41 . his Retinue of Attendants and Menial Servants are in great number . . , . 2 or

3 hundred Panes Punes are noe Other then waiteinge

* . • . . they runne by his Palanchino or Elephant as foot boys.

Fol. dl. to Suppresse y® Leachery of him and his Punes,

See Yule, s. v. Peon. [The “boy” in “ foot-boys’’ above is probably also an Anglo-Indianism

:

see Yule, s. v. Boy.]

PEBAK.

Fol. 153, about 30 or 40 Prows they have y* belonge to Queda yt constantly trade to Ban-
garee : lanselone : and Pera, some few to Achin.

Fol. 158. fiProm Pera &c : on yf Malay Coast little Save Tinne.

F'oi in Yule. [Perak is a Malay State having about 100 miles of coast line on the west of

the Malay Peninsula.]

PESHOUSH.
FoL 71. She a most mannish woman of these ages couragiously sends him word she owed him

nothinge, nor had she ever rec? any Piscash from him whereby to make retalliation.
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Fol. 72. Accordmge to his Expectation j® English and Dutch Agents and their councels went

out in State to waite ypon him carryiiige considerable Piscasli©s with them to pfsent him with,

Foh 73. soe that they were forced to Piscasli them accordmge to their owne demands.

Fol. 134. Two of yf Grandees of his Oouncill must alsoe be Piscashed 0 pieces of fine

(Jaiiicoes or Chint each of them :

Fol, 140. yf English Merchant presenteth him a piscash not Valueinge lesse then 50 pound

Sterlinge When yf Said Merchant cometh downe to Queda he Piscasheth yf yoange

K-inge alsoe almost soe much [in Value] as he did yf Old one.

See Yule, s, v, Peshcush, [An obligatory gift to a high official.]

PETTAPOLY.

Fol, 31. yf Next English ffactorie wee have is Pettipolee it lyeth to the S

Ward of Point Dae in a Sandy bay called Pettipolea bay, yf English and Dutch have Each of

them a ffactory in yf towne.

Fol, 31. Great Abundance of White Salt is made in yf VaUies of Pettipolee.

FhL 32. Anno Doih : 1672 I stroke downe to Pettipolee in a journey I tooke Overland ffroin

S’^ Georg’s to Metchlipatam.

Not in Yule,

PIOAN.

FoL 53. in Narsapore & yf Yilladges 20 or 30 miles off they have a Small Sort of moneys

made of lead like Swan Shot and are called Picans many hundreds of them passe for One Rupee.

Noi in Yule.

PINE, PINE APPLE.

Fol* 150. They have Severall Sorts of very good ffrnit in the Countrey [Queda] ....
Pines, of last they have in great abundance more then in any Other Oountrey y* Ever I was in

y? Figure of yf Pine Apple as folioweth [illustration].

Yule has no quotations for Pine-Apple, hut see those s, v. Ananas.

PINJEEE.

Fol. 43. With a Scarlet or broadcloth coveringe (called a Pingaree) Stretched out Square

[over a Palanchino].

F(ot in Yule, [Finjrd, is ordinary Hindustani for a cage.]

PINTADO.

Fol, 7. alsoe very ingenuous in workinge Cotton Cloth or Silks, pantados.

See Yule, s, v. Pintado. [The Portuguese form of “ paintings ”
(^q. v.) or prints.]

PIPLY.

FoL 73. he wold Every yeare Send downe to yf Merchants in . . . Piplo.

Fol, 77, The Nabob and Some Merchants here and in Ballasore & Piplo.

Fol, 100. These Vse for the most part between Hugly & Pyplo & Ballasore.

Not in Yule, though it certainly should be. [One of the earliest Factories in Bengal,]

PLANTAIN.

Fol. 38. Each of these huge Aiinimals [elephants], must have at yf least 70 : plantan trees

laid in for his provender they never let them drinke any water at Sea, a Plantan
tree beinge a \ ery liquorish thing Naturally and will not dry up much in lesse then 2 months.
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Ful. 134. doth often Send us ... . plantans all the fruite this countrey
[Janselone] affordeth is Coconutt Plantau but noe fruit see plenty here as the
Plaatan.

Fol 147. haveinge y? tame Elephants by them, and good Store of Tictuals, as plantrees
[contemporary form of “ plaue-trees” ] ,

younge bamboos and yf like.

See Yule, s. v* Plantain [The last quotation is valuable.]

POLLICULL.

Fol, 49. The Dutch have a ffactorie 4 English miles above ours, & is called PolUcull : after

yf name of a Villadge there unto adjoyneinge.

in Yule, [linear Madapollam or Narsapore (^, y.).]

POMMELO.

Fol, 175. This Countrey [Achin] affordeth Severall Excellent good frnites, Namely
Pumple Mooses &c ; and yf trees beare fruite both green and ripe all y® yeare alonge.

See Yule, 5, v, Pommelo: the largest variety of orange.

PONDlCHERar.

Fol, 142. yf Southermost parts of yf Choromandell Coast, Vizf , . . PuUicherrie.

See Yule, s. v, Pondicherry. [The above is a most valuable quotation for the history of this

name. N, and E, has, p, 20, for 28rd May, 1680, Puddieherry, and p. 25, for 28th June, Puddi-
cherree.]

PONE.

Fol, 94. 4 hurries make 1 Pone or 80 : Cowries. 16 Pone make 1 Cawne or 1280 : Cowries
. , , . They seldome rise or fall more then 2 Pone in one Kiipee.

Fiot in Yule. [It is for j^an
;
see ante^ Vol. XXVII. p, 170.J

POONDY,

Fol, 56. beinge a Very Secure Coast to harbour in namely in . . , . Pondi.

Not in Yule. [Near Vizagapatam : see ante^ Vol. XXX. p. 356.]

POEE.

Fol. 83. when he hath Strucken Seven : he then Striketh 1 : viz? One Pore .... and then

Striketh 2 vizf 2 Pore : vizf midday or midnight, as 9 in yf morueinge Is one Pore, ]2 att Noone
is 2 Pore, 3 in y® afternoone 3 Pore, 0 Settinge 4 Pore and soe of yf night.

%

[For palird, a watch,] See Yule, s, v. Puhur, Ghurry, and Gong.

PORGO.

Fol, 100. A Purgoo ; These Vse for the most part between Hugly <fe Pyplo and Ballasore:

with these boats they carry goods into yf Eoads On board English & Dutch &c : Ships, they will

Hue a longe time in y® Sea : being brought to anchor by yf Sterne, as theire Vsual way is.

See Yule, s, v. Porgo ; but see also ante, Vol. XXX. p. 160.

PORTO NOYO.

Fol. 41. yf Kinge of Golcoudah, Sole Lord and Kinge of all this Coast saveinge to yf South-

ward of Porto Novo.

Fol, 53. Porto Novo & Tricombar.

Fol. 142. yf Southermost parts of yf Choromandell Coast, Viz? Porto Novo.

See Yule, s, v. Porto Novo
;
who doe not, however, trace the history of the place. [The fol-

lowing quotations from N. and E. are very valuable in this connection. P. 13, 20th March 1680 :
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Intelligence received from Porto Novo that the Dutch have leave to settle a Factory there.’"

P. 44, 6th January 1681: “ Accordingly it is resolved to supply to the Soobidar of Sevagee’s

Country of Cbengy for a Oowle to settle Factories at Cooraboorand Coonemerro and also at Porto

Novo, if desired, the Company’s Merchants engaging to deliver cloth there at the same rates

as here.”]

PORTUGUESE.

FoL 82. A great Multitude of Portugals inhabit y® Kingdome of Bengala, Especially in Hugly

and Some Other Cieeks or Eivoleta of y® Riuer thereof, many of them are filias de Lisboa (as they.

call them selvs) viz* European’s home, but many more of them are filias de Indies

The Portugals are admitted to Hue in any part of the Kingdome [of Henga^a], with freedome

Enough, but not soe much as Some of their richest men, ffidalgas, as they call them viz? Gentlemen

doe Expect.

Fol 83. The Portugueeses haveing collected a good Sum of moneys to y® End they might

build a very large & decent Church.

Kot in Yule. [By Portugals and Portugueeses were meant Portuguese half-breeds and also

Eoman-Catholic converts, often pure Natives of the country. N. and E. p. 3S, for 1 st November

1680, has a valuable quotation here: “It is resolved to Entertain about 100 Topasses or Black

Portugez, the better to guard the washers.”]

PEOW.

Foh 131. Piratts . , . . have many eunninge places to hide themselves and theire men of

warre Prows in.

Fot 138. A great prow of about 40 tuniis in burthen had gott in privately and traded for

tinne . . . the Dutch . . . by order of theire Chiefe Merchant there Seized y? Prow . . .

therefore that Prow and her goods were theire lawful! Prizie tooke y® Prow and her

goods by Yiolence out of yf hands of y? Dutch.

Foh 139. each of the 3 Sea Ports Shold build and fitt out to Sea 2 men of warre Prows,

each to carry 10 gunns and Pattereros, & well manned and fitted with Small arms.

Foh 144. they Sent away yf Other Seamsen in a Prow bound for Achin.

Foh 144. but they [the Portugueeses] did not longe remaine in Slavery before they tooke a fitt

Opportunitie to make their Escape in a Prow.

Foh 153. 5 or 6 great Prows yearly from Borneo, and about 30 or 40 Prows they have yl

belonge to Queda.
^

Foh 157. with infinite Numbers of Prows from yf Malay Shore.

Foh 161. there is Sent off from y? Gustome-bouse a Small flyinge Prow . . . yf Prow
goeth on Shore again.

See Yule, s. v. Prow, and ante, Vol. XXX. p. 160. [Yule’s information requires much supple-

menting.]

PEVAMAN.

Fol. 159. There are Several! Radjas Ypon Sumatra .... Especially those of . ^ ^

Pryaman.

Not 111 Yule.

PIJLIOAT.

Foh 31. Some twenty or twenty two miles to yf Northward of ffort Georg’s the Dut[o]h

have a towne and Garrison called Pullioatt.

See Yule, s. v. Pulicat, sjidante, YolXXX. p. 855.
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PULO.

FoL 149. Pullo in y? Malay tonguo Signifieth Jsland.

2^0

1

in Yule.

PULO GOMU8.

FoL 157, [Ackin Road] almost laud locked y® heatl of Sumatra: Pullo Way ; and Pullo

Gomus : and 2 or 3 Small Jslands and rocks, y® land is all Mountaneous and woody Save where

y? Oitty Standeth : more Especially the 2 Jslands Way and Gomus, haveinge noe low land about

them, nor are they inhabited more then Some banished Cripples Sent from y? Oitty,

]!^ot in Yule, but see his quotation s, v. Penang.

PULO SAMBELONG.

FoL 131* Tlie Saleeters are absolute Piratts, and often cruiseinge about lanselone Sd Pullo

Sambelou &c Jsles neare this Shore.

No/ in Yule. [Oft the South-West Coast of the Malay Peninsula.]

PULO WAT.

FoL 157. [Achm Road] almost land locked w^? y® head of Sumatra Pullo Way: and

Pufio Gomus .... Especially the 2 Jslands Way and Gomus, haveinge noe low land about

them, nor are they inhabited more then Some banished Cripples Sent from y? Oitty.

Not in Y"ule.

rUTTA.

FoL 132. They have noe Sort of Coyned monies here [Janselone] save what is made of tiune,

IS melted into Small lumps .... One Small Inmpe or Patta valueth here 3? Eng®|> One

great Patta is 2^ Small ones Val
:

penny En®.^ w®^ is theire Currant moneys and noe Other

when a Small parcell then for soe many Viece : or soe many great or Small puttas;

4 glreat puttas make a Viece 10 Small ones is a Vieoe,

Not in Yule.

tJUALA.

Fol, 161. brought to Quala (viz^) yf barre att y? Riuer’s mouth by <m& of yf Queen’s [of

Achin] Eunuchs.

Not in Yule : the estuary of a large river. See also Yule, s, v. Oaky.

QUEDUA

FoL 77. The Elephants of Oeylone are best Esteemed of here . . . then those of Tanassaree

iliueda : or Syam.

Fol, 143. Queda : A Kingdome (soe called) Ypon yf Malay Coast, the Chiefe Roade &

Eiuer called of y? Same from the Chiefe towne or Oitty thereof. It is yf largest and most Navigable

Riuer in this Kingdome .... and Navigable att any time tip to y? towne of Queda : is

not iesse then 60 English miles above y? barre thereof.

Fol. 144. But many rogues lye Sculkinge about yf Jslands of Queda -and about yf Riuer of

Old Queda .... came boldly Vp to Queda and Sold the goods to Sarajah Oawn : a Chulyar

& chiefe Shabandar of Quedah.

Fol 145. This Kingdome hath lined Vnder a happy Goverment in peace many years with all

Nations Save y? Hollander, whoe have warre w*J* Queda (through theire owne Seekinge).

Fol 146. feasteth them very Nobly, (A RoyaHy accordinge to yf Customs of Queda).
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Fol. 148. The Kinge of Queda is Tributary to him of Syam, although y? tribute he payeth

be but inconsiderable in it Selfs, beinge noe more then annually a gold flowre, not Exceedinge 20

pieces of 8 m Value, yet he must Send or incurre his displeasure,, y? like all y« Kings Vpon y‘

Malay Coast muht doe.

FoL 153. This River of ^eda is a Very good Rmer and soe is that of Old Queda yt lyeth

to y? Southward of this.

See Yule, s. v Qnedda. [^'he quotations are good.J

{To be continued,')

XOTES ON INDIAN HISTOEY AND GEOGEAPHY.
BY J F. FLEET, ICS (Eetd ), Ph D., C.I.E.

EaYifevara’s KavirStjam^rga.^

There is a Kanarese metrical work, entitled KavirS.jama.rga,— or, by slightly free translation,

the Path of Poets Laureate,” —-which deals with, almiikdra- or the art of ornate poetical expressiou.

It appears to have been, first brought to notice in 1890,2 in Karndtahasabddnusdsanam, Introd,

pp, 7, 23, by Mr. Eice, who. wrongly attributed the composition of it to the Eashtrakuta king

Nripatuhga-Amngliavarsha 1. It has been ‘‘edited” by Mr. K. B. Pathak, B.A., in the capacity of

“Assistant to the Director of Archasological Eesearches m Mysore,” as a volume of the Bibliotheca

Oarnatica, entitled ‘‘Nyipatunga’s Kavir^jamargga,*’ published in 1898 at Bangalore under the

“direction” of Mr. Eice. And, in, the opening vrords. of the editor’s Introduction, — which, it may

be remarked, has been also issued, without its. last four or five paragraphs, as an article in the Jour,

Bo. Br. As* Soo, Yol. XX. pp. 22 to 89, — it is indicated as the oldest Kanarese work that

has as yet been discovered. It may well be such
;
though it is not by any means the earliest

specimen of the Kanarese language, as we have Kanarese records of the Western Chalukya kings,

of the Rashtrakiita kings, and o£ theAYestein Gahgaprinces of Mysore, which are of earlier times.

And it IS also of interest in having a bearing upon, the^ date of the Sanskiit writer Dandin, whose

treatment of the same topic has been, partially at any rate,, folloived, whether by direct adaptation or

by second-hand borrowing, m it. And is, therefore, worth while to consider carefully what

the*period and circumstances of the composition of this work really were. The work is

not dated. But it contains statements and alljisioas, by means of which, the points in question can

be. determined.

As may be gathered! even from the title given, by him to, his> volume, the editor of this

so-ca^.l©d Kripatnngu^’s. KavirajamS-rga has followed Mr. Rice in assigning the composi-

tion of it to the BAshtrakhta king NyipatxmgapAmfighavarsha I. He has primarily based

^ It may be thought that this Note, which is practically a review of a book that wa@ publibhed in 181)8, makes

a rather late appearance. And so it* does. But, for a long time after the book in question reached me, in 1899,

I was nnable to write about it, partly through being very much engaged in. more important work, and partly

because of the diffionlty of obtaining inEugland some* other Kanarese books which it was necessary to examine

and qnote. And now, for more than a year, the-Note has lam apaong my papers, hnished except for the final reading

that was ol course necessary before sending it out:, bnt a constant pressure of affairs has prevented me from giving

it that final reading. I do not, however, regret the delay ; because recent receipt of Mr. R. Narasimbachar’s edition

of the K>lvydval'ikana (see note 5 on page 197 above), one of the other works which I particularly wanted to

see, — has enabled me to make some very appropriate improvements, especially in connection with the fact that

there were two Kanarese writers, and not simply one, named N^lgavarma, — J F. F. ; November, 1903.
* The editor of the Kaiir has said, almost at the beginning of his Introduction, that the

marga “ was first introduced to Oriental Scholars by Mr lUoe m a paper contributed to the Journal of tbe Royal

Asiatic Society And to this remark he has attached tbe footnote "For July 1883,’^ without specifying any page.

I have had occasion to read, more than once, Mr. Rice’s article on “ Early Kannada Authors” in the Jour.

12. As. 8oe,f N. S , Vol. KV., 1883, pp, 29o to 314, With nothing to guide me beyond the vague and slovenly reference
given by the editor of the Kavif^Jam6,rga, I can only say that, in that article by Mr. Rice,'’l cannot find any mention
Qf the work in question, or detect anything that earn be recognised as an allusion to it.
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that co-nelusioa upon three expressions in the work itself, \Yliiuh he has quoted on page 2 ol h.s

Introduction. According to the text of the book, those expressions are, in chapter S, verse 98, —
Nnipatuhgad^va-inafcadinde, — “by the opinion of Nripatuiigad6va ; in chapter 3, veise 11,

—

Atisayadhavala-dharadhipa-matadindam, — “ by the opinion of the king Atisayadhavala
;

and in

chapter 3, verse 1, — akhila-dharii-vallabhan .... Amoghavarshsha-nrip^ndraih, — “the great

king Atnoghavarsha, the favourite of the whole earth.” The editor, — who, it may here be remarked

once for all, has for the most part abstained from presenting translations of passages relied

on by him or even indicating the meaning of them, and so lias avoided facilitating an under-

standing of the matter by tho&e who do not know Kanarese, — has not said anything about ihe

context of these expressions, which he has thus detached from their surroundings. Nor hus he

attempted to shew how these three separate expressions arc to be combined with each other. But,

from the simple citation of them, he has proceeded to say: — “From these expressione it is manifest

“that Nripatnuga composed the Kavirajamarga, that he had the titles of Amoghavarsbslia and

“ Atisayadhavala, and that he was a paramount sovereign. And since he writes in Kaiiua.la, it may

“ be turther inferred that the Karnataka formed part of his dominions. Two verses ” — (^a footnote

specifies chapter 1, verse 90, and chapter 3, veise 18), — “which praise Jina, leflect the relig ous

“opinions of the author. These facts enable us to identify him with the Rasshtraku^ emperor

“Nripatuhga or Amoghavarshsha I.” A mare feeble way of asserting a result, without any attempt

at explanation or argument, could hardly be conceived. But that is not all. Having started by

enunciating that result, the editor has proceeded to tell us (Introd. p. 2) that there are “ one or two

^‘expressions,” in the colophons and elsewhere in the work, which are “apt" to lead us into a belief

opposed to. it. He* has. then explained away, to his awn satisfaction, in a manner which will be

exhibited further on, the obstacle raised by the colophons.* He has not attempted to explain away

the obstacle presented by another passage (chapter 2, verse 53), mentioning the name of Atisaya-

dhavala but not of Nripatuhga, which, he has admitted, “cannot be so satisfactorily explained,”

and “is calculated to give one the impression that the writer of the work was different from

“ Nripatuhga.” But, stamping it as a solitary instance, he has proceeded (Introd. p. 3) to set off

against it four other passages (chapter 1, verses 24, 147, chapter 2, verse 27, and chapter 3, verse I),

in respect of which it is sufficient to say, here, that neither does- any one of them, nor does the context

of any one of them, mention the name of Nripatuhga ;
they mention only the names Atisayadhavala

and Am6ghavarsha. He has then cited two passages which do not mention either of the two names

which are mentioned in, those four passages. 0*f these two. par>sages, one (chapter 3, verse *225) simply

compares some person, who the editor says is Nripatuhga, and whom we may take to be Nripatuhga

though his name is not mentioned in it, to “ a flight of steps leading to the sacred waters of

“Sarasvati” And the other (chapter 3, verse 2.30) says,, according to the editor’s rendering of it,

that “knowledge contaiiMBd in Nripa-tuhga-dSva-m^rgga or Kaviraja-margga is a ship whach safely

“ carries a high-souled person across the ocean of Kanna^i poetry,” We need not lay any stress

upon the fact that the original of this passage does not contain anything answering to the words “ or

Kaviraja-margga” and “ Kannada,” which are gratuitous insertions by the editor. The editor has

then proceeded to tell ns that “these facts — (namely, the six passages thus presented by him) —
prove that Nripatufiga composed the present work.” He has then cited two verses, which, he has

said, tell us that “Nripatuhga-dSva-margga means the path indicated by the great Nripatuhga.

Of these, one is verse 105 of chapter 2, from which* he has. q^uoted the words, — maha-Nripatunga-

devan»ddaradole pfelda margga,— which would mean literally *• the path very kindly (or encourag-

ingly), declared by the great NripatuhgadSva ;

” the other is verse 106 of chapter 3, which does not

mention the name of Nripatuhga, and from which he has quoted the words, — Atisayadhava}-

hpadSsarUj^rgga, — which mean literally “ the path of the teaching of Atisayadhavala.^^ And he

has arrived at the conclusion (Introd. p. 3) that the title of the work, Kavirdjamdrga, is thus easily

‘^explained” as meaning “ the path indicated by the king of poets who is no other than Nrip^tunga

“himself.”
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Having thus followed the editor through a series of mere assertions which do not present
anything in the way of discriminative reasoning, we may now proceed to deal with thematter in a methodical manner. As, unfortunately, so often happens in correcting a wro
assertion, the misleading result propounded by the editor in respect of the author of the work
cannot be replaced by the correct result by an equally brief process. But the longer inquiry has this
advantage, that it leads us ultimately to some interesting points which the editor has overlooked
altogether, — the name of the real author of the work, the name of the earlier authority whom h«
followed, and the w'ay in which he proceeded in composing his work.

In trying to discover the person by whom any particular ancient work has been composed we
most naturally look, in the first place, to any colophon which that work may have. And we, there
fore, turn first to the colophons of the Kavirftjamarga, of which there are three, one at the end
of each of its three parichclikedas or chapters.

The colophon of the first chapter runs . Gadya || Idu parama-sri-Nripatuhgadev*
anuniatam=appa Kavirajamarggadol d6shad6sh-aiiuvarnnana-nirnnayatii prathama-parichchhMam

The colophon of the second chapter runs : — Idu sri-Nripatungadav-2numatam=app»
KavirajamarggadoJ sabdalamkara-varnnana-nirnnayam dvitiya-parichchhSdam sampurnnaih.

tl'e colophon of the third chapter runs : — Idu parama-SarasvatitirlthavaMra-
Wripatungadev4numatara=appa KaTirajam4rggadol=artthaiamkavam tritiya-parichclihMaih it
Havirajaniargg-Alamkaram samaptam t|

For the information of Sanskritists who may not know Kanarese, it is to be explained that theword KMjamdrggadol is the locative singular, aud that appa is a form of the relative present
^rticiple of dgu, ‘to become.’ and has the effect of placing the word which precedes it in apposition

at locative ^ The exactly corresponding Sanskrit expression, for the colophon of theSt chapter, would be parama .... dnumaii Kavirdjamdrggi. And the literal translation

rt.'

* prose- This is the first chapter, (entitled) the description of thosemgs which are faults and those which are not faults, in the Kavirftjamarga which is approved
° glorious Npipatufigadfiva.” The colophons of the second
and third chapters, which deal with embellishment of sound and embellishment of sense, have exactly
the same purport in respect of the point under consideration.

It seems almost absurd, to have to point ont that, if there had been an intention Vindicate
acinalcompositionof theworkby the Hripatnhga who is thus mentioned in the colophons, therewon ave eenuse

, instead of anumata, ‘assented to, concurred in,’ some such word as raehita or

SSS •’
the colophons

r Kpipatunga,andthatit wa8

viewTltcLsT® represented himself as simply putting forward

the oolonbftTiQ a
^ Jfppatnfiga. The editor, however, while admitting (Introd. p. 2) that^colophons are some of “ one or two expressions occurring in the present woA, which are apt to

•attors
presenting those passages of the original which I quote. The

tliat Ms Kanarese text doas ba t 4. ^ xi.
original exactly as it stands. And there is no guarantee

proper nasals, wherever the use of the Ltle
m my guide. But I have replaced the anutvirai by the

books, in omitiing TSew *^<1^
^

a coMonant.
* *‘*'^‘

1. or ). and a following word commenoing with

eolophott of, for inetano'e, t^ 4^'^^ 0
?*^!^*'' instead of anmiata, the latter part of the

purposes further on t — Idn naTia.ma.T-
-P‘iwpa-Rdm(3t/ana, a work to which we have to refer for other

kirana-chaiidrik&-ohak6ram ^^^^?^^^^®*^^^^‘^®^®^®^**^^^8i’®^^achandrainunindra-oharaiia-nakha*
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‘‘lead one into the belief that Nripatuhga may not have been the real author of the work,” has h.i*!

the assurance to follow up that admission by the assertion that “ the word ‘ anumatam’ is obvioudy

‘‘ intended to express the author’s approval” — (that is, according to his representation of tlie

matter, the approval of Nripatuhga-Amoghavarsha I.)— “ of those views of his piedecessors, wliudi

“are sumniaribed in the present work.” That assertion is nothing but a gratuitous misrepresentation

oi the meaning of the colophons, which do not contain any allusion of any kind to views ot

predecessors. And there is not anything in the body of the work, which could justify any such

tampering with the plain meaning of the colophons.

The next most natural step is to turn to the opening verses of the work. The fir^t inn

vemes run as follows :
—

Sii talt=uradoJ kaustubha-

jata-dyuti balasi kaiidapatadsant-ire sam- |

pritiyin=avanan=agalal

Nitinirantaran=udaraii=a Nyipatuhgam |i 1, 1.

Eyitakyityamallan^aprati-

hata-vikraman=osedu ViranStrayaiian^a- I

pp«Ati&ayadhavalarii iiamag«ig=

atarkkitopasthita-pratap-odayamaih (I 1, 2.

Translation : — (Verse 1) “ Let Fortune, — clinging to (his) breast, with the lustre, born from

the kauslubha'jewel, lying round (her) like a screen surrounding a tent, — not abandon with (her)

affection him (literally, whom?)
;
(namely) the noble N itinirantara (“he who never ceases to display

statesmanship”), that (famoxLS^ or weli-hnown) Nyipatuhga I — (Verse 2) “Let Ati&aya-

dhavaja,

—

who is Kritakpityamalla (“the wrestler, or the most excellent, of those who have

done their duty”), and who, possessing prowess which has not been checked (just as the yod

Vishm-Ndrdyana had three strides which were not obstructed), has pleasingly become

ViranArftyana, — give to us a development of power that comes quite unexpectedly I
”

In respect of the next two verses, it is sufficient to state that, in them, the author has given

utterance, in expanded terms, to the prayers ; — Let the goddess Sarasvati lovingly take up her

abode in my thoughts !
” and :

— “ Let those supreme great poets, from whose jaws compositions,

properly adorned by the most excellent embellishments, have made their appearance, be our aid m
this work !

”

The real nature of the first and second verses is quite unmistakable. In the first of them,

the author of the work prays that good fortune may never desert a person, Npipatunga,

whom the expressions employed by him mark as a person of exalted rank. In the second, he

asks Ati&ayadhavala, — whom, in this stage of the inquiry, we might, or might not, be inclined

to identify with the Nripatuhga who is mentioned in the preceding verse, — to inspire him vvith

a power, in dealing with the subject lying before him, which he himself, unaided, could not hope

to display. And the true nature of the second verse, at any rate, was rightly understood by

Mr. Rice, when he said : — “ Commencing with reverence to Afcisaya-dhavala, e, his father

“ Govinda or Prabhuta-varsha, ‘ to whose court only learned and skilful poets were admitted,’

“Nripatuhga goes on to mention,” That exposition of the verse, indeed, involved the mis-

takes of taking Nripatuhga-Amhghavarsha I, to be the author of the work, and of taking Atisaya-

dhavala to be lus father Prabhutavarsha-Govinda III., though it had been made known from the

Sirur inscription, published seven years before that sentence was issued, that Atisayadhavala

Nripatuhga-Amoghavarsha 1.® But Mr, Rice was so far correct, in that he properly understood

this verse as containing a prayer or request addressed by the author of the work to Atisayadhavala.

On the other hand, the editor of the Kavirdjamdrga could not, and did not, ignore the fact that

^ KarfidtaJcaiabddnui^hsanamf Introd. p, 23.

® See Vol. XII. above, p. 215. For a revised edition of this record, see VoL YII, p. 202.
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A tisayadhavala was Nripatanga-Amogbavarsha I. Bat, in order to uphold the assertion that

Xnpatuhga-AmogbaYarsha I. was the author of the work, he was obliged to misrepresent the real

nature of these two verses. An I he has asserted (Introd. p. 3) that “ Kannada authors sometimes
• transfer their owu titles to the god whose aid they invoke in their works

;

” and, for some reason

r.r other omitting at this point the appellation Atisayadhavala, he has followed up this assertion hr

the amazing statement that it is therefore not surprising to find that the god who is praised in

“ the opening verses of the Kavii-ajamarga is called Niipatufiga, Nitinirantara, Kritakritya-tnajjj^

and Vira-Narayaiia.’* This statement, which simply means that Nripatunga-Amoghavarsha I. as

the (alleged) author of the work, invented a god, and invested him with four of his own appellations

merely in order to invoke him in the opening verses of his work, cannot he characterised, mildly as

anything but a most indecorous attempt by the editor to abuse the confidence ot his readers.

Ill support of his general assertion tliat Kanarese authors sometimes transferred their

own titles to gods whose aid they invoked in their works, the editor has put forward only

one alleged specific case. He has said (Introd. p. 3) :
— “ Abliinava-Pampa may be cited as an

••instance in joint.'’ And for this he has given, in a footnote, the hopelessly vague reference

•• Pampa-Ramayana, edited by Mr. Rice.” It would be a large order, to peruse the whole of the

Pampa-EAm^yaga on the strength of such an assertion and refeience. And it is, really, unnecessary

to attempt the task; because, whatever might have been done by Abhinava-Pampa or any other

wiitervS, it would not upset the plain meaning of the references to the author^s patron, and not to any

god. as Kitinirantara, Niipatuiiga, Atisayadhavala, Kritakrityamalla, and Viranfirayana, in the first

two verses of the Kaoirajamdrga, But this much may be said, as the result of an examination ot

those parts of the Pampa-JRdmdyana or Rdmachandracliantapuvdna^ according to the revised

edition, published as a volume of the Bibliotheca Caruatica at Bangalore In 189 2,^ in which we might

hope to find anything tending to support or excuse the assertion made by the editor of the

Kavirdjamdrga, The author of the Pampa-Edmdgam has not invoked any god at all in the

introclactory stanzas of his woik, namely, verses 1 to 41 of the first diodsa or canto. Nor has he

invoked any god in the colophons, of which there are sixteen, one to each canto
;
his only allusion to

a god there (see, for instance, note 4 on page 260 above) is in his description of his preceptor,

Balachandra, as “ the autumn moon of the group of water-lilies that w^as the doctrine of the supreme

Jma.” He has presented his own personal name, Nagachandra, in the two concluding stanzas of

the work, verses 97, 98 of canto 16 : but he has not there alluded to any god named after himself;

in those two verses, he has simply sounded his own praises, asserting® that he w^as the only real

jMiet upon whom Sarasvafci had conferred the boon of being ab'e to do jubtioe to the story of Rama,
and that no poets, past or contemporaneous, had dealt with it so ably.® In each of the sixteen

enlophons, he has described the work as “composed {viracliita) by Bharatikaniapura, the famous

^ The title-page marks this volume as edited by Mr. Rice. But ou page 13 of the Introduction we are told

that his Senior Pandit, Mr. Baradagunte Srinivas Ayyangar, oorrooted this revised edition throughout, and '^may
“ be considered its editor.*'— I had to obtain this book, in order to investigate the assertion made in connection with
it And it took a long time to procure a copy. Eventually, a copy reached me in June, 1902.

* See, more fully, the abstract transla,tion of these two verses ou page 96 of the Introduoton to the Pawp«-
R<w)i%ana, In the text given there in a footnote, the word Jatna-Jcoiheya’ili^ in the last line of verse 97 (

= 98),

does not agree with the Kaaatese text of the work itself, which presents RCma-Jcatheyam
9 These two verses illustrate a habit which various Kanarese authors had, of singing their oun praises on

e\epy possible occasion, and sometimes in very high-flying langnage. The following other samples of these “not
unfrequent but strange verses," as Dr. Kittel has termed them, may be biought together here.

In the third of the concluding verses of his Kcsii4ja has declared that, recognising the
abundance of charms in it, all learned people will do honour to hij work as a tasteful ornament to &ri and a second
lute to Sarasvatt,

In verse 10 of the first canto of his Pamya’Bhdxata or Vihravnarjunavljaya^ the original Pampa has proclaimed
himself pre-eminent in poetry just as his patron GunSrnava-Arik^sirin TI. was pre-eminent in virtue ; and, in

verse 59 of the last canto, he has asserted that his Bh&mia and id^purd m had thrust down and trampled ou all

previous poems.

And, in his Chhaudombudhi or Chliandum'burdiij the earlier Nagavarma has “gone one better still
: " in the first

verac, speaking of himself as Kavirajahamaa, he has announced that his extensive command of the choice of word*
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Abhinava-Patnpa;”i« and he has thus shewn that he had the secondary appellations of Abhinava-
Pampa, by which he seems to have been best known, and of BhAratikarnapdra. He has introduced"
the appellation Abhinava-Pampa in the first verse of each canto after the first. He has introduced the
appellation Bharatikarnapfira in the last verse of each of cantos 2, 3, 7 and 8. And he has similarlv

introduced an appellation Kavitamanfihara in the last verse of each of cantos 1, 10, and 12 to 15
and an appellation Sahityavidyadhara in the last verse of each of cantos 4 to 6, 9, and 11
whereby he has established for himself the further appellations Kavitamandhara and Sahitya-
vidyadhara. In all these passages, however, the author has distinctly alluded to himself, and not* to
any god named after himself. The real nature of these allusions by the poet to himself, was properlv
recognised by the editor of the Pampa-Rdmdyana, who, on page 19 of his Introduction to the work,
has, in his analysis of the poem, summarised verse 1 of canto 2 as “ invocation praising himself-’’

to which he has attached the footnote :
— “It is a peculiarity of the poem that the concluding and

"opening stanza of each dhdsa, in continuing the action described in the narrative, introduces the
“ author's name in place of the hero’s.” But, as a sample of what the poet actually did, we will

examine the passages which first introduce the appellations Kavitamandhara and Sahityavidyadhara.

Terses 122 to 130 of canto 4 take the narrative to the point at which Janaka, mounted on the
magic horse, — actually, on a Vidyadhara (see the prose after verse 102) who had assumed the
guise of a horse for the purpose, — arrived at the town of Bathanfipurachakravala, and found, in

a grove near it, a very charming temple of Jina ; then comes a prose sentence, which says :

"Having seen this most excellent temple of Jina, and having circumambulated it;” then comes
verse 131, which says, in expanded terms, that Sahityavidyadhara entered the Jain temple in order

to sing a hymn of praise to the Jina
;
then verse 1 of canto 5 says, similarly in expanded terms

that Abhinava-Pampa entered the temple of Jina
;

and then the action is carried on by a prose

sentence, which says : — “Thus having entered, and having adorned the central hall with the rays of

light from the water-lilies that were his feet, and having faced the lord of the three worlds, bringing

his hands together like a water-lily closing a bud
;
” and so there is introduced the prayer, beginning

in verse 2, addressed by Jauak'a to the god. Here, the name Sahityavidyadhara plainly denotes,

from one point of view, Janaka, as having in company with him (sdHiya) the Vidyadhara
in the guise of the horse, and, from the other point of view, Abhinava-Pampa, as being a very

demigod or master of learning (vidyddhara) in literary composition (sdhitya). And thus the

author here brought himself distinctly into the action of the narrative, by identifying himself, through

the appellation Sahityavidyddhara, with the hero of this part of it. Again, verse 138 of canto 1

brings an eailier part of the narrative to the point at which, — two sons, Yijayabahu and Puramdara,

having been bom to Surendramanyu, son of Vijayaratha, — the latter, Vijayaratha, having thus

“three eyes,” had made to bow down to himself all the three worlds, the desires of which, directed

towards himself, w-ere multiplied to a three-fold extent; and verse 139 recites that, having given

to the Earth the gratification of all her desires, — with the goddess Speech displaying herself

as the flamingo on the water-lily that was his mouth, and with his Fame reaching so far and wide a.s

for what is to be -expressod by them, and of the nse of qnalificative expressions with what is to be qualified by them
and of the employment of metaphors, had thrown into the shade even Kfilidfisa ; in verse 3, he has spoken of himself,

again as Kavira^ahamsa, as ** the only man on earth” who knew how to speak (compose) with elegance and sweet-'

ness; and in verse 249, given to illustrate a certain metre, he has mentioned himself as Nfigavarma, and has

described himself as matching the gods Brahman, Indra, and "Vishnu in his possession of surpassingly excellent

speech and other attributes, and as not having any match (apart from them).

For some Sanskrit verses of the same class, attributed to Samantabhadra and Akalanka, reference may be made
to Dr. Hnltzsoh’s ti'auslation of the Sravana-Belgola epitaph of Hallishena ; JSp* Jnd, Yol, III. p. 199, verse 8;

p. 200 f., verses 23 to 23.

We find a tendency towards this southern habit of bombastic self-praise in even the Aihole inscription of

A, D. 634-35 ; Bavikirti, the composer of that record, has therein described himself as having “by his poetic skill

“attained to the fame of KalidAsa and of Bhdravi ;
” see jBf). Jnd Vol. VI. p. 12, verse 37.

The habit contrasts i*emarkably with the modesty of the illustrious poet Kfilidfisa himself, who, in the second

verse of his Uaghuvam^a, has intimated that he felt at least considerable doubt whether he could do justice to the

great topic that he then had in band, the history of the Solar Race. -

See, for instance, page 210 above, note 4. -
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to become ornaments over the tusks of the pfuardian elephants of the distant regions,n and wUh the

title Jao-aiianakanbhabbushana, “ ornament of the throats of mankind,’ haring become his own

title, descriptive of his attributes, - Yijayaratha shone out ns KavitamanOhara ;
verse 1 of canto 2

-.avs'that Abhinava-Pampa became famous, having caused Fortune to abound excessively in liberality,

and Speech in the display of gentleness, and Fame in promoting the welfare of the Jain scriptures;

and the action is then taken up again by a prose sentence, which says :
— “ When that same king

Yiiavaratha was, on a certain day, holding a public darbilr
;

at that time
;
” and so there is

introduced verse 2, which proceeds to narrate that there came in hurriedly a doorkeeper, and so on.

Here, from one point of view, the appellation KavitamanSbara certainly means “ he who charms

the mind with his poetry,” and denotes the poet
;

while, fiom another point of view, it must m some

way or another have such a meaning that it denotes also Yijayaratha.i2 And thus, at this point

.tgain, though not in so dramatic a fashion, the author has certainly again introduced himself into the

action of the narrative, by identifying himself with the hero of this part of it through the appeUation

Kavitamanohara.

In these two passages of the Pampa-'Edmdijana, and in all the similar ones, the author of

that work has distinctly referred to himself, and not to any god named after himself. In not one of

them is there to be found, nor can I detect anywhere else, the slightest shadow of a basis in fact for the

assertion, made by the editor of the Kavirdjamdrga, that Abhinava-Pampa, in his Pampa-Bdmdyana^

transferred his own titles to a god whose aid he invoked. And there is not the slightest shadow of

a basis in fact for the editor’s assertion, or suggestion, that, in the first two verses of the

Kavirfiijamarga, Nripatuhga-Amoghavarsha I., as the (alleged) author of the work, praised a god

mentioned, after himself, by the names of Niipatunga, Nitinirantara, Kritakrityamalla, Vira-

nilrayana, (and Atisayadhavala), Those two verses embody requests made by the author of

the work. The first of them prays for the welfare of a person, mentioned as IS’ripatufiga and

I^itinirantara, whom he has marked as a person of high rank and has most distinctly indicated as

his patron. In the second of them he has asked a person, whom he has mentioned as

Ati&ayadhavala, Viranardyana, and Kritakrityamalla, to inspire him with ability to perform

the task lying before him. And, even apart from the colophons, the first of these two verses is

sufficient to prove that the author of the work was not Kripatufiga.

u The original says, — tanna kirtti diggaja-radanakke kirttiinnkhav*%e, — “ with his owu fame becortUDg

a yiTtimu'kha to thetnskCs) of the region-elephaiit{s).’* In dictionaries, I can find the word Mrhmulcha in only

Molesworth and Candy’s Marath! Dictionary, where it is given as meaning ‘ an ornamental head of a rohshasa

carved over the doors of temples dedicated to Siva, Ganapati, &c.’ But such decorations are not confined to the
doors of temples. And the purport of the text seems to be that Viiayaratba’s fame became ornaments on the Imtela

of the doors of the stalls of the elephants, where the elephants were standing with their heads and tusks projecting

out through the doors.

In Burgess and Cousens’ Archiiectural Antiquities of Northern Gufxrat (Arohseological S'urvey of Western
India, Vol. IX.), 1903, p. 25 f., it seems to be indicated that the MrhmuJcha is rather to be found in the lower
courses of buildings and on the thresholds of doors ; and an instance of the ornament on the threshold of a

shrine may in fact be seen in Archceol, Surv. West. Indian Vol II Plate 61, the illustration on the right band,
where it seems to bo rather curiously combined with part of the Bnddhist trirattia-symhoL But Fergusson and
Burgess* Cave Temples of India, 1880, p. 503 f describes it as a grinning face m the centre of a toi'ana, and so

tends to agree with the MarUtibl Dictionary which places it on the tops of doois.

Burgess and Oousens have referred {loc. cit,) to the Padtnapwvdna, as purporting to account fox the architectural

Mrtimuhha by reciting that Kirtimukha was the name given to a certain demon, created by Siva, who at the god’s

command devoured himself, leaving only hia head.

It may be said that the various attributes, the power of satisfying all the desires of the Earth, and the
possession of Speech and Fame, — belong both to poets and to kings : and that thus, as a poet is certainly to be
styled Kavitamanobara, a king may be spoken of by that same appellation And, underlying the whole comparison,
there seems to be the idea, used in the verse Rachitd sitapata^gurun^, &o., given on page 199 above, that a necklace
IS an ornament on the throat, and poetry is an ornament in the throat. But it would seem that we ought to find

two distinct meanings for Icaviidi here, as for sdhityain the other case. And I am inclined to think that, in the case
of the king, Kavitamanobara may have been intended to mean ** he who charms the mind by his state of being
Ka, == Kanthabhilsbana (m the title Jagajjanakanthabhfishanaj see above), and Vi,= Vijayaratha ; compare, in

the Kirmrjuntya, 1, 24, iav&hhidhdndt, which means from one point of view “at (the mention of) thy name,” and
from another “at (the mention of the spell with) the names Ta, cs Tdrkshya, and Va, = Vasuki.”
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We look next to see what othoir notices there may be, in the body of the work, of
the personal appellations presented in the two opening verses, and ^vhafc may be the

purport of any such notices.

There are the following other allusions to Nripatuhga. In chapter 1, verses 44, 146,

chapter 2, verses 2, 43, 98, 105, and chapter 3, verses 98, lu7, 207, 230, we have references to the

method (krama)f the path or style (mdrga), and the opinion (jnata) of Nyipatunga, and statements

that such and such things are, or are to be declared or settled, m accordance with that method, &c.

Three of these passages have been cited by the editor in his Introduction. Two of these, — verses

98 and 203 of chapter 3, — have been sufficiently noticed on page 259 above. The third is

verse 105 of chapter 2, in which we have the words, — niratisay-anubhava-bhavan=iappa mahd-
Nripatnrigadevaii=adarole pelda margga-gatiyim, — “ according to the course of style very kindly

(or encouragingly) declared by the great N^ripattmgadSVa, who stands out with an authority which

IS unsurpassed/^ The others, likewise, are all complimentary to Nripatuhga. Miscellaneous

references to Nripatnijga are as follows. In verse 42 of chapter 2, the text of which is given for

another purpose on page 272 below, it is eaid that: — “ Nyipatungadfiva, who displays exces-

sively pure fame, (aTid) to whom the entire mass of (Jiib) enemies has bowed down, has further

always borne with grace the possession of a widely spread glory (or good fortune).’’ And, in

verses 219 and 224 of chapter 3, mention is made, by the word sabMsada, of “ members of the

assembly or court of Npipatuhga.’^

There are complimentary allusions bo Nitinirantara in verse 147 of chapter 1 and verse 99
of chapter 2. And verse 148 of chapter 1 expressly cites, — Nitinii'antara-krama, — “ the method

of Nitinirantar-a.’^

There are the following other allusions to Ati&ayadliavala. In chapter 1, verse 24,

chapter 2, verses 2, 53, 151, and chapter 3, verses 11, lOS, we have references to the method

(&/*a»ia), the path or style (mdrga), the opinion (matd), and the teaching (upadisa)^ of Ati6aya-

dhavala, and statements that such and such things are, or are to be declared or settled, in

accordance with that method, &c. Four of these passages have been cited by the editor in his

introduction. Two of these, —' verses 11 and 106 of chapter 3, — have been sufficiently noticed on

page 259 above. The third is in verse 24 of chapter 1, from which we, like the editor,

need quote here only the words, — Atisayadhaval-6kta-kramade, — “according to the method

declared by Ati^ayadhavala.” And the fourth is in verse 53 of chapter 2, where we have the

statement, — Atisayadhaval-6kti-kramadin=ai*ipuvem, — “I will make known (a certain matter)

according to the method of expression of Ati&ayadhavaja.*^ Other allusions to Atisajadhavala are

as foEows. In verse 5 of chapter 1, mention is made, by the word sahhdsada, of “members of the

assembly or court of Ati&ayadhavaja ;
” and they are referred, to as people who would shew

revereuce to anyone displaying good intimacy with the usages of .the best poets. In verse 147 of

chapter 1, mention is made of^ — Atisayadhaval-6rvvip-6dit-alamkyiti, — “the embellishments

declared by (or sprung from) king Atilsayadliavala; with which expression we have to compare

the point that Atisayadhavala is spoken of as a king (dharddhipa) in also verse 11 of chapter 3

(seepage 259 above). And, in verse 27 of chapter 2, we have the expression,— endan=Atisaya-

dhavalam, — Ati&ayadhavala has said (such and such a thing).”

There are the following other allusions to Kyitakyityamalla, presenting this name, with the

ending vallahha}^ as Kpitakyityamallavallabha, “ the Vallabha who is the wrestler, or the most

excellent, of those who have done their duty.” Verse 61 of chapter 1 specifies four things as faults

in literary composition, — K|*itakrityamallavallabharmatadiih, — according to the opinion of

KtitakrityamaHavallabha.” And verse 28 of chapter 2, the text of which is given for another

purpose on page 272 below, introduces the subject of prdsa or alliteration, and says : — “ According

to the views of Kpitakj^ityamallavallabhBi, the expansion of it (that is, the treatment of

topic) is in this manner {as fallows).^^ As will be seen when we come to consider this verse in detail,

33 See JSp. Ind, Vol. VJ. p. 189 f.
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it was probably frooi the original of it that there was taken the idea of the appellation Kritakntya-

malla.

And there is another allusion to Viran^rayana in verse 180 of chapter 3, where the

sabhdhgana or ‘ yard of the assembly or court’ of Viran^r^yana is hkened to the sky, studded with

stars, because there were scattered about m it so many pearls from the broken strings of pearls of

the enemies who there bowed down before hmr.

In tracmg out the above allusions, we find references of much the same kmd to two other names.

One is Naraldkachandra : in verse 23 of chapter 1., we are introduced to the two thmgs which

constitute the substance of poetry,— Nfaralokacliandra-matadirii, — ^‘according to- the opimoii of

Karaldkachandra ;
** and, in verse 180 of chapter 3, the mandira or ‘ stable ’ of INaraldkaehandra

is described as being always in a state of mire from the streams of rut flowing from the captured

elephants of hostile langs. And the other is Nityamallavallabha ;
verse 11 of chapter 2 intro-

duces a certain topic,— Nityamallavallabha-matadim,— ‘^according to the opinion of Nityamalla-

vallablia.’^

And we find mention made of one- other name, Amdgliavarslia, which is perhaps of more

importance than any of the others, except Atxsayadhavala. Verse 1 of chapter 3, the title of

which is specifiied in its colophon as arthdlainkdra^ runs : — Sri-vidit-artthalamkar-avaMyam vividha-

bhdda-Vxbhav-aspadamam bh^visi besasidanBakhila-dhara-vallabhan=*int=Am6ghavarshsha-nrip^Ei-

dram :— “ Having thought aver the famous and well known series of embellishments of sense, which

is a receptacle of the display of various kinds of distinctions, the great king Amdghavarshta, the

favourite of the whole world, commanded {the treatment of it) thus {as follows) And verse 217

of the same chapter runs : — Intu mikka varnnanegaL samtatam=onds:agi pSlda kavyarh

dhareyol samtati kedade nilkum=?^-kalphitaih-baram=Am6ghavarsbsha-yasaiii-bol : — “ The poetry

thua declared, always accompanied by de&criptons of surpassing excellence, shall endure in the

world to the very end of the seon, without any break of continuity, like the fame of Amdghava-ralv^i.**

In respect of these passages in the body of the work, there are the following observations

to be made. The references to the method, style^ opinions, and teaching of the persons or person

whose names are mentioned, would, according to w^tern practice, suffice to shew that the work was

composed by someone else. They might, however, if there were noth’ng to the cuiitrary, be other-

wise interpreted in accordance with a custom, prevalent among some Hindu authors, of introducing

their own names in the third person, not only in introductory passages reciting their pedigrees and
in colophons, but also in other parts of their works.^^ And with a. particular amount of plausibility

might such an interpretation be placed on the expression ‘‘Atisayadhavala has said (such aiobd such a

thing),” in verse 27 of chapter 2. But it would be difficult,, to say the least, to reconcile with such

an interpretation the statement, in verse 53 of chapter 2 : — “ I will make known (a certain matter)

£7idvisu is from the Sanskrit hhdva, with the Hanarese verbal affix isu. It is given in the Rev, Rr, Krttel’s

Eanna^rEnghsh Dictionary as meaning (15 to occur, to appear ; (2) to conceive, imagine, fancy, suppose ; to
thipk, consider j to observe, to know ; to have in mind, think of, meditate on j to treat with respect. Besasu is

formed in the same way from hesa, which is treated as a iodtham-oorruption of vidha, like 'besa/na,= vidhdna,
B&sasu is explained as meaning— to order, command, tell ; to declare, communicate ; to request ; to grant. In the
commentary on Sabdamanid'XTpana, s^tra 3, Iresagu is explained by fdncpim, ‘to order, command, tell; to make
known, to tell j to define the ^SUendu hesase of the sfitra is explained by hthevdit tiirdpise, “on ordering
(me) to relate.**

w There is a rather cniions instance of this, if the text is anthentio, in the CUand^wibudM of the earlier Nflga-
Varma. who, by the way, in addition to mentioning himself as NSgavarma in verses 27, 121, 173, 198, 229, 245, and
249, happens to have used the expression Mgatarmmana maiadim^ “ according to-the opinion of Nfigavarman,*’ m
verse 229, and perhaps Ndgavsrmmana matamgalkh in verse 248, By his, opening and oonclnding verses, N^gavar*
ma has shewn that he had also the appellation ICavirajahamsa., And verseJ94 claims that the Mallik^male metre
(otherwise known as Mattakdkila, see Dr. KitteTs Introd, p. 22) was invented by Kavirfijahamsa, that is by NUga-
virma. But, whereas the Ndgayarma in <ruestion flonrished about the olose of the tenth century A. D. (see note 4
on page 197 above), that metre is found in an epigraphio record {Inscriptions at ^mva^a-BelgoJa, No. 17, Bhadrcf
Uhu^sa-Chandragupta, ^c.) which was engraved very closely about A D. 800. It is to be presumed that the expla-
natsoB may be that, like appa'ently varioits other verses in the Ohtiand6nibudhi^ this verse 194 is au interpolation*
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according to the method o£ expression of Atisayadhavak.” Tins statement is the one in respect of

which the editor, who recognised the identity ol Atisayadhavala with Nnpatuhga, has said (Entrod.

p. 2) that it cannot be so satisfactorily explained’* as the colophons, which admittedly are apt to

<‘lead one into the belief that Nfipatuhga may not have been the real author of the work,” can,

according to him, be explained away. And he has said that this passage “ is calculated to give one

the impression that the writer of the work was different from Nriputuhga.” In reality, of course,

it contains an unmistakable intimation that the author of the work was not Atisayadhavala, but was

someone else who was endorsing and presenting views attributed by him to Atisayadhavala. How-
ever, all the various allusions to the method, style, opinions, and teaching of Nripatuhga, Atisaya-

dhavala, &c., have, of course, to be interpreted in accordance with any specific information that we

can find elsewhere. And, in the colophons, we have the plainest possible intimation that the author

of the work was at any rate not Nripatuhga. And the colophons explain, in the clearest manner,

the real nature of the various references m the body of the work to the method, style, opinions, and

teaciimg of Nripatuhga, Atisayadhavala, <fec.

Not in any of the above-mentioned passages is there any statement that Nyipatiinga, Atifeaya-

dhavala, and Amdghavarslia were one and the same person. The similar nature of the com-

plimentary allusions made by the author of the work in connection with the three names, may be

suggestive that those allusions all refer to one individual. But it is not conclusive on that point.

We note, however, that Nyipatunga is indicated as a king, by the mention of sahMsadar or

^members of his assembly or court.’ We also note that, in addition to being indicated as a king in

that same way, Atisayadhavala is expressly marked as a king, by the words urvij^a and

dharddkipa- And we note that Amdghavarsha is expressly marked as a king by the epithets

akUladhardvallabha and nripdtidra. Now, like various other secondary names, the appellations

Nripatuhga and Amoghavarsha were by no means confined te* one person. We know, from the

epigraphic records, that they both belonged to Kakka II., the last Rfishtrakfi^ king of MAlkh6d.

He had also the appellation Viranfirfiyana, And, if we were guided by simply these three indications,

we might select him as the patron of the author of the Kavirdjamdrga^ The name, however,

which determines the individualisation of the author’s patron, is Atisayadhavala. This

appellation has been established in connection with only the Bd.shtrakhta king Amdgha-
varsha I,

;
and it is established by, among published records, the Sirur and Nilgund inscriptions of

A. D. 866, without which the identity of the author’s patron could not have been determined.^®

These two records of the time ot this king himself establish for hiui the appellations NTiripatuhga,

Amdghavarsha, and Atisayadhavala, and also Lakshnfivallablia. Later records allot to him

the appellation Viranar^yaiia.i^ jje had a long and famous reign. And his kingdom included

that part of Western India to which belonged the language, Kanarese, in a suitably archaic form of

which the Kavirdjamdrga was written. And thus, though the work does not include a date, and

though there is not anything in it specifying the dynasty or family to which the author’s patron

belonged, we do not hesitate to decide, on the basis of the allusions to Atisayadhavala, that the

patron of the author of the BTavirftjamarga was the Bashtrakfita king Npipatuhga-

AtiSayadhavala-Amdghavarsha I., and that the work was composed in the period

A. D. 814;.16 to 877-78. The work shews that Amdghavarsha I. actually had, during his life, the

appell.itioii Viranarayaiia, which at present has been found connected with him m only records of

later tunes. And it tends to establish for him the other formal appellations of certainly Nitinirantara

and Kr.takrityaraalla, aidT most probably Naralokachandra and Nityamallavallabha. None of these

last four appellations, however, has as yet been found in epigraphic records. And it is practically

certuii that one of them, Kritakrityamalla, was simply an invention of the author, made in the

manner indicated on page 273 bjlow. As such, perhaps it may have been confined, and the others

like it, to this particular work.
,

For the Sirfir record, see Vol. XII. above, p. 218, and the revised version in Vol. VII, p. 202. For

the Nilgund record, see Bp, Ind. Vol. VI. p. 102.

On this and the preceding point, see JS'p, Ind, Vdl. VI p. 174 ff.
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So far, we have made it clear that jSTripatunga-Anidgliavarslia I. was not the author

of the KavirajamS-rga, but was the patron of the author of it. Unless, however, we are to

assume that simply an empty compliment was paid to him by a mere parasite, he did play a part of

some kind in the composition of it. The author has done more than simply refer to his views

as authoritative on various details. In chapter 1, after the two opening verses which have been

explained on page 261 above, and after the prayers in verses 3 and 4 that the goddess Sarasvati and

the great (earlier) poets would help him, and after the reference in verse 5 to the courtiers of Atisaya-

dhavaIa-(Am6ghavarsha I.) as people who would pay honour to anyone well versed in the usages of

the best poets, the author has proceeded to indicate the alomkard of Mvya, or the embellishment of

poetical composition, as his topic. After some remarks of a general kind, he has in Verse 22

explained that Mvya includes the arrangement of discriminative words or sounds, and embellishment

by means of the display of various meanings. Then m verse 23 he has said that, ‘‘ according to the

opinion of Naral6kachandra-(Am6ghavarsha I.),” the substance of Jcdvya is two-fold, namely, the

sartm or bodily form in which it becomes manifest (meaning, as we learn from the Sanskrit original,

the paddvali, or ‘ series of words, the text ’), and the paramdlanikdra or choice embellishments with

which it is adorned, just as a man has a body and the fine ornaments which decorate itM In verse

24 he has said that, -‘according to the method declared by Atisayadhavala-(Am6ghavarsha I.),” the

sartra takes two shapes, namely, gadya or ‘ornate or rhythmic prose,’ and padya or ‘ veree.'^^ He

has followed this up by some special remarks about gadya in verses 25 to 29, and about padya in

verses 30 to 3o, mentioning certain authors and works in each division, both in Sanskrit (Samskrita)

and in Kanarese (Kannada). He has then introduced in verses 36 to 42 a short disquisition on the

various languages, which he has named Samskrita and Sakkada, Pagada (Prakrit), and Kannada,

mentioning also Pala-Gannada (Ancient Kanarese) in subsequent verses* And it is thus that,

starting with the references to Amoghavarsha I. as Naralokachandra and Atisayadhavala, l.e has

led up to the special subject of this chapter, the exposition of those things which are faults and those

which are not faults, which commences with the staten ent, in verse 43, that ever so small a fault will

spoil the whole of a poetical work, “just as a speck of dirt, which has found a place on it, will spoil

a fiirting rolling eye.” In chapter 2, after a statement in verse 1 that the characteristics which

adorn the iarira are the niratikaydUHikdras paramdlmhledras)
^
known to the ancient poets, the

author has recited in verse 2 that, “ m the reckoning of the manner of the method of investigation of

the handsome and glorious Nripatuiiga>(Amoghavarsha I.),” thepardmdlamkara has two divisions,

namely, hahda or ‘sound,’ and artha or ‘sense.’ And it is thus that he has introduced his treat-

ment, commencing in verse 3, of the special subject of this chapter, which is sahddlamhdra or the

embellishment of sound. In chapter 3, the subject of which is arthdlamkdra or the embellishment

of sense (by poetical figures, &c ), the author has started the topic by saying at the very outset, in

verse 1, that “ the great king Amoghavarsha thought over the famous and well known series of

embellishments of sense, and commanded {the treatment of it) ” in the manner which the author

then followed. This last statement perhaps indicates a closer connection of Amdghavarsha 1. with

this chapter, than with the rest of the work. And it might, with but a slight stretching of the

meauing of words, be interpreted as implying that Amoghavarsha I. actually dictated this chapter.

But it is clear that, whether as a mere compliment or not, the author has sought to represent his

patron, not simply as an ordinary patron, or as a mere authority whose views were being cited as

a guide, but as tke inspirer of the whole work. And it was, no doubt, a recognition of that

intention, coupled with a noticing of the prominent place given in the colophons to the name Nripa-

tuoga which is mentioned so conspicuously in the opening verse in addition to being introduced in

various other passages, that led Bhafc^kalanka, in the seventeenth century, to speak of the work as

Nripatungagrantha^ ‘^the hook of ITyipatunga,** in the passage, in the Karndiakakahd&m-
sdsana^ which has been given on page 198 above and will be referred to again on page 278 below.

Sanskyii soholars will recognise the nltinaate source of all this matter. It is not within the scope of my Note

to go into that.

He has omitted the third shape, miira, the dramas, &o., as if it did not exist in Kanarese.
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We may pass over pages 4 to 10 of the editor's Introduction to his so-called NripatiihgaV

Kavirdjamdrga, where he claims to have “ placed before the reader all the information concerning

^‘Nripatuhga, which recent research has made accessible to us.” The matter there set out has no
connection with the subject of the present Note ; and all that is necessary about it, has been said bv

me elsewhere, in some brief remarks in the Ep. Ind, Vol. VI. p. 197, note 6.20 We pass on to

points which the editor has missed altogether
;
namely, the name of the real author of the work,

the particular earlier authority which he used as the basis as the basis of his work, and

the way in which he proceeded in composing his work.

The author of this Kavirdjamdrga has mentioned and indicated a fairly large number oi

writers earlier than himself. In verse 26 of chapter 1, he has referred to the Earshacharita and

Kddambari (of Dana) as being the very heart or core Qiridayd) of good, pure, and even Sanskrit

(sad-amala-sama-Saikshrita), in the division of gadya or ornate or rhythmic prose. In verse 29, he

has mentioned Vimala, Udaya,— (or, possibly, Vimalodaya), — Nagarjuna, Jayabandhu, Durvinita.

and “others” (not specified by name), as having “in this order (t hramadoiy attained fame in

gadya ;
meaning, apparently, Kanarese gadya. In verse 31, he has mentioned Gunasuri, Narayana,

Bhtovi, Kalidasa, Magha, and “ others ” (not specified by name), as having written maMhavyas
or great classical poems, in the department of padya or verse. And, in verse 83, — under

apparently the same department of padya^ but of Kanarese padya,— he has referred to the ddya-Mvya
or earlier poetry of ‘‘ the supreme Srivijaya, Kavisvara, — or Srivijaya, the Kavisvara or

lord of poets, — Panditachandra,2i Lbkapala, and others (not specified by name),” and has stated

that the aim of it was always the contrivance of an unsurpassed expansion of the topic.

The important point is the reference to parama-Srtvijaya, “ the supreme Srivijaya.” The

editor has not omitted to notice this mention of Srivijaya (Introd. p. 11). And he has told us that

“Srivijaya is named by K6sirfija and Mahgarasa and is mentioned in an inscription at Sravana-

Belgola.”22 But in a footnote, in drawing attention to the occurrence of the name Srivijaya in also

verse 149 of chapter 1, verse 153 of chapter 2, and verse 236 of chapters, of the Kavirdjamdrga,

he has said that the name “may also be a title of Nripatuhga that is, according to his

representation, of Amoghavarsha I. as the author of the work. And he has said that “ this view is

“correct if Durgasirhha means the Kavirajamarga when he speaks of Srivijayara Kavim^rgam,”

These last two words indicate a work known as “ tlie Kavim§»rga of Srivijaya.” And, for

Durgasimha’s mention of such a work, the editor has referred us to “ Panchatantra in Karnataka-

kavyamanjari, Nov. 1896,” This latter work is not accessible to me
;
and I am, therefore, not able

to say what Dnrgasimha may have said about Srivijaya’s Kavimdrga.

In citing this mention by Durgasithha of the Kavirdjamdrga of 'Srivijaya, the editor seems to

have had the real facts regarding the Kavirdjamdrga within reach. But either he was unable to

20 It must, however, be noted that Mr, R. Narasimhaohar has pointed out ( KdivyCLvaloJsanam, Introd. p. 50,

note 2) that Mr. K. B.Pathak, in finding? in verse 620 of the K&vy6i»val61cana a reference to “ Dantig^a, the M^rnof the

Battas or Rdahtrakutas" (Kavir6,jam6irga, Introdl p. 4, and Joitr. Bo, Br. B, As. 80c, Vol, XX. p. 25), made the

mistake of taking as a nominative the copulative dative dantigaih of danti, * an elephant ;
’ and, now that we have

the whole verse for reference, we can see that that is certainly the case. Accordingly, the latter part of my note 6

in Ind. Vol. YII. p. 218 has to be cancelled.
This verse 620 of the KdvydvalOkana, we now find, presents another instance of the name Ratta being written

with the Drdvidian r, Ratta, on which point see JE^p. Ind. VoL VII. p. 219.

But this may be yet another appellation of Srivijaya ; or it may qualify LokapMa.
22 The editor, however, has not told us what Kdsir^ja and Mangarasa said, in naming Srivijaya. — Regarding

Ke^ir&ja, see page 277 below, — Mangarasa has been placed by Mr, Rice about A. D. 1240; see Karndta^

hasdbddnuidsanam, Introd. p. 37.

The ^ravana-Belgola inscription has been edited, and very fully dealt with, by Br. Hultzsch. And reference

may be made to his translation of verses 45, 46, in Ep. Ind, Vol. III. p. 204, for the allusion in it to Srivijaya. But
it is not at all certain that that Srivijaya, whom the record marks as a pontiff and mentions between Vadiraja

and Kamalabhadra, is the one who is spoken of in the Kavirdjamdrga, However, Br. Hultzsch has remarked

{loo. cit. p. 185) that the account given in the inscription “ is not a connected and complete account, and. cannot

'‘even be proved to be in striotly chronological order.”
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lollow up the clue, or else he had not sufficient independence to present the results to which it leadWo will do what he ought to have done, namely, exhibit fully the other three passages of th*
Kavirgtjamarga, in which mention is made of Srivijaya.

Verse 149 of chapter 1, the last verse of that chapter, runs : —
Sakai-alapa-kala-lvalapa-kathita-vyavrittiyol kudi chi-

trakaram-bol para-bha ga-bhava-vi lasad-varnna-kram-avrittiyaih
|

prakatam-mad-ire pelda chitra-kritiyam vyavarnnisuttnm kavi~

prakaram Srivijaya-prabhutamaa=idaih kai-kolvud=i malkeyim
|( J

Translation :
— “ Recemng with praise (i/m) vividly descriptive work (literally, picture-workl

which (Z have) declared m such a way, combining a selection of the sayings of the whole art of
speech, as to display the use of the series of the letters of the alphabet which gleam by (iheir) nature
of superior merit, just as the painter of a picture displays the use of the series of colours which gkam
by (their) nature of superior merit, the multitude of poets will accept this product of Srivija^a^
this (new) guise (literally, by this doing, performance, or manner).”

The last verse, 153, of chapter 2 runs : —
Ehdvisi sabda-tattva-samaya-sthitiyam kurit=ond=asSsha-bha-

sha-vishay-oktiyam bagedu nodi purana-kaviprabhu-prayo-
|

g4vilasad-gan-6dayamaii=ayd=avarirh samed^ondu kavyadim
Srivijaya-prabhuta-mudamam tanag=agisidoih Kavi&varam || 2, 153.

Translation ;
— “Having thought over the estabhshed condition of the conventional settlement

of the essential nature of sounds, (and) having given attention to (that) one (tMnff)2s expression
which is the object of all language, (and) having considered and seen the development of "the good
qualities which shiue2i in the usage of ancient great poets, (and) having culled from them fLdl
having carried out (the result) by (this) one poetical composition, Kavi&vara has created for
a joy whieh took its source from Srivijaya.^^s

And the concluding verse of the whole work, verse 236 of chapter 8, runs ;
—

Hiravady-anvayan=udgham=uddhata-ma[ha-kshi]rabdhi-dindira-pa-

nduram=akranta-si(su)saila-sagara-dhar-asachakraval-ambaram
i

parama-Srivijaya-prabhuti-ja-yasa[m] stri-baia-vriddh-ahitam

paramanandita-16kam=oppe nele-golg=a-ohanclra-taram-baram
|| 3 236

Translation ; - “Let the fame which was bom from the source that was the supremeSrlvyaya -whxh IS unlimited (and) imperishable (?);26 ^hieh is the model (of what aU fame

(a«if)jvh.ch has pervaded the beautiful mountains, the seas, the earth, the whole horizon, and the

win
approbation of the supremely happy (whole) world comprisingwomen and children and old men, as long as the moon and stars shall last !

”
’ ^

acknowledged that thiswas based on an earher work by an author named Srivljaya. In all three

We might render the tet ae t ^J ” vilasat for the sate of the metre.

IB. the great joy which Srinjaya felt in hifown woS^ Tw p^rtto ed t^™““ ‘t®
great joy of Srlnjaya (that

to prabMta a meaning whicii affrees exarflv xtni-h
^ ^ preferred to present a translation whicli assigns

and also with the meaning that is to he atf.iJhon +
* plainly has in verse 149 of chapter 1,

2® There seems . *1-
^ “’^“^red to iprabhiUi in verse 236 of chapter 3.

singular masculine of a eomp^d^dinr^tlT'**^*^*
published text, which presents a nominative or genitive

is difficult to recognise ZCg Sopii iTaTL^'r'' »

seems permissible to take Andithardly
nnblamahle lineage.” I susreot that a he+f

^ ayano, and understand something like “ of (me who am of)

for my translatiou,
inanuscript would shew niravadJiy-avyayam, which I have selected
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of them, he has very plainly expressed his appreciation of the merits of Srivijaya. And, in the

first of them, he has explicitly stated that his own work was simply the work of Srivijaya in a

new gnise. It can hardly be doubted that the Srivijaya thus referred to is the supreme
Srivijaya” who is mentioned as an earlier poet iu verse 33 of chapter 1 (see page 269 above), and

that the work thus dealt with was the Kavim^rga of Srivijaya, which, according to the editor,

IS mentioned by the writer Durgasimha (see page 269 above), who appears to have been a contem-

porary of the Western Ohalnkya king Perma-Jagad6kamalla II. (A. D. 1138-39 to 1149),

For the rest, in verse 153 of chapter 2, the author of this Kavirajamarga has distinctly

introduced himself to us by the appellation of KaviSvara. This appellation, which simply means

‘lord of poets,’ was, of course, not his personal name but only a secondary designation. It was

plainly adopted in imitation of the earlier Kavi&vara who is mentioned in verse 33 of chapter 1.

And it seems very probable that it was a secondary appellation of Srivijaya himself, whose work

was thus presented in a new gu.se in the Kavirdjamdrga. The text of the verse mentioned above,

parama-'Srivijaya-Kavisvara-PancJitachandra-Lokapal-adigala, — fully permits of our understanding

Kavisvara as a secondary name of Srivijaya, instead of as the name of a separate individual. And,

whereas E6&aja has in verse 6 of the preface to his Sabdamanidarpana mentioned Srivijaya (see

page 277 below), hut not any Kavisvara, in the list of authors whose good style it was his aim

to follow, in sutra 169 he has spoken of a certain usage as being, — Kavisvara-matadim,

“ according to the opinion of KaviSvara/’

We come now to the subject of certain passages in the] Kavirajam§,rga, which are

alleged to have heen introduced as quotations in other works. The examination of them

is interesting, because they shew the way in which Kavi&vara proceeded in presenting the

work of Srivijaya in its new guise
;
namely, not by quoting it wholesale, but by making

certain alterations, of which some were trivial, but others are decidedly important and instructive.

The editor has said (Introd. p. 1) that “most of the verses, in which Nripatuhga speaks of

*‘prasa, are quoted in the Chhand6mbudhi.”27 He has specified (ibid, note 2) verses 28 to 48 of

chapter 2, and verses 232, 233 — (by mistake for 231, 232) — of chapter 3, of the Kavirdjamdrga.

He has made it clear that by the Chhandombudki he means the work on Kanarese prosody, entitled

Ohhand6tnbudhi and Chhanddmburasi in its colophons, of the earlier Nagavarma, in respect

of whom Mr. R. Narasimhachar has shewn that he flourished at the close of the tenth century

A, D .28 he has referred us to pages 17 to 21 of the Rev. Dr. KittePs edition of that work.

This was published at Mangalore, in 1875. And, examining the work in that edition, we find that

verses 50 to 65 of it answer, more or less closely, to verses 28, 29, 31 to 33, and 35 to 43, of

chapter 2, and verses 231 and 232 of chapter 3, of the Kavirdjamdrga
j
verses 30 and 34 of chapter 2

of the Kavirdjamdrga are not found there.

Now, it is to be remarked that it is not certain that verses 50 to 65 of the CJihandomhudki

belong to the real version of that work at all. They occur in the treatment of prdsa or alliteration,

which commences with verse 41 and ends with verse 66. Dr, Kittel arrived at the conclusion that

“Niigavarma did not include the subject of alliterations in his prosody.”^^ And it is, therefore,

doubtful, whether we are dealing with Nftgavarma himself, or with someone who made

27 To tills lie lias attached the remark :— ** That these yerses oaimot have been composed by hTagavarmfi and

“that they must have been borrowed from an older author is pretty clear to any one who remembers the fact that

“the author of the Chhandombudhi addresses his verses to his wife.** How that oonolusion is to be deduced from

the stated fact, which is a fact, has not been made evident. But the editor probably had in view the point that,

whereas in verse 22 of the ChhandOmhudhi the author of that work has represented himself as expounding the

subject of prosody to his wife, verse 65, — an illustrative stanza, commencing arasaroheU nirft, which will be

referred to again further on, and which stands in a very similar form as verse 232 of chapter 3 of the Kavir^a*

mdrga, ends with the word magali^ “ 0 daughter !

*'

2* See note o on page 197 above.
‘^9 See his Ndgavarma^s Oanarese Prosody, Introd. p. 6.
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interpolations in his work* However, the question simiDly is, whether certain verses which we
hud in the CkhanclomhudU, whether they are original or interpolated, were taken into that work
from the Kavirdjamdrga,

We need not examine verses 29, 31 to 33, and 35 to 41, of chapter 2 of the Kavirdjamdrga,

Two of them, namely, Kamrdjamdrgay chapter 2, verses 32, 35, and CKhandombudh% verses 53, o5,

stand in precisely the same form in the two works, which, however, does not prove that it was from

the Kavirdjamdrga that they were taken into the Ghhandfmhudhi^ whether originally or by interpo-

lation : and, while in the others there are differences, greater or less as the case may he, in the

actual readings given in the two works, but without affecting the general meaning of the verses, that

fact would not necessarily prove that they were not taken into the Chhandomhudhi from the Kavi-

rdjamdrga. Nor need we examine verses 231, 232 of chapter 3 of the Kavirdjamdrga, which stand

as verses 64, 65 in the Cliliandombudhi, Here, again, there are certain minor discrepancies, which,

however, in this case also, would not necessarily prove that the verses were not taken into the

Chhandomhudhi from the Kavirdjamdrga. But, whereas in one direction Dr. Kittel has rendered it

at any rate doubtful whether verses 64, 65 belong to the real version of the Chhandomhudhi^^^ in

another direction Mr. R. Narasimhachar has told us that the corresponding verses, which stand as

verses 231 and 232 of chapter 3, and the three verses which stand next after them, do not belong to

the Kavirdjamdrga at all.^^ And neither these two, nor the other verses in respect of which I have

said that it is not necessary to examine them, are of any importance, or in any way helpful
;
because

the originals of them did not happen to offer the facilities for adaptation of which Kavisvara availed

himself in forming the three verses which are important and instructive. The important verses

are the following ones, which I present side by side for the purpose of easy comparison, marking by

thick type those portions of them to which particular attention is to be directed : —
KS-virajamarga of Kavifevara.

N'uta-sabdalamkaradoI=

atisayam=i Kannadakke satatam prasam I

Kritakrityamallavallabha-

matadindsadara prapaffchamsi tej^ns

akkum n 2, 28.

Ativisada-yaso-vrittam

nata-sakal-aratijana-vit^nam mattam
|

vitata-sri-sampattam

satatam32 Nyipatungad^vanrojavim

pottam II 2, 42

Chhanddmbudhi of Ndgavarma.

N’iita-sabdalamkaradol=

atisayam=adu Rannadakke satataih prasam |

kyita-kyityam5appud=ellara

matadindsadu tapp© kavyam=§ih
&6bbipud§ II p. 17, v. 50.

Ativisada-yaso-vrittam

nata-sakal-aratijana-vitanam mattam
|

vitata-sri-sampattam

Satamakha-sadyis-anubhava-vibhavaih

bettam33 n p. 20, v. 62.

so See the preceding paragraph.
31 See his Kdvy&valokanam, Introd. p. 13, note 2. And it is at any rate obvioxts — (and it ought to have been

BO even to the editor of the KavMjamarga) - that, if they do belong to the Kavir6.jamarga, they do not stand
in their right place, which would be somewhere in chapter 2. Mr. Narasimhachar has also told ns (ibid.) that
Terse 233 is a quotation from the lAUvati of N^miohandra, of the twelfth century A. D. And Dr. Kittel has
expressed the opmion that verse 65 of the ChhandSmhvdU, =: Kavirdjamdrga, verse 232 of chapter 3, was taken from

chapter 2 of the KavijiJivdbandhana (see his Ndgavarma’s Canarese Prosody, p. 21, note 4, and Introd.
p. 6) of Igvarakavi (see id, p. 61), whom he has referred to the beginning of the^eixteenth century A. D. (lUd.), and
who,^ he had the title Abhinava-Kdliraja (see Mr. Eice’s Karri^GctaUiaUdnuidnam, Introd. p. 41), was at any rate
later than the original Kesir^ja (about A. D. 1225 j see page 197 above).

The e^tor of Kavirdjamdrga has said, in respect of verse 65 of the CJihandOmhudhi, that “ this verse which
egins with the words arasarol ela ’ is therefore not a later interpolation in the Chhandomhudhi ” (see his Introd.

p. 1, note 5); namely, because the KarndtaJcasabddnmsana cites it and appeals to Nxipatnhga as a standard
authority on alamUra on these points (see page 278 below). But there is nothing in that; the Karndtaka-

^ men ions ripatunga, not in connection with the stanza in question, but in a quite separate passage.

.

appear, from a footnote, that one of the three manuscripts used in preparing the text of the
presents the readmg- Satamakha-sadx^^

V e require %ieUam, to govern sampattam
; not hettaih in composition with the word ending in vibhavam.
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K&yirdjain9.rga of Kavi&vara.

Pras-anuprils-aata-

prasamgal murumsatisayaihgal pras*a-

1

bhasaihgal^ulida murum
bhasura-Nripatungad^va-vidita-

kramadiih n 2, 4

Cli]iand6inbudhi of N9.gavarma.

Pras4nupras-anta-

prasamgal mur=iv=atisayamgal mattam
i

pr^s-abhasam

bhasura-kamj-ayat-akshi k^lsadan^

orevem it p. 21. y. 63

Now, we see at once that the editor’s statement, that the above verses of the Kavirdjamdrga

were quoted in the Chhandomhudhi, is at any rate not literally accurate. At the best, these

three verses were taken from the Kavirdjamdrga into the Chhandomhudhi with alterations. We lehi-n

more, however, about the matter, when we examine the details of the discrepancies.

The first of these three verses recites in its first two pddas, in both versions, that, in the

matter of embellishment of sound, in Kanarese the most important detail is the alliteration. The second

two pddas say, in the Kavirdjamdrga :— According to the views of Kritakyityamallavallabha

(•‘the Yallabha who is the wrestler, or the most excellent, of those who have done their duty the
expansion of it (that is, the treatment of this topic) is in this manner {as follows).'' In the

Chhandomhudhi^ the same two pddas say :
— “ According to the views of all people, it (namely,

the alliteration) realises the object that is to be attained ; when it is faulty, how shall

poetry appear to any advantage at all ? ’*

Now, we know that this verse, as given in the Kavirdjamdrga, was certainly not adapted

from the Chhandomhudhi, Kavisvara wrote his Kavirdjamdrga in the period A. D. 814-15 to 877-78.

Whereas, the NAgavarma who wrote the Chhandomhudhi flourished in the period A. D. 975 to 1000.35

And any interpolator of Nagavarma was, naturally, not earlier than Niigavarma himself. If

there was any interchange of the verse between the Kavirdjamdrga and the Chhandomhudhi, it was,

of course, taken from the Kavirdjamdrga into the Chhandomhudhi, But, if that was done, there is

not any acceptable reason why Nagavarma or his interpolator should vary the text, so
as to suppress the name of the authority cited by Kavi&vara. On the other hand, if the

verse came into both works from another source, it is easy to see how Kavl&vara may have

ingeniously altered a portion of an original text, without in any way interfering with the chief

part of it, the dictum pronounced in it, so as to introduce an appellation of his patron as the

authority on the topic to which the verse refers. And it may be incidentally remarked that it seems

very likely that it was this particular verse, in its original form, which suggested the idea of

the appellation Kpitakfityamalla for Amdghavarsha !, established by adaptation of the

original verse.

The second of these three verses does not pronounce or lead up to any rule. It is simply

a stanza put forward to illustrate final alliteration. As it stands in the Kavirdjamdrga, the

meaning of it is :
— “ Nyipatungad§va, who displays excessively pure fame, {and) to whom the

entire mass of {his) enemies has bowed down, has further always borne with grace the burden
of the possession of a widely spread glory (or good fortune).” As it stands in the Chhandomhudhi,

it does not specify any individual by name
;
and it means : — He who displays excessively pure fame,

{and) to whom the entire mass of (his) enemies has bowed down, {and) further who possesses a

development of authority similar to that of Satamakha (Indra), has obtained the possession

of a widely spread glory (or good fortune).” Here, if Nagavarma or his interpolator took the

verse from Kavisvara, he spoilt a very apt illustration, by substituting something altogether

indeterminate in the place of words which introduced an apposite and well-known name. On the

other hand, here, again, it is easy to see how very simply KaviSvara may have adapted a verse,

not composed by himself, by altering the last line of it, without in any way spoiling the applicability

of it, so as to introduce the name of his patron.

** THs appears to be a oonjeotxire, in the place of mXitwk or 55 See note 5 on page 197 abore.
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The last of tliese tliree verses introduces, as explained bj Dr, Kittel in his edition of the

Chhaiidombulhii “the four kinds of alliteration of the class, occurring along with the ten simple

“ alliterations (prasa), and the successive (anuprasa) and final one (antaprasa).’’ As it stands in the

Kuvirdjamu/t^ga^ the IsiSt pdda asserts that the matter introduced in the verse is ** dccording to tlie

well known znethod of the splendid NTpipatuiiga.” As it stands in the CJihcindombudhif the

same pdda is an address to some lady, and means : —- “ Disten^ O thou who hast splendid long

eyes resembling a water-lily ! ;
I will declare Here, again, there is not any accept-

able reason why, if N&gavarma or his interpolator took the verse from Havi&vara, he

should have altered the text, so as to suppress the name of Nripatuhga. And, on the

other hand, here, again, it is easy to see in how simple a manner Kavi&vara may have adapted

still another verse, not composed by himself, so as to name his patron as the authority for the

matter stated in it.

Taking these three verses together, we can see most plainly that Nagavarma or his

interpolator did not either quote or adapt them from Kavisvara; but Kavi&vara on the one side,

and Nagavarma or his interpolator on the other side, used standard verses which they

took independently from some third writer. A simple comparison of the texts given on

page 272 L above is sufficient to shew that the assertion, that the versions of these verses standing in

the Chhandombudhi are quotations from the Kavirdjamdrga, is absolutely opposed to fact. And it is

altogether incredible that Nagavarma or his interpolator, adapting verses from the Kavirdjamdrga,

should gratuitously, and m the most objectless manner, spoil them by striking out references to an

authority made by appellations of which one at least, presented in two of the verses, was a well known

and famous one, and by substituting words which add neither force nor beauty to the verses. There was

a difference in treatment
;
namely, that Havlfevara adapted the original verses of the third writer,

whereas Nagavarma or bis interpolator quoted them, and probably quoted them with absolute

exactness. And those were the two different methods by which the verses standing in the

Kmirdjamdrya and the Chhandombudhi were obtained
;

namely, respectively by adaptation and by

quotation.

There remains the point as to the source of these verses. From what Kavisvara, the

author of the Kavirdjamdrga^ has told us, it was certainly from the Kavimdrga of Srivijaya that he

adapted his verses. The earlier Nagavarma or his interpolator may have taken the corresponding

verses into the Chhandbmhudhi directly from that same work, the Kavimdrga of Srivijaya, or

indirectly by obtaining them from some other writer who had taken them from that work. On this

latter point, we can only submit the following remarks for further consideration. In his introduc-

tory verse 22, Nagavarma has told us that his Chhandombudhi or Clihandomburdsi was based to

a great extent on a work by Pingala, which he seems to mention by the name of Mahgalachchhanda.

It seems to be uncertain whether he refers to the Sanskrit Pingala, or to the so-called Prakrit

Pifigala, or perhaps to both of them.^^ But there cannot have been obtained from either of those

writers any of the Kauarese characteristics, of which the prdsa or alliteration, exhibited in the

Chhandombudhi whether originally or by interpolation, is emphatically one. On the other hand, the

Chhandombudhi does not present any mention of the name of Srivijaya. But verse 252 exhibits an

Aupachchhandasika metre which it describes as, — Kavisvar-oktam, — “ declared by Kavi&vara.”
There is no reason for thinking that this use of the name Kavisvara is a reference by Nagavarman to

himself
;
his own biruda was not Kavisvara but Kavirajahaihsa. And it certainly does not carry

any reference to the Kavisvara who wrote the Kavirdjamdrgay which does not deal with metres.

But it may eas ly denote Srivijaya
;

for we have seen, ou page 269 above, that it is quite possible

that he had the appellation Kavisvara.

The editor has further said (Introd. p. 1) that “ the Kavirajamarga is also alluded to in the

Kavy^valdkana.” This work is the K&vyaval6kana of tke second Nftgavarma, who, as has

See Dr. Kitters Nigavarma*i Canare$e Prosody, Introd. p. 7.
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been shewn by Mr. R. Narasimhachar in his recently published edition of it, flourished about

A. D. 1150.37 The editor of the Kavirdjamdrga has not specified any particular passage in the

Kdoydoalokana for this asserted allusion to the Kavirdjamdrga, And, as a matter of fact, it would

seem that his authority for his assertion is nothing but an assertion made by Mr. Rice that the

Kavirdjamdrga ** is cited as a standard authority by Nagavarmma in his KdvtjdvalokanaP^^ There

can, however, be no doubt that the intended reference is to verse 521 of the KdvydvaUkana, which

does present the expression havi-rdja-mdrggadoL But, as Mr. R. Narasimhachar has told us on p. 16

of his Introduction to the Kdvydvalokana, the context clearly shews that the expression does not

denote any particular work, but simply refers to ^‘the path of excellent poets.” Beyond that,

Mr, R. Narasimhachar has said (Zoc. cit, p, 17 f.) that there are many striking coincidences in the

Kavirdjamdrga and the Kdvydoalokana

;

in respect of which, he considers, it may be presumed
that verses in the KdvydoaUkana were suggested by verses in the Kavirdjamdrga, or the explanation

may be “the identity of the source from which both the works have derived their ideas.” But he has

also told us (Zoo. ciZ. p. 16) that, in the Kdvydvalokana, strange as it may appear, N^avarma
makes no allusion to the earlier work Kavirdjamdrga, nor does he quote a single verse from it.’’

The editor has further said (Introd. p. 1) that ‘‘Kd&iraja quotes three verses from the

‘‘Kavirajamarga and he has specified those verses (ibid, note 4-) as 32 and 58 of chapter 1, and
7 of chapter 2. His reference to the other work is to the Kanarese grammar entitled

Sabdamaijidarpana of K^feiraja, who has been placed by Mr. Rice about A. D. 1225.39 And he
has referred us to the Rev. Dr. Kittel’s edition of the habdamanidar^ana, which was published

at Mangalore in 1872. Here, the facts are as follows :
—

In verse 32 of chapter 1 of the Kavirdjamdrga, Kavidvara has mentioned, in the department

of Kanarese padya, two classes of poetical composition named ohhattdna and bedande. His verse

runs :
—

Nudig-ellam sallada Kan-

nadadol chattanamuih bedandeyum=end«i- I

ga$na negalteya kabbadoj*

odambadam madidar^ppuratana-kavigal || 1, 32.

As an illustration to sutra 98, of his ISabdamanidarpana, which teaches the use of the suffix

ar to form, for instance, the verbal form mddidar, K^&irAja has presented a stanza (see Dr. Kittel’s

edition, p. 121) which stands in exactly that same form, syllable for syllable, except in the use of

j instead of ch, in jatidnamum instead of chaitdnamum.

In verse 57 of chapter 1 of the Kavirdjamdrga, Kavi&vara has recited that a mixture of

Sanskrit and Kanarese m compounds destroys the flavour, just like mixing drops of buttermilk

with boiling milk.” In illustration of that, he has given verse 58, which runs ; —
Arasu-kumaranans=ayata-

tara-kade-ganninde nodi keladi-samStam |

parigata-nageyindssirddem

guru-nan-bharadindam=epgi mukha-t&vareyam i| 1, 58.

And, to shew how that verse ought to have been framed in proper language, he has followed it up by

verse 59, to the same purport, which commences with narapati‘tanayanan,^h.&t^ it presents a suitable

Sanskrit word for the word arasu, and which further puts forward a correct Kanarese expression

instead of the hybrid compound keladi-samiiaih, aud appropriate Sanskrit words, in the other

compounds, instead of the Kanarese kade-ganninde, nageyinde, ndn, and idvareyaih.

Under sutra 80 of his Sabdamanidarpana, which defines the term sama-Samskriia as meaning

pure Sanskrit crude nouns which are used in Kanarese without any alteration, Kd&irdja has said that

*7 See note 5 on page 197 above.
** Karti6.iakasaJ>d6inus$i8anam, Introd. p, 36.

59 Karn^akciiabduimidianam, Introd. p. 24.
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such words must not (as a rule) be used in compositiou with pure Kanarese words
; and, as an

instance of violation of that rule, he has used that same verse arasu-humdranan^ Sro.^ with, however

(see Dr. KittePs edition, p. 98), the differences of gade for hade, irda\h for irddem, and nda^

dbharadin for ndnrhharadindam.

In opening the topic of sahddlamhdra or embellishment of sound by rhymes, &c., KavlSvara

has said, in verse 4 of chapter 2 of his Kavirdjamdrga, that soft and flexible words should be used,

exactly according to their appropriateness, in order to avoid any such effect as “mixing together rice

in its husk and curds
;

in verse 5, that, even though the meaning may not be spoilt, the useofunsuit-

able words would be like “ stringing together pearls and pepper-corns and, in verse 6, that the

use of ponderous words, pressing upon light ones that precede them, would have the same unhappy

effect as “placing a heavy burden on the head of a child,” And, as an instance of bad style (^dushyd)^

exhibiting faults such as those against which he has warned his readers, he has given verse 7, which

runs :
—

Barisi kshitipatiyam sa-

yt-irisi priya-kusala-vartteyam hesa-gondu |

sthiram-irddu prabhu nudiye

prarudha-mndan=adan=atan=embndu dushyam )i 2, 7.

And, to shew how the meaning of that verse ought to have been expressed in good style (jndrgd), he

has followed it up by verse 8, which commences hshitipatiyam hansi, and runs to practically the same

purport as verse 7, except that it introduces an epithet jagan-nuta, which is not represented in

verse 7.

Sutra 59 of the SaMamanidarpanc^, as esjplained by Dr. Kittel (see his edition, p. 71, and now

also his Kannada Grammar, p. 198, § 241, and a remark at the bottom of p. 197), teaches that it is

a mistake to treat as sitMla or slack, that is as not lengthening a preceding short vowel, a double

consonant the second component of which is r, and also that in writing out verses it is bad to leave

no space between the different words unless they come under the rules of samdhi^ And, in

illustration of the sutra, K^toaja has preseate4 a stanza which runs (see Dr. Kittel’ s edition,

p. 71)

Barisi pradhanaram ku-

llirisi priya-kusala-vartteyaih nere klldu |

sthiram-irddu prabhu nudiye

prarudha-mudan=^daa=atan=:embud=amjlrggaih
1

1

Of these three verses thus presented in the Sabdamanidarpana, the first, nudig-ellam, S^c.,

might certainly be taken as a quotation froiQ the Kavirdjamdrga
;
the only difference between the

two versions is in a quite unimportant detail. And the second of them, arasu-humdranan, &c., might

well pass for a quotation, from that same work, with three various readings, in details of no special

This simile is presented in tlie words muitmiTmelasuTh-gddTante, It is presented, in the same words, in

another verse which was first brought to notice hy Mr. Rice, who, however, chiefly through confusing g<Ha, ^Mda,
the past relative participle of hd (3), ‘ to string upon a thread,’ with gddi, * wheat,’ failed to understand it ; see

Jour, R. As. 8oc., 1383, p. 29S, and Kc^n&tahahhdshdhhilshana, Introd. p, 9^ That verse is to hefpnnd in Dr. Eittera
SaMamanidurpanaf p. 78, where it is given in illustration of sfitra 65, which teaches the changes of & to g, &c., in

forming compounds. But the text there, using another variant of meT^asu, gives mejasarh, by mistake for melasum^
which is probably the chief reason why even Dr, Kittel did not recognise the meaning of the simile ; see id, Introd*

p. 17 f. That same text also presents, before mutturrif the unintelligible reading jdnsede. The correct reading in

that point, — namely, jd73,^gide {ot jdn^gede), ‘ on knowledge being destroyed or impaired,’ — has been supplied by
Dr. Kittel in his Kannada*English Dictionary, under jdn j where, however, with still another variant of meiipasu,

is presented, instead of molasum. That verse means; — ** The poetry of (those) wretched poets, who,
taking an Old-Kanarese word, and, taking and joining to it a Sainskyit (word), ignorantly express themselves just in

the same fashion as if they were stringing together pearls and pepper-coins, — how can it pleas© the hearts of

learned people ?
”

In transcribing Dr. Eittel’s text of the verse, I have added the consonants which ought to have been gdven by
repetition after a preceding r ; that detail has been disregarded in Dr, KitteVs hook, throughout.
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importanee, which could easily be accounted for. But the third verse, barisi pradMnara,h Mllirzsi
^0., can hardly be accepted as a quotation of the verse barisi Mdtipaiiyam sayt-irisi, 4-0

“
The

differences go beyond anything in the way of any ordinary various readings They alter the
sense in certain well marked features. The -verse in the EavMjamdrga speaks of a “king" being
“summoned (literally, eaused to come)” and “made -to feel at ease;” whereas, the verse in the
•SabdamaiMarpana speaks, much more appropriately, of “ ministers ” being “ summoned ” and-“ caused
or aUowed, to sit down.” It might be .said that K^sirfija, not satisfied with having in this verse
already three instances of the combination pr after a short vowel, introduced a fourth by adapting
the ’verse of the Kavirajamirga by substituting pradUnwam for ksUtipatiyam. But, even so, .there
me, no necessity of any kind for him to substitute kutUrisi, ‘ having caused to sit down,’ for
tayt-irUi, ‘having caused to feel at-ease,’ nere Mldu, ‘having made full inquires,’ for fiesa-yojiff«,

‘ having demanded or questioned,’ and ‘bad style,’ for dushyadi, ‘to be censured.’ And!
more to the point still, if he so introduced an additional and quite superfluous instance of the .com-
bination pr after a short vowel, he gratuitously destroyed another instance of bad style, objected to
by him, which was to be found in connection with the combination ksh after a short vowel. The
explanation is to bo ibund in the following facts. It appears that KIsirdja has not anywhere
mentioned the name of any Kavisvara, or any .work called Kavirdjamdrga. He, has mentioned
Nripatunga

;
but only in the illustrative .stanza quoted on page 197.above, which does notattribute to

him any literary attainments or any connection with literature, and does not tend in any way to
connect him with the Kavirdjamdrga. On the other hand, in verse 5 of the introduction to his
SgbdamanidarpaiM he has expressly mentioned Srivijaya among the writers whose good style was to
be fceptan view in his own workA2 It can hardly be doubted that K6hir^a4ook the verse harist
pradhanaram,JrO; not from the Kavirdjamdrga, but from'Srlvijaya.^ We naturally decide-that it
was from Silvijaya that he took also the verses nudig-ellath, 4rc., and aram-kumdranan, Sfc , and that
these .verses, again, were taken by Kaviivara into his Kavirdjamdrga from Srtvijaya’s work. And it
is tolerably cei-tein that Kavlbvara’s verse barisi hshitipaiiyaiSi, ^0 ., was another case of
a^ptation, which was probably made because Kav!4vara found it easier to compose his next verse
with an alliteration of the i olhshUipafiyath, than with an alliteration.ef the dh of pradMnara^.

The editor has further said (Inirod. p. 1, note 5) that.lsvarakavi,— a writer referred both by
Dr. Kittel« and by Mr. R. Narasimhachar** to the sixteenth century A. D.— has quoted “ from
Nripatunga” verse 232 of chapter 3 of the Kavirdjamdrga, which is a stanza, commencing
arasarol=ela «SA, in illustration of the double prdsa or alliteration of the second and third sj Ilables
of each pdda of a verse. He 'has, in fact, said -that “'both NagavarmS and tsvarakavi quote it from
“Nripatunga.” And, as has been indicated on page 272 above,In verse 65 of.the Chhandombudki we
have that same stanza, with certain unimportant differences in detail. As to What form the verse
may present in Isyarakavi’s work, I am not able to say anything. But the selecfion of the verse as an
instance of quotation of the Kavirdjamdrga by N^gavarma and tsvarakavi, is pecdliarly unfortunate.
As has already been remarked on page 272 above (see also note 31), Dr. Kittel has rendered it ai
any rate doubtful whether verse 65 in the Chhandombudhi belongs to the real version of that work.

« He has, perhaps, even mentioned Srlvijaya’s K-aoirvtS^ga 5 namely, in edtra 193 tDr. Kittel's edition, p. 231)where he has said that he has to the liest of his ability elncidated the subject of componnds as they ooonr in leavi-
mUrga,. The commentary, however, explains .this w.ord as meaning katigah m&rgadaUi, ‘ in the style or -usage of

““y have here only an nse of ioei-jndryo, analogons to the mention of iavt-rAja-ntirga in theS&vyavaldkana, regarding whioh see page *275 above.
The same stanza harisi :pradhiLnaraTjz, bag been given in precisely that same form by Bhattaiabanta-in the

ooarae of his commentary on sdtra 67 of his KarndtakaadbMnumana
; see Mr Rice’s edition of that work, in which

while the transliterated text (p. 60) presents har<i8i, the Kana»ese text (p 53} shews JBbattfikaUnka has
introduced the stanza as “ used as an example {uddhrita) by him (Kl^ava) meaning ** by Kesir^ja,’'*as is shewn byim immediately preceding (inotationof sOtra 59 of the ^ibdamat^idarpaipa. And thus, while not helping ns by
at ribntmg the stanza to Srtvijaya, — whom, so far as the EarQ3>dtaksahddnuidsana goes, he seems not to haveJcno^ at all, — he has at any rate plainly implied that he knew that it was not composed by Ke^irfija.

mga/varrm^t Cwnarese Prosody, Introd. p. 61 . « KdvydvcOdkamm, Introd. pp* 19, 38 .
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and lias expressed tbe opinion that it Wds taken into it from the Kavijihvctbandhana of IsvarakaTi
j

and, in another direction, Mr. R. NarasimhacHar has told us- that the rerses which stand as 231 to

235 in chapter 3 of the Kauirdjamdrga, do not belong to that work at all. So far, therefore, from it

being the case that IsvarakaTi quoted the said verse 232 from the Kavirdjamdrga, it is tolerably

obvious that the vers© was introduced, into the KavirS-jamArga, by interpolation, froiii,th©i

work of ISvarakavi.

Finally, the editor has asserted (Introd. p. 1) that “ the Sabd^nuMsana- cites one verse’' from,

the Kavudjamdrga, “and appeals to I^ipatnnga as a standard authority on Alahkara.” We will take

first the latter assertion, '^hich is more or less correct. As has been already stated on.p.age 198 above

in his own commentary on siitra 288 of his Kariiataka&abdanu&aaana, which he finished in A. d!

1604,^^® in referring to a certain point of, difference between the northern and the southern poets,.

Bhattakalahka has said that ‘*a clever disquisition on the different usages of the varying styles of

the south and the north^is to he seen in the book of Nripatuhga*” And there can be no doubt that

his allusion is to vei^s 49 to 108 ol chapter, 2. of the Kavii'djm^rga,,^nitm-\i'g- Kaviivara under

the patronage of ‘KTppatunga-Amogbavai-sha I,,.which does there present a disquisition on the diffeiv

ing styles of the northern and the southern poets. As regards the asserted instance of citation^

however, the facts are as follows. The verse in question has been specified by tbe editor (Introd*

p. 1, note 5) as the verse arasaroUela nhh, which stands as verse 232 of cliapter 3 of the

kmirajamarga in illustration of the double prdm or alliteration of the second and tliird syllables of

each pdda of a verse. And below sutra 202 of his Karndtnkasabddnusdsam, in illustration of Ms-

statement that arasi, ^ a queen,’ and other words classed with it, are irregular feminines, Bhafctuka-

lauka has presented that same verse, except that, with an unimportant difference, with him it begins

arasaroJ-elagii instead of arasarohela nhh^^ If we knew no better, this, taken in connection with

Bhattukalanka’s TQh'^QXiC^iQ.Nripaiuhgagrantkai “the- book of Nripatu bg^,.’’ might certainly b*e

taken as a quotation from the Kavirdjamdrga, But, as has been said on page 272 above,

Mr. R. Narasimhachar bas told us that the verses which stand as verses 231 to 235 in chapter 3 of

the Kavirdjamdrga, do not belong to that work at all. It was, .therefore, not^from the specified verse

232 of the Kavirdjamdrga that Bhafctakalanka took his illtistration of the use of the word arasi^

* a queen
;

’ unless, of course, the interpolation of the five verses in question into the Kavirdjamdrga

had already been accomplished before A. D. 1604 ; and the probability is that Bhattakalahka

obtained the verse from ISvarukavi,.

The conclusion^' at wMeh we arrive in respect of the composition of the BavirSja-

m^ga are plain and simple. The work was written during the period A. D. 814-15 to

877-78. And the author of it was a person who ^ has made himself known to us % the name of

Kavifevara,.— a secondary appellation which he must have adopted in^ imitation of an eaih'er

Kavisvara who has been mentioned by him. But he wrote his work under the patronage of the

E^shtrakhta king Nripatunga-Amdghavarsha I. And he has credited his patron with

inspiring so much of it, and has otherwise introduced his patron’s names and quoted bis views so often

and so prominently,,that the-work came-to.be known, in later times, as Nripatuhgagrantha, “the

hook of Nripatunga.’’ Kavisvara based his work ou the Kinvim§.rga of a writer named
Srxvijaya,,who was very probably the earlier Kavisvara himself, in imitation of whom the author

adopted the appellation by which he has made himself known to us.^® Kavisvara has distinctly told

See note 9 on page 197 above.

See Mr Itioe’s Karnditakaiabddnusdsanam, transliterated text, p. 122, as specified by the editor of the

Kavir'djjam&fgat The Kanarese text (p. 112) presents araaaro^Uela ni j but that has been indicated in thfr table of

corrections as a mistake- for arasarM^elagt.

E. Narasimhaohar has expressed the opinion that *'*
in spite of the arguments adduced by Mr. Pathak

^

on p. 3 of his Introduction, there^is room for supposing that Srivijaya may havewritten the work in the name of
“ his royal patron’' {KdVydvddJeanam, Introd. p. IS, note 2). But, if he had gone fully into the matter, he would
certainly have arrived at the oonclasions reached by me ; the specification (see page 269 above) of the writings of

Srtvijaya as Mya-Uvya, ‘early, poetry,’ that is, earlier than, the time of the writer of this.Kawrdiamdrga, ie

sufficient tu shew that Srtvijaya was not the author of this KoAjifJ^amQ/rga^
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us that bis own work was tlie work of Srlvijaya in a new guise. We can see how, in certain
places, he fasWoned that new guise, by adapting verses of Srivijaya with the introduction of certain
alterations to suit the patronage under which he wrote. And, if Srivijaya’s Kavimdrga is ever
recovered, we shall probably find that practically the whole of Eavi^vara’s Kamrdjamdrga is simply
an adaptation of it, amd that it was Srivijaya, and not either Kavi^vara or Amoghavarsha I
who made the translations from, the Sanskrit writer Dan<Jin which underlie so much, of the
KamrdjamSrga*^^

The conolTisions to be formed regarding the nature of the edition of Eavi&rara’s
Kawirajamarga under the name of Npipatuhga’s Eavirftjamarga are neither so simple to
arrive at, nor so pleasant to express. The book possesses, indeed, one good feature, in presenting,
in addition to the text in Kanarese characters which is of course requisite for Native students, the
transliterated text which makes it so much easier for others to investigate its contents without an
unprofitable waste of time

; and it would be a material enhancement of the vahie of all the publica-
tions of the series in which this book has found a place, if every one of them, without exception
were cast on the same lines in that respect. Also, it gives- us, we presume, a reliable version of the
text,, as far as it could be settled by the manuscripts which were available. Beyond- that,, however,
it does not pfece before us anything that can be taken as a topic of commendation. The- editor hal
given ns but few, if substantiaUy any, of the explanatory and illustrative notes which are an
essential part of an- up-to-date edition of any ancient work, and particularly of such a work as the
one under notice. He has not given us any index, either to the text or even to his own Introduction.
He has not famished any such general account of the scheme of the work and the arrangement of
its contents, as would have been of use to anyone wishing, to explore any particular part of it. He
has-not even taken the trouble to mark or arrange the text in such a way as to distinguish between
the principal parts of it and. those whicL are simply of the nature of examples. And his aim seems
to have been simply to spend a short time-on the compilation of the text, which is a brief one, and
in the settlement of which only three manuscripts had to be consulted, and then to devote a’long
time to the elaboration, ofi a.treatise, published by way of an Introduction,, which advertises him as
anxious to try his hand at anything rather than the proper work of an editor. VVe can hardly
attribnte to him inability to understand the meaning of the work. StUl, it must be remarked that ia
another essay, in composing which he ought to have been more than usually careful to be correct,so-

he has shewn himself unable to recognise the- real import of a very simple Kanarese verse, which
does not say that Srutakirti-Traividya composed a Rdghava^dn^viya which was to be read both
forwards and backwards and would give sense when read in either direction, but does say that he
performed the feat of reciting both forwards and backwards an ordinary work of that name (composed;
by someone- else),. And thus it is, perhaps, in some similar failure that we may find the reason for

which he has dealt in. so misleading a manner, with the question, as to who was the author of the

Kamrdjamdrga, But, whatever may be the explanation of that detail, his results-are anything but

On IrEis matter see Kavir6,jam6/rgaf Introd. pp. 18-20. — In conneotion with the question of the age of Dandin,
the editor (Introd. p. 20, and note 1) has cited the riddle n&sihya-madhyd parita/f,. ^c., given by Dandin in his
E&vyMariat 3, 114 ; and, rejecting the solution Ei^flchtand Chdijaraja given by the oommentator-Vijayinanda, has
adopted the solution KAhoht' and^the kings whose name was Pandraka which is given by the editor of the KSh/gOt-
dar^a (Bibliotheca Indica edition, p. 399). But he has not" attempted, to shew what connection, if any, the
Fundrakas ever had with Kc^ncht.

By way of amanswer to the riddle, an eight-letter'word is required, to denote the kings of KSnohr^ if that is the
city intended. Mud the nominative plural Palhatdih would answer the requirement better’than the-l>ase Pundnskoj
in addition to connecting with K^nohl a line of kings who really did rule that city in'the time to which Dandin is
sometimes referred, the 6th century A. B. But it may be remarked that, if the riddle- is hahirl&pin, and not
antaMyin, that is to say, if for the - city we are not restricted to by the words kdchii^^purt in the
verse, then an equally good answer is Vehgl sund^ ChaluJcy&'K No doubt, other answers also could be found with
a little thonght. Audit would be possible that ndUkya-madhyd has a double meaning, and indicates secondarily
some town in the Ndsik country.

Namely, in his article published in the Jour, Bo, Br: JR. As, Soc, Voh XXI. pp, 1 to 3, to which he gave the
solemn title ** On the Jaina Poem B&ghavapAndaviya ; a Beply to Prof. Max Muller.^^
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creditable to bim m 'particular matter, or calculated to inspire confidence in him in other

directions. He has misled ns in respect of the identity of the author of the Kavirdjamdrga, And,

whereas he has on several occasions taken the position of being competent to write with authority

on (questions of ancient Indian literature, in the settlement of which a great deal depends upon the

extent to which authors have quoted one another, now, by his assertions of quotation of the Kav>i-

rdjamdrga in other works, and especially in connection with the three verses exhibited side by side on

page 272 f, above, he has shewn that he is not able to distinguish between, on the one side, a case m
which one author does really quote from another, with or without any slight alteration, and, on the

other side, a case in which two authors obtain a passage, .or the basis of a passage, independently

from a third writer. In the last paragraph but one of his Introduction, the editor has somewhat

naively indicated that there might be more satisfactory edition of the KAvir^jamftrga.”

Whatever else may be uncertain, there is no room for any doubt about that.

TATTOOING IN CENTRAL INDIA.

BT CAPTAIN 0. E. LUABD, M.A.,

Superintendent of Ethnography in Central India.

(Continued from p. 249.)

7. Tattoo Marks from Makshdangayh State.

(^Collected by Bahu Kedar Nath.)

1. A Sitaphal tree, Custard apple

(^Anona squamosa) — marked on the legs

of a female.

2. Kitchen of Sitajl

fore-arm.

— marked on the
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0. Paplha ( Falco nmt$ ), a bird —
marked oa tke back of the hand below the

thumb.

10.

Pirhi (a foiir-legged stool to ^it

)
— on the fore-arm.

11.

The lower part of the An (churn)
— on the fore-arm.

12.

Deer — on the fore-arm
. ,

,

13.

Bundi — on the right side of the
nose.

14,

Bundi — on each temple
#

• •

• •
• •

15.

Bnndi — on the chin
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8. Tattoo Marks oa Malavi Wornon.

(Colleoietl at Indore.)

On the right hend fcont^).

On the nose (left stde^

On the beck ef bend

>

^ -

i;

On th» r/gH htnd.

On the ri^ht a.rm,

rr^sTKn^
On the left head

/Cs

O' X
^ -o\ /Os /> O'' ^

N.B,-Designs were sent iriDiBut any expianeOion, butitis easy te trace most ofthan from examples atres^ygm



Ofi the breast >

B.

Forehead

Tattoo Marks on Sudra Women ftom the Dakhan.

(Collected at Indore,)

Blfora

Nose {hft s/de) 4k

0/7 the Left cheek %

Set(A/ee/T ^e k ear --ri^

Off the ch/n ^

Forearm V \y \y

On Angers —j— Hmr

Moon

Fftes

S’oge



Off

t/fe

/eft,
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J^orearm • •

% «

ffrishna k M//Jtma/ds

nX

»e//

^C^/p/oA

On t/fe thi/mh

On finders

• O •

<• •

fstn O/oifes^,

Afenr/cs ^ fs^,*

10. Tattoo BTarks from Bhopal State.

(Senl wUhout commens.)

0 A iVfe^f

ifs//7S

A>i2se

Cfiin

c/tee/c m
PoreAead

M^/fS on CAesC /



Afarfcs off arms :

Whst

Mark on hands.*

On the ca/\^esofthe/egsf--‘

Hioih

Back of the chest

4
-^//o Uf-

f

r'\

Back of the forearm ^

f/agersi

O O O

-
t '*'

4 +

{{</'p\}X:\
Wijl - il -V'''.''/

0*0 HI o IH
HI o IH

o a H- -f-

ilUllOlflllt

Hloll

--
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Wrist!-

• •V

Btftpho^i, M^eki kst rastSL

Ma.rks on kands*

Q f
SacAaf iL

foresLrm, 'Inr}

—

Jiiir,

Cha/ni Lau/jg Finder,

Marks on calves of the

Symiiol of rini

Worn on finfers,

•f
• t

0r ykrkojK/ Sedi

.V \
.'/.Vt * A

1/o.L

21* Tattoo Marks from tho Karsinghgarh State.

{Colleoted hy Lala PasnsUn Lai)

Worn fy Chamir caster-

f f
Bam, Lakshman, Armlet fSarah



iP/A^ts or

S/ta,s k/tcJferf*

L/ffe of' so/if/ers.

Co^k - s/fe//r

(To he continued,)
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A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-IXDEX TO YULE’S HOBSOX-JOBSON OR
GLOSSARY OF AKGLO-IXDIAX WORDS.

BY CHAELES PAETEIDGE, M.A.

(Continued from jj. 216.},

G.>a : s. s. 290. s. v, Adam’s Apple, 3, ii, s. v.

Bttdgrook, 92, i, 3 times, s. v. Cacara, 117, ii,

times and footnote, s. v. Concan, 189, ii,

twice, s. V. Cnrry, 217, ii, $.v. Goa Plum,

290, ii, s . V. Goa Powder, 290, ii, s. e. GrifSn,

303, i and ii, s. v. Jamboo, 342, i, s. v. Mango^

423, ii, see 424, i, footnote, s. v. Mort-de-

fhien, 451, ii, 452, i, s. a. Myrobalan, 466, i,

s. XeeUm, 476, i, twiccj s. •». Padre, 496t.

:i, see 560, ii, footnote, s. v. Reinol, 576, ii,.

s. V, Salsette (b), 594, ii, E times, s. v. Sapeku,

600, i, see 627, ii, footnote, s. v, Sindaburi,

635, i, s. V. Stink-wood, 652, i, s. v. Tanga,

682, ii, twice, s. v. Teak, 693, i, s. v. Vedas,

734, i, «. V. Wootz, 742, i, s. v, Xerafine, 743,

i, s . tJ. Bargany, 761 , i, s. ». Canarin,771, li, twice,

8. ». Cranny, 785, ii, s. v. Creole, 786, i, s. ».

Palankeen, 886, i, twice, 8. v. Pardao, 837, i and

ii, 838, ii, twice, see 839, i, footnote, 3 times,

and ii and footnote. 3 times, 840, i, twice, s. v.

Sabaio, 851, li, s. v. Sanguicer, 853,' ii
;
aan.

1345 : 8. V. Anchediva, 20, i
; ann. 1391 : s. v.

290, i
;
ann. 1504-5 : s. ». Pardao, 840, irjann.

1509 : 8. u. Monsoon, 824, ii
; ann. 1610 : s. v.

Coir, 180i, ii, s. v. Peon, 528, i, 8. v. Salsette (b),

595, i, twice, e. v, Idalcan, 808, i, twice, s, v.

Pardao, 840, ii, s. v. Sabaio, 852, i, twice
;
ann.

151 3 : 8. a.Winter, 867, i, twice
;
ana. 1514 : ss

Malabar, 412, ii ; ann. 1516 : s. o. Pagoda,500,

ii, 8. V. Tanadar, 681', ii, s. v. Sabaio, 852, i,

twice, 8-. V. Sanguicer, 868, ii* ann. 1518:
8. p. Gallerat (c), 276, ii, (d), 277, i,‘ann.

1519 : 8. ». Tanadar, 681, ii; ann. 1520 : ». v.

290, i
;
ann. 1524 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 46,

ii; ann. 1531: s. v. Bombay, 766, ii; ann.

1535 ; S-. V. Canara, 117, ii, 118, i ; ann

1539: 8. V. Buggalow, 94, ii, ann. 1543:
8. Mort-de-oMen, 449, i

;
ann. 1545 : s. v.

Arakan, 25, i, s. v. Cosmin, 201, i ; ann

1546: 8. V. Aradarat, 759, i; ann. 1548 :

8. V. Areca, 25, ii; ann. 1552: sv v. Cotia,

205, ii, 8. V. Cummerbund, 216, ii
;
ann. 1553

;

8. ii. Jogee, 352, i; ann. 1554: s. ». Boy (b),

83, ii, 8. V. Brinjaul, 87, i, s. o. Ganton, 278,
i. •». V. Linguist, 395, i, s. v. Sindabar, 635,

ii, 5 times; ann. 1563 : s. v. Maldires, 418, i,,

8, Muster, 462, ii, s^. v. Saffron, 589, ii, s’

Idalcan, 808, i, twice
;
ann. 1564 : 8. v. Bazaar

56, ii, 8. V. Cart, 484, ii
;
ann. 1566 : s. PagodJ

(c), 501, ii; ann. 1567: s. v. Caste, 131, ii, g. j,

China, 152. i, s. v. Winter, 740, ii ;’ami,’
1574 : 8, V. Pundit, 560, ii

; ann. 1578 : s. v.
Pial, 533i ii

; ann. 1584 : Si. v. Winter, 74o]
ii. s. V. Bargany, 761, ii, s, v. Pardao, 841, [

(5 times) and ii, s. v. Sanguicer, 853, ii ; ann.
1585 : 8. at Betel, 68,i, Shroff, 630, L; ann,
p98: 8. it XeeMm, 475, ii, s. v. Salsette (b),'

595, ii, 8. V. Xerafine, T43, ii, twice, s. v.
Pardao, 841, ii, twice; ann. 1599: s. v.
Serang, 615, i

;
ann. 1602 : s. v. Pagoda (c),'

502, i, twice
; ann. 1606 : s, v. Palankeen!

836, ii; ann. 1610: s. v. Salsette (a), 595, i,

3 times, 8. ». Winter, 740, ii
; ann, 16l’l

!

s. V. Budgrook, 92, ii
; ann. 1613 : s. v. Beri-

beri, 66, ii, s.v. Sind, 684, ii
; ann. 1614;

s. V. Sanguicel, 853, ii; ann, 1616 : s..v. Car!
rack, m, ii, 8. V. Lac, 881, ii, a. v. Nabdb (a),
467, ii; ann. 1616<: s. v. Calicut,. Mg, jj j
ann. 1622 ; s. v. Mango, 424, i

;
ann. 1623-

8. V. Canara, 118, ii, s. v. Ghaut (c), 282, ii!

8.2>. Andor, 758, i
; ann. 1648; s.». 29o!i!

ann. 1650 ; s. v. Panlist, 621, ii
; ann. 1653

;

s. ii. Miistees, 828, i, s. Xerafine, 867, ii
•

ann. 1665: s.v. Mugg, 455, ii;. ann. 1666:
8. V. Hoogly, 322, i

; ann. 1672 : 8. O^ara,
118, ii, 8. V. Jancada, 810, ii; ann. 1673:
8. i;. Mango. 424, i, s. Oart, 484, ii, 8. ».
Paulist, 521, ii, 8. w. Reas, 575, i, 8. w.Rottle,
582, ii; ann, 1675: s. ®. Venetian, 786, ii,

8. V. Xerafine, 743, ii
; ann. 1676 : e, v. Man-

gelin, 423, i, twice
;
ann. 1684 : s. v. Ked-

^ree, 864, ii
;
ann. 1688 : s. v. Brahmin, 85,

i; ann. 1689: s. v. Punch, 559, ii
;
ann.

1692 : 8, V. Padre,. 497, i
; ann. 1694 : s. v.

Punch, 559, ii
; ann. 1712 : s. v. Comae, 1 98, i

;

ann. 1727 : s. v, Achdr, 3, i, s. v, Jamboo,
342, ii, 8. v: Mango, 424, i, s. v. St. John’s
Island (b), 591, ii, s. v. Xerafine, 748} ii

; ann,
1732: s. V. Concan, 1'89, ii; ann, 1750-60:
S’. V. Tanga, 683, i, twice ;. ann. 1760 : s. v.
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Budgrook, 93, i, s, v. Catechu, 133, i\,s.v,

Maund, 432, i, s, v. Paulist, 521, ii
;

ann.

1881 : B. V. Iiiida of the Portuguese, 333, i.

Goa Churches; b. v. Malabar Bites, 413, ii.

Goa Hospital ;
s, v. Pyjammas, 56^i ii.

Goa Master ;
aim. 1747: s. v. Gomasta, 802, i.

Goanese ;
ann. 1883 : s. v. Maistry, 410, ii.

Goa Plum ;
5 . v, 290, ii.

Goa Potato ;
s, v. 290, ii.

Goa Powder \
s.v, 290; ii.

Goa Rupee ; s, v» Pardao, 840, i.

Goa-Sindabiir ;
ann. 1554 : s. Sindabur, 635, ii.

QoarStone ;
s, v, 801, ii

;
ann. 1673: a. v. Goa

Stone, 290, ii
;
anm 1768-71 : s. v. 801, ii^

j

ann. 1867 : s, v. Goa Stone, 290, ii.

Goa Stone ;
$• 290, ii

^
ann. 1690 and 1711:.

s, V, 290, ii.

Gobang
;

s. z?. 801, ii.

Gobarnapore; a; Kidderpore, 814^ ii.

Gobinpore ;
ann. 1698 : s. v. Zemindar, 748; i*

Gocurn
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Begar, 61, i.

Godama
;
ann. 1818: s, v, Pali, 506; i.

Godavari; s. v. Coringa, 197, ii.

Godavari
;

s, i\ Oircars, 170, ii, twice.

Godavari
;

$. Godavery, 290, ii.

Godavery; i?; z?. 290, ii, 291, i, 3 times, 802, i,.

twice, s. V. Buffalo; 93, ii, s. v. Cheroot, 144,

ii, s. V, Cowry, 209, i, s, v. Lunka, 401, i, s. v.

Madapollam,.406, ii, s, v. Nassick, 474, ii,s.

Rajamundry, 571, ii, s. Saul-wood, 603, i,

see'829, i, footnote
;
ann. 1590: 5 . z;. Gautama,

279',ii,.9..z?, 291, ii
;
ann* 1753 : s. v. Kedgeree,

812, ii; arm. 1793: s, z?. Telinga, 694, ii

;

ann. 1837 : s, v, Gentoo, 281, ii
;
ann, 1882;

s. V, Doray, 792, ii^

Goddess
;

S; v, 291yii
;
ann. 1772 : s-, v. 291, ii.

Godeman; ann. 1782 : s. z?. Gautama, 279, ii.

Godha
;

s, v. Guana, 304, i.

Godoens; ann. 1613 ; s. v, Godown, 292, i.

Godomem
;

ann. 1545- : 5 . v, Gautama, 800, ii,

3 times.

Godon
;
ann. 1570 : &, v, Godown,- 292, i.

Godoriias
;

s. z?, 1598 : s, v. Goodry, 295, 11 ,

Qodovarl
;
ann. 1590 : s. v. Godavery, 291, ii.

Godown; B, V. 291, ii; ann. 1552, 1561, 1683

and 1696: s, v, 292, i; ann^ 1726: s. z?.

Chintz,, 155, ii
;
amu 1781: 5. z?* Compound,

188, i, twice; aniu 1784: 8. v, Khanna, 366, i,

s, V, Pucka, 555, ii
; ann* 1-809 and 1880

:

B. V, 292, i.

Godownej ann, 1685 : s. z?. Pattello, 521, i.

Godowry
;
ann. 1783 : s, z?. Godavery, 291, i.

God-Tree
;
ann. 1681 : b, z?. Bo Tree, 81, ii.

Goedown-; ann. 1680 : s, v, Godown, 292, i.

Gee moat
; ann. 1602 : s, v, Goa, 290, i.

Goeni-zakken
; ann. 1726 : s, zj. Gunny, 308, ii.

Goeny-sacks
;
ann. 1693 : s. v. Gunny, 308, ii.

Goerabb
;
ann; 1750-52 : s. z?. Grab, 800, ii.

Goff-stick; ann. 969 : s, v. Chicane, 147, ii,

twice.

Gog f s, V. Maeheen, 405; i; ann. 1300: $, v,

Mogul, 436, i ; ann. 1860 : s. z?. Non-regula-

tion, 482, i.

Goga; s. z?. Gogo,. 293, i*; ann. 1504-5: s. z?.

Pardao, 840, il; ann. 1510 : s, v, Goa, 290, i,

Si z». Sabaio, 852, i; ann. 1531 : $. v, Gogo,

298^ i; ann. 1614 and 1727: s. v. Gogo,

293, ii.

Goga
;
ann. 1602: s, z?. Gogo, 293, i.

Goga
;

s, V, Gogo, 293, i.

Gogala
;

s. v, Gogolla, 293, ii
;
ann. 1508 r S;

Boom, 581, i
;

ann. 1589i: v. Gogolla,

293, ii.

Gogalla ;
s. v. Boom, 581, i.

Goglet
;

s. v. 292, ii, 802, i, s. z?. Kooza; 375,

ii; s. v» Serai (b), 615, i
;

ann; 1766 : s* z?.

802, ii r 1829 : b. v, Bheesty*^ 70, i, s. i\

292, ii
;
ann^ 1830 and 1855 : a; v. 293, i.

Gogo; s. V. 293^; i, twice; ann. 1590: b, i\

Surath, 666, i.

Gogola
;

8, V, Boom,. 581, i, twice.

Gogolla; s; v. 293, ii; ann. 1525 : 293, ii.

Gogra
;

S; z?, Oudh, 494, i.

Gogul
;
ann. 1813 : s. t\ Googul*, 296, i.

Goh
;
5 . z?. Guana, 304, i.

Goheed ;
ann. 1787 : s. v. Begum,. 59, ii.

Gohud; ann. 1787 : a. z>. Begum, 59, ii.

Goke; s: z?. Gecko, 279, ii.

Gola
;
14th eenfc.: s. v. Kula, 378, ii

Gola ;
s. z?. Kula, 378, ii,

Goia; s. y. Golah, 293, iii

Golah ;
a; y, 293, ii

;
anm. 1762 ; b. v. Gomasta:

294, i-; ann. 1767 : s. v. Boutique, 767, i ;

ann. 1810 and 1878 : s. z?. 293, ii.

Golamattikaiiagara ;
a 14th cent.: s. v, Kula,

3-78, ii.

Golconda
;

s. v. Godavery, 291, i, s\ v. Cotama-

luco, 784, ii
;
ann. 1648 : s. v. Gentoo (b), 281,

i.; ann. 1650 : a. z?, Shabunder,.618, ii-j aun.

1660 : s. V, Palankeen,. 836,. ii-; anni.1676;
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5. t\ Chintz, 155, ii, s, e?. Mangelm, 42B, i ;

ann. 1726: v, Geatoo (b), 281, ii; ann.

1830 : a. v. Ceylon, 776, ii
;
ann, 1877 : s, v.

Pagoda-Tree, 502, L

Golcondah; ann, 1672: s. ??. HaviHar, 806, ii;

ann. 1674 ;
s. v. Mufty, 826, i ;

ann. 1680 :

9, V. Aumildar, 759, i.

Golconde; ann. 1665 : s, z?, Hobson-Jobson, 319,

ii, 8. V. Madras, 407, i, s. Mohwa, 439, ii.

Golcundah
;
ann. 1657 : s. v, Peshcush, 843, ii.

Gold Coast
;
ann. 1878 : s, v. Fetish, 267, ii.

Golden Horde
;

5. v, Oordoo, 488, i.

Gold Mohur Flower
;
s. v. 29 B, ii.

Gold-schnyt
;
3. v. Shoe of Gold, 628, ii,

Gole, s, V. 294, i
;
ann. 1849 ; 5, z?. 294, i,

Golgota
; 112, i, footnote.

Golgotha
;
ann. 1702 : s, v, Calcutta, 111, ii^

Golim
;
ann. 1665 : 8. z?. Hoogly, 322, i.

Golkonda
;
ann. 1647 : s, v. Hoon, 323, ii

Gol mohr
;

s. z?. Mohur, Gold, 439, i.

Goltschut
;

ann, 1676 : s, v. Shoe of Gold,

628, ii.

Goma
;
ann. 1882 : a. v. Coco-de-Mer, 178, i.

Gomashta
;
aim. 1837 : a, v. Gomasta, 294, i

Gomashta; s, v, Chackur, 139, ii.

Gomashtah
;
5 . v, Gomasta, 294, i.

Gomasta
; 5 . v, 294, i, 802, i

;
ann. 1874 : s, v,

Buxee, 104, ii.

Gomastah
;
ann. 1758 ; fi. v, Canongo, 772, i

;

ann. 1762 : 8, v, Gomasta, 294, i
;
anu. 1763:

a. Z7. Beegah, 59, i, a, -y. Chundm, 168, i, a. v.

Cutcherry, 223, ii
;
ann. 1772 : a. y. Dadny,

225, ii; ann. 1776, 1778, 1785 and 1817:
a. 2?. Gomasta, 294, i.

Comberoon; ann. 1673: a. v. Gombroon, 295, i.

Gombroon; a. v, 294, i and ii (twice), a. v.

Banyan-Tree, 50, i, a. v. Factory, 264, i, a. v.

Gosbeck, 298, i, a. v. Jask, 345, ii, a. y. Or-
mus, 492, ii, a. v. Congo-bunder, 782, ii

;

'ann. 1638 : a. z?. Budgrook, 92, ii, a. v. Punch,
559 ,

i
;
ann. 1673 : a, 295, i, a. -y, Now-

roze, 482, i
; ann. 1677 : a. v. Tomaun, 708,

i, a. V. Congo-bunder, 783, i, twice
; ann.

1682 : a. y. Badgeer, 759, ii
; ann. 1711 : a. y.

Sophy, 649, i
;
ann. 1777 : a. y. Mussendom,

Cape, 461, i.

Gom-gom ;
ann. 1768-71 : a. v. Gum-gnm

804, i.

Gomio
;

a, y. Jumbeea, 357, ii; ann. 1516 ; s.y.

Jumbeea, 358, i

Gomroon ; ann. 1630 : a. y. Gombroon, 294, ii,

Gomrow; ann. 1630 : a. v. Gombroon, 294, ii

Gomuti; a. y. Sagwire, 590, i.

Gomuti ;
a. y. 295, i

Gomuti palm ; a. y. Sagwire, 590, i.

Gomutus
;

a. y. Sagwire, 590, i.

Gon; a. y. Gunny, 308, i.

Gond
;

a. y. Dravidian, 251, ii.

Gondal
;
ann. 1584: a. y. Surath, 666, i

Gondegama; ann. 1760: a. y. Carnatic, 126, i
Gondewary; a, y. Godavery, 291, i.

Gondola; ann. 1330: a. y, Gallevat (c), 276,

ii
;
ann. 1879 : a. y. Jompon, 353, ii.

Gondvana
;

a, y. Teloogoo, 695, i.

Goney; ann. 1711 : a. y. Gunny, 308, ii
; ann.

1820 : a. y. Tant, 687, ii.

Gong
;

a. y. 295, i (twice) and ii (3 times), 802,

i, a. y. Cangue, 120, ii, a. y. Gaum, 279, ii, a, y.

Gum-gum, 308, i, a. y. Tom-tom, 708, i, a. y.

Pandy, 836, ii, twice
;
ann. 1678 ; a. y. Puhur,

557, ii^ ann, 1686: a. y. 295, ii, twice
;
ann.

1726 : a. y. 802, i
;
ann. 1817 : a. y. 295, ii ;

ann. 1878 : a. y. 295, ii.

Gonga Godowry
;
ann. 1783 : a. y. Godavery,

291, i.

Gonga Sagur; ann. 1684 : a. y. Saugor, 603, i.

Gongen
;
ann. 1726 : a, y. Gong, 802, i.

Gongo
;
ann, 1590 : a. y. Gong, 295, ii.

Gongola
;
ann. 1673 : a. y. Carnatic, 126, i.

Gonti
;

a. y. Gunny, 308, i.

Goni
;

a. y. Gunny, 308, i.

Gonk
;
ann. 1343 : a. y. Junk, 360, ii.

Gonouk
;
ann. 1343 : a. y. Junk, 360, ii.

Good Hope, Cape of
; 526, ii^ footnote; ann.

1553: a. y. Zanzibar, 746, ii; ann. 1727:

a. y. Guardafui, Cape, 305, ii
;
ann. 1770:

a. y. Moor, 446, ii; ann. 1826 : a, y. Indies,

332, ii.

Goodry
; a. y. 295, ii, 802, i.

Googers ; ann. 1611 ; a. y. Delhi, 234, ii.

Googul
;

a. y. 296, i.

Goojer
;
ann. 1869 : a. y, Poligar, 544, I

Qoojrat; ann. 1632: a. y. Vanjaras, 88, i.

Goojur; a. y. 296, 1
, 802, i, a. v. Goozerat,

296,* ii.

Goolail
; a. y. 296, i, 802, ii.

Goolmaul
; a. y. 296, i.

Goolmool; a. v. Goolmaul, 296, i.

Qoomashta; ann, 1824; a. y. Qureebpurwur,

309, i.
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Goome; ami. 1633 : 5. v. Gburry, 285, i.

Gooinoporc j
ftiin. 1698 i Sm v* Cftlciittci, 111, ii«

Goomulmutch ;
ann. 1841 : s. v. Cobily Mash,

172, ii, twice.

Goonies; ann. 1785 : s. v. Gunny, 308, ii.

Goonishani ;
ann. 1789 : s. i\ Yedas, 736, i,

Goont; $. V. 296, i, 802, ii
;
ann. 1590 : s, v.

Gynee, 310, i.

Goor; 5. V. Chillum, 149, ii.

Goora Ghaut
;
ann. 1680 : s. v, Moonga, 825, i.

Goorcully ;
ann. 1767 : $, v. Goorka, 802, ii.

Goordore; s, -y. Gordower, 297, ii; ann. 1757:

s.v. Boliali,76, ii, s, i\ Gordower, 297, ii.

Goori Bundar; ann. 1758: 5. v, Byde Horse,

105, i.

Goorka
;

s, v* 802, ii.

Goorkally; s, v, Goorka, 802, ii.

Goorkhas ;
s, v, Koola*y, 375, i.

Gooroo
;

s. v* 296, ii
;
ann. 1810 and 1822:

s. y. 296, ii.

Goorul
;

5. y. 296, ii.

Goosberdaar
;
ann. 1727 : e. v, Hosbolhookum,

825, i.

Goozerat
;

s. v, 296, ii, s. v, Goojur, 296, i
;

ann. 1856 : s. v. Java, 348, ii.

Goozul-Khana; s. v, 297, i.

Gopakastliana
; 151, ii, footnote,

Gopati
;
ann. 1553 : s. v. Cospetir, 202, i.

Gopher-wood
;

v. Teak, 692, ii,

Gopi
;

$. V. Surat, 664, ii.

Gopuraj a. v, 297, i.

Gopuram
;

$. v, Gopura, 297, i, see 500, i, foot-

note; ann. 1862 : a. v, Gopura, 297, ii.

Gora; a. v, 297, ii
;
ann. 1834 ; 5. v. Mustees,

462, ii.

Gora; s. v, Gora, 297, ii.

Gorab; ann, 1506 : s. y. Grab, 803, i.

Gorahwallah
;
ann. 1848^: a.V. Gorawallah, 297, ii.

Goraka; a. v, Corcopali, 196, ii, twice*

Goraka-gass
; 196, ii, footnote.

Goraknatha
; ann. 1510 : s, v, Jogee, 352, i.

Gorakpur
j

$, v, Brinjarry, 88, i.

Gora-log
; 5 . v, Gora, 297, ii.

Gorawalla
;

s. v. Horse-keeper, 324, ii.

Gorawallah; s, v. 297, ii, 802, ii.

Gorayt
;

a, v. 297, ii.

Gordewar
;

a. v, Godavery, 291, i.

Gordower; a. v, 297, ii, 802, ii.

Gore; ann. 1806 ; a. v. Gour (a), 298, i,

Goret
;

a, v* Gorayt, 297, ii.

Gorga
; a. v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gorge; a. v. Goglet, 292, ii; ann. 1760: a. i\

Gorge, 197, ii.

Gorgelane
;
ann. 1648 : v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gorgelette
;
ann. 1690 : a. v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gorgio
;
ann. 1863 : a. v, Cntcha, 223, i.

Gorgolane
;
ann. 1599 : a. v, Goglet, 292, iL

Gorgolet
;
ann. 1726 : a. v. Goglet, 292, ii,

Gorgoleta; a. v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gorgoletta
;
ann. 1698 : a. v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gorial Bunder
;

a. v, Mangalore, 422, i.

Gorkhatri
;
ann. 1590 : a. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Gorregorri
;
ann. 1726 : a. v. Buncos, 97, i.

Goru
;
ann. 1626 : a. v. Gooroo, 296, ii.

Gordn
;
ann, 1854 ; a, v. Sling, 643, i,

Gos : ann. 1676: a. v, Gow, 299, ii, twice.

Gosai
; a. y. Gosain, 297, ii.

Gosain; a. i?. 297, ii, $, v. Baba, 759, i; ann,

1510 : a. V, Jogee, 352, i
;
ann. 1774 : a. v.

297, ii.

Gosain
;

a. r. Gosain, 297, ii.

Gosannee
;
ann. 1814 : a. y. Pandal, 507, ii.

Gosavl : a. v, Gosain, 297, ii,

Gosbeck ; a. u. 298, i, 802, ii
;
ann. 1673 : a. a,

298, i
;
ann. 1711 : a. v, Hummaul, 327, i.

Gosbeege
;

a, r. Gosbeck, 802, ii,

Gosbegi
;

a. tj. Gosbeck, 802, ii.

Goselkana
;
ann. 1660 : a. v. Goozul-khana, 297, i.

Goserat
;
ann. 1602 : a. v, Malabar (A), 413, i.

Gosha
;

a. v. 298, i.

Gosha-nishin ;
a. n. Gosha, 298, i.

Qosine
;
ann. 1781 : a. v, Gosain, 297, ii.

Goss
;

a, V. Gosbeck, 802, ii, twice
;
ann. 1768-

71 ; a. -y. Gudge, 803, ii.

Gossein ;
ann. 1826 : a. v. Gosain, 298, i, a. y.

Baba, 759, i.

Gossyne ; a. y. Gosain, 297, ii.

Gossypium herbaceum
;

a. y. Nankeen, 471, ii.

Gossypium religiosum
;

a. y. Nankeen, 471, ii.

Goswami ;
a. y. Gosain, 297, ii.

Gotam ann, 1590 : a,y. Godavery, 291, ii, twice.

Gotaioa ;
a. y. Gautama, 279, i,

Gote
;
ann, 1792 : a. y. Pyke (b), 847. i, twice.

Gotma
;
ann, 1800 : a. y. Gautama, 279, ii.

Gotoni
;
ann. 1506 : a. y. Cambay, 315, i.

Gotten ;
ann. 1506 : a. y. Bengal, 64, ii

;
ann.

1585 : a. y. Godown, 292, ii.

Gottoni ;
ann. 1585 : a. y. Godown, 292. ii.

Goualeor ;
ann. 1665 and 1670 (twice) : a. y.

Gwalior, 805, ii.
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Goudrin
;
ann. 1653 : s, u. Goodry, 802, i.

Gouglet
;
ann. 1781 : s. v. Banyan (2), 49, ii.

Goule; ann, 1814: s. v. Ghoul, 285, i.

Gouidrin; ann. 1610 : s, v. Goodry, 296, i.

Goung
;

s. r. 803, i.

Gour
;

s, v, 298, i (twice) and ii, s. v. Kula, 378,

ii, s. V. Gaurian, 800, i.

Gom*a
;
ann. 1541 : s, v. Peking, 526, i.

Gourd
;

s. t. Conbalingua, 189, i
; ann. 1292 :

s, V. Coco, 176, i
;

ann. 1554 ; $, v, Brinjaui,

87, i.

Gouren; ann. 1586: s. v, Gour (c), 298, ii,

s. V. Tiger, 703, i.

Gourgoulette
;
ann. 1670 ; s. r. Goglet, 292, ii.

Gourmand
;
ann. 1590 : 5. r. Mango, 424, i.

Gouro
;
ann. 1536: s. ^?. Gour (c), 298, ii

;
ann,

1541 ; s V. Peking, 526, i
;
ann. 1553: s. v.

Gour (c), 298, ii.

Goiirou
;
ann. 1700 : s. v, Gooroo, 296, ii.

Goiitum; ann, 1800: s, u. Gautama, 279, ii,

twice.

Gova ; s, t>. Goa, 290, i,

Gova
;

s. v> Goa, 290, i.

Goven
;

s. v» Goa, 290, i.

Governador; ann. 1615 : s. u. Governor’s Straits,

299, i.

Governadore
;
ann, 1727 : s. v. Governor’s Straits,

299, i.

Cover Napore
; ann. 1711 : s, v, Kidderpore,

814, ii, twice.

Governor Strait
;
ann, 1841 : a,- v. Governor’s

Straits, 299, i.

Governor’s Straits; s, v. 299, i, s. r. Old Strait,

484, ii
;
ann, 1780 : s. u. 299, i.

Govindpoor; ann, 175&: s. v, Oliuttanuty, 780,

h, twice,

Govindpore
; ann. 1742 : s. v. Mahratta Ditch,

410, i; ann. 1778: a, v. Zemindar, 748, ii,

Qovindpur
;

s. v, Ohuttanutty, 170, i, twice, s. v,

Kidderpore, 814, ii
;

ann. 1711 ; s. v. Kid-
derpore, 814, ii.

Gow ; a. v. 299, i, see 346, i, footnote
;

ann.

500 : s. 2?. Goss, 203, i, ,

Gowa
; 5. 2?, Goa, 290, i

; ann. 1391 and 1554 :

s, c. Goa, 290, i.

Gowai-Sandabiir
; s. v. Goa, 290, i.

Gowapura
;
ann. 1391 ; s, Goa, 290, i.

Gowre; ann, 1683: s. ». Gour (c), 298, ii.

Goj^a j*' s. V. Guana, 304. i,

Goyalpara; ann. 1809 : s. v. Gavial, 800, ii.-

Goyava: ann. 1750-60 : s. v. Guava, 306, i,

Goyavier; 8, v Guava, 305, ii.

Gozil; ann. 1535 : s, v. Satigam, 854
, ii.

Gozurat
;
ann, 1298 : s, i\ Goozerat, 297, i.

Grab ; s, v. 299, ii, twice, 803, i, s, v. Dhow.
243, i; ann. 1562: s. v. Capucat, 122

, ii;

ann. 1566-68: s. v. Carrack, 127, i, twice*

ann. 1570 : s. v. Beadala, 57, ii, 8 times
; ann.

1727 : s. V, 300, i
;
ann. 1754 (twice) and

1760 : 5. V. 300, ii; ann. 1763: s, v. Gallevat

(e), 277, ii, s, v. 300, ii
;
ann. 1810 : s, r.

Dhow, 243, ii, s. v, 300, ii
;
ann. 1838 : s. v]

Batel, 54, ii
; ann. 1872 : s. v. 300, ii.

I

Grab-anemoas
;
ann. 1726: s. v. Gureebpurwur

308, ii.

Grabb
;
ann. 1690 : s. v, Gallevat (c), 276 ii

:

ann. 1750-52 : s. v. Grab, 300, ii, twice.

Grab Service
;

s, v, Bombay Marine, 78, ii.

Grace-Widow
;

s. v. Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Gracia; ann. 1813 : s, v. Grassia, 302, ii.

Gracula
;

s. v. Myna, 464, i.

Gradesenka
;

$, v. Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Gradig; s. v. Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Graesenka
;

v, Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Gram
;

s. v. 300, ii, 3 times, s. t\ Basin, 63, ii.

s. V. Dana, 229, i, twice, s, v. Gram-fed, 301, i,

s. p. Luddoo, 400, i, s. v. Eubbee, 851, i
;
ann.

1702,1776, 1789, 1793 and 1804 : s. z?.301, i

;

ann, 1820 : s. v. Popper-cake, 548, i
;
ann.

1865 ; 5. 2?. 301, i. ^

Grtoa
; s,v. Gaum, 279, ii, s, v, Snrrinjaumee,

' 859, i.

Gram-fed; s, v. 301, ann. 1849: s. v. 301,

i, s. 2?. Hooka, 822, ii
;
ann. 1880: s. v. 301, i.

Gram-saranjami
;

$, v, Surrinjaiimee, 869, i,

Gram-Serenjammee
;
ann. 1767 ; v, Surrin-

jaumee, 859, i.

Grand chop
;

$. v. Chop, 160, ii.

Gran Dios; ann. 1750-52 : s, v, Joss-house,

354, i.

Grandon
;
ann. 1782 ; s. v. Sanskrit, 699, ii,

Grandonic
;

s, 2J.-301, i, s, v. Sanskrit, 598, ii.

Grand Signor
;

s. 2>. Chouse, 164, i.

Grant
;
ann. 1831 : 5 . v, Grunth, 303, ii.

Granth
;

s. v. Grunth, 303, ii, twice, s. v, Grun-

thee, 303, ii. . -

Grantba
;

5 . v, Grunth, 303, ii, i\ Sanskrit,

598, ii.

Grantham
; s. v, Grunthiim, 308, ii.

Grantbi
;

2?. Grunthee, 303, ii.
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Gran turco; s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, i,

Grao ;
5. v. Gram, 300, ii, twice.

Gras ;
$. v, Grassia, 302, i and ii.

Grasanka; $. v, Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Grasenka; $. v, Grasa-Widow, 302, i, twice.

Grasias ;
ann. 1808 : s, v, Grassia, 302, ii.

Grass
;
ann. 1819 : s, v, Grassia, 302, ii.

Grass-cloth; s. v, 301, i, twice; ann. 1585 :

t\ 301, i.

Grasscutter ;
$, v. 301, ii, 3 times

;
ann. 1789,

1793 and 1875 : 5. v, 301, ii.

Grass-cutter
;

s, v, Goob, 250, i.

Grassia
;

s. v. 302, i and ii, s. v, Bahirwutteea,

7C0, i, twice; ann. 1808 and 1819: s. v.

302, ii.

Grass-Widow
;

s, v, 301, ii.

Grass-widow
;

s, v. Grass-Widow, 302, i
;
ann.

1879 and 1800 (twice) : v, Grass-Widow,

302, i.

Grass-widower
;
ann. 1878 : 5. v, Grass-Widow,

302, 1.

Grassyara
;

s. v. Grasscutter, 301, ii.

Gras-wedewe
;

s. v, Grass-Widow, 302, i.

Gratiates; ann. 1665: $, v, Grassia, 302, ii.

Grave-digger
;

s. v. 302, ii, $. v. Beejoo, 59, ii.

Great Chin
;

5. v, Macheen, 405, ii.

Great-China
;
ann. 1030 : 5. v. Macheen, 406, i.

Great China
;

s, v, Macheen, 405, i
;
ann. 1300

:

- s. V. Macheen, 405, ii.

Greater India
;
ann. 1328 : s. v, Mahratta, 409, ii.

Gredja
;
ann. 1885 : s, e?. Girja, 801, ii.

Gree
;
ann. 1633 : s, v. Ghurry, 285, i, twice.

Green-caps
;
ann. 1559 : 5. e?. Kuzzilbash, 380,

i, twice.

Green Pidgeon; ann. 1673; s, e?.
,
Green

Pigeon, 303, i. -

Green Pigeon; s. v, 302, ii; ann. 180 and 250
(twice) : s. V. 302, ii

;
ann. 1825 ; s. v. Green

Pigeon, 303, i.

Green Sea; ann. 1554 : $, v, Kishm, 370, i.

Grenada
;
ann. 1611 : s. v, A^nanas, 18, i.

Grendam
;
ann. 1753 ; s. v, Grunthum, 803, ii.

Grenth
;
ann. 1770 : s, t\ Grunth, 803, ii.

Grepo
;

ann. 1554 : s. i?, Talapoin, 677, ii,

3 times.

Grey Jungle-fowl
;

s. v. Jungle-fowl, 359, ii.

Grey Partridge
;

5. y. 303, i.

Griblee
; g. v. 303, i.

Gridaggio; s. 2?.. Outcry, 494, ii; ann. 1343^
s, V, Outcry, 494, ii.

’S HOBSON-JOBSON.

Gridatore
; Outcry, 494, ii

;
ann. 1343 :

5. Outcry, 494, ii.

Griff; 2.. Griffin, 303, i
; ann. 1853 : ^ r

Griffin, 303, ii, 803, i, twice.

Griffin; s. v, 303, i (twice) and ii, 803, i, twice,
V, Orombarros, 493, ii, v, Eeinol, 576, 11

•

ann. 1794, 1807 and 1808 : 5. v, 303, i
;
ann!

1810 : s. V, Kitmutgar, 371, i
; ann. 183G :

5. V, 303, i.

Grifffsb
; s. y. Griffin, 308, 1, 803, i

;
ann. 1836 :

5. V, Griffin, 303, i.

Grifna
; ann. 1559 : s. v, Tanga, 683, i.

Grrinj
;

b, v. Rice, 578, i.

Grob
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Grab, 300, i.

Grof
;

B, V. Gruff, 303, ii.

Ground
;

b. v. 303, ii, 5. v, Cawney, 136, i.

Grous; ann. 1567; s. v. Casis, 130, ii.

Gruff; 5.27. 303, ii, 803, i; ann. 1750 ; r.

803, i; ann. 1759, 1765 and 1783 ; 5. i\

303, ii.

Grunt • B, 27. Sanskrit, 598, ii.

Grunth
\ b. v. 303, ii, 803, i, b, r. Grunthee,

303, ii
;
ann. 1798 *. s. z?. 303, ii.

Grunthee
;

5. 27. 303. ii.

Grunthum
; 5. t?. 303, ii, 803, ii, s. Grandonic,

301, i, r. Sanskrit, 598, ii.

Grus Antigone; 5. t?. Cyrus, 224, ii.

Grus cinerea
;

5. v. Coolung, 193, ii.

Gryphon
; 5. v. Rook, 580, ii.

Gii ; 5. r. Chicane, 777, i.

Guaddel
;
ann. 1727 ; s, v. Diul-Sind, 247, ii.

Guadel
;
ann. 1553 : 5. 2?. I)iul-Sind, 247, ii.

Guadovaryn
; 5, u. Godarery, 291, i.

Guaiaba
;
ann. 1658 ; s, v. Guava, 306, u

Guaiabo
;

5. t. Guava, 306, i.

Guaiava
;

ann. 1550 ; s. v. Guava, 306, *i.

Gualiar; ann. 1526 : s. v, Gwalior, 805, i.

Gualle, point d6
;
ann. 1598 : 5. v, Porto Piqueno,

550, ii.

Gualveta • ann. 1548 : 8. v. Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Guana
;

5. v, 304, i, 3 times, 803, ii
;
ann. 1681 :

5. p. Gecko, 279, ii
;
ann. 1780 and 1830:

‘ 5. V. 304, ii.

Guancare
;
ann. 1519: 5. v- Gaum, 279, i.

Gu'ano
; ann. 1704 and 1883 : b, v. Guana, 304, ii.

Guantan; ann. 1520 : s, v, Nanking, 472, i.

GuaoO’s
;
ann. 1519 : v. Gaum, 279, ii.

Guardacostas
;
ann, 1774: s. v. Caracoa, 122, ii.

Guardafoy; aun. 1727 ; s, Quardafui, Cape,

305, ii.
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Ouardafu ;
ann. 1532 : s, t\ Magadoso, 408, ii

j

ann. 1553 : $, v, Guardafui, Cape, 305, ii.

Gnardafu
;

ann. 1672 ; s. 2?. Guardafui, Cape,

305, ii, twice.

Guardafui ;
s, v, Guardafui, Cape, 305, i, 3 times.

Guardafui, Cape
;

s. v. 304, ii.

Guardafun
;
ann. 1516 : s. t\ Guardafui, Cape,

305, i.

Guate; ann. 1563: s. v. Ghaut (c), 282, i.

Guatemala
;

s, v. Numerical Affixes, 832, i

;

ann. 1550: s, t\ Tobacco, 704, i.

Guatteria longifolia; s, z?. Deodar, 236, ii.

Guava
;

s. v. 305, ii, twice, 306, i, 5 times, 803,

li, s, V, A'nanas, 18, i, $. v. Jamboo, 342, i;

ann. 1532-60 : s, v. Alligator-pear, 9, ii

;

ann. 1658, 1685 and 1764 : s, v, 306, i
;
ann.

1843 : s. i\ 306, li.

Guaver
;
ann. 1676 : s* Guava, 306, i.

Guayabo pomifera Indica
;

5. v. Guava, 305, ii.

Guayaquill
;
ann. 1593 : s. v. Alligator, 9, i.

Guayava
;

s, v. Guava, 305, ii, twice.

Guazil; s. v. Oazee, 136, ii, twice
j
ann. 1538 :

s. p, Mocuddum, 434, ii.

Guazzetti
j
ann. 1623 : s, v, Curry, 218, ii.

Gubber; $. p. 306, ii
;

ann. 1711 (twice) and

1752 : 5. 306, ii.

Gubbrow
;

s, p, 306, ii, s, v. Puckerow, 556, ii.

Guchrat; ann. 1554: s. v, Goozerat, 297, i.

Gudam
;

a. z?. Godown, 291, ii.

Gudama
;

a, p, Godown, 291, ii.

Gudavarij
; s. p. Godavery, 291, i.

Gudda ; a. ». 306, ii.

Guddee
j

a. v, Guddy, 306, ii, 307, i.

Guddy
;

a. v, 306, ii.

Gudeloor
;

a. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Gudge
;

a. p, 307, i, 803, ii, a, r. Guzzy, 309,

ii
;
ann, 1814 : a. v, 307, i.

Gudgerah
;
ann. 1813 : a. v, Cooly, 193, i.

Gudoes; ann. 1552 : a. v, Godown, 292, i.

Gudoes ;
ann. 1561 and 1634 : a. z?. Godown,

292, i.

Gndrl
;

a. r. Goodry, 295, ii.

Guebre*, ann. 1810; a. z’. Punchayet, 560, i;

ann. 1813 : a. v. Saint John^s (a), 691, ii.

Guendari ; ann. 1516 : a. v. Candahar, 119, i.

Gueos ;
ann. 1553 : a. z?, Laos, 385, ii.

Gueuure
;

ann. 1663 : a. v. Parsee, 516, i^ a. v,

Zend, 869, i.

Guftan
; a. v. Gup, 308, ii.

Gugal
j

a, V, Bdellium, 67, i, a. p, Googul, 296, i.

]
Qugall

;
ann. 1525 : a. z?. Googul, 296, i.

Gugglet
;
ann. 1832 ; a. z?, Goglet, 293, ii.

Guggula
; a. z^. Googul, 296, i.

Guggulu; a. V, Googul, 296, i.

Quglet
;

a. v, Goglet, 292, ii.

Gugu
;
ann. 1350 : a. v. Cowry, 209, ii.

Giihram; ann, 1340 : a. v, Oudh, 494, ii.

Guiacao; ann. 1563: a. v, Indies applied to

America, 333, i.

Guiana
;
ann. 1673 : a. v. Guana, 304, i

; ann.

1681 : a. z?. Guana, 304, ii
;
ann. 1871; a. p,

Cooly, 193, ii.

Guiava
;
ann. 1673 : a. v. Guava, 306, i, a. v.

Tope (b), 712, ii.

Guicowar ;
a. p, 307, i, a. v. Baroda, 52, ii,

a. p. Goozerat, 296, ii.

Guilan
;
ann. 1404 : a. v. Lime, 394, i.

Guilder
;
ann. 1684 : a. v. Carrack, 127, ii,

Guimpel
;
ann. 1541 ; a. v, Peking, 526, i.

Guindis
;
ann. 1561 : a. v. Gindy, 285, ii.

Guinea
;

a. z?. Banana, 42, i, a. v. Bear-tree, 58, i,

a. p. Bird of Paradise, 71, ii, a. v. Gaffer,

108, i, a. V. Cassowary, 131, i, a. z?. Gtiinea-

worm, 307, ii, twice, a. v. Moluccas, 440, i,

a. V. Sago, 689, ii
;
ann. 1563: a. v. Banana,

42, iij ann. 1600 : a. v. Tam, 745, i
;
ann.

1627: s,v. Turkey, 720, ii
;
ann. 1750-60:

a. V. Shake, 620, i
;

ann. 1768 : a. p.

Guinea-worm, 308, i
;
ann. 1798 : a. v. Adju-

tant, 5, i.

I

Guinea, New
;

a, v. Beriberi, 66, ii, a. v. Papua,

836, ii.

Guinea-cloths
; a. v. 307, i, 803, ii.

Guinea-fowl
;

a. v. 307, i, twice, 803, ii, twice,

a. V, Pintado (b), 639, ii.

Guinea linens; ann. 1726: a. v. Guinea-cloths,

307, i.

Guinea-pig
;

a. v. 307, ii.

Guinea Sorrel
; a. v, Roselle, 860, ii.

Guinea-stuffs
;

a. v. Guinea-cloths, 307, i,

Guinea Stuffs; a. p» Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Guinea stuffs
;
ann. 1813 ; a. z?. Guinea-cloths,

807, ii.

Guinea-worm
;

a. v. 307, ii, 803, ii
;
ann. 1768 :

a. V, 308, i.

Guinea Worm; ann. 1676: a. Guinea-worm,

308, i.

Guineenses
;
ann. 1712 : a. v. Guinea-worm, 804, i.

Guinees Lywaat
;
ann. 1726 : a, p. Guinea-cloths,

807, i. .. . .
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Guingam ;
s, v, 2S8, i.

Guingamp; s, v. Ginger, 287, ii, 3 times.

Guingan ;
aim. 1770 and 1781 : $. v, Guingam,

288, i.

Guingani ;
ann. 1796 ; s. v. Guingam, 288, i.

Guingao ;
s. v, Guingam, 288, i.

Guingoens; s. v, Guingam, 288, i.

GuingOes ;
ann. 1602 : s. v. Guingam, 288, i.

Guingois ;
s. v. Ginger, 287, ii.

Guirindans ;
ann. 1646 : v, Grunthum,

304, i.

Guizeratt; ann. 1672 : s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii.

Gujanasthana ; 151, ii, footnote.

Gujar
;
ann. 1869 ; s. v. Poligar, 644, i.

Gujar; s, v, Goojur, 296, i, s, v, Goozert,

296, ii.

Gujarat
;
ann. 1611 ; s. v. King, 318, ii.

Gujarat; ann. 1300: s. v. Goozerat, 297, i;

ann. 1573 : s. v. Surat, 665, i.

Gujarat ;
v. Goojur, 296, i, s, v. Goozerat,

296, ii.

Gujarati
;
s.v. G^urian, 800, i.

Gujarati
;

s, v. Kincob, 368, ii.

Gujeputty
;
ann. 1590 : s, v. Cospetir, 202, i.

Qujer
;
ann. 1519 ; s. v, Goojur, 802, i.

Gujerat
;
ann, 1620 : s, v. Bora, 80, ii.

Gujputty
;

s. v. 308, i.

Gujranw§ia
;

5. v. Goo
3
ur, 296, i.

Gujrat
;

$, v. Goojur, 296, i, twice, s. v, Gooze-

rat, 296, ii
;
ann. 1340 : s. v. Oudh, 494, ii.

Gulab-reshm ;
s. v. Sirris, 638, ii.

Gull
;
ann. 1638 : s, v. Chouse, 164, i.

Guliean
;
ann. 1673 : s, v. Calyan, 114, li.

Gull Gat; ann. 1711 : e. v. Bungalow, 768, i.

Gully; ann. 1787: s. v. Chit, 778, i.

Gubmal karna; s. v. Goolmaul, 296, i.

Gulmor
;

8, v. Gold Mohur Flower, 294, i.

Gumashtah
;

s. v, Gomasta, 294, i.

Gumbrown; ann. 1630 : s, v. Gombroon, 294, ii.

Gum-gum
;

s, v. 308, i, 804, i
;
ann, 1750-60

:

s. V. 308, i
;
ann. 1836 : s. v. 308, i, twice,

s. V, Tom-tom, 708, ii, twice.

Gumlack; ann. 1727 : s. v. Sappan-wood, 600, ii.

Gnm-resin; 8, v, Googul, 296, i, s, 2?.Hing, 318,

i, twice
;
ann. 1857 : s, v. Hing, 318, ii.

Qumruk
;

s. v. Gombroon, 294, ii.

Gumti ; ann. 1528 : s, v. Lucknow, 820, i.

Gumuti
;

s. v, Gomutf, 295, i.

Guna Mino
;
aim. 1884 ; s. v, Zend, 869, ii.

Gunda; ann. 1760: s. v. Pan, 846, i; ann.

1786: s. V. Cowry, 210, i, ann. 1823: s. o.

Dumree, 254, ii, twice.

Gunda; s. v. Kogue, 579, ii and footnote,

Gundah
;
ann. 1833 : s. v. Cowry, 210, i.

Gundavee
;
ann. 1727 : s. v. Teak, *693, ii.

Gundore
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Patna, 520, i.

Gundras; ann. 1561: s. i\ Cowry, 209, ii.

Gunduk Riyer; ann. 1824: s, v. Saligram,

852, ii.

Gunga
;

s. v. Pawnee, 522, ii, see 829, i, foot-

note
;
ann. 1753 : s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii.

Gunga, Old
;
ann. 1753 : s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii.

Gunga Saugor
;
849, ii, footnote.

Gunge
;

s. v, Sayer, 604, i (twice) and ii, 605,

i, twice
;
ann. 1762 : iS. v. Gomasta, 294, i.

Gungung
;
ann. 1750-52 : s. v, Gong, 295, ii

;

ann. 1771 : s, v. Gum-gum, 308, i.

Gunja
;

$, v, 308, i, s. v. Ohurrus, 169, ii.

Gunja
; 838, i, footnote.

Gun-lascar
;

s. v. Lascar, 388, ii.

Gunney
;
ann. 1590 : s. v. Gunny, 308, ii.

Gunny
;

$. 308, i, 804, i
;

ann, 1726, 1727

and 1764: s, v, 308, ii
;
ann. 1820; s, v.

Taut, 687, ii.

Gunny-bag
;

s. 2?. Gunny, 308, i.

Gunny-fibre
;

s. v. Jute, 362, i.

Gunny^sack
;
ann. 1885 : s. v. Gunny, 804, i.

Gunt
;
ann. 1609 ; s. v, Goont, 296, ii.

Gunta
;

s, v, 804, i.

Gunta pandy
;

s. v, Pandy, 836, ii.

Gunth
;
ann. 1838; s. z?. Goont, 802, ii, twice.

Gunth ;
s. v. Goont, 296, i.

Guntoor
;
ann. 1789 ; s, v, Circars, 171, i.

Guntur
;
ann. 1875 : s, t’. Badega, 34, ii.

Guoa
;
ann. 1538 : s. v. Sanguicer, 853, ii

;
ana.

1554: s, V. Bargany, 761, ii, twice,

Guoardafiuy; ann. 1516: s. e?. Guardahi, Cape,

305, i, twice.

Guodaram; ann. 1538; s. Godarery, 291, i,

twice.

Guodavari; ann. 1538 : s. v, Godavery, 291, i.

Gnognalaa; ann. 1538 : s. v, Gogolla, 293, ii.^^

Gup ;
5 . V. 308, li, twice ;

ann. 1876 : s. v. 308, ii.-

Gup-gup ;
ann. 1809-10: s. Gup, 308, ii.

Guptan
;

s. v. Gup, 308, ii.

Gurab; s. v. Grab, 299, iu

Gural
;

s. v. Goorul, 296, ii.

Gureeb nuwauz ;
5. v* 304, i.

(To he coniimed*)
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A 2)70TE ON ME EURrKSHETBA.

The famous battle-field of Kurukslietra, where

the Kauravas and Pandavas fought for eighteen

days, is situated on the south side of Thanesar,

30 miles south of Ambala m the Panjab. and

an account of its antiquities will be found in

Cunningham’s Archceological Survey Rejports^

Tol, XIV, p. 86. The following note by L. Baghu-
nath Bas, Supermtendent of Ethnography to the

Jind State, relates to that part of the Kuruksh^tra

which lies in that State and forms the southern

border of the sacred territory, lying west of

Panipat and including Safidon and Jind, the two

ancient towns, which are the most important places
in the south, as Thanesar and Pehoa are in the

north, of the Kuruksh^tra. The details of the

various temples, shrmes, and places of pilgiimage

in this tract do not lend countenance to Cunning-
ham ’s suspicion that both Xaithal and Jind have

been included in the holy circuit in recent times

to gratify the Sikh Bi^jas of those places. The
archaeological remains of the southern Kuruk-
shetra do not appear to have ever been examined
by an expert, though the whole territory would
probably repay systematic exploration.

H. A. Bose.

13th and 14th of Sawan and Pbdgun in the dark
half of the month. The worshipper here is

believed to obtain Naga-loka.

(ii) The Bhawan Bevyi or Temple of the
G-oddess — This temple contains an idol of
Ndga-damani Devi. Fairs are held on the 7th
and 9th of Asauj and Chet sudi. The temple was
rebuilt by Bftja Baghbir Singh of Jind in Saruvat,
1943.

(iii) The NAgaksMtra Tlrtha. — The tank
here was rebuilt by HajA Baghbir Singh in the
same year. The tirtha of Nagakshetra is the place
where the snakes were slaughtered and hence is
called Sarpa-daman. Bathing in it is believed to
set one free from the fear of Nagas (snakes).

(iv) Brl-Kipish]p.a. This temple was also erect-
ed by Baja Baghbir Singh in the same year. Its
fair is held on the 8th of Bhadon hadi.

The administration of the above temples is in
the hands of the State authorities, three Gaur
Brdhmans of the Kausika gotra being nominated
as jpujdris and paid by the State.

July mn, 1903,

(1) At Baraud in the Safidon Hldga^ and
miles to the north-east of the town of Safidon, is

a temple of MahAd^va, which is said to datefrom
the Satya-Xuga. It is visited by the people on
the Hva-rdtris^ and as there are no pujdris, the
villagers here perform worship themselves.

(2) At Saftddn itself there are three ancient
ttrthas and temples, supposed to have been builfc

towards the close of the BvApara Yuga, namely,
Nagesvara Mahad^va, Naga-damani Bevi (or

Bhawan B4vi) and NAgakshetra. The legend goes
that at the end of the Dvapara Yuga RajA Parik-
shit was bitten by a seipent, Takshaka, To avenge
him, his son Baja Janamejaya established the
images of Nagesvara MahAd^va and Naga-damani
Blvi (the goddess who slaughters serpents) iu the
temples and invoked them. He then made a
haioan or place of sacred fire, and held a
holocaust of the snakes with their SaHtis (powers).

(i) INAgesvara MabAdeva. — This temple,
which lies on a tank, contains an idol of NAges-
vara MahAdava, and fairs are held here on the

1 Panoha Nada, tie place where 5 mhos were com
Pur^n).

(S) KahAdeva. — There is also a temple of
Mahad^va at PAjd KalAn in the Safidon Hldqa,
Similes north-west of Safidon. It is on the
Parasara tank, so called because PArAsara Eishi
performed penances here. It also dates from the
Satya-Yuga, and its fairs are held on the 13th and
14th of Sawan and Phagun hadt People also
bathe here on every Sunday in SAwan. It is in
charge of a ShAmi Bairagi of the BAmanandi
Order, who must remain celibate.

(4) The Singhl-Bikh Tank at SanghAnA,
4 miles west of Safidon, owes its name to Singhi-
Rikh, the Bishi who worshipped there. Bathing
in it on aparai or f6te-day is meritorious.

(5) There is also a temple of MahAdAva at
Hat, 6 miles south-west of Safiddn in the same
Hldqa on the Pancha Nada.^ It has been in
existence since the Satya-Yuga, and to bathe m
its tank is equivalent in spiritual efScacy to
performing 5 yajnas. There are fairs here on the
same dates as at PAju KalAn, but no regular
jgvgaris are appointed, though occasionally a
ShAmi (Bairagi), a BrahmachAri, a GosAin or a
Sadhu may halt hej’e in his wanderings. Two
oted with 5 channels by HAt Kaish MahAdOva (BAwan
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miles from Hi.t is the Aranbak Taksha, one of

the four yakshas or monsters, who guarded the

four comers of the battle-field.

(6) The Shraj Kund Tank at Kklwk, 9|
miles south-west of Safidon in the same ^ildqa, is

believed to owe its origin to Suraj Narain, and
bathing in it at any time, but more specially on
a Sunday, is held to avert the si^raj-grah or evil

influence of the Sun-god.

The old temple of Sfiraj Bhagavan at Stlraj

Kund, the ruins of which are still to be found,

having been demolished, a new temple of Krishna
and R§.dhika was built by a Bairagi of Brij,

whose cMlds hold it in succession from him*

(7) At 12 milee west of Safidon, are a
temple and tank of Jamadagni, father of Para^u-

rama. People bathe in the tank on Sundays and
the jpurnamdsi or 15th of every month. The
temple is in the charge of a Shami of the
Eami.nandi Order and has a mudfi of 80 MgJids

of land attached to it.

(8) At Asto, which is at a distance of 14 miles
in the south-west of Safildon, is an ancient tank,

called Asvini-KumS^ra after the god in whose
honour a Eishi did penance there. The legend
in the Vdmana Purdna goes that an ugly Eishi,

being laughed at in the assembly of the sages,
did penance and invoked the god Asvini-Kumdra,
who appeared before him, and bestowed on birn

beauty, saying, “be beautiful after bathing in
this tank/' Hence bathing in it on Tuesday is

believed to enhance one’s beauty.

(9) At BarS«h Kald^n, which is 17 miles south-
west of Safidon, are the tank and temple of

Barahji Bhagwan, commemorating Yishnu’s
vardha or boar incarnation.

The fair is held on the 11th and 12th of Bha-
don sudi. Bathing in the tank and worshipping
the god Bardh are believed to secure the highest
place in heaven.

(ii) The Chandra-kfipa or Moon-well Tlrtha,
built in honour of the Moon (Somd Diva), is

an ancient cave in which water collects in the
rainy season, and in this water the Moon is

supposed to have bathed His evil influence is

®*^®^ted by bathing here on the 11th and 12th of
Bhadoh sudi or on a Monday,

(iii) The Sapta-Eishi Kund or Tank of the
Seven ^lishis. Tie legend in the Tilak Gydn
Granth is that the seven Ilishis, Eanbukd, &c,,
came here after visiting the Urthas or tanL of
Kurukshitra, and made their kuti (resting-place)
and hawan-hund here. After a time they went to
Pindl,rak (Pinddra). It is of spiritual benefit to
bathe in it on the days mentioned above or on
any sacred day.

(iv) A Shraj Kund, bathing in which is as
meritorious as performing worship at an eclipse
of the sun. The bathing day is Sunday.

(v) A Chandra Kund, to bathe in which is

equal to worshipping at an eclipse of the moon.
The bathing day is Monday.

(10) At Pind&ra, which is 20 miles south-
west of Safidon, is another S6ma Tlrtha, with
a temple of Somisvara Mahddiva, sacred to the
moon and the planet Sukra (Yenus). This tank
is visited by many thousands of people, often
from distant places, at a somdwati amdwas or a
Monday which falls on the day before a new
moon, and a fair is also held on the 13th and 14th
Mi both in Phdgun and Sdwan.

At a 80Tifidw(it% o/nfhdwas pilgrims offer ^pindots,

balls of rice-flour, for the benefit of deceased
ancestors, which is as efficacious as a pilgrimage
to Gaya. Alms offered on such an occasion are

^so equal in merit to the performance of a
Mdjasuya Yajna.

(11) The temple of Jayanti Blvl or Goddess
of Yictory at Jind, which owes its name to this

temple, and which is 22 miles south-west of

Safidon, was built by Yudhishthira and his

brothers, the Pdndavas, before their fight with

the Kauravas. A tank called the Suraj Kund
lies in front of the temple and is now filled with

canal water. On the tank of Somanatha, in the

town of Jind, are the temples of Mahddiva,

called the Somisvara Sivalaya and Mansa DIvl,

The tank derives its name from the Moon-god,

Soma, and by bathing in it one can reach the

moon. On another tank, called the Jawl,lmM

Iswara, is another feivlilaya of Mahl>deva bearing

the same name as the tank. Bathing here is

believed to free the soul from the door (bonds)

of transmigration.

The Asankhya Tirtha is an ancient tank, so

called because countless {asankhya) rishis are
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said to have worshipped there. To bathe in it on

a sacred day {parab) is equivalent to a pilgrimage

TO Badri Nath. Washing in the Asani Dhara

Tirtha, also an extremely ancient tank, cleanses

from sin if performed on a Thursday

In Samvat 1903 Raja Sardp Singh built the Raj

Rajesvari or Lord of the State Temple at Jind.

The fail’ is held on the 1st to the 9th of Chait

and Asauj sudi.

(12) At Barto-ban^ is a temple to Gr^hl Devi,

w’ho was a ydlshani, of Griha Rishi. A fair is

held on the 7th and 8th of Chait and Asauj siidi*

It is believed to avert sins.

This village also contains a very old tank called

the Kirt Sauch or place of hand-washing, so

called because Narasimha, the lion incarnation of

Yishnu, killed the daitya or demon Hiranyaksha

at this spot and washed his hands and feet in it.

It is beneficial to bathe m it on a parah^ and to

do so is equivalent to performing a pundrik

yajna.

Here, too, is an ancient tank called the Puin-

pitny^, so called because Narasimha washed his

hands in it a second time after killing Hii’an-

yaksha. Bathing in it is as efficacious as bathing

in the Kirt Sauch, while it also makes the bather

more prudent.

(13) At Ikae, which is 25 miles off Safidon in

the south-west direction, is the Hamsa, or Swan
tank, also called the Dhundfi or ‘ seeking,’ because

here Krishna, after escaping from the Gopis,

concealed himself in the guise of a Swan (Hamsa
is a symbol for soul), while they sought him in

the same shape. It is customary to bathe in it

on a Sunday in Sdwan, or on any _para6. Bathing

in it is believed to equal in merit a gift {punya)
of 1,000 cows.

(14) "RAm Rai, which is at a distance of 28

miles in the south-west direction, is also a village

of peculiar sanctity.

It contains

(i) A temple to Parasurama, adjoining which
are the Earn Hrid,® Sfiraj Kund and San Hitha.

The E4m Hrid or Temple of Parasu Rama marks

the spots where that hero destroyed the Hsha-
triyas. The legend in the MahdhMrata goes

that Parasurama killed Sahasra Bahfi (thousand-

armed) with all his sons and sSna, * army,’ and
filled five Knnds with blood, bathed himself in

them and offered til-anjali to his deceased father,

Jamadagni, saying, ^It is the blood of those who
killed you and took away your MmadMnu cow.’

Then Parasurama took up his axe, and began
slaughtering Kshatriyas, while the San Hitha is

midway between it and Suraj Kund.

People bathe in these tanks on the 15th sudi of

Kartik and Baisakh, after which they worship in

the temple which contains images of Parasurtoa
and his parents Jamadagni and Rambuka, feed

Brihmans and give alms to the poor. Also at

the eclipse of the snn they bathe in the San Hitha
tank and at the eclipse of the moon in the Ram
Hrid, by doing so they believe that they will

reach Svarga (paradise).

(ii) The temple of Kapila Yaksha is in the

south-west of Ram Bdi. The Yaksha was a door-

keeper of the Ruruksh^tra. The temple is wor-

shipped on the same days, and is in the charge of

a Kanphatl. Jogi.

(iii) The temple of An6kli&li Mdklial& Devi,

who was the yakshani of Kapila Yaksha, is in the

charge of a Gaur Brahman. A fair is held on

the same days.

(15)

At P6hkar Kberl, which is 29 miles south-

west of Safidon, in the south-west of the village is

a tank of Pushkarji, with a temple of Mahdd^va.

The name Pohkar is from Pushkara, meaning

‘'great purifier.” It is related that Parasuitoa

collected all the iaktis (powers) of gods and

influences of all the Tirthas.

Here BrahmS., Yishnu and Mah^sa worshipped,

and there is a special worship of Mahadeva on the

13th and 14th hadi of Ph^gun and Sawan, wliile

bathing here on 15th sudi of Kartik or Baisakh

(each a surajpardb, or day sacred to the sun) is

equivalent to performing an ahamidha or horse-

sacrifice.

® Bar^h-ban is 24 miles soutk-west of Safiddn.
s Eto Hyid is a place where Paratotoa was pleased to the heart, Rdm standing for Para^ur^ma, and hiid

meaning heart.



NOTICE.

The remainder of the English version of Dfi. Bdhleb’s

Indiak Palboobaphy,— about 24 pages,— will be issued with

the Index, &e,, of the current Volume,
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TATTOOING IN CENTRAL INDIA.

BY CAPTAIN C. B. LXTABD, M.A.,

S)iperintencUnt of Ethnography in Central India.

(Concluded from p. 289,)

THE JUNGliB SECTION.
1, Tattoo Marks from the JoTbat State.

(Collected by Rai Bahadur Vamon Rao Bapuji of Johat.)

A, — Female Ma#:s.

(/) Worn 0/7 ca./\/esj-

Pea,cock

-If o II-

St/tekes

Mango - tree

Baori f'ive//}

fZJ Wcr/7 0/7 tAe tvr/sts/

Peyoaj/a

A c/a Hr

toiltrrTr

TAe '^4fa£/fa '- a A/gA Aat
ivor/7 £>y the Ar/efegroa/n
at a weddtng.

CfysLuk

'

t t
» • • • •
• •• •»« S//rgar& rf£/ts ^

S/tas kJfcAe/7

‘CA&uk '

fd) Wor/7 tAe Aa/7cfs/^

sV A Y
rnrrrni P/ower oP ava/yi. tree
• •••••• r/s-iy/Z^nt/jc/s

_ emhi/caj.

y\
£ I S/'tds

f F/oiver

?t5W Hater yesseA

S/tas grana/y

S/ti.s JfrtcAe/J

f^a/yr on t/re fingers;—

ds ^

AS) Wor/7 on tAe tAc/mAs/--

I 111
t̂^/ok'es

A6) Wor/7 0/7 the cAmr>-

•V.
• • • Bra/n

^ mt
Bra/ff
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Womens M&rks - rcontdo

Worn on the aheehs/'-

• •
6r3Lm

fd) Worn Ait the corners of the eyes^

J
Byes

fS) Worn heti^een the eyebrows/^

va/ ^
f/Oj Worn on the toes. —

* ^
• c «

• • Sre/h.

B Male Marlvs

(f) Worn on the wnsts/-*

T
't'

^S{ft

l>a.iier

=irf?re^

Mango -ZT'Se

f3> IMern o/i the Angers

f4‘J Worn on arms^'

Peaceok,

/i) Worn m the

no
n/ee “grem.

St/teAer,

L t *

* Tr^t

fSj Mtero oo the chest.•-

hf&ns name.

L
H O il -

IVe//

f6J SVonr as the comers of the eyes:-

r ^
Byes.
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2. Tattoo Marks from Barwanl State.

( Collected by Mr. E. M. Phaiah of Barwani.)

(a) Ehandesh BhRs.

(Plate TIL)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body. 1
Male or

1 female. Name of the sign. Meaning,

•j'

X

Khandesh Bhils ...

Do,

On shoulder

Do.

1

Male
•9

Do.

Chaufc, Square.

(b) Mali Bluls.

(Plate FJJJ.)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body. Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning,

Mali Bhil On the shoulder,. Male Katiyar, ... Dagger.

-e- Do. iN'ear the eye Do. .. Tnsul,
Os.

1

Trident,

«•
Do. On cheek Do. ... Kalla, Bangle.

vi/ Do. On forehead Do. ... Kaman, Bow.

(c) Cbarans,

(Plate IX.)

Caste.

j

Part of the body.
Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Charan ... On forehead Male ... Ma, JiTwir Eosary.

Do. ••• On wrist Do. Katiyar, ... Dagger.

Do. ... On forehead Do. Har, fr?: Wreath.
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(d) NTingwals.

(Flute X.)

Signs.

1j

Caste.

j

Part of the body.

j

Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Ningwal Oil forehead or arms Male Am ka Jhad, Mango-tree.

CX}
frrg-

Do. Betweea wrist and
elbow.

Do. Dank, A sort of

drum.

O Do, Do. Do. Kuwa, .. Well.

(e) Solia BhHs.

{Plate XL)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body.
Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning,

% 4««i«****
• V
•X

Solia Bhll On forehead Male Har, fK Garland,

e Do. Near the eye Do. ... Kaman, g[v»TP>r Bow.

Do, On the chest Do. Ghoda, Horse.

h Do. Near the eye Do. Khata, ^fgr A mark plac-

ed for beau-

tifying the

face.

(f) Bhilalas.

{Plate XIL)

Signs. Caste, Part oi the body. Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

u Bhilala On forehead or be-
tween wrist and

- elbow.

Female ... Am ka Jhad,

HTf
Mango-tree.

Do. Near the eye ..J Do. Cbirliya, ... Feathers.

Do. On the chiu or on
the chest.

Do. Pbul, Flower.

Do. On any part of the
body and by any

. caste

Do. ... Tipka, Spots.
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(f) Bhilalas

—

(contd.).

Signs. Caste. ' Part of the body. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Bhilala On the front portion

of the leg near the

ankle.

Female ... Katar, gtarc Dagger.

m Do. Do. Do. MauiJ, 4^? Coronet
worn by the

bridegroom.

(g) Eachis.

(Plates XTII. and X1V»)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body.
Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Kachi •• On either side of tlw

portion b e t w e e r

elbow and wrist.

Female ., Sita ki Randni Boiler of

Sita,

Q Do. Do. Do. ... Sita ka hath, ^fHrrarr

fnr.

Sita's hand.

Do, ««. Do. Do. Ram and Lachbrnan,

m w
Rama and
Lachhman.

Do, On thumb ... Do. ... Bichchu, Scorpion,

s Do, On fingers Do. ... Java,^ Barley.

f Do. ... On the back of the

leg.

Do. Am ka Jhad,

SFrrr.

Mango-tree.

(h) Ta<l7i Bhilalas,

(Plate XV>)

Sign. Caste. Part of the body.
Male or
female.

Name of the sign. Meaning.

Tadvi Near the eye Female .,.1 Chirliya, Feathers,

Do. ... ... Between wrist and

elbow.

Katiyar, cfifkifre ... Dagger.
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(h) Tadvi Bhilalas

—

{eontd^.

Signs. Caste. Part of the body
Hale or
female.

Name of the sign. Heaning*

Taclvi Between wrist anc

elbow.

1 Female .. . Chohmal,
• A cloth

wound
round the
head for

carrying

< Do ,
I^'ear the eye . Do. .. Chirliya, ^R^ETT..

weights.

Feathers.

Do Between wrist and
elbow.

Do. Chank Bakhiyadar
, Square in

the form of

stitches.

Do* ,, Do. Do. ... Chauk,
. Square.

ly

Do On the leg near the

ankle.
Do. Maud, ^ A coronet

for the
bridegroom.

Do Near the eye Do. ... CWrIiya, Feathers.

4f$fc^ Do. On the back of the
palm.

Do. Chauk, Square.

Do. Near the eye Do. ... Chirliya, Feathers.

Do. Between wrist and
elbow.

Do. Bakhiya, ... Stitch.

"T Do. Do. Do. ... Chauk, ... Square.

tt ^ Do. ... ... On the back of the
leg.

Do. Chauk, Do.

SDs
•5«*

Do. Between wrist and
elbow.

Do. ... ChoumaJ, .. A cloth
wound
round the

head for

carrying

Do On forehead Do. ... Jhad, prr
1

weights.

Tree.
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(i) Chohan Bhils.

(Plate XVI.)

S^gns. Caste. Part of the body. Male or
female. UTarae of the sign. Meaning’.

Chohan Bhil ... On arms or chest ... Male Adml, Man.

VI/ Do. On forehead Do. Mango-tree,
•f*

Anijca tJiiacl, ^
?rrf.

Do, Near the eye Bo. Khata, A line or
mark for

b e a u t i-

fying the

face.

(j) Heghwals.

(Plates XVII., XVIII., and XIX.)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body. Male or

1

female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Meghwal On the back of hanc
between wrist anc
elbow.

1 Female „
1

Katarl, gtTffJ- , Dagger.

T Do. Bo, Do. ... Dana,^ Beads.

4
9 a

Do. On wrist or elbow ... Do. ... Mahado or ModudQ, A seat for

Mahadey.

•** *

« #• *V V
Do. Between wrist and

elbow.
Do.’ Modudu, ... Do.

Do. Do. Bo. M5d, Htr ... Wheel.

Do. Do. Bo. Makhi, Jir<^ Fly,

Do. Do. Do. ... Phul, Flower,

4
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(j) Meghwals

—

(conid,).

Signs,

•4*

#
SS.

*hOi*

4

AAkVVX

+

OS'S'to* Part of the body. Hale or
female.

Do,

Do.

Do,

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

On the back of the]

palm.

„.( On the back of the]

thumb.

Do.

Female

Name of the sign. Heaniag^

Ohohbal,

On forehead

On the back of the]

foot, near the ankle.

On elbow
; neck

;

between wrist andj
elbow

; on back of
hand; or near the
ankle.

On elbow ...

On wrist

On fingers of hands]
or elbows.

Between wrist and
elbow; on back ofj

the hand.

On wrist ...

Neat the ankle

Do.

Do.

Bakhiya,

Chohbal, ^5T ..

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

H&r,^

Ma^as, Jimr

Wena, %"rr...

^athrat,

Makhi,

Dev^i,

Saka],

La(jTa, 5nf?T

A cloth
wound
round the
head for

1 if ting
weights.

Stitch.

A cloth
wound
round the

head for

carrying

weights.

Garland.

Well.

Man.

Water-
stand.

Flower o f

Lotus.

Fly.

An 0 r n a-

ment for

the head.

Chain,

Cross.















//jd/cLfi Ant/qaary.





De/.





SOLIA BHILS.

Plate X I.

//^d/SL/7 A ry,













/jid/a./? A/?tJ(^aa/y

KAOH!.

Plate XIV.

Back of Leg;

8.E,B.PresSy Lftho.









CHOHAN BHiLS.

Plate XVh

/o^/a/r Antt^u&ry.

3.£,S firett, LrtAo,
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( j) Meghwals- {conid ).

Signs. Caste. Part of the body. Male or
female. Name of the sign. Meaning.

Meghwal Between wrist and
elbow.

Female .. Maur,^ Peacock.

sees
4

Do. On the foot Do. A sort of

stool.

<"y Do. On front portion of

the leg.

Do. .. Modudu, Seat for the

God Ma-
hadev.

sr Do. Near the ankle Do. ... Jalo, Leeches.

(k) Chokkaria Kankars.

(Plates XX, and XXL)

Signs. Caste. Part of the body.
Male or
female.

Name of the sign. Meaning.

Chokharia Man-
kar.

Between the two eye-

brows.

Female ... Eekh,^ Line.

Do. Near the eye Do. Nainna, tpTT ••• Eye,

Do. Between wrist and

elbow.

Do. ... Bakhiya, ... Stitch.

Do. On cbeek, chin or

between brows.

Do. ... Dana, ••• Beads.

HOW THE TEMPORAL POWER OF THE DALAI LAMA WAS FOUNDED.

BY L. DE MILLOUD.

Translation of a Lecture at the Musee Guimei, 2l8t January 1900J

It need neither startle us, nor is it an exaggeration to state, that everywhere and always, the

priesthood has been led to lay its hand on the temporal power and to subordinate the lay-government

to the religion. The most important exception to this assertion is that of Greece, where it has never

since historic times played or attempted to play what seems a leading part. But of all the countries

of the world, the one where sacerdotal power is most deeply and. firmly established is Tibet. No

other place in the world could be so favorable to a theocracy, given the profound ignorance of the

people, their misery, their eminently religious character, and their inveterate leaning to superstition.

Since its introduction into this country in 630 of our era, under the reign of Sroh-^tsan-^Gam-po,

to the middle of the 17th century, the existence of the Buddhist clergy has been simply a continued

^ From Conferences an SfusSe Cniwet^ 1899—1901, par L. de Paris, 1903, pp, 71-88. J* B.
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struggle for supremacy, a struggle from which it arose conqueror, instituting an absolutely theocratic
government, which offers carious resemblances to the principles and organisation of the old Roman
pontifical government. I am about to try to sketch the various phases of this struggle which are
instructive as they are interesting.

But first, it is necessary to say a word on the Tibetan monk — the T.«»na.^ his character and
where it differs from other Buddhist monks.

’

Buddhism, when it penetrated into Tibet, was very different from the philosophic sect with
atheistic tendencies, without gods, without cult or rites, formerly founded by Buddha S.ftyamuni
Not only had it become an actual religion, in consequence of the deification of its master, and of the
cnlt instituted in his honour and the adoration of his relics

;
not only had it been penetrated bv

mysticism and blind devotion to the Yoga and the Veddnta
j
not only had it invented the eternal

Buddha— essence and being of all things— the Adi-BuddhaconceiTed on the model of the Brahma
Svayambhu, the crowd of Buddhas past, present, and future, as well as the Bodhisattvas “ of three
thousand thousands of worlds,” but it had also received into its bosom all the and female
divinities of Brahmanism, especially of the Saiva sect, and, under the unfortunate influence of the
Tantric doetrines, had given a predominant place to divination, astrology, sorcery, and magic. Thus
exploiting the superstitious ignorance of the Tibetans, and thm terror for demons, by which thev
believed themselves to be surrounded, it was as exorcists and expert magicians, rather than as apostles
of a pure morale, that the first fathers of Buddhism are represented, and it was by sorcery rather
than the preaching of the Good Law that they conquered and dispossessed their rivals, the Shamans
(rf the indigenous religion or Bonpa, of the confidence of the people.

'

^
Lama (in Tibetan hLa-ma, “superior”) is a title equivalent to the Sanskrit term Guru or

Acharya, which oughts to be regularly applied onfy to a religious person renowned for Ins knowledo-e
and his sanctity, but which is frequently given by courtesy and respect to all the members of tL
Tibetan and Mongol clergy (the real titles of the different classes being : lama, “ superior ”

j d<7e-sfo#.“ ordained priest ” ; iGi-thsAl, “ deaecm”
j
and &GS-bsngm, "novice ”) as with us that of abbot.

The Lama then, to give him tie title by which he is habitually known, differs from the Bhiksht
or Indian devotee, in that he is not simply a contemplative monk, but really a priest, invested as he
is by ordination obtained, after a long novitiate and serious studies, which coufers upon him special
powers, notably that of taking part at ceremonies of the cult, at the initiation and ordination of new
monks.

But the Lama is not only a priest. In the midst of this igndi-ant people who surround him*
with a superstrtious veneration and fear, he is the universal man, the par excellence-, he is
educator, teacher, (the monasteries are the only schools.) doctor, literary man, astrologer, sorcerer,

f r r ’ f He is not, indeed, compelled, like theBlukshu, to take the vow of poverty, but may possess a personal fortune and can increase it by all
possibl6 meauSy ev6Bir by usury, ^

‘ The Lam^ are divided into two classes : the orthodox ones or dGe-ldgcpae. also called yellowLa^ from the colom of their costume, and the rNgip-ma-pas or red Lamas; these again are

IxtremfL n
marriage among their adherents. They are

riSZ rr
dedicating atleust one son from each family to the

^tTIm’ Tk k
«d hy thefact that the Lamas hold afi functions- in fact, if

entirey^plionXl- ’ "

wsSs^oml^olXt
i^naateries, vast conglomerations of houses surrounded by

l universities, where.the peopksome from, all parts of the country to study therdigioua sciences unda renowned masters. -- ThL
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monasteries, enriched by royal donations, and by the pioos gifts of the lay-popnktion, possess large
tracts of rich land, managed by their steward or treasurer, which they increase, not only by tradine
»Hh the produce of their lands, but also by devoting themselves to all kinds of commerce : almost
aU the export, import, and transport trade is thus in the hands of the Lamas.

It is easy to understand what importance such wealth gives to the superiors or abbots of the
great monasteries, even from a political point of view. Thus the ecclesiastical history of Tibet k
entirely filled with tales of rivalries and struggles, sometimes sanguinary, between the abbots of the
more important monasteries, especially when they belong to different sects. But although they are
jealous of one another, they are wise enough to cease tearing one another to pieces in order to seize

any scrap of power from the civil authority and afterwards to divide the booty.

Toward the commencement of the ISth century, the leading position was held by the sect named
Sa-shya-pa, from the name of its principal monastery. A monk of this sect, sumamed Tbags-pa, sent

as a missionary to Mongolia, finding himself by chance on the route of the illustrious Khubilai Khan,
when he was about to invade China, prophesied that he would gain the victory and the empire.

Becoming master of the Chinese empire, and emperor, Khubilai remembered the monk and his

prediction and called him to his court (T4ranatha, the official histonan of Tibetan Buddhism, says

that, Thags-pa, being dead, it was his nephew and successor Lo-dal Cyaltsan, who came to the court

of Khubilai). It is from this epoch that the expansion of Lamaism in China dates. But the

emperor’s recognition was not limited to empty honours. By decree he conferred on ’Phags-pa and
his successors, as superiors of the Sa-skya sect, the religious and political sovereignty of Tibet, but

without suppressing the king of that country, who continued to govern it under the authority, more
nominal than real, of the Sa-skya-pa priests.

Besides a doubtful recognition, political causes may he assigned to the act of Elhubilai : on the

one hand, the desire to flatter his Mongol subjects, for the most part Lamaists ; on the other, the hope

of putting an end to the continual incursions of the Tibetans into Chinese territory. In fact, from

this moment dates Chinese influence in Tibet.

The successors of Khubilai continued his poKcy with regard to Tibet and Lamaism, but do not

appear to have attained the desired end, for, under their rule, the incursions of the Tibetans were

more frequent and more audacious than ever, to say nothing of the difficulties stirred up by the

tyranny of the Sa-skya-pa sect, over their rivals, and notably the burning of the Kargyutpa monastery

of Dikung ill 1B20. Thus the dynasty of the Mings (1368—1616), which succeeded them, changed

its policy with regard to Tibet. It set itself to diminish the power of the Sa-skya-pa sect, which was

much too great, by giving to the abbots of the monasteries of Diknng (of the Kargyutpa sect) and

of Ts’al (of the Khadampa sect), a rank and authority equal to those of the Grand Lama of Sa-skya

by cleverly exciting their rivalry, by covering with honours and by granting pensions to the chief men
of the country in order to bind them to themselves.

About this time, in 1355 at Khum-bum, in the district of Am-do, was born the celebrated 3Tson-

kha-pa, who, indignant at the vice and corruption of the monks of his time, at the superstitious

practices, and the rites of sorcery, which degraded Lamaism, undertook to re-eall it to the parity

of primitive Buddhism, promptly gathered together, under the name of the <fGe-lngs-pa sect, a numher

of disciples, to whom, in order to distinguish them, he gave a yellow costume (the other Lamas were

dressed in red) and founded in 1409 the monastery of (fGa-Idan, of which he remained superior until

his death in 1417.

It is commonly, though erroneously, said, that dTsoh-kha-pa was the first Dalai Lama. Ha

never bad any title but that of £^Ga-ldan, as also had his successor dfOe-’dan-grub. This title and

dignity only appeared dxmng the pontifical of dJjo-bzsm ^the. fourth mtecess<^ of tho ktter

(1617^1080).
*

. . »
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Profoundly ambitious, a clever politician, marvellously advised by bis old teacher the abbot ol

Tashi-lhuapo, Nag-dbau ^>Lo-bzaii knew how to exploit with acuteness the growing power of the

c^Ge-lugS'pa, and the popularity of ^Tsou*kha-pa was kept alive in all classes of society. Taking

vigorously in hand the interests of his sect, which he identified with those of religion, he did not

hesitate to enter into open conflict with the king of I’ibet, and, under pretext of the safety of religion

menaced in its purity by the tyranny of this king, the protector of the rod Xiamas, he ' asked

assistance from Guchi-Khan, prince of the Koshot Mongols, who, after having vanquished and deposed

the king, made a present of Tibet to the astute Nag-f^baii 5Lo-bzafi,

j

The latter then assumed the dignity of rGyal-ba Rm-po-che, “ Precious Majesty,’’ and the Mongol

title Salal, “ Ocean (of Grandeur),” in Tibetan rOya-mtsho, which Europeans have transformed into

“Dalai- Lama,” titles which, in order to create for himself a sort of genealogy, he extended to

dGe-’dun-grub, who thus became the first Dalai Lama, and at the same time he gave his counsellor,

the abbot of Tashi-lhunpo, the first place after himself in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, with the title of

Pan-chhen Rin-po-che, and handed over to him in appanage the vassal sovereignty of the province of

Tsang.

• Thus it is believed that Nag-tfbah 5Lo-bzan was the inventor of the fiction of the perpetual

incarnation of the Dhyani-Bodhisattva Chanresi (Avaloldtesvara) in the person of the Dalai Lamas

and that of the Dhyani Buddha ’Od-dpag-med (Amitabha) in the Pan-chhen Rin-po-ch^s, thus giving

to these great persons a sort of divine relationship, an example which was immediately followed by

all the superiors of the larger monasteries except that of cZGa-ldan, who called themselves perpetual

incarnations of the Bodhisattva Manjusri, the god or saint, patron of their sect or of their convent.

.

The theory of incarnation was not in itself a novelty. From time immemorial it has been said

in India, pei-haps simply as a manner of speech, that illustrious men, especially in the religious order,

t?ere incarnations of such or such a god or saint, personifying the chief qualities by which they were

known (a metaphor borrowed, doubtless, from the avatdrs of Vishnu), and in Tibet even the king

Sron-^tsan-sgam-po, who introduced Buddhism into that country, was considered as an incarnation of

Chanresi aod his minister Thu-mi Sambhota passed as an avatar of ’Jam-t?pal (Manjusri), the patron

Bodhisattva of Science. What is new is the ingenious idea of the perpetuity of incarnation. It may

surprise ns that Nag-(£bah iLo-bzah made himself the incarnation of a simple Bodhisattva, while he

attributed to his counsellor that of an eternal Buddha. But it must not be forgotten that ChanrSsi

is the usual patron of Tibet
;
the clever Dalai Lama thus benefited by the popularity of this divine

person and at the same time created for himself a divine relationship with the first sovereign of the

country, which justified his pretensions to royal power. On the other hand, if we remember, that

all the sacred books of India call the counsellor the “ spiritual Father ” of his disciples, it becomes

quite natural that ]5irag-c^bai iLo-bzau should make his instructor the incarnation of ’Od-^?pag-med

the spiritual father of Chanresi.

In consequence of the doctrine of perpetual incarnation, the Dalui Lamas, the Pan-chhen Rin-po-

ch^s and the oiher incarnated Lamas never die. When the body of a Dalai Lama is worn out by

sickness or old age, the god, whose spirit animates it, quits the body to seek for another in better

health
;
in other words, becomes incarnate in the course of from one to four years in some young

infant, who, by miracles, reveals his divine nature and thus manifests himself. As soon as informed

of the rednearnation of ChanrSsi, the sacred college of the mKhan-pos send a commission to the

dwelling of the parents of the infant, charged to subject him to a series of trials, such as, for example,

to recognise, from among other similar objects, those made use of by preference by‘the former Dalai

Lama, and if he comes successfully out of it he is carried in great pomp to the pontifical palace,

where he receives an education befitting the high rank which he is to ' occupy. Matters take place

naturally in the same way in the case of Pajgi-chhea JRIn-po-chS or of any other incarnated Lama or

living Buddha,
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But to retura to Nag-f^ban 6Lo-bzan. The gift, which Guchi-Kliaii Lad made to him of Tibet

conquered by his arms, constituted merely a possession in fact, not by absolute right, and he might

with reason fear, that he would be dispossessed of it, either by a revolt stirred up by the dethroned

king, or by an intervention of his powerful neighbour, the Chinese empire. Thus he hastened, at the

risk of compromising the independence of Tibet, to send an ambassador to the emperor Sal-tsnng

Oen-Hoaiig, to recognise him as spiritual and temporal sovereign of Tibet, as a tributary title, and on

the condition that henceforth the election of the Dalai Lamas should be confirmed by the court of

Pekin. On his side Guchi-Khan received the title of viceroy, with charge of the political

administration of the kingdom (1642). Some years later, in 1662, this official acknowledgment

was confirmed anew by the emperor Khang-hi, after the suppression of several revolts, wdiich

necessitated the intervention of the Chinese armies.

hTag-cZbah 5Lo-bzah died in 1680. His death was kept secret for 16 years by the viceroy of the

time, who used this interregnum in order to attempt to seize the sovereign authority. But this

becoming known, provoked the intervention of the Mongol chief Lhazang-Khan, who proceeded to

elect the sixth Dalai Lama, soon deposed however, in consequence of indignity and irregularities in

his election, following close upon the revolt, raised under pretext of restoring religion, by a chief ot a

tribe named Tse-Oang Arabdan. These disorders provoked another interference on the part of the

emperor Khang-hi, who proceeded, with the help of his army, to the proclamation and definite

enthronement of the sixth Dalai Lama — ^Lo-bzah sKal-ldan (1705—1758).

In 1750 a new revolt against the authority of the Dalai Lama, incited by the viceroy Gyurmed

Namgyal, rendered the intervention of the emperor Kien-lung necessary, upon which the title and

function of viceroy was suppressed, and the countiy entirely submitted to the absolute authority

of the Dalai Lama, 1751, the Chinese Government always reserving to itself the right of supervision

and the direction of foreign relations entrusted to two Chinese functionaries invested, as a mark of

honour, with the title of ambassador.

From this time the spiritual and temporal authority of the Dalai Lamas^ is no longer disputed

and, except for small revolts of no consequence, they exercise in peace their double sovereignty under

the protectorate of China
;
but for this tranquillity they paid the price of theii independence. Little

by little the Chinese Government has mixed more in the affairs of Tibet and has exercised an

iiiflueiice more and more marked on the elections of the Dalai Lamas and the Fan-chheii Rin-po-chcb

who are no longer chosen only in uninfluential, local and pious families in China. Under colour of

showing his profound respect for them, the emperor grants them an annual sum, and they end by

being merely docile instrument in the hands of China, of the functionaries of the Empire,

It is unnecessary to call attention to the striking resemblances existing between the two institu-

tions of the Catholic Papacy and the pontificate of the Dalai Lamas. Like the Pope the Dalai Lama

IS a religious leader, whose decisions and orders, from a dogmatic and moral point oi view, ought to

be blindly accepted without discussion. He is infallible in virtue of the infallibility dhine

spirit, of whom he is the representative, the incarnation on earth. Like the Pope’s, his jurisdiction

extends to the boundaries of his kingdom, in Ladak, Nepal, Bhutan, Sikhim, China (in Pekiu alone

there are thirteen Lama monasteries), Mongolia, Siberia among the Buriats, even in Russia among

the hordes of Kirghises, — and he claims the universal imposition of it. He is invested with

temporal power, as also was the Pope for long
;
and finally, another curious resemblance, — it was

2 The Dalai Lamas iu sncoession to 6Lo-bzan sKal-ldan (1705-1758) were (Griinwedel, Mythol. des Buddhismus

in Tibet, S. 203) as follows

bLo-bzah *Jam-dpal (1759—1805)

;

bLo-bzah Lun-rtogs (1806—1815)

;

bLo-bzafi Tsbul-kbrims (1817—1837);

bLo-bzan clGe-dmu (1838—1855) ;

bLo-bzab Phrin-las (1856'—1874) ;

Nag-dban bLo-bzan Tbub-ldan, 1875. — J. B. *
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Fol. 150. Theire buildings in this Generali are but of a very meane Sort built of bamboos and
rattans, and Stand for y? most part Vpon Stilts of wood.

Pol. 158. firom y? West Coast of this Jsland [Sumatra] .... Rattans
Pol. 172. the Executioners frapp the sticks togeather Splitt rattans.

See Yule, s. v. Rattan.

RINGO ROOT.

Pol. 82. They [Portugals] make many Sorts of Sweetmeats viz^ ....
Pot in Yule. [A very obscure form : probably means some form of ginger.]

EOOMAULS.

. Ringo Roots.

Pol. 61. This Kingdoms [Bengala] most plentifully doth abound with
Rammals.

See Yule, s. v. Eoomauls, kerchiefs. [N. and E. has for 19th June, 1680, p. 24 ; “Cotton
Romalls.”]

KUUNDBI/.

his Retinue of Attendants and Menial Servants aie in great number, he keeps .

Fol. 41.

Roundels.

Fol. 42. Roundels : Are in theseWarme Climats very Necesarie, to keep y! 0 from Scorchino-e
a man, they may alsoe and are Serviceable to keep yf raine off, most men of accompt maintaine oue-°-
or 3 roundeUiers, whose office is onely to attend theire Masters Motion, they are Very light but
of Exceeffinge Stiffnesse, beinge for y? most part made of Rhmocerots hide, very decently paintedd Gmlded, with what flowrs they best admire, on y® inside exactly in y? midst thereof is fixed aSmooth handle (made of wood) by w®? y? Roundeliere doth carry it, hold.nge it up with one hand
a foot or more above his Master’s head directinge yf Centre thereof as Opposite to y? 0 as possiblv

“““ whatever, that will goe to yf Charge of it wo.U is noe great Mattermay have one or more Catysols to attend him, bnt not a Roundell ; Vnlesse be be a Governouror One of y, Councell : The Same Custome yf English hold good amongst their own people wherebythey may be distinguished by yf Natiues.
ew n people wnereDy

-f I;
*’ ambrella, and a constant source of bickering in the old Anglo-Indian days. N. and E p. 15, for 5th April 1680, has a valuable quotation here : — “To Verona’s

4.11 WX jUHim

The^vanf^ if'v f • • • • ^otth 0016 02s 03U .Sjam Ticull Yalues one rupee J or 00 03 07.
^

I'oL 64, great Store of treasure viz? Gold and Silver Rupees.
^ '

Fol, 67. his revenue came to a lack viz* looono i o . , ^
80 lacks of rupees,

* ^ • • • . he »^ent the Emperoui*

. . - T..

for he was robbed of 1500000 • • • .

i^tipees i e . lUUUOO

toodrup!.
.

.
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Fol. 82. A Very good Cow is Sold [at Hngly] for foure Shillings Six pence Vizt o mpees
a good hogg.for f of a Rupee, 45 or 50 fowls for one Rupee, C : 7 : and Sometimes 8 ma.md or
rice for one B.upee.

FmI. 86. y? poore Orixas, whoe Indeed I may .well call poore ... I have often been m
theire Villages, and where there have been more then 20 families of them, they cold not all chang.j

one Rupee into cowries, whereby to be paid for a little milke or fish (or what else wee had of them)
in yf currant moneys of this Kingdome & Orixa : and Arackan,

FoL 86* [Cowries] agreat quantitie passe for one Bupee not lesse then 3200.

Fol. 94. The Coyned Currant moneys of this Kingdome [Bengala] are rupees, halfe ruper\t

and quarters .... They alsoe Coyne Bupees here of y® finest refined Gold, are called Gold
floors ..... The Bupee att OOlb 02s OZd.

FoL 102. yet they are as good here as ready Bupees.

See Yule, s. v. Rupee. [The above quotations are interesting as additional evideuce that the

form “rupee” had become fixed by the last quarter of the 17th Century.]

ST. THOMAS’S MOUNT.

FoL 29. Six miles to the Southwards of fiort Georges standeth Severall mountains pretty

high yf One of w®/* is called S’f Thomas’s Mount ....... Vpon yf top of Mount
Thomas groweth neturaly a very remarkable tree.

Fot in Yule.

ST. THOME.

Fol. 25. A Kaique that liued neare Mylapore vizj S’J Thomse.

Fol. 29. y? French who in y? yeare 1672 tooke yf Citty S’? Thomse from yf Moor’s forces.

l^ot in Yule. [Kow a part of Madras town. 27. and E., 1680, has St. Thoma throughout

pp. 38, 89, 43.]
' "

- ,
-

SALAAM.

Fol. 24. This Silly Creature .... Salam’d to all her friends, Especially to yf

Brachmans.

Fol. 73. and this he accompted a Salam.

. Fol. 91. before whom they doe and must dance and Singe and make many 45tdams.

' See Yule, s, v. Salaam. [ I know of no earlier instance of the use of “ Salaam” us a .verb,]

SALEMPOOBY.
' .

Fol- 3JL, Very Considerable quantities of these followinge Commodities are here [Pettipolee]

wrought and Sold to fioraign Merchants viz . Salampores.

Fol- 134. The most Proper arid beueficiall Commodities w®J» are for this place [Janselone] t

be . . . Sallampores. . . - . ^

Fol- 158. ffrom yf Coast of India and Ohoromandell are brought hither .... Longcloth

Saiampore^, white and blew.

' See Yule, s- Salempoory. [? Divinity. N. and E. p. 1 6, for 22nd April 1680 : — Salam-

pores Blew, at 14 Pagodas per corge £score]—P. 17 for 6th May, “ in Longcloth and Salampores

for England.” P. 24 for 19th June, “ Salampores, fine : Salampores, ordinai-y.” The Sakuipooiy

was probably therefore an article of. a definite" size, like the Palempore, or bed-spread.]

'*
^ SALLEETER.

'

Fol. 131. immediately they giue it out ~ that yf Saleeters came up to yf towne hr yf night

and committed that and many more Yillauies The Saleeters are absolute Piratfs

and often cruiseinge about Janselone ^ Piillo Sambelpn &o. Jsles^neai-etbis Shore piaky C#5t].
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Fol, 144. Anno Doih : 1675 : A Small Vessell belonginge to y® English was Sent from Achin
hither [Qaeda] laden with very fine goods and was mett with yf Hirats commonly called Sal-*

leeters neare to yf Roade of Queda.

in Yule. [“No doubt the Cellates of the Portuguese writers. See Crawford, Diet, ofIndian
Arckipel.^ $. v, Malacca, p. 242 f.]

SAMOAU.

FoL 135. All the fruite this countrey [Janselone] affordeth is , . , Samcau ... but

noe fruit soe plenty here as the Plaiitan and Samcau whose figure here follow
;

[illustration]. The
Samcau is not a whit pleasant to y? tast Vnlesse it be boyled in fish or flesh broth or else stewed.

Not in Yule, [De la Loubere in his Historical Relation of the Kingdom of SiaiUy ed. 1693^

p, 23, has: — “Amongst the sweet Oranges the best have the Peel very green and' rough •

they [the Siamese] call them Soum-keou, or Crystal Oranges .... They give of these

Soum-keou to their siok.” Compare also Sir John Bowring’s Journal in his Kingdom and People

of Siam, under date 30th March, 1855, Vol. II. p. 155; — “They gave us the Siamese names of

the fruits on the table : — Som, orange
; Som-kiou-wang, small orange

SANAS.

FoL 101. firom Hugly and Ballasore : Sanaa.

See Yule, s. v. Piece Goods. He has no quotations,

as sdlu.]

SAR LA8HKAR.

[A cotton cloth of the class now known

Fol 56. [Chicacol] is y? residence of Sf Iiarskare y? Kings deputy or Viceroy, Who
b^ars as great Sway Over this Coast in Generali as y? Kinge his Master dothIn Golcondah.

Not in Yule. [The General (Sar-i-Lashkar) or Viceroy of the “ Golcondah Coast,” constantly

mentioned in the records of the period. N. and F., p. 20, for 25th May and 27fch May 1680, has

characteristic entries :
— " One Sheake Ahmud came to Towne slyly with several peons dropping

in after him, bringing letters from Futty Cbaun at Chingulputt and Ruccas [notes] from the Ser
Iiascar Nabob Mahmud Ibrahim, and pretending that he had the king’s Phymaund to warrant his

beating his drum and carrying his flag as Avaldar of the Towne, and that he was ordered to take the

government thereof on the plea that the Towne produced more than formerly and that Verona the

Dubass was dead ; whereupon he was ordered to remain outside the Towne until his business was

known : In the evening three files of soldiers were sent to bring him into the Fori where he was

examined and produced his letters.” “ The person that came to be Avaldar is sent away with a

letter in answer to Fatty Chaun,”]

SASH.

FoU 101, ffrom Oossumbazar .... 1 fine Sashes.

Not in Yule. [Probably fine muslin made up into sizes for sashes round the waist.]

. * . SAUGOR ISLAND.

Fol» 91. The Riuer of Ganges is of large and wonderful Extent : • , • and came into

y? great Riuer w®^ rather deserves to be called tbe Sea of Ganges
:
y? breadth of it there

1 cannot certainely affirme, hut judge it is not lesse then 10 English leags broad, is about
40 miles within Ganga Sagar ; or y? mouth of it.

See Yule„ v* Saugor Island, at the mouth of the Hugli. [The quotation above is unique
for accuracy of description and correctness of the form of the name.]

SCARLET.

Fol 43. With a Scarlet or broadcloth cqveringe.

Fol 7L Where-Vpon he gave in his present of fine Scarlet.
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Fol. 102. The Staple Commodities brought into these 3 Kingdomes (namely Orixa :

Bengala: & Pattana) are Scarlet.

Fol. 158. Some Commodities from England; viz? Scarlet.

See Yule, 5. Scarlet and Suclat. [^‘Scarlet” in old Englisli was “ broadclotk ” of any
colour.] N. and E. for 5tli April 1680, p. 15 t ‘‘It being necessary to appoint one as tbe
Company’s Chief merchant (Verona being deceased), resolved Bera Pedda Vincatadry do succeed
and that Tasheriffs be given to him and the rest of the principal Merchants, viz., 3 yards scarlett
to Pedda Vincatadry and 2^ yards each to four others, the ceremony being for the better grace
performed before the rest of the merchants in the Council Chamber.”]

SCREETORB.

Fol. 37. Metchlipatam. Afifordeth many very good and fine Commodities, viz? , . ,

, , Screetores finely wrought inlaid with turtle Shell or jvory.

Fol. 158. ffrom Syam ..... Screetores both plaine and lackared, &c

;

Fat in Yule. [A writing case ; see ante, Vol. XXIX, pp. 116, 307
; XXX. p. 163.]

SEEDY,

Fol. 171. he .was by yf Siddy or Bishop of Achin freed from yf death his consorts

[comrades] died.

See Yule, s. v. Seedy : a corruption of Saiyyid. [The quotation is valuable for the history

of the Anglo-Indian term ; now in common parlance an East African negro.]

SEER.

Fol. 94. They weigh pf y? Maund, Seere, Seere, and Seere • • • • The Maund
bigg or little is equally diuided into 40 Equall parts and are called Seers* w®> alsoe are halfed

and quartered,

Fol. 99. Xotw^^standinge Pattana be soe fertile to afford graine to Such a plentifull

countrey as Bengala
:
yett in y? yeare of our Lord 1670 they had as great a Soarcitie in soe

much y? one Pattana Seere weight of rice (yf plentifullest graine in yf countrey) was Sold

for one rupee, yf Seere con? onely 27 Ounces p. e., 6 oz. short weight].

See Yule, s. v. Seer, the well-known Indian weight, standardised nowadays at roughly 2 lbs.

[In the text the big maund [Bengal] was 82 lbs. and the little maund [Madras] 25 lbs. : so the

seer should have varied between 10 and 33 oz.]

SHABUNDBR.

Fol. 132. as Soone as wee come Vp wee are invited into a house where Speedily come to

Waite Vpon us yf Shabandar.

Fol. 133. The Shabandars -and what Others of yf Chiefe of yf King’s Officers wee invite

doe very Sociably sit downe and eat and drinke w*? us.

Fol. 134, Two of yf Gx'andees of his Oouncill must alsoe be Piscashed w*? 6 pieces of fine

Callicoes or Chint each of them: and yf Sbabbandar of Banquala w*f 3 pieces Jdem.

Fol. 140, Anno Dom : 1677 : I Voyadged once more to lanselone, and was kindly Enter-

tained . • , . Especially by Some of yf Old Shabandars and merchants.

‘ FoJ. 139. All w°^ Orders if not most Strictly and Speedily put in Execution jf Radja

and 2 of his chiefest councellours w*? yf 3 Shabandars Shold loose theire heads .... w®/*

Startled him and his Oouncell soe much that they immediately Sent yf 3 Shabandars.

Fol. 141. he immediately turned out of Office most of yf Syamers both Councellours

Secretaries Shabandares. « ^ .

Fol. 143, next to whom [the Sultan] are yf Leximana : Orongkays: and Shaban<^rs,
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jPol. 144. Sold the goods to Sarajah Cawn : a Chulyar & chiefe Shabandar of Qaedah

:

(and rogue Enough too).

lol. 153. y? Kinge gineth positive Order to y? Shabandare,

Fol. 161, y? great Orongkay is Lord Ohiefe Justice, there are other Orongkays & under

this, as alsoe Shabandars under them. . and aequainteth oneof yfShabandares.

Fol, 162. but in y? interim y? Shabandar & Dubashee and one or Other belongeinge to

this great man the [Orongkay] doth accompanie him and discourse most friendly.

- See Tule, s. v. Shabunder. [The above quotations show clearly that in the Malay States

the Shahbandar was a high ofacer of State controlling the seaborne trade.]

SHROFF.

Fol, 39. Shroffs vizt Changers of money.

See Yule, s. v. Shroff. [N. and F. p. 31, for 5th Aug. 1680, has : — “ Report of the weight

of 2 chests of gold and 2 Bags of Ryalls of | delivered bo the Sharoffs for alloy.”]

SIAM.

Fol. 77. The Elephants of Ceylone are best Esteemed of here . . .and Endowed with

more Sence and reason then those of Tanasaree Queda or Syam.

Fol. 131. [Janselone] wholy belongeth to y? Kinge of Syam The

Inhabitants Vp in y? Conntrey are Naturall Syamers.

Fol. 134. The English Nation in Generali is free from all Such duties in y? Kingdome

of Syam.

Fol. 140. A ffew Months afterwards y? Kinge of Syam, tooke it into consideration, that

an Austere man, one that had been bred a Warriour was a fitter person to Goveine this Island

(then the SyAmfer Ithdt now did).

Fol, 148. y? Kinge of Syam . . . haveinge a warre of greater consequence in hand

namely wQ" y? Kinge of Pegu [1677].

See Tule, «. v. Siam.

SOLLA,

Fol. 148. but y? Old Kinge taketh vp his residence att SoUa : a very large town in yf

very middle of his Kingdome [of Queda].

Fol. 145. Save a Very handsome and well favoured boy of about 11 years of age, whoe

ior his good countenance yf Kinge kept in his Pallace att Solla.

Fol, 146. prepareth Some of yf King’s boats, and goetli alonge him in Person to

SoUa (yf place of yf Old Kings residence).

' ' JPaZ. 148. _This good Old Kinge . . • . Anno Dorn: 1677 . * * • • fieddnpjoy.

Mountains and left Queda; SoUa : and many Other places destitute of inhahitante, for Some

lime..

Fot in Yule.
SOMBBIKO.

'Fol. 42. Sumbareros or Catysols.

See Tule, 8. Sombrero. [An umbrella, not a hat.]

STIOKLAOK.

158. ffrom Bengala . . . . . Sticklack .from Pegu. •

veyy JExcellent Sticklack.

Fot in Yule. [But see Ynle, s. v. Lac.]

STRIPJBS.

Fol. 7. alsoe very ingenuous in workinge • * * • Striped Clothi of Gold and Silver.

Fol. 101. feom Cossumbazar . ^ . • • Stripea interwoven w*? g'old and Silver*,
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Fonts, are brought hither Striped Stuffs of Golcoudah &
Not in Tale. [Cotton cloth interwoven with gold and silver.]

Pettipolee.

SULTAN.

Fol. 14S. yf King’s Son (by yf Natives stiled Sultan) [at Qneda]
are Severall men in Office yt doe goveme here, and beare great Sway over
Sultan or Tounge Zinge).

There

y® people (Vnder y«

oj. f-
[The above is a valuable quotation as showing that in the Malav

States it sometimes meant the heir-apparent, “ second king,” Skr. yuva-rdja, Fall icpa-rdja [oor-
rupted by the way into. Upper-Eoger by old .writers on Burma, a term which should be
in Yule] : the Eng-she-him of Burma, the Jnb-raj of Manipur and so on.]

SUMATRA.

Fol. 157. The Citty Achin is Vpon yf North End of y® great Island Sumatra, w«.J«

Estendeth from 05? 40" South Lattitude, to 05? 40" North Lattitude, soe yl the Eqninoctiall
Line divideth this Jsland into 2 Equall parts [the Road of Achin] almost land
locked w| yf head of Sumatra ^th infinite Numbers of Prows from y® Malay
Shore and West Coast of this Jsland Sumatra.

See Yule, s. v, Sumatra. [The above quotation is valuable for description.]

SUMBRA.

F^l 165. he must receive them with great reverence Standinge Yp and makeinge a
Sumtora to yf Queen’s Windows,

Not in Yule. [Malay, a salutation.]

SURAT.

Fol, 142, and tell them in private what onr goods cost upon yf Coast : or in Suratt : or

Bengala : or elsewhere, w®|» doth many Christians a great Prejudice.

FgL 146. When yf Odmpanie’s Shipp arriveth from Suratt as generally there doth one

overy yeare (if not more),

Fol. 153. There are not above 4 or 5 Ships and Vessels [to Queda] pf Annum from
Suratt Choromandell and Bengala that Vse this Countrey

,

FoU 157. Many Ships and Vessels doe att all Seasons of the yeare arrive in this Port
[Achin] from Severall places, namely Suratt The Chiefe Commodities
brought hither from Suratt.

FoL 166. When a Present is Sent to yf Queen [of Achin] from yf President of Suratt

:

or Agent and Q-overnour of ffort S’? Georg’s.

See Yule, s, v. Surat. [The last quotation shows the accuracy of the writer^s information.

The Presidency” was not transferred to Bombay till 1687.]

TAEL.

Fol. 152. 16 mace is one Taile [in Queda].

Fol, 162. And there wee pay for yf Chopp .... 4 talles in moneys vizrfour

pounds Sterlinge ...... Here yf Orongkay must be presented w*/^ one piece of BaftOvS

to yf Value of *2 tailes ..... The Contract been [? between] us and the Oour't of Achin
hath been of longe Standinge 50 tails pj Ship, if laden w*? fine goods (admitt yf Ship be great

or Small) they are to make an abatement of 10 : 15 : or 20 tails, accordinge

as yf qnantitie is, ... , .

Fol. 173. gave yf fellow 6 tailes Virf flue pounds Sterlinge.
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See Yule, s. t\ Tael : see ante, Yol. XXVII. p. 37 E. The quotatioas are remarkable as to

values. The tael was roughly an ounce and in silver was worth 5s. to 6?. 8cZ. sterling. The writer

must mean a tael in gold, and if the gold tael was worth sterling, as be more than once states,

then gold valued in the Malay States at £»! the oz. and the ratio of silver to gold there

varied between 4 and 3 to 1. A remarkable but by no means impossible occurrence, vide ante,

YoU XXYI.p. 309 and footnotes.

TAMARIND

Fol. 17. One Old ffackeer I vei'y well remember, that tooke up his habitation Ynder y?

Shade of a great tamarin tree in Hugly (in Bengala).

Fol. 69. [Cattack] adorned with . . . delicate Groves of . . . tamarin.

Fol. 153. they carry hence [Queda] Tamarin,

See Yule, s. v. Tamarind.

TANK.

Fol. 4. the great Pond or tanke where they frequently wash themselves all over, before

they assume to enter the Pagod.

Fol. 22. went w*^? all Expedition into a great tanke of water was very nigh.

Fol. 57. they have many delicate groves, tanks of water

See Yule, s. v. Tank.

TARRA.

Fol. 139. y® Kinge of Syam .... Sent a Tarrah to yf Hadja and all Officers what-

soever upon y? Jsland of lanselone : gaue a most Severe and Strict charge unto them

never to come to any composition the Dutch . . . Hee likewise in y? generall letter to y?

Radja &c • gaue positiue Orders .... I was disooursinge w*l* y? Radja when this Tarrah

arrived.

Fol. 148^ untill a Tarra came from Syam w^p letters and a Gold Oappe for a present to

him [King of Queda], after a friendly bub Monarchiall manner biddinge him Hue poors Slave

and Enjoy his Countrey in peace.

Not in Yule. [Frequently used in old books about Indo-Ohina for letters-patent, the Indian

firman [firmaun, phyrmaund, &c.]

TARRA.

Fol. 152. Noe Other Ooyned moneys in this Kingdome [Queda], Save Small Coppar

moneys tinned over called Tarra: 96 of w®l» make one Copan.

Not in Yule. [The small tara, tare of Yule, is another coin altogether,]

TENASSBRIM.

Fol. 38. The Kinge of Golcondah hath Severall Ships yt trade yearely to • , . Tanas,

sarea.

Fol. 77. that a . i^^dly trade to Sea, Some to Ceylone Some to Tanassaree, those fetch

Elephants Xlitj Elephants of Ceylone are best Esteemed of here .... then

those of Tanassaree.

Fol. 131. [Janselone] Is an Island that lyeth to y? Southward of all the Jsles of Tanas-*

aaree : nearest middway btweene y{ and Queda.

See Yule, s. v. Tenasserim.

TIOAL.

Fol, 53» The Syam Tieull Values one rupee J or OOIB 03^ Old.

See Yule, s. 'o. Tieal. [See ante^ Yol. XXYI. p. 253 for an exhaustive treatment of

this word, weight and coin.

2
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TODDY.

Fol. 29. the Palmero tree affordeth that rare liqnor formerly termed Ealme-Wme, now
vulgarly called Toddy, yf Palmito afford liquor alsoe .... called’ date
Toddy, not soe good as y? Other, more lucious but soon Eager.

Fol. 40. another Sort there is [of arack] y t distilled from Weep toddy and y‘ is com-
monly called Kipa de Goa.

See Yule, s. v. Toddy. [The quotations are valuable for the different kinds.]

TOMBOLEE ElVER.

Fol. 76. beinge timerous of driveinge too farre down vizf upon the Shoals of yf Bluer
Tombolee (where yf Riuer [Hugly] is most crooked).

Fot ill Yule. [But see Yule, s. v. Tumlook.] pN’ow the Rupnarain running into the
Hugli at the James and Mary Shoal.]

"
' TOOTNAGUE.

Fol. 86. [The Orixas] withall soe jgnorant that they know not Silver from Tootanagga*

Fol. 158. from China .... Totanagga.

* See Yule, s. v. tootnague: spelter. [The " white copper” of China is meant in the text.

The same trick as that hinted at in the text is still played upon the !N*icobarese, who cannot
usually distinguish between silver and tootnague, i. e., German silver.] See also antf^

Vol, XXVI. p- 222 f., for a similar trick on Java by the Chinese in the 17th Century.

TRANQDEBAE.

Fol. 53. Porto Novo & Trincombar.

Fol. 78. That very yeare yf Danes came from Trincombar : (a fine Garrison of yf Xinge
of Denmarks) the onely place they have in Asia 40 English leagf to the Southward of ffort

George’s The Danes findinge Small gaines to Jssue from this warre, did Anno
Dorn: 16 >4: come downe from their Castle of Trincombar .... All through yf Sim-
plicitie of a Mechanick fellow y? the Danes Entitled theire Comadore, who rendred himselfe

as he was really a most ridiculous man to yf mightie disgrace of there whole Nation & ffortifi-

eation of Trincombarre.

Fol. 81. vntill they heard ffarther from the Castle of Trincombar.

See Yule, s, v. Tranquebar.

TRESSLETOEB.

Fol. 4. Here followeth yf figf of yf Pagod called Tressletore, 5 & | miles to yf Nfward
of ffort S’ 5 Georg’s.

Not in Yule. [An old pagoda, once famous, near Madras, known under various forms, of

which Trivitore in Wheeler’s Old Madras^ p. 528, is as near as may be expected to the correct

form.]

TUBBAN.

Fol, 70. he had pulled off his gold Turbant.

Fol, 165. and from her is Sent to yf English Commander a Silke Suite of cloths

a Turbant after the Malay fashion.

Fol. 176. Each of them wore his Turbat after the Arabian mode.

See Yule, », v. Turban.

TUTICORIX.

Fol. 91. many of them have yf Shackles ou theire arms made of Chanke, a great Shell

brought from Tutacree (a Dutch ffactorie neare yf Cape Gomoxm), ,

See Yule, s. v, Tuticorin,
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YISS.

FoL 53. The Ysuall Weights of this Coast [Choromandel] are . . . , y® Veece.
A Maund Cont : 8 Veece 1/3 : or 025 Idem [pounds] A Veece Oont : 008 Idem.

FoL 132. [Janselone] when a Small parcell then for soe many Viece or soe many great or

Small puttas : 4 great puttas make a Viece 10 Small ones is a Viece.

See Yule, a. e?. Tiss: ante^Yol. XXVI. p. 827, Vol. XXVII. p. 58 if. [The well-known

S. Indian Indo-Chinese weight, about 3J lbs.]

YIZAQAPATAM.

Foh 56. beinge a Very Secure Coast to harbour in namely in . . .
’

. Vizegapatam.

Not in Yule, but should be, as it turns up in all sorts of queer forms in the old books, [See

ante, Vol, XXX, pp. 357, 400.]

WALTAIK,

FoL 56. beinge a Very Secure Coast to harbour in namely in ... . Wattara [? Waltara].

Not in Yule ; practically part of Vizagapatam,

TAM.

FoL 19. they feed for y? most part vpon that w®> is very good, as
,

yamms.

See Yule, s, v. yam.

YAVANASATAKAM

:

A HUNDRED STANZAS TRANSLATED PROM GREEK POETS,

BY PEOFESSOE 0. CAPPELLEE, Ph.D., JENA

HOMER.

1

CJ, Panchat. in..80.

w 'mftr ii

^ f5rrf^ 5inT% ^
3

vr 3FT % ^rs^prF»ji% li

4

B 204, 205.

Z 146—149.

Z 488, 489*

I 63, 64.
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Cf. V. 38.

^ rf srrrarij
I

% irr^. n

f%fr ^ff3T^2Tf ^^f(% 1

^rf^ f 5TtfTfiTRrfr ^rppf; 1

1

Of Subhasliitarn. 192, 193.

7

^ ^3T li

p 446, 447.

Y 248—250.

a 525, 526.

C/, r. 96.

^jffcTRt ff JTT^qT: I

^wFr- II

w TT# f^5% II

10

’jFrT qr^grf^ ^r ^^»Trt I

5^ Fr^%^ T^w- II

11

T f%f%^ rTTf

I

w »TcrF ^ vrrq^ ^ I

J^STR'f I

Hf^sr 5 JTfTJrrfqT 1

1

Cf. Mark. Pur. XXI. 69.

12

% 1

^R- f^»T n

a 351, 352.

a 392, 898.

^ 276, 277.

f 182—185.

C 207, 208.
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13

^ rnrRTfi^r I

Cf. M. Bh. V. 1256.

14

*r JTfs^nfff I

wfit f^ikt ^ f^f ’^rfr 1

1

^ spsRTf li

^RF% ^in-% I

T^ ^ f?Rf |i

Cf. ISahudarsana 86.

15

^ 5^?rRrt *Tf^5»ftr II

Cf. T, 93 ;
PaSchat. III. 92 j

V. 49.

16

^ »r% ^ I

^ ^ 3T»m^ II

17

fk ^^nT% »nrw I

kt ^ ^SPTRRT li

18

ktkkik ^ i

^ R?N%ti;ii

19

iT^s^ir 3j?q^2i% i

’^T’trt *ifi%^if^cn%r%!^ ftr^j li

Cf. Panciat. I. 256.

» 147, 148.

.» 168-175.

* 34—3G.

X 489—491.

o 54, 55.

o 72, 73.

o 844, 845.
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20

T ^ firJT I

’sr*TP^|itwrrt I!

?rrat ^3r2T^ f»j^2rr I

f^^r^cT -er il

s 286—2S9.

21

sr *TT3ff ^s^ % pTfcT: I

^ «Tl^ II

t 470—i72.

HESIOD.

(O^era el Dies.)

22

^5rr9r^ I

TTT^nrnr ^ ^inr^rt II

Cy. Malay, v. 19. y. 25, 26,

28

'Ti^ sTR^^jT^rrcrr: 1

1

Cf. T. 60. V. 101—103.

24

5r ’sr^ r: frerr I

fir# 5rnt^ Pr# II

?r %frlRr %n^: *PTr»T^ I

f#5r^»r JT^FTRT: qrT^%?c.li

5r#t^w 91^ ^Rpqrf^r ^r^inr^r |

ifrfir: TflPtJ 5^55^ il

tcqr i

'TTS^r^FT^f^ II

C/. SabhflshitaT. 3070. v. 182—196,

25

W3T5T#r ?#Nf# I

^ T^iTWfmrfrt ^-.^r ^ ^>rmr»c, II

Cf, PaSckit. III. 126j I. 227; IV. 24. T. 210, 211.
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42

^ JTf# q-^rT 1

f^r

43

'qr ?Tlr5i»T2^

I

44

^ 5r I

^ ^ 3i%5Fr^f w^rrf^^rrr n

ALOMAN-.

45

f^mr g-'srtt T^cTRf

Wl% WcTIT^ ^«F?Trfi!r I

^ fl?rF^qr f4\ li

fT# J^JT
I

5fr^ TPTrRRTT^

»T^% j|
C/'. SubMshitam. 109.

(To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
SOME NOTES ON DIGAMB.4EA JAINA

ICONOGEAPHT.

SiE,— With reference to an article on Digam-
hara Jaina Iconography by Dr J. Bnrgess. ojitg.
Yol. XXXn. pp. 469 ff., I beg to point ont the
following few inaccuracies, which may lead your
readers to misunderstand some customs of the
Bigambara Jainas :—

1 .

It is said that the Jaypth- KhandarwSJs are Vis-
panthls or TherApanthls, and that the former
worship standing and the latter sitting Krst
this might lead one to think that the“ division
mto TispantMs and ThSi-apanthis is confined to
theDigambara Khandai-wai Jainas only. Asa
matter of fact, the Sv6tSmbaris and some of
tiieir sub-classes also may be Tispanthis. Also
the Agarwdls and other minor clasees of the

Diga,mbara Jainas may be VispantMs and Thdiii-
panthzs. By the way, the term should be T4ra

: W®;13)PanthlsandnotTerApanthlB. Second-
I

iy. the attitude of worship of the two classes is
quite reversed. It is the Tispanthis who woi-sMp

I

sitting
; whereas the T6i4panthis worship stand-

I,
ing, and sit only wLen they propose to meditate

I

01 lepeat tiieir Manti’cis on the beads of a rosary
,

in a veiy low, almost inaudible, tone of voice.
i:

jl

It must, however, be said here that a class of

I

ama laymen, who profess to be much more
I, learned and spiritual than their other Jaina T^ra-
panthi brethren, and who are called Bhatt^trakas,
worship 111 a posture. But these Bhatta-

j

la as are a less than microscopic minority and

j

their practice, therefore, is the exception to the

I

lule, which is recognized by the majority of the
S orthodox Digambara Jainas.
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2 .

Again, it is said that “ they ( the Tei4paiithis)

object to bathing themselves or the images, and

worship with water, cocoanut-water or ^anclidm-

rita/’ In this connection it is enough to say that

it is one of the most important factors of the ritual

connected with every Digamhara Jaina temple,

that some one— a male — should get up early in

the morning, should bathe, and at sunrise, or only

a little, not much, before it, should go to the

temple and bathe the images of the Tirthanhai*as

that are placed there. Also it must be noted that

the bathing is generally — almost exclusively —
done on the premises of the temple, to guard

against the risk of the worsliipper’s body being

again contaminated after bathiug, if he bathes

at his house and then goes to the temple.

3.

As to the “eleven grades of Jainas” enu-

merated by Dr. Burgess, I think these are the

eleven stages in the life of a householder, which

leadupfrom a simple belief in Jainism to an almost

complete renunciation of the world, in perfect

agreement withthe essential teachings of the Jaina

religion. These stages are called pratimS.8, and

in IDigambara hooks are enumerated as below :

—

1. Darsana, or Eaifch in the true God, time

teacher, and true religion.

2. Vratcif various kinds of abstinence and vows.

3. Sdmdyah saying prayers three times a day

for fixed periods,

4. FrosMMpvds, keeping fast for sixteen

paJiars on the eighth and the fourteenth days of

each half of the month as reckoned in India,

5. Hachita-tydga, abstaining from eating green

vegetables.

6. Nishh6jdn-ttjdgaf abstaining from four

kinds of food at night, and from providing others

with the same.

7. Brahmacliaryya, keeping aloof from sexual

intercourse altogether.

8. Aramhha-tydgat abandonment of all engage-

ments and occupations.

9. Farigraha4ydga, renunciation of the two

sorts of FcLTigvdIiUSf external and internal.

11 Z7dd/iis7^^-Fr«^a, becoming unclothed and
living in a jungle with a langotl and hauianilalv

(alms-bowl)
; or retaining a dhoti (a waist-cloth},

a piece of cloth to cover the body and an alms-

bowl, and living in a temple or a maadaya^ or

in some lonely and unfrequented place, other

than a onandir or temple.

Obviously tbe eleven grades of Jainas, as

Dr. Burgess is informed, are inaccurate. Either

he has been given wrong information, or he has

misunderstood the explanations of his infoimant.

The statement that the fourth-grade Jainas

“observe all the Jaina precepts but are gnilty of

adultery ” is altogether misleading. Perhaps in

the above enumeration it corresponds to the sixth

pmtimd, the Nisbh6jd7i4ydga, Por sometimes a

part of its observance is said to be absthxence

from sexual enjoyment in the day-time, which,

of course, implies freedom of the enjoyment at

other times. Now this implied permission tc

enjoy one's wedded spouse at night is miscon-

strued as adultery, and the inaccuracy of the

statement in the article is obvious.

The fifth-grade Jainas are said to be ‘ dishonest."

But this is misleading, for dishonesty is neither

enjoined nor permitted to the Jainas. Only they

do not have to take a religious vow expressly to

abstain from it at a certain stage of their life as

a householder. Otherwise it is a part of the

details of the second pratimd Vrata, even of the

details of the first pmtimd Darsaiia, that the

Jaina householder shall not commit theft, and

theft surely includes many kinds of dishonesty.

The misleadiag nature of the sixth statement

that the Jainas “ abet crimes, but do not commit

them personally,"" is quite akin to the fifth. It is

well knowm that the Jainas view their morality,

and their asceticism also* at times, from three

points of view, as they relate to the body,

mind or tongiie, i to act, thought or words.

^

Now it is not abetting of crimes that is enjoined

upon or allowed to a householder of the sixth

grade ; it is the absence of express prohibition of

committing deeds by words or by the instru-

mentality of others that is mistaken for pei’mis-

sion to abet crimes,

4,

As to the distinctions that the article draws

Between the Digambara and the Svettobara

Jainas, the fifth distinction, on p, 461, is inaccu-

rate, The Bvet-^mharas light lamps in their

10. AnumCclana-Vrata, vowing not to take

>arb in any worldly or honsehold concern. Also

nwing not to take food uninvited.

[1 Compare H. JaooM’s latroduotioa to Jaim Btdm,, Part II ,
Vol. SLV.. S. B E. p. xtu. wtoe he ineiitetes

comparis^ between some Jaina dootrmee as referred to iu the JlfTOMmo mUya, with .certain correepondag

tatements in the S 9i>nd SHtfas*}
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temples and worship their images at night. The
Digambaras, particiilaidy the Terapanthis, do not

worship ab night, although they light lamps in

their temples for the purpose of reading their

seriptures there

.

As to the sixth distinction, it is not the Digam-
baras, especially Terapanthis, who bathe their

images ^anclidnirita It is the SvetS-mbaras

who do so, or else the Bhattarakas, reference to

whom has already been made above.

5.

As to the Yakshas and Yakshinls, general

references to them in the body of the article,

p 463, 11 29—32, are not in keeping with the

plates given at the end of the article. Both
Yakshas and Yakshinis do not, in all cases, hold
their right hand up with palm foremost in front

of the chest, and the left hand closed As a mat-
ter of fact, (i) Trimukha Yaksha (3)® has his left

hand closed but with a tendency to show the palm
outwards; (ii) Isvara and Grauri (11) both hold
up the left hand with their open palm outwards
and the fingers hanging down; (hi) Kumara (12)

Yaksha holds the left hand as above — his

Yakshini has it closed • (iv) Yakshini Kushman-
p>ini (22) has two children in her two arms and

places both her hands before her near her thighs
and with the palm inwards; (v) Yaksha and
Yakshini (24) both hold up their left hand open,
with its fingers hanging down and the palm
inwards.

e.

Similarly, with regard to the feet of the
Yakshas and Yakshinls, the general remark in
the article is at variance with the figures on the
plates. A complete classification would be as
follows: — (i) Yaksha and Yakshini (1) have their
left foot down and right tucked up in front;
(li) Yaksha (2) has his left foot down and righ^
tucked up in front, and Yaksini (2) has her right
foot down and left in front; (iii) Yakshas and
Yakshinis (from Nos 3 to 12) all have their left
foot down and right tucked up in front

;
(iv) Both

Yakshas and Yakshinis (Nos. 13 to 22) hold their
right foot down and the left tucked up in front ;

(v) Yaksha (23) has his right foot down and left

in front
; Yakshini (23) has her left foot down,

and right in front
;

(vi) Yaksha and Yakshini
(24) both sit as above.

JagMADDER Lal Jaini,
Tatoi% J/. C, College^ Allahabad,

April, Jm,

MISCELLANEA.
FURTHER NOTES ON SOME DOUBTFUL
OOPPBR GOINS OF SOUTHERN INDIA.

Since the publication of my paper on Doubt-
ful Copper Coins in Southern India in ante,

Vol. XXXII. p. 313 fi., I have been able to

identify a few of the coins there figured, and
i now submit the following notes.

No. 17 E. — I am inclined to think that this

is a P^ndyan coin, and that the symbol at the

top of the rev, is not a hugam and altar as

I supposed. Above the back of the Nandi is

a battle-axe.

The symbol above the axe seems to be
sepai'ated by dotted lines from the axe and the
bull. It may represent a mountain. One of my
^'Koneri R§,yan” series, which seems to be
certainly Pandyan, has a figure of a standing
bull with a battle-axe above.

Nos. 43, A to D, are coins of the Dutch, and
the legend on the reverse is FxiduchcMin (Pondi-
Ksherry). Count Maurin Nahuys has described
them^ (pp. 13, 14) and figured them (Plates 6, 7, 8)
in his paper on the Niimismatique des Indes
Neerlandaises,'* published in the *^Bevue Beige
Ae Ntimismatique,^* 1887.

No. 56 belongs to a Soutih-Indian Ruil-and-
iriMla series of which I have several. Sir
Walter Elliot has figured one (Plate lY., 174)
and described it (p. 134) in his Corns ofSouthern
India ”

but he was unable to place it with any
accuracy. I overlooked this point when pre-

paring my List.

I take this opportunity of submitting for
identification by experts, another coin from
South India that has long been a puzzle to me.

It was omitted from my List accidentally, being,

at the time my paper was prepared, in custody of

Mr. Rapson of the British Museum, who, however,
was unable to class it. The horse is somewhat
similar to that on No. 56 of my "DouhtfuP*
List, which may be a coin of Maisfir. But the

Tamil letter na on the reverse seems to shew
that the present coin has no connection with
that principality.

SEWEni*.
® Ntimerals enclosed ia brackets denote the serial number of tho figures in the plates.

'
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INDEX.
Abacus, as use by Hindu mathema-

ticians App. 82
Abaya Gamini, k. of Ceylon ... App. 33
Abbanes, merchant, buys St. Thomas ... 11

abbreviations; method of marking them in

inscriptions and manuscripts ... App. 91

Abdagases, or Xjabdanes, supposed nephew
of Gondophares, coins of ... 13 and n., 15

Abdagases, Parthian, general to Artabanus
HI. ... ... ... ... ... 15 and n.

Abdias, and St. Bartholomew ... 10
abdication; attributed to Amoghavarsha I.,

q, V., 197, 199 f. :— actually made by the
Western Gahga prince Nolamb^ntaka-
Marasimha II. ... ... ... ... 199

*Abd-ul-‘Aziz, Maulvi 1

•Abdullah glAn, Qutbu-l-mulk, Sayyad ... 78 n.

ahhayamudrdt attitude of the hand 64
Abhidhana-Ghintdmani, of Hemachandra ••• 63
Abhinava-Fampa, author of the i^anarese

Pamjpa-jRdmdyanat q, v. ; his personal name
was Ndgachandra, 262 ;

ho had the birudas

of Bhi,rattkarnapdra, 262; and KavitS.^

mandhara and Sl.hityavidyS.d|iara 263
ibhii’a inscription from N^sik App. 7

Abu, mt. • •• *«• •»« 98
Achemenides, Akhseminides, dynasty ... 84
Achdranavanita of Appa Dikshita or App§,-

dhvarin of M^yavaram 192

Achhar, achhara, see tichhar ••• ... 118
Ach^rya-Dlkshita, ancestor of l!!rilakap.tha<r

IDikshita ... ... ... ••• 131
Achdryastavardja, of Brahm^nandamuni ... 137

AchdryasimardjabTmshana of Bamabhadra-
13ikshita ... ... ... ... 137

Achin, tn. in Sumatra, 88, 158, 160 ; Monsoon
plums from ... ... ... 201

Achyutapuram plates ... ... ... App. 69
Aehyuta-!NS*yaka, k. of Tanjor ... ... 134
Acts (apocryphal) of St, Thomas, 10, 11,

13 and n., 16; — Syriac, 10, 11 n.

•

Ethiopic 32 I

acute-angled type of the Gupta alpha-

bet ... ... ••• ... AiPp. 49
Adalaj, Gujarat, well at - ... ••• ... 62
Adam’s Peak ... ... ... ... 59

Adhvaramimdmsdhdt4halat>ritti of V4sud5va-
Bikshita ham Wm 186

Adi-Buddha .#• **4' «.» .#• 310

c^ikdrama, supreme court, Singh, ... ... 144

Adityas, sun gods ... ... 90

admi, man, a tattoo-mark ... ... 307
Advaitarasamanjari of NalM-Bikshita ... 126
Afghanistan, 147 ;

— and Kharoshthi MSS.,
App. 18 ;

— stOpas *
’

93
- 70

Aga, wedding song, Panj^b US
AgapalaSa^ A'ihgajgalaisa^ legend on Nand^

seal ... ... ... App. 8
Agarwals, minor Digambara sect of Jainas... 330
Agastya, rishi

Agathocles k., coins of ... App. 7, 29, 32, 33, 34
agni= Agni, Hotri-priestof the gods...App. 84 n.
Agra, Agrah city, 77, 79 and n., 86 ; customs,

216
Agrahdyanwpraydga
Aguan Borji of Lhasa at Paris 314
Ahir women and tattooing ... 117
Ahmadzai tattoos ... 14S
Ahniha of SivarSma-Dikshita 126
AhobalaSomay^jin, ancestor of Ohokkandtha. 130
Aihole, stone inscriptions, App. 66 ;— Prasasti

68

* ... 63
63, 69,

... 98
App. 97
... 175

... 79

... 242

... 187
143 n.

of Ravikirti

Aja and other names of Stlrya

AjantSi inscriptions, App. 32, 62
88 n. ;— painted in caves ...

Ajmir, finds of plates at

Ajodhya, Kushana coins from
AJcbarndmah .

dkhyd, a tattoo-mark ... ...

Akhydshashti of feridharavenkat6sa
ahkd, elder sister, Singh. ...

Akkadian #gures and Indian symbols ...App. 82
akhharikd» a gan^e ... App. 5
Akhsemeniaus introduce the alphabet into

India, App. 19 ;-*-rule in N.-W, India, 9, 20, 33
Aks^le,' member of the goldsmith caste,

App. 102;— of Madras ... ... 102 n.
aSeshapata, probably Acconntant-General’s

Office ... ... ... ... ...App. 102
aksharapalli, Jaina name for the Brahmi
numerical system ... ... ... App, 78

Ahsharas in inscrips., App. 81 ; and BrShml
numerals ... ... ... 82, 87

akshaidlin, dhshakdliha forAkshale,^. v.App. 102
Akhshayars bar Sakhban^ k. of Bahl ... 14 n.

Alah, hero ... 72, 75,. 79
Alamanda plates ... ... ... App. 69
alaihkdra, the art of ornate poetic^ expres-

sion; remarks on a Kanarese work dealing

with the subject, written byapersonnamed
Eavi^vara, «v»
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Alcoran, Koran ••• ... 89

dlepJi, Kharoshthi, sign App. 21

Alexander tlie Great, 99; liis invasion of

India -^PP* ^ ^-9 ^

Alexandria, port for India 11

Alha and Udal, Ballad of • «« ••• ••• 79

Ali ••• ... ••• ... 71,74

‘Alim ‘All Khan, Nawab ( Sayyad )...!, 4—6, 8,

69, 70, 72, 74, 77, 78 n.

Allahabad inscriptions, App. 32 n.; pillar

edicts ... •(. ••• 34,33

Alphabet of N.-W, India, 79 ;
— Indian tradi-

tion of its origin ••• ••• App.l
alphabets, the northern, from about A. D.
350 — definitions and varieties, App. 44 •

— the Southern ^ definition and varieties,

61;— Western script, 62;— of Central

India, 64 ;
— Kanarese and Telugu, the

archaic variety, 65 ;— the middle variety,

67 ; the Old Kanarese, 68 j— later Kalinga
script, 69;— Grantha alphabet, archaic

variety, 70;— middle variety, 71;—transi-

tional Grantha, 72;— the Tamil, 73;

—

Yatteluttu, 75;— the oldest Indian, in-

vented by Brahmanical school-men 100
Alut Takinni, goddess in Ceylon 59
dm, mango-tree, a tattoo-mark ... 304, 305, 307
Amarahosha, dictionary ... 168, App. 98 n., lOOn.
Amarasiibha, 10th k. of Tanjor 195
Amaravati Stfipa inscriptions...App. 43 and n.,

74, 87 n., 89 n.

dmha, mango-tree, a tattoo-mark 242
Ambala, tn 298
Ambarnlth inscription ... App. 51 and n.

ameer, omrah, amir, court official ... 205
Amin Khdn, letter to 5, 69
Amitabha Buddha

i

ammd, step-mother, Singh 143
Amma II., Eastern Chalukya t„ his plates of

A. D. 945 dated in word numerals ... App. 86
ammapd, oath, Singh I44
Ammianus Marcellinus quoted 11 n.

Amoghavarsha, a hiruda of various kings
besides the B&shtrakfita Amoghavarsha

*** ••• ••• ••• ... ... 199
Amoghavarsha I. (Bfishtrakfita)

; he reigned
from A. D. 814 or 815 to about 877-78,

197; he pi’chably ended his long reign by
abdicating, 197, 199 f. ;

— his personal name
probably either was Narfiyana or else was
a name beginning with Vishnu, 197 n.

; his
other hirudas, 197 ; some literary allusions
which probably refer to him, 197 f.

;— note
onhim as a patron of literature, 197 ffi. :—by
the Digambaras, the composition of the
Katnamdlihd^ v., is probably attributed

to him, 198 £P. ; he took, or was credited in
the taking, a special interest in alamkdra,
and directed or was credited with directing
the composition of the Kavirdjamdrga, g, v,,

200 that work was really written, not by
him, but under his patronage, by a writer
named KavMvara 200, 258 278

Amoghodaya, a mistaken rendering of the
Tibetan translation of the name of Amo-

••• ... 199

••• ...14n.

D. 635, his

App. 50 and n.

37 n.

*.. ... 08

56

134

115

182

181, 182, 192

183 ; his

... ... 184

••• App. 62

... 147

144

ghavarsha I., gr, u.

Amorg^s, Saka k.

Amsuvarman’s inscriptions ^
era ... ... ,,

amtefodHkini

Ainu Sohona, a Singh, goddess
amulets in Ceylon

Anakkudi, vil. N. of feahajirfijapuram on the

^
Kav^rx ...

Ananda relative of Buddha
.^anda Eao Peshva, Tanjor General
Anandar^yamakhin

( Anandarao Peshva
),

^
minister of Sahaji I

Anandarayamakhin, author, 182,

pedigree

Anantapur and Southern alphabet
Andar tribe and tattooing

aude, half crop, Singh
Andher, stfipa at, App. 5; relic vase of the

stOpa
^

... ...

Andin-Satakarni dynasty 12
Andhra inscriptions, App. 6, 7, 42, 66 ;— coins,
43 and n. ;

— characters, 61 ;— period and
use of cotton cloth as writing material ••• 93

Andrakottos or Sandrakottos 12
Andrapolis, cap. of Qondopharea ... 11 , 12
An Edima, a Singh, ceremony 60
angam, invocation

angdrd, a talisman, tattoo-mark 248
Angirasa, of Jupiter 65
Anglo-Indian terms from a 17th Century
MS, ... 85 fe., 157 ff., 200 jBE., 250 314 ff.

Anhilvad, library of Bhoja transferred
thither ... ... ,,, App. 99

animal substances as a writing material in

... ... .«* App. 95
anjanan eliya, Singh, vegetable paste ... 56
Anjanan Divi, Singh, female eH 56
ASjaneri inscription App. 101 n,

anhapalU, Jaina name of the Brfihmi deci-

mal notation • •• ••• ...App. 78, 82
ankas, units of the decimal notation ... App. 82
Ankut, Hindu holiday for the worship of
Govardhan 118

Annapfir^, wife of Mahad^vfidhvarin ... 1S7
Anokhaii M6khamDgvi, a Takshint 300

Anom sgmmosa^ custard-apple ... ... 280
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Antimaclios Nikephoros, k., coin of 218

Anumodana-vrata^ tenth ^ratimd or stage

among Jainas ••• ••• ••• 331

Jinundsika symbol ... -A-pp, 59

Anusvdra symbol ... App. 7, 14, 19, 20, 23, 24,

29, 30, 37, 47, 73

Apastamba, author of the JDharmasutra,,. App. 2

Aphsad Prasasti of Adityasena ...App. 60, 57

Apollodotos Philopatos 218

Apollodotos Soter, coins of ••• 217, 218

apjpdf father, Singh. ••• ••• ...

Appa-Dikshita or Appadhvarin of M^ya-

Taram ••• ... ... ... •••

Appa-Dikshita, ancestor of Venkatesvara-

Eavi ... ... ... ... ... ...

Appaya-Dikshita — date of ...

Apsarasas, goddesses

Aqamaty words said to the newly-born

143

192

128

131

90

118

Arabia and Aramaic inscriptions ... App. 19

Arabic Ianguage, App. 16 ; alphabet in India... 20

Aramaean and Indian writing App. 13

Aramaeans, and Akhaemenians, App. 20; —
and Kharoshthi numerals, 76 ;

— sign for

ten ... ... ••• ... ... ••• 77

arz, a churn, a tattoo-mark ... ... ... 282

Aramhra-tydga, 8th pratimd or stage among
the Jainas ... ... ... ... ... 331

drahatddiva kuld • •• ... 153

Aramaic in India, Assyria, Babylon, App. 19 j

numerals ••• ••• ••• f«« ... 77

Ai'lmi script ... ... ... ... App. 19

Aranbak Taksha, a monster ••• ••• 299

Arcot, and the Grantha alphabet ... App. 62

Ardeshir Hormasji Wadia, and Farsi social

reform ... ... ... ... 68

Arhats, worship of, 40 ;
— temple. 152, 153 and n.

Ariake, coast ... ... ... ... ... 11

Aries (Mdsha) ... ... ... ... ... 62

Ar^una ... ... ... ... ... 172

arms, coats of, on seals of copper-plate

grants M. ... ... .** ... App. 92

arpan, offering, Panj5.bi 118

arrow-head alphabet App. 60

Artabanus III 15 n,

Artaxerxes, k App. 19

arthi, a coffin ... ... ... ... ... 118

Artiharastotra of Sridharavenkat^sa

Aruna, g. ••• ••• ... ... ... ...

Aryan loan-words in Dravidian and Munda,

122, 124; — languages of India ... App.

Arzapore, Haraspur, Harsapur, on Bay of

Bengal ... ... ... ... ••• •••

As&, Asvd ? wife of Pushpaka ».

Asan, near Safidon

Asani Dhara Tirtha, a holy tank ... ...

187

62

45

85

161

299

800

Asankhya Tirtha in Jhind State ... ... 299
Asinara or Sisara, wife of Ouzanes ... ...15n.
Asmakas (?) of Kh^ndesh App 63
Asni inscription App.SSn.
Asoka, 79, 164, 165 ;

— edicts do not bear his
name, 168, 172 ;

— the edicts, App. 1, 5, 9,

12, 15, 38 and n, 19, 22—24 and m, 27—29
and n., 30—32 and n., 33—35, 37. 55, 77;
letters at GayS., 2, 17 ;— at Sahasram
Rupn^th, Siddapnra, Mnaghi.t, 80 n.

;
—

numerals, /5, 76 andn., 81, 82, 87; grouping
of words, 88; — at Dhauli, 45; Jaugada,
89 ;— contain sacred symbols, 90;— correc-
tions in, 91 ;

— as evidence of use of ink, 97;— use of lipikara 100, 102
aspiration, signs of App. 23
Assyria and Kharoshthi writing, App. 19; —
and Aramaic 20, 22

Aataprdsa of Ramabhadra-Dikshita 137
Asuraya, Singh. Yakka 58
Ahakas

( Assakenoi ), tribe App. 9
Akoaldyana, si^tra of Ramabhadra-Dikshita,

127, 128
Asvaldyana, sdtra of Ohokkanatha-Dikshita... 130

AivaldyanagrihyasiltravriUi 183, 184
asvamedhaf horse sacrifice ... 98, 170, 300

Asvattha Narayana, son of Bhfiminalla ... 128

Asvint ... ... ... .t. ... 62
Asvins, saved Bhujya .*• ... ... App. 16
Asvine-Kumara, tank at As^n in Jhind ... 299

aswedduma or panduru mila^ rent, Singh. ... 144

aiakatakd, guild coins ... ^PP* 9

aiamagaltty a figure, Singh. ... 58
Atina plates of Siladitya Vl.of Yalabhi, App. 96 n,

Atisayadhavala, a hiruda of Amoghavarsha I.,

gr. v., and known as yet only in connection

with him ... 197, 261, 264, 265, 267, 268

dtman, Sanskrit,in Kharoshthi... App.;27 and n.

Atri, g6tra of Mercury ... 65

Attic drachmas in India App. 2

Audiyanaka, patronymic from TJdiyana ... 101

Augustus* first autokratoT ... ... 15

Aurang&bad or Burhfinpur, home of

"Wall ... ... ... 1, 78 n.

Aurege-Zebe = Aurangzib emp. • •• ... 205

autokrator, title of Gondophares ... 15

avagraha^ symbol ••• App. 91

avalydf flower, as a tattoo-mark ... 801

Avatamsaka-sdtra^mrn ... ... 80,81

Aya, period of life ... ... ... ... 118

d/ydgapatd and Hldttd ««• 149 n., 151 and n.,

153 and n.

Ayama, Kshatrapa, minister of Nahapana,

163, 169

ayaskdra^ = coppersmith «•« ... App, 102
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Ayimaiia Taksaya, Singli. demon ••• 58

ayiyd^ elder brother, Singh, ... 143 n.

Ayu Mitra, Ayya, Knsh^na k., coins o£, at

Gop^lpnr, 176 .175
Ayya Avdl, Sridharavenkatesa 187

dyyakena, in Kanheri inscrip. App. 30

Azilises^ coins ... App. 28

BabM (Acacia amhica) used in tattooing ••• 220

Babylon and Indian traders, App 16;— and
KharoshtM writing 19

Babylonian seals App. 20, 22

Baetrian coins found in India, 217, 218 ;
—

figures and Indian symbols ... App.*82

hadal vanassa, club moss, Singh. ... ... 231

B^dami representations of the god Brahm^,
App. 1

,
— or y^tapi and the Ohalukyas,

65, 67; — inscriptions of Klrtivarman

1. ... ... «.• 66, 70, 72

Baddrakali, g,, Singh. 60

Badni Khel, tribe and tattooing ... ... 147
Bagumra plates... App. 51 and n.

hahasatvmittrasa in Pabhosa inscription. App. 30
Bahirawa Taksay^, demon, Singh. ... ••• 60
Bahin, Bhaii*av, demon ... 98
Bahl (Bactria) 14 n.

Badmadasika(Brahmadasika), a ^uZa... 34—38
Ba^amiOiels 147
Baijndth Kiragrtoa PraiSastis ... App. 67
Bairat edicts ... App. 31 and n., 32 n., 34, 35
Mj for ha'juz, S. Indian contraction 1
hdjubahdu or chudiydf bangles, tattoo-

^^arks 246
hdy4t, a stool, tattoo-mark ... ... 309
bakJiiyd, a stitch, tattoo-mark... 306, 308, 309
Bakhsh^li MS., App. 57, — and BiAhmi

decimal notation, 82, 83; ^— use of names of
things for numerals, 83 ; use of numerals,
86 ;— and BhAija MS. ... ... ... 93

BalA-Dikshita alias Tajugivara ... 186, 187
BAlaji- ,,, jyg
BAlakin TaksaniyA, she-demon, Singh. ... 58
Balakrishna-BhagavatpAda, author 132
BalApur, tn., Akola Dist 79, I59
BAMsor, factory 35
Bdlbodh or DevanAgari of the MarAthA

districts, App. 51 , 53 and Modi ... 75
haZi, ceremony, Singh. ..4 61
Ballasore, tn., maund ... ... 160, 204, 206
halur juice, used in tattooing 221
lamhM = brdhmi, Indian script ... App. 1, 2
bamkmane ior hamhJiane Anp, 30

writer, 166, 167; — about 620 A. D.,
App. 1 ; and the Vdsamdattd, 82 ;

— men-
tions king flarsha’s seal, 96 ; — a j^usta-

Tca-vdchaka or particular reader ... 99
Banana leaves used in schools ... App. 95
Bdnastava of Ramahhadra-Bikshita ... I 37, I41
BanavAsiJor Yaijayanti, tn., App. 30 ;

— and
the Kadambas ...

Bangash, tribe 200
hangha, an intoxicant ... ... ... 35
Banjans or Gentues ... ^ ... 258
BanjAras and tattooing 239
hanjhdm beta (Mandi) = chaukand{i ... 32
Banquala 258
Banskhera plate of Harsha App. 56
baori, a well, as a tafctoo-mark 301
BApdev of Kadapa, a godling 98
hard^ armlet, tattoo figure ... 238, 281, 288
BarAbar caves, App. 32 n. ;

— inscrips., 34

;

— edict

bdrddari 32

BarAh, 299
BarAh KalAn, vil. in SafidOn, 299 ;

— BarAh-
-ban temple ... 800 and n.

BarAhji Bhagwan tank and temple at Barah
Ralan ... ... ... ... ... 299

Bdrdhhadi (Skt. dvddasakshari) table of let-

ters, App. 2

;

— the Brahmanical, its use ... 87

Baraud, tn, in Safidon ^ildga ... ... ... 298

Barbarikon or Patala harbour ... 11

Barha ... 77

BArhah Sayyad 1 , 5, 6, 78n.

Barik Khel tribe, and tattooing ... ... 147

bark of the bMrja-tvee as a writing material

in India ... App. 92

Barmaur, ChaihbA, Bist., Chaukand'd in ... 32

Baroda copperplate, App. 67, 68 ;
— of RAsh-

trakAta k. Bhruva, dated A. B. 834-35,

first contains the symbol avagraJia,.^ App. 91

Bartholomew, St., evangelised India, martyr-

dom of 10,11

BarwAni State, tattooing in ... 303
Barygaza (Bharoch) at the month of Nar-
mada ,,, 11

Basor tribe in Bundelkhand ... ... ... 220

Bassia longifoliaf mi mal flower ••« ... 231

hata tuvaJeku, popguns, Singh. ... ... 208

hatdsd, sweetmeat, a tattoo-mark ... 223, 228

hatuvd, hag, a tattoo-mark 223, 228

Bauddhas of NepAl, MSS. of App. 77, 78

Baudhayana, on sea voyages and trade. App. 16

BavA SAhib, Ekoje of Tanjor ... ... ... 194

hdvaddf step welly a tattoo-mark ... ... 246

BAyAji, of the Bharadvaja gotra, ancestor of

Anandaraya ' ... 184
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hd'oalydf hdhul tree, a tattoo-mark ...243, 245
hdvdi, a well, a tattoo-mark 308
Baveru Jataka and Indian trade App. 16
Bazdeo, Yasudeva, k 14 and n.

hedi, tattoo-mark 288
MdUf waterpots, tattoo-mark 245
Bedsa inscrips App. 43 n.

Ul, money offering Hg
Belgaum and Southern alphabets App. 62

helii wood-apple, Singh 60
leli pattd (Hibiscus hiliacus), Singh. ... 57
Bellary and Southern alphabets ... ... App. 62

lend, nephew, Singh 1 43
Benares and Kalbhairav, 98 n.

;
— alphabets

of, App. 49 ;
— and Sarad^ MSS. ... 57

Bengal, 77 ;— grass, 91 ;— inscrip. . . . App. 60

Bengala, Bengal, 85 maund 160
Bengali alphabet ; see Proto-Bengali,

App 58 ;
— MSS. and inscrips. ... 59 n., 60

heVt Indian plum 201, 203

Beravaya caste, Singh ... 61
^eraya, hand drum, Singh. 209
Berenike, port on Red Sea 11

Bertlni, author on invention of writing in
India, App. 1, 5;— his India, 11 n — on
Nagari alphabet, 49| —• on use of birch-

bark as a writing material 92
hesar, spot on nose, a tattoo-mark ...226, 228

Xharoshthi sign ...App. 21
leima or pang^i, lots, Singh. I44
Bezhan, son of G^v 45
Bhadon month, festival held in ... ... 120
d)'hadramukha, Kshtrapa title ... 163—165, 168
Bhagavat Sdkyamuni, image ofj 39, 40 ;

—
worshipped 172

Bhagavantai^ya, author ... 127, 128, 184, 185
hUgineyi 39 n.

Bhagvanldl Indraji on Brdhmi numerals,
App, 81; — his hypothesis on the source
of Indian numeral symbols .. 82, 90 and n.

iiharhshuU lipi ... App. 60

Bhairav, Bahiri, demon 98, 99
bhai/yd H ehhdhlii brothei‘’s shadow, a tattoo-

mark ... ... •*• 228
Bhdjd inscrip ... App. 32 n.

bhdji, wedding meats 118
Bhandagaras ... App. 99
Bhangi, Bundelkhand tribe ... ... 220

Bhdnpura, tn., Indor dist. ... ... 98
Bhdradvaja, gdtra of Mars, 64, 184; of

Ohokkanatha-Dikshita 130
Bharahut, Bharaut, Hharoshthi words,
App, 18, 31 n.

;
— stdpa, 7, 32, 35, 39; —

scrips 36,. 37
Bharani, Nakshatra ... ... 62

) Bharata, dramatic law-giver 163—

> BharaUkaraaptoa, a UriUa of Abhmava-

;

Pampa. g. »
! BMrgava, gotra of Venus

Bharukackohlia, Bharock on tke ITamaad,

App. 16
Bkaskara-Dikskita, contemporaiy of Eama-
bkaara, author of Batnatm&d, I79

Bkaskara-Ravivarman, the S^sanas of... App. 75
Bhdshyaratndvali of Ohokkanatha-Dik-'

••• 126. 12S»
BkattSkalanka, author of the Kcernatahxsal-
ddnuMsana, q. v., which he ia

lS7aa<Jn.
Bhattarakas, Jaina order 330, 332
Bha^tiprolu inscrip., 105 n.

;
— stdpa in

Kistnd dist., App. 2;— relic vessels, 6, 8, 31,
32;— Dravidi, 38, 89;— inscrips., 9,

15; on silver 95
Bhauma, Mangala, Mars 64
Bhavanisankara, Chief of Ramnad ... ... 182
Bhawan Deviji temple... ... 29S
Bhawalpur, tn., and Kharoshthi inscrips. App. IS
bhikshu and lama 31^ *

Bhildla tribe and tattooing 3O4
Bhils in M^lava, tattooing among, 240;

—

Khandesh and Mdli, tattooing among ... 303
Bhilsa in Mdlvd, inscrips App. 46
Bhima I. and II. of Gujarat, Chaulukya
kings ... App, 52 and n.

Bhimasina

bhity abstention from contact with others after

a death, &c
Bhitari inscrips. App. 47

I

Bhoja, k. of Dhard, “letter writer, ” by him,
App. 97 ;

— his library ... 99
Bhdjakata, tn ... 65
hhSgy food offering, &c. 118
Bhopal State, tattoo-marks used in 2168

Bh6ra=;Kanii,g[.?; US
Bhrigu, priest of the Baityas ... ... 65
Bhujyu shipwrecked, Tedic myth ... App. 16
Bhdmid^vi, wife of BTdrdyana Dikshita ... 131

Bhumij, dialect ... 121 and n.

Bhuminalld, ancestor of Ramadhan 128

Bhthnindtba-Kavi, author of Dharmamjaya'-
champ'd 132, 134, 176, 177

Bhdrja-bark MS. of the Bhammapada from
Khotan, App. 18, 63 ;

— tree, the hark of,

as a writing material in India, 92 and n.,.

97 ;
— MSS ... ... ... 9S

BMrjapaifira,hu’oh-bark,its use, App. 93;—
leaves, of Bower MS. ... ... 94

Bhutan and the Lamas ... 313
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Bibi Mato, ancestress of tlie Gbiizais ... 148

hichohu, a scorpion, as a tattoo-mark, 223,

227, 242, 305

Bijlpnr and Southern alphabets App. 62

Bijayagadh— Bhartpur insorips. ...App. 45, 47

Bijen, Persian for Yizan 15

Bijholli, Jaina Sthalapnrana from ... App. 97

hijora, a tattoo-mark ... 285
Billd, demon, Singh 59

Bimaran vases ... ... ... App. 24 n., 28

Bimbisara, k 115

hindu^ abbreviated form of i'&7iyahindti„» App. 82

hinna, form of marriage in Ceylon 143

Binnagar, Minnagar tn. ... ... ... 14

birch-bark as a writing material ... App. 92,93
Buhor, tribe 121n.
hiimn, air-car 118
Blacas papyrus, sign in App. 77
Block, Dr., 89 ; dates of Kanishka ... App. 18n.
boards used for writing upon App. 93, 94
hddirimar, spirit, Singh 59
Bodhiruchi, monk 80 n,

Bodhisattva, statues, 39, 40; — residences of

the 80
Bombay =r Mumba, 14, 117;— and “box-
headed alphabet ” App. S2

homhara, tops, Singh. ... ... ... 208
Bonpa, indigenous religio-n of Tibet 310
Borneo ,«, ... ... gg
Bower MS., App. 63;— and Br^hmi notation,

77 and n., 90 n- ; abbreviations in, 92 ;
—

pierced leaves of ... 93
“ box-beaded characters ” App. 62, 64
Braohmans, Brahmans 250
Brajchandra, name of Krishna 219
Brahma alphabet, origm of, App. 9 ; its

borrowed signs,] 2 ;
— derivative consonants

and initial vowels, 13 ;
— medial vowels

and absence of vowel in ligatures, 14, 15;— borrowing from Semitic alphabet, 15*

16, 29 — numeral symbols and
Egyptian hieratic figures, 82 ;

— characters
of palm-leaf MSS 93

Brahm^, g., 65, 66, 91, 300 ;— inventor
of-writii^ 1

Bralunaloka - 90 91
Bralmifi,iianda-SarasTatt, author 127
Brahmanandaniuni i .w

Bmhmanas in prose, App. 3 j — and Mann... 16
BrShmans, the feeding of, 90; — and the

featakamis, 170, 172, 178;— and tattooing,

241; —. and Indian writing, App. 3; and
religious suicide, 5, 11 — and sea
voyages, 16, 17; migrate south, 46;—
Brahmanism and the Kshatrapas ... ... 172

Brahmanical literature and Indian writint^,

App. BE.; — MSS. illuminated ... gj
Brahmacharyya, seventh stage-, Jaina ... 83i
Brahmasika hula, 36, 37 ;

— Jaina inscrip. ,,, 103
Brahmasoma, a Sdkya mendicant ... 256
Brdhmi language, 79, 82 ;

— widting, App. 2, 3,
8, 9, 10, 12, 13; system, 14, 16, 17,
19;— and Di^vidi from about B. 0. 350
to A. D. 350 ; how it was deciphered, 29— common characteristics of the ancient
inscrips., 30 ; varieties of, 31 ;

— in Ceylon,
S3; in N. India, 40, 41 ;

— letter numeral
notation according to J. Stevenson, Thomas
Cunningham, BhM Daji and Bhagvanlal
Indr^ji, 77 and n. decimal notation, 82;— numeral no-tation by words and letters,

83 ;
— interpunctuation of gg

Braudes, Sir D., on fire-worship 263
bricks with letters on them, App. 92 ;

— as
a writing material in India App. 96

Brihajjnanakosha, at Jesalmir, silk band of
Jaina siitras found, App. 93; MSS, ... 95.

Brihaspati, planet, 61, 62;^yuru of the

...
^

Brihaspati’s on Manu ... App, 1
Brihatphalayana, yStm 271
Britto, Jesuit missionary murdered 182
Broach, Bharoch, ancient Bharukachchha,

173, App. 16
brushes, pens, pencils, &c„ the use of, for

writing in India App. 98
Buddha, 12;— image of, 39, 155, 156;— in

incantation, 56, 80 ;
— his doctrines in

Kipin, 110 fP.
;
— S^kyamnni, 115, 116;—

in Ceylon, 145
;
— worship, 175 and n.,

310; death of ... .„ ,,, App, 94
Buddha, a nun 39
Budha, Mercury, other names ... 61, 62, 65
Buddhabhadra, monk 80, 81 and n.

Buddhagaya, insorip. from 40 and n.

Buddhaghosha, author ... ... ... App. &
Buddharakshita, monk .155
Buddhist art, 39 5

— schools of China, 82 ;
—

inscrips. of the Kushanas, 171 ;
— India,

176 ;
-T- clergy in Tibet, 309 f

, ; —literature,

App. 4, 6 ;
— monks migrate south,

46; — northern works mention the use of

birch-bark as a writing material, 92 ;
first

Council, 94 ;
— MS, on tin in British

Museum, 96 ;
— sdtras on bricks 97

Buddhistsand Indian writing, App. 2; — and
Brahmf, 8;— and Kharoshth! 9

Buddhism and Saivism,41 n. ;—in Ceylon, 56

;

— introduced into China, 113, 114 ;
— into

Tibet, 810, 312, — and the Kshatrapas ... 172
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Buguda plates 70 n.
Buhler, Prof., Englisli version of Lis Indische
Falaeographie Appendix

buJiuheliya, stump cricket, Singh. ... ... 207
Buind, vil yg
hulat Jiurulla^ betel, Singh. „*

Bundd, tattoo-mark 226 228
Bundelkhand, Baktrian coins found in, 217*

and tattooing, 219 ff., and “box-hea^d
alphabet ^2

bundt spots, tattoo-marks 282
bur saga, q,v, ... 218
Burgess, J., and Asoka edicts, App. 24 n.,-—
and Northern alphabets ... 44 and n., 102

Burhdnpur or Aurangabl,d, home of

1, 4, 78n.
Buriats of Siberia 313^ 314
Burma and use of board MSS

, App. 93; ivorj
MSS. and copper-plate 95

Burmese system of notation App. 87
Burnell (Dr.), mistakes in his Tanjor
Catalogue, 134, 135 ;

— on Southern alpha-
bets, App. 61 ;

— on Vatt^Juttu inscrips.,

75 ;
and Br^hmi numeral notation ... 82,86 and n.

busri::^kuprt, q. v 218
bMi, a plant, &c II3

a tattoo-mark ... ... 288

Calamina, alleged scene of martyrdom of
St. Thomas 31, 32

Oalay, Quala, estuary 257
Caldwell (Bishop) and Munda, 123 ;

— and
Tamil App. 73 and n.

Calicoes, painted 250
Cambridge MS App. 67
Canarese lang., 123 ;

— Old inscrips. ... App. 68 n.

Carmana (Xarm^n), Oarmania and Oala-

31, 32
Carmania, Kirman 88
Carnatic, Karnatak 68
Cassa Verona (Kasi) Virunna, Indian broker. 203
Catalogus Catalogorum, of Theo. Aufrecht 32
Catysol, Kittysol, an umbrella, 89 ;

— or
sumbarero 320

Collates, Salleeters, pirates ... 317, 318
Central India, the early alphabet of, App.

62 ;
— script, 64, 69; — inscrips. ... 63, 66

Ceylon elephants, 86;— ordeal and inheritance
in, 144, 145; — anglingand animals, 146;—
and the Maurya alphabet, App. 33 ;

—
system of notation in 87

Ceylonese canon App. 5,8,9
CHqM K61, sept 100
Chah Jehan, emperor Shah Jah^n ... 85

CMhamana, K. Yigralia IV App 07
Chattya tree, symbol App. 90
cthaka%-^chaJtwa^ ducks, as tattoo-marks. 225, 228
chakauti (?), a tattoo-mark ... ,,, 227 228
chakra, discus, a tattoo-mark * 044
chdlani, ehdlni, a sieve, tattoo-mark ... 222,

^ ,
227, 244,248,288

Uia-lo-Tcia, convent II3 and n.
Cha-lui, holy man, Laotan 114^ 115
Chalukya [inscrips

, App 64 n
,
65 andn., 66,'

67, 68 and n
;
— of Gujarat 81 n.

Chalukyas of Vengi, App. 65, 67 ;
— the

Eastern gg
Cham^r caste, their tattoo-marks ... 288
Chambd and chaukanM, 32;-- and fed,radd

script
^

App. 57
Champa, inscrips from Further India, App. 65
and n.

; of 7th century, dates of ... 86
Chanchanri Xols, sept 100
chand, the moon, a tattoo-mark ... 244, 248
Ch^nddlas IO4
Ch^ndella inscrip. App. 59
Chandipdtka, MSS. of ... ... App. 94
Chandi^a— the moon ... ... ... 62, 63, 64
Chandra, Ohenab liv 98
Chandra Kdwd, Singh

, Yakka ... 58
Chandra-Kiipa, or Moonwell Tirtha 299
Ohandrah, planet ... 61
Ohandragupta the Maurya ... ... 168
Chandragupta II., in MdlvS, App. 46:—

inscrips. of ... 62 and n., 64
Chandrakanta, wife of TSdarasi ... 91, 92
Chandrakor, new moon as a tattoo-mark ...243

Ohandraloka, a heaven 90
Chandras6ni Prabhus 98 and n., 99
Chandrav6,ra 64

Ch’ang~yang’kong~to 80
Chanresi — Avalokit^svara 312
Chdpastava of Bamabhadra-Dikshita 187

chdpetdi palm of hand, a tattoo-mark ... 223, 227
charan, feet, a tattoo-mark ... ... 225, 228
Chdrana ioT Vdi'ana 109

Oharans, tattooing among ... ... 303

Charisios, Carisins, servant to Mazdeos ... 15n.

Charlemagne, emp., founder of temporal

power of the popes ••• ... 314

charms in Ceylon 56 fP.

Ch^rudatta ... ... ... ... 168

CharsadS. = Pushkaldvati, q, v, ... App, 18

Ohashtana a Xshatrapa, 163, 165 ;
—

Kharoshthi characters on coins, 173; —
mentioned as Tiastanes .App. 41,42

OhaturvMa-Taj ^an family, of which was

R^mabhadra-Dikshita 126, 128

Chaubll.ra mounds-at Mathur^ ... 152
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cliaulc, a tattoo-mark ... 243, 281, 301, 302, 303

chaiik-bakhivciddi*, a square, as tattoo-mark ... 306

Chatihandu, custom, m Kiilii 32

chaulci, a rakh case ... 118
Ohaulukyas, copper-plate inscrips, of, App,
83 n. ; their Court library 99

Chaundajipant, Ghanasyamapandita, minister 182

Chaujpdta, Songati cloth, tattoo-mark... 242, 246
Chaurah, Ohamba Dist , chaukandu in ... 32
Chedi or Xalachuri era App . 47 n.
Cheetah, Lizard and Crocodile, Singh, story. 230
chela, disciple, &c 118
Chenab, Chandra, riv 98
Ch’eng-kuan 80, 81, 82
Chent’an, tn

Chen-t^an — Chinasthaiia kingdom ... 81
Clieth, §a, Xharoshthi sign ... ... App. 22
Chhanddmbudhi or^ ChhandCmhurdH of the

earlier Nagavarma, q, v,

;

remarks on some
verses in it which resemble verses in the
Kavirdjamdrga 271 fE.

Chhanyates of M^lava, tattooing among ... 241
Chhatrava Sudusa, brother of “Kharaosta

Yuvaraja’^

chhatti, hairs kept after the jkand ceremony. 118
chM dani, six dots, a tattoo-mark *„ 24$

9,'79n.
Chliuhanra, ceremony or shagan 118
Chioliacole grant, App. 69 and n.; — plates,

/O, 83; plates of Devfindravarman : the
nnmerals of

68^ 78
Okoluna,Til

Ciiidambaram, tn 279
Chidambara-Dikshita of KiUaytir, of
Appa-Dikshita

China, kingdom, 81 ;
- and Kanishka’a rek-

faoas with, no f, 112 j- and Sanskrit,
172;— and Tibet gjg

Chmasthana (Chent’-an) kingdom 81
Chinaman visits the Yue-chi 2,6
Chinese interpretation of Eharoshthi**79, 80*;

—tradition on Indian alphabet ... App 3
cMratMtika, expression used by A^6ka. App 96Mya, feathers, as tattoo-mart ... 304, 306; 306
Ohiti-agupta, g ’

Chohan Bhils, tattooing among '
on?

cliokhair, Parsi ceremony
Chokkanitta-Dikshita, author of the ‘^alda-teme* &c 126, 129, 130;- author of
tne Jiant%m(dipaHnayav4taka, &c. iqo

Chola CO., 187; -language' .. a"
Cholas, their Sanskrit iusci-ips. Am' 70

chonhal, a head cloth, tattoo-m’ark
."* S!

ch^nmal, a cloth, a tattoo-mark ...’ ggg

Choromandell Coast ... ...

Christ sells St Thomas...

Christians of St. Thomas ... / 2g**

chudiya bdjubanda, bangles, tattoo-mark 2^4
chung, ceremony

c/iwreZ, evil-spiiit ... "
lift

churiyd, tattoo-mark
203 oog

CiHcian coin and Kharoshthi ... ... 20
claw, tattoo-mark *

Olermont-Ganneau,— Revue Archgologique*

1 ii. - . . •'^PP- 19 n.
cloth as a wi-iting matenal in India ... App. 93
coats of arms on seals of grants ... App.' Oo
Oocoaunt and Areea-nnt, Singh, story
CoddeMuske _ ““J
coins, found in Gopalpur, 175; — Ina^

Grecian and Indo-Soythian ... App. ig jg ^
Oolomba, tn., Ceylon ... g7
conch shell, tattoo-mark

"I 28o
Conjaguaree Point

gg
copper-plate grants, their seals, App. 92*

95 ;— the general treatment, for custody, of
them and theii- originals gg

Coromandel H, 35, 157, 158
corrections, omissions, and abbreviations:

the methods of marking them in inscrip-
tions and manuscripts App. 91

Cossas = muslin

Cossumbazar maund
cotton cloth as a writing material in India. App. 93
cloves as tattoo-mark 286 301
Club Moss, Singh, tale *

231
Granganor (Malabar) U
Crocodile, Crab and Jackal, Singh, story ... 230
Crow and Drongo, Singh, story 230
Cuddapa, tn 98^ 52
Cunningham, A., and Indian coins, App. 8,

9 and Kharoshthi 18, 19
CurtiuSjQ., and Indian writing, App, 6, 6;—
and cotton cloth as writing material ... 97

Cuttack, mangoes from ... ... ...159

Dabhoi copper-plate of A. D. 642 ... App, 61
Dacca muslin 203
Didaji, father of Gop^a-Bhfipala 179
Dadhikarsaa Naga 102, 103
Dadhikarnadevikulika family in Buddhist

insorip, 102
Daftar, perhaps = Record Office ... App. 102
dagger, as tattoo-mark 302
Dagh Kalai, hamlet 100
Dahlmann, Dr App. 16 n,

I>aityas 65

Dakhan, Deccan, and tattooing ... ... 285
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Dakhin, scene of the Jangndmah of Sayyad
dlim Ali Khkn 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 77, 78 n.

Dakhinis 69

DaJcnit evil-spirit ... 119

Dakshamitra , wife ofUshavad^td, Xshatrapa k. 169

dahshinadih. South side 61

DakshinAmtlrti, father of Venkatesara-Kavi... 128

Dala R^kshayS, Singh. Yakkn, demon ... 68
Dalai Lama, how his temporal power was
founded 309 fB.

Dalai Lamas from 1705 to 1875, list ... 3l3 n
Dalel Muhamdi Beg ... ... 69

dalelf sweets used at burials 119

Dalethf Kharoshthi sign ... •„App. 21, 23

Dam&n, tn. 99

Bamdd, courtezan 153
Ddmili, Dr5.vidi, Indian writing ... App. 2

ddnd, a dot, a tattoo-mark, 248, 249 ;
— beads,

307, 309

BdnahUanda, of Hemadri,and the Purdnas,

App 4, 98 n
Ddndd^ courtezan ... ... ... ... 162

danda^ rod, 65; vertical stroke -^PP- 88

Danes and junks 88

Dandin, Sanskrit author; his treatment of

alamkdra was followed in the Kanarese

Kavirdjamdrgat q, v., 258, 279 ,
remarks on

the riddle ndaihya-madhyd paritahi &c ,

cited by him, 279 n.; — mentions use of

hoard as writing material App 93

ddnh, drum, tattoo-mark ... ... ... 304

Dantidurga, R5.shtrakuta k. ... App. 61 and n.

Darius, k., 11 n, ;—and the Panjdb ... App. 5,

9,20

ParSana^ first stage of Jaina life ... ... 331

ParSajg'drndmdsapraydga ... ... ... 186

daru arumi, intestate child, Singh. ... ... 144

Pa^ahiimdracharita mentions the varnavar-

tikd App. 98

Dasanapura and the Pallavas App 70

Basaratha’s inscrips -^PP- 7, 32, 33, 39

Datta, of Mathur4 inscrip., 107 ;
— or

-bhikshu ... ••. ... ... ... 154

Daulat^bdd, tn ... 75, 79, App. 46

Davane, or DamnS Prabhus, of Daman ... 99

dawnla, drum, Singh ... ... ... ... 209

Payd6ataha of Sridharavenkatesa 187

decimal notation in Br^hmi -^PP* 32

deer, a tattoo-mark ... ... 282

D5hikiya gana ... ««> ... 109
dehU darwdjd, tattoo-mai’k ... 238
Bekkan, 11, 12 ;— inscrips., App. 33, 45 ;

—
the Western, its early alphabet 42

Delhi-Sivdlik edict, App. 8, 3ln,35, 36; —
Hirat, 32 n., 34—37 ; iron pillar 47

218

57 f.

119
-90 ... App 58

105
... App. 50

109

Demetrios, k. of Indians
Demons in Ceylon, iavoeation of
D^o-kaj, ceremony
Deop^r^ Prasasti of A D 1080-
Deva, Jaiira priest

Deval Prasasti of A. D. 992-993
D^vadatta, Devadata
Devandgari alphabet, App. 24 ;

~ see Nagari... 49
Devagiri— Daulatabad, and use of N%aii.App. 46
divdndmpriya, title of Asoka, 164 —ptyadasz

168
Devavarman, Chandella k App. 61
divdi, head ornament, a tattoo-mark 308
Devendravarman’s Chicacole plates, the
numerals of ... App. 78

D^vi, g. ... 119, 120
Devil Bird, Singh, story, 231 ;

— dance in
Ceylon

D5vila, priest

Devol Yakka, demon, Singh 60
Dewdli, festival 216
D^wdn Dham^i, ancestor-worship 119

— ••• ... App 14
tattoo-mark 226, 228

Dhdd, wandering tribe 220
dhdgd, chaim 119
Dhama, feast 119
dhammaMtuppa bliava ... 175
Bhammapada MS., 82; — from Khotan,
App. 18, 25, 27n

, 29, 87 and abbreviations,

92 ;
— the Kharoshthi, date of 98

DhanabhOti’s inscrip App. 39
Dhani or Dhuimie palm 305
Dh^r state and tattooing 242
dharha (Po« cynosurides) juice used in tattoo-

ing 220
Dha'imachakra symbol,,, ... ... App. 90

Dharmad5.sd Sakya, mendicant ... ... 156
Bharrrbddhikarana of Pravarasena II. App. 65
dharmaleJchin, for writer ... ... App. 101

Dhaimardjadhvarmdra, author of V4d4nta-
paribhS.sha ... ... ... ... 126

Dharmarajasatha, inscrip. ... App. 70

dharmdsana, pL, “seat of the law” ... ... 80
Bhavmasttitras, theii* age, — on Indian trade,

App. 16

VJiarmavijayachampuMvya of Bhfimin^tha

fCavi ... ... ... ... ... 132, 134

Dharmmadeva, monk 101, 102

Dharwar, and Southern alphabet ... APP» 02

Dh^tri, year ..192

Dhauli edict ... App. 6, 8, 31, 34—37, 45

dJidviand, bath 119

Dholpur inscrip, of A. D. 812, dated in word

Bumeials ^ ... App. 86
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Bhruva, R&slitralcuta k,, siga manual of

Baroda copper-plate •.* 67, 68
,
91

Dkandhi, poet ... 185

dMntj place of eacred Bre 1 1

9

dihuTiircitf askes ••• 119

Dhuria, Holi ceremony 119

Dliy^iii-Bodliisattva Ohanresi — Avalokites-

vara— perpetually incarnate in Dalai Lama. 312

Dhy&niBuddha ’Od-rZpag-med— Amitabha

—

perpetual incarnation in the Pan-chhen

l^in-poaches ... ... ... ••• 312

deities, as guardians of the four quarters ... 59

diga, form of marriage in Ceylon 143

Digamhara and Svet4mhara Jainas, distinc-

tions between 331 f*

DigbvS»-Dubauli plate inscrips
,

probably

A. D. 761 App. 50 and n.

Dikung monastery ... 311

DMwar ‘Ali KMn, Sayyad 78 n.

Dilli, Dihli, 1 , 4, 77, 78 n. j — Darw^za,

a tattoo-mark 283

dinapelUf ordeal ground, Singh. ... 144

antics, Singh..., 207

Dioskuroi, on coin of Eukratides 217

Dtpambik^, wife of Ekoji 1 194

dipati, dipif App. 5 ;
= writing, in Asoka edicts. 19

Dijpikd of Yaidyanli.tha-Dikshita 126

dirghddhvagaflehhaJidraka, postal runner.App 100

Dissdva Maduva, Mat4 Sahhdva, governor,

Singh 144

Div&karapandita, remarks on authors doing

the work of masons App 10In,

divira or divira from the Persian dehir,

writer ... ... ... ,,, ,App. lOl

Diya SSna, future Emperor of Ceylon ... 235
Dogrfirs of Jammd App. 57, 75
Ihjaka or Dujaka, guilds App, 9

dola, sacrifices, Singh. 58

BSldnavaratnamdlikd of Sridharavenkat6sa.. 187
Bondra, d4wdla at ... 59
Boparzdi, pL, and Magah Kh61s 100
Brfihy^yana siitra of Ohokkandtha-Dtkshita.. 129
drama, among the Kshatrapas, 173 ;

— in

Ceylon... ... 207
I>r4vidl (d^mill), variety of Brfihmi from
Bhattiprolu stfipa, App. 2, 8, 38; — of

Patna seal, IS, 14; alphabet, its origin,

vaadeties, &c., 15, 29 ff and Brlihmi ... 31 f.

Bravidians and tribes resembling them ... 121
dronga, king-crow, Ceylon 230
Dinshtwcbdii of the Jainas and ancient

App. 2,8
Dujaka or Dojaka, gmld ... App. 9
Bun Bist., chcmkmdu not reoc^ised 82

bows, Singh

Burlahha, apparently a hiruda of Amogha-
varsha I., g. r.

Burvinita, an early writer

Butch factory, Hugly, 86
; coins

Dutreuil de Rhins, mission of

duva, daughter, Singh

Dyfidasahaydyi Nfirayana-Bikshita, father of
Ohokkanatha-Bikshita

dvddaiakshari, Skt. = hdrdkhadi table of

combined vowels and consonants ... App 2
Bvandva compounds inBrahmi numerals. App. 86
Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts... App 69 n.

197

269

832

82

143

129

Edessa and relics of St Thomas 11 n,
edurot assistant priests, Smgh. ... ... go
Egypt and Aramaic inscrips App. 19
Egyptian Demotic notation and Indian
symbols App. 82

Ekanar^dhipa, rdja of Tanjor ... ... 194
Ekojl, founder of the Mar&tha dynasty of

Tanjor, 127, 187 f., 194; — 5th raja 195
Ekvira, godling

Eliforum, Troforum, &c., cap, of G-ondo-
phares ... ... ... ,,, ...1213 .

Emodus, Himalayas 14 n.

engine, as tattoo-mark 220
engravers of inscriptions, &o. ; various
names for them App. 102

Epics, Brahmanioal and Indian writing. App. 4
Epigraphical Notes, by H. Luders, Ph.D. ...37 1.
Eran coin, presenting a reversed Br^hmt

legend running from right to left, a possible

explanation of it, App introd. 3; — and
Biihml, App. 8 , 9, 31;— and Samudra-
gupta’s inscrips ... ... 54

Bihenduma, magic veil, Singh. 5S
esdekdpd, oath, Singh I44
Ethiopia, boundary of India ... ... ... 11

Eudoxus of Oyzicus, goes to India 13
Eukratides, k,, coins of 217, 218
Buting's Tabula Scriptures Aramaicos ... App. 20
exorcism of demons 57
eyes, as tattoo-marks S02

factions, hereditary village^ in Ceylon ... 60
Fa-lin, author 114,116
Pa-hien, pilgrim, 115; — and grants on

copper-plate App. 95
PardfipOr, Pass .78 n.

Farra^siyar^s Wazir, Sayyad ^Abdullah
E^n, Qutbu-l-mulk 78 n.

Pattis, ceremony 119
PSijimah ... ...
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Fa-yuan-shu-lin and Khar6shfelil, 79^ 80;
onKanishka and China, 110; — and Wang-
Hiuen-tse’s memoirs

feat of memory, a ; see Srutakirti-Traividya. 279
Feon-t*ou, Monastery ... HO, 112
Ferozpur, funeral festivity 118
fire, worship by Muhammadans ... ... 68

fish, as a tattoo-mark 302
five Pl-ndavas, tattoo-mark 224, 228
Fleet, J. F., on the Northern Alphabets,
App. 44 and n. ;

— on the Southern ...61 n.

flies, as a tattoo-mark ... ... 285
flood, Semitic legend of App. 16
folk-tales and legends in Ceylon 229
Fort St. George 88

Gad, brother of Gondophares ... 13 and n.

gaddi a mace, 64; as a tattoo-mark 244
Gadsba, tribe 121 n.

Gadarifl, shepherd woman and tattooing ... 117
Gaddis and Chaukandu 32
Gades, port 13
Gahlot Rflijputs of Bhopal 220
Gala, tn. in Ceylon ... 87
Gala Bandara, Malala, g., Singh. ... ... 60
Galchdmfl or Bund&, tattoo-mark ... 226, 228
dGa-ldan, monastery, 311;-
games, religious, in Ceylon
gdmti

gan, hamlets, Singh.

ganamd, arithmetic ...

•Tibetan sect ... 312

... 60

App. 6

... 145

App. 5
Ganapati, mother of Chokkandtha-Dikshita... 129
gandd, charm ..119
gandaphara^bhrata-patrasa^ on coin 13
ganddsf gundas, counting by quartettes ... 85
gdndhd^ marriage-dealings 119
Gandhira, coin from, 1 0, 12, 13 ;

•— and
Kharoshthi, 79, 81 and n., Ill; — App.
9; mscrips. ... ... 18 n., 25

Gan^sa, g. ... 60
Ganga, record, App. 68 and n.; inscrip, of
A.D. 978, 68, 72;— of A. D. 775, 73;—
kings of Xalinganagara ... ... ... 69

Gangfl S&gar, Saugar Is. at the Hugly
mouth ... 317

Gahg4.dharfidhvarm, alias K.&k6jipandita,

minister of fikoji

*

*

... 184
Gang;p.s of Maisfir, App. 67 ;

— of Ealinga ... 70
Ganges riv 91, 159

Gdngeya era, dates App. 69
ganjadivira, bazaar writers App. 101

QanTn^aduva^ ceremony in Ceylon ... ... ^0
(^ansfbhdva, village Council in Ceylon ... 144

Yakku, the twelve ... ... ... 5^

Gardner, P , Catalogue of Indian Coins... Ann. 24
Garibnfl,th temple ... ^,0^
Garuda, eagle god 99
GSthfi dialect

2pp. so
gdudh4r, sacred dust... ^9
Gauri or Parvati, goddess, tbrone as tattoo-

mark, 247, 248; — Yaksbini 332
GaurimdyUrchampiji, of Appa-Dikshita ... 192
Gautama Dharmaiitra and Indian trade ... App. 16
gavalani, milkmaids, tattoo-mark 245
Gayl. inscrip., 40 n.; tn , 91, 299;— and
Asoka letters, App. 2;— alphabet of stone
masons, 17, 29. 34, 36; —inscrips

, A. D.
588-89 ... 46andn.,49, 58n., 59 and n., 64, 83 n.

dG^-h^nyen = novice in Tibet 319
Gedrosia, coast.., ... ... ,,,

dGe-*dun-grub, Tibetan priest 311
gikurulM, cook sparrow ... ,,, 230
Gelasian Decree Ig
dGe-lugs-pa, Tibetan sect ... 310 312

I

Gentues, Hindus 205
Georgia gg
dGi-slon= ordained priest in Tibet ... 310
dG^’thaul= deacon in Tibet 31q
Gev, son of Gudarz Ig
gevalayd, house furniture, Singh 59
Ghalib ‘Alt Khan ... ...

Ghalo Kalai, vii 100 and n.
Ghal-zai, Ghilzai n.
Ghanasy&mapandita, known as Ohaun^Sji-
pant, minister 282

ghanta, gong, tattoo-mark ... 289
Gharid or Hyphasis, riv 98
gharonchi, a tattoo-mark 288
Ghansundi or Ndgari inscrip., App. 30, 32,
S7;— edict ••• ,,, ,,, ...35—37

Ghatotkacha inscrip App. 88 n.
Ghilzai, Ghalzai, tribe, 100 n.; —and tattoo-
mg, 147 ;

— ancestor, origin, &o. ... 148
gMriQoM, chatty-stand, a tattop-marfc ... 222,227
gMdd, horse, a tattoo-mark ... 242 304
Ghor, pi 148
Ghori, Nasir gfean, 71 ;

— hirasm == mare's
custom, 119; —caste and tattooing ... 289

Ghosidva inscrips, of 9th and 10th

.fApp. 50 and n.
Ghydg Khdn, chief 8, 72
Gidar Kh51s, sept 100
Gimel, Kharoshthi sign ... App. 21
Gingi in S. Aroot 187
Gimar, inscrip. of Budraddman, 163, 169;—

to Ohashtana, 165, 174, App. 12, 16;—
Prasasti insorips., 30, 80 n,; edicts, 6, 15,

24, 31 n., 32 n., 34—38; of Aspka ... 89
G\td ••• ••• **• 161
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Glossary of Beligious terms in the Panjah,

contributions towards 118

Gobinda, name of Sri- Krishna ... 219 and n

godiings and tribal migrations 98

gods, invocation of, in literary works
,
remarks

on an assertion that Kanarese authors

sometimes transferred their own titles to

gods in invoking their aid 262

Golcondah, procession of Jansa Bainsah, 86 ;
—

kingdom . 88, 201

Golden Legend and Gondophares ... 10

Goloka 90

Gomus Pulo, isl ... 257

Gondilang ... 123

Gondophares, k., 10;— or Gundaphores, 11,

12 and n., 13 andn., date; and Vasu-

d^va 14 and n., ) 5 and n.

Gondophemes, he is properly to be placed

after Huvishka, and contemporaneously

with T^8ud6va, App, iutrod. 3 and 4 n. ;
—

his Takht-i-Bahi inscrip., App,25
;— coins,

28; his Kharoshthi inscription ... ... 76

gongs, 86 ; as a tattoo-mark 289

Gonibilla, Singh, goblins 59

Good Shepherd
,
sculpture on Buddhist pillar. 1

3

Gop&lpnr, Gorakpur diet., jdnd of inscribed

bricks at ... 176 f.

Gopalu Yaksayir, demon, Singh. ... 60

GopMa BhdpAla, governor under feivdji ... 179

Gopashtami festival ... ... 119

goips female cowherd, as tattoo-mark ... 225, 228

goraka, gamboge-tree, Singh. ... 208
Gorakpur and fire-worship, 68; — find of in-

scribed bricks at 175 and n.
Gorhasnydj throne of Gaurt, a tattoo-

mark ... 245, 248

Gosirsha, pi.. Head of the Cow ... 81
Gotami inscrip. of, at N^ik ... 170

G6tainiputa, Slitakarni k., 169;— and Naha-

174, App. 32, 43
Gotamiputra, b

, and Brahmanism ... 172

Gopika, a worker in metal ... 104 f.

Gundaphoros, 11 == Gondophares ... 14 n.

govdld or cow-herd woman, and ySni

tattoo ... 117
Govardhan, hiU, worshipped, 118; -- and
GirdhAri 219 and n.

Govi, Grahapati, castes in Ceylon ... ... 236
Govinda III., Bfiishbrakuta k. ...Ann. 50
Govinda-Dikshita, father of Jajn&nArayana
Bikshita ... 134

goyan pagandvdj threehing ... ... 143
Grahabala, name in a MathuiA inscrip,. ... 106
GrAhi I)6v&, Y^kshant...

... 300
grain, a tattoo-mark ... 301, .302

grdma-divira, village writers App. 101

Grantha characters, App. 62 ; documents of

7th and 8th cen . 69 ,
— alphabet, varieties

of, the archaic, 70;— the middle, 71; —
the transitional 72

Greek and Prdknt, on coins ... ... 173^ I 74
Gridhrakdfea, visited by I-piao m
grihasta, householder 92
Grit^hi, a nymph 92
grouping of words in inscnps. ... App. 88
Guardian deities of the four quarters, in

Ceylon

6uchi-Khan of the Koshot Mongols, conquers
Tibet 312 ff.

Gudarz 25
gudge, gaz, a measure g5
Gndnafer, k

Gudschmid^sBie Konigsnamen in den A^ocry^

phen Apostelgeschiohten 10—12
Guduphara, in the Takht-i-BAhi inscrip., 13;— other forms of Gondophares, 15

;

—
inscrips App. 18

Guhasena’s grant of A. D, 559-60 ... App. 68

Gujar^ 12, App. 45 ;
— inscrips., 46 and n.

;

— of the Chaulukya kings, 51 , 81 n. ; — palm-
leaf MSS., 52 ;

— Southern alphabets ...62, 63

Srwjar? milkmaid, a tattoo-maik 283
GunAdhya, minister of SaidvdMna and
author of the BrihathatJid 170

Gunastiri, an early writer 269

gunda, gandds^ system of counting by fours. 85
Gunda inscrip., App. 42 ;

— of Rudrasimha. 169
gmija, ganjah, an intoxicant ... ... ... 85
Gupta rulers, 98; — forms of letters, 156 and

n.; — use of Sanskrit, 163, 171; — cha-

racters, App. 8 ; inscrips., 41, 50 and n,
61 n., 63 ;

— the so-called alphabet of the 4th

and 6th centuries A, D., varieties, 46;— cha-

racteristics in epigraphy, 47; MSS., 48 and
n., 49; — separation from the Sarad& prob-

ably in 7th century, 58 ;
— coins, 47 ;

—
writing on them ... 88

Gupt^swar, g. 98

Gurjara land grants, App. 46 n., 63;—
princes and the copper-plates of Kaira, 51

;

and N&gari inscrips., 63, 64 ;
— inscrips. of

the Chedi year 346, A. D. 695, and use of

the decimal notation ... 83

GurnbAliya, goblin, Singh. 59

gurulla sticks {Leea samhucina), Singh. ...57, 68

Gurumukhi, lists of goods on copper-

plates App. 95

Qnrupujahavmudi -A-Pp. 87 n.

Gushana probably Ouzanes, k. in ManikyMa
inscrip 16 andn.
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guvdla, cowherd, as tattoo-mark 225, 228

Gwalior inscrips,, A. D. 876 ... ... App, 50

rGyal-ba Rin-po-che = Precious majesty,

Tibetan title, and others 312

<lyurmed Namgyal, viceroy of Tibet 313

Hadd5;15. copper-plate inscrip, ... App. 83 n.

Hahn, Revd. F., on the Mundari lang. 121 f , 124 f.

Haidarabad and “ box-headed alphabet,”

App. 62 ;
plates ... ••• 66

hakgediyay trumpet, Singh. ... ... 209

Hala, Satavahana, S5,takarni, k. ... ... 170

halamha, armlets, Singh. ... 60

Halalcore, Hololcore, low-caste • •• ... 85

lialddt, ceremony ... ... 119

Halevy, J., and the origin of Brahmi,

App. 9 ;
— and Kharoshthi signs ... 20 n.

MlmeU, game, Singh. : . ... 208

Hamirpur dist., find of silver coins ... 217

Hamr5,n Khel tribe and tattooing ... 147

hamsajpada = kdhapada, symbol App. 91

hdn ceremony ... ... 119

handa, bread offering • A* ... 119

handdhana, horoscope, Singh. ... ... 61

hansa rdjayd, Swan king’s daughter «•« .*• 230

Hannmdn, monkey g. ... ... 99

Mr, wreath, a tattoo-mark ..A 303 f 308

Haradattamisra, author of FadamanjaH 126

Hare and jackal, Singh, story. 232

Hari, name of Krishua ... 219 and n.

Harischandra ... 91

Harishena’s Allahabad prasasti ... App. 46

Haritiputa SSftakarni, k., inscrip, of... 170, App. 30

Harioamsa and Dadhikarna ... 103

Harivarman, Kadamba k. -^PP* 66

Harsapore, Haraspoore, tn 85

Harsha inscrip, of Vigraha H. .. ,App. 50, plate 56

Harsha-^^ilMifcya, k. ... Ill f., 166, 169, 172

Barshacliarita ... App. 96 n*, 98 n., 99, 101 n.

Hashtnagar image ... ... ... App. 18 n.

JScdy vil, »*• ... ... ... ... 298

Hdthi, elephant, a tattoo-mark 225, 228

H5.thigumph§< insorip. ... App. 5, 13; of

HhSiravela ... ... ••• ...31 n.

Hattahiyd hula 103 and n.

haut, hawt, a measure .». «.« ... 85

hare’s jump, Singh.
.

... 208

hawrlata, co-workers, Singh 144

Hazarist5»n tribes and tattooing 147

He, ha, Kharoshthi sign App. 22

Hebrew writing -^PP* 22

Hellenism and the Xshatrapa Sakas ... 174

Hemachandra and namesrof the planets, 6^, -

66 n. 5 ~Al)hidhdnachiniidmavd ^ 103, 168

Hemadri’s Ddnakhanda ... App. 4, 99 n.
hemakdra or sonara^ probably sondray gold-

App. 102
Mna, waste ground, Singh.
Hena Kanda Biso Bandara, g., Singh. ... 60
Jiengin muttan, hide and seek, Singh. ,,, 208
heraliya, jackfruit, Singh 231
Heraos or Miaos, coins of 14 n.

Herodotos and the Saka kings 14 n.

Hienforum, Inforum, &c., cap. of Grondo-
P^ares 12 n.

Hierapohs, Bhfornm, &c., cap. of Gondo-
P^ares 12 n.

Hi-hn, author of Siu-yi-tsi-hing-yin-yi 82
Hima-Kapisa, Scythian prince Ill
Himalaya mts.,83, 84;— produce the Baetula
bhojpattr App, 92

Hind, pi ... 77
Hindi MSS., account of the search for, 1900-02,

17 list of 41 fp.

Hindostan, war in 7 ; 75, 85
Hindu Hushi and the Kalystrioi 83 f.,

Hindu divinities in Ceylon ... 56
Hiudus, and the sign for 10, App. 77; —and

decimal notation of the Br^hmi, 82; their

writing in earliest inscrips., 87;—method of

pagination, 92 used boards for literary

.purposes. ... _ ... ...

Jimgula, minium, as a substitute for ink. App. 98
HinnS and Hinni, buck and doe, tattoo-

mark 222, 224, 227 f.

HirahadagaUi plates, 171 ;—grant .. . App. 96 n.
SiravrM Jodi, deer, a tattoo-mark 246
SiranyakMyasHtravydJcJiyana of Yahchhea-

vara ... ••• ... ... 134

Hirauy5.ksha, demon ... .300

Hiuan-yuan, Fa-iman ... 80

Hiuan-Tsang, pilgrim, 83, 94 n., 110, 111; on
the invention of writing, App, 1, 2; and
copper as writing materials in India ... 94, 95

Mwan, coffin 9.. .9* •»« ... ... 119

Ho dialect ... 121

Hoang-choei, co.... ... ... ... ... Ill
Hohson-Jobson, Index: to Yule’s, 27 :S,, 93ffi,

210 290 ; notes on ... 86, 216 ; 236

Hodgson, B. H., and the Mundd dialects ... 121

Hoernle, Prof. R., and dates of Gandhara in-

scrips
, App. 18 n. ;

— on Brdbmi decimal

notation ... ... 82

Hoey, Dr., and the stfipa at G6palpur ... 174

Hokk5,, story of, Singh. •9* 232 £E.

holman, sounds, Singh. ... ... 59

Hololcore^-Halalcore, low-caste ... ... 85

Horn, ceremony ... ... 119

Hoogly, Hngly, tn, . ^ 86
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hooka, hoocar, a pipe ... 86

hooked characters of N^pal ... App . 60

hoolak, olocko, boat 87

Hooly, ceremony 216

lioraTieva, clarionet, Singh • •• 209

Horiuzi palm-leaf MS„ App. 49, 53, 54, 60;—
older than the Bower MS., proves use of ink

in India in ancient times 94

Horse and Ox, Singh, story ••• 229

horse, a tattoo-mark •*. 302

Hubble-bubble, hoocab, a pipe ••• 87

Huei-hn, native of Zashgar ,,, 82

Huei-Tuan, author 80 fe.

Hugly-hole, a harbour, 86 ;
— maund 160

Huksha—Huvishka, mahlraja Elvaputra ... 38

Jiundi, bills of exchange, &c App. 102

Huniam, demon 57,58
Husain ‘Ali Khan Sayyad 78 n.,79
Hushka, Huvishka ... 14 n.

Huvishka, k., 14 n ;— date of, 16, 38, 39, 101,

106, 107 and n, ;
— DIvaputra, 156 n. ; his

coins at Gopalpur, 175 ;
— see Kanishka,

App. introd. 3 and n.
;
— inscrips,, App. 18,

Hwui-w^n, priest ...

26, 32, 40

80 n
Hyparkhos, Hypobares, riv ... 83

Hystaspes, father of Darius 11 n.

Hyphasis or Gharia, riv. ... 98

lava Major, for Java, lavas for Malayars* 87
ice, imported into Bombay ••• ... 67
Ikas, vil. near Safidoh ... 300

Ikkiri App^ Sastnn alias Srinivasa 127, 191
iHe-broom, Singh ... 59

India,and Gondophares, and St. Bartholomew,

10; — visited by St. Thomas^ 11 andn,; —
monks from, 82 ;

— and tbe infant Buddha,

114; languages of, 121 ;
— and Zharoshtri,.

1731; its early trade, App. 16;— andBara-
khadi 2,. 87

Indians and the K^ystrioi 84
Indische Palaeogra^pMe, Professor Buhler’s,

English version of it Appendix
Indo-Grecian coins... App. 24andn.r27 andn., 29
Indo-Scythians, notes on 10 HO
Indor, copper-plate of A. D. 465 App.. 47
Indra, g., 65; Sakkaray^ 231
Indupherru, Undopherru= Gondophares 15
Indus ••• 11 andn.
Inforum, Hienforum, <&c., cap. of Gondo-

pkares 12 n.

ink, use of, for writing in India ... App. 97
inscriptions, Takht-i-Bahi of Gudaphara, 13,

15 n., App. 25 j S^nchi, 14 n., App. 32;—

Mathuii, 302, 106, 149, 151, 154; - Jaina
33—37, 40, 103—106, 107, 108 f., 150— 154'

App. 47; — Buddhist, 39, 101, 150, I52'
155 1, App. 7, 30, 32, 38, 40, 47, 87 n.;~l
Asoka, 153 n., App. 6— 8, 15, 17 f.» 24 f 27
and n., 30, 31 and n., 33— 37, 45, 80n.,102;— Kshatrapa, terms employed in, 163
App. 41 1;— Zanheri, 170, 197; — Gupta,
App. 8, 46f., 49 n , 61 n., 62^ 64, — Greek,
App. 18 ;

— Kushana, App. 18, 27 and n.,f. •

— the alphabet of, 40; — Zharoshthi, App!
18,20, 25n.,77, 88 n., 95;— Teima, App.2j;
— Sue Bihar, App. 28; — Saka, App. 29;~
Ceylon, App. 33 ;

— alphabet of the cave,
App. 39, 42 Jaggayyapeta, App. 33, 43 f.

:

—Zamboja, App. 86 ;
— Chalukya, App. 51,

65, 67, 81, 88 f.
;
— the external arrange-

ments of ... ... ...App, 87 fr.

inscribed bricks at Gopalpur I75 f
interpunctuation in inscriptions and manu-

scripts gg
Iran and Gondopbares

... 10
irata ata nagd, oath, Singh I44
Irvine, Wm., paper on Jangndmdh of Bayyad

^

Alim^AU mdn 1 ff., 69 t.
hMkd, ishikd, reed App, 98
Isvara, 162 a Zanarese writer^ 277 ;

—
'I'aksha ••• ••• ... 332

isvarasena, Abhira k., App. 32 ;
— his

inscrips, and n. »• ••• ••• 43
I^tsing, Chinese traveller, 80 n. ;

— and the
Sttipa at GopMpur ••• ... 175

ittevd, porcupines, Singh. ... 146

Jabhaka, a Jaina ,,, ... 37 f.

jdbrin, tattoo-mark ... ... 288

Jack-fruit, Singh, story ••• ... 231

Jackal, Jackall, animal, 87 ;
— and wild fowls.

Singh, story ... 230

jdM, a spell ... 119

Jafna, Japhnapatam, tn. • •• •*-« ... 87

Jagann^th, Jn? Gernaet ••• ... 88

Jaggayyapeta inscrips. „• App. 33, 43

Jaggery, Jagaree, coarse sugar ... 87

Jahangir, k., coins of ... ••• ... 62

Jahanna, pi ... 99

Jaimini, gdtraoi Z4tu ... ... 66

Jaina, temples and the Navagrahdh, 62; —
sect of India, book-notice, 196 ;

— Digam-
bara iconography, notes on^ 330 f.j—
tradition and Brahmi alphabet, App. 2, 3;

—

opinions on religious suicide, 5; — monks
migrate South, 46 ;

— Palm-leaf MSS. and
letter numerals, 77 n. f

. ; — dated in word
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mimerals, 86 ;
— stitras on silk found in

the Brihajjnanahosha at Jesalmir, 93 ;
—

libraries, the preservation of MSS., 99; —
see “inscrips.’’

Jainism and feaivism, 41 n.
;
— and Prakrit,

172; — and Buddhism ... 196

Jaipur, city ...79 n-

Jajalla of Tripura, Kalachuri k. App. 52

Jalandhar, Trigarta ... 82

Jallad-i-falah, Mars ... 79

jaU, leeches, a tattoo-mark ... 309

Jamadagni ... 300

JamM Khels and tattooing ... 147

Jambee. lambee, state, N.-E. of Sumatra ... 87

Jambhala ... 81

lamholaya (Citrus decumana), Smgh. ... 207

Jambu in Java, stone inscrip. from ... App. 70

Jam-c?pal (Manjusri), patron Bodhisattva of

science •<* t** ••• ••• 3X2

Jammli, the Dogi*as of App. 57

Jamn^, riv. 2-17

Jamni, viL in SMidon, Jamnadagni’s temple

tank at ••• ••• ••• ••• 299

Jan Perdo, isL in Hngli riv 8^7

JdnaMjparinayandtaJea of Ramabhadra-DIk-

sbita ••• X37, 139, 140

Janam^jaya ••• ••• •** ... 172

•Jana^'dnd ceremony 119

Jangndmah of Sayyad ‘Alim ‘Aii Khan. Hindi

poem by Sddisht 1 ff., 69

jangama, in the Karna copper-plate ... App 54

JdndMjgarinaya of RImabhadra-Dikshita ... 126

Jansa Bainsa, giant image ... 86

Janselone, Ujang Salang .« 88, 157, 201^ 257

Japan, and Sansk. 172 ;
— MS. from... App. 46

Japhnapatani, Jafna, tn. in Oeylon 87

Jasdan inscrip, of Rndras^na. 163, 169, App. 42

J^takas, and Indian writing, App. 5- and

n.
;
— the age of, 16 ; —'mention the writing-

board, 93 ;
— and nse of metal as a writing

material, 93, 98 n. ,' and the preservation of

letters ... 100

Jaugada edicts-..App. 6, 8, 31 and n. 34— 37, 90 n.

Java, lava Major port, 87; — barley, as a

tattoo-mark, 243, 247 f., 305; — iuscrips'

from ... ... ••• ... ... App. 86

javd{Hibis-cus rosa tattoo-mai’k. 222,227

Jayabandhn, an early writer 269

Jayabhatta, a Jaina • • < ••• a7f.

Jayaohchandra,Rashtraknta,k. of Kanauj.App. 52

Jayad^man, Kshatrapa k., 163; — coins

of ... App. 42

Jayad^va, on Jaina inscrip 103 andn.

Jayanatha of Uchchakalpa copper-plate

mscrip. *«. 4.. «*• .«• App. 47 andn.

Jajanti temple at Jind
Jayasimha I., Ohalukya k.,insenps. of.

Jayavarman, prince

Jayamangaldttkd

Jaypur and Moor’s zodiac plate
Jesalmir Brihajjndnakosa
Jessore, tn. in Bengal ...

Jesuab, Patriarch of the Hestorians,
from

Jews, insciips. in favoar of ...

piaa, tree, a tattoo-mark

Jhalrapatan inscrip

jhandj ceremony
Jhansi Port, tattoo-mark
jhard hetd= Ohankandn
jhdtd, jhatogrd, posthumous child
jhir^ tattoo-mark

jMmar, earring, a tattoo-mark

App.

App,

299

65

171

99

... 62

App. 95

... 87

letter

... 32

75

14

... App.

... App.

... 249, 306

App, 54 n., 56 n.

119

... 225, 228

»•« 32

- 32

... 288

224, 22B
J^TamiiUya, symbol App. 48, 66, 58
Jin-kia-lan, “ monastery of the men. ” 111, 113
Jinaddsi

Jinaprabhamnni, author
Jind, tn

Jindrori, ceremony
Jiund, vil. ...

Jivaka^ monk ...

Jimma, ceremony, Singh. ...

Jivandndanandtaka of TMakavi
Jnf Gemaet, Jagannath ...

Jobat, state,* tattoo-mai'ks in ...

Johor, Malay State

Josephus mentions Abdagases
Juang, tribe

Jdnagadh, inscrips

junj, distribution of food
junk, a ship

Junk-Ceylon, Oedjange-Salange, orJanselone
Junnar inscrips., 163, 169, App. 33, 42, 43 and

n.
;
— inteipunctuation of

Jupiterin Ceylon^ 61 ; or Brihaspati, represen-
tations of, names of

Jyotisha, and use of numerals ... App.

... 107

... 109

««• 298

... 119

... 79

161 and n.

... 57

... 181

... 88

301

1

... 87 f.

121 n.

69, App. 42

... 119

88

88

89

65

86

Kabir, reformer ... 203
Kabraji, Mr. K, H., and the Parsis 66
Kt.bul, 12 ,

— numerals from ... ... App. 83
Kachch^yana App. 95n.
Kachis, tattooing among 305
Kadab plates of A» I). 8IS, dated m word
numerals

^
... App. S$

Kadamba inscrips., App. 62, 64, 65 ;
—

kingdom overthrown A. B. 566-67 and
595-97, 65 and n ; —grants. ... 66
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kadatam, cotton-cloth, Eanarese ... App. 93

Kadphises II., Hima, Eushdna k., coins

of ... .•• ... .,. 175, App. 29

kag lahavy a tattoo-mark 288

hdgidy crows, tattoo-mark ... 225. 228

kahaJcbdn, obscure espression... 79

Eahir woman, and ludid tattoo-mark ... 117

Eabaum Prasasti ... App. 45 f.

Kailasanatha temple inscrip . ... App, 71

Eaira, copper-plate of A. D, 628 and 633. App. 51

Eaithal, tn. 298

Kaj-ginritra, ceremony 119

Kaj-kina, vil 100

kakai, comb, tattoo-mark ... 227

kaJcapada or hamsa^ada^ symbol ... App. 91

Eakasaghasta ... 105, 106

Kakojipandita, Gangi.dharadhvarin, minister

of Ekoji 184

Edkusthavarman, Kadamba k., App. 65 f.;—
copper-plate of ... ...89n.

Kald, g 66

Ealachuri or Ohedi era... ... App. 47 n.

kalag$di netimay pitchers, Singh, 207

Ealama, vil ... ... 12

kalamay Calamus, the reed pen ... App. 98

Kalamine, and St. Thomas ... ... 12

KaUt, tribes and tattooing ... *«# ... 147

Kalayukfca, wife of Surphdit II, of Tanjor ••• 195

Eal-bbairav of Ujjain, g. ... 98

Kaldawa stone inscrips. ... App. 25

Ealhana mentions the paUopddJiydyay

2- V ... App. 102

KIbU, goddess 90
KS-lidS/sa ... 169 n.

Ealinga, co,, 63 ;— alphabet, App. 32 ;
— the

later, 62, 69 j
— script, 39, 40 ;—inscrips. 81, 89

Kalii^ganagara, the ancient, is now represent-

ed by Mnkhalingam and Nagarakatakam
and the ruins between them, in the

OaSjam district, App., errata; — the

copper-plates of the Ganga kings of

Kalihganagara 69

Kaliyuga, Indian alphabets begin from. App. 1, 87
AaZZa, bangle, a tattoo-mark 303
Kalpasutra 37
Ealsij App. 13, 15; edicts, 6, SO, 31 andn.,

34,—37^ 45^ 80 n., 88 n., 91 n,
Ealu Taksay^, goddess in Ceylon, 58; —
Bandar,

Ealushtra and Eharoshtra ... ... ... 83
ES.hv4, vil. in Safidon

Ealystrioi, dog heads 83 f,

kamdnj bow, a tattoo-mark ... 303 f.

Eamboja, Ean-pa-che^ kingdom, 81;
inscrips. of 7th century, dates of ... App. 86

Elnara, this word is an official figment for
which there is neither any basis in the
Eanarese language nor any necessity;
it should be replaced by Kanara, Canara'

App. introd. 4 1
Eanara; this word is only an imaginative
advance upon the official figment Elnara
q V. ; the appropriate espression is

Eanarese, or else Eannada ... App. introd. 4 f
Kanarese and Telugu alphabet, App 65fE

;
—

old, 68 ;
— Districts, Dynasties of the ...70 n,

Eanasva inscrip. of A.D, 738rr-39 uses Kay-
asthas for writers App. lOl

Kanchi, Oonjiveram, land-grants ... App. 44
Kandahar tribes and tattooing 24?
Eandaramanikyam, vil., birthplace of Eama-
bhadra-Dikshita and other distinguished
Sanskrit scholars 126, 128, 132, 191

Kandesh gg
Eandy, diwdla

kang^, ceremony X19
EdngiA and Kharoshthi inscrips., App. 18 ;

—
and Sarada

Eanhaiy^ja(Sri Erishna) a tattoo-mark. 225, 228
Kanhayyd hd mugut (Krishna’s crown), a
tattoo-mark 246

Eanheri inscrips., 169 f., 197, App. 30,

89 and n , 42 f., 51 and n., 63, 83 n.

Kanishka, 14—16, 84—89, 107, 116; — his

relations with China, 11 0 f
. ;
— and Mathui4

inscrips., 149, 151 ;
— and Buddhism,172 ;

—
coins at Gopalpur, 176; — founded the

Ml.lava-Yikrama era of B. 0. 58; he and
Hi^vishka are properly to be placed before,

not after, Sudasa-Soddsa, Patika, and
Gondophernes, App, introd. 3 and n. ;

—
inscrips 18 and n., 25, 32,40 n.

Eanjar, wandering tribe

EankMl Tila, at Mathur§.

Kanphat^ Jogi

Ean-pu-che = Eambpja, kingdom ...

Jcanya niU (Efidulu = balsam), Singh.

kgnyd nMa = spun by a virgin, Singh,

Kao-tchang, co

Kapardin 11., feilahara prince

Ka'ph, ka, Kharoshthi sign

Kapila Taksha, temple at El»m Rai
Kapiiavastn, tn.

Kapisa, co. — K^smtra, Bln., 82, 110; and
Eipin, identity of

iara, term in Kharoshthi
karaky fish trap, Singh. ...

karaliai tept or stage, Singh
karanay karanahdyaBt'ha, for writer, other

forms ... ,,, ... App. 101 and n.

... 220

... 151

... 300

... 81

... 57

... 56

... 112

App. 51

App. 22

... 300

113

111

83

146

207
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Karanika Gaxida TaksMditya, a copyist ... 101 n.

Karbala tn• ••§ ••• •.« ... 73

Karbin^, Karmina, isl. ... ••• mmrn ... 12

Kargyutpa monastery at Diknna, btnmed,

A. D. 1320 ... 311

Karila {Ca'p^paris aphylla)^ plant nsed in

tattooing ... ... ... ... 221

Karisb = Obarisios, q, v 15 n.

K^ritalat copper-plate of Jayanatba ... App. 47

Kdrhuns, Kdyasths, worn-out clerks ... App. 100

K^rle cave inscrips. 169,App. 30, 42 and n., 43 andn.

^ccbvWfCLTJccLir

f

a tattoo-mark ... ... ... 247

Karmina, Karbin6, isl, ... 12

of Tripura, Kalacburi k., App. 52 ;
—

Benares, copper-plate of 54

KarndtakaSdbddnusdsana of Bhatt§.kalanka;

it was finisbed in A. D. 1604, 197 and n. ;

—

historical allusions in it, 197 ff. ; — a

reference in it to tbe Kavirdjamdrqa as

Nripatungagrantha, q. t?. ... 198, 200, 268, 278

Jcarni^ ceremony ... ... ... ... 119

KamM dist. App. 62

kdrpdsiha paia, as a writing material ... App, 93

KarttikSya and Mars ... ... ••• ... 64

JcaMt, a spell ... ... ... ... 119

KSirwar, tn. ... ... ... App. 62

Kas5.kddi copper-plates ...App. 71 f .

;

of

A. D.‘740, 75 5 — grant 96 n.

Kasbgar— Sbule, 81 n., 82; -- documents

from, App. 46; MSS. from, 77

$

94 ;
—

on leather, 95 ;
— on paper ... 97

Kashmir and Kapisa, 111 ;
— alphabet of. App, 49

Kasi§; mound, Gorakhpur dist. •«. ...175 n.

Kdsmira — Kia-she-milo 81 and n,

KaSiuptydnam, in Pabhosa insciip. ... App, 30

Kd^yapa, gotTCb of Sdrya* 63 ;— of Sani ••• 66

K^syapa Buddha ...

iiC<iiaw«ra, Sanskrit grammar ...^ ...170

Katapaydd% system of numeral notation by

letters App. 86 and Corrections

haidf, katd/ti, dagger, a tattoo-mark ... 305, 307

Katergama deviyo, g., Ceylon ... ^ 59, 60

Kathiavad, — alphabet, App. 32; — script.,

45,62; ruled by the Kshatrapas ... ... 163

Kathika, of MathuiA inscrip. ... ... ... 152

hapiTutf lotus flower, a tattoo-mark ... ... 308

katiydr, dagger, a.tattoo-mark. ... 303, 305

hattad% magicians, Singh. 57

Jcattadvjdf priest, Singh 57-^59

Kdtturflja, Sahaji II ,
7th k. of Tanjor ... 195

katuru oncMlldva, merry-go-round, Singh. ... 207

katydr^ dagger, a tattoo-mark 242

JK^tyAyana, the Sxmta of, App. 83 ; r-

presoiibea use of ~ hoards as writing

materials m* m#. — . — ,93

Kaundinya, gdtra of Bamabhadra-Dikshita, 127 f,

Kauthem copper-plates ^pp
Kauptna-panchaka of Sri-Sankai4ch‘irya, the
philosophy of 261 f.

Kauravas and P^ndavas, fight at Kurukshetra. 298
Kaustubha oi Vishnu App, 90 n.
Kaveri, riv 90 £ , 130, 184, 187
Kavt copper-plates of A. D. 736 ... App. 51
Kavimdrgcif a work written by Srivijaya, q,v»t

269, 2/1; — it was the basis of the Kavi-‘

rdjamdrga, q, v 270, 274 ft., 273
Kavirdjamdrga.Q Kanaresework on alamkdra,
sometimesmentioned as Nripatungagrantha,
“the book of l^ripatuhga,’’ q, v.; it was
really written, not byAmoghavarsha I., but
under his patronage by an author named
Kavisvara, 200, 258 fE., 278 ;

it was based
on the Kavimdrga of Srivijaya, q. v, 200,

258 270, 274 fl., 278
Kavisvara, an early writer, but pei*haps the
name is another appellation of Srivijaya,

q-v. ... 269, 271, 274
Kavisvara, a Kanarese writer, whose patron

was Amoghavarsha I., q. v,; he, and not

Amoghavarsha I , was the real author of

the KaXirdjamdrga, q. X. ... 200, 258 S., 278
Eavit6.man6hara, a hiruda of Abhinava-

Pampa, q. v. ... ... 263, 264 n.

Kdvydvalokana ofthe second ISTagavarma, q. v.

;

a historical illusion in it, 197; remarks

ona supposed allusion in it to the Kmirdja^
mdrga ... 275

Kavya8 contain references to writing... App. 4
KAyath ... ... ... ... ... ... 75

MyastTia, writers App. 101

K!S.yasthu-Prabhus .« App. 101n.

Iceman, fish-traps, Singh. ... ... 146

Eem, H., on Br^hmi numerafe ... App. 82

K6sava, g., Krishna .m. ... 91, 172

K^sir^ja ; see Babdamanidarpam ... 275 f.

Keta alia, oath, Singh. ... ... 145

Kdtu, descending moon, 61 f. or Akacha,

and other names ... 66

kh, the strongly cursive Kanarese; a remark

about it ... ... ••• ••• A-pp* Introd* 3

kha = Qoph in Indian writing ... App. 13

Khadmpa, Tibetan sect ».« ... ... 311

Kh^fi KlAn ... ... ••• ••• ...TOn.

Khandarwals of Jaypfir, Jaina sect ... 330

Khandirav or Mfirtand, g. ... •»« ••• 98

Khindesb, and Southern alphabets App. 62

Khang-hi, emperor of China ... ... 313

wKham-pos, sacred college in Tibet ... ... 312

Kh6,ravela of KaJinga, Chetak.,Hathiguihpha

inscrips, of ... App. 5, 7, 31n. 39, 40 andn.# 69
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Xliaria tribe 121 n.

Xharaosta Tuvai4ja, son of Mabacbbatrave

Eajnla ••• 83

KharosHtlia, a Bishi, inventor of KbarosktM,

80
;
— «« ass-lip ’’ App. 2 and n.

Kbai'osbtbi, or Kliaroshtri, writing, its

cradle, 79 ;
— and tbe Kshatrapas, 173;—

legend on Baktriancoin. 217, 218;— ovkha-

roththi invented by Kbarosbtba, App. 2 ,

—
inscrip, on Taxila coin, 8 , 9 ;

— Amisv^ra,

origin of, 14 ,
— Script, bow it was

deciphered, nse and characteristics, 18 ;
—

origin, 19;—derivation of signs, 20—24 ;

—

archaic radical signs, 25;— medial vowels,

Annsvara and ligatimes, 26 ;
—^later varieties,

the radical sign, 27;— medial vowels and

Annsvara, 28 ,
—Hgatures, 29 ;

— in Asoka’s

reign, 34 ;—numeral notation, 76 ;

—

Dhammapada from Khotan, 88 and n , 92

and n.;—inscrip. on a stdpa at Gangu,

95;— letters on stone vessels 98

KharporAn K61, sept 100

kJiatdf line, a tattoo-mark ... 304, 307

Khaurana, tn. , N. India 14 n.

khavdsadzvira (?) App 101

EIierwarian=MundA dialect ... ... 121 n.

Khotan (Tu-t’ien), 81n.—83; --Dhammapada
MS. from App. 18, 25

Khory, Dr. G. F , and Parsi customs ... 67

Khowaro Kalai sept 100

Khubilai-KhAn, invades China ... 311, 314

Khubiraka, Kubiraka = Kubera, k. ... App. 38

KhudA, a nun 34, 35 and n., 36
Khum-bum, in Am-do, birth-place of bTsoh-

ka-pa (1355 A. D.) ... 311
KhurAsAn,ph ... I47
Kia-she-mi-lo— KAtotra 81
Kia-lo-sha-mo, old name of Khotan 83
K‘ia-lu-shu-tan-le (Shule) ... ... 81, 82
hichubini for kutuhini ... ... ... App. 28
Kielhorn (E.), on Chicaohole plates, App. 69,

70 ;—on cave temple ineriptions ... ... 81 n.
Kien-lung, Emp. of China 313
Kien-t’o-lo—GandhAra kingdom ... 81
Eilavan, Marava Chief of RAmnad 182

tU
iUlSte, ehunam, receptade, Singh
Kilaha

194
Kiiimara, female goblin, 66; — mukhas,

people

Kimpnmshas, goblins 90
King and Buddhism in China ... 113
King-lou or King-Men, Chinese envoy. Ill,

^
114-116

Kingdom of women ... ... II3

Ki-ni-tch’a, Kanishka
Kipin, Kasmira, 81, 82; or Kapisa, 81 n., 110

;

their identity ... 2^2
Kiragrama, KAngra inscrips App. 57
Kirghises of Russia ... 313 3^4
kirikiUds Singh, term 243
Kirman, Carmania
UrtimuMia, an ornamental head carved

over the doors and other parts of temples,
houses, &c 264n.

Klrtivarman I. overthrew the Kadambas,

App. 65, 66
Kistna, Kishna, riv., 89. App. 62;—-alphabet. 68n.
kitia, Smgh. term 243
Kittysol, Sumbarero, catysol, umbrellas ... 89
Kitul (the Oarvota wrens), Singh 246
K’iu-tsi, Koutche, co 216
Kiu-chen-na, tn. Kundina
kizhdaiSj tents 247
Kocin, k , inscrips, of App. 75
Koh-Daman, Macedonian colony 99
Kohomba Yakun, demons, Singh 60
Kol, lang

, 121 inscrips App. 43 n.
K61Ami, dialect 223
kdlan netum, dances, Singh 207
KolhApur relic vessels App 6
kdnangiya, clown, Singh 207
Kondamudi plates of Jayavarman ... I71
Konkan, coast, 11;— its early alphabet,
App. 42 ; inscrips., 51 ;

— and Southern
alphabet

KOPCANA, Kushana, on coins 14 n.

Korka, tribe 121 n.

Kosala, kingdom ... App. 64
Kosambi edict, Allahabad App. 32 n., 36
Koshas, and the use of lekhaka ... App. 100
Kota inscrip App. 81 n.

Kottiya gam 34, 36 f., 105, 154
Kou-tche, CO 112
Krauhchadvipa, country of K6tu 66
Krishna, g., 117, 137;— in Brai,as NatM, 219
and n. ;

— or KanhaiyAjd, a tattoo-mark,

225; — and milkmaids, a tattoo-mark,

286 ;
— temple, 299 ;— disguised as a swan, 300

Krishnananda Sarasvati, author of Siddhdnfa
Siddhdnjana 179

KrishnAnandamuni ... ... 137
KritamAlA, riv 91

Kritakrityamalla, a hiruda^ according to the

Kavirdjamdrga, of Amoghavarsha I., 197,

261, 264, 265, 267;— the pi'obable origin of

the appellation ... 273
KrittikA, a she-goat (?) 62

krUra-grahdh, jodpa-grahdli, inauspicious

planets, Singh „61
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Eshaliarata dynasty, destroyed by Gotami-
pnta Satalranita.

j^pp, -4)3

Ksbatriya, caste of Stirya, 63;— of Mars 64
Ksbatriyas and Parasurama 300
Ksbatriyu-Kumarapala, a copyist 101 n.
Ksbema, of Matbnra inscrip 108 f.

Ksbemendra’s LoJcaprakdia mentions sub-
divisions of writers App. 101

Ksbatrapa characters, 40
;
— coins ... App 80 n.

Kshatrapas, terms employed in the in-

scriptions of, 163 fe.;— and Sanskrit, 169
fp. 3 and Buddhism, 172 ;

— the Northern,
their alphabet, App 40;— the Western of
Kathidwad, Gujarat, and Malva., their
alphabet, 41 ; — grouping of words in their

inscrips 88
Ktesias, Greek writer, his description of the
Kalystrioi 83^ g4

Kubera, god of riches 90
Kubiraka or Khubiraka— Kubera, k. ... App. 38
Kubja, poet, on authors acting the part of
masons App. 101m

Kllchis = Ghilzais 147
Knd^ inscrips. ... 39 n

, App. 30, 33, 42, 43 n.

kudaluj balsam plant, Singh 57
Jcuhuk, cry of the peacock 79
Kni, dialect

... 123
Mt, a well, a tattoo-mark 248
Knjula-Kapaa, Scythian prince Ill

Knjulakadphises, k., his coins ...14 n.

Knkkutarama, monastery 155
Kuladharma day

of Srxdharavehkatesa 187
Kumara, Yaksha ... 332
Kumdragupta seal App. 49 n.
Kum^rila Bhatta, writer, probably of the
7th cen. ... ... ... •••123, App. 3

hmdala
3 “ring'* symbol ••• App. 91

Kundina, tn. Kiu-chen-na-ya ... 80 f.

Kunj Abzai, place ... loO
Kunjbih^ii, name of Krishna ... 219 n.

Kunriah K61, Ant family 100
Kupp^-Dlkshita ... 130
kujprt, a sweet 119
Kura inscrip, of Toramana App. 47
Ktiram plates, App. 70, 71, 74; — gpant ... 72
Kurram and nicknames 100
Kurukh, dialect 121—124
Kurukshltra, battlefield ... ... 298 f.

Ki^salavavijayandfakco of Venkatakiishna-
^^ksbita ’

...* ‘... 180
Kushana, on coins, 14 and n.;— date of
dynasty, 16;— period of Mathur^ sculp-
tures, 40

;— rulers at Mathura, 107 andn,,
154;— coins, 1 72, 175, App. 24 n., 29, 88 ;

—

insciips App. 7, 8, I8n
, 27 and n., 28 and

ahhre'^ations ...’

Kmhanas
1^2 ;- aad Sanskrit, 171 ; _ and

aroshjlu, App. 25, 76 ;— their alphabet, 32, 40Kushmanpun, Takshini
. oo,

Kufimagara ...

Magadha alphabet of
the /th century ^

kuUUnyahhardni vidushd = by him -who

'

knows crooked letters App. SO n.
Intubimfoi kichubini App 23
Mtod, a well, a tattoo-mark ...

”*
...304

Kynokephaloi, Ealyastrioi people ... 83, 84

la, lamed a t j

Labdanes or Abdagases 13 and n,
Labhanas in Malava, tattooing among ... 239
Lac, Lacca, a dye ...

Lack, Mkb, 100,000
Ladak and the Dalai Lfl.nias ... ,,, 313
Ladakhi Stone implements ... ,,, ,,, 216
Ladas Islands, Pullo Ladda 89
Iddvd, a cross, a tattoo-mark 308
lag, poisoned food j_19

Lakkhdmandal Prasasti App. 45, 49
Lakshmi, a tattoo-mark 247

~ ' o —S ••• '"Vd
I JLiac, Lacca, a dye ... ,,, gg

Lack, Mkh, 100,000
Ladak and the Dalai Lfl.nias ... 313
Ladakhi Stone implements ... ,,, 216
Ladas Islands, Pullo Ladda 89
Iddvd, a cross, a tattoo-mark 308
lag, poisoned food j_19

Lakkhamandal Prasasti App. 45, 49
Lakshmi, a tattoo-mark 247
Lakshman and Rama, as a tattoo-mark. 226, 228
Lakshmivallabha, a birudor of Amoghavarsha

I'* 9:- ^ 197, 267
Lakshmanasena's Tarpan Dighi grant. App. 58,59
lakveliya, rosary, Singh. 58
Lalitavistara andKharoshthi, 79; enumerates

64 scripts, App. 1,2; and the writing
board ••• ... 5

6Lama =: ""superior” in Tibet, equivalent
of Guru, or Achl,rya 310 fE*

lamharddr, headman of village ... 217
Lamed = la, Kharoshthi sign App. 14
Lampaka, kingdom Hi
Landock, Landak, pi. in Borneo ... ... 89
Lanj^ script App. 52 n.

Lanka, pi

Lao-tzeu, teacher 114
lapdn, sweetmeats, &c. ... 119
Lassen, C. on Kharoshthi App. 18
Ldty^yana’s Sarauta sMras App. 88
laung, lavange, a clove, as tattoo-mart..^ 223,

228, 2^, 288
Laximana, Leximana, Lord General ... ... 89
laya, introspective analysis 162
Le Sohon^, goddess, Singh. * 58
leaves as a writing material in India... App. 94

leMadi toll .„ . App. 5
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leTchd = writing ••• ••• ^PP*

lekMhdraka, dirghddMaga.^ostalnmner App. 100

lekhaka, professional writers ...App. 100 and n.

lekhana = the writing material App. 92

lekhani, instrument for writing ... «. App. 98

LikhapancMSikd, a manual for the guidance

of clerks and writers App. 102

UU, niece, Singh

L^nasobhika *

letter-numerals, or numerical symbols. App. 77

letters, numerical notation by (usually

known as tbeZatapayMi system), App. 86

;

— epistolary, the treatment of them in

India ••• ••• •** *^PP‘

Zevke, tbe Lord, Singb. 210

Lewa Kol, ‘ Wolf family * 100

Lbaramba Tsanit Khanpo-Lama Aguan

Dorji, Buriat priest and Russian emissary. 314

Lbazang-Kban, Mongol Obief ••• ^1^

Li I-piao visits India, A. D. 643 ••• ... Ill

ibation table, inscription on App. 20

Uhikara, lipikara, professional writers, App. 3,

5, 100

libraries in India ••• ... App. 98

Lihyanian or Thammudaean alphabet, and

Brabmi ••• ••• ••• App. 10

Ukeliya, sticks, Singh. •«. ... ••• fM 207

likhaU -^PP* ^

lines of writing, tbe arrangement of, in

inscriptions, manuscripts and coins. App. 87

Lin-eul, kingdom of 114 f.

lan-i, CO. ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• li4

Upikara, lihikara .«• .«* App. 3, 6, 100

List of MSS, .«• ••• .*4 ... 41—56

Lo-dai Gyaltsan, Tibetan priest 311

Logan, Mr. J. R., on tbe Munda dialect ... 121

lokakdia, coppersmith, App. 102 ;

—

Ktke. 102 n.

Zdhdv(i'^iy(Xt ••• ••• ••• ...o7n.

IdMkdraka, caste, .. ... ... .•• 105

Idhrty == fire-worsbip ... ... ... ... 119

IiScapAla, an early writer ... ... ... 269

Macassar island

Macau, Macao, port in China ...

MacOallum’s circus and tbe Parsis

mace, masse, coin ... 157

mdcM (? fish), a tatto-mark 222, 227
Madanahhushanabhdna of Appa-Diksbita. 192,194
MadanapalaofKanauj, EAsbtraktita (G^ada-
vMa), k App, §1

Madapollam, Madapollum, vil. and factory at

jNarsapur

madavanavd, buffaloes, Singb. ... 145
mddela, net, Singb.

Madbariputa Svami Sakasena,169;— inscrip-

tion ••• ••• ••• ... 170
Madbyamikd, now N§.gari — besieged by
Menander ••• ••• ... 218

Madras, 126 ;
—inscrips., App. 46 and n.; —

and Southern alphabet 62

Madura, 182, 187 ; —and Grantba alpha-

bet ••• ... App. 62

maeki ka rasta, a tattoo-mark ... ... 288

Magadha, country of Mercury, 65, 81 n. ;
—

visited by Li I-piao, 111 f. ;— and Tibetan

alphabet, App. 16; — and Brabmi, 33; —

liokaprakdiai of Ksbemendra-Vyasadasa, q. v.,

App. 102

MZd,loa£ ... ... ... ..4 V.. 119

Longeclotb = longclotb ... ... ... 157

loongbees, lungees^ loincloth ... ,.v. 167

love-pbiltres in Ceylon ... ... >.. ... 56

Dudau, King of India «•« t«« ••• 13 n.

home of tbe Mauryas .* ... 34

MS.gadbi, Prakrit, at Ujjayini ... .M 174

Magak Kb^l, Bat Sept in DoparzM ... 9*0 lOO

magic in Ceylon ... ••• ... w..56f£i.

Maba^ (?) Monk ... ... ... ... 39

Maba Nandi, Hindu festival •*• ... ... 119

Maba SobonSf, L6 Sobona and Amu Sobona,

goddesses in Ceylon ... 58

Mahdmmnipdtasi^tra ... 81 n.

MdMhMrata names of Sdrya,63j--its age...

App. 4 SiHd n*

Mab4b6dbi, convent ... ... 112

Mababodbi-Gaya inscrips. App* 7, 34, 35

Mab^cbbatrava Raiula, father of Kbaraosta

Yuvaraja ... ... ... ... 83

Mabad inscrips. ... ... App. 43 B.

Mabadev temples, at Baraud la^d P4jll

298: — Rav, a tattoo-mark ... 247

MaMdevadbvarin, author of tbe SuhSdhMf

&0. ... •*. ... 137

Mab6«d4vakavi, author of tbe

darpancmdtideat &o ... ... 185

ludid, or lodd, curry-stone, as a tattoo-

niark ».• ... ••• 117

Lumbini, birthplace of Buddha ... ... llS

lungees, loongbees, loincloths ... ... ... 159

Luppoone, port in Junk-Oeylon ... ... 15?

Lutf KMn, a chief ««• ««• Q

Xuzanes or Zuzanes ... ... ... 14 and n.

MabM^vavAjapeyin, author of tbe iSu>Mdhin%

185 f.;— bis pedigree *•** 187

Mabddo or ModddO, seat for Mab&dev, a

tattoo-mark ••• ... ... ••• ^
Mabamabopadbyaya Pandit Lurg^pras^ 183

Mabantoan inscrip, from GayS* ... App. 45, 81 n.

Maba-ksbatra.'nn.a nf Matlnn^ «.• 1^®Maba-ksbatrapas of Matbur§> •<

Mab^ktlta inscrips.

Mabli43a of Benares’s library

163, 167 f.

»»• 1
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Mali^rajasarva, a hiruda of Amoghavarslia

I >
*** *** ••• ••• ••• 197

Slaliarajashanda, a hiruda of Amogbavarsha

Xtf r, *•* ••• ... 197

MabS-r^sbtra, dist 174

Mab^rllshtri, and the S^takarnis, 170; — at

Ujjayini 174

Mah^sen, g. and k., Singh 60

Mabason (Mabesasura), g., Singb 208

mahasop paumavd, a game, Singb 208

Mahdvastu list of alphabets
i App, I n.

Mabavira, Jaina Arbat 108 f

Mahdwar-kd phM, a tattoo-mark ... 226, 228

Mab3»yMist Bodbisattva worship ... 40

Mabendra III., k. App 71

Alab^sa .•* ... ••• ... ... ... 300

Mabesvara, g., Ill; — and the Guptas ... 172

Mabesvara on the Amarakosha ... App 98 n.

Mab^sS.sura, g 208

Mabika Mgbilta 99

Maboba inscrip App. 59 n.

Mahomed Beake, RAja of Janselon 315

Mabrattabs, Maratbas ... 69

mdhud {Bassia latifolia), juice used in

tattooiug 221

mdi hi hMnt, a tattoo-mark 226, 228

maila, Prakrit for dirty ” App. 97

Mailapur, suburb of Madras 11 n.

MaisOr, App. 18, 34 ;
— and bo5-beaded

alphabet” ... .. ... 62, 67

Maitri Buddha «#• 59

Maiti\^ya, Bodbisatfcva, statue 40

Maiturnos (Ethiop )
= Ouzanes ... 15 n.

makari, spider, a tafctoo-mark 227

mtkki, fly 307 f,

MaksOdangarb State, tattoo-marks fronip 280 fif.

mdld, rosary, a tattoo-mark 303

Malabar Christians, 11 n.; — coast 158

Malacca, Dutch garrison ••• ••• 158

Malala, Gala Bandara, g., Singh 60

malapdlu, failure of heirs, Smgb 144

Malana and the Span Khdls 100

Malankara, near Oranganor 11 n.

MMava and tattooing, 219, 221 ;
— among the

Moobis, (fee 237 ft*.

Malava era and Nabapana, App. 42 n 5 —
Vikrama era commencing B. 0 . 58 ; it

was founded by Kanisbka. App. iutrod. 3 and n.

Malavi women, tattoo-marks on 284

Malay Coast ... ... 158

Malaya mt and R4bu ... 66

malayd, younger brother, Singh. 143 n.

MalayAlam, language ... ... ... 123, 126

Malaydiam, MSS ... App, 77

Malayars or Javas 87, 158

Malayagiri, Jaina, commentator of the 12tb
cen. ... ... ,,, App. 7S

mal-hulut tattiiva, Singb. term ^7
Maldiva, isles, Malldiva, Maldivse 150
Malla Khel tribe and tattooing 147
Mallabars 158, 160
Mallikam§.le or MattakOkila, a Kanarese

metre; the invention of it seems to be

claimed by the first Ndgavarma ; but it is

found in an epigrapbic record of much
earlier date 266 n.

Malloji, alias Yira Maloji, Maratba Raja of

Tanjore ... 194

Malto, dialect 123

Malva, conquest of, about A. D. 1140... App 99

Malwa, Niz^mu-l-mulk leaves ... ... 78n.

Malwatt^ Bandara, g., Singb. ... ... ... 60

mama, uncle, Singb 143

man, coarse bread 119

man’s name, a tattoo-mark ••• *•# 302

mdnas, man, a tattoo-mark ... ... ... SOS

Manasbar, Sisara, wife to Ouzanes ... 15 n.

Manaujiri, vil
,
west of Sahajirajapuram, on

the K^eri ... 134

Manava Dharmasihtra, its age ... App. 3

mandd, undLnandd, “water vessel” ... App. 97 n.

Mandallswar, tn., on the Narbadd ••• ... 98

Mandana Yaksanl, sbe-demon, Singb, ... 58

Mandasor Prasasti of A. D. 473—74... App. 89

mandhdf ceremony ... ... 119

Mandugadb, Mandu Port 98

Maneckjee Cursetjee, and Parsi social reform. 68

Mangala= Mars, q.v 62, 64

mangalas, signs, App. 78, 88 f.
;
— the use

of, in inscriptions and manuscripts ... 90

Mangalesa Ohalukya, k., inscrips, of ... 167,

App. 65, 66

Mangara Deviyo, g., Singb. • ... ..n- 60

Mangoe, mango, fruit, 159 ;
— tree, a tattoo-

mark ... ... ... ... ... 301 f.

mangosteen, mangastmos, &xut ... ... 159

Manichapatam, Manikpatam, port ... ... 159

Manikyala inscrip., 15 n., 38 ;
— stone,

App. 24 n., 25

Manilla, Moneela lo9

Manjusri, Tibetan ’Jam-dpal, Bodbisattva ... 312

mannison, Malay, mam san, honey ... ... 159

MansA D§vi, temple in Jind ... ... ... 299

Mansebra edicts ... ...App. 24 and n., 27

Manu ... ... ••• **• App. 4, 16

ManusamhitdiBJidthe inventionofwritiEg.App. 1,

3

manuscripts, Hindi, Account of the search

for, 17 41 •ffi.; — the external arrange-

ment of them, App. 87 ;
—the arrangements

for preserving them 98
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Manyaljhetac* and tlie Rislitrakutas... App- 67

Mara, Sin^h 210

Miiraka, Yakkn, Singh. 58

markall, mercall, a weight ... ... 160

Markia, Narchia, nurse to Mygdonia ... 15 n
Maratha dynasty of Tanjor, 127, 187; —

their pedigree, 191 f.;— districts, the

script of App. 62

Marathi lang 126

marionette show, in Ceylon 207

Mars, 8 ;—in Ceylon, 61; — Mangala or

Bhauma, representations of, 64 ; names of,

64, 65 ;
>•" or MiiTikh ... 79

MS<rtand or Khanderav, g 98, 99

M^rtanda «•« 63

Martaban, Motavan, jar 159

Mai’u (Merv) 32

Maruts, wind-gods ... ••• ... ... 90

mashimani, mashipditrat masMblidndu, &c.,

“inkstand” App 97

mdshki, food offered to a cow ... 119

wassma, male cousins, Singh ... 143

Masson, on Kharoshthi App. 18

massoola, mussoola, vessels 204

Mastius (Misdeos), k., 12 ; — or Mazdeo ... 14

maihdnt-kd jpMl, a churning rod, as a tattoo-

mark 222, 228

Mathi Khdn, a chief ... 6
, 69

Mathia edicts ... ... App 32 n., 34—87

Mathui'S;, Mo-t’u-lo, tn , SO, 81 and n., 91 ;

—
the Maha-Kshatrapas, 168, 173, see “in-

scriptions lion capital, App, 24 n.,

25, 29 ;— documents 39, 40

MutHblMasataka of Sridharavenketesa ... 187

Matricheta’s Makardjakanikalekha 31
Mdtrikd, in Kharoshthi, App. 23 f

, 26, 29,

34, 37; — of the Mgari alphabet, 52 ff.,

73 ;
— and Brahmi numerals, 81; in earliest

inscrips 87
matt, “touch of gold” 160
Mattakokila, another name of the Kanarese
metre Mallikamale, q, v. 266 n.

Matn-Sri Sujana Bkyt Sahib, 6th raja of
Tanjor 195

mated, bridegroom’s coronet, as a tattoo-

i^aik 301, 305, 306
Maudgaly&yana, teacher 115
maund, of Cossumhazar, of Ballasore ... 160
maunji, deer-skin

maur, peacock, a tattoo-mark 309
Maurya, era, App. 5, 8 ;

— and Bi4hmi, 9
;
—

alphabet of Asoka edicts, 32;-- the older
alphabet; its geographical extension, dura-
tion of use, varieties, &c., App. 33 dS.;—
kings ».,« ,,, ,,,

mav iivimie, maternal inheritance, Singh. ... I44
Maval, dist. near Poona 99
Mayavaram, vil , home of Appa Dik-

^
^

^ 191^ 192
Mayidavolu plates of feivaskandavarman 171
Mazda, Masdeos, k., 10 , 12 , 14;— probably
Yasudeva ... ... Ig

Mecha, Mecca

mecla eng ilia, finger, Singh 208
Media, boundary of India H
Mediycott, Revd. A. E

, and Oalamina ... 3i
Meer R^ja, Meer Moonshee, lord treasurer of

•_ 160,315
Megasthenes and ancient Indian writ-

ing App. 6 and n.

Meghw§.ls, tattooing among 307—309
Meherauli, vil. near Delhi, the iron pillar

of App 47, 96
meld= lidj, q.

meldmandd, meldndliu, meldndhiiJed, ink-

stand App. 97
»ie3n» = ma, Kharosliti sign ... .j, App. 12
memory, a feat of; see Srutakirti-Traividya... 279
M^nak^, a nymph 92

Menander, k., coin of 217 f.

mercaU, markali, a weight ... 160
Mercnry, in Ceylon, 61; — or Budha, repre-

sentations of and other names ... 65

Mesa stone inscrip App 15 , 16
Mesdeos, k. 15 and n.

Mesopotamia and relics of St. Thomas,

11, App. 16

Mesopotamian alphabet, App. 10 ;
— weights. 20

metals, as a writing material in India ... App. 95

metchli for machhli fish ... 200

Metchlipatam,Masulipatam. 85, 159 f.. 2021 ,

2u5,251

Meu-teu— Gosirsha ...81 n.

Mghilta, for Mahika ... 99

Mhars of M§;lava, tattooing among ... ... 240

Miaos, k., Indo-Skythian, coins of ...14 n.

Midrasch, mentions Kapisa ... ... Ill

miliarak, buffaloes, Singh ... 146

Mihiket, earth goddess, in Ceylon ... ... 229

Mihirakula’s coins App, 8 n.

milata, inheritance by purchase, Singh. ... 144

mi-minipiri^ g., grand-daughters, Singh. ... 143

mi-mutta, g., grand-father, Singh. ... ... 143

Min, Minnagara, cap. of Indo-Scythia ... 12

Mina of Salmanassar ... App. 12

Ming dynasty and Tibet ... 311

Minnagar, cap. of Scythia ... 11

mirablines, anyrobalan, fruit ... 204

Mirrikh, Mars ... 79

Mirz^ Mahamdi, chief, 6
;— Ali, chief ... 69
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Misdeos, k., iDuts St. Thomas to death, 11
;

—
Mastius, 12 , 1 3 ;—Misdaios and other forms. 14

Mitrasa, of Mathura inscrip. 108 f.

Mitiavasu, the rdshtriya 168

Miy^n Sahib and fire-worship

Mn6saraj Asinara ••• ••• ••• ...ISn.

Moca, tn in Sumatra - 200

Mochis in M^lava, tattooing among ... ... 237

Mocho, Mocha, tn. on the Red Sea ... ... 200

m6di wheel, a tattoo-mark 307

Modi writing, of the Marath§<s ... App 75

ModddO or Mah^di^, seat for MabMev, a

tattoo-mark o07, 309

Mogaliputa • • • ... 151

Mogol, Moghul, Mogoll... • •• ... 201

muJcli^ funeral rite • •• ... 119

Molan G-aravvS., demon, Singh. ... 58

Mo-lan-to(?) kingdom ... ... 81

Moluccas, Islands ... .«• ... ... 201

Mon-Anam, language ... 121

Moneela, Isl
,
one of the Moluccas ... 159, 201

Mon-Gangetio, language ... 121

Mongolia, and the Lamas ... 313 f.

Monsoone, masdna^ plums from Achin ... 201

Montapolu, Montapoly, tn. near Masulipa-

tam ... ... ... • •• ... 202

monthly pay in India • •• ... 202

monzoone, monsoon ... ... 201

moollah, mola, Mahometan priest 202

Moon, Chandra or Soma, representations of,

63 ;
— names of, 64; — as a tattoo-mark ... 285

moor = mohur, a gold coin 201

Moor, Moore, Indian Muhammadan ... ... 202

Moors, language Hindostanee ... 86, 203

Moquaes, Muchwars, Muchwas, Madras boat-

men ... ... ... ••• >*• 203 £.

mor^ peacock, as a tattoo-mark, 223, 228 ;

—
mdra ... ... ... ... ••• 242, 246

Morbi copper-plate inscriptions ... App. 83 n.

Moropant Pingle, Brahman adviser of

Siv^ji ... ...99 f.

Mortavan, Martaban, jar ... ... 159

mosquee, mosque, Muhammadan church ... 203

Motavan Jarrs — Martaban jar ... 169

Mo-t’u-lo, Mathur4, tn. ... 80

Mo-ye (M4ya) queen ... 114

Mo*yu-lo, May<ira ... 80

I^nchchhakatiM »«• ... 168

Mrigesavarman, Kadamba k. ... • •• App. 66

Msteh, Armenian, for Mazdeo • •• 14

Muchilinda, Mu-che-lin-to »«• ... 81

Muckwars, Musalamans • •ji ... 204

Mucoa, Moquae, Madras boatmen • •• ... 203

^^ughal ... •*. ... ..¥ 74,77

Muhapimad, 77 ; his mare ... 99

Muhamdi B%h 5

Muhammadans, introduced paper into India,

App. 97

MuhaiTam, ceremony ... S6

mubhat^ Krishna’s crown, as a tattoo-mark,

*225, *228, *233

mukatct 62

2Iukimdavildsakavyat of Bhagavantaraya. 184, 185

Muller, Prof Ma:s, and the Munda and Dravi-

dian langs. ... ... . . ... ... 121

mtilmul, muzlin *203

MultM copper-plates of A. D. 708, 709... App. 50

Multan ••• *«• .. 203

Mumba = Bombay 14

Mtmdas and Dravidas, 121 ; — phonology.

122; — grammar ... 123—125

Mundan ceremony ... ... 110

Mundari, dialect ...121 1, 124

munupurd, grandson, Singh. ... ... ... 143

Muriya (Mauriya) kings • • « App. 30

murrees, moorees, piece-goods ... 20*2

Musalmans and Sivaji ... 100

musk, muske in codd ... ... 203

Mtissleman, Musalman ... ... ... 204

musseet =? mosque, of “Cassa Verona'’’
... 203

Musthu Khel family ... ... iOO

Mutahavvar Khin, a chief ... ... ... 69

m/dthi mdth mdrnd, to charm ••• ... ... 119

mutie, rounders, Singh. ... ... ... 207

Mtivadi-Chola and similar appellations ; a

farther light on them ... 198 n.

muzlinge, muslin from Dacca ... 203, 204

Mygdonia, wife of Karish ...15 n.

Mylapore, St. Thomae, tn. ... 204, 317

Myos-Hormos, port ... ... 11

Nabataean writings, App. 22;— Nabathaean

insorips.... — ^7

nabob, Muhammadan Viceroy ... 204r

nddd, a courtezan ... ... 153

Nadagam^ drama, Singh 207

Nadaya, Nmiddya, on seal of Nanda -. App. 8

Nadi, a Jaina female, 37 j
— Nandin ... 38

Na-fou-ti 0^-lo-na-choen, minister of Harsha-

S^iladitya ... ... ... .*• •**

N%a, a, 63; —' ApalMa

N%achandra, personal name of Abhinava-

Pampa, g, v, ... - ... •-

N^ga-damani Devi, goddess ... ...

N%a-16ka «v«

N^gakshStra Tirtha, holy tank -

Ijtagara-divira, town-writers ... App. 101

Nagaraliara, kingdoiH .«• •" ••• —

112

8S

262

298

298

298
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Nagari, tn. in Eajputana, ancient Madliya-

mika 218

Nagari characters used, 61£.; — alphabet, a

development of the so-called Gupta alphabet,

App ;— its eastern varieties, 58; —
letters in Yajrahasta’s grant, 70; — lists

of goods 95

N^garjuna, a Buddhist missionary and

teacher, 12, App. 53 : — an early writer ... 269

Nagarjuui cave inscrips. ... App. 7, 31, 33

Nagavarma; there were twoXanarese writers

of this name; one flourished about the

close of the tenth century
;
the other about

A. D. 1150, 197 and n.; see also Mallika-

male, 266 n. ;
— and Chhandombudhi and

KdvydvaUhana 271 fl.

N%esvara, MahM6va, g., and temple ... 298

Nahan Tahsil, and Cha%ikandu 32

Nabapana,Kshatrai)a,k., 163, 169, App. 32;—
and Gotamiputa, 174, App. 43 ,

— inscrips,

and dates, 42 andn., 48 n.
;
— an inscription

of his time mentions boards as a writing

material ••• ••• «•« ... 93

ndhar, tiger, as a tattoo-mark 227, 228

Nahusha... 172

nail-headed characters, better called acute-

angled, q.v. App. 49

naique, naik, nobleman 85, 205

Namdika, N^rbdighoska ... 150, 151 and n.

Nariidivisala, elephant’s name ... 40, 41 and n.

nainnd, eye, a tattoo-mark 309

Naishadiya^ copy of the App, 99

naTcaras, na, na, Kharoshthi signs ... App 23

nakshatras, lunar mansions 62

Na-lo-yen, grotto and mt. 81

Nall^-Dikshita, author of the drama
Suhhadrdparinaya 126, 128

names, a custom of Hindfl authors mention-
ing themselves by tbeir own names
introduced in the 3rd person ... 266 and n.

Ndnabbai Banina, a Parsi 68
N3,n4ghat inscrips. ... 170, 172, App. 6, 7,32,

38, 39, 89 n,
nanchhdwar, to perfoim the B61 cere-

Nanda, a courtezan I52f.
Nanda seal App. 8
nanddy mandd, “water vessel” ... App. 97 n.
Nanda Giri, Tukku, Singh
Nandana, wife of Sivaji of Tanjor 195
Nandi on a coin ... 332
Mndigiri (?) in MathurU inscrip 37
nandikdy ndndi, a well App. 97 n,
Nandin, Siva’s bull 4,-1’...

Nandmlgail, tlie so-called ... App. 51 and n.

ndndijpatay cover of a well

Nandipattana, tn.

Nandivarman, k
Nandivisala-Jataka

Nang-feu-li-no, kingdom ...

nangi, younger sister, Singb. ...

Ndnjjatrt, ceremony
Nan-ti-po-tan-na, Nandipattana, tn. .

Nanyaura plates of Devavaiman
1150

naqsh, an amulet

App. 97n.

••• 8l

App. 7]

... 41

... 81

143 n.

... 119

... 83

A. D.

•App. 51

120
Naraharyadhvarin, contemporary of Eama-
bhadra Diksliita ••• 17S

Nai-alokachandra, a hiruda, according to the
Kavirdjamdrga, of Amdghavarsha L,

197, 266, 267, 278
Naranam Christian community

.. lln
Naras, gods

Narasamba, mother of Chokkanatha Dik-

130
Narasimha, minister of Ekoji
Narasiniha I., Pallava k., the B^ddml

inscnps. of ... App 70, 72
Narasimha II , k

Naramhadhvarin, minister of Ekoji
feAhaji, an author

Ndrdynn, a tattoo-mark

NArAyana, g., 65 ; — a country...

Nar^yana-parvata = Na-lo-yen, mt. ...

NaiAyana . , . muni, a monk ...

NArayana, author of Vikramasenachamp4-
kdvya, 184; — an early writer 269

Narayana-Dikshita, father of Eanganatha-
Dikshita, 128; — father of Nilakantha
Dikshita, 131 ;

— author of the ^ahdabhu-

App. 71

and

... m

... 247

... 81

... 81

...81 n.

NArayanaraya, author of the Vikramas^na^
champiJb .. 185

Narbada, riv,, crossed by Nizam-ul-

*2, 78 n.. 98
Nar6ndradeva, k. of Nepal HI £.

NarmadA riv HI, 173, App. 34
Narsapore, — Indian factory and River,

157 f., 205

Narsingbgarh State, tattoo-marks from ... 288
Msik inscrips

, 169 ;
— of Gotami, 170, 172,

App. 7, 30, 32 and n., 42 and n., 43 n..

62, 63, 64, 80 n., 88, 89 n. , 93 n.

ndsikya^madhyd paritali, &c., a riddle cited

by Dandin 279 n.

Nasir tribe and tattooing 147

Nasir ghan, Gbori ... 71

Nat, wandering tribe, their tattooing... ... 220

Ndta Giri, a Yakkn, Singh ... 58

Natha, the future. Maitri Buddha . 59
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Natni, female acrobat, Krishna disfifiiised

as a, 219; Natnis 241
Singh

Nausari copper-plates of A. D. 705 App. 51 andn,
Navagraha, or nine planets, and their names,
61 — Singh, representations of 236

naydi ordeal by snake, Singh...,

Ndyaka, k. of Madnra
Ndyanika, Andhra, queen

Nawab
Nearchos on writing materials,

neep toddy, Nipa de Goa,

145

... 182, 187

App. 39

71 f , 74, 77 f-

App. 5, 6, 93, 97

a kind of

arack 205, 323

negama, guilds, stmck coins ... ... App 9

Negapatam, tn ... ••• 205
Nellakkul, Christian community ... 11 n
Nelloi’e and Southern alphabets ... App. 62

fiSnd, female cousins, Singh. ... 143

nendd, aunt, Singh ••• ... 143

'xv&ndar, equivalent to iamb61 ... ... ... 120

Nepal, its people, 83 ;
— and Li I-piao,

111 f. ;
— and the Lamas, 313; — inscrips.

from, App. 46, 48, 65 ;
— of 7th and 8th

cen , 81, 89 n.
;
— alphabet, 45, 60 ;

— the

booked characters, 60 ;
— MSS., 46, 52 n.,

and 66, 68 and n., 60 and n. ;
— Buddhist

MSS. richly ornamented 91

Nerdr plates of Pulakesin II. App. 66

Nestorians had churches in Caramania, 31 j

letter from the Patriarch •„ ••• 32

netif metal-plates, Singh. ••• ••• •«# 207

Ni6>zis, tribe, and tattooing 147

Mcephorus 14

Ngan-feu-li-mo, tn ... 81 n.

Ngai-ti, Han king ... ... 114,116

Nicknames and totemism in Kurram 100

Mdanas, the twelve, the sutra of ••• 176

Nigliva edicts ••• ... App. 34—36, 88 n.

nilagridhrd vdhana of Saturn 65

Nila Giri, Singh. Yakku ... 58

Nilakantha-Dikshita, author of the Nila-

kmthavijaya^ pedigree of ••• 131

nila-fdlu, forfeiture, Singh 144

Nilopant, Brahman, adviser of Sivaji... ... 100

Nim (Melia azadiraoMa), juice used in tattoo- .

ing 221

Ningwdls tribe, and tattooing 304

Nipa de Goa, or neep toddy 205r 323

Nisarni, a ladder, a tattoo-mark ... ... 243

NishMjdn-tydga^ sixth Jaina stage ... ... 331

Nitighosha, oar of Brihaspati ... ... ... 65

Nitinirantara, a hiruda, according to the

Kamrdjumdrga, of Amoghavarsha I., q. v.,

197, 261, 264, 265, 267

^UUMras ... ... ... ... App. 4

Nityamallavallabha, a hiruda, according to
the Kavirdjamdrga, of Amoghavarsha I.,

197,266.267

niyara, embankment, Singh ... 145
Nizam-ul-mulk 2, 4, 7—9, 69, 73, 78 n.
nkoSabda, the word “ hka,” name of the sign

for 4 ... ,,, App. 78
Norris, B., and Kharoshthi App 18
Nripatunga, a biruda of Amoghavarsha I.

, q, t?*,

197, 260, 261, 264, 265, 267, 273, 274
Nripatungagrantha, “ the book of Nripatah-

ga,’’ 198 ;
— the term means the Kavirdja-

mdrga of Kavisvara 200, 268, 278
numeral notation, of the Kharoshthi, App.

76; — of the Brahmi, by letter- numerals,
otherwise known as numerical symbols,

77 ;
— by decimal figui’es, 82 ;

— by word-
numerals, 83 ;

— by letters, usually known
as the Katapayadi system .,.86 and Corrections

numerical symbols, or letter-numerals..., App. 77

Numismatic Chronicle, and Kabul nume-
rals •#« t»« App. 83

nuuy na, Kharoshthi sign -^Pp. 22

Ntir-ud-din *Ali Khan, father of ’Alim Ali

Ifhan ... 4

NydyaSikhdmani, of R^malqnshna 126

rNyig-ma-pas, or Red Lamas ... ... **. 3l0

Odiyanaka = Audiyanaka, on a Buddhist

mscrip. ... ... «.* 101

Oddi Takd, demon, in Ceylon 58

’Od-dpag-med, — Amitabha— spiritual fa-

ther of ChanrSsi (Avalokibesvara) 312

Oedjange-Salange, Janselone, for Junk-

Oeylon ... 88

Okhamandal inscrip, of Rudras5na ... ... 169

oZa, leaf, Singh. ... 57

Oldenberg’sVedische Religion, App. 16 n. ;

—

and Kharoshthi ... .» ... 19n., 24n.

olocko, hoolak, a boat ... 87

otu, produce, Siugh ... 144

omissions 5 the method of marking them in

inscriptions and manuscripts ... App. 91

omrah, ameer, amir, court official 205

Ooriya, Curias, inhabitants of Orissa 205

opium from Bengala ... ... 205 f-

ordammalls, oromals, for rAm^, a ker-

chief ... ... ••• 206

Orchha kSi Gunda, the beau (fop) of Ordiha,

a tattoo-mark *•. 225

Orissa, 201, 204—206, and the cutting of

letters ... ••• App. 94

Orixa — Orissa 25% S14
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ornamental characters and other decora-

tions ; the use of them in inscriptions and

manuscripts App. 90

Orongkay, Orankay, Malay official ... ... 206

Ou-k’ong, pilgrim 110,113

Ourias, for Ooriyas, q, v, ... ... ... 205

Ou-ta-kia-han-tch’a, — Udabhanda— capital

of Gandhara Hi
Ouzan or Guzan, Vizan IS

Ouzanes, Gushana, k l-li, 15 and n*

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, and the adventures of

Oharition 12 n.

Ozln^ — TJjjayin! 11

Pabhosa inscrips 151, App. 7, 30, 32, 39

Pachkhura Buzurg, vil. in Bundelkhand ... 21

7

Pada, writer of Siddapura edicts ... App. 34

Padamakara, poet, mentions use of E[rishna’s

name in tattooing .••219

Paderia, the pillar edicts at ...App. 34—36, 88 n.

Fadamanjari by Haradattamisra 126

padre, patree, priest 206

pagination of manuscripts and copper-plate

grants ... App. 92

pagod, pagoda, temple ... 250

Pahlavas and Ndg^rjuna 12

Pahlavi writing ... App. 22

Faippaldda-^dkJid, MS. of the Atharva

Veda ... ... ... ... ... 32

Paithina, g6tra of R§.hu 66

Paiwar dist,, and the Chanchapri Kols ... 100

P^la, a Jaina female 35 f.

PMaka, k. of TJjjayini ... ... ... 168, 174
Palakkada, the PaUavas of ... ... App. 70

Palankeen, palanchinos... ... ... 251, 253
pdldsa, sacrificial stick 91

palempores, pallampores, quilts 251
P^i inscrips, of Haritlputta Satakanni,

App. 30, 68 n
;
— MSS, of the Yiennese

Court library from Burma .• ... ... 87
Pa-lien-fu,— P^taliputra, tn ... 80

Pallas, g., on coins of Menander 217
Pallava kings used Prakrit in their inscrip-

tions, 170 ;
— Prakrit land-grants ; their

alphabet, App. 44 ;
— insorips. in Sanskrit,

62, 65, 67,70, 72

PaJlipuram, South, Christian community at. 11 n.

palm-leaves as writing material in

India App. 94, 95
Palmeris, cape 85, 252
palmito, date palm 251
palmitiwine 251
palmyra, palmero, toddy palm ... 251 f

.

Palmyra;, Palmeris point 85,^252

Palmyranian writing, the later

paltd^ia, infantry, as a tattoo-mark ...

pdlu, abandonment, Singh
Palur, early Christian community at

Pamirs and the Kharoshtra

App 22

•*. 245

144

...11 n.

••• 84
Pampa-Rdmayana, of Abhinava-Pampa, q v.;

remarks on its opening verses, its colo-

phon, and some other passages ... 262 f,

panaita^ Singh, word ... ...

Panay^rav, women and water-pots, a tattoo-

mark ... ... ... ... 244
Panchanada 298 and n.
pdnche, a tattoo-mark 244
Pan-cbh^n Rin-po-ch^s, list of 314 n,
pandal= leaf shelter, Singh. gq
Pdndavas and Kauravas atKuruksb^tra ... 298
Panditachandra, an early writer, but perhaps

the name is another appellation of Srivi-

jaya, q. v. ... ... ... 269
pdndalekha, chalk App, 93
Pandyancoin
P^ndyas, their Sanskrit inscrips. ... App. 7Q
P5,nini, 165;— his grammar and Indian

writing App. 2, 3, 5
Panipat 298
Panj Bhikmir, a fast in honour of D6vi ... 120
Panj^b, 77;— palm-leaves as a writing

material in App. 94
PanjIM, a fast

Panjtar inscrip n,

pama, leaves, as a writing material ... App. 5, 94
Pantaleon’s coins ... App, 32—34
pdpa-grahdhi kT'dra-gralidh^ inauspicious

planets, Singh. 61

papaya, tattoo-mark SOI
paper, as a writing material ... ... App, 97

papthd {Falco nisus), a bird, as a tattoo-mark. 282

pdpird, musical pipe, as a tattoo-mark ... 223, 228

papyri, Aramaic, from Egypt App. 19

para, parra, a measure 252

Parabrahma, causeless reality 162

Paramaras of Malva App. 51
Paramesvara I App. 71
Parasara, Rishi 298
Par^sara, father of Yy5,sa App. 1
Parasoji, of Tanjore 194
Parasuri^ma, conqueror of the Guptas ... 98, 299

Pariah, Parjars, of no caste 173, 252

ParibhdshdvrittivydkJiydna of Rdmabhadra-
Dikshita 137,141,1811

parichJiy offerings (Der^ Gh^zi Khan) 120
Paridhdsika hula 109

Parigraha-tydga, ninth stage in Jaina life ... 831

Parimala of Nalld-Dikshita 126 f.

Parkham inscrips. ... App*
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Parkhari family in Kurram
Parki, degraded caste in Bundelkkand ... 220
parnd, marriage (Dera Ghdzi Khan) 120
Parshik Hill, near Than^, Parshik-karnis,

goddesses gg
Parsis, some disappearing prejudices of

66 fE.

Parthians governed Scythia 11 12
Parur, North, Christian community at ...11 n.
faschimadihi west side Ol
jpas-pengirif charm, Singh. ... 57
Passio, 2nd Latin version of Acts of
St.'piomas^ 12 and n.

P4t K61, sept in Knrram ... JOO
pate, a writing material App. 93
Patala or Barbarikon, harbour
PStaliputra, Pa-lien-fu, 80 ;

— cap of
Magadha, 174 ;

— threatened bj Menander,
218 ;

— and Asoka’s edicts App 33, 46
Patani, Patany, Patna 282
Patanjalicharita, by Edmabhadra Dik-

sliita
_

126, 131, 141, 176 f.

PdiovJctli'ich/diHtuvyiikJiyQ/nQif by VenkatS^vara-
Kavi ... ... ... 23,^

Pattim, g , Singh 59 {_

Patika, a governor of TaxOa; he is properly
to be placed after, not before, Kanishka and
Huvishka, App. introd., 3j— copper-
plate of ... App. 25

paiihd, as a writing material App. 93
Patna, Patiana, tn., 86, 201—204, 252 j

—
App. 8, 13, 32

patef, plank 120
patree for padre. Priest 206
patri, Bowers

Pattanee,port

pattelo, patella, a boat 253
Pattini, goddess of chastity, in Ceylon ... 59 f.

paUopddhytiya,= “the teacher (charged with
the preparation) of title deeds” ... App. 102

paUm, leaves App. 92
pamrumi, paternal inheritance, Singh. ... 144
pawn, panne, betel-leaf 253
Payadasi, Asoka
Peacock and the Brachynra Pitta, Singh,
story, 230 ;—peacock as a tattoo-mark,

281,285, 288, 301 f.

peonl, picul, a weight, Chinese 2.53
Peheva inscrip .. 105
Pehoa, tn 298
Fehoa Prasasti of about A. D. 900 ... App. 50
Pekin and the Lamas ... 313
Pel Madulia, Singh. Takku ... ... 68 f.

jpeneils, pens, brushes, &c. ; the use of, for
srriting in India App. 98

pens, pencils, brushes. &o., the use of, for
writing in India ^ 93

peon, punes, waiting-men
Pepper, Mr. S., of Vienna, on Indian wiit-

o „ -^PP. II
Ferak, Pera, on Malay Coast ... ... 053
peritayd, contaminated food, Singh. 1 "59
PeripIuSf describes route to India 11 f.

Periyapp^ Kavi alias VinatSya, contem-
porary of Hamabhadra-Dikshita ... 178, 185

Persians in India App. 19
pescush, piscash, tax 253 f.
Petaputrika sakka 108, 109 and n.
Pettapolly, Pettipolee, factory 254

App. 14
Fhags-pa, Tibetan monk and missionaiy ... 311
Ph%un, month 300
phalaka, boards, App. 5 ;

— as writing ma-

93
pe, Kbaroshthi sign App. 22

Phoenicia, App, 10 ;
— and the Semetic alpha-

bet ... 16n,
Phoenician characters, App. 11 ;

— sign for
^ten’, 77 ;

— influence on Indian symbols... 82
phonetic values for numeral symbols by

various orientalists App. 78 and n.
Photius’s Bibliotheca 83
Phraates IV., Parthian k,, took the title

autokrator I5
pMl, a flower, as a tattoo-mark... 242, 248 f.,

304, 307
pMl pankhrt, an offering 120
phyrmand firman 204
picans, small money 254
Pi-che-li, Vaisali, tn 80
picul, pecui. weight 253
pidavili, gift to a temple, Singh 144
pideni tattuva, a charm, Singh 57
pUt, a native stool, as a tattoo-mark... 223, 228
Pien-yi 81
pigments used in tattooing 220
PUdhammiya, for Piivammiya 109
Filli, invocation, Singh 57
Pimpri Gauli, vil 79
Pin-tche convent 113
Pindarak, Pindara, vil. 2^9
pine, pine-apple 254
Pingala’s manual of metrics, uses names of

things for numerals App. 83, 86
pinjree, piugaree, covering 254
Pin-tcheou, title 113

pintado, pautados 254
Pipli, Piply, Piplo, Pyplo, faetorj ... 85, 254
pippala leaf 62

Piryojan ceremony ... 120
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Piscash, Pestcusi, tax 253 f.

Pisces, zodiacal sign • •«« ••• ••• 62

pishMrd, ceremony 120

pUalahdra, = coppersmith App. 102

PitalkhorSi inscrip. ... App. 32 and n., 40

^iyar M vdt, way of love, a tattoo-mark ... 247

planets, the worship of, in Oeylon, 61 ;
— the

nine and their names 61 f6., 236

plantain, plantans, plantrees ... ... 254 f.

Plavahga, wife of Amarasimha of Tanjor ... 195

PKny and the route to India 11

Fohkar Kh^ri, vil. near Safidon ... ... 300

pol-pikaranavd, charmed cocoanufc, Singh. ... 56

'polav^ atagasdj oath, Singh 144

Polemon II., k. of Pontus ll

Follicat, Fulicat 160

Follicull, Dutch factory ««« 255

jgolongd, viper, Singh 231

polyandry in Ceylon ... 143

Folymius, k., put St. Bartholomew to death . 11

Fommelo, Fumple Mooses ... ... ... 255

Pondicherry, Fullicherrie 255

pone, coin ... 255

Foona, tn. ... ... ... ... ... 117

Poondy, Fondi, near Yizagapatam 255

Pope, the 313

Forapolgahanam, ceremony in Ceylon ... 60

pore, watch • ••• 255

Porter, Leslie, 0. S, ••• X

Porto Novo, Fort ... 255

Portuguese, Portugals, Fortugeeses... ... 256

pMJiaka = MSS. App. 5

Fou-kia-lo, Fukkhalavati, kingdom, Push-

karavati...' ... ... ... ... 115

Frahhns of Thana, their godlings 98 f.

praise of themselves by Kanarese and othei^

writers 262 and n.

Prajapati, g 66

Prakrit superseded by Sanskrit, 163; — and
the Zshatrapas, 169 ;

— the language of

the Satakarnis and Pallavas, 170, 171,

App. 44; — on coins, 173; — inscrips.,

App. 18, 30 ;
— the north-western ... ... 20

prdn.BOvl ... 120
PraudhamanoramS,, by Bhattoji-Blkshita 156

prdni, a corpse ... 120
Fmsddastava, by EIrmabhadra-Dikshita ... 137
Prasasti, of Gii^nar, App. 41 f.; — of Man-

dasor, 89 ;
— an unpublished ... ... 99

FTaMttaramdld;Bee BatnamdliH ... 198
Pratlipasimha (Pratapasing), 8th raja of

Tanjor

Pratim^s, stages in Jaina life ... ... 331
Fratyagra-Pataiijali, ‘the modem Patahjali,^

applied to Etlmabhadra-Dikshita ... ... 129

Pratishth5»na, capital of the Satakarnis... 170, 174
Pravaraka, name in Mathura Jaina inscrip. 109
Pravarasena II., Y^kataka k App. 65-

prayojayet, word in Bower MS. ... App. 49
Priusep, J., on Kharoshthi App. 18
pTishthcii pages ... ... ... App. 92
Prithvivallabha, a binida of Amoghavarsha

I., g» V, ... ... ... ... ... 19^
FriyadarHn = Piyadassi 10g
Proklais (Pushkalavati), tn IX
ProshdhCpvds, fourth stage Jaina life ... 331
Froto-Bengair alphabet 45, 58
Proverbs, Singhalese 231 f.

prow, war boat 256
Pryaman, dist in Sumatra 256
Ptolemy mentions Folemios (Seri-Fulu-

mayi) ••• ... ... ... ,,, App, 43
Fuddicherry, PuUicherrie, Pondicherry 255
PuduchcMriy Pondicherry, on Coin 332

Fudukkottai chiefship ... 182
puhul or Idbu gediya, pumpkin gourd, Singh. 58^

Pnkkharasariyi,, its origin ....App. 2
P’u-kuang, monastery 80
Fulakesin II

, Ohalukya k. ...App. 62,65^66,70
Fulicat, Pullicatt, tn ... 256

Pullasakti, feil^h^ra prince ... App. 51

PuUo Sambelon, Island ... 88, 257

Pullo Ladda, Ladas islands ... ... •*• 89

Fullicherrie, Pondicherry ... ... ... 255

Fulo, Pullo, = island 257

Fulo Gomus, isL off Sumatra, 1?ulo Way isl.

off Aehin 257

Pulumaya, Andhra k, 169, 174, App. 32 j

—

Fulumai, Siri Fulam5,yi, and other foms.

11, App. 43

punctuation in inscriptions and manu-
scripts ... ... * ... App. 88

pundrik yagna^ ceremony 300

Punjab, inscrips, from ... ... App, 18

FunjikasthalSi, a nymph 92

Funna°, Panna^ ... m
Puphaka = Pushpaka ... ... 151

p^rdi sugar ... 120

p^ran, burial 120

Furanas and the Satakarnis, 172;— contain

references to writing, App. 4; — and S&ta-

kani, 39 ;
— on donations of books to

temples ... ... ••• 90

Ftlranmashi 120

purin M pJMy lotus flower, a tattoo-mark.

222, 227

purgoo, porgo, a boat 255

Puridha kula 308 f.

Purn^ riv. 78ii.

Ptirni-nanda-Tati, =?= Srinivasa 191
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F^majpairikd

Ptimika, Singli. demon
Purusi, riv., Ravi
ptirvadik, east

^2
Fusharasdri Pukkharasdriydi its origin. App. 2
Pushkalavati, Proklais, tn *21

PushkalSvatt or Charsada (Haslitnagar) and
Eharoshthi documents

_4^pp_ jg
PushhctTdsddi^ Pauslikarasadij lang. of
Prohkarasadi

^^pp 2
Puskkaravati, Pukkhalavati, cap. of the Tue-

116
Pushkarji, tank

Pnskpa, Pu-shu‘pa

Puskyagnpta, rdshtriya of Ohandragnpta ... 168
pustaha, pustakopakraya,= M.88, App. 99 and n.
pustaka-vachaka, particular reader .„ App. 99

= reading of MSS. ... App. 4
'pdidt own son, Singh

piitctrainya, dolls, as tattoo-marks ... 226 228
putli, dolls, a tattoo-mark

... 244
putta^ tin, used as coinage ... 257

Qoph, kJia, Kharoshthi sign

Qoran, forbids tattooing

Quala, Oalay estuary ...

Quantaria, cap. of Misdeos
Queda

Quedda, Quedah
Queen’s edict, Allahabad

Quilon Christian community
Qutb-ul-Mulk

... App. 22

148

267 f.

12

... 167 f., 267

257 f.

App. 32 nr, 34--36

11 n.

... 4, 78 n.

ra = Eesh App. 13
raldna, musical instrument, Singh. ... 207, 209
Radha «.« ... ••• ... ... ,,, 219

Rddhdkrishna Pandit, of Lahore, and search

for Sanskrit MSS. ... ... 17

Radhanpur copper-plate App. 60

Radhia pillar edicts - App, 34
,
36

RddhikS, temple 299
Radja, Raja, vice king 314 f,

Radja Mehall, Rajmahal, tn. ... . ... ... 316

EdghavdbJiyudava, drama by Bhagavanta-
raya 127-129, 184

Bdghavapdndavtya, see ^rutaMrti-Trai*

'oidya 279

Raghundtha, author of ^nngdraiilakahhdna. 178

Raghunatha-Myaka, k. of Tanjor 134

Rdhu, ascending node, 61 f ;
— representa-

tions and other names, 66 and n,
;
— in

Ceylon ... -229

App. 100

... 99

187 f.

• App. 49 n.

... 299

101 n.

97

316

316

100

62

S4ida,s, woman’s tattoo-marks
... ij-

Eaja Sarflp Singh, built temple at Jind 300•Bajab moon or month ...
. ^

MjagrihayisitedbyLiI-piao’.'.‘. *"
in

rajahapuru, Singh merchant cqs
rdmhpiJcara, ‘writer to the king,’ in’sauchi

"

insorip.^

Rajapnr, in Gujardt
Hajardm, son of Sivdji ...

Pcfjasthan, Annals of ...

Edjasuya Yajna, ceremony
rdjdtirdjasya,

Rajendralala Mitra and Mathui4 inscrips^
150;— and the preparation of palm-leaves
for writing material, App. 94; — and the
use of paper in India

Rajmahal, Radja-Mehall
Rajpoot, Rashboot, Reshbute, Native'retain-

R^jpm’t, tn.

Rajputana inscrips., App. 40, G3 > — palm
leaf MSS., 52; — script

Rajukas, the
33

Ra
3uvula or Rapjubula, Mahakshatrapa

App. 40
^a^yasri 107
Rajyavardhana, k
rakh, a charm 12o
RSkshasa, wife of Ekoji I94
Rdm, as a tattoo-mark ... . ... II7, 240, 288
Rdm-Rai, vH
Rama, 69, 137, 172;— and. Lakshman, a

tattoo-mark 226, 244, 245
Ramahhadra-Dtkshita and the Southern

Poets of his time 126 176
Edmahdnastava by R^mabhadra-Dikshita,

^
^ 140, 142

Rdmacbandr^dhvarin, author.... ... 187
Edmakarncurasayanay by Ramabhadra*I)ik-
sHta ; J37

Rdmakrishna, author of the Yldanta^fcha-
mani, &o. 126

Raminandi, religious order 299

Ramanathamakhin, contemporary of Rama-
bhadra-Bikshita. ... 178

raniasHdes,.mmhoimg, Sbiruit 315
Edmdyana, the .... - App. 4, 99 and n.

Rambha, amymph „ 90, 92
rambhapliahty plantain fruit ... ... ... 90
rambotang, ramasUneSy fruit ... 316
Rambhk^jnotherof Parasur^ma - ... ...300

Ramdam, Ramazan, fast ... ... ... 316
rammals, roomauls, kerchiefs ... ... 316

Ramnad chiefship . ... ..,^182

Ramnagar. ... 1, 98
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Rdmn^th cave inscrips. App. 31

Raraptirva edicts... .i.. App. 6, 32 n., 34—36

Ranaraga, k. ... ... 167

rand'dhiH, widow’s daughter, in the Ohaui'ah

Wizarat 32

randputy widow^s son, in the Chaurah

Wizdrat ... ... ... 32

Rahgan§.tha-Tajvan, author of the Manjari-

makarandch 126, 128

ranighollan^ tattoo ornament ... ... ... 289

ranjat collyrinm, used in tattooing 147

Rapjubula or Rajuvula Mahakshatrapa, k.,

App. 40

Ri.i§r (Radha), place «««i ••

Rashhoot, see Rajput

R^shtrakdtas of Gujarat, App. 63; — of

Manyakhet^, 67 ;
— inaerips. at Xanheri,

... ... ... *.^ a.

rashtriyaf title

R^sichakras, zodiacs

Ratna Kdtaya, Singh. Yakku ...

BatnamdliJcd or Fraindttaramdld, a work
attributed |bo vario^s authors, of which we
have a Tibetan t^ansjation

j
the Digambara

recension probably attributed it to Amogha-
varsha I,, ». ... 198

Ratnapur stone inscrip. ... ... App. 52

Ratta princess inscrip ..., App. 51

rattan, cane ... 315 f.

Raudra, wife of Pratapasiihha of Tanjor ... 195

Ravana, g. ... ... ... ... 59

Ravi, or Sdryj^,, representations .of^ other

105 f-

315

83 n.

168

... 61

... 58

names of ... e«t 62,63
Ravi or Pnrusi, riy. ... 98
Ravikirti’s Aihole Pjrasasti App. 68
Ravivarman, Xadamba, k. ... App. 66
R4vs, people of the R^vi valley «#• ... 98
Rayagini 37 f.

r^^ki line, a tattoo-mark ... ... 309
rBl, engine, a tattoo-mark ... • a* 224, 228
relationship and rights of property in
Ceylon ... 143 ff,

remedies fpr poinor complaints in Ceylon ... 57
Resbute, see Rajpoot , ...

fe^h, Kbaroshthi sign ... App. 22
Resi^rrection day. , ... 71, 74
nee grani, as a t.attoo-maxk ... ... 302
Riddles, Singh. 209
Rigveda, and oral tradition App. 17
Ringo Root, pobahly a kind of ginger ... 316
Rin-po-ches or

. spiritual guides .of the Dalai
Lamas, list of them ... ... 314 n.

rtjpoUa, ordeal by hot iron, Singh 145
p.iri Xaksay^, goddesses in Ceylon ... ... 58
Rishabhadatta, k„ see Ushavad^ta ... App. 42

... 120

App. 32

... 62

... 101

••• 13

... 208

... 316

... 120

Bit, Ritan, ceremony

Riwa inscrip

Rohini ...

Edmakasiddhonia ... ...

Rome ... ... ... ...

Tompetta, a toy, Singh

roomauls, see rammals

rdpnd, betrothal

roti kaurd vattd, rdti sijh kardk, foods dis^-

tributed after a death 120
roundel, rnndell, state umbrella 310
roundeliere, umbrella carrier 310
Rpalirisou for Spalirises 14

Rudhirodg^rin, wife of Sahaji of Tanjor ... 194
Eudradaman, Rshatrapa k., 163, 165 170, 172,

174, App. 30, 32, 41
rudrdhsha-mdld, rosary ... ... 55
Rudraddsa, sr^shthin, a Jaina 40, 41 n.

Rudras, gods

Rudrasena, Kshatrapa k. ... 169, App, 42
Rudrasimba, Kshatrapa k. 163, App. 42
rukada netum, theatricals, Singh, 207
rulers, used in writing App 98

rdmdl, orammall, a kerchief, 206 ; see also

rammal 310
rundell, see roundel

Runganath^j g. ... 91
rujpcb •*. ... ,,, ,,, App. 5
mpakdra Sdmpula, a stone-mason ...App. JOl n.

rupee, coin 310
RApnath insenps. ...App. 31 n., 32 n., 35, 36
Russia and the Lamas ... ... ... 313

Eusta^
ruval orUi fishing boat, Singh.

7Q

147

ia == skin in Indian wilting App. 13

Sabaean letters among the Hindus ... App. 10

Babdamanidarpana of Kdsir^ja; a historical

allusion in. it, 197 ;
— remarks on some

verses in it which resemble verses in the

Kavwdjamdrga 275 f.

SaoM, wife of Indra 65

Sachita-fydga, fifth stage of Jaina life ... 331
saddharma, MSS. of the App. tO’U.

sad-grahdk, iubhagrahdiht auspicious planets,

Singh.- «.• ,,, ,,,, ,,, 61

Safid6n,tn ... 298—300
saga, charmed cloth 120

betrothal 120

Sagan, k., converted by St. Thomas ... 11 n.

Sagara .r. 172

SS,lia3i L of Tanjor, 128, 134, 176, 179, 181, -

183, 192 ;
•— II. or K&tturSja ... ... 194
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Siiliajirajapuram, the land grant of, 128;
alias Tiravisainalldr, village of BAmabha-
dra-Dlkshita, 132, 134; — or SahajimahS-
rajapuram

S^has^nkacliarita, tlie App. 78 n
Sahasra Baha, killed by Parasurdma 300
Sahasram insorip. ... App. 31 n., 32 n., 34, 35
sah6Us, girls dancing, a tattoo-mark 281
Sahtndra, SShaji of Tanjor I94
SdhSndravildsakdvya, by Sridbaravenka-

187, 191
Sah^t Maket mscyiption ... 49
^dhif Sanskrit title

SdUtyaratndkarakdvya^ by rajnandrayana-
I>*l^sbita 134

S4bityavidya,dbai-a, a Uruda of Abbinava-
Pampa, q. v 263

sahodarayd, brother, Singh, I43
sahodari, sister, Singh

Sailarv^di inscrip 43
St. Georges. Port St. George, Madras...88, 158, 160
St. Thomae, Mylapore, c. ... 202, 204, 317
Sai-tsung Oen-Hoang, emperor of China ... 313
Saiva divinities in Tibetan Buddhism ... 310
Saka era, and king Kaniska, App. 18 n.,

42; it was the name of some foreign,

invaders of India
; it has been applied

to a variety of the Kharoshthi alphabet,
App. 27 f., 76;— b^t is .a misnomer,.
App, introd., 3; — coins, App. 27, 29;—

inscrips., App. 18, 27n.—29
Sakas and Gandhl.ra, 12; — and Sanskrit,
172—174; — in the PunjAb, App. 40; —
their Kharoshthi insorips App. 76

$dkal^ chain, a tattoo-mark ... ... 30S
Sahara, step-brother to Rndradaman ... 174
Sakas^aa, Satakar^oi, k. 170
Sakari dialect I74
S^keta, in. in Oudh, besieged by Menander. 218
«ffMi,iemale companion, a tattoo-mark. 224, 228
Sakkarayd., Indra,. in Ceylon ... 231
Sakra or Indra ... ... 65

spear _ 64
Sakuntald, ,168 ;

— the Kashmirian App. 57
SSkyafamily, 80;— Bodhisattva’s tooth. 110, 112
Sakyasimha, lion of the Sakyas 12
Sikyanmni Buddha 310

’ $dl leaves used in schools, ... App. 95
salaam, to salute 317
Salai, “ Ocean of Grandeur, ” Mongol title ... 312
aaja^, MaxAtM for stilus App. 98
^ttldkd^ chips of bamboo used as passports,
App, 93;— Sanskrit for 98

salampores, longcloths
, 57

SalangHead^ Janselone^ ,,, 8§

S^bajana plate mscrips. ... App. 65 and n
baleeters, people of Salang

gg
Salem, and the Grantba alphabet ... App. 62
salempoory, sallampores, cloths, 317 ; see

'

also ‘ salampores * ’ ^ ««
Salim gh^n, chief

Salivdhana, Satakarni k- ...

saliya^ lines, a tattoo-mark *'*

283
Sallet, von, Nachfolger Alexd. Gr. App. 24 n.
Salmanassar

^2
baman or Lakshman, and Adam’s Peak ... 59
Sam^ngad grant of the Bashtrakhta k. Dan-
tidurga of A. D. 754, most ancient Nagari
doctiment ...^ App. 51, 83

Samaritans and Ardmi script App. 19
Samaveda Yenkatlsvara Sasti'in, author of
the Upagranthahhdshya IPl

Sdmdyak, third stage of Jaina life 331
samhaddha ? ei*a 13
Samhelong Pulo, island 257
Samhh6ji of Tanjor ... ,,, 1P4
SamhhotaorThon-mi, a Tibetan who brought
their alphabet from Magadha ... App. 16

samcau, soum-keou, orange 318
Samekh, sa, Kharoshtbi sign App. 17, 22
Samghabhadra’s “ dotted MS. of Vinaya.” App. 94
Samghai’akshita, Sdkya mendicant 156
SamkaiAchdrya; by some Brahmans the Rat-
namdlikd, q, v., is attributed to him ... 198

Saifakaraguru, a pei’son to whom some Brah-
mans attribute the Batnamdlikd, q, v. ... 198 f.

Sam^rasdrana ... App. 17
Samudragnpta, k., inscrxps, of his

time App. 46, 64, 65
Samvat, 4, 18, 33; 5, 33, 34, 36-, 9,25,37;

28, 38; 33, 39, 156 n.; 38, 40; 47,

101, 102; 40, 48, 103; 52, 54, 104 ; 60,

62,105; 74,106; 83, 107; 87, 98, 108;
'

200,. 276 ... ... ... App. 18 n^
saTktjMktdkshara, grammatical term, App, 15, 17
sanas, sdlH, cotton doth ... 31^
S5nchi inscrips,, 14 n.;— of Yasushka, 106,

App. 7, 13, 14, 29, 31 n., 32 and n., 34—36,

40;— and the use of Ukhaka ... App. 100
Sandrakottos or Andrakottos 12
sang-bandh, betrothal 120
Sani, Saturn 62, 65 f.

sdnkaprishtha, = second page , App. 92
Sankarl,ch5»rya^s Kaupina Panehaka^^^ 161 fl

Sankha, conch shell, a tattoo -mark ... 247

ia^kh-jkdlar, shell cymbals, a tattoo-mark. 224, 228

Sankurd^n, Shaloz^n, village f.. ... 100 n.

ea^was, royal grants, Singh. ... .,« ... 144

Sanni Taka, ,a spirit in Ceylon ... 58

Sanoti'okes ? Pai’thian k ... u
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Sanskrit libraries and the search for Hindi

MSS ,17; — characters, 80;—schools of S.

India, 126; — superseding the Prakrits,

16B;— and the Kshatrapas, 169 ff. ;— and

the Guptas, 171 ;
— theatre, 173 ;

— and

Bi4hmi, App. 17; — inscrips , 68 n.

alphabets 70, 73

Santals, tribe 121 and n.

Santali dialect 121, 122

S^ntivarman, k App. 64 n., 66

Sapilirisu, Hpalirisu, for Spalirises ... 14 n

Sapor, and other forms of Siphor ... 15n.

Sapta-Bishi Kund, or tank of the Eishis ... 299

Saqqarah inscrips. -^PP* 20—22

Sarabhapura copper-plates App. 64

Sarabhoji I., k. of Tanjor, 182 f.; — II. ... 187

fe^radd alphabet, App. 45, 57 ;
— writing ... 75

Saraganes, k ,.lln.

sarasvatihhdndagdrai modern Indian term

for ‘library' ... App. 99

SarasvaUmuJcha = MSS App. 3

^arayantraka or sutra, strings ... App. 95

Sdriputra (Prak. Sariyat) ... ... ... 115

sariras [relics] ... 175

sarman-M kdnwar, two baskets, a tattoo-

mark ... 224, 228

Sarpa, g 66

Sarpa-daman, snake-tank ... 298

sarvamdnya lands, lands free of taxes ... 130

Sarvariya Brdhmans of Malavd, tattooing

among ... 241

fearvavarman, minister of Sdtavahana, com-

posed the Kdtantra 170, App. 63

Sarwariya Brdhmans and tattooing ... ... 221

Sasanas, of Bhaskara-Eayivarman, App. 75;

—

bear royal seal, 92 ; — preparation of the

copper-plate ... ... 101 f.

Msanilea, for writer App. 101

sash, probably waist cloth ••• .... ... 318

Sa-skya-pa, Tibetan sect 311

Sassanians 14 n., 15, App. 101

Sdstras and tattooing, 219;—Brahmanical.App.l9

Sdstri, image of 39

Ma-dmya, iD. the Ohicacole plates ... App. 69

Sdtakani, k. - ... App. 39 and n.

Sdtakarni, - Gotamipntra, 168; — kings and

Prakrit, 169—^171 ;
— and Brahmanism,

172 ;
— and the Kshatrapas ' 174

Satara and the Southern alphabets ... App. 62

Sdtayahana, Andra k 174, App. 53

sathi, 120 = chhatti, q, r. 118

sdtha^ figure in tattoo ... 237

sdtiyd, cross, a tattoo-mark 226, 228

Satraps, the, 83; — coins of ... App, 77

^atrumjaya inscrips 163 n.

satiaka venavd, oath, Singh

Saturn, 8, 61 representations of,65 ; —other
names, 65, 66 ;

— or Zuhal ...

satvdndm, Sansk 27
sdtyd, svastika, a tattoo-mark 245, 249
Satyaddman, k 272 273
Saugor Island, Ganga Sagar at the Hugli
Mouth

saumya^ Kshatrapa title

Saunaka, gotra of Ohokkanatha-Dikshifca
... 129

... 174

. App, 83 n.

227 f.

121 n.

• ••• 300

App. 95

Sauraseni, a Prakrit

Savantvadi copper-plate

savdr^ horsemen, a tattoo-mark

Savara tribe

Sdwan, month
Sayana, writer

Sayyad ‘ Alim ‘Ali Khan,Jangndmah of 1 if., 69 ff.

Sayyids, do not practise tattooing ... ... ] 48
Sear on the Cock-sparrow, Singh, story of ... 230
scarlet or broadcloth

scorpions, a tattoo-mark 281 288
screetore, a writing case 329
sculptures, the use of, in connection with

inscriptions App. 90

seals of copper-plate grants App. 92
Seedy, Siddy, Bishop 3X9
seer, seere, a weight

Seleucidan era App. 18 n., 40
self-praise by Kanarese and other writers. 262 &n.
Semitic, alphabet and the origin of Brdhmi,
App. 9fi.

;
— the time and the manner of

the borrowing of it for adaptation in India,

16; — legends, 16; — origin of Kharosh-
thi numerals

Sena, female name, in Mathura inscrip. ...36, 107
Senarte, and Kharoshthi, App. 19n.; — Notes

d/BpigrapTiie Indienne> ... 24
Septs which derive their names from acts 100
Ser Lascar, Sar Lashkar, viceroy ... 318
Serapeum inscrip App. 20, 22

App. 12, 39, 45, 48, 49, 54 f., 59

S6sha, snake-god 91

Set-Mahet inscrip 39 f.

Seiapharanctputtasyaj in Kdrle inscrip. App. SO

S^hiniha 35, 36

seto, “the white elephant” ... ... App. 8

S^tupati of Edmnad ... 187

Shabandar, sbahbandar, state official ... 319

Shaddarsanisiddahantasamgraha, by Rdma-
bhadra-Dikshita 137, 178 f., 185

Shadgurusishya's commentary on the

Sarvdnukmmani, and the use- of word
numerals ... App. 87

shaga^i omen ... 120
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Sh&hMzgarhi inscrip App. 16, 18,

24 and n., 27, 30
Sh&h-Deri, ancient Taxila, coins from ...App. 8
SUh Hussain, ancestor of the Ghilzais 148
SbS.hi y&sndSva, fc .*.*.108

187
Shalozd,n, ancient Sankui4n 100 and n,

... 310

... lOO

... 216

... 8

... 148

... 72

...81 n.

... 81

... 98

... 100

App, 22

... 100

... 147

App. 62

.. 320

... 81 f

... 147

shamans, Tibetan priests

8haukh Kol, Sept

ehawsen ceremony
Shawwal, month
Shekh Bait, ancestor of the Ghilzais
Shekh FaizO—— • ... ...

Shen-chu muni, a holy man ...

Shen-po-lo, grotto (Jambhala)
Shhipra, riv

Shibi Kalai, village

shin = sa, Kharoshthi sign
Shingal, vil

Shinw^ri tribe and tattooing ...

Sholapur and the Southern alphabets...

shroffs, sharoffs, money-changers
Shu-le, kingdom
Shutargardan, Mts
Siam, Syam, kingdom, 320; — system of
notation 87

Siberia and the Lamas ... 313
Sidd^pura edicts App. 6, 12, 24, 31

and n., 34—38
iiddha, in Kuda inscrip. App. 30
Siddhdksharasanidmndya, or Siddhamdtrihd
= Bdrdkhadi table of combined letters. App. 2

Siddham, schools of the, 80 ;
— in Ndsik

inscrip., App. 30 ;
— the Mangaia, in

Kushana inscrip ... 89, 90
siddhamdtrikd alphabet ... App, 45, 49 f., 51 n.

Siddy, see Seedy 319
Sie-t’eou — Suddhodana, k, ...114
sieve, a tattoo-mai4 281 , 288
Siyloi, the Persian App. 19, 24
Siha = Simha ... 154
Si-hu, Western barbarians Ill
Sikhim and the Lamas ... ... 313
feksh^is App. 47
Sikshananda, translator ... ... 80 f.

SiMh^ras, inscrips, of their time ... App 51
sildkHtd, mason ... ... App. 101
Hldpatd^ sild^attd ... 149 and n , 153 and n.

sildihambho, in Jaiiia inscrip, ... ... 103
sSiphor, Suphor, Somphoros, general to Mes-

deos ... ... ... k.. ... 15 n.

silpin, mason, App. 101 ;
— or vijMnika ... 102

Siiahas^na, k,, his coinage 171

Sindhu, co. of Jupiter 65

singara nuts ? as tattoo-marks «.« ... 301

120

other forms,

his inscrips.

Singhalese Social Life, Black and white
magic, 56 fE.

; — relationship and rights
of property, 143 ff ;

— amnsements and
pleasures. 207 ff.

; - Poli-Tales and
legends

229 ff

Singhi-Bikh Tank 298
Sin-yi Ta-fang-kuang Fo^hua-yen-king
ofHuei-yuan f/ I

sirJii, air-car

Siri-Pulumayi, Pulumai, and
Andhra k., App. 43 ;

—
contain abbreviations ... 91

Siri Yana Gotamiputa’s inscrips and Prakrit. 170
Sirisena or Sakasena-Madhariputa, bis in*

scrips, contain abbreviations ... App. 91
Sirivira Purisadatta, Iksbvaku k. ... App. 43
SirmOr, dist. Chaukandu in 32
sisam (Dalbergia sisoo), bark used in tattooing. 221
Sisara for Asmara, g. v,.., ... 15 n,
sit ? a tattoo-mark 224
Sita’s hearth, rasM^ 117 ;

— cooking-place,

rasHiyd, 225, 228
;
— sdri, 240 f. ;

— hand,
hdtd, 243 ;

— kitchen, rdhdhan% 244, 289,

301
;
— frying-pan, kadhai, 247 ;

— apron,

285; — boiler, rdndni, as tattoo-marks,

280, 289, 305
stidjphult oustard-apple tree, a tattoo-mark 280

Sitla matd, worshipped ... 120

sittu, lands, Singh. 144

Siu'kaoseng-ch*oan, contains biographies of

Fa-yuan and Huei-yuan 80
Siva, g, ... ... ... ,,, ... 53

Siv&ja, Maratha chief, 99, 179, 187, 194; —
12th k. of Tanjor 195

Sivadasa, father of Budradasa... ... ... 40
Siv§daya of Mabad^va, temple at Jind ... 299

Sivai*ama Piksbita, author of the Ahnika ... 126

Sivaskandavarman, Pallava k„ 170 f.; — his

Prakrit land-grants

Siyadoni inscrips. ...

Si-yu-chi, the

Skanda, g.

Skanda Kumdraya, Singh.

Skandagupta, k.

App. 33, 44

App. 51, 90 n
... 110 ff.

... 64

60

App. 46

skins, an asserted use of, as a writing material

in India App. 95

SkrefsruJ, Revd L., and Munda ... 121 n., 122

Skylax’s expedition to N.-W. India ... App. 2

Skythian conquest of India 83

Socotra and St. Thomas 11 n.

Sodasa, Svamin mahakshatrapa, inscription

of his time, 25, 32, 40, 42, 149, 173; — see

Sudasa .. ... App. introd. 3

Soddsivardya’s grants ...App. 102 n.

soga, a tattoo-mark ... 285
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Sohgaui4 copper-plate inserip. App, 32, 36 f.,

90 n., 95 ; method of preparation ... .... 96

Soidn Kol, Hare sept ... 100

Solid Bhil, tattoo-marks ... ... ... 304

Solla, tn, in Qneda 320

S6ma, see moon ... 63, 299

Soma Tirtba^ tank at Pindara ... 2P9

Somadeva, poet-laureate of Yigraha IV. App. 97

Somanatha tank in Jind 299

sombrero, sumbareros, or catysols, an
umbrella 320

Somesvara Sirdlaya, temple in Jind ... ... 299

Som-kiou-wang, small orange ... ... ... 319

sonara, a goldsmith App. 102

songatit game 242, 246

songs in Ceylon 210

Sopara, tn. ... ... 98

soum-keou, samcau, orange ... 318

Southern India, the alphabets of ... App.29ff.,

61

Spagan Kol, Lice family ... ... ... 100

Spalgadanes, k. ... 14 n.

Spalirises, 14 n. ;
— Spalyrises ... App. 29

Span KhAl, Dog Sept ... 100

Spargapises, son of Queen Tomyris r.. 14 n.

spirits (disembodied) in Oeylon 59
Spotted dove, Singh, story ... ... 231
Grammas 152
Sramanaka, father of Gottika 104
^rauta-sHtras and the use of names of things

for numerals App. 83

Sraran ... ... ... ... .r. ... 224
Sravana, a star ... ... ... 92

feravasti, Buddhist statue from .... ... 39

Sri Krishna, incarnation of Vishnu, 219 f. f —
temple of ... ... 298

Sridharavehkat^sa, known as Ayya-Aval,.

author of the Akhydshashti, &c. ... ... 187
Sitgriha — Sigyriha SamlkCga 37
Srt-ndm, tattoo 240
BrmgdramanjarUdhardjiya, drama by Periyap-

pA-Kavi 185
BringdrasaYvasfcabhdna, by Nalla-Dikshita ..r. 126
Bringdratilakahhana, by Ramabhadra-Dik-

shita 126, 129, 137, 140
Srinivasa, alias Ikkiri Appa-Sdstrin, author

of the Frdya4chittadipikd, &c, ... 127 and n.

SrinivAsAdhvarin 187
SiinivAsa-Dikshita, author of the Smrasid-
dkdniachandrikd ... 170

Srinivdsamakhin, contemporary of Rama-
bhadra-Dikshita ... ... ... 178

Srimllabha, a hiruda of Amoghavarsha L,

197
Srivatsa, gdtra of Appa-Dikshita ... ... 192

Srivehkatesa, contemporary of Ramabhadra-
Dikshita ... ... ... 170

Srivijaya, an early writer, 269, 270, 271;—
perhaps called also Kavisvara and Pandita-
Chandra, 269

;
— he was the author of a

Kavimdrga, 269; — on which was based
the Eavirdjamdrgetj g. r. ... 270, 274 jEf., 278

Sron-6tsan-sGtam-po, ruler of Tibet, 630

A D 112, 309, 312
Srutakirti-Traividya, a Jain; he did not
compose a Baghavapdndaviya which could

be read, giving sense both forwards and
backwards

;
be performed the feat of recit-

ing, both forwards and backwards, an
entire poem of thatname composed by some
one else 279

stdmJciydto for sthdnikiydto 105, 153

Stein,. M. A., explorer of Takla Makan ... 82
Stele Vaticana inscription App, 20
Sthalapurdna (Jaina)^ incised on stone. App, 97

Sthanikiya hula ... 105

sticklack, lac 320

stitches, a tattoo-mark 302

stone and brick as writing materials in

India .... ... ... ... App. 96
stone-masons, App. 100; — in connection

with the preparation of inseriptions ... 101

stripes, striped stuffs 320 f.

strolling players in Oeylon ... *207

Stdpas, deposit of Sdtras in, 175;— of

Afghanistan and Bhdrja documents... App. 93

Suahili, African lang App, 16

Siibabita-Gotiputa, doijor of StApa I. in

Sanchi inscrip App. 100

Subandbu’s Vdsavadattdr and the use of

Brahmi nought App. 82, 95

siibliagrahdh ov sadgrahdh, auspicious planets,

Singh ... ... 61

Subhavastu, Suvastu, riv. ... ,,, 83

Subrahmanya-Dikshita, alias SubbavajapAyin. 187

Sudasa, Kshatrapa, 173 ;
= SodAsa, a gover-

nor of Mathura, he is properly to be placed

after, not before, Kanishka and Huvishka,

App. introd, 3, 25, 40

Suddbodana, Sie-t’eou, father of Buddha ...114 f.

SOdisht’s Jangndmah 1 ff.,^ 69 ff.

Sudra,' caste of Sani, 66 ;
— women in

Dakhan, their tattoo-marks,.* ... ... 285

Sadraka, k, 174
Sue BihAr inscription .* .. App. 24 n , 25, 28

Sugata. worshipped ... 172

Sugrahana, custom 167

sugriMta^ndmant Kshatrapa title, 163 ;
— ap-

plied to a dead person .. ... 165 ff.

sukhridn, offerings ... ... 120
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Sukra, Yenus 61 f., 65, 299
Snleimaii Khel tribe and tattooing 147 f,

Sultan, beir-apparent in Malay 321
Sumatra, Island .. . 85, 87, 315, 321
SnmbArero or Catysol, umbrella 89, 320
switibra^ Malay salutation 321
SumerpUr 217
Sum^ruy mt
Sun-Ravi or Sdrya, representations, of, 62

;

other names of 63

McCumi ceremony 120
sunara^ probably equivalent iosondra, a gold-

smith

Sundara Banddra, g , Singh.

Sundara-Pandyaj k.

Sunga alphabet

Smig'lcao-seng 6}Coa% a work
sdnya, its meaning
sunyahindavahy ciphers

.

... App. 102

60

App. 72

App. 32, .39

... 80 n.

App. 84 and n.

App. 82
Supdii, ancient Sdrparaka, S6pk*a, tn., 81 n.;

Indian port A.pp. 16
Suphor = Siphor, q, v 15 n.

Supraja, daughter of Mdrtanda 63

Sdra, a family name - 104
Sdraj Kund Tank at Kalwa 299
Sdraj Narain ... ... 299
sHraJay the sun, a tattoo-mark 244
Sdras^nas, the ... ... ... ... 173
Sui^shtra, countty of Sani, 66;— and the

Kshatrapas 173

Surat, Suratt 15S, 321

Surenu, ^fe of Martancla . 4 . w. ... 63

fetlrpdraka, see SupS-rd ... App. 16

Surphoji, son of Ekojiof Tanjor, 187 ; —3rd
Raja of Tanjor, 194; — 11th Raja ... 195

SArya, the sun, 61; — representations of,

62 ;
—* other names of 63, 90

Sdiya-garliha-Mra 81 n.

SOryaloka, place 90

Sdryamati, queen App. 50 n.

Susa, c., and the Aramaic script ... App, 20

Susthana P Good resting place ... 80

si^trd, a. kind of bracelet ... ... ... 120
sutra or SarayantraTcafSivmgs App. 95
8Mras in Stdpas, found at GopalpUr 175

MradhdrOf stone-mason, App. 101 ;
— or

tvashid*,* ... ... 102 and n.

Bdtraveskianam App. 98 n.

mva, paroquet, 227 £. ;
— U~pdn%vo^ of par-

rots, as tattoo mark ... 283

Suvarchala, wife of Sdrya 63

suvannapaUa^ gold plates, as writing ma-
terials ... ... ... ... ... App. 5

Suvarna-dtpa-saifaghdrdna, place ... 80

rxv, ... ... ... ... 83

Svamin, Kshatrapa title 163—165
Svamukhas, Dog-headed people 83
Svargay a heaven 90^ 300
SoGf^QS'iddhdifitcicJKifbdir'ikcbif work on Sanskrit
grammar, by Srinivasa-Dikshita 176

a tattoo-mark, 239
; symbol ... App. 901

Svat, Subhavastu, liv.

SvayambhO, Brahman 310
Svitambara and Digambara Jainas, distinc-

tions between them 330 f

.

Swat, Kharoshtht inscrip, from ... App. 88 n.

Syagros, cape in Arabia ... H
Syam, Siam 201, 253, 258, 320
Syamers, natives of Siam 320
Sylvain Devi’s Notes on the Indo-Scythians,

10 , 11 0 ff ;
— the Kharoshthi writing and

its Cradle, 79 — Some Terms employed
in the Inscriptions of the Kshatrapas ... 163

Syiians of Zochin ... ... ... App. 75

ia= taWy Kharosthi sign ••• App, 13, 22
Tacitus and Ahdagases 15 n.

idda or tdldy the Barassus finhelliformis

,

its

leaves as a writing material ... .m App. 94

taddtvdya App. 27

iddi or tdU, Corypha umhraculiferaj its leaves

as a writing material ... App. 94

Tadvi Bhildlds, tattooing among •4* ••• 305

tael, taile, a weight ... ... ••• 320

T*ai-t*soung, emperor ... .*• ... ... 112

Tdjik, tribe in Afghanistan ... ••• 147

Tdkart or Takkari, a variety of the Sarada

alphabet ... ... App. 57, 75

iakhallushy pen-name ... 1

Takhti, case in which a ra^A, q.v,, is enclosed. 120

Takht-i-Bahi inscriptions of Gondophares, 13,

15, App 25

Takkasila, TakshasilS, tn. *. ... ... 41

Takla Mafcan, dist. ••• S2

TakshasilA, the town of Taxil^s ••• 83,111

Talgund (Sthdnakundiftra) Prasasti of Kuhja,

App. 64n^ 101 n.

Talimata guild coins .•• ... ... App. 9

tallytty cymbals, Singh. ... ... ... ... 209

tal-w^trdy a marriage ceremony ... 120

tamarin, tamarind, a tree and its fruit ... 322

Tamil,the vernacular of Rdmabhadra-Dikshiia,

129; — alphabet, its probable deiivation,

App. 62, 73 and n., 74—76 numerals ... 83

iamvtattamay kettle-drum, Singh 209

famjpaldy Nothosoeruva hrochiata^ Singh. ... 209

tdmrapatay tdmrapattra, fdMraMsana, copper-

plates, as engraving plates, App. 95; the

oldest ... ... •• ••• *•*
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Tanassaree, Tenasserim, district 322
Tandatevan, claiioanb for the chiefship of
Ramnad 182

Tan’g dynasty 80
Tanjor, and R^mabhadra-Dikshita, 126, 134,

176, 186, 188 ;
— and Appa Dikshita, 192 ;

—
pedigree of the Rdjas of 194 f.

Tanjore Catalogue, by Dr, Burnell, 134 ;
—

mistakes in

tank, tanke, a pond 322
tankavijndnasdUn, an ‘ expert in the art of

incising’ (letters) App.lOln.
Tantric doctrines, influence on Tibetan

Buddhism ... 3IO
Tao-cheu, author

Tao-siiien, author 114^ II3
tardjvdi a balance, a tattoo-mark 249
tardjwdrit bnde’s visit ... 120
Tarakkis, Ghilzais tribe, and tattooing ••• 147
Tarana, wife of TulajAji of Tanjor 195
Tardnatha, Tibetan historian ... ... 311
Tarpan-Dighi inscription, of Lakshmansena,

App. 58 f.

tarra, tarrah, Indian firman, for letters

patent in Siam 322
tarra, a small coin in Queda 322
Tartabania =Tertia, q,v 15 n
Tartaria ...

iarwi, Urdu doM, water mixed with curds ... 100
Tarwo Ralai, vil. in Shingak ... 100
Tashi-lhunpo, Tibetan monastery 312
tattooing of females at Vindhydchal near

Mirzdpore, U. Prov., 117; among the
Ghilzais, 147 f. ;

— in Central India, 219 fE.,

237 fE., 280 fE., 301 fi*.
; Bundelkhand

or Eastern Section, 222 fE. Mdlava or
Western Section, 287 ff. tattoo-marks
from the Dhdr State, 242 fE.;— from
Maksddangarh State, 280 fE.

;
— on Mdlavi

women, 284 1 -^on SOdra women from the
Dakhan, 285 ;

— from Bhopal State, 286
;
-r-

in Narsinghgarh State, 288 ;
— the Jungle

Section, marks from the Jobat State,
301 f

;
— from Barwdni State ... 303 fE.

tattumdru, alternate system of division ofW, Singh

Tauriaensis, writing ^pp go
Taw — ta, Kharoshth sign ... ^pp. ,3 gg
iawix, amulet

22q
Taxila, Takshasila, modem Shah-Deri, coins

from, App. 8
, »2; -aod Kharoshthi docu-

ments, 18 j— copper-plate, 21 n., 25, 29, 76^d n., 94, 96 and n.; - gold plate with
Kharoshthi inserip. found near the i-uins

App. 95

Taylor, Is., and the origin of Brdhmi, App 9
10, 12 ;

— of Kharoshth! I9 n
Tche-yen, monk

80 n'
Tehen-t’an = China-sthana
Teima inscriptions, App. 20—23; numerals

*'• •" ••• ••• ... ,. 77
Telugu, lang., 123, 126 j- and Kanarese

alphabet App. 65 ff
Tepapanthis, for Thdidpanthis, Jaina sect ...330 fp.

Terrien de Lacouperie, M , and Kharosh-

Tertia, Treptia, wife of Mesdeos ... 15 ^
Tevanika, Trtvarna ...

... 151
Temniputtrasya, in Pabhosa inscrip. App. 30
thakmji ki charan, a tattoo-mark 288
Thammudaean or Lihyanian alphabet ... App. 10
than, sporting ground of evil-spirits ... ... 120
Thand, near Bombay, the Prablius of 98
Thandii. festival

Thaaesar,tn

Thdneswar temple
,,, 93

th^goy inheritance by gift, Singh I44
Thirdpanthis, Tdrapanthis, Jaina sect, their
method of worship

Thomas, E., and the origin of Kharoshthi,

App. 9, 19, 24
Thomas, St., and India, 10 ; sold to Abbanes,

11
; —and Kalamine, 12 ;

— legend of, 15 n,;— and Calamina
Thomas’s Mount, St., in Madras 317
Thome, St., Thoma, Mylapore, c. ...202, 204, 317
Thon-mi or Sambhota, Tibetan trader. App . 16
thushnim, bath

Tiastanes orChastana, ancestor of the Ksha-

App. 41
Tibet, the people of, 83 f., 172 5

— the land
of sacerdotal power, 309

;
— and the Dalai

Lama, 314
;
— alphabet of ... App. 16, 24, 60

Tibetan translation of the Matnamdlikdt v,;

some remarks on one of its fliial verses and
its colophon

Tickell, Ool. and the lang. of the Hos of

Singbhum 121
ticull, tical, a weight and coin 322
it&a, a tattoo-mark 302
til~anjalif as an offering 300
Ti-lo-feu-ho (grotto or lake) 81
Tinnevelli, and the Grantha alphabet... App. 62
tipkd or ddnd, dot, a tattoo-mark 243, 304
Tippa-Dikshita, father of Chokkandtha-Dtk-

sliita 130
Tiridates, k 15
tirisdraya, Buddha’s mandopla ... ... 145

Tii-thankaras or Jinas 331
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Tritin^lli copper-plates of Kochin ... App. 75

TiruvisamalJiir or feabajimaliai ajapuram,

' village granted to scbolars by feAbaji

I. 130, 182, 179

Tissa, k. of Ceylon

Tivara, k. of Kosala, inscrips, of

Todab Bbim, vil in Jaipur

toddy, palm wine

Tombolee riv., now the E-dpnarayan ...

Tomyris, Skytbian queen

TondamAn, k. of Pudukkottai

tootnague, tootanagga, ‘ white copper ’

China

App. 33

App. 64

... 79

... 323

... 323

...14n

... 182

of

... 323

Tor mina’s Kura inscription App. 47

Torana bearing Mathura Jaina inscription,

^ 153 ;
— of Bbaraut App 32

Torkhede, BashtrakHta copper-plate... App. 83 n

totemism in Kurram, doubtful traces of ... 100

i^tlcd. a rite ••• 1^0

Traikiltakas, their inscrips and the Southern

Alphabets
^

App. 63

Traividya, an appellation of a Jain named

Srutakh'ti, q.v, 279

Tranquebar, Trincombar, Dutch fort ... 323

Mpitaka or Sk, traipitaka, Mpitakdy^,

39 and n.

Treptia= Tertia, q. v. ... 15 n.

Tressletore« Trevitore pagoda near Madras... 323

tribal migrations ^
Tribhuvanam, vil. south of SAhajirajapuram. 134

Trichinopoli and the Grantha alphabet ... App. 62

trident, a tattoo-mark

Trigarta, Jalandhar •••

Trimukha, Taksha

Trincombar, see Tranquebar .. ... •••

Tripatty, Tixupatti, find of copper-plates at;

App. 95

THpitahcif Japanese edition, 80, 82; -^Cey-

lonese, and the use of writing ... App. 4

Triratm symbol, the trident ... ... App. 90

kmu, 58 ;
— a tattoo-mark 248, 303

Triritore, see Tressletore ... *23

Tryambakadlivami, author of Stridharriva,

&c.

TryamhakAmdtya-Dikshita ('i

hakarao Peshva)

tsade:= ca, a Kharoshthi sign

Ts’al Khadampa monastery .

Tsang, Tibetan province

Tse'-Oang Arabdan, chief

Ts’in King, an envoy ...

Tsing-fa, monastery of... .

Tsing-tsing-pei-ngan, tn. <

hTson-kha-pa, founder of

Lamas •••

302

83

332

323

the

184

e., Tryam-

... 192

... App. 22

311

312

313

... ... 11^

80

... ... 81

dGe-lugs-pa
311 f

.

Tukk6.]i, k., 182, 184, 186; .— 4th Baja of

Tanjor ... ... 194

iukU or Wmdd, a tattoo-mark ... 226, 228

Tula Ram 75

Tula-Kavdri-Mahdtmya, the S.

Tulajaji, 4th EAja of Tanjor, 194; — 9th

Raja “^95

tulas% plant 91

tuU or tiblikd, probably a brush ... App. 98

tul&i kaydrz^ Tulsi plant, a tattoo-mark. 240, 245 f.

Turagananas, Horse-faced people 83

Tiiramaya for Ptolemaios App. 16

turbat, ^‘^3

Turi, tribe ... 100

Turks or Tibetans

Turushkas, tribe 14 n., 1/2

Tusita, heaven, Singh 59

Tutacree, Tuticorin, Dutch factoi*y in S,

India ... -

tdaslitd or s'idradlidra,2i stone-mason... 102 and n.

Tvastri, wife of Silrya

Uchchakalpa, kings of, App. 47 n ;— plates. .. 53

TJchchan^gari Saklid *. ••• 85, 36 n., 37, lOo

UchhAr, covering of the Grciifith Sdhib ... 120

TJdahhdnda, capital of GandhAra Ill

Udaya, an early writer; hut possibly the

name is Yimalodaya ..^269

TJdayagiri inscription ... ...App. 40 n., 4/, 64

Udayavarman of MAlva, Paramara, k. ... App. 52

Udaypur Prasasti insciips, App. 51, 5d

Uddesa — Wu-ti-shi, 81

mdhisht-Vrata, eleventh stage of the Jainas. 331

Uddiydna, co. ...

Udehikiya, ... ••• 109n.

TJdepur, inscription found at ... ... App. 81 n.

Ddupila, village faction in Ceylon ... 60

Uianff Salang, Janselone or Jxmk-Oeylon ... 88

Ujjain, tn. ...

Ujjayam, Ozene, port H ^ » ^72, 1/4

ulumdi devil-bird, Singh. ...

Umeta plates App. 51 n.

XJmr Khdin, Chief ••• ••• *

Undopherru, Induphrru, Gondopheres ... 15

unmilita, wtkirna, engraver

XJpadhmdniyci ••• ••• ••• •^PP' * ’

Upainishads ••• •••

XJpper-Roger, Pali, ujpardja, Skr. ywa-raja,

heir-apparent ... ••• ••• •"

Uragas, gods ...

Urkhari Kalai, sept ...

XJrhUrl, vegetable

"Orvasi, nymph ... ...
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Usanas or Sukra, q^v 65

Ushavadata, son-in-laTv of Naliapana, 169 ;
—

or Usabhadata ... ...App, 42 and n,, 43

%tMrna, seeunmilita App. 102

Uttama-maitrt — Supreme benevolence ... 81

Utfcaraobampti, by Yeukatakrishna, 180 f , 184 f.

Y^cbaspati, g 90

Yadhamana— Vardhamdnat image of. 34, 35 n., 36

Yaxdyadeva^s land-grant App. 58

Yaidyanatba, author of tbe Faribhdshdr-

thasamgraha ... 178

Yaidyanatha-Dikshita, author of the Smri-

timultdphala, &c., 126; — son of Bama-
bhadra-Dikshita 129

Yaihika, Jaina female, in Mathura inscrip. ... 106

Yaijayanti or Banavasi, the Kadambas of,

App. 65, 101 n
Vaikuntha, heaven 90

Yaisakh, month ... ... ... 13

YaisMi= Pi-ohe-H, 80, 81 and n. ; visited by
Wang Hiuen-tse 112

Yaisya, caste of Chandra, 64 ;
— of Mercury. 65

Yajrabddhi, monk 80 n.

Vajrdchdryas, as copyists App. 100
Yajvahasta’s grant App. 69 f.

Yakataka inscriptions App. 64 1
Yakpati II., Paramara k., his copper- plate

inscrips.
^

App. 50
Yal^, Yaiabhi, tn., finds of copper-plates near,

App. 99
Yalabhi kings, 172; — plates, App. 46 n.,

. 62 — 64,. 80 n., 83, 96, 99 and n., 100, 101
bears, Singh ... 145

Tallam Cave inscription App, 74 n.

Yanchh^svara, author oi the EiranyaMHya-

sutravydkhydna 134^ 184
Vani-Dindori copper-plate App. 50
Y^nias, traders App. 16 f., 100
Vdnijja^ Vdniyato, Sthdniya, 37 ; for Thdnijja

... 109
vard^ ornament, tattoo-mark 227
varadmnudrd, attitxide 64—66
'^ar^ha.g

YarS^ha-Mihira, astronomer, 83j—-and the
use of numerals, App. 82 ;

— use of names
of things, &c., for numerals ...App. 83, 86

Vdrana, or CMrana ... 40^
Yaratakshitindra, ancestor of the rajas of

^anjor^,. ‘

Vardhamana, Tirthakara 35^ 152 f,

Yarma dynasty of Kashmir, coins of.,. App. 57
m'i'naka, ivooden pen App. 5^ 98
Varnandrhavarnam and Matricheta ... 31

mrnavao'tihd, ^grohsihly a. brush ... App. 93
mrnikd, for varnaka, q. v App. 5, 98

Vdsavadattd of Subandhu and the use of the
Brahmi nought, App 82 and n.

;
— on the

use of skins as a writing material, 95,
97, — and the use of Upi kara Iqq

Vdsishtha DJiarmastUra and the use of writ-
ing during the ‘ Yedic " period ... App. 3

Vasithipute, S^takarni k. ... 169 f , 172, App. 43
vds4, meaning of 169 n
Vasudeva, king, 14 and n., 15; — possibly
= Mazdeo, 16, 106, 109, App. 32, 40 n. ;

—
he is to be placed contemporaneously with
Gondophernas App. introd. 3

Yasudeva-Dikshita, author of the Bdla-
mandramd, &c, 186, 187

Yasumihira, in Mathura inscrip. I54
Yasushka and Yasudeva. 14 n., 106, 107

and n., App. 40
Yatapi or Badami Chalukya inscrips. App. 65—67
Vatasvaka, on a coin App. 9

Yatican papyrus App. 77
Yatteluttu script ... App. 62, 73 and n., 75
Vdyupmdna, the MS. of App. 99
Y^dakavi, author of the Jivdnandanandtaka,

&c. •** ••• ... ‘I81, 183
Vedungas App. 3
Yedanta philosophy

YIdarasi, a Brahman 91 f.

Yeddahs, Ceylon race 236
Yedic Jyotisha, and names of things for

numerals App. 83
veece = viss, q. v 324
veli udadamd, oath, Singh 144
Vengi, inscrips App. 65, 66, 68

Yenkaji, see Ekoji 194

Yenkatakrishna-Dikshita, author of the

JSfateSavijayakdvya 179 f.

Yenkat^svara-Kavi, author of the Unddini-

ghantu 128, 131, 134 n., 138, 176
Yenus, planet, 61;— or Sukra, representations

of, other names of 65

Y6ppattur, vil., east of Sahajirdjapuram ... 134
Yerdwal image inscrip App. 90 n.

Yerbal Cross-Index to Yule’s Hobson-Jobson,

27 ff., 93 ff., 210 m> 290 ff.

Yeriya, feakkfi 105

Vidyddhara, writer App. 99

Yidyanagara or Vijayanagara, inscrips. of

the kings of ... App. 51

Yidyavati, Brahman woman 91 f,

Yigraha II., Chahamana k., App. 50; — JY.,

fragments of plays by him
,

... App. 97
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vijMnika App. 102 n.

mjaurS, ornament, a tattoo-mark ... 226, 228
Vijaya, 1st king of Ceylon ... 207
Vijayabhatt^rika, Ohalukya k. ... App. 62
Yijaybuddhavarman, Pallava k , 170 f.;—bis

land grants ... ,,, ,,, -^pp*

Vijayanagara,tn.,App. 46 ;
— orVidyanagara,

51, 96
Yijayaragbunatba, Marava chief of Ramnad. 182
vijndnika or silpiiii an artisan App. 102
Vikrama era, founded by Kanisbka; see

Malava Vikrama era, App, introd. 3 and
n. ;

— Samvat 1418 (A. D. 1361-62), date
of cotton cloth inscrip. App, 93

YikramMitya,k.,lln.,98 V., App., 51 I,

App. 65;—-II , App 71 £.

Vikriti, wife of Surphoji of Tanjor ... 194
Yimala, or possibly Yimalodaya

;
an early

author ... 269
Yimala, a writer to whom the Sv^t^mbara
Jains attribute the Ratnamdhkd 199

Yimalodaya, see Yimala 269
vindni ... ... ... ... ...App. 102 n.

Vinat6ya, see Periyappi.-Kavi ... 178, 185
Vtndmj stringed instrument, Singh 209
Yinaya School, in China, 114f ;

— MvS of...App. 94
Yin^yakapala, Mah^raj, of Mahodaya ... App 61
Yinayapitaka, App. 5 and n.,* bears witness

'

to use of wooden boards as writing
material App. 93

Ymdhya, mts. ... ... ... App. 34, 61
Vindhyachal, mts

, 98 n.
; near Mirzapur,

female tattooing at • «a *•* 117
Yinzai, godling • •• 98 n.
Yiper and Cobra, Singh, story... • •• ... 231
vira, a Brdhmana ... ... 149
Yira B^vaji, see Bh^jt ... 194i

Yira MMoji, see Mallojt t ti ... 194
virdma, the first App. 48, 56, 59, 73,75
Yiranacharya, tvasta, wi-iter of the grants of _

Achyutaraya and others ... App 102 n.

YiranarAyana, a biruda of Amoghavarsha I.,

197, 261, 264, 266, 267

Yirgin Mary and St. Thomas ... 13
viridu kiyanavd, extempore verses, Singh. ... 207

Yisaladeva or Visvamalla, a Ohalukya

k. ... ••• ... ••• App. 99

Visarga App. 41, 56, 73, 89 and n.

Yisesh§,vasyaka, the App. 77 n.

m$hat, betrothal ... 120

Vishnu, 59, 60, 65, 91, 145, 219 n.;— avatdrs

of ... •*. ... ••• 312

Yishnuvardhanal., Ohalukya k ,
inscriptions

of ... ... App. 65

Yispanthis, Jaina sect, their form of worship. 330

viss, veece, S. Indian Indo-Chinese weight ... 324
Yisvamalla, see Visaladeva App. 99
TisvIsvarMlivann, tutor of V^sudevadlis-arLa. 1S7
Yisv^svara-Dikshita

..

Yizagapatam, Yizegapatam,* in Madras,

324, App 62 ; — plates ...

Yizan= Wizan, q v
Vrata, second stage Jaina
Yridachadasya, of Mathur^ inscription
Vriddhahasti, of Mathura inscription
Yrihaspatih, planet

Yrishabha, mts. ...

Yyasa, 171;— son of Parasara, credited with
re-discovering the art of writing ... App. 1

186

69

14

... 331

107 n.

... 105

61

91

Wahala Bandara Deviyo, goddess, Singh. ... 60
Wall, poet, possibly SMisht 1
Wali Yakua, heroes, Singh 60
Waltair, VYattara, port of Vizagapatam ... 324
Wardak vase inscription, App. 19, 24 n., 25, 76 n.

Wardle (Sir T.), The Leek Post ... 98 and n.
Waterfowl, Greese and Woodpecker, Singh.

Story 230
Wattara, see Waltair 3-24

watura vedilla^ squirts, Singh. ... 203
Wkv or great well at Adalaj ... 62
WaWj va, Kharoshthi sign ... ... App. 22
Weber, A., on the origin of Brahmi, and Kha..

roshthi, App. 9, 12, — and the Semitic

alphabet, 16 n., 20 n,, and word-numeials ... 83
Wei, the 113, 115

well, a tattoo-mark ... ... ... 286, 302

w6ndf waterstand, a tattoo-mark ... ... 308
Wesamnnu Raja, king of spirits, Singh. ... 57, 60

Western India, the early alphabet of ... App. 62

wheat grains, a tattoo-mark 286

Wijen, Pahlavi for Vizan ... ft* ... 15

Wild tribe section of C. India, tattooing

among ... ... 219,301
Wira Munda Deviyo, g , Singh. ... ... 60

Wizan, Yizaa, son of Mazdeo ... 14

wooden boards as writing materials in

India •«. ... ... ... ... App> 5, 93

woolock, clocks, hoolak, a boat 87

word -numerals App. 83

words, the grouping of, in inscriptions ... App. 88

writers of inscriptions, &c
;
various names

for them ... App, 100

writing in India, its antiquity and origin,

App. 1 ;
— literary evidence of its use,

3 ; — origin of the Brahma alphabet, 9 ;
—

time and manner of the borrowing of the

Semitic alphabet, 15 ;
— the Kharoshthi

script, how it was deciphered, 18 ;
— origin.
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19, — details of derivation, 20 ;
— varieties,

the archaic, 25 ;
— changes in the later

varieties, 27 ;
^— the ancient Br^hmi and

Dravidi from about B C. 350 to about

A.B. 350, how it was deciphered, 29;—
the older Maurya alphabet, its geographic

cal extension and use, 33 ;
— the Dravidi of

Bhattiprolu, 38 ;
— precursors of the

northern alphabets, alphabet of the North-
ern Xshatrapas, of the Xushana inscrip-

tions, 40; — precuisors of the southern al-

phdbets, alphabet of the Kshatrapas of Malva
and Gujarat, 41 ;

— of the cave inscriptions

of the Western Dekkan and the Konkan,

42; — of the Jaggayyapeta insciiptions,

42
;
— of the Pallava Prakrit land-grants,

44 ;
— Northern alphabets from about

A. D 350, definition and varieties, 44 ;
— the

so-calJed Gupta alphabet of the 4th and
6th centuries, A D, varieties, 46;—cha-

racteristics of the epigia[)hic Gupta alpha-

bet, 47;— the acute-angled and N^ari
types, 49 ;

— details of the changes in the

NSigaii alphabet, 52; — fearada alphabet,

57; — Eastern varieties of the Mgari al-

phabet and the arrow-headed script, the
Proto-Bengdli, 58 ;

— Nepalese hooked cha-

racters, the arrow-headed alphabet, 60 ;
—

Southern alpabets, definition and varieties,

61 Western script, 62 ;—script of 0. India,

64;— the Kanarese and Telugu alphabet,

65 ;
— the Old-Xanarese, 68 ; —-later Kalinga

script, 69 ;
— Grantha alphabet, varieties,

70;*—Tamil, 73 ;—Vatteluttu, 75 ;—numeral
notation, numerals of the Kharoshthi, 76;—
of the Brahmi, the ancient letter numerals,

77 ;—decimal notation, 82 ;
—word-numer-

als, 83 ;
— numeral notation by letters,

86; — external arrangements of inscrip-

tions and manuscrifjts, 87 — writing

materials, libraries and writers, birch-bark,

92; — cotton-cloth, wooden boards, 93;—
leaves, 94; — animal substances, metals,

95 ;
— stone and brick, 96 ;— paper, ink, 97

;

pens, pencHs, &c., 98 ;— preservation of
manuscripts and libranes, 98 ;

— of copper-
plates, 99 ;

— treatment of letters 100
Wu-k^ong

Wurdag tribe and tattooing ... ... ] 47
Wu-ti-shi, Udde^a, mt. si

Xerxes^ war against Greece App. 2
XOPANo = Kushana

Yadavas, their inscriptions ... ...App, 51, 9G
Tajilenaiayana-Dikshita, author of the SdJiitya-

ratndkarakdvya ... ... ^34
Yajnarama-Dxkshita, father of E^mabhadra-

Dikshita ... ... 428
YajSavalkya ...

Yajuesvara-Dikshita, alias of Bala-Dikshita. 186 f
Yajnasvaradhvarin, contemporary of Rama-
bhadra-Dikshita

yahnim atullat hunting, Singh.

yaksabandanaya, demon, Singh.

Yakshas, goblins, 90 ;
— and Yakshinis

yamm, yam, a vegetable

Tama,
Yama Eakshayd, Takku, Singh., demon,

58, — purusba, messenger of death
Yana Satakarni k. *•* mmt

yaritraf amulets, Singh.

Yarkand, a tabfcoo-mark

Yasodaman, Kshatrapa k
Yatipila, village faction in Ceylon ...

ydttrd oru, fishing-boat, Singh.

Yavandliyd, or yavanfiniya, identical with

178

146

57

332

324

66

165

169

56

288

163

60

147

yamndni, writing of the Greeks ... App. 2, 8
Havanas

12, App! 2
Yavauasatakam, translations from Greek

Poets ••• 324 jBf.

Tayati • •• ... 172
Yellow-Caps • •• ... 114
Yin-yi, the, of Huei-yuan

80, 81
Yi-ts’ang-yen meu-ni, a holy man 81 n.
Yi-tsang-kuang-ming, place ... ... 81
Yod, ya, Kharoshthi sign App. 22
yoturndna, ladle, Singh.

• «* ... 145
Young, dist, in China ... ••• • •• ... Ill
Yraforum, Eleforum, &o., cap. of Gondo-

phares ••• ••• ••• • •• 12 n.

Yuan-ho ... ••• ••• ... 82
Yue-tchi, the

- tm 113—116
Yule’s Hobson-Jobson, Verbal Cross-Index to,

27 ff., 93 ff., 210 m, 290 ff.

Yu-t’ien, Khotan, kingdom ••• .*• 81 n.

Ytisufzai district and Bakhshdli MS. ••• App. 57
Yu-tien, Khotan *«« ... 116

zain, ja, Kharoshthi sign ... ff «• App. 22
Zarathushtra, and Kharoshthi ... 80
Zeda inscriptions ••• App. 25
Zeran ,,, «•« ... 100
Zoroaster ... * • •• 11 n.

Zubal, Saturn
• •• ... 79

Zulfikar Kh^n ... 189

Zuzanes ; Luzanes, son of Mazdeo ••t 14 and n.



INDIAN PALEOGRAPHY
FROM ABOUT B. C. 350 TO ABOUT A. D. 1300

BY

G. BUHLER.

I. THE ANTIQUITY OE 'WRITING IN INDIA AND THE ORIGIN OF THE
OLDEST INDIAN ALPHABET.

§ 1.— The Indian tradition.^

The tradition of both the orthodox and the heterodox sects of India ascribes the inyention

of writing, or at least of the chief script, to the creator Brahma, and thereby claims it as a

national invention of the remotest antiquity. The former view is found in the Narada-Smrti,^

a redaction of the ManusamhitS (mentioned by Bana about A. D. 620), and in Brhaspati’s

Yarttika on Mann,® as well as in Hiuen Tsiang^ and in the Jaina Samavayahga-Sutra (tradi-

tional date about B, 0. 300), the account of which latter work is repeated in the Panmvana-

Sutra (traditional date B, C. 168).5 The stoiy is also indicated in the representations of

Brahma at BadSmi of about A. D. 580, where the deity holds in one of his hands a bundle of

palm-leaves,® for which in later representations an inscribed sheet of paper is substituted.^

The story, according to which in particular the Indian script running from the left to the

right is an invention of Brahma (FavC)^ is told in full in the Chinese Buddhistic Fawanshulin.®

The two Jaina works mentioned above, and the Lalitavistara,® indicate its existence by naming

the most important script hambhi or hrahml. These traditional statements make it advisable to

adopt the designation BraJiml for the characters in which the majority of the Asoka edicts are

written, and for their later developments.

Berunii® mentions a slightly different story. He says that the Hindus once had forgotten

the art of writing, and that through a divine inspiration it was rediscovered by Yyasa, the son

of Parasara. Accordingly, the history of the Indian alphabets would begin with the Kaliyuga,

In B. C. 3101.

While these myths tend to show that the Hindus had forgotten the origin of their alphabet

in early times,— perhaps already about B. C. 300, but ceitainly before the beginning of our

era,— there are some other portions of them traditions which possess a greater and a positive

value. The two Jaina Sutras referred to above, contain a list of 18 separate alphabets ; and

the Lalitavistara^^ enumerates 64 scripts which are said to have existed in the time of Buddha.

Several among the names of the two lists agree, and there are in particnlar four which, as

may have been already recognised, have a claim to be considered authentic and historical.

5 B.XS. Ill®, SIS'
—

^85; oomp. Aneodota Oxon., Aryan Series, I, 3, 67; B.BSIP. 6; A. Lunwie, Yavanain, gitz.

Ber. Bobm. Ges! d. Wias. 1893, IX., and the works quoted by Dr. Bubneui*.

a SBE. 23, 58 f. ^ SBE. 23, 304. * Siyuki 1, 77 (Bsan). « W.IS. 16, 280, 399.

• lA. 6 366 PI. ^ Moob, Hindu Pantheon, PI. 3, 4 ; AB. 1, 243. * BOB. 1, 59.

• Sansk. text, 143 (Bibl. Ind.), and the Chinese translation of A. B. 308.
^

« India 1, 171 (SxcHi.u).

loc. cit . ; a third list, wilh about 30 mostly very corrupt names, in the Mahavastu 1, 135 CSbeabt).
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Besides the hrahml or bamhhiy which is the parent of all the still existing alphabets of India,

two more can be identified with known scripts. The kharosihi or Jcharoiihi is, as the Fawan-
shnlin states,^ the TOting running from the right to the left, invented hj one Kharosfeha,
‘‘ Asa-lip,”^ ig tbe same character which European scholars formerly used to call Bactrian,

Indo-Bactrian, Bactro-Pali, Ariano-Pali, &o. The dravidl or ddmili of the lists is very [2] prob-

ably the partly independent variety of the Brahmi, which recently has become known throngh

the relic vessels from the Stiipa of Bhattiprolu in the Kistna district.^ Besides, the name
pvskarasdrl or pukTcJiarasdriya is certainly historical, as it is evidently connected with the

nomen gentile Pusharasadi or PausTcarasddi (with the Northern Buddhists Puskaramri) by which

one or several ancient teachers of law and grammar are mentioned in Panini's grammar,

Apastamba’s Dharmasutra, and other works. It appears not incredible that a member of the

family of Pusharasad may have invented a new alphabet or modified an existing one. The list

of the Jainas includes also the name yavamliyd or yavandniya, which is identical with yavandnl^

the writingof the Tavanas or Greeks,*’ of Panini (traditional date about B, C, 350).^ An
early acquaintance of the Hindus with the Greek alphabet may have been brought about by

the expedition of Skylax to North-Western India in B. 0. i)09, or by the fact that Indian and

Gandharian troops took part in Xerxes’ war against Greece,^ and even by an ancient com-

mercial intercourse. At all events, finds of Indian imitations of Attic drachmes with Greek

inscriptions teni to prove the use of the Greek alphabet in North-Western India before the

time of Alexander.®

As*some names of the Jaina list are thus shown to be ancient by the results of epigraphic

researches and by Panini, as well as by the agreement of the independent tradition of the

Northern Buddhists, the list is not without historical value. And it may be considered at least

highly :probable that a fairly large number of alphabets was known or used in India about

‘B. 0. 300, The exact number, 18, which the Jainas mention, must however be taken merely

as conventional, as it frequently occurs in traditional statements.

An extract from the lost Dr^tivada of the Jainas also gives some further account of the

ancfeht BrShmi.^ It states that this alphabet contained only 46 radical signs, instead of the

tisu^Phuihber of '50 or 51. The letters intended are without a doubt : J, Ay I, J, 27, Uy Ey Ai,

O, MU (10), Am, Ah; fea, May ga, gha, hay ca, choyja (20), jha, ha, fa, tha, day^dha, na, ia, tha^

da (pS)y dMy'na, fa, pha, hay bba, nua, ya, ra, la (40), va, sa, sa, sa, ha, la
;
while the 'mdtrka$

P, By L, L, and the ligature lasa, which in later times was often erroneously considered

a mdtrkdy were excluded. The four liquid vowels are wanting also in the alphabet of the Lalita-

vistara,® and in that of the modern elementary schools. In the latter the instruction is based

on the so-called Bdrakhadl (Skt, dvddaSaksari), a table of the combinations of the consonants with

the twelve vowels mentioned above, e, g,, lea, led, to ham, leak. The antiquity of the BdrakTiadi,.

which from its Mangala Om namah siddham is at present sometimes called Siddhdhfarasamdmndya

or SM(ihamdtrM, is attested by Hui-lin (A. D. 788—810),® who mentions it as the 'first of the

twelve/dw or ^cycles’ (evideiitly Hlufen ‘ Tsiang’s twelve with which the Hindu boys

began* their 'studies. Further evidence fbr the omission of the vowels B, B, L, L is famished

by SiubnTSiang’s 'remark^^ that the Indian alphabet of his time contained 47 letters (the last

one being probably the ligature lesa), and by the fragments of the incomplete alphabet of

^Asoka’s stone-masons at'Gaya,!^ whidh.may be restored as follows : A, *1, *7, *Ey.

'*AIy *Oy *AU (lO),'*Aw or ^Ah, Tea, ^Teha, ^ga, ^gha, ha, ^ca, oha, ^jha (20),’*w«, ^fa.

' 1 ’BOB. l, $9, a tJomp. W^KM. 9, 66, and B.IS. m U » Bl. 2, 323 ff.

Mahabhasya 2, 2204ICibi.ho»n). Herodotus, YII, 65, 66.

» B.^ t. Hbad, Oat. of &reek Coins : Attica, p. tSXL f., pp, 25-27. ' W.IS. 16, 281.

> Sansk. text, Bibl. Ind. 145 ^ 127. s B.IS. Ill 2
, 80.

Siyuki 1^8 (Bba,Ii) ; St- Julxbn, MSmoites des p&ldriitB JBouddbique® 1, 72, and note.

Sr/uki 1, 77. « B.IS. HI’, 31.
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ing that ? , f ,
and / are later additions to the original alphabet.^

§ 2, — Idterary evidence for the use of writing.

A. — Brahmanlcal lit^tnre.^

Among Vedic works, the Vasi§tha Dharmasutra, which according to Kimarila (abont
A. D. 750) originally belonged to a school of the Bgveda, and which is younger than the lost
Manava Dharmasutra but older than the existing Manusairihita,» offers clear evidence for the
widely spread use of writing during the “ Vedic” period. Vasistha in XVI, 10, 14—15 men-
tions written documents as legal evidence, and the first of these sutras is a quotation him an
older work or from the traditional lore. Further^ Panini’s grammar, which belongs to the
Vedangas, contains, besides the term yavanani mentioned above, the compounds lipikara and
Ubihara, ” writer ” (III, 2, 21), which sometimes have been rendered errroneonsly, against the
authority of the Kosas, by “ maker of inscriptions.”* In addition to these few certain passages,
the later Vedic works contain some technical terms, such as alcsara, Undo, patala, grantha, &c.^
which some scholars have quoted as evidence for writing. But others liave explained them
differently, and it is indeed not necessary to consider them as referring to written letters and
MSS.s Similarly, opinions are much divided with respect to the force of some other general
arguments for the early use of written documents and MSS,, drawn from the advanced state
of Vedic civilisation, especially from the high development of trade and the complicated
monetary transactions mentioned in Vedic works, from the use of prose in the Brahmaqas
from the collection, the methodical arrangement, the numeration, and the analysis of the
Vedic texts, and from the grammatical, phonetic, and lexicographic researches in the
Vedangas.® Thongh some of these points, especially the first and the last, undeniably possess
considerable weight, they have yet not gained general recognition, as will always happen if an-
argvmentum ex imposeibili is used, even if it should be supported by fuller special enquiriesthan
Sanskrit scholars have hitherto devoted to these subjects.

While this kind of evidence will probably not be generally accepted very soon, it is to be
hoped that the argumentum ex dlentio^ — the inference that a Vedic work which does not
mention writing must have been composed when writing was unknown in India, — will be
dropped. The argumentum ex silentio is certainly not conclusive, because the Hindus even at

present, in spite of a long continued use of writing, esteem the written word less than the
spoken one, because they base their whole literary and scientific intercourse on oral com^
munieations, and because, especially in scientific [4] works, writing and MSS. are mentioned
very rarely. Though MSS., being Sarasvattmuhha, *Hhe face of the goddess of speech,"' are

1 B.IS. IIP, 33.
a B.rs. IIP, 6 f . ; M.M.HASIi. 497 ff. ; L.IA.®, 1. 1008 ff. ; B.BSIP. 1 ff. ; Wbbbb, Ind. Streifen 3, S48 f.

5 SBE. 14. XVII if. * 4, LXXII.
® H.M.HASL. 521 ff. ; Goldstugebb, E^kuava Kalpasutra, Intr. 14 | W.IS. 16 ff. j ,'lI.3d.RT.a, 4,

LKXll ff. „

' ‘

'« Whitnbt, Or. and Ling. St. 82 ; J.AOS. 6, 563 ; Bbkbbx, ZDMG. 11,347; Bomrnn^jaK, Bnll. Pet* Akad.
1859, 347 $ PiSCKBir and GBUDitjrBB, Vedisohe Stndien, 1, XXIII, XXVI; J. pAHuaCAVK, BaaMa^h. 185 ; against

these views, M.M3V.*, 4, loc. oit. ; Letter in Takaknsn’s transl. of Xtsing, X ff, ; W,JS. 5, leo. oit.
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iield sacred and are worshipped, the Yeda and the Sastras exist, even for the modern Hindn,

only in the month of the teacher, whose word has more weight than a written text, and they

can only he learned properly from a teacher, not from MSS. Even in onr days, the Hindus

esteem only the muhhastha vidya, the learning which the Pandit has imprinted on his memory.

Even in onr days, learned discnssions are carried on with reference to living speech, and even

the modern poets do not wish to be read, bnt hope that their verses will become ‘‘ ornaments

for the throats of the learned” (saidm hanthahhusma). As far as onr observation reaches,

this state of things has been always the same since the earliest times. Its ultimate cause

probably is that the beginning of the Hindu Sastras and poetry goes back to a time when

writing was unknown, and that a system of oral teaching, already traceable in the Rgveda,

was fully developed before the introduction of written characters. The reasons just stated

do not permit us to expect many traces of the use of writing in the works of the schools of

priests or Pandits, or to look in them for frequent references to letters and written documents.

But, on the other hand, there is nothing to bar the conjecture, repeatedly put forward, that,

even during the Vedic period, MSS. were used as auxiliaries both in oral instruction and on

other occasions. And, as an argument in favour of this conjecture, it is now possible to adduce

the indisputable fact that the Brahmi alphabet has been formed by phenologists or by gram-

marians and for scientific use.^

But such Brahmanical works as the Epics, Puranas, Kavyas, dramas, &c., which describe

actual life, or the metrical law-books which fully teach not only the sacred but also the civil

and criminal law, as well as compositions such as the Niti-, Natya-, and Kama-sastras which

exclusively refer to worldly matters, contain numerous references to writing and to written

documents of various kinds, and likewise evidence for the occurrence of MSS. of literary works.

Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to assert of any of the existing books of these

classes, — excepting the two Epics, — that they are older than the period to which the oldest

inscriptions belong. And even the evidence of the Epics may be impugned, since we cannot

prove that every word of their texts goes hack to a high antiquity. Professor Jacobi’s exami-

nation of the several recensions of the Ramayana has shown that the greater part of the verses,

now read, did not belong to the original poem.^ As far as is known at present, the MSS. of the

Mahabharata do not show equally great variations. But the existence of the majority of its

chapters can be proved only for tbe eleventh century A. D.^ Though the testimony of the

Epics can, therefore, only be used with due reserve, yet it is undeniable that their terms regard-

ing writing and writers are archaic. Like the canonical works of the Southern Buddhists,* they

use the ancient expressions KM, lehha^ lehhaka, and lehhana, not the probably foreign word Ujou

The most important passages of the Epics, concerning writing, have been collected in

the St. Petersburg Dictionary under the words mentioned, and by J. Dahlmanst, Das Maha-

bharata, 185 ff. Regarding the passages on writing in Manu, see the Index in Sacred Books of

the Bast, Vol. XXV, under “Documents,” and for the legal documents, described in the later

Smftis, see Vol. II. of this Encyclopedia, Part 8, Recht und Sitte, § 35. An interesting collec-

tion of statements regarding MSS. in the Puranas is found in Hemadri’s Danakhanda, Adhy. 7,

p. 544 ff. (Bibl. Ind.). The Xamasutra I, 3 (p, 83, Durgaprasad) enumerates ^usiUhavacdnc,
“ the reading of MSS.,” among the 64 kalas.

B.— Buddhistic literature.®

[5] More important than the testimony of the Brahmans is that of the Ceylonese Tripitaka,

where numerous passages bear witness not only to an acquaintance with writing, but also to

its extensive use at the time when the Buddhist canon was composed. Lehha, writing,”

' I Sfee below, p^e 17. ^ Jacobi, Das Bam. 3 ff. » Kiestp in B IS. II, 27 ff . * See below, under B,
* B.IS. m.®, 7 ^16 ; Oldbkbkeg, SBB. 13, BXXII ff. ; D'Anwis, Introd. to Kacoayana’s Gram, XXVI f.,

OXT f 72—103 *, ‘Wbbbb, Ind. Streifen 2, 337 ff.
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and lehliaka, a writer/* are mentioned in the Bhikkhn-Pacittya 2, 2, and in the Bhikkhanl-
Pacittiya 49, 2 ; and the former work praises writing as a branch of knowledge that is honoured

in. all countries. The Jatakas repeatedly speak of private^ and official^ letters. They also

know of royal proclamations,^ of which Mahavagga 1, 43 likewise mentions an instance
;
and

they narrate that important family affairs or moral and political maxims were engraved on gold

plates.^ Twice we. hear of debtor’s bonds (inapanna),^ and twice even of MSS. {potthaha),^

A game called akhhariM is mentioned repeatedly in the Yinayapitaka and the Nikayas,^ accord-

ing to Buddhaghosa, its main feature was that letters were read in the sky. The Para]ika

section of the Vinayapitaka (3, 4, 4) declares that Buddhist monks shall not “incise” (chind)

the rules which show how men may gain heaven, or riches and fame in the next life, through

particular modes of suicide. From this passage it follows (1) that the ascetics of pre-Buddhistic

times used to give their lay-disciples rules, incised on bamboo or wooden tablets, concerning

religious suicide, which the ancient Brahmans and the Jainas strongly recommended, and

(2) that the knowledge of the alphabet was widely spread among the people.

Finally, Jataka No. 125, and Mahavagga 1, 49,® bear witness to the existence of elemen-

tary schools, in which the method of teaching and the matter taught were about the same as in the

indigenous schools of modern India. The Jataka mentions the wooden writing-board [pkalaka\

known (as well as the varnaka or wooden pen) also to the Lalitavistara® and to Beruni,^® and

still used in Indian elementary schools. The passage of the Mahavagga gives the curriculum

of the schools, lehha^ ganand and rupay which three subjects, according to the Hathigumpha

inscription of the year 165 of the Maurya era,’-^ king Kharavela of Kalihga learnt in his child-

hood. Lehlidy of course, means “ writing,” and ganand^ arithmetic,” i.c., addition, substrac-

tion and the multiplication-table formerly called anfea and now while rwpa, liberally “forms,”

corresponds to applied arithmetic, the calculations with coins, of interest and wages, and to

elementary mensuration. These three subjects are still “the three B’s ” taught in the

indigenous schools called gdmtl ntsdl, pdihSdld, lelisad or toll.

These very plain statements of the Ceylonese canon refer certainly to the actualities of the

period between B. 0. 500-—400, possibly even of the sixth century.12 Their antiquity is

proved also by the fact that all the terms for writing, letters, writers,— cUndaih Uhkatt, lekhoy

hhlaTca^ ahJcTiara,— as well as nearly all the writing materials, wood or bamboo, panna or leaves,

and suvannapaita or gold plates, point to the oldest method of writing, the incision of the signs

in hard materials. All traces of the use of ink are wanting, though the statements of

Nearchos and Q. Curtius regarding the writing materials used at the time of Alexander’s inva-

sion (see below under C) make it very probable that ink was known in the fourth century B.O.,

and though au ink-inscription of the third or second century B. 0. is found on the inner side

of the lid of the relic vessel from StQpa No. III.' at Andher.^® Moreover, the Ceylonese books

are not acquainted with the words lipi, Uhiy dipi, dipati, dipapatiy lipihara and hbzkara for

“writing,” “ to write,” and ‘^writer,” of which the first six are fou.nd in the [6] Asoka edicts

and the last two, as stated above, in Panini’s grammar. Dipi and lipi are probably derived from

the Old Persian dipi, which cannot have reached India before the conquest of the Panjab by

Darius about B. 0, 500, and which later became lipi.'^^

1 BJS. Ill®, 7 £.

* B.IS. Ill®, 10 f.

T-B.IS. IIS®. 16,

10 India 1, 182 (Sachxu).
I® B.IS. Ill®, is ff, ,

Oldbkbero,

2 B.IS. Ill®, 8 £., 120. ® B.IS. Ill®, 10, 18.

s B.IS. Ill®, 10, 120. ® B.IS. Ill®, 120.

* B.IS. IIP, 13 ^ Sansk. text, 145 ; comp. BOB, 1, 50,

u Sixth Oriental Congress, 3, 2, 154.

Vinayapitaka 1, XXXIV ff. ; M. Mulubb, SBB. 10, XXIX ff-

CtrxNiNOHXM, Bhilsa Topes, p. 349, pi. 80, 6.

B.IS. Ill, 21 £. ,' WestebuAABP, Zwei Abhandl. 33.
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C. — Foreign Works.

To tlie last quarter of the fourth, century E. C, refer the statement of Nearchos ^

according to which, the Hindus wrote letters on well beaten cotton cloth, and the note of

Q. Curtins,® which mentions the tender inner bark of trees as serving the same purpose, and
clearly points to the early utilisation of the well known birch bark. The fact that, according
to these two writers, two different indigenous Indian materials were used in B. C. 327 325
shows that the art of writing was then generally known and was nothing new. To a slightly

later time belongs the fragment No. 36 a of Megasthenes,® which speaks of mile-stones indicat-

ing the distances and the halting places on the high roads. In another often discussed

passage,^ Megasthenes says that the Indians decided judicial cases according to unwritten
laws, and adds in explanation that they knew no ypafifiara and settled everything diro

According to the now usual interpetation, this statement has been caused by a misunderstand-

ing, Megasthenes took the term smrti, used by his informants, in the sense of

“memory,” while they meant it in the sense of “the sacred tradition concerning law,” or the

lawbooks,” which, according to Indian principles, can only be explained orally by one who
knows the Dharma,

§ 3.— Paleographic evidence.^

The results of a paleographic examination of the most ancient Indian inscriptions fully

agree with the literary evidence, which bears witness to the widely spread use of writing

during the fifth century B. 0. and perhaps even during the sixth. The characters of the Asoka
edicts, which have to be considered first, prove very clearly that writing was no recent inven-

tion in the third century B. 0. The alphabet of the edicts is not homogeneous. All the letters,

with the exception of U^jha, ha, na, tha, m, thaBiUd w a, have several often very dissimilar forms,

which are partly local and partly cursive varieties. The number of the variants of one letter

sometimes amounts to nine or ten. Thus plate II, 1, 2, cols. II—^XII, shows for A, 2[, no less than

ten forms, among which the eight most important ones may be placed here side by side ;
—

»

The first sign has hardly any resemblance to the last. But the sequence in the row shows
their connection and their development. The first seven owe their existence to a predilection

partly [7] for angles and partly for curves,— two mutually contradictory tendencies, which find

their expression also in the forms of other letters of pi. II, such as gha, da, da, la, &c. The
signs Nos. 1, 2, 3 of the series given above, are due to the first tendency, and Nos. 6, 7

to the second. Nos. 4, 5 show the transition from the angle to the curve, and No. 8 is

a cursive simplification of No. 6. These eight signs are not found in all the versions of

the Aioka edicts, but are divided locally as follows. The angular forms Nos. 1, 2, 3

appear only in the south, in Girnar, Siddapura, Dhauli, and Jaugada, side by side with

Nos. 4 to 7. And it must be noted that the latter are rare in Girnar and Siddapura,

but in the majority in Dhauli and Jaugada. In the versions discovered north of the

Narmada or the Yindhya, we find mostly only Nos. 4 to 7, but in Kalsi No. 8 also is common,

and it occurs a few times in Rampurva, Hence the angular forms of 4, 3, appear to be

specially southern ones, and they are no doubt also the most ancient. The first inference is

confirmed by a comparison of the most nearly allied inscriptions. The relic vessels from Kolha-

pur® and Bhatfciprolu (pi. II, cols. XIII—XY), and the oldest Andhra inscription from the

Nanaghat (pi. II, cols. XXIII, XXIV) again show the angular A, J[, either exclusively or

1 Strabo, XV, 717. 2 Hist. Alex. Yin, 9; comp. 0. MuIiUEB, Fragm. Hist, Graeo. S, 421.
3 0. Mullee, op. cit. 430.

* Frag. 27 ; 0. MuliiBE, op. oit. 421 ; Sohwxneeok, Megasthenes, p. 50, n. 48 j M.M.HASL. 515 f B.ESIP. 1 >

Xt.IA. H®, 724 ; Webee, Ind. Skizzen 131 f,

« B.IS. in®, 35-53. « B.ASBWI. No. 10, 39, plate.
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together with the mked forms Nos. 4, 5, while the numerous iusol^^s found further north
on the Stupas of Sanci and Bharahut, in Pabhosa and Mathura (pi. II, cols ZVIIIXX) on idre corns of Agathocles, and in the NEg^-uni cave (ph 0^^711!“;
ezther pure curved letters or mixed ones. An exception in Mahabodhi-Gayai is probably
explained by the fact that pilgrims from the south incised records of their donations at the
fam^ous sanctuary. Similar differences between northern and southern forms may be observed
in the easeot hlka,}a.,ma.m and 8a,2 and they are all the more important as the circumstances
under whicL. the Asoka edicts were incised did not favour the free use of local forms.^ But
the existence of local forms always points to a long continued use of the alphabet in which it
is observable.

^

Equally important is the occurrence of apparently or really advanced and cursive types
which for the greater part reappear or become constant in the later inscriptions. The
subjoined teble shows in line A the most important modem looking signs from the
edict's, and in line B the corresponding ones from later inscriptions.

A

B

ka. kha ga gha cha

H t L A
ja da

H + 'l

I 2 I A S ^ 1 S 9 10 11

da pa pha bha la va vt ss ha

^ ^ i L ii {>

A b ^
52 53 14 15 16 17 78 19 20 21 22

Four among these signs, Nos. 2, 7, 10, 21, are, as will appear further on,^ really archaic,

hut the remainder are partly secondary, partly tertiary cursive forms. To the last-mentioned

belong in particular Nos. 4, 8, 11, 15 and 19. [8] Among the letters from the later inscrip-

tions in line B, Nos. 9, 11, 12 and 19 appear in the Nagarjuni cave inscriptions of Asoka's

grandson Dasaratha
;
Nos. 2, 6—8, 10, 13—16 and 21 in Kharavela's Hathigumpha inscription

and in the oldest Andhra inscriptions, Nasik No. 1 and Nanaghat, as well as in the archaic*

Mathura inscriptions, all of which documents belong to the period between about B. C.

170 and 150. Nos. 1, 3 and 22 are still later, and occur first in the inscriptions of the

Kusanas from Mathura and in the Andhra and Abhira inscriptions from Nasik of the first

and second centuries A. P. Occasionally the Asoka edicts show also the short top-stroke,

the so-called Sen/, which is so characteristic for the later alphabets and causes numerous

modifications.® Very commonly, too, appear the upward strokes for medial a and e, the

cursive rounded 4 ( in Girnar sometimes not distinguishable from a ), more rarely the later

straight o-stroke, and once a looped o.® Finally, the Anusvara sometimes stands, as is

generally the case in later times, above the letter after which it is pronounced.^

The existence of so many local varieties, and of so very numerous cursive forms,

proves in any case that writing had had a long history in Asoka’s time, and that the alphabet

was then in a state of transition. The use of the cursive forms together with archaic ones

may possibly be explained by the assumption that several, partly more archaic and partly

more advanced, alphabets were simultaneously used during the third century B. C., and that

^ O.MG*. pi. 10, 2. * See below, $ 16, C. » See below, § 16, B. * See below, 5 4, A.

* Sseje below, § 16, 0.
* See below, i 16, 0. ’ See below, J 16, P.
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the writers, intending or ordered to use lapidary forms, through negligence mixed them with

the more familiar cursive letters, as has also happened not rarely in later inscriptions. It is

possible to adduce in favour of this view the above-mentioned tradition of the Drstivada,

according to which a larger number of alphabets was in use about B. C. 300. The conjecture

would become a certainty, if it could be shown that the word seto, the white ( elephant
)”

which has been added to Dhauli edict VL in order to explain the sculpture above the middle

column, was incised at the same time as the preceding edicts. The two characters of se/nshow

the types of the Kusana and Gupta inscriptions.^ Though it is difficult to understand that, in

later times, anybody should have cared to add the explanation of the relief, keeping exactly

the line of the edict, the possibility of the assumption that this was actually done, is not

altogether excluded.

The Eran coin with the legend running from the right to the left,2 offers a contribution to

the earlier history of the Brahmi. It shows the ancient sa with the straight side-stroke, but the

later ma with the semicircular top, and the dha turned to the left. The coin probably dates

from the time when the Brahmi was written both from the right to the left and from the left

to the right. Even if one makes due allowance for the fact that coins often reproduce archaic

forms long gone out of fashion, one can only agree with Ctjnningha.m (CAI, 101 ), who thinks

that the coin is older than the Maurya period
;
and one must allot it, if not to B. C. 400, at least

to the middle of the fourth century. The time when the Brahmi was written &ov(rrpo(l>r]Uv

probably lies somewhat before the Maurya period, since the Asoka edicts show only few traces

of the writing from right to left, in the 0 of Jaugada and Dhauli and in the rare dha of Jaugada

and Delhi-Sivalik (plate IT, 8, VI, and 26, Y, VI ).^ In connection with this coin it is also

necessary to mention the Patna seals (CASE. 15, pi. 3, 1, 2), which very likely are older than

the time of the Mauryas. The first with the legend Nadaya (Naniddya),*^ (the seal) of

Nanda,” shows a da open to the right, [9] and the second with the inscription Agapalasa

( Amyapdlassa ) shows an A in its original position ( pi. II, 1, I ). More important results for

the history of the Brahmi may be obtained from the Drandi of the relic caskets of Bhafc-

tiprolu,^ already referred to above. This alphabet contains, besides various characters agree-

ing with the southern variety of the Asoka edicts, ( 1 ) three signs, dh, d and bh^ in the position

of the writing running from right to left
; ( 2 ) three signs, c, j and s, which are more

archaic than those of the Asoka edicts and of the Eran coin
; (3) two signs, I and /, derived

independently from the old Semitic originals
; (4) one new sign, gk, derived from g, the mdtrlcd

gha of the Brahmi being at the same time discarded. The reasons for the assertions under

2 and 3 will he adduced in the next paragraph. But if the assertions themselves are true, it

certainly follows that, whatever the age of the inscriptions may be, the Dravida alphabet

separated from the main stock of the Brahmi long before the Eran coin was struck, at the

latest in the fifth century B. 0.

This estimate carries us back to the period for which the Ceylonese canon proves the

general use of writing in India, without however giving the name of the current alphabet. • It

seems therefore natural to conjecture that the alphabet known to the earliest Buddhist authors

was a form of the Brahmi
;
and there are some further facts which favour this view. Firstly,

recent discoveries have made it evident that the Brahmi has been commonly used since the

earliest times even in N’orth-Western India, and that it was indeed the real national script

of all Hindus.® In the ruins of Taxila, the modern Shah-Deri in the Panjab, coins have been

found which are struck according to the old Indian standard, and some of which bear inscrip-

tions in ETiarosthi, while the majority show legends in the oldest type of the Brahmi, sometimes

1 B. ASESI. 1, 115, 2 o.CAI. pi. 11, 18, and plate D, col. I, of this work.

* If according to O.OMI, 27, as Mr. A. V. Smith points out to me, some coins of Mihirakula skow inscriptions

innning from the right to the left, this peculiarity must be ascribed to Sassanian influence.

* Plate n, cols. XIH-XT. 5 C.OAI. 38 f.
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togefclier witli transcripts in Kharosthui These coins are certainly not later than the third
century B, 0. Perhaps they even date, as Cunningham: thinks, from a much earlier time
about B. 0. 400. Some of them have been struck by negama or guilds, those of the Dojaka
or Dujaka^ of the Tdlimata and of the Atakatakd (?), and one with the inscription Yatasvaha
probably was issued by a section of the tribe of the Asvahas {Assakenoi)^ named after the vaia-

tree> the Ficus religiosa. These finds decidedly establish the popular use of the Brahml in the
Panjab, side by side with the Kharoathi, at least for the third century B. 0. Mr. Rapson's
discovery of Persian sigloi with letters in Kharosthi and in Brahml proves that both alphabets

were used together much earlier.^ For, in all probability these sight were current during the

rule of the Akhaemenians over North-Western India, or before B. 0. 831.

Secondly, Dr. Taylor’s view regarding the origin of the Kharosthi has become more and
more probable, and it must now be admitted that this alphabet was developed out of the later

Aramaic characters after the conquest of the Panjab by Darius, which happened about B. 0.

600.3 And it becomes more and more difficult to refuse credence to the conjecture of

A. Weber, E. Thomas and A. Cunningham, according to which the principles ruling the already

developed Brahmi have been utilised in the formation of the Kharosthi.^ According to our

present information, the Kharosthi is the only alphabet, besides the Brahmi, to which the

Buddhists possibly could refer. But as it was only a secondary script even in Gandhara, and

as it was developed only in the fifth century, the possibility suggested becomes improbable, and

the Brahmi alone has a claim to be considered as the alphabet known to the authors of the

Ceylonese canon.

§ 4.^ The origin of the Brahma alphabet.®

[10] Amotig the numerous greatly differing proposals to explain the origin of the Brahmi,®

there are five for which complete demonstrations have been attempted :— (1) A. Cunningham’s

derivation from indigenous Indian hieroglyphics (2) A. Weber’s derivation from the most

ancient Phoenician characters (3) W. Deeceb’s derivation from the Assyrian cuneiform

characters, through an ancient South-Semitic alphabet which is also the parent of the Sabaean

or Himyaritic script (4) L Taylor’s derivation from a lost South-Arabian alphabet, the

predecessor of the Sabaean (5) J. Hal^vy’s derivation from a mixture of Aramaic, Kharosthi

and Greek letters of the last quarter of the fourth century B. C.^^

Cunningham’s opinion, which was formerly shared by some eminent scholars, presupposes

the use of Indian hieroglyphic pictures, of which hitherto no trace has been found. On the

other hand, the legend of the Eran coin, which runs from the right to the left, and the letters

seemingly turned round in the opposite direction which appear rarely in the Asoka edicts and

more frequently in the Bhattiprolu inscriptions, point to the correctness of the view taken as

granted in all the other attempts at explanation, viz,, that Semitic signs are the prototypes of

the Brahma letters.

Among the remaining four proposals, J. Hal^vy’s a •priori improbable theory may be at

once eliminated, as it does not agree with the literary and paleographic evidence just discussed,

which makes it more than probable that the Brahmi was used several centuries before the

beginning of the Maurya period, and had had a long history at the time to which the earliest

Indian inscriptions belong. It is more difficult to make a choice between A. Weberns deriva-

tion from the oldest North-Semitic alphabet, and the view of W. Deecke and I. Taylob, who

derive the Brahmi from an ancient South-Semitic script. Neither the one nor the other deriva-

tion can be declared to be a priori impossible ;
for, the results of modern researches make

1 O.OAI, pi. 2, 3. 2 WZKM. 9, 65 ; B.IS. IIP, 113. ® See below, § 8. * See below, § 9, B, 4.

^ B.IS* III®, 53—82. ® R. N. Oust, Ling, and Or. Essays, 2iLd Ser., 27—52. ^ OJA (Oil. 1), 52 ff.

6 ZBMG . 10, 889 S.

;

Itid. Skizzen 125 ff.
^ ZDMCQ*. 31, 598 ff.

The Alphabet, 2, 314 fP, : restated with some modifioations by F. Mulleb, Melanges Harlez 212 ff.

JA. 1885, 268 ff. ;
Bevue S5m. 1895, 22S fi.
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a high antiquity probable for also the Sabaean script, and point to the conclusion that this alpha-

bet not only is older than the oldest Indian inscriptions, but that it existed at a period for

which no evidence for the use of writing in India is available.^ But according to these results

the question has to be put in a manner somewhat diifering from that in which Deecke and
Taylob have put it. The point to be ascertained is no longer, whether the Brahmi can be
derived from an unknown predecessor of the Sabaean alphabet, but whether it can be derived

directly from the actually known Sabaean characters.

In all attempts at the derivation of alphabets, it is necessary to keep in mind three funda-

mental maxims, without which no satisfactory results can be obtained :

—

( 1 ) For the comparison of the characters to be derived, the oldest and fullest forms

must be used, and the originals from which they are derived must belong to the types of one

and the same period.

( 2 ) The comparison may include only such irregular equations as can be supported by
analogies from other cases where nations have borrowed foreign alphabets.

(3) [11] In cases where the derivatives show considerable diferences from the supposed

prototypes, it is necessary to show that there are fixed principles, according to which the changes

have been made.

If one wishes to keep to these principles in deriving the Brahmi from Semitic signs,

neither the Sabaean alphabet, nor its perhaps a little more archaic variety, the Lihyanian or

Thammudaean,2 will serve the purpose, in spite of a general resemblance in the ductus and of

a special resemblance in two or three letters. The derivations proposed by Deecke and Tatlob
do not fulfil the absolutely necessary conditions, and it will probably not be possible to obtain

satisfactory results, even if all the impossible equations are given up, and the oldest Indian

signs in every case are chosen for comparison. It would be necessary to assume that several

Sabaean letters, such as Ale^K Gimel^ Zaln^ Teth^ Fhe^ Qo^h^ Resh^ which show strong modifica-

tions of the North-Semitic forms, had been again made similar to their prototypes on being

converted by the Hindus into ga^ ja, tlia, jpa, Icha and ra. In other cases, it would be

impossible to show any connection between the Sabaean and the Indian signs. These difficulties

disappear with the direct derivation of the Brahmi from the oldest North-Semitic alphabet,

which shows the same type from Phoenicia to Mesopotamia. The few inadmissible equations

which Webeb’s earlier attempt contains, may be easily removed with the help of recently

discovered forms, and it is not difficult to recognise the principles, according to which the

Semitic signs have been converted into Indian ones.

An examination of the old Indian alphabet in plate II. reveals the following peculiarities ;—

•

(1) The letters are set up as straight as possible, and, with occasional exceptions in the

case of ta, tha and ba, they are made equal in height.

(2) The majority consist of vertical lines with appendages attached mostly at the foot,

occasionally at the foot and at the top, or rarely in the middle
;
but there is no case in which

an appendage has been added to the top alone.

(3) At the top of the letters appear mostly the ends of verticals, less frequently short

horizontal strokes, still more rarely curves on the tops of angles opening downwards, and, quite

exceptionally, in nia and in one form of jka, two lines rising upwards. In no case does the top
show several angles, placed side by side, with a vertical or slanting line hanging down, or

a triangle or a circle with a pendant-line.

The causes of these characteristics of the Brahmi are a certain pedantic formalism, found
also in other Indian creations, a desire to frame signs suited for the formation of regular lines^

and an aversion to top-heavy characters. The last peculiarity is probably due in part to the

1 Mordtmanit and D. H. Muller, Sab. Denkmaler (in DWA. Phil Hist. Cl. 31) p. 108 f.
^ D. H. Muller, Denkmaler ans Arabien (DWA. Phil. Hist. Cl. 37), p. 15 ff.
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circumstance that since early times the Indians made their letters hang down from'an imaoinary
or really drawn upper line,i and in part to the introduction of the vowel-signs, most of
which are attached horizontally to the tops of the consonants. Signs with the ends of verticals
at the top were, of course, best suited for such a script. Owing to these inclinations and
aversions of the Hindus, the heavy tops of many Semitic letters had to be got rid of, by turning
the signs topsy-turvy or laying them on their sides, by opening the angles, and so forth.
Finally, the change in the direction of the writing necessitated a further change, inasmuch as
the signs had to be turned from the right to the left, as in Greek.

[12] The details of the derivation, for which, with the exception of the evidently
identical Nos. 1, 3 7, 9, 12, 16, 17, 19—22, only a greater or smaller degree of probability
can be claimed, are shown in the subjoined comparative table, which has been drawn by
Mr. S. Pepper of Vienna. Cols. I, II, showing the oldest Phoenician characters and those from
Mesa’s stone, have been taken from Ph. BsEaER’s Histoire de I’Ecriture dans I’Antiquitd,

pp. 185, 202. Ool. III. comes from Eoting’s Tabula Scripturae Aramaicae of 1892. And
cols. IV—VI, with the exception of the signs marked by asterisks as hypothetical, are taken
from plate 11. of this work. With respect to the single letters, I add the following explanatory
remarks, brief abstracts of those in my Indian Studies, III“, p. 58 ff.—

I IT m V yi
1

1 < < >1 >r

2 ‘0 o rf

a A A
4 a D > (“id
5 n 7\ L [> U
6 Y L p Q LB XT f ?
7 X rc C P S E h
8 B tl m Lu ii/

9 & o OC
10 t z iL vl* vl/

11
t +

12 c JA b

13 iy ’o .

14 P ± h I
15 n A *9

lA A L <b J;

16 o O 0 DQ<]£>^
1 •: ;• ::

17 p P J i lo

18 h' % d d cf <t) d)

19 9 9 S']

sin
21 w w A' x\/^

22 t X
,

A>\A

1 Compare Beruni’s India, 1, 172 (Sachau).
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A. — Borrowed signs.

NTo. 1, A, coL V, — Aleph^ cols. I, II (Weber doubtfally), [13] tnrned from right to- left

except on the Patna seal (above, § 3, and pi. II, 1, 1), with transposition of the vertical line to-

the end of the angle. ‘ No. 2, ha, col. Y, a, h, c, = Beth, cols. I, II (Weber)
;
the opening of the

triangular top produced first a sign like that in col. lY, next the rhombus, coL Y, a, and finally

the square and the oblong, col. Y, b, c. — No. 3, ga, col. Y. = Gimel, cols, I, II. — No. 4, dhar
col. Y, a, b, = Baleth, cols. I, II (Weber), set up straight with rounded back (compare the half-

angular forms, pi* II, 26, IX, XIX, XXIII, and the triangular, pi. Ill, 24, YII XIII},
with or without the turn from right to left. — No. 5, ha, col. V, = JSe (Weber doubtfully),*

the Siddapura form, col. Y, a, being probably derived from the He of col. Ill, a (Mina of
Salmanassar, before B, C. 725), which was turned topsy-turvy and from right to left. The more
similar Be of the sixth century B. 0. (col. Ill, b ) cannot be the prototype, because it occurs in
the period when the Brahmi had been developed, and because then the Semitic Alejpk, Baleth
Clieih, Thetk, Waio, and Qoph had become cursive and had been changed so much that they
could no longer have produced the Indian forms. — No. 6, va, col. Y, a, 5, Waiv, col. II
(Weber doubtfully), turned topsy-turvy and with the lower end shut. — No. 7, ja, col. Y^
= Zain, cols. I, II (Weber); a displacement of the two bars produced the Dravidi letter,

col. Y, a ;
from this was derived, the letter being made with one stroke of the pen, the ja of the

northern Brahmi, col. V, h, with a loop, for which, owing to the use of ink, a dot was substituted
in the ja of col. Y, c. The usual Girnar form, col. Y, d, was also derived from the Drivida
form, the letter being made with two strokes of the pen.

No. 8, gha, col. Y, a, b, ts Gheth, cols. I, II (Tatlor ), the Semitic sign being laid on its

side, col* lY (on account of ite often sloping position), and the upper horizontal bar being
changed into a vertical. — No. 9, tha, col. Y, = Theth, col. I ( Weber), with the substitution
of a dot for the cross in the centre, just as in the Assyrian letter, col. Ill, — No. 10, ya, col. Y,
2= Yod (Weber), the Tod of cols. I, II, being laid on its side, col. lY, the central stroke
being lengthened

;
and, the pendant on the right being turned upwards, hence first the ya of

col. Y, a, and later the cursive forms in col. Y, h, c. — No. 11, ha, col. V, a, h, = Kaph, the
upper side-har of a form like that in col. II. having been converted into the top of the
vertical, and the sign being then set up straight.— No. 12, la, col. Y, = Lamed, cols. I, II
(Weber), preserved in its original position in the slightly differentiated / of the Dravidi,
col. YI (see below, B, 4, c), and in the Bran form, col. lY, with the Sevlf on the top of the curve,
turned from right to left in the usual form of the Asoka edicts, col. Y, a, and tnrned with a tail

on the right, but without the 8erif, in the Dravidi I, col. Y, 5. — No. 13, ma, col. Y, Mem
(Weber), derived from a form like that in col. II, with the change of the bent pendant into

a loop, as in the hypothetical form in col. lY (analogous development in Euting, TSA. col. 58, a),

and with superposition of the angle on the loop, col. Y, a (analogous development in Euting,
TSA. col. 59, e), whence the cursive form with semicircle at the top in col. Y, b. — No, 14, wa,
col* Y, — Bun (Taylor), the Nun in cols, I, II, being turned topsy-turvy as in col. lY, and
the hook at the foot being converted into a straight stroke, for which development the na,
col. YI, a, formed out of the hypothetical sign by a regularisation of the hook and the addition
of a differentiating bar at the top (see below B, 4, d^, appears to be a witness.

No. 15, sa, sa, cols, Y, lY, = Samehh (Weber doubtfully)
; a Samehh like that of col. I, 5,

being made cursive by the Hindus, as shown in col. lY, and turned topsy-turvy, [lA] whereby
the Draviija s, col. V, was obtained, which originally served both for s and s. Later, this sign
was divided into the signs for the etymologically connected sa and sa* By transferring the
cross-bar to the outside of the curve, arose the sa of the southern Brahmi in col. YI, a, and
(turned round) that in col, YI, b, while the removal of the bar to the inside of the curve
produced the sa of the same script, col. VI, c. The Dravidi adopted the new sa for its s, and
retained the old sign for s. The northern Brahmi developed out of the southern sa that with
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the curve, col. VI, d, and out of this a new sa, coL VI, e. An immediate derivation of the
Dravida s from the Samehh of the sixth century B. C. in col. III. is not possible, for the reasons
stated under No. 6, and because the characteristic ancient cross-bar is wanting in it, No. 16,
Ef col. V, = Ain, cols. I, II (Weber), the Indian sign being changed slightly or not at all

in the ancient forms of Kalsi,col.IV. and col. V,5,as well as in that of Sahei and Hathigumpha,
col. V, a, but later made triangular, col. V, c, d, e, in order to avoid a confusion with iha and
dJia. No. 17, pa, col. V, = Fhe, cols. I, II (Weber), turned topsy-turvy; in its original

position in the Eran form, col. IV
; turned sideways in col. V.

No. 18, c<35, col. V, = Tsade, cols, I, II, turned topsy-turvy, the second hook on the right
being bent at the same time towards the vertical as in the hypothetical form of coL IV,
whence arose, with the turn sideways, the angular or round ca of the Brahmi in cob V, a, b,

and the tailed one of the DravidI, col. Y, c. — No. 19, hha, col. V, = QopTi, cols. I, II, turned
topsy-turvy with the addition of a curve at the top, col. V, a, in order to distinguish the letter

from Owing to the use of ink, the circle at the foot was converted into a dot, col. V, b, —
No. 20, rcc, col. V, = Besh, cols. I, II (Weber), the triangular head of the letter being opened
and the vertical attached to the base of the former triangle, whence arose the forms in col. V,

«, b, and later the ornamental ones, col. V, c, d, in which the angles were repeated.— No. 21,

col. V, = Shin, cols. I, II (Weber), the two angles, standing side by side, being placed the

one inside the other, and the sign being then turned topsy-turvy, col. V, a, b, c. The more
closely resembling Aramaic SMn of the sixth century B. C., col. Ill, cannot be tbe prototype

of sa, for the same reasons as those stated above under No. 5, and is merely an analogous

transformation, which the Aramaeans, Phoenicians and Ethiopians have made independently

at various periods. The older form with two angles has been preserved in the western sign for

100 = su (see my Indian Studies, IIP, 71^ 117). — No. 22, ta^ eol. V, = Taw, cols. I, II

(Weber); from a form like that of Sinjirli, col. Ill, 5, or the Assyrian of the time of

Salmanassar, col. Ill, a, was derived the ia of col. T, a, 6, and hence the regularised form of

col. V, c.

B.— Derivative cozisoiiants and initial vowels.

The derivative signs, invented by the Hindus themselves, have been formed by means of

the following contrivances :

—

(1) One of the elements of a phonetically cognate letter is transposed
:

(a) in sa and sa,

where the cross-bar of the oldest sign has been displaced (see above; A, No. 15); (b) m da, which

has been derived from dka (Wiber) by dividing the vertical stroke, and by attaching the two

pieces to the upper and lower ends of the curve, whence first the da of the Dra?i$ and of the

Patna seal, No. 4r, col. VI, a, was derived, and, with the turn to the left, the ordinary form of

the Brahmi, No. 4, col. VI, b, and further the angular da, No. 4, col. VI,/.

( 2 ) A borrowed or derivative letter is mutilated in order to obtain one with a similar

phonetic value : (a) from da. No. 4, col. VI, a, comes [15] by the removal of the lower end the

half round da of Kalsi and the later southern inscriptions, col, VI, o ;
similarly, from the angu-

lar da, col, VI, g, the ordinary angular da, col. VI, h, of the Asoka edicts (Weber)
; ( 5 ) from

iha, No, 9, col. V, comes tha, col. VI, a, by the removal of the central dot ; and from the latter

again ta, col. VI, b, is derived by bisection, the round tha being considered as the product of

an nnaspirated letter and a curve of aspiration, which appears ( see below, 5 ) in various other

letters
(
Weber ) » ( c ) from the triangular JS, No. 16, col. V, c,d, e, comes the I with three dots,

coL VI, Br a, h, 0 , which juat indicate tbe outlines of the older sign ( Prinsep), the derivation

being suggested by the fact that
,

grammatically e is the guna-vowel of i, for which therefore

a lighter form of e appeared suitable; (d) through a bisection lof the lower portion of m.

No. 6, col. V, h, and a straightening of the remaining pendant, is derived V, col. VI, a (see
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mj Indian Studies, III®, 74), the derivation being suggested by the fact that u commonly

represents va in weak grammatical forms (samprasdrana) ; (^) if the later small circle (pi. IV,

38, VI) is the original form of the Annsvara, No. 13, col. VI, a, 5, and the dot a cursive

substitute, the sign may be explained as a mutilated small ma, which has lost the angle at the

top, and has been thus treated like the small vowelless consonants appearing in the inscriptions

of the first centuries A. D, (see, e. y., pi. Ill, 41, VIII) ;
compare also the derivation of the

Kharo§thi Anusvara from ma (see below, § 9, B, 4).

(8) Short horizontal strokes, which originally, before the change in the direction of the

writing, stood on the left, are used to derive the long vowels No. 1, col. VI, and No. 6,

col . VI, d, from short A and Z7. On account of the peculiar shape of I, a dot is used instead

for the formation of I, No. 16, col. VI, B, g,

(4) Short horizontal strokes, originally added on the right, denote a change in the quality

of the sounds: (a) in 0, No. 6, col. VI,/, y, derived from Z7, col. VI, a (with the bar in the

original and the later position), because grammatically o is the guna-vowel of u
; (5) in AI,

No, 16, col. VI, A, bf derived from E, because grammatically ai is the vrddhi-vowel of e
;

(c) in

the / of the Dravidi, No. 12, col. VI, from the original form oUa (Lamed), cols. I, II, in which case

the bar still stands on the right, because the letter has not been turned
;
(d) in wu, No. 14,

eol. VI, a, from the original inverted Nun, col. IV
;
compare above under A, No. 14

;
(e) in ita

(see my Indian Studies, III 2, pp. 31, 76 ;
also page 85, below, § 16, C, 12) from na, No. 14,

col. V, with a displacement of the lower horizontal stroke towards the right, the letter being

kept in its original position
; (/) in na, No. 14, col, VI, h, from na, the bar protruding at

both sides of the vertical in order to avoid the identity with m, ne and 0.

(5) The aspiration is expressed by a curve in the gh of the Draviji, No. 3, col. VI, formed

out of g, and in the ordinary Brahmi dha, No. 4, col. VI, d, from da, col. VI, c, in pha, No. 17,

col. VI, from pa, col. V, and in cka, No. 18, col. VI, a
;
in the last sign the curve has been

attached to both ends of the vertical, and this proceeding led to the development of the cursive

cha of col. VI, 5, More rarely a hook is substituted for the curve, and then the original sign is

mutilated; thus IJia, No. 2, col. VI, is derived from ha by omitting the base-stroke, andy^a.

No. 7, col. VI, from the Draviday, col. V, a, by dropping both bars at the ends of the vertical.

Both the hook and the curve are cursive substitutes for ha, which in the Tibetan alphabet^ is

used again in order to form gha, hha, &c.

(6) [16] The la of the Brahmi, No. 4, col. VI, e, has been derived, by the addition of

a small semicircle, for which we have an open angle in Sanci (pi. II, 41, XVIII), from the half

round da of col. VI, c, the derivation being very probably suggested by the phonetic affinity of

da to la, which two letters are frequently exchanged in Vedic and classical Sanskrit and in the

Prakrit dialects.

0.— Medial vowels and absence of vowel in ligatures.

(1)—The system of the Brahmi.

In accordance with the expressions of the Sanskrit phenologists and grammarians, who

take into account the spoken language alone^ and who call the A;-sound ha-kdra, the g-sound

ga-Jcara, &c., the medial a is inherent in all consonants, and consequently medial d is expressed

by the^ stroke which distinguishes A from A,

The other medial vowels are either the full initial vowel-signs or cursive derivatives from

them, which are placed mostly at the top or rarely at the foot of the consonants. The identity

of the medial o with the initial 0 is distinctly recognisable in all letters with verticals at the

^ AE. 2, plate at p. 400. aM.M.HASL. 50&ff.
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top. as in
^
0, No. 6,_col. VI,^ i, where, on the removal of the dagger-shaped h below the second

cross-bar, the signs in col. VI,/, g, reappear
; compare also ffo in mago^ Girnar edict I, line 11

where an initial 0 has been placed above g. In the Jaugada edicts, where only the 0 of col. VI
/, occurs, the medial o has invariably the same form. But in Girnar we have both forms of o
though there is only the 0 of col, Vl, g. Similarly, the full initial U is recognisable in the
combinations with consonants ending in verticals, as in leu, pi. II, 9, Y ;

du, 20, VII
; du, 25,

V; bhu, 31, III, Y (compare § 16, D, 4) ; and in the dhu of KalsI, Ko. 6,'coL VI, 5: more
usually u is represented cursively, either by the horizontal stroke of U, as in dhu. No. C,
col. VI, c, or by its vertical as in cm, pi. II, 13, III, and dhu, 26, II, &o. Medial u is identical
with V’

,

if combined with consonants ending in verticals ; elsewhere it is cursively expressed by
two lines, commonly placed horizontally, as in dhu. No. 6, col. YI, e: but in the later inscrip-
tions we occasionally find the IT of the period used for the medial vowel.^ Medial i was
probably at first expressed by the three dots of the initial J(&t, No. 16, col. YI, B, d), which
afterwards were joined cursively by lines and converted into the angle used in most of the
Asoka edicts (ki, col. YI, B, e). The medial t has been developed out of the latter form by the
addition of a stroke, indicating that the vowel is long (hi, col. VI, B, /; see above, under B, 3).
In order to express medial e, the triangle of the initial E has been reduced cursively first to an
angle, open on the left, as in ge, pi. II, 11, III, and more commonly to a straight line (Ice, No. 16,
col. YI, A, a). In accordance with the form of the initial AI, which consists of E and a hori-
zontal bar, medial at is expressed by two parallel horizontal strokes (thai, No. 16, col, YI, A, c).

The absence of a vowel is indicated by interlacing the sign for the consonants immediately
following each other, and in such ligatures the second sign is often mutilated; see below,

§ 16, E, 2. This proceeding appears to be a practical illustration of the term samyuhtaksara,
‘‘ a joined or ligature syllable,** by which the phenologists and grammarians denote a syllable

beginning with more consonants than one.

(2)— The system of the Dravi^i.

The notation of the medial vowels in the inscriptions of Bhattiprolu differs from the usual

one in so far as medial a is marked by the Brahmi sign for d, and medial 5 by a horizontal stroke

from the end of which a vertical one hangs down ; see ha, pi. II, 9, XIII
;

ka, 9, XIY. Hence
the consonants have no inherent a. The device is no doubt of later origin, and has been
invented in order to avoid the necessity for ligatures.

§ 5. — time and the manner of the borrowing of the Semitic

alphabet.^

[17] According to the preceding discussion, the great majority of the Brahma letters agree

with the oldest types of the North-Semitic signs, which are found in the archaic Phoenician

inscriptions and on the stone of Mesa, incised about B. 0. 890. But two characters, ha and ta, are

derived from Mesopotamian forms of Me and Taw, which belong to the middle of the eighth

century B. 0., and two, sa-sa and sa, resemble Aramaic signs of the sixth century B. C. As the

literary and epigraphic evidence leaves no doubt that the Hindus were not unlettered

during the period B. 0. 600—500, and as the other signs of the Aramaic alphabet of this

period, such as Beth, Baleth, Waw, &c., are too far advanced to be considered as the

prototypes of the corresponding Brahma letters, it becomes necessary to regard the seemingly

modern forms of sa, sa and sa as the results of an Indian development, analogous to that of

the corresponding Aramaic characters. This assumption, of course, remains tenable only as

long as the two Aramaic letters are not shown to be more ancient by new epigraphic discoveries,

which event, to judge from the results of the Sinjirli finds, does not seem to be impos-

sible. But, for the present, they must be left out of consideration in fixing the terminus a quo

1 See below, § 24, B, 3 ; pi. IV, 30, XII, XIV; pi. VII, 30, XII, XX, XXI. a B.IS. IIP, 83-01.
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for tlie importation of the Semitic alphabet into India
;
and this t&rminm falls between the time

of the incision of Mesa's inscription and of those on the Assyrian weights, from about B, C.

890 to about B. 0. 760, probably a little more towards the lower than towards the upper limit,

or, roughly reckoning, about B. O. 800. And Tarious circumstances make it probable that this

was actually the time when the Semitic letters became known to the EEindus,

As the ha and the ta of the Brahmi are derived from forms of He and not found in the

Phoenician inscriptions hut only in Mesopotamia, it appears probable that this is the Semitic

country from which the letters were brought over.^ It agrees with this inference, that the

most ancient Indian works speak of sea-voyages in the Indian Ocean at a very early period,

and sea-borne trade, carried on by Hindu Yanias in the same waters, is mentioned in later, but

still ancient, times- The well-known Baveru Jataka^ bears witness to an early export trade of

the Yanias to Babylon; and the form of the word, in which the second part ilu is represented

by em, points to its having arisen in Western India, where ra is occasionally substituted for la,

as in the Grirnar and Shahbazgarhi form Ttiramaya for JPtolemaios* Several other Jafcakas, e. g.

No. 463, which describe sea-voyages, name the ancient ports of Western India, Bharukaecha

(the modern Broach) and Surparaka (now Sup^a), which were centres of the trade with the

Persian Gulf in the first centuries A. D. and much later. As according to the datakaa the

Vaaias started from these towns, it is probable that these trade-routes were used much earlier.

Two of the most ancient Dharmasutras likewise bear witness to the earlier existence of trade

by sea in India and particularly on the western coast. Baiidhayana, II, 2, 2, forbids

Brahmans to undertake voyages by sea, and prescribes a severe penance for a breach of the

rule. But he admits, 1, 2, 4, that the “ Northerners,'* were not strict in this respect. As

the other ofienees of the “Northerners,** mentioned in the same passage, such as dealing in

wool, selling animals with two rows of teeth, L e. horses and mules, show, the term applies to

the iuhahitants of western and north-western India. It naturally follows that the sea-

voyages referred to were made to western Asia. The same author, I, 18, 14, and the still

older Gautama Dharmasiitra, 10, 33, mention the duties payable to the king on merchandise

imported by sea.^ In accordance with my estimate of the age of the Dharmasutras and of the

materials out of whioh the Jatakas have been made up, I look upon these statements as refer-

ring to the 8th—6th centuries B. C,^ Prom still earlier times dates the well-known Yedic

myth of the shipwreck of Bhujyu “ in the ocean where there is no support, no rest for the foot

or the handr* and of his being saved on the “hundred-oared galley” of the Asvins.® The

scene of action must of course lie in the Indian- Ocean, and the story points to the inference

[18] that the Hindus navigated these waters during the earliest Yedic period. As, in addition^

Semitic legends such as that of the Flood and of Manu’s preservation by a miraculous fish occur

in the Brahmauas,^ we have a sujBScient number of facts to furnish some support for the conjec'

ture that Hindu traders, who probably learnt the language of the counbry, just as their modem
descendants learn Arabic and Suahili and other African languages, may have imported front

Mesopotamia not only the alphabet, but perhaps also other technical contrivances, such as brick-

making whioh was so important for the oonstrnction of the ancient Brahmanical altars. With

this assumption, which under the circumstances stated appears at least not ^uite unfounded,

the Indian Yanias are credited with having rendered the same service to their countrymen

which Sambliota or Thon-mi did to the Tibetans, when he fetched the elements of their

alphabet from Magadha, between A. D. 630 and 660.^

1 According’ to Bbnpbt, Indien 254, the Semitic alphabet came to India from Phoenicia ; according to A. WebeBj
Ind, Skizzen 1S7, either from Phoenioias or from Babylonia.

^ No. 339, Pausbolii, 3, 123 ; compare also Pice, Die Booialen GUiedterung im uordostl. Indion, 173 f.

3 SBE. 2, 228 j 14, 146^ 200, 217 ; comp. Mawu, 3, 158 ; 8, 157, 406, and DAHitMAEN*, Das Mahabharata, 176 ff.

* B.IS. Ill*, 13 fP. ^ 1, 116, 6 ; oompre Oldeebbbg, Yedieche Beligion, 214,
* OnniOiBERO, op. oit. 276. » JF.ASB, 57, 41 1
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In any case, it is a priori probable that the Vanias were the first to adopt the Semitic
alphabet for they, of course, came most into contact with foreigners, and they must have
felt most strongly the want of some means for recording their business transactions. The
Brahmans wanted the art of writing less urgently, since they possessed, as passages of the
Egveda show, from very early times a system of oral tradition for the preservation of their
literary treasures.

ISTevertheless, the oldest known form of the Brahmi is, without a doubt, a script framed by
learned Brahmans for writing Sanskrit. This assertion is borne out not only by the remnants
of the-Gaya alphabet of Asoka^s stone-naasons, which must have contained signs for the Sans-
krit vowels -41 and A 17, and which is arranged according to phonetic principles, but also by
the influence of phonetic and grammatical principles which is clearly discernible in the forma-
tion of the derivative signs. The hand of the phenologist and grammarian is recognisable in
the following points

: (1) the development of five nasal letters and of a sign for nasalisation in
general from two Semitic signs, as well as of a complete set of signs for the long vowels,^
which latter are very necessary for the phenologist and grammarian, but not for men of busi-

ness, and are therefore unknown in other ancient alphabets
; (2) the derivation of the signs for

the phonetically very different, hut grammatically cognate, sa and sa from one Semitic sign

{Samehh)
; (3) the notation of U by the half of va, from which the vowel is frequently derived

by samprasarana
; (4) the derivation of 0 from Z7 (o being the guna-vowel of by the addi-

tion of a stroke
;

of J by a simplification of the sign for its guna-vowel E ; of AI, the vrddhi-

Yowel, from B the guna-vowel of I
;
and of la from da, the former consonant being frequently

a substitute for the latter, as in ile for $de
; (5) the non-expression of medial a, in accordance

with the teaching of the grammarians who consider it to inhere in every consonant
;
the expres-

sion of medial a by the difference between A and JI, and of the remaining medial vowels by
combinations of the initial ones, or of cursive simplifications of the same, with the consonants,

as well as of the absence of vowels by ligatures of the consonants, which apparently illustrate

the grammatical term samyuktaksara. All this has so learned an appearance and is so artificial

that it can only have been invented by Pandits, not by traders or clerks. The fact that the

Vanias and the accountants until recent times used to omit all medial vowels in their corre-

spondence and account-books, permits even the inference that an Indian alphabet, elaborated by
such men, would not possess any such vowel-signs. And it is immaterial for the correctness

of this inference, whether the modern defective writing is a survival from the most ancient

period or is due to the introduction of the Arabic alphabet in the middle ages.

A prolonged period must, of course, have -elapsed between the first introduction of the

Semitic alphabet by the merchants, its adoption by the Brahmans which probably did not take

place at once, and the elaboration of the 46 radical signs of the Brahmi together with its

system of medial vowels and ligatures.

As, according to the results of the preceding enquiry, the elaboration of the Brahmi was

completed about B. 0. 500, or perhaps even earlier, the terminus a quo, about B. 0. 800, may

be considered as the actual date of the introduction of the Semitic alphabet into India. This

estimate is, however, [19] merely a provisional one, which may be modified by the discovery of

new epigraphic documents in India or in the Semitic countries. If such a modification should

become necessary, the results of the recent finds induce me to believe that the date of the

introduction will prove to fall earlier, and that it will have to be fixed perhaps in the tenth

century B, C., or even before that.

1 Oomp. Westubgaabt), Zwei Ahhandltiiigen 37 ff.

* Oomp. Wackebutagbl, Altind. Orammatik 1, LVII.

« 7, 103, 5 ; oomp. M.M.HASL. 503.
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II. THE KHAEOSTHI SCRIPT.

§ 6. — How it was deciphered.

The Indian alphabet running from right to left the Kharosiln has been deciphered

exclusively by European scholars, among whom Masson, J. Pripjsep, Oh. Lassen, E. Norris,

and A. Cunningham must be particularly mentioned.^ The coins of the Indo-Grecian and
Indo-Scythian kings with Greek and Prakrit inscriptions furnished the first clue to the value

of the letters. The lesults, which the identifications of the royal names and titles seemed

to furnish, were partly confirmed, partly rectified and enlarged, by the discovery of the

Shahbazgarhi version of the Asoka edicts and E, C. Baylev's Kangra inscription in Brahmi

and Kharosthl. The characters of the Asoka edicts are readable with full certainty, with the

exception of a few ligatures (see below, § 11, C, 3, 4). Similarly, the inscriptions of the

Sakas offer no difficulties, and the new MS. of the Dhammapada from Khotan® is in general not

difficult to read. But considerable portions of the inscriptions of the Parthian Gnduphara

and of the Knsana kings Kani§ka and Huviska, still resist the attempts of decipherers and

interpreters.

§ 7.— Use and characteristics.

In its form, known to us at present, the Kharosthi is an ephemeral, chiefly epigrapbic,

alphabet of North-Western India. The majority of the inscriptions written in Kharosthl

have been found between 69°— 73° 30' E.Long. and 33°—35° N. Lat., in the ancient province of

Gandhara, the modern eastern Afghanistan and the northern Panjab
;
and the oldest docu-

ments are confined to the districts the capitals of which were Taxila (Shah-Deri) to the east of

the Indus, and Puskalavatl or Oarsada (Hashtnagar) to the west of the river. Single inscrip-

tions have turned up further south-west in Bhawalpur near Multan, south in Mathura, and

south-east in Kangra, and single words or letters in Bharabut, Ujjain and Maisiir (Siddapura

Asoka edicts).^ Coins, cameos and MSS. with Kharosthi characters have been carried much
further north and north-east. The period during which, according to the documentary evidence

at present available, the Kharosthi seems to have been used in India, extends from the fourth

century B. C. to about the third century A. D., the earliest letters occurring on the Persian sight

(§ 8) and the latest perhaps on the Gandhara sculptures and the Kusana inscriptions.® As
the note in the Pawanshulin of A, D. 668 (see above, § 1) shows, the Buddhists preserved a

knowledge of the existence of the alphabet much longer.

Hitherto, the Kharosthi has been found (I) in stone-inscriptions, (2) on metal plates and

vases, (3 ) on coins, (4) on cameos, and (5) on a longer known small piece of birch bark from a

Stupa in Afghanistan® and on the Bhurja MS. of the Dhammapada from Khotan. The latter

MS. has probably been written in Gandhara during the Kusana period. The dialect of its

text shows characteristic affinities to that of the Shahbazgarhi version of the Asoka edicts, and

^ Eegarding the name, see § 1 above, and BJS. IIP, 113 f

^ PJA. 1, 178-185 ; 2, 128—143; W.AA. 242 ff ; JASB. 23, 714; O.ASR. 1, VH! ; Centenary Eeview 2,

69—81 ;
C.CIS. 3 ff.

; Sbnabt, IP. 1, 22 ff.
;
ZDMa. 43, 129 ff.

» See the next paragraph.

* B.IS. 47-53
; C.ASE. 2, 82 pi. 59, 68 ; 5, 1 ff., pi. 16, 28 , W.AA. 55 ff. ; C.CAL 31 C

s BJS. ni®, loe. cit. ; the question of the lower limit of the use of the Kharosthi is difficult on account of

the uncertainty regarding the dates of Kaniska and his two successors, all of whom S. Levi now places in the

first cent. A. D. (JA. 1897, 1, 1 fi.). The limit given above is based on the assumption that Kanf^ka’s dates refer

to the Saka era or to the fourth cent, of the Seleucidan era I still make use of it, not because I consider it to be
unassailable, but for the reasons stated lu WZKM. 1, 169. The letters in the inscriptions of Samvat 200 and 276 or

286 (Hashtnagar image) look more ancient than those of the Kusana inscriptions. According to a commnnicatiozi
irom Br. Th. Bloch, Prof. Hoernle has read dates of the fourth cent, of the same unknown Saipvat on recently
found Gandhara sculptures.

« W.AA. pi. 3 at p. No. 11 ; similar twists have been found in other Stupas, see op. oit. 60, 84, 94, 105 ; but
the fragments in the British Museum, said to belong to them, show no letters.
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vases, [20] the letters frequently consist of rows of dots, or have been first punched in in this

TthTuk^s
scratched in with a stilus.^ On stone vases they are sometimes written

In spite of its frequent utilisation for epigraphic documents, the KharosthI is a popular
script, destined for clerks and men of business. This is proved by the throughout hlhlv
cursive character of the letters, by the absence of long vowels, which are useless for the
purposes of common daily life, by the expression of groups of unaspirated double consonants
by single ones (Jca for Iclca) and of unaspirated and aspirated ones by the latter alone (kM
for hJcha), and by the invariable use of the Anusvara for all vowelless medial nasals.^ The
discovery of the Khotan MS. makes it very improbable that there existed another form of the
script which, being more similar to the Brahmi in completeness, would have been more suitable
for the Brahmanical Sastras.

§ 8.— Origin.^

The direction of the Kharo§thi from right to left made it a priori highly probable that its
elements had been borrowed from the Semites

; and the almost exact agreement of the forms
for na, ha, ra and va with Aramaic signs of the transitional type induced E. Thomas to assume
a closer connection of the Kharosthi with this alphabet.^ His view has never been disputed

;

but of late it has been given a more precise form by L Taylor and A. Cunningham, who assign
the introduction of the Aramaic letters into India to the first Akhaemenians ^ The reasons
which may be adduced for this opinion are as follows: — (1) The Asoka edicts from the
western Panjab use for writing, edict,’’ tbe word dipi, which evidently has been horrow-ed

from the Old Persian, and they derive from it the verbs dipaii, “he writes/' and dipapati, “he
causes to write;” see above, § 2, B. (2) The districts where Kharo§thi inscriptions occur,

especially in earlier times, are just those parts of India which probably were subject to the
Persians, be it with or without interruptions, from about B. 0. 500 to 831, (3) Among the

Persian sight, there are some marked with single syllables in Kharosthi and Brahmi,® whence
it may be inferred that they were struck in India during the Persian period, and that the

Kharosthi was current during a great part of the fourth century B. 0,, certainly before the fall

of the Persian empire in B. C. 331. Some considerable variations in the Kharosthi letters of

the Asoka edicts, as well as the strongly cursive forms of several ligatures, such as sta, spa^

&c. (see below, § 11, 0, 2, 3), likewise point to the conclusion that the alphabet bad had a

long history before the middle of the third century B. 0. (4) Recent discoveries in Semitic

epigraphy make it extremely probable that the Aramaic, which was used already in Assyria

and Babylon for official and business purposes side by side with the cuneiform writing, was

very widely spread during the rule of the Akhaemenians. Numerous Aramaic inscriptions of

this period have been found inEgypt, Arabia, and Asia Minor, and one even in Persia. Besides,

Egypt has furnished a number of official Aramaic papyri, and Asia Minor many coins

with Aramaic legends, struck by Persain satraps.® In addition, there is the curious

statement in the Book of Ezra, IV, 7, according to which the Samaritans sent to Artaxerxes

a letter written in the Ardmi script and language. Taking all these points together,

there are sufficient reasons to warrant the assertion that Aramaic was commonly employed

^ See S. T. OiiBBNBTJBO, Predvaritelnae zamjetbao Buddbiisboi rubopisi, napisaunoi pismenami Kharosthi,

St. Petersburg, 1897, and Sbnakt, Acad, des luscrs , Comptes rendus, 1897, 251 ff.

2 lA. 10, 326. s W.AA. 131. * B.IS. 97 f. « B.IS. Ilia, 92 ff.

® P.IA. 2, 144 ff. ;
regarding Kharosthi legends on late coins running from left to right, see Proc. J.ASB. 1895,

S3f.

7 I. Taylob, The Alphabet, 2, 261 f . ; O.CAI. 33. « J.RAS. 1895, 865 ff. ,

2 CiiBBMONT-GANNEAxr, Ecvue Archeologiq.ue, 1&78'79? PH. Bebgbb, Hist, d© I'^Jorit, dans TAntiquif^, 214,

218 ff.
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not only in the offices of the satraps, but also in the royal secretariate at Susa. The
ultimate cause for the official use of the Aramaic script and language during the Akhaemenian
period was, no doubt, that numerous Aramaeans held appointments as clerks, accountants,

mint-masters and so forth in the Persian Civil Service. [21] When the Persian empire was
rapidly built up on the ruins of more ancient monarchies, its rulers must have found the

employment of the trained subalterns of the former governments, among whom the Aramaeans
were foremost, not only convenient, but absolutely unavoidable. In these circumstances, it is

but natural to assume that, after the full organisation of the administration by Darius, the

Persian satraps introduced Aramaean subordinates into the Indian provinces, and thereby forced

their Indian subjects, especially the clerks of the native princes and of the heads of towns and
villages, to learn Aramaic. At first, the intercourse between the Persian and the Indian offices

probably led to the use of the Aramaic letters for the north-western Prakrit, and later to

modifications of this alphabet, which were made according to the principles of the older Indian

Brahmi,^ and throngh which the Kharosfchi finally arose. The adoption of the Arabic alphabet,

during the middle ages and in modern times, for writing a number of Indian dialects, is some-

what analogous, as it likewise happened under foreign pressure, and as its characters were and

are used either without or with modifications. (5) With these last conjectures agrees the

general character of the Kharo^thi, which is clearly intended for clerks and men of business;

see above, ^ 7. (6) Finally, they are confirmed by the circumstance that the majority of the

Kharosthi signs can be most easily derived from the Aramaic types of the fifth century B. 0.

which appear in the Saqqarah and Teima inscriptions of B. C. 482 and of about B. C. 600, while

a few letters agree with somewhat earlier forms on the later Assyrian weights and the

Babylonian seals and gems, and two or three are more closely allied to the later signs of the

Lesser Teima inscription, the Stele Vaticana, and the Libation-table from the Serapenm, The
whole ductus of the Kharosfchi, with its long-drawn and long-tailed letters, is that of the charac-

ters on the Mesopotamian weights, seals and cameos, which re-occurs in the inscriptions of

Saqqarah, Teima and the Serapenm. Others^ have compared the writing of the Aramaic

papyri from Egypt, which partly at least, like the Taurinensis, belong to the Akhaemenian

period. But it does not suit so well. Many of its signs are so very cursive that they cannot

be considered as the prototypes of the Kharosthi letters, and its ductus is that of a minute

current handwriting. Some special resemblances appear to be, on a closer investigation, the

results of analogous developments. Taking all these points together, the Kharosthi appears to

have been elaborated in the fifth century B. 0.

§ 9. — Details of the derivation.

The subjoined comparative table illustrates the details of the derivation. The signs in

coL I. have been taken (with the exception of No. 10, col. I, a) from Euting’s Tabula Scrip-

turae Aramaicae, 1892, cols. 6, 8, 9, 11 and 12 ; those in col, II, from the same work, cols. 13,

14, 15, 17, 19, and those in cols. Ill, IV, from plate 1 of this manual; and all have been

reproduced by photolithography.

A. — Borrowed signs.

^

Preliminary remarhs^ — The changes of the Aramaic signs have been caused chiefly by
the following principles ; (1) by a decided predilection for long-tailed signs with appendages at

the upper end, the foot being left free for the addition of u, ra and the Annsvara, and by
an aversion to appendages at the foot alone

; (2) by an aversion to signs with heads containing

1 Wbbeb, Lid. Skizzen, 144 f. , E. Thomas, P.IA. 2, 146 ; O.CAI. 33; and below, § 9, B, 4.

^ J. HAiikvT, JA. 1885, 2, 243—267, believes the Kharosthi to have been derived about B. C. 330 from 16 signs of

the papyri and of a Cilician coin, and, Bevue Semitique, 1895, 872 £f., from the script of the papyri and ©f the

cgtraka from Egypt.
s B.IS. in®, 99 ff. ; compare the more or less differing attempts of E. Thomas, P.IA. 2, 147 ; I, Taylob, The

Alphabet, 2, plate at p. 236 fif. ; J. HAnkvT, JA. 1885, 2, 262 ff., Eevue Semitique, 1895, 372 ff.
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No. 1, A, col. Ill, = Aleph, col. I, a (Saqqarah), with a cursive change of the head to a
curve

;
the position and the size of the letter make a connection with the forms in col. 1, 5, or

col. II, improbable, — No. 2, 5a, col. Ill, = Beth, col. I, a, h (Teima, Saqqarah), with a cursive

curve for the angle at the right : the cursive forms of the Beth of the papyri, (23] col. II, b, e,

are further developed than the Kharo§thi signs.— No. 3, ga^ col. Ill, = Gimel, derived from

col. I. or a similar form (compare col. II, and Euting, TSA. 1, a), with a cursive loop on the

right and a curve on the left; similar loops are common in later ligatures, see pi. I, 33, 35,

36, XII
; 34, XIII ;

and they occur even in ja, pi. 1, 12, XII. — No. 4, da, col. Ill, = Daletlu

derived from a form like that in coh II, 5, which, according to col. I, «, occurs already about
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B. G. 600 on Assyrian weights. — No. 6, ha, col. 1X1, = Be, derived from a form like that in
col. I, a (Teima), with the transposition of the pendant in the middle of the curve to the right
end of the foot in order to facilitate the insertion of i, e and o (see preliminary remarks 2
page 20 f ,

above, and below under No. 17). — No. 6, va, col. Ill, = Waw, col. I (Teima*
Saqqarah) ;

the papyri in col. II. show more advanced forms.

No. 7, ja, col. Ill, a. = Zain, derived from a form like those in col. I, a, b (Teima), the left
corner being turned upwards still further, whence the usual Kharogthi letter in col. Ill jg
derived by omitting the stroke at the foot; the papyri, col. II, show more advanced forms
unsuitable for comparison.— No. 8, ia, col. Ill, = Cheth, col. I (Teima), the sound of the iudian
sa being very similar to a palatal as in the German ich.— No. 9, yo, col. Ill, = Yod, derived
either from a form like col. I, b, or directly from one like col. I, a (Assyrian weights), with the
omission of the bar on the right (see preliminary remarks, 1) ; analogous forms oc^curri’no- in later
Palmyranian and Pahlavi (B.TSA. cols. 21—25, 30—32, 85—39, 58). — No. 10, ka, col. ni =
Kaph, derived by a turn from right to left from col. I, b (Assyrian weights, Babylonian seLls
Ac.), and with the addition of a top-stroke, in order to distinguish the new sign from' la
(No. 11, col. Ill) and from pa (No. 15, col. Ill)

; the signs of the papyri, col. II, differ“entirely.—
No. 11, la, col. Ill, = Lamed, a form like those in col. I, a, c (Teima) being turned topsy-turvy-
owing to the aversion to signs with appendages at the foot alone (prelimimary remarks, 1)^

and the curved line being broken and attached lower in order to distinguish the new letter
from A.

No. 12, ma, col. Ill, a, h, = Mem, derived from a form like that in col. I, a, h (Saqqarah)
with a carved head, by the omission of the transverse line and a rudimentary indication of
the vertical standing originally on the right, whence comes the semicircular ordinary ma of the
Asoka edicts, col. Ill, c, still more mutilated on account of the vowel-signs

;
the forms of the

Mem of the papyri, col, II, are unsuited to be considered the prototypes of the Kharo§tln
via.

^ No. 13, 72a, col. Ill, a, = col. I, a, h (Saqqarah), a later derivative being the 72a ‘of
col. Ill, I

;
the Nw7i of the papyri, col. II, is again unsuited for comparison. No. 14, sa,

col. Ill, •= Samehli, oo\,^ I (Teima), with transposition of the slanting bar to the left end of the
top-stroke from which it hangs down, and with connection of its lower end with the tail of the
sign, which has been pushed forward towards the left (see the figures in B.IS. IIP, 105) *

analogous developments appear in Nabataean (E.TSA. cols. 46, 47) and in Hebrew. -1 No.’l5, pa,
col. Ill, a, = Phe, col. I (Teima), turned from right to left to distinguish it from A

;
in the

more usual pa of col. Ill, b, the curve has been pushed lower down. — No. 16, ca col. Ill =
Tsade derived from an acute-a.ngled form like col. I, a, h (Teima), with the omission of the
second hook on the right (see preliminary remarks, 2) and with the development of a hook
below the head, because the vertical was made separately

; the analogous Tsade of col. II, h,
has been developed, because the right stroke of the head was made separately and drawn'to
the verti<?a.h

No. 17, Tiha, col. Ill, - Qoph, derived from a form like col. I, a, b (Serapeum) with the
conversion of the central pendant iuto an elongation of the top-stroke on the left; similarly,
the pendant has been transferred to the right end of the letter in the Teima form (E.TSA.
CO . ). : 0. 8, »«, col. Ill, — Besh, col. I, a, b (Saqqarah), with complete removal of the
aagnlar protuberance on the right. — No. 19, sa, col. Ill, = Shin, col. 1 (Teima), turned
topsy-turvy owing to the aversion to tops with more than two strokes rising upwards (prelimi-
nary remarks, -), and with a lengthening of the central stroke owing to the predilection for
long-taded si;ps. - No. 20, fa. ool. Ill, = Taw, derived from a form like that in col. I, a
(Ass^ian wm.dits) or in ool. I. b (Saqqarah), with the transposition of the bar to the top of
the [2 ] vertical, as in ool. II, a, the new sign at the same time being turned from right to left
in order to avoid the resemblance to pa (No. 15). and being broadened in order to distinguish ip
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from va and m (Nos. 6, 18) ;
tlae older form and the intermediate steps appear in tka (No. 20

col. IV, a) and ta (No. 20, col. IV, h) where the original Tmo has been preserved, and in ta
(No. 20, col. IV, c) where the bar stands at the top

; compare below, B, 1, c, and B, 2.

B. — Derivative signs.

(1) Aspiration. — The aspiration is expressed by the addition of a curve or a hook, which
probably represent a cursive ha (Taylor), and for which cnrsively a simple stroke appears • at
the same time, the original vmtrka is sometimes simplified.— (a) A curve or a hook is added
to the right of the vertical of ga in gha, No. 3, col. IV, to the top of da in dha. No. 4. col. IV u
and to the end of the second bar of la, No. 20, col. IV, c, from which it rises upwards, in t)ia

No. 20, col. IV, d (properly tUo).— (h) A hook, a curve, or cursively a slanting stroke,* appears
to the right of ha in bha, No. 2, col, IV, a, b, the head of ba being converted at the same time
into a straight line and pushed somewhat more to the left, in order to avoid the identity with
ha. No. 10, col. III. — (c) In the following aspirates appear only cursive straight strokes, added
on the left in jha, No. 7, col. IV, and pha, No. 15, col. IV, and on the right in cka, No. 10
col. IV, dha^ No. 4, col. IV, c, and tha, No, 20, coL IV, a, all of which letters show, however
additional peculiarities. In cha, the little pendant on the left of ca has been made horizontal

and combined with the stroke of aspiration to a cross bar. In dha, the head of da has been
flattened into a straight line. Tha has been formed out of the ancient Aramaic Taw. No. 20
col. I, a, turned from right to left, and the stroke of aspiration continues the bar of Taiv towards

the right.

(2) Linguals. — Ta has been formed out of the older turned from the right to the lefc,

by the addition of a short bar, which in the A^oka edicts usually stands on the right and lower

than that on the left, as in No. 20, col. IV, b. In col. IV, c, the sign of iinguaiisation stands on

the left, below the ta with the bar at the top. This form of ta, which a^ppears rarely in the Asoka

edicts, must formerly have been common, as the tha has been derived from it (see above, B, I, a)*

The 4a of No. 4, col. IV, b, exactly resembles the common Aramaic Daleth in col. I, b (Teima)

and may be identical with it. If the alphabet imported into India contained two forms for da

(col. I, a, 5), both may have been borrowed, and the more cumbrous one may have been used for

the expression of the fuller sound. It is, however, also possible that the da has been formed out

of the da of No. 4, col. Ill, a, by the addition of the bar of Iinguaiisation, placed vertically on

the right. The wa, No. 13, col. lY, a, is likewise derived from na, col. Ill, a, h, by the addition of

a straio-ht stroke going downwards ;
compare what has been said above, § 4, B, 4, regarding the

use of a short stroke for denoting the change of the quality of a borrowed or derivative sign in

forming the M, 0, ha, na and na of the Brahmi.

(3) The palatal na, No. 13, col. IV, h, c, consists of two «a (col. Ill, a) joined together

(B. Thomas), and illustrates the modern Indian name for na and m, which the Pandits often

call the big naharas. The sign, which is really not necessary for a clerk’s alphabet, has perhaps

been framed only because it existed in the Brahmi, the Pandit’s alphabet.

(4) Medial vowels, absence of vowel in ligatures, and Anusvara. — Long vowels are not

marked, and a inheres, just as in the Brahmi, in every consonant. Other vowels are marked by

straight strokes. In the case of /, the stroke passes through the left side of the top-line or

top-lines of the consonant ;
in u, it stands to the left of the foot

;
in e, it descends on the left

side of the top-line; in o, it hangs down from this line, see tho, No. 20, col. lY,di for further

details see below, § H, B. Joined to A, the same strokes form I, U, E and G (No. 1, col. lY,

a d)^ The absence of a vowel between two dissimilar consonants, except nasals, is expressed,.

as in the Brahmi, by the combination of the two signs into a ligature, in which the second

letter is usually connected with the lower end of the first. But ra stands invariably at the foot
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of the other consonant, whether it may have to be pronounced before or after it. Double

[25] consonants, except nasals, are expressed by single ones, and non-aspirates and aspirates by

the aspirates alone. Nasals immediately preceding other consonants, are always expressed by

the Anusvara, which, in the Asoka edicts, is attached to the preceding watrka.

The non-expression of a, and the rules regarding the formation of the ligatures, no doubt,

have been taken over from the Brahmi, only minor modifications being introduced. And it

seems probable that the use of straight strokes for z, u, e and o comes from the same source.

For, already in the Brahmi of all the Asoka edicts, u, e and o are either regularly or

occasionally expressed by simple strokes, and in Girnar z is represented by a shallow curve,

often hardly distinguishable from a straight stroke; moreover, i, e and o stand in Brahmi, just

as in the Kharosthi, at the top of the consonants, and u at the foot. A connection of the two

systems of medial vowel-signs is therefore undeniable, and that of the Brahmi must be regarded

as the original one, since its signs, as has been shown above, § 4, C, 1, evidently have been

derived from the initial vowels.

The notation of /, TJy E and 0 by combinations of A with the medial vowel-signs is

peculiar to the Kharosthi, and is attributable to a desire to simplify the alphabet. Among the

later Indian alphabets, the modern Devanagari offers an analogy with its sfr and and

the Gujarati with its AI, *^1 0, and A U, Several among the foreign alphabets

derived from the Brahmi, as e. g* the Tibetan, show the principle of the Kharosthi fully

developed.

The Anusvara, which is used, as in the Brahmi, for all vowelless nasals, is derived firom ma

(E. Thomas). In mam, No. 12, col. IV, it still has the full form of ma, but usually it undergoes

cursive alterations
;
see below, § 11, B, 5.

§ 10.— The varieties of the Kharoisthi of Plate

According to plate I, the Kharosthi shows four chief varieties, vzz. : — (1) the archaic one

of the fourth and third centuries B. 0., found in the Asoka edicts of Shahbazgarhi (photolitho-

graph of edict YII. in ZDMG. 43, 151, and of edict XII. in EL 1, 16) and of Mansehra

Cphotolithograph of edicts 1—^VIIL in JA. 1888, 2, 330, = Sbnart, Notes d’Epigraphie Indienne,

1), with which the signature in the Asoka edicts of Siddapura (photolithogmphs in ET. 3,

138—^140), the legends on the oldest coins (autotypes in 0.0AI. pi. 3, Nos. 9, 12, 13) and

the syllables on the Persian sigloi (autotypes in J.EAS. 1895, 865) fully agree.

(2) The variety of the second and first centuries B. 0. on the coins of the Indo-Grecian

kings, which is imitated by some later foreign kings (autotypes in P. Gardner’ s Catalogue of

Indian Coins in the British Museum, pi. 4—21).

> Preparation of Plate I :
—

1—37, cols. I—V, and 38, 39, cols. I—XIII, traced by Db. Dedesird from Db. Bubgess’ impressions of tbe

ASoka edicts of Sbahbazgarhi and Mansehra, and reduced by photography.
1—37, cols, VI, VII, and 38, 39, coh XIV, drawn by Db. W. Oabtellibbi from P, Gabdkeb’s autotypes of

Indo-Grecian coins.

1—37, cols. VIII, IX, and 22—25, col. XIII, traced from Dr. Buboess’ impressions of the Mathura lion

capital and the photograph of the Tazila copper-plate of which a collotype has since then been published in El. 4,

53 UO and 14, col. VIII, and 25, col. XIII).
1—^37, cols, X—XII, and 31—37, col. XIII, traced or drawn according to Dr. Hobbnlb’s facsimile of tbe Sue

Bihar inscription, supplemented by some signs from the Manikyala stone and gelatine copies of the Wardak and
Bimaran vases by Dr. S. von Olbenbubo.

2S—80, col. XIII, drawn according to P. Gabdneb's autotypes of the older Kusana coins.
1 ^20, cols, Xm, XIV, numerals drawn according to the impressions and facsimiles of the AiSoka edicts and

later inscriptions.

Oldw tables of the KharogfiM alphabet, in P.1A. 2, 166, pi. 11; W.AA. 262; C.IA(Cn. 1), pi. 27; P. Gasdkkb,
Cat. I. C. Br. Mne. p. LXX. f. ; Yon Nachfolger Alex. d. Gr. (end) ,• G, H. Ozha, The Ind. Pal. pi. 26.
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(3) The variety of the Saka period, first century B. C. to first century A. D. (?), on the
Taxila copper-plate of Patika (lithograph in J.RAS. 1863, 222, pi. 3, and collotype in EL 4, 56),
and on the lion-capital of the satrap Sodasa or Sndasa from Mathura, which occurs also on some
sculptures from Gandhara (autotype in J.ASB. 58, 144, pi. 10; Anzeig. phil. hist. Cl. WA.
1896), on the Kaldawa stone (WZKM. 10, 55, 327) and on the coins of several Saka and Kusana
kings (autotypes, P. Gardner, op. cit., pi. 22—25).

(4) The strongly cursive script of the first and second centuries A. D. (?), which begins
with the Takht-i-Bahi inscription of Gondopherres (autotype in JA. 1890, I, = S.NEI. 3, pi, 1,

No. 1) and is fully developed in the inscriptions of the later Ku§ana kings Kaniska and Huviska
(autotype of the Zeda inscription in JA. 1890, 1, = S.NEI. 3, pi. 1, No. 3, of the Manikyala
stone, JA. 1896, I, = S.NEI. 6, pi. 1, 2, of the Sue Bihar inscription, lA. 10, 324, lithograph of

the Wardak vase, J.RAS. 1863, 256, pi. 10),^ and occurs also in the MS. of the Dhammapada
from Khotan

;
see above, § 7.

§ 11. — The archaic variety.2

A. — The radical signs.

(1) [26] A small stroke, rising upwards at an acute angle, may be added at the foot of

every letter ending with a straight or slanting line, in order to mark its end (plate I, 1, II

;

6, IT, V ; 7, II
; 8, II ; <fco). If a letter ends with two slanting lines, like ya and sa (34, II),

the upstroke may be added to the leftt In the Asoka edicts of Mansehm, da receives instead

occasionally a straight base-stroke (18, V).

(2) Ga has three varieties, (a) head with obtuse angle (10, 1, II, IV)
;

(h) head vrith curve

(10, V) ;
(c) head with curve, connected by a vertical with the lower part (10, III). — (3) The

head of cha is likewise sometimes angular (11, I, IV) and sometimes round (11, II), and loses

occasionally the cross-bar below the head, as in the later types. — (4) The full form of ja

occurs at least once in Shabhazgarhi (12, 1, V) and oftener in Mansehra, where once (edict V,

1, 24) the bar stands to the left of the foot. The left side-stroke of ja is often curved

(12, III). — (5) In na^ the second shortened na (see above, § 9, B, 3) is sometimes added on

the right (14, 1, V) and sometimes on the left (14, III, IV). Occasionally, the right side of

the letter is converted cnrsively into a vertical, as in the laterSnscriptions (14, IX).

(6) The normal form of ia is that of 15, 1, II
;
but the bar on the left stands occasionally

lower than that on the right (15, V ; 38, II), or both bars stand on the left (38, VI), or the

bar on the right is omitted (commonly in Mansehra) (15, III).

(7) Ta (20) is mostly shorter and broader than ra (31), and either its two lines are of

equal length, or the vertical one is shorter. Forms like 20, V, are rare. — (8) Di (22, II)

shows twice, in Shabhazgarhi edict IV, 1. 8, and Mansehra edict VII, 1. 33 (w-here the

transcript in ZDMG. has erroneously dri), a curve to the right of the foot, which is probably

nothing but an attempt to clearly distinguish da from na, — (9) DTia with the left end turned

upwards (23, V) is rare and a secondary development (see above, § 9, B, 1). In the abnormal

dha of 38, VIII {dhra), from Mansehra, the second bar is a substitute for a very sharp bend

to the left (23, V). — (10) The na with the bent head (24, HI) occurs not rarely in the

syllable ne.

5 Other facsimiles of Kharostrhi inscriptions:— (1) A^oka edicts in LBAS. 1850, 158; C.IA(Cir 3), pi. 1,^2;

C.ASB. 5, pi 5 ;
S.IP. 1 (end)

; IA. 10, 107 j
— (2; later inscriptions m P IA. 1, 93 (pi, 6), 144 (Pl-

^

’

W.AA. 64 (pi. 2), 232 ,
C.ASB. 2, 124 (pi. 59), 160 (pi. 63) ; 6, pi. 18, 28 ;

J BAS. 1863, 222 (pi 3), 288 (pi. 4), 250

(pi. 9), 253 {pi. 10), and 1877, 144; J.ASB. 23, 57; 31, 176,632 ; 39, 65, IA. 18, 257, S.NEI. Nos. 3 (JA. 1890, I,

pi. 1, No. 2) and 5 (JA 1894, II, pi. 5, Nos. 34, 36) ; all useless except the last three

2 Compare ZDMa. 43, 128 ff., 274 ff.
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(11) The greatly mutilated ma (29, I) is more common than the forms with remnants of

the old pendant (compare above, § 9, A, No. 12). It appears invariably in connection with

vowel signs and owes its existence to such combinations.

(12) La with a curve on the left, as in the later inscriptions (32, VIII), is rare in the

Asoka edicts, but occurs in Mansehra edict VI, 1. 29.

(13) The cursively rounded ka of 34, III, is rare
; but once, in Shahbazgarhi edict XIII,

1. 1, appears a ha hardly distinguishable from ya.— (14) The sa with a triangular head (36, II),

and that with a rounded head (36, I, III, IV), are cursive developments from the old

polveonal form (36, V). The vertical stroke of sa is occasionally omitted, as in Mansehra

[27] edict VI, 1. 27.

(15) The common forms of Jia with a curve (37, I, IV) or a short hook (37, III, V) at the

foot, are cursive developments of the ha of 37, II ; see above, § 9, A, No. 5.

B,— Medial vowels and Anusvara.

(1) The z-stroke goes regularly across the left side of the horizontal strokes of the con-

sonants (6, III ; 7, III ; 15, II, III
;

<feo.)
;
in letters with two horizontal or slanting top-strokes,

it passes through both (14, III
; 16, III

; 38, III, VI
;
&c.), likewise through both the top-strokes

of na (19, X), In I (2, I), di (22, II), and ni, it stands just below the head, and in yi (30, II)

it hangs in the left side,

(2) The e-stroke corresponds in form and position to the upper half of the f-stroke

(4, 1; 6, IV ; 12, II; 19, III; &o.) ; in B (4, II) it may also stand straight above the head of A.

(3) The o-stroke mostly corresponds in its position to the lower half of the f-stroke (5, 1

;

12, IV ; 14, IV ;
&c.), but it stands further to the right in the angle, formed by the upper part

of the letters, in go, gho (9, II) and so (36, IV).

(4) The ^i-stroke stands regularly at the left lower end of the consonant (3, 1 ; 8, III
; 10,

IV ; 12, III
;

<fec.), but a little higher up if the foot of the consonant is curved to the left

(TJ, 3, II), or to the right (du, 22, IV), or has a hook on the right (pm, 25, V ; hu, 37, IV).

In mu it stands to the left of the top of ma (see mru, 29, V)

.

(5) The Anusvara has the full form of ma (see above, § 9, B, 4) only occasionally in mam

(29, IV), More commonly it is represented cursively by a straight stroke as in mam (38, XI),

or by two hooks at the sides of ma as in mam (38^ X). In combination with other consonants

ending in a single slanting or vertical line, the Anusvara is mai’ked by an angle, opening

upwards, which the foot of the consonant bisects (8, IV; 11, IV; 17, V ; 19, V; &c.), or, rarely

in Shahbazgarhi, oftener in Mansehra, by a straight line, a substitute for the curve of ma, as in

tham (21, V). If the foot of the consonant has some other appendage, the Anusvara is attached

higher up to the vertical, as in nam (14, V) ;
dam (18, V)

; vram (33, V)
;
ham (37, V). The

angular Anusvara is always divided in yam (30, V) and in ham, and the one half is added to

the right end of the matfkd, and the other to the left. This may also be done in ham and in

hham (28, IV).

O. — Iiigatures.

(1) Bhye (88, IX), mma (38, XII) and mya (38, XII, 6) show no changes or only very

slight ones in the combined letters. In other cases, one or the other is usually mutilated.

(2) For ra, which must he pronounced sometimes before and sometimes after its mdtrha^

(exception in ria in Mansehra edict V, 1. 24), appears, besides slightly mutilated forms (in rti,

38, IV, and rva, 39, 1), (a) a slanting line, with or without a bend, which goes through the

middle of the -vertical of the combined consonant (as in gra, 38, 1; ria, 38, II; rti, 38, III);

{h) also a curved or straight stroke at the foot of the combined sign (rti, 38, V ;
7sra, 6, V ;

gra, 8,

V
;
tra, 20, V ;

dhra, 23, V ; 38, VIII
;
prw, 25, V ;

hra, 27, V ; vratri, 33, V ;
sm, 34, V ;

stri, 39,
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VIII, IX). In GombinatiorL with ma, the r«-stroke stands invariably at the right top, as in

(29, V)> and in hra and Ihra ^28, Y), occasionally at th-e wght end of the hooks of those letters.

Sometimes, especially in Mansehra, a curve open above, as in thra (21, IV), is substituted for

the straight stroke. The stroke and the curves, of coarse, are cursive substitutes for a full

attached to the foot of the combiisted consonants.

(3) In vru (39, II) the two consonants have been pushed the one into the other, so

that the vei'tical does duty both for the m and the ra. The same principle is followed in the

formation of the ligature sta (which consists «only in Shahbazgarhi edict I, i. 2, srestamaii^ of

)sa with a ta hooked into the vertical, 3D, IV). At the same time ea is mutilated, the middle

of its top remainingopen and the hook on the left being omitted. This is clearly visible in sti

(39, V) and stri (39, IX), while ^ta (39, III), tti (3*9, VI), stu (39, VII), and stri (39, VIII) are

made more negligently. The ligature of sa and pa is formed according to [28] the same

principles, but the sa is mutilated still more and merely indicated by a little book at the top

of the vertical of in spa (39, X) and spi (39, XII).i In spa (39, XI) the hook stands on the

fi'ide-iimb of pa.

,(4) The ligature in 38, VII, eeems to have two different meanings. In Shahbazgarhi

edict X, 1. 21, the sign appears in the representative of the Sanskrit tadatvaya^ which in the

(dialect of the Asoka edicts might be either tadaivaye or tadatiaye, and in Mansehra it occurs

‘fre(^uently in the repnesentative of the Sanskrit aUnan, As the Knsana inscriptions offer

a similar sign (31, XIII) in the representative of the Sanskrit satvdndm^ we have probably to

read tva in Shahbazgarhi edict X, L 21, and to assume that the curve at the foot of ta

^represents a va, just as it stands in thra (21, IV) for the similar ra. This esplanation is

confirmed by tbe ligatures 30, XIIL, and 37, XIII, which most probably are equivalent to hva

iihard) and sva (visharasvamin^. In Mansebra (especially edict XII) the sign 38, YII, has

to be read tmaJ^

§ 12.— Changes in the later varieties,*

A. —''The radical ^igne.

(1) The meamingless upward -stroke connected with the foot of the verticals occurs

«riy occaswnally on the Indo-Grecia>n odns (7, YI; 20, YI; 36, YI). Mol'S frequently it

appears detached to the left of the signs, as in 4 (1, YI), and even with ha (87, VI).

A cursive substitate is the very common dot, as in ha (37, YII) compare also ma (29, VII).

Finally, varioas letters, like ta (20, YII) and «« (24, VII), receive on the Indo-Grecian coins

a horizontal base-line (see above, § 11, A, 1). In the variety of the Bata period, the ends of

the verticals show ^<?metimes a meaningless hook, as in oa (10, YIII) and in sa (36, IX), or a

straight stroke on the right, as in « (35. YHI). The same hookappe^s also m the c,^^

script of the Knsana period (so, 35, X), or a horizontal stroke to the left, as in A (1, XI^ Jo

(6, X), dia (23, XI), «« (24, XII), H (27, XI), ya (30. X), as well as mirvss both to the right

and left, as in kha<7, X), so (10, XII), dU (16, XI), ght <9, X), da (27, X), mi (29, XI), where

the curve has been added to the vowel-stroke.

(2) In the Saka and Knsana varieties, the head of Tea is commonly converted into

a curve (6, VIII), and in the Knsana variety this onrve is connected with the side-limb of feo

1 O. Fbankb, Naohr. Gott. Gas. d. Wias., 1895. S40, and ZDMG. 50. 603. propose, to read fa and for

signs which I read s:pa and
fArminAtions of the absolntives in {ivu)

2 The MS. of the Dhammapada shews this same sign both in the terminations or me ao

and in aima (5imo«), and thus further confc^ the WZ^ 8. 193 f • regarding ihe script of the

to,., i.*™

ahd O, Fbauke, ZDMG. 60, 602 ff.
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§ 14 , — Common characteristies of the ancient inscriptions.

Tlie forms of the Brahmi and Dravidi, used during the first 600 years, are known at

present only from inscriptions on stones, copper-plates, coins, seals and rings,^ and there is

only one instance of the use of ink from the third or second century B. C.^ The view of the

development of the characters during this period is, therefore^ not complete. For, in accord-

ance with the results of all paleographic research, the epigraphic alphabets are mostly more

archaic than those used in daily life, as the very natural desire to employ monumental forms

prevents the adoption of modern letters, and as, in the case of coins, the imitation of older

specimens not rarely makes the alphabet retrograde. The occurrence of numerous cursive

forms together with very archaic ones, both in the Asoka edicts (see above, § 3) and also in later

inscriptions, clearly proves^ that Indian writing makes no exception to the general rule. And
it will be possible to use the numerous cursive letters for the reconstruction of the more

advanced alphabets, which were employed for manuscripts and for business purposes.

The full recognition of the actual condition of the Indian writing is obscured also by the fact

that the inscriptions of the earliest period, with two exceptions, are either in Prakrit or in

a mixed langnage (Gatha dialect), and that the originals, from which they were transferred to

stone or copper, were drafted by clerks and monks who possessed little or no education. In

[31] writing Prakrit these persons adopted nearly throughout — (in writing the mixed dialect

less constantly)— the practically convenient popular orthography, in which the notation of long

vowels, especially of i and z2, and of the Anusvara, is occasionally neglected as a matter of small

importance, and in which double consonants are mostly represented by single ones, non-aspi-

rates are omitted before aspirates, and the Anusvara is put for all vowelless medial nasals.^

This mode of spelling continues in the Prakrit inscriptions with great constancy until the

second century A. D. The constant doubling of the consonants appears first in a Pali inscrip-

tion of Earitiputta Satalcami^ king of Banavasi, which has been recently found by L, Rice.®

The longer known inscription of the same prince (lA, 14, 331) does not show it. Besides, we
find in some other, partly much older, Prakrit documents, faint traces of the phonetical and

grammatical spelling of the Pandits. Thu^ the Asoka edicts of Shahbazgarhi offer some

instances of mma (see above, § 9,B,4), the Nasik inscriptions Nos. 14, 15, and Kuda No, 5, have

the word siddha, and Kanheri No. 14 dyyakena»^ Such deviations from the rule indicate that

the writers had learned a little Sanskrit,which fact is proved also for the writer who drafted the

Xalsi edicts by the, for the Pali absurd, form bamhmane for bamhhane (Kalsi edict XIII, 1. 39).

With the exception of the Ghasundi (Nagarl) inscription, which contains no word with

a double consonant, all the documents in the mixed dialect offer instances of double consonants

which sometimes even are not absolutely necessary. Pabhosa No. 1 has Bahasaiimittrasa and

Kassapiydnamf No. 2 has TevantpuUrasya, Nasik No. 5 h&s'siddham, and Karle No. 21 has

SetapharanapuiiasyaJ^ And the Jaina inscriptions from Mathura furnish numerous analogous

cases.® The only known Sanskrit inscriptions of this period, the Girnar Prasasti from the reign

of Rudradaman and Kanheri No. 11,® in general show the orthography approved by the phono-

logists and grammarians, with a few irregularities in the use of the Anusvara, c. pratmam d

(Gimaa:^ Prasasti, 1. 2), sambamdhcP (1. 12), which have been caused by the influence of the

popular orthography, but are found in the best MSS. written by Pandits. The orthographic

pecularities, just discussed, have therefore nothing to do with the development of the alphabet,

but merely show that in ancient, as in modern, India the spelling of the clerks differed from that

of the learned Brahmans, and that both methods, then as now, mutually influenced each other

and caused irregularities.

1 J.BBEAS. 10, XXIII. 8 See above, § 2, B (end). « B.IS. IIP, 40—43.
* See above, § "Z. « According to an impression and a pbotograh kindly sent by Me. L, Bice.
« B.ASBWI. 4, pi. 45 and 52 ; 5, ph 51. ? El. 2. 242 ; B.ASBWI. 4, pi. 52 and 54.

* El. 1, 371 ff. ; 2, 195 ff. 9 B.ASEWI. 2, pi. 14 ; 5, pi. 51. *
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A second peculiarity,! found in many inscriptions in Prakrit and in the mixed dialect
is the frequent erroneous employment of the signs for the sibilants. In the Asoka edicts r£
Kalsi, of Siddapura, and of Bairat No. on the Bhattiprolu vases, m the cave inscriptions
of Nagarjuni and of Ramnath,^ and in the Mathura inscriptions of the Knsana penod, nay even
in the two oldest Ceylonese inscriptions, sa or so. are used often for so, and so for sa, and so for ia
and sa. The reasons for this promiscuous use of the sibilants are, first, the circumstance that the
school alphabet, which the clerks learned, was originally intended for Sanskrit and contained
more sibilants than the ancient vernaculars possessed, and secondly, the negligent pronunciation
of the classes destitute of grammatical training. The western and southern Prakrits verv
probably possessed, then as now, both the palatal and the dental sibilants, and it was probably
the custom, as is done also in our days, to exchange the two sounds in the same words. The
natural consequence was that the feeling for the real value of the signs for ia and sa disappeared
among the Prakrit-speaking classes, while the sa of their school-alphabet, for which there was
no corresponding sound in their vernaculars, must have appealed to them as a sign suitable to

express sibilance. The Sanskrit inscriptions of all centuries, especially the land-grants which
were drafted by common clerks, the MSS, of works written in the modern Prakrits, and the
documents from [32] the offices of modern India, with their countless mistakes in the use of the
sibilants, o^er abundant proof for the correctness of this explanation of the errors in the old

inscriptions. The explanation is also confirmed by the occasional occurrence of for na,

once in the separate edicts of Dhauli and once of Jaugada, — though na alone is permissible

for their dialect. In these cases, too, the error seems to have been caused by the fact that

the school alphabet contained both na and na. The clerks, who had learned it, each made once

a slip, and put in the, for them, redundant sign. The di:fferent opinion,^ according to which
the exchange of the sibilants in the Asoka edicts indicates that the values of the Brahma signs

were not completely settled in the third century B. C., rests on the, now untenable, assumption

that the Brahmi was elaborated, not for writing Sanskrit, but for the Prakrit dialects.

§ 15. — The varieties of the Brahmi and Dravidi in Plates II, and III.«

Plates II. and III. show the following fifteen scripts of the first period : —
(1) The variety of the Eran coin, running from the right to the left (pi. IT, col, I), which

probably dates from the 4th century B. G.

1 B.IS. IH^ 43, note 3. ^0 IA(CIX. 1), pi. 14. s qiA (CII 1), pi 15.
* B.ASRSI. 1, 128, note 45 ; 129, note 33. 6 S.IP. 1, 33 ff. ; B.ESIP. 2, note 1.
® Preparation of the Plates :

—

Pla'Te II.

Col. I ;
drawn aocording to a caste of the Eran coin ; compare O.CAI. pi. 11, No. 18 : A from Patna seal.

C.ASB. 15, pi. 2.

Cola. IT, III ; cuttings from facsimile of Kalsi, BI. 2, 447 ff.

Cols. IV, V ; cuttings from facsimile of Delhi-Sivalik, TA. 13, 306 ff.

Cols. VI, Vll ; cuttings from facsimiles of Jaugada, B.ASESI. 1, pi. 67, 68, 69 • 20, VI, from Eadhia, El.
2, 245 if. ; and 44, VII, drawn according to impression of Sahasram,

Cols. VIII—X; cuttings from facsimiles of Girnar, EL 2, 447 ff. : 34, m, between VII, VIIL'from Bupnath,
IA. 6, 156.

Cols. XI, XII ; cuttings from facsimiles of Siddapura, BI. 3, 134 ff . : 44, XII, drawn according to impression
of Bairat, No. I ; 43, XI, according to facsimile of Bharahut, ZDMG. 40, 58 ff.

Cols. XIII—XV ;
cuttings from facsimiles in El. 2, 323 ff.

Col. XVI ; traced from the facsimile in J.ASB. 56, 77, pi. 5 a.

Col. XVII ; cuttings from facsimile in IA, 20, 361 ff.

Col. XVin ; traced from the facsimile in IA. 14, 189: 6 from facsimile of Bharahut, No. 98, ZDMG. 40, 58:

and 41 from impression of Sanoi Stupa I, No. 199.

Col. XIX 5 cuttings from facsimile in BI. 2, 240 ff.

Col, XX ; cuttings from facsimiles in El. 1, 393, No. 33, and El. 2, 195, No. 1.

Cols. XXI, XXII; drawn according to OuiTNiNGHAitf’s photograph of the BSthigumpha inscription of

Kbaravela.
Cols. XXIH, XXIV ; cuttings from facsimiles in B.ASBWI. 5, pi. 51, Nos, 1, 2.

Plate in.-

Cols. I, II; cuttings from facsimiles in EL 2, 199, Nos. 2 and 5, and CuiTNiNUHAit^s photograph of the

ora well inscription : compare C.ASB, 20, pi. 5, No. 4. — (Note contimM on the next fage,)
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(2) The older Maurya alphabet of the Asoka edicts^ (pL II, cols. II—XII), which occurs

also with local variations on the Persian sigloi^ and the old coins from Taxila, &c.,^ in the

majority of the inscriptions on the Bharahut Stupa (pi. II, 6, XYIII ; 45, XI), in Gray^^

Sahci,» and Parkham,^ on the Patna seals, on the Sohgaara copper-plate,^ and on the stone of

Ghasundi or Nagari (pi. 11, col. XVI), and probably prevailed at least in the latter half of

the 4th and in the Srd century B. C.

(3) The Dravidi of Bhattiprola (pi. II, cols. XIII—XV), which is connected with the

southern variety of the Maurya type, but includes many very archaic signs
;
about B. C. 200.

(4) The later Maurya alphabet of Dasaratha’s inscription (pi. II, col. XVII), closely

1 elated to the characters on the coins of the Indo-Grecian kings Agatliocles and Pantaloon

about B. C. 200 to 180.

(5) The Suhga alphabet of the Torana of Bharahut (pi. II, col. XVIII), which agrees

with that of the Pabhosa inscriptions (pi. II, col. XIX), of the later votive inscriptions on the

rails ot the Bharahut and Sanci Stupas,^ of the oldest Mathura inscriptions^® (pi. II, col. XX)„
ot the Riwa inscription,^^ and so forth ’P 2nd to Ist centuries B, 0.

^ (6) The older Kalihga alphabet of the Katak (Hathigumpha) oaves (pi. II, cols. XXI„
XXII); about B. C. 150.

(7) The archaic alphabet of the western Dekhan in the NanEghat inscription (pL II,

cols. XXIII, XXIV), which is found also in Nasik No, 1, in Pitalkhora, and in. AjaufcaiNos. 1,

2

from about B. 0. 150 to the 1st century A. D.

(8, 9) The precursors of the later northern alphabets, the alphabet of the inscriptions of

the Northeam K§atrapa Sodasa and of the archaic votive inscriptions from. Mathura (pk III,

cols, I, II), 1st century B. C. to 1st century A, D. (?), and the Kusana alphabet of the reigns of

Kaniska, Huviska and Vasudeva (pL III, cols. Ill—V), 1st and 2nd (?) centuries A, D.

(10—15) The precursors of the later southern alphabets, the alphabet of Katbiavad

from the time of the Western K^atrapa Rudradaman (p.L III, col. VI), about A. D. 150 ;

the arohaistic type of the western Dekhan from the time of the K§atrapa Nahapana
(pi. Ill, col. VII), beginning of the 2ad century A. D. (?) ;

the more modern-looking alphabet of

the same district (occasionally with only faint traces of southern peculiarities) from the timo of

Nahapana (pU III, cols. VIII, IX), of the Andhra king Gotamiputa Satakani ^col. X), of the

Andhra king Pulumayi (col. XI), of the Andhra king Gotamiputa Biriyana Satakani (col. XII),

of Nasik No. 20 (col. XIII), and of the Abhira king Isvarasena (col. XIV), 2nd century A. D.

;

Cols. Ill—V ; cuttings from facsimiles of dated Kusana inscriptions in El. 1, 371 ff., and 2, 195 ff-

Col. VI ; drawn according to facsimile in B.ASRWi. 2, 128, pi. 14.

Cols. VII—XVI ; cuttings from facsimiles in B.ASBWI. 4, pi. 51, No. 10 ; pi. 52, Nos. 5, Ik 10, 18, lO'; jjL 5Si,

Nos. 13, 14 ; pi. 55, No. 22; pi, 48, No. 3 ; and tracings for ool. XT, from pi. 45, Nos. 5, 6, 11.

Cols. XTII, XVin ; cuttings from facsimiles in RASBSI. 1, pi. 62, 63.

Cols, XIX, XX ; cuttings from facsimile in El. 1, 1 ff.

The backgrounds of all the outtinga, and indistinct strokes, have been touched up.
Scale of Plate II. » 0*5 of the cuttings ; except 13, II, and the signs in cols. VI, VII, XXIII,.3X1V,

which have the same size as in the facsimiles. Scale of Plate HI. - 0*7.

^ Compare the following trustworthy facsimiles of Aloka edicts not mentioned in note 6 on page^ above": —
B.ASRWI. 2, 98 ff., Gimar; lA. 13, 306 ff., Allahabad; lA. 19, 122 Delhi-Mirat, Allahabad QueeVa edicts

Allahabad Kosambi edict ; lA. 20, 364, Barabar'caves ; lA. 22, 299, Sahasram and Rupnath ; El. 2, 245 fT., Mathia

and Rampurva ; El 2, 366, Sanci ; JA. 1887, 1, 498, Bairat No. I ; and the table of letters in BASRWI. 4, ph 5.

® J.EAS. 1896, 865 (pU). s C.OAI. ph 2, 3 ; pi. 8, No. 1 ; pi, 10, No. 20.
A O.MQ. pi. 10, Nos. 2, 3. « Facsimiles in El. 2. 366 ft. ® C.ASR. 26, pi. 6.

» Proo. ASB. May-June. 1894, pi. 1. » p, GABDNBsa, Cat. of Ind. Coins Br. Mus., pis. 3,A
» PI. in ZDMd. 40, 58 ff. ; El. 2, 366 (facsimiles of Stnpa I, Nos. 288, 377, 878).

1* Compare plate in Sixth Oriental Congress, 8, 2, 142. lA 9, 121.
w Compare also C.CAI. pi. 4, Nos. 8—15; pi. 5; pi. 8. No. 2 ff.; ph 9, Nos. 1—5; O.MG. pi 10, No. 4;

BASRWI. 4, ph 44, Bhaja, Nos. 1—6, Kondane,

B.ASRWI. 4, pi, 44, Pitalkhora, Noa. 1-^
; pi §1, Nasik, No, 1.
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the ornamental variety of the same district with more fully developed southern peculiarities,

from the Kuda and [33] Juunar inscriptions (cols. X7, XYI), 2nd centary A. D.
;
the highly

ornamental variety of the eastern Dekhan from Jaggayyapeta (cols. XV’II, XTIII)^^Srd
century A. D. (?) ;

and the ancient cursive alphabet of the Prakrit grant of the Pallava kino*

Sivaskandavarman (cols. XIX, XX), 4th century A, D. (?),

§ 16 .— The older Maurya alphabet
;
Plate IL

A.— Geographical extension and duration of use.^

The older Maurya alphabet was used over the whole of India, and it seems to have found

its way into Ceylon at the latest about B. 0. 250. For, the two oldest Ceylonese inscriptions,

^

from the time of the king Abaya Gamini, which probably belong to the end of the 2nd or the

beginning of the 1st century B. C., show characters which appear to have been developed from

those of the Asoka edicts. And the close relations between Asoka and Tissa of Ceylon,

reported by the Southern Buddhists, make an importation of the Brahmi from Magadha into

Ceylon not improbable. It is, however, possible that the Brahmi alphabet was introduced even

earlier into Ceylon by Indian colonists.^

The upper limit of the use of the older Maurya alphabet cannot he fixed with any certainty.

But the shape of some of the characters on the Persian sigloi (above § 15, 1) makes it probable

that even its more advanced forms existed before the end of the Akhaemenian rule in India

(B. C. 331). Its oldest primary forms, no doubt, go back to much earlier times, as also the

statements of the tradition, discussed above, tend to show, ‘{34] The lower limit of the use

of this type cannot be very distant from the end of Asoka *s reign (about B. C. 221), and must

fall about B. C. 200. This estimate is supported by the character of the writing in the inscrip-

tions of Asoka’s grandson Dasaratha,^ which were incised immediately after his coronation
’’

(anamtaliyam abMsitena), i. probably just about the end of the 3rd century B. 0., and of the

legends on the coins of the Indo-Grecian kings Pantaleon and Agathodles, who ruled in the

beginning of the 2nd century B. C.^ The letters of the Nagarjuni cave inscriptions (pi. II,

col. XVII) are sharply disfcinguished from those of the Asoka edicts, partly by the far advanced

forms of yu, da, la, and partly by the invariable and considerable reduction of the vertical

strokes. The second peculiarity re-occurs on the coins of the two Indo-Grecian kings, which

show also a fuL’ther development of the northern ja of pi. II, 15, III. Though the shortened

letters were by no means unknown to the writers of the Asoka edicts (see table on p. 7), their

constant use for epigraphic documents is, to judge from the available materials, a characteristic

of the types of the second and subsequent centuries. And I believe that all inscriptiQua

showing long verticals must he assigned- to the third centary B. 0., and those with short

ones to later times.

B.— Local varieties.

The peculiar circumstances, under which the Asoka edicts were incised, were most unfavour-

able to a full expression of the existing local varieties. First, the fact that all of them were

first drawn up in the imperial secretariate at Pa^liputra and then forwarded to the governors

of the provinces, must have proved a serious obstacle. As the differences in the grammatical

forms and small alterations in the text indicate, the edicts were copied by the provincial clerks

before they came into the hands of the stone-masons. It is a matter of course that the scribes

of the Rajukas, in copying them, were influenced by the forms of the letters in the originals,

and that they imitated them, be it mvoluntarily or oat of respeet for the head office. Farther,

it is probable that the provincial clerks were not always natives of those districts in which they

I Compare B.IS. IIP, 49 ff. ^ ff

» Compare aLDsZmvA WiOKBAMASiNaKBinT.EAS.,.1895, 895ff. L.^II,257ff.

' Von Saubt, Nachfolger Alex, d. Or., 31 ; P. Gabdnbb, Oat. of Ind. Coma Br. Mas., XSTI.
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served
;
and this circamstance must have contributed to efface or to modify the use of the local

varieties.- Most of Asoka’s governors will, no doubt, have been sent from Magadha, the home of

the Maurya race, and many will have been transferred in the course of their service from one
province to another. Those acquainted with- the conditions of the Civil Service in the Native
States of India, which still preserve the ancient forms common to the whole of Asia, will regard
it as probable that the governors, on taking charge of their posts, imported their subordinates

or at least some of them, be it from their native country or from the districts which they
formerly governed. The case of Pada, the writer of the Siddapura edicts, confirms this

inference. As he knew the Kharosthi, he probably had immigrated, or been transferred, to

Maisiir from the north of India.

In spite of these unfavourable conditions it is possible to distinguish in the writing of the
Asoka edicts at least two, perhaps three, local varieties. First, there is a northern and a
southern one, for which, as in the case of the later alphabets, the Vindhya or, as the Hindus say,
the N'armada, forms the dividing line. The southern variety is most strongly expressed in the
Girnar and 'Siddapura edicts, less clearly in the Dhauli and Jaugada edicts, by differences in the
signs for hlia^ja, ma, ra, sa^ the medial i, and the ligatures with ra (see below, under 0, D).
A comparison of the characters of the- most closely allied northern and southern inscriptions

confirms the assumption that the differences are not accidental. If the characters of the
Siddapura edicts do not always agree with those of Girnar, [35]. the discrepancies will have to

be ascribed to the northern descent of the writer Pa4a or to his service in a northern office.

Even the writing in the northern versions is not quite homogeneous. The pillar edicts of

Allahabad, Mathia, Nigliva, Paderia, Radhia, and Rampurva, form one very closely connected
set, in which only occasionally minute differences can be traced, and the edicts of Bairat No. I.,

Sahasram, Barabar, and Sanoi, do not much differ. A little further off stand the Dhauli
separate edicts (where edict VII. has been written by a different hand from the rest), the Delhi-
Mirat edicts, and' the Allahabad Queen edict, as these show the angular d(z» Very peculiar
and altogether different is the writing of the rock edicts of XalsI, with which some letters on the
coins of Agathooles and Pantaleon (but also some in the Jaugada separate edicts) agree. Perhaps
it is possible to speak also of a north-western variety of the older Maurya alphabet.^

0.— The radical signs or Matpkas.

Signs beginning with verticals show already in the Asoka edicts occasionally a thickening
or a very short stroke {Serif) at the upper end, as in cha (pi. II, 14; II)* pa (28, VII)

;
compare

the cases noted El. 2, 448, and B.ASRSI. 1, 115.

(1, 2)2 In addition to the eight forms of A, A, given on page 6 above, the plate shows
a ninth in col. XL with an open square at the top (compare ma, 32, XI, XII)

;
a tenth, with

the angle separated from the vertical, occurs in No. 1 of the Siddapura inscriptions, edict I,

line 2, 3, The forms with the bent vertical (cols. VII, XI), have been caused by writing the
upper and lower halves of the letter separately. The addition of the stroke, marking the length
of the vowel, to the right top of the vertical (cols. VIII, IX), is a peculiarity of Girnar.

(3) The forms of I in cols. Ill, IV , are the common ones
;
that in col. X, which agrees with

the I of the Gupta period and later types, is rare, (4) The rare /, which, as may be inferred
from the Gaya alphabet of the masons, existed already in the 3rd century B. C., occurs also

in the Mahabodhi-Gaya inscriptions, pi. 10, Nos. 9, 10, where OtiNNiNGHAM reads /m, because it

appears in the representative of the Sanskrit indra. Though this I’eading is possible,

I consider it improbable, as it would be necessary to assume for I a not traceable form,

^ Compare B.IS. Ilia, 36 ff.

’

D
Arabic agures of section C. correspond with those of plate II ; for § 16, 0 to E, compare also

E.Xd. Ill*, Oo n.
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consisting of two dots side hy side witli a third dot above on the left, thus! . . In later times
(see pi. YI, 4, Y, YII) the angles of the square are tamed towards the top and the bottom lines.

(5, 6) Hultzsch (ZDMG. 40, 71) admits that the sign 6, XYIII, looks like O', but prefers

to read 0 for linguistic reasons, which seems to be unnecessary according to E. Mullee,
Simplified Pali Grammar, 12 f. The existence of IT in the 3rd century may be inferred from
the Gaya alphabet of the masons.

(7) Add the horseshoe-form of (KalsI edict Y, 16, &c.) from the comparative table on

page 11 above, No. 16, col. Y, 5. The half-round E of col. XXII. occurs also in Sanci Stupa I,

No. 173. The AT, which has been placed in this row (col. XXI), existed in the 3rd century,

as may be inferred from the Gaya alphabet of the masons. — (8) Regarding the 0 of Dhauli

and Jaugada in col. VI, see above, § 4, B, 4, a.

(9) The daggeivshaped ka occurs occasionally in all versions of the Asoka edicts, most

rarely in Girnar. — (10) The oldest among the seven forms of hha is that in col. II (Kalsi) and

col. VI (Jaugada separate edicts and Bharahut Stupa inscription). Hence come first the northern

Jcha, with the loop on the right, col. HI (Kalsi and Bharahut), and a form, nearly identical with

that of col. XYIII, in Jaugada separate edict I, 1. 4. The next derivative from this is the Jcha

with a bent vertical and a dot at the foot, in cols. IV, V. Likewise of northern origin is the Jcha

with the triangle at the foot, in Jchya, 43,Y ;
compare Mahabodhi-Gaya, pi. 10, No. 3, and Bharahut.

Another derivative from the primary form in col. III. is the kJia of cols. YII, IX—XII, with

a point at the foot of the perfectly straight vertical, and it occurs both in the south in Girnar,

Siddapura, Dhauli, and Jaugada, and in the north in Allahabad, Delhi-Mirat, Mathia, Radhia,

Rampurva, and Bairat No. I, The Jcha, consisting of a simple hook with the omission of the

dot, in col. VIII, is confined to the southern versions and is particularly common in Girnar. —
(11) The ga, which is originally pointed at the top, is sometimes slightly rounded, in

cols. lY, YI, X—XII. — (12) The primary angular gha appears occasionally in Kalsi

(col. Ill) and in the Jaugada separate edicts. — I add here the

figure of ha from the Gaya alphabet of the masons, which has been ^
discovered after the preparation of the plates; compare my Indian Studies, IIP, pp. 31, 76.

(13) The primary ca with tail (see above, § 4, A, 18) occurs also in Sanci Stupa I, Nos. 269

and 284 (El. 2, 368),. — (14) The primary cha with unequal [36] halves in cols. YI, YII,

becomes first a circle, bisected by the vertical, cols. Ill, lY, and hence is deiuved the later

usual form with two loops in col, II, and in the Gaya alphabet. — (15) The forms of Ja, all of

which have been derived from the^‘ of the Dravidi (cols. XIII—XYI) may be divided (a) into

essentially northern forms with a loop in col. Ill (Kalsi and Mathia), or with a dot in

cols. lY, Y (Allahabad, Delhi-Sivalik, Delhi-Mirat, Bairat No. I, Nigliva, Paderia, Dhauli,

Jaugada, and Siddapura), or with a short central stroke in col. II (Kalsi, Jaugada separate edicts,

Sahasram, and Rupnath), and (5) into southern forms, those in cols. YIII, X,XI, XYI (Girnar,

Dhauli, Jaugada, and Ghasundi), and that in. col. IX (Girnar).

(18) In addition to the semicircular ta, we often find secondary forms, flattened above or

below or at both ends, as in cols. II, XI, XYI. — (20) With the round-backed da of Kalsi in

col. Ill, compare also the similar di in the Allahabad Queen’s edict, line 3.

(23) From the primary ta in coh III, and 43, HI (iw), which is often turned sideways (see

comparative table at page 11 above No. 22, Y, 5), comes (a) the form with the round side-limb in

cols. lY, Y, XYI, as well as that in col. YI, and 43, col. II (<j),*and (6) the very common ta

with the angle just below the vertical in col. XI, from which finally the tertiary form with tho

semicircle for the angle in col. XII (common in later times) appears to be derived. (25) From

the primary rounded da in cols. II, HI, comes (a) the angular form in cols. IV, V (Delhi*
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Mirat, Delhi-Sivalik, Allahabad Kosambi edict, and Allahabad Queen’s edict), and (3) the

cursive da in cols. YII, IX (Girnar, Jaugada, &c., rarely). — (26) The original dha of

cols. V—YII appears only in Delhi-Sivalik (rarely) and in the Jaugada separate edicts

(constantly).

_ (28, 29) The angular pa and pha of col. XII. and col. VI. occurs here and there in various

versions. — (30) Add the ha of the comparative table, page 11 above, No. 2, V, which is not

rare in KalsI and other versions. — (31 ) The secondary hha with the straight stroke on the right,

col, XYI, and that with the rounded back, col. YI (Jaugada separate edicts), appear also in

Bharahut (constantly), Sanoi (often), Barabar, and Kalsl. — (32) The secondary ma with the

semicircle at the top occurs throughout in the northern inscriptions, except in the Sohgaura

copper-plate, which oifers a ma with an open square, similar to that of Siddapura, cols. XI,

XII, The older ma with the angle above the circle, cols..YIII—X, is a southern form, and

is confined to Girn^ (exclusively) and Dhauli and Jaugada (rarely).

(33) The notched pa in cols. lY, Y, YII, XI, is used either constantly or chiefly in Delhi-

Sivalik, Delhi-Mirat, Mathia, Radhia, Rampurva, Nigliva, Paderia, and Kalsi. It is also very

common in Dhauli, Jaugada, and Siddapura. But in Girnar the ya with the curve below is

the usual one, cols. YIII, X, XII, besides which that with the angle, col. IX, is found

occasionally. In writing the notched ya^ the left half of the sign has been made first, and the

right half has been added afterwards. In the ya with the curve below, the vertical and the

curve have been drawn separately, as may be seen from iyam in No. 1 of the Siddapura

inscriptions, edict I, line 4. — (34) Add the forms of ra from Girnar given in the comparative

table on page 11 above, No. 20, V, a and c. The coi^kscrew-like ra of Ghasundi, col. XYI,
and the tertiary, almost straight-lined, form of Rupnath (between cols. VII, YIII), seem to be

northern cursive forms of the letter. — (35) The angular la of cols. Ill, Y, appears occasionally

in most versions, whereas the highly cursive form in col. VII. is confined to the Jaugada
'separate' edicts.— (36) Add the modern-looking m of the comparative table on page 7 above,

No. 19 (Kalsi). The m of Siddapura in col. XII, flattened below, and the triangular one of

Ghasundi in col. XYI, appear occasionally in other versions. The va of col, IX, which

resembles-a cd turned round from right to left, is found also in Vesagame^ Sohgaura, line 2;

(37) Add-the broad-backed sa of the comparative table on page 11, No. 21, Y, c
;
and compare

the in Kalsi edict XIII, 1, lines 35, 37, 38 ; 2, lines 17, 19. — (38) The conjectural reading

of' the signs of Kalsi in cols. II, III, is based on Senabt’s Inscriptions de Piyadasi, 1, 33 f.

The sa froxn which the later forms have been derived is that of col. XYI.— (39) The primary sa

with the' straight side-Umb has been preserved only in the south (Girnar and Siddapura)^ The
i3Ursive form in col. VII. occurs also in Kalsi.

. (^^) Add the probably primary Jia of Siddapura in the comparative table on page 11 above,

5, Yr <*r”Whichr [373 found also in Kalsi. The .cursive ha of col, YII. is confined to

the Jaugada separate edicts
; a somewhat dilEerent cursive occurs in mahamdia, Allahabad

Kosambl edict, line 1.

(41) A certain Ja is not found in the known inscriptions of the Srd century, as the U of

Sanci, in col. XYIII, belongs without doubt to the 2nd century B. 0. But it is possible that

the da with the dot, 20, col. YI (Radhia), has to be read la. The sign appears in Delhi-Sivalik,

Mathia, and Radhia (edict Y) in the representative of the Sanskrit dudl or dull, and in Mathia
^nd Radhia in the representative of dvddaia, which in Rali usually becomes duvddasa. The
dot may be^ as in hha and ja^ a substitute for a circle. If such a modification of da was really

used for the sign must have been derived from the angular da nearly in theeame manner
ae the la^r la was framed out of the round-backed da (see above, § 4, B, 6).
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D. — Medial vowels and Anusv^ra.

(1) The originally straight stroke for o is often turned upwaids in Kalsi (see, for instance,

Sa, 37, 111) and occasionally in other versions, after the mciriner prevaletit in laitr limes. In

IJia (I'l, V, VI), ja (15, VI, (*^> H), vl-S ilj» (2^*1, il)» the o-stroke is added

to the middle of the letter, Hharahut offers also a Jo like that of 15, XXI.

(2) The angular i (see, for instauce. JcM, lU, U becomes, regiilarly in Giruar (see dhiy

21, IXJ and larely in the Jaugada separate edicts (see kkt, lO, \ il/, a shallow curve, which

in Ichi (lO, Vill), in ni (*i7, IX), and other letters ending in veiticals, nih^\ he attached to the

middle of the consonant, and which frequently is very much like d. In XaUi edict XIII, 2,

10, the medial t ot ti (48, II. stands twice to the left ot its consonant, likewise in ii in

Allahabad edict I (end),, aud in hi lu the Sohgaura copper-plate, hue 4.-^3) The medial

i of Girnar usually consists of a shallow curve bise(‘ted by a vertical (Jf, i'5, IX); but in ii

(18, IX) it is marked by two vertical strokes, and in ihi (24, IX) by two slanting ones.

(4) The full u which is identical \vit»» U occurs in the dim (26, III; of Kals! several

times. It is also recognisable in ku (0, V), gu (11. IX), du (20, VII), and other letters ending

in verticals, which latter have to do double duty as parts of the consonants and of the vowel;

see below, the remarks on some ligatures under E, I. Elsewhere we have secondary forms:

(a) such as omit the horizontal, in dim (i6, 11), pa (28, 111), &c. ; (/>) such as omit the vertical,

in ta C^B, V), &C. In tu the lA-stroke is occasionally tnrned upwal•d^, as in 23, VllI aud 48^

III; compare the later tu of pi. Ill, 21. XIX.— (5; Tlie identity of medial u with U is stiU

recognisable in letters ending in verticals, as in bhv ,31, X), &c., where the vertical again does

doable duty. But mostly the vowel is expressed by two strokes, either parallel as m
dhu (26, X) and in yu (83, VII; or placed otherwise as lu j>u (28, Vill, XVl).

(6) Signs like ye (11, IV) perhaps offer still remnants of the hook-form of medial e. into

which the originally super-imposed triangle no doubt was reduced at first (see above, § , 0, 1)

,

and tho e-strokes of khe (10, 111), ge (11, HI), and gye (42. Vll;, which slant downwards

from the left to the right, may have to be interpreted in the same way. In je (15, MI),

te (18, V), the (1 », XII j, aud the (2 b XII), the vowel stands opposite to the middle of the

consonant
;

iii khe it is olten attached to the lett end of the hook. — (7) Aledial ai occurs only m
irat (28, IX; and that (24, X), both in (liinar, and in ma (82, XU; biddapuia)

(8) Medial o preserves mostly the original shape of 0 very faithfnlly (see above, § 4, 0, 1).

The later cursive o with the two bars at the same height appeals however in go (11. V; i>eihi-

Sivalik) and ho (40, V; Delhi Sivahk), as well as in the yo of the Persian siaot. In mo{B%

VH, X; Jaui^ada separate edicts, Mathia, Radhia, and Girnar, the o has been formed m
a similar manner. In the second form, the bars stand opposite the middle, and indicate that

analoo-ous wrd aud existed already in the 3rd centaiy B. 0., just as later ;
see pi. II , 30,

X, XML In the no of Kalsi edict V, line 14 we have a looped o, similar to that in lo of pi lU,

33, XX, and m later signs.

• (It) Tlie Aunsvara mostly stands opposite the middle of the preceding Matrka, as m

(82, VIII) But in connection with * it is placed regularly in [33] Delhi-Sivahk, De •

Mathia, Hadhia, Jaugada, and' Dhauli, inside the angle of the vowel, as in Jim (1«,

are also other cases in which it occ sionally appears, as in the later scripts, above its Matrka.

mA sometimes, as in mam (.82, II), it sinks to the toot of the latter; see above, f 4. B. 2 .

B.— Ligatures.

J£I XU " « ra-m?ri° i

•'

6haanndi’(42 ,’
43. conflonanta' are .placed below each otliec iu tbeir uotnral order ao
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suffer no material changes. OecasionalU . however, as in kya (42, II, IV), hye (42, IIV). gya
(42, VI ), and gye (42, VIl)^ a single vertical stroke does duty both for the upper and the lower
consonant, just as in the modem ligatuus fT* and so forth; compare also the Kharosthl
ligatures, §11 above, *0, 3.

(2) But there are cases of greater irregularities, especially in Girnar, where («) the second
sign is so«metimes gieatly mutilated or made cursive, as in (44, II)^ (44, Vlil), sti

and stu (45, VIII, iX) 4 {b) the sign for the second consonant is sometimes placed first (Girnar

and Siddapura) for convenience sake,^ as in sfi (42, V‘111. IX), tpa, tpa (43, IX, X), vya

(44, X, r*) ; and (c) in ligatures with ra, this sign is either (both in Girnar and Siddapma)
inserted in the vertical lines of the other consonant (fera, 9, X ;

tram, 23, X ; dra, 25, XII ; bra^

30, X ;
vm, 36, X ; srw, 39, X;, or (in Girnar alone) is indicated by a small hook at the top of

the combined sign {trai, 23, IX ;
pra, pra^ 28, IX, X ; &c.). The position of ra always remains

the same, whether it is to be pronounced before or after the combined consonant;, and tlms

36, X, has the value both of rra and of 2?/*a. Tike insertion of ra in the left vertical of ba in bre

(30, X) probably goes back to the period when the writing went from the right to the left.

Otherwise it ought to stand in the right vertical.

§ 17, — The Dravi^ cf Bhatfiprolxi^ Plate II.

To the remarks ou the value of the Dravid! of Bliattiprola for the history of writing in

India (above;, page S), and to the e.xplanations of its peculiar signs (above, § 6, A, 3, 7, 12, 15^

18 j B, 4 c, 5 ; and 0, 2), I have now to add the reasons for the assumed reading of the sign in

|>L II, 38, XIII—XV. It seems to me certain that originally it had the value of 5. For
there can he no doubt that it expresses a sibilant, and i hat the Dravirli is, like the BrahmT,
an alphabet invented in order to write Sanskrit (see above, § 6, 0, 2). As signs for two
of the three Sanslcrit sibilants are easily recognisable, — the palatal in 37, XII 1, XIV, and the

dental in 39, Xlll.XlV, XV,— the third sign can only have been intended to express the

lingual eibilaufc. But it is a different question, whether in the words of the Prakrit Bhattiprolu

inscriptions, in which the sign occurs, the lingual sibilant .was actually prononuoed, or whether,

owing tot.be negligent orthography of the clerks, the sign has been put where the pronunciation

was « or «. A certain answer to this question is for the pi^sent impossible. It could be given

only if w^e knew more about the ancient Prakrit of the Kistna districts [39] than is actually the

case. But the correct use of ia in samanudeianam . lihattiprolu. No. X) indicates that the dialect

possessed two sibilants ; and it can only be doubted, whether s has been put erroneously fori,

as often happens in the Jaina inscriptions from Mathura (compare El 1, or whether it

was still the lingual sibilant Another point in the -characier of the DravidT, which requires

special mention* is* l^hat its signs, which agree with those of the Biahmi, in several cases

present characteristic peculiarities of the southern variety. 'Ibis may he seen (1) in the

angular Ai (^) the hh (19., XIII, XV; consisting, like that of Girnar, merely of a vertical,

with a hook at the top ; (3) in the dh^ which has the same position as that of the Jaugada
separate edicts and the Nanaghat inscs^iptions

; (4) in m, wdji(*h, though turned topsy-turvy,

retains the angle of the wa of Girnar; and (5) in which mostly has the straight side-limb, as

in Girnar and Siddapura.

As the inscription on the crystal prism (No. X), found with the stone vessels, shows the

ordinary Brabml except in the da opening to the right, it follows that the Drayivi was 1x0%
used exclusively eveu iu the Kistna districts, but together with the common old Indian alphabet
The small number of the inscrij.tions hiihi’rio ioiind, makes it im|X)hsibJe to say anything
definite regarding the sptead ot this alphabet. And it is equally difficult to fix with certainty

the time and the duration of its use. As king Kubnaka or Khubiraka (Kubera) is not known
from other soui^ces, we can only fall back on the never ab^olutely certain paleogiaphic indications^

\ O. FasnxStOnrupSjikaumudi 26, ‘^inka tkat these grpnps should he read as are writfeexu
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Pp foo’ T 5
the Blahm^ pcmt to the tin,e immediately after Aloka. or about.B. C. m. In favour of this estimate is particularly the occur, ence of theW verticals,the invariably round g, and the r. which is always represented by a straight line.

§ 18. — The last four alphabets ot Plate II*

In addition to the inscriptions of Dasaratha (col. XVIIX which verr probably belong just to
the end of the 3rd century B. C. (see above, § IH, A), only those of the Ceta king Kharavela
of Kaliiiga (cols. XXI, XXfl) and those of the Andhra queen Kajanika in the Kaiiaghat cave
(cols. XXIII, XXIV) can be dated approximately. Kharavelars inscription must have been
incised between B. O. 167 and 147, as the kings thirteenth year is said to correspond to the
jenrjeb of the time of the Mnriya (Mauriya*) kings,’’i and it fixes also the time of the
Xanaghat inscription. I’or, according to line 4, Kharavela assisted in the second year of his
reign a western king called Satakani. This Satakani probably is identical with the first
Andhra pidnce of that name mentioned in the Puranas, whose inscribed image is found in the
Xanaghat cave. Hence the date of the large inscription, which was incised during the regency
of Satakani’s widow Kayanika, cannot be mneh later than B. C. 150.2

Paleographic evidence is almost the only help for fixing the time of Dhanabhatrs inscrip,
tion on the iorana of the Bharabut Stupa (col. XVili), wliich was incised “during the rule of
the Sungas,^** as well as that of the Pabhosa cave inscriptions (col. XIX) and of the oldest
votive documents fi\mi Mathuia (col. XX), all of which oi er (see above, § 15, 6) the Sunga
type of the ancient Brahmu To judge from the evidently close connection of their characters,
partly with the younger Maurya alphabet and partly with the Kalihga script, the signs of
cols. XVIU, XiX, probably belong to the second century B. 0. Those of col. XX. may date
|iom toe first century b. O.* as the elongation of the lower parts of the verticals of A, -A (1, 2),

ihe broad back of sa (37 >, the cursive la (41) and the subscribed r<5P in dra (42), which is twisted
the leit, point to a later time.

The tendency to shorten the upper vertical Mnesy mentioned already above (§16, A), is,

though here and there not fully carried through, common to all the four scripts. The broaden-

ing of the letter or of the lower parts of go, ta^ pa, hha^ //rr, /a, sa and ha, is found only in

the last [40] three alphabets and the thickening of the tops of the upper verticals, and the

use of the so-called are particularly remarkable <>o’y iu the Suhga and Kalihga alphabets.

Tend*:‘ncies in the direction of later developments are found, not only in the letters of col. XX^
already memioued^ but also in the round da (iO, XXH, XXIlIj, so characteristic for the later

southern alphabets, in ?a with the curved upper horizontal line (22, XVIU, XIX) in the

partly or entirely angular (32, XIX, XXII) in the semicircular medial f of XXII),
h\ t3o, XXII), and vi (36, XXIV)»as well as in the detached o of go (11, XXII), tho (19, XXIV)
and tho (24, XXIV). The single medial au of the plate, in pai* (28, XVIIlj, deserves to

be noted.

As regards the geographical distribution of these types, the younger Manrya alphabet

belongs not only to the north-east (Bihar), but also to the north-west, where its ja and aa are

found on the coins of the two Indo-Giecian k:ing8, mentioned above (§ 15, 4). The Kalinga

alpliabet is of cCuise that of the south-eastern coast, and the type of the Nauaghat inscriptions

that of the western Dekhan. jPinally, the Sunga type piobably represenis the sciapt of the

^centre of India. It, however, extends also to the wtst,ias the same or very similar characters

are found in the caves of the Maratha countiy ; compare § 15 above, 5, note 3.

Very little can he said regarding the duration of the use of these scripts^ The Isido-

Grecian coins show that the younger Maurya clia.racters were used in the first half of the 2iid

1 Sixth Oriental Congress, 8,% 14C ; oompare Ostreiehisdie Monatssehr fiir d. 1884, 281 iff.

* Sixth Oriental Congress, 3, 2, 146 ; differently Bha$4w^2'r^ l^*y Hist, of the Di^an^ 34, who
Sataka^ii to the period B* C. 40 to A. I>. IS.
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century B. Tiie Karliaga >cnpc is ri-ible aisj in the inscriptions ot Kharaveia’s next

descendauts^ iniURGE»s luis correctly fixed die time of the Pitalkhora caves,^ i t would

follow that the script of the Nauigiilt inscriptions coiitinaed to be used in tlie first

century A. 1)*

§ 19 .
— 'The precursors, of the northern alphabets;

A. — The alphabat of tua Nortaern Ksitrapasj Plate III.

Immediately connected \Aith the latest forms of the 'Suhga type in the oldest Jaina inscrip-

tions from Matliura (ph 11, col. XX) is the alphabet of the Nori.hein K^airapas on the coins and

in the inscriptions of the Mahaksairapa Kajavnla or Ra iubula and of his son Sodasa or Sudasa,

who ruled in the first century B. C. or A. D. (?) over the same town.^ And some “archaic*’

votive itisci iptions from Mathura, as well as legends on certain Indian coins, exhibit the earl;|'

letters of tlie same type.®

The characfcerL^tics of this type (plate III, cols. I, II) are the equalisation of all the upper

verticals, except in la (di £j; the constant use of the Serif, occasionally replaced^ as in bJia

(29,1), by a nail-head or wedge; and the constant use of angular forms for glia (10, I), ja

(13. I, II). pa (:i6, I, II), pha (27. 1), ma (30. I, II), h (S?>, I), sa (36, 1), and ha (38, 1, II)*

Other, mostly cursive, innovations are found in the pe.mliar ca (11, I) ; in the slanting angular

da (18, I) ;
in d'i {2^, I) , in the broadened bha (29, I, II), in ra with the curve at the end

(32, 1,ll)y which occasionally reappear-s also later (see pi. IV, 33, IV) in northern inscriptions;

in the medial vowels a (which in ha, 38, II, rises upwards, but in ra, 32, I, keeps its ancient

form), i (in di, 23, 1), o (in gho, 10, I, and .4o, 35-. II) ; and in the position of the Anusvara abovq

the line (*a wum, 20, 1). The ka shows, besides tue old form in 7, I. II, tbe later one with the

bent bars in ksa (40, I). The upper part of the abnormal va (14, 11) with two triangles, which

sometimes is found also in the Ku^aua inscriptions® and elsewhere, [41] probably represents

a hollow wedge. The inscriptions of this class for the first time show^ the medial r which

consists, exactly like that of the Kusaua inscripuions in vr (34, III), of a straight line slanting

towards the left.

B-—Tbe alphabet of the Kusana insoriptions; Plate III,

The next step in the development of the Brahmi of Northern India is illustrated by the

inscriptions from the time of the Kusaiia kings Kaniska Huvii^ka and Vasuska or Vasudeva

(plate III, cols. Ill —V"), the fir&t among whom made an end of the rule of the older Sakas in

the eastern and southern Pa^jdb. The inscriptions with the names of these kings, which run

from the year 4 to the year U8 .^according to the usually accepted opinions, of the Saka era of

A. D. 77-78, or of the 4th century of the 5>eleucid era).® are very numerous in Mathura and its

neighbourhood, and are found also in eastern Rajputana and in the Central Indian Agency

(Sauci).® In spite of great variations in the single letters, which occasionally exhibit the more

forms in the older inscriptions and the earlier forms Of the Northern 'Ksatrapa type in

the later docnmeuts, the alphabet possesses a very characteristic appearance, and nobody whd

once has seen the squat and broad letters of the Kusana period will ever make a. mistake bjf

assigning them to other times.

1 Compare above, § 16, note 4. 2 Sixth Oriental Congress, 3, 2, 179, Udayagiri inscription Nos. 3, 4,

3 Buddhist Cave I'emples, 245. * See above, § 10.
'

5 Comp, also facsimiles in C.ASB. 3, pi. 13, No. 1 ;EI. 1, 392, No. 17; O.OAI. pi. 3, No. 14 ;
pi, 65 pi. 8, No. 2 ff.

6 El. 2, 20 j. No 12 ; 207, No. 32 ; hollow wedges are found also in the facsimiles in O.ASE. 10, pi. 23, No, I5

F.Gr(ClI.B),No. 23.

In C.ASR. 20, pi. 5, line 2.

* XA. 10,213; C.CIS. 51 ff., 57; Bha^dabkab, Early Hist, of tbe Eekkan^, 23, note 1, thinks that Kaniska

ruled later ; but S. Ii]£vi, J.A. 1897, 1, 5 ff., places even Vamdeva in the first century A, B. ; the years 4 and 5 of

•this era occur m iCI. 2, 201, Nos. 11, 12. ; Kanifka, the year 7i Eb 1, 391, No. 19^

» See facsimile, El. 2, 369. -
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As regards tbe details, tbe following innovations deserve special mention:^ (1) Side bv
side with more anorent signs, the A of col. IV". shows a form leading np to the modern A of the
Kagari of Western India

; compare also pi. IV, ], IX, XI E. (2) The bar denoting the length
of A IS attached low down (2, III, IV)

; compare pi. IV, 2, VII E. (3) Three stiokes, one of
which is set up vertically, take the place of the three dots of I (3, III). (4) The horizontal
stroke of U occasionally shows a curve at tbe left end (4. IV). (5) The base of the triangular

^ (5, IV, V) is mostly at the top; compare pi. IV, 5, X E. (6) Ihe J:ha (8, III-- V) is mostly
triangular below, and its book is often small. (7) One of the two originally horizontal strokes
of na is always turned into a curve notched in the middle, and sometimes both are changed in
this manner, as in 20, III, IV; occasionally the Vertical is split up into two lines, which are
attached to tbe ends of tbe left horizontal line, each bearing a portion of the curved top-bar

(20, V). (8) Tlie fa shows sometimes, but rarely, a loop, as in sti (43, I V). (9) T he low^er end
of da (23, III—V) is drawn further to the right, and the bulge on the right becomes larger.

(tO) The dha (24, III, IV) becomes narrower and pointed at the ends. (11) The honzontal
stroke of na is curved (25, HI) or looped (25. IV), whereby the still more modern looking form
in 25, V, is developed. (12) The ya (31, Ilf—V) mostly has a hook or circle on the left limb,

and in ligatures is either looped as in ryya f42. III), or bipartite as in r//?/a«(4I, V). (13) The
va is occasionally rounded on the left (34, V), or becomes similar to ca, as in rwa (42, IV).

(14) The sa (85, III—V) becomes narrower, and its middle stroke lies horizontally across the

interior; someftimes the left down-stroke bears a Sfrif at the end, or the right one is made
longer, just as in ga (9, V)

; compare pi. IV, 36, 1 (15) The central bar of sa (36, III—V)
goes straight across the interior of the letter. (16) Tbe left limb of ja is occasionally, but

rarely, turned into a loop (87, IV); compare plate IV, 38, i E.

All these peculiarities, as well as the advanced forms of the medial vowels, of 5 in ra (32, IV),

bf u in ku (7, IV, V) and in stu (43, V)^^ and of o in to (21, IV), reappear constantly in the

northern alphabets of the next period, those of the Gupta inscriptions (pi. IV, cols I—VII) and

of the Bower MS (pi. Vi, cols. I—1 11), or are precursors of the forms of those documents. The
literary alphabets used in Mathura during the first two centuries A. D%, very likely were

identical writh or closely ^similar to the later ones, and the admixture of older forms, observable

in the inscriptions of the Kusana period, may be due purely to an imitation of older votive

inscriptions.

Attention must be called to the medial r in tr (21, IV) and t^23 in vr (34, Til), for which

we have also once® the form of pi. IV, 3, III ; likewise to the rather common final jw, which

resembles that in ddham (41, VIII), and to the Visarga, which looks exactly like the modem
one (compare 40, 41, IX) and first appears in these inscriptions.* The broad strokes of th®

letters and their thick tops indicate that they imitate an alphabet wiitten with ink.

«§ 20. “ The precursors of the southern alphabets.

The alphabet of the Ksatrapas of Malva and Gujarat; Hate III.

While the inscriptions of Northern India thus show in the first and second centuries A. B.

the beginning of the development of a new local variety of the Brahmi, we find in the

documents from Western and Central India, as wrel! as from the Dekhau, the first steps leading

up to the later southern alphabets. The inscriptions and coins of tbe Ksatrapa dynasty of

Malva and GujarSt, descended from Castana or Tiastanes, illustrate the westeJ'n writing, and

ool. VI, taken from the Girnar Pra’^sti of the reign of Rlidradaman (about Av D. 160)® gives

a specimen of it. This script agrees with the later southern alphabets (§ 27> below) in the

following characteristic points: — (1) in the curves at the ends of A and A (1, 2), ka (7),

1 Compare my remarks, El. 1, 371 ff. ; 2, 197. ^ Compare theiu of plate It, 48, HI.

* El. 1 889 Ko. 18. * Compare, for instauee. El- 1, 882, jNTo!. 8.

« Early Hist, of tbe Dekkaii«, 26 ff,, C.OMI.a—65 J.EAS. 1890, 642 ;

ind. lusokr. u das. Alter d. ind. Knnstpoeaxe^ 46 ff.
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na (lb) ra (B2>, and of medial u and u (not in the plate)
; (2) in the round-backed da (19) • (3) in

the ba 28/, notched on the left
; (4) in the la .B'd) with the vertical bent to the left

; and

(5) ill the medial r (see si\ 37), which is difficult to distinguish from ra. Its other letters, for

instance, (B5) and the tripartite subscribed ya of lya (42;, partly agree with those of the

inscriptions of Sodlsa, and partly, — for instance, Itha (8), na (25) with the bent base-line,

fa (2t») with the notch in the left vertical, ya (31) with the curve on the left, and the frequently

rounded va (34),— with tlie types of the Ku§ana period. Peculiar is its la (16). Its cursive

medial w, which is used only in nu (25) and in ru (compare pi. VII, 3d, 111), and the aum
yau (31), besides which the older foi m of pi. 11, 28, X VllI, is used, appear here for the first time.

The letters on the somewhat older coins^ of Rudradaman s grandfather Castana and of his

father Jayadaman, which probably were struck in Ujjriin, exhibit no material differences.

Among the later K§atrapa inscriptions,^ that from Juuagaih, incised daring the reign of

Rudradaraan’s son Rudrasiinha, fully agrees with the Girnar Prasasti. The Gunda inscription

of the same prince from the year 103 (or, according to the usual assumption, from A, D. 180),

and the Jasdan inscription of Rudrasiqiha’s son Rudraseiia from the j’ear 127 (?) or A, D,

204-20*5, show a few more advanced characters. Both these documents offer the bipartite sub-

scribed ya
;
and the second has several times the northern yyia of the Gupta period (pi. IV, 31,

I ff ), as well as the e standing above the line (compare, for instance, ne, pi. Vll, 27, V). The

same wa, or a similar sign with a straight base-stroke, appears also frequently on the coins of

the later Ksatrapas.^ Its occurrence probably indicates a northern influence, perhaps that

a northern alphabet was used at the same time
;
compare § 28 below, A.

B.— The alphabets of the cave-inscriptions of the westeirn Bekha9
and the Konkan; Plate III.

[43] The writing of the western Dekhau and the Koukan in the caves of Nasik, Jnnnar,

Karle, Ka .iheri Kud‘l, &o , shows three varieties, an “ aichaistic^’ or retixigrade type, a more

advanced one with mostly faint traces of southern peculiarities, and an ornamental one. The

first two appear in the oldest dated inscriptions of the Saka U^avadata or Usabhadata

(R§abhadatta),^ the son-in-law of the Ksaliarata king and Ksatrapa Nahapana from the years 41

to 45 oF, according to the usnal assumption, the Saka era,^ or from A. D*. 118 to 122. The Kaide

inscription No. 19 (col*. VII) offers the arcbaistic” or retrograde type, among the letters of

which gh’i (lO), ja (13), da (23), hha (29), ya (31), la (33), sa (37) and ba (38) come close to the

forms in the older alphabets of pi. II, especially to those of the oldest Andhi'a inscriptions in

cols. XXllI. XXIV. The same variety is found in some other, partly older, inscriptions of the

same caves,® and must be regarded as a direct development from the ancient Andhra type. It

shows only very faiut traces of the southern peculiarities enumerated above. The curves at the

ends of the verticals are only rudimentary. The vertical of la is curved, but to the right. The

triangular dha (24), which appears here for the first time, is found also in other alphabets of

this plate (see col. XI ff.)
;
the abnormal hha (8) is confined to Karle No. 19.

Against this rather clumsy alphabet, we find in Usavadata’s inscriptions from Nasik

(cols. VllI, IK) very neatly made letters, the ductus of which resembles that of Sbdasa’s

inscriptions (col. 1) and of the Girnar Prasasti (col. VI). They show no trace of archaic forms,

and the traces of the southern peculiarities are faint or entirely wanting. Only the southern

da (18) is distinct and constant. Noteworthy are (85, 42, VTII), which agrees with that of

col. VI, the final m in ddham (41, VIII), and the tripartite subscribed ya in hhyah (41, IX).

1 O.CMI, pi. 1 ;
J.EAS. 1890, pi at p. 638 , B.ASK WI. 2, pi 7.

* Compare facsimiles in B.ASRWI, 2, pi. 20 ; J.BBRAS. 8, 234 ; Sanskr, and Pi^kr. Inscrs. Bhannagar, pi. 17—19

^unreliable).

» See the plates cited in note L above. * Usabhadata only in Karle No/ 19, B.ASBWI. 4, pi. 51.

« Thui BHASTDiBKAB, Early Hist, of the Dekkan* 23, and Bsaovanlal, J.EAS, 1890, 642 ; see also Buhlbjs,

Bie ind. Inschr. a. das Alter der md. Kunstpoesie, 57 f, ; while Cunningham, CMI. 3 f., refers Nahapana’s dates ta„

the M^ava era of B. 0. 57-36, and Oldbnbb^g, IA. 10, 227, places Nahapana betweenA D, 55 and 100.

« Karle, Nos. 1—14, B,AS]1WI. 4, pi, 47, 48 ; Nasik, No..4, op. cit,, pi* 53,
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Very similar to this script is that of the Kasik inscriptions (No. 11, b, = col. X) of the
Andhra king Gotamiputa Satakaiii, who destio^^ed the Ksahaiata dynasty, ~ possibiy jnst
Nahapana and Usavadata, — and of his son Siri-Pnlamayi, Pu|amai or Pnlimavi (Nasik
No. 14, = col XI), who is mentioned by Ptolemy as *'^iri-Poleraaios or Poiemios.^ The onlv
material difterence occurs in the triangular dha (24, XI ; compaie col. YII), which however is

by no means constant. Nearly of the same type are the alphabets shewn in col. XU. from the
Nasik inscription of the somewhat later Andhra king Gotamif)nta Siriyana Satakaai, in

col. XIII. from the undated inscription Nasik No. 2U, and in col XIV. fi‘om Nasik No. 12, incised

durins: the reign of the Abhira king l3varaseiia.2 In col. XII, however, we have a peculiar form
of ta (21) developed from a looped form, a looped (25) somewhat differing from the northern
form in col. IV, a ra (32) with a stronger curve, and a ta (33) with the vertical bent towards
the left ; fuither, in col. XIII. a looped ta (21). and in col. XIV. a ta (2l) and a na (25) derived

from looped forms, b, y

a

(31) with a curve on the left, a la (33) bent towards the left, a cursive

subscribed na in jnah (40), and a peculiar, r-Hke, medial u in da (23), which reappears in later

southern inscriptions
j
compare, for instance, bkuy pi. VII, 30, XII, and the u in tu, pi. Ill, 21,

XVII, XIX.

Cols* XV, XVI, give two somewhat differing specimens of the ornamental variety of this

period according to the undated inscriptions of Knda (Nos. 1—6^ 11, 2u) and of Junnar(No. 3).

Both 'agree in the ornamental treatment of medial i and t. But the Kuda inscriptions extend
it to the curves at the ends of all vertical's, and show notches in the left [44] strokes of (26)
and ba (2d

;
compare col, VI). In col. XVI. there are two other notewoithy signs, the bipar-

tite subscript ya in yya (40), and the sa with the horizontal bar in m (41 : compare 35,111—V).

Ornamental forms, re.«embling those of cols, XV XVI, are found also in the approximately

datable inscriptions of Pulnmnyi in Karle Nos. 20, 22, and of the minister of the queen of his

successor Vasithipnta Satakaui in Kauheri No. 11, The finst two of these documents show
a looped ta and a na like that of col. XVII

;
the third exhibits the neat characters of Western

Ksatrapa inscriptions. It is, therefore, certain that duiing the 2nd century A. D. all these three

varieties were used promiscuously m the western Dekhan and the Konkan,^ and the inscriptions

from the Amaravati Stupa^ prove that they occurred also on the eastern coast of India. The
contemporaneous employment of more advanced t^^pes and of more archaic ones w’ith an

admixture of more modern signs will have to be explained m this, asm other cases, by a desire to

select archaic and monumental forms for epigraph! c purposes and a failure to completely carry

out, this intention.

C.— The alphabet of the Jaggayyapeta inscriptions ; Plate HI.

In the Kistna districts of the eastern coast, a still more ornamental alphabet, found in the

Jaggayyapeta inscriptions- from the time of the Iksvaku king Sirivira Purisadatta (cols. XVII,
XVIII), as well as in some Amaravati inscriptions,^ was developed out of the ornamental-

variety just discussed, probably somewhat later, in the 3rd century A. D, One of its most
prominent characteristics is the very considerable elongation of the verticals of ha, na, ra

and la, as w^ell as of the medial i, i and u. To a later time point the cursive forms of ilia and
ha, which latter agrees with the northern Gupta form (pi. IV, 39, I, VI), and the medial e of

me (30), which, with its downward curve, agiees with the e of the later southem mscriptions-

(compare 30, XIX, XX, and pi. VII, 35, XII), and the medial w in tfe (21; compare col. XIX,
and pi. VII, 30, XX), The medial a of tu (40), in which the stroke expressing the length of

the vowel has been attached to the head of the consonant, is entirely abnormal.

^ fcee the woi*ks quoted in note 5 on page above.

2 According to Bhaovanl^l’s estimate, J BAS 1894, 667, “ somewhat later than Nahapana.*’

® Compare facsimiles in B.ASItWI. Tol. 4, pi. 45, Kuda Nos. 12—18; pi. 46, Ku^a Nos. 22—28; Mahad
Nos. 1—4 ; Kol Nos. 3, 5 ;

pi. 47, Be^sa Nos. 1—3
;

pi. 48, Karle Nos. 15—18 ; S'ailarvadi No 19 ; Junnar

Nos. 1, 2 ; pi. 49—51, Junnar Nos. 4—34 ; pi. 52, Nasik No. 6a ;
pi. 51, Junnar No. 32 ? Karle No. 20 ; pi. 55, Nasik

Nos. 17—19, 21—24 . and Vol. 5, pi 61, Kauheri 2—5, 10, 12—14.

^ B.ASBSI. 1, pi 65, 57 ; pi. 58, Nos. 28— ’4, &7 ; pi 59, Nos. 39, 43 ; pi. 50, Nos. 44, 45, 47—50 ; pL 61 >

Nos. 51—f-3, 55, 56 ; and the autotypes of the Andhra coins, C.CAI. pi. 12, and J.BBBAS. 13, pi. 3,

« B.ASESI.L pl. 68, Nos. 35, 36 ;
pi. 59, Nos. 38, 40—42 ; pi. 60, No. 46; pi. 61, No. 64 ; pi. 62.
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D. The alphabet of the PallaTa Prakrit land-grants; Plate III.

The highly cursive writing of the Prakrit land-gmnts of the P.illava kings Vijayabuddha-

varman and SivBskandavarmaa from Kaiiei (Conjeveiam) in the Tamil distiicts.i shows in its

dwtus a certain relationship to the Jaggayyapeta inscriptions. But it is not doubtful that these

documents are much later, though it is for the pi-esent impossible to fix their dates exactly.

The use of Prakrit for ofiScial purposes perhaps indicates that they are not later than the'^first

half of the 4th century A. D. The broad E (5, XX) with the rudimentary vertical to the right

(compare pi. VII, 6, XI ff.), the da with a tail in rdam (40, XX ;
compare pi. VIK 19, IV f.),

the subscribed tha open on the right in tiha (41, XlX
;
compare pi. Ill, 45, XX), and the

constantly looped o in lo (33, XX ;
compare pi. VII, 84, III f., XIII, XVII) point to the later

period.
'

IV. THE NORTHERN ALPHABETS FROM ABOUT A. D. 350.2

§ 21.— Definition and varieties.

[46] By the term “ northern alphabets” I understand with Burgess, Fleet,® and others,

that large group of epigrapliicand litemry scripts, which from about A. D. 3?'0 conquers the whole

1 Compare facsimiles in lA. 9, ICO ;
ET. 1, 1 fc.

s Preparation of Plates IV, V, and VI :
—

Plate IV.

Cuttings from facsimiles.

Cols. I, II, III
;
from Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions

(Oil. 3), pi 1.

Col. IV ; from F.GI (011. 3), pi 5.

Cols. V, VI ; from P.GI (CII. 3). pi. 9, A.

Col. VII ;
from F.GI (Oil. 3). pi. % B.

Col. Vm ; from plate at El. 1. 238.

Col. IX ; from F.GI (CII. 3), pi 13.

Col. X ; from F.GI (CII. 3), pi. 22.

Cols. XI, XII ; from E.G! (CII. 8). pi. 80 B, and

Cols. Mil, XIV i from F GI (CII. 3), pi. 41, A.

Cols. XV, XVl ; from pUte at ET. 1,10.

Col. XVII i from plate at lA. S, 172. Nos. 7, 8, 9.

Cols XVIII. XIX ; from F.GI (CII. 8). pi. 28,

Col, XX ; from plate at lA. 1°, 2S4,

Col. XXI ; from plate at lA. 15, 112.

Co. XXn ; from plate at lA. 11, IfS.

Col. XXIII ; from plate at lA. 15, 140.

31, A, B. I

Plate V^

Col. I ; from pliotolithograpli of impressions of El.

The other columns cut from facsimiles :—
Col. II ;

from plate at ET. 1, 160.

Col. Ill ; from plate at El, 1 , 242.

Col. IV ; from plates at lA 6, 65, aud 11, 158.

Col. V; from uupublished facsimiles of lA. 13»

134.

Col. VI ; from plate at lA. 17, 310.

Col. YIl ; from unpublished facsimiles of El. 1»

162.

Col. VIII ; from plate at ET. 1, 77.

Col. IX ; from plate at El. 2, 120.

Col. X ; from plate at lA. 6, 50.

Col. XI ; from plate at TA . 6, 192.

Col. XII ; from pLite at TA. 18, H.
Col. XIII; from p'ate at El. 1, f34.

Col, XIV ; from plate at IA. 16, 205.

Col. XV . from jdate at El. 2, 297.

Col. XVI; from Bbaunagar Sankr. and] PrSkr. In-

script- ons, plates <-0, 41.

C<»1. XVlI; from p’ate at lA. 16, 22.

Col. XVni ; from plate at. El. 1, 308.

Col. XIX ; from pliste at El. 2, 850.

Col. XX ; from plate at lA. 18, 130.

Col. XXI ; from plates at lA. 11, 71, 337.

Col. XXII; from plate at IA. IS, 2^4.

Col. XXIII; from plate at El. 1, 34.

Plate VE
Cuttings from facsimiles.

Cols. I, It, III, rV, from plates in Hoebnlb’sBower

KS., parts 1, 2,

Cols. V, VI, VII, and IX ; from Anecd. Oxon., Ar.

8or., 1, 3, plate 6, eols. 1 , 2, 3.

Col. VIII ; from plate at Vienna Oriental Congress,

Aryan Sedtion, 127 fP.

CoL IX ; see above, with cols. V, VI, and VII.

Col. X ; from Benlall, Cat. Buddh, MSS., pi. 2,

4, and Berlin Oriental Congress, Indian Section, pi. 2, 1.

Col. XI ; from Bendall, op. ctt,, pi. 3, 1.

Col XII; from Berlin Oriental Congress, Indian

'Seotion, pi. 2, 2, S.

Scale of tho three plates

Col. XIII; from Bbnball, op. oit., pi. 1, 3.

Col. XIV ; from Anecd, Oxon., Ar. Series, 1, 1,

pi. 4.

Cols. XV, XVI^ XVII; from Lettmann, photogr.

of Deccan College Collection, 1880-81, No, 57 : 7, XV,
XVI ; 14 and 16, XV ; 18, XV, XVI, XVII; 19 and 23,

XV, XYI; 24, XV ; 27, XV, XVI : 35, 37, and 41, XVH,
added from Lexjmann's Visesava4yaka, pi, 35; 7,

XVII, and 8, 9, 10, XV, aud 12, 14, 15, XVI, added

from photoar. of the Eoyal Asiatic Society's Gana-

ratnamahodadhi.

Cols. XVIII, XTX; from plates at Vienna Oriental

Congress, Aryan Section, 111 ff.

two-thirds of the facsimiles.

» E.d (CII. 3), 3 f., and passim.
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wide territory north-of the Narmada, with the excaptioaof Katliiavad and aorthern Gujarat, and
which, S})reading in the course of time more and more, finally is used in a number ot varieties for
nearly all the Aryan languages of India. Their origin is to be found in the cnr^ive forms, which
first appear in the addition to the Asoka edict VL of Dhauli, and in a number of signs of the

Kalsi version (see above, page 6 f.), and later are found, occasionally or -constantly, in some of

the Jaina votive inscriptions of the Knsana period (see above,
§ 19, A). Their general type is

that of a cursive alphabet with signs reduced at the top to the same height, and made
throughout, as much as possible, equal in breadth. As the occnrrence of ancient MSS. and

varions peculiarities of the letters, such as the formation of wedges out of the Senfi at the ends

of the vei’ticals, clearly prove, they were always written with a pen or a brush and ink. Their

most important common characteristics are :
—

* (1) The absence of curves at the lower ends of

the verticals of A, ha^ wa, (with occasional exceptions for ra)
; (-) the use of the Serif 2ut

the left down-strokes of Ma, and sa
; (3) the division of the original vertical of nn and of its

upper bar; (4) the use of a looped naand of a ifa without a loop
; (5) the transformation of

the lower portion of ma into a small knob or loop attached to the left of the letter; (6) the

shortening of the vertical of la
; (7) the turn of the medial i to the left, which is soon followed

by the twist of medial i to the right
; (8) the development of curves, open to the left, at the

end of the originally hori25ontal medial u
;
and (9) the use of a curve, open to the right, for

medial r.

While all the alphabets represented in plates lY, V, VI, show these common characteristics

or further developments from them, they may be divided, acccording to other peculiarities,

into seven larger groups, most of which again comprise several varieties :
—

(1) The epigraphic Norbh-Indian alphabet of the 4th and 5th centuries, commonly balled

the Gupta alphabet, which, according to Hoebnle’s researches,^ has an eastern and a western

variety, among which the second again has two branches, and with the western variety of

which the literary alphabet of the Bower MS. and of some other documents from Kashgar is

closely connected.

(2) The acute-angled or Siddhamatrka (?) alphabet with wedges at the verticals of the letters,

which is first found in the palm-leaves of Horiuzi, and towards the end of the 6th century in

the Mahanaman inscription from Gaya and in the Lakkhamandal Prasasfci.

(3) The Nagari with its long-drawn, tailed, letters, and long top-strokes, the first certain

traces of which occur in the 7th century,

(4) The Sarada alphabet, a northern variety of the western Gupta type, first found about

A. D. 800,

(5) The eastern Proto-Bengali alphabet with much rounded, cursive letters, and with

hooks or hollow triangles at the tops of the verticals, first traceable in the 11th century.

(6) The hooked alphabet of Nepal, [46] which is closely connected with the Proto-Uengali

and occurs in MSS. from the 11th century onwards.

During the 4th and 5th centuries, the rule of these alphabets to the north of the Narmada

is by no means undisputed. In the west we find, as far north as Bijayagadh (Bhartpur),

inscriptions in southern characters, or with an admixture of southern letters (see below, § ’^7).

In the 0th and 7th centuries this mixture no longer occurs. Only the so-called “arrow-head

type (see below, § 26, C), the seventh variety on plates lY- VI, which appears in rather late

times in Bengal and Nepal, offers an instance of the importation of a southern script into

Northern India. ___________________
« J.ASB. 60, 80 ff. i and U. 21. 20 ff.
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On the other hand, we meet^ from the 7th century, with inscriptions in northern characters

first on the coast, in the west in Gujarat,^ and in the east even beyond Madras.^ Documents of

this kind appear from the middle of the 8th century also in the central Dekhan, and during

the 12th and 18th centuries they penetrate as far as Vijayanagara in the Kanarese country (see

below, § 23). But they never come into sole use beyond the northern limit o-f the Dravidian

districts*

The ancient MSS. hitherto found in Kashgar, Japan and Nepal, the oldest of which

probably were written in the 4th century ,3 show only northern letters. The palm-leaf MSS.
of Western India, which begin in the lObh centniy, agree with the inscriptions of the* period,

and prove that the northern NagarT was generally used in Rajputana, Gnjarat,^ and in the

northern Dekhan as tar as Devagiri (Daulatabad).^ The gradual advance of the northern

characters towards the south probably is explained by the predilection of many southern kings-

for northern customs, and by the immigration of northern Brahmans, castes of scribes, and

Buddhist and Jaina monks, to which facts the statements in various inscriptions and th^

historical tradition bear witness.®
‘

§ 22.— The so-called Gupta alphabet of the 4th and 5th centuries- A. D. ; Plate IV.

A.—Varieties.
t

The differences between the eastern and western varieties of the so-called Gupta [47J

alphabet appear in the signs for la, sa and haP In the eastern variety the left limb* of la

(plate lY, 34, I—III, V, VI) is turned sharply downwards
;
compare the la of the Jangada

separate edicts (see above, § 16, 0, 35). Further, the base-stroke of sa (IV, 37, I—III, V, VI)

is made round and attached as a loop to the slanting central bar. Finally, the base-stroke of

la (IV, 39, 1—III, V, VI) is suppressed, and its hook, attached to the vertical, is turned

sharply to the left, exactly as in the Jaggayyapeta inscriptions (see above, §, 20, 0). In the

western variety these three letters have the older and fuller forms.

The specimens of the eastern variety in plate IV. have been taken from the oldest Gupta

inscription, Hari^ena’s Allahabad Prasasti (cols. I—III), which certainly was incised during the

reign of Samudragupta,® probably between A. D. 370 and 390, and from' the Kahauin Prasasti

of A. D, 460 (cols. V, VI) of the time of Skandagnpta. It appears, besides, in Fleet’s Gupta

Inscriptio-ns (OIL 3) Nos. 6— 9, 15, 64, 65, 77 f in BhaovanlIl’s inscriptions from Nepal,

Nos. 1—3;^ and in Cunningham’s Gaya inscription of Sara vat 64.^® The fact that Fleet’s

No-. 6 is found far west, near Bhilsa in Malva, may be explained by its having been incised,

during an expedition of Candragupta II. to Malva, at the command of his minister, who calls

himself an inhabitant of Pataliputra. Nothing is known regarding the origin of Fleet’s

No. 77, which is incised on a seal, purchased in Lahore, but possibly manufactured in Eastern

India.

' Fragments of insoriptions witL northern characters of this period, from Yalabhi, are preserved in the

Mnsenjns of Bombay (the Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society) and Eajkot. Compare also the sign-manuals on the

©urjara land-grants, J.RAS,, 18S5, 247 ff.

® B.ESIP. 53, and plate 22 q j IA. 18, 161, 172.

s I agree with Hoebnle, who considers certain portions of thenew C-odfrey collection from Kashgarto beolder

than the Bower MS, j JJlSB. 66, 258.

* KieiiHobn, Report on Sanskrit MSS., 1880-81, 1 ff. 5 Peteeson, Second Report, Appendix I, and Third

Report, Appendix I.

5 J.RAS. 1895, 247. 6 Compare B.EISP. 20, 53 ff. ;
Fleet in El. 3, 2.

Compare Hoeenle, J.ASB. 60, 81, who mentions sa alone, because his remarks refer also to the type discussed

below in § 23-
’ * SB.WA. 122, XI,32ff.

^ IA. 9, 163 fp. ; in my opinion the era is not, as Fleet holds in Gupta Inscriptions (Oil. 3), Introduction, 9^,

177 ff., that of A. D. 318*19, but one peculiar to- the Nepalese, the exact beginning of which hae still to- be

determined. ^ - . „ . , , „ „ , . ^

O.MG. pi. 25 5; the era may be that of the Guptas*
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The western variety oi the Gnpta alphabet, again appears in two forms, a cursive round-
hand and an angular, monumental, type. The second form, which shews very characteristie
thick top-lines and a hooked ra (33), is represented in plate IV, eol. IV, by the alphabet
of the Bilsad Prasasti of A. D. 415. Another fine example is found in Fleet’s No. 32, from
the Meharauli iron pillar near Delhi. Specimens of the cursive form are given in col YII.
from the Indor copper-plate of A. D. 465, in col. VIIL from Toramana’s Kura inscription*
probably^of the second half of the 5th century,i and in coL IK. from the KaritalSi copper-plate
of Jayanatha of Fccakalpa, dated the year 174 or pro-bably A. D, 423.2 The same type is found
in Fleets Nos, 4, jS, 16, 19, 22—81, 36, 61, 63, 66, 67, 69, 74,. 76, and in the Jaina votive
inscriptions from Mathura, new series, Nos. 38, 39.3 It deserves to be noted that FLEEr'^a
No. 13 from Bhitari is found in a district where one would expect the eastern variety.
Fleet’s No. 61, the Jaina inscription from Udayagiri in Malva, shows a mixture of the
northern characters with southern ones, as it offers throughout A, with a curve» and onee
a southern r . Perhaps the same may he said of Fleet’s No. 59, the Hijayagadh hiscription
from Bhartpnr in Rajpntana, where ra shows a curve at the end and medial * and t resemble
those in plate III, col. XVI. The characters on.the Gupta coins* are frequently retrograde,
and offer, e. the angular ma of the Ku§ana period.

B.— Characteristics of the epigraphie Gupta alphabet.

The’ following particularly important or characteristic peculiarities of the Gupta inseriptioiis

deserve to be noticed* in detail —

(1)

The lower parts of the right-hand verticals of A, A, ga, da, ta, hha and m are so much
elongated, and those of ka and ra remain so long, that these eight signs have about double the

length of those without verticals. This is particularly visible in the older stone inseriptimis f

on the copper-plates they are often? shortened.

(2) The right-hand portion of glia, $a and sa shows an ' ansrie, whereby

later the development of tails or verticals on the right of these signs has been caused.

(3) Since tbe middle of the 6th century^the lower portion of the left limb of A (l,rIX,

XI) shows the curve, open to the left, which appears in all the later forms of the letter ; the

sign of the length of A (2, VII—IX) [48] is attached to the foot of the right vertical.

(4) In addition to tbe / of the Knsana period (3, I,, V),, there occnr, owing to the

predilection for letters flattened at the top, the also later frequont I with two dots above

(3, VII), and that consisting of a short horizontal line with two dots below (3, IX), which

latter is the parent of tbe later southern J (plates VII, VIII, and § 28 below) and of that of

the N%ari (below, § 24, A, 4).

(5) The rudimentary curves- at the left end of Z7", U and O are more' fully developed in

the 5th century ;
compare above, §

19' B, 4.
“

(6) The guttural ha begins to appear instead of tbe Anusvara before aa and ha (11, VII),

perhaps in consequence of the faulty pronunciation, blamed in the Siksas.^

(7) The third horizontal line of ja (14, 1—III, VII, VIH) begins to slant dowirv^^,

and occasionally shows a curve at the end, whereby later the new forms of cols. XXI—XXIII.

are caused.

^ Aocordin^^to Elbbt, IA. 19, 227 f., the Hugs of TTcxjahalpa probably dated aooorduig to the Oedi or Kalaeurt

era of A. B. 249.
a m. 2, 210.

^ Wediseher Aocfent,^4.

J.ASB. 63, ph 2—4 5 J..BAS., 1889, pi. 1—4,.aiid p. Stff,* and 1893, pL 2*

4.
*
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(8) The palatal tlz (l6, 1, II; 4:J, I, VI, Vll, XI) is fieqaently made cuisive and round,

and is occasionally laid on the side in order to save space, compare also piaA, plate 111, 40»

XIV, But older, angular, forms likewise occur (42, V},

(9) The ta (17, I—III, IX) is often flattened down at the top.

(10) The na of 21, I, II, shows a little stroke at the right end, caused by an inexact

formation of the hook on the right, and in the second sign a cursive loop on the left
; in 21, 111,

the letter has been laid on the side and somewhat resembles the iNagari na,

(11) The ika (23, I, V—IX) is mostly elliptical or flattened on the right, and a cross-bar

often replaces the dot in the centre ; but the old form likewise survives (23, II, lll),i

(12) The 2/a (32, I—IX) is mostly tiipartite, but sometimes, particularly in ye, yat andyo,

transitional forms with the loop, like the later ones in 32, XllI, XVI, appear, which lead up to

the bipartitite The oldest instance of the independent looped ya is found in Plkict’s

No. 59 of A. D. 371, but the Kusana inscriptions show the looped subscript ya even earlier

(see above, § 19, B, 12).

(13) The left limb of sa (38, I—III, V, VI, VITI) often becomes a loop, as happens

already in some Kusana inscriptions (§ 19, B, 16). A substitute for the loop is the triangle

(probably giving the outlines of a wedge), which occurs in the three mO'jt ancient inscriptions

from Nepal
;
compare the later $a of 38, XII. But the older hook is equally common,

j

(14) The rare la (40, I—III) is found also in Fleet’s No. 67, Hue 1.

(15) The signs for the medial vowels agree in many particulars with those of the Kusana
period. But the open semicircle for a in ta (17, II), which is found also in rM, is an innovation*

Further, the medial for instance, of Mi (8, IIJ, VI, IX), is drawn further to the left than in

the earlier inscriptions. In some inscriptions like Mathura, new series, Nos. SB, 39, the medial t

consists merely of a curve, going to the right, though the form with two horns (as in di, 24, 1),

and a looped one (as in b//i, 30, IV), are more common. Medial u is mostly represented by the

still used curve, which in ru (33, III, VI) appears abnormally at the end of ra ; bnt in gu (8, II,

VI), iu, hhu (30, 1) and su (36, III) the vowel rises upwards. For medial u there are, besides

an old form in gu (9, IV), other combinations in him (30, II, VI) and itu (42, IIj and a later

very common, cursive form in dhu (25, II, VI). One of the Matras of at and o is often placed

vertically, as in gai, 32, III
;
in go, 9, III

; and in no, 21, III.

{16) The desire to save space causes the cursive na, ta (see sta, 45, IX) and tlia (see Biha,

46, V ;
Btha, 46, IX) to be laid on the side, in case they form the second elements of ligatures.

From the 5th century, rya (45, Vlij is expressed by a full ra with a subscript ya.

(17) The first certain Vimma (see ddham, 4S, VII), consisting of a horizontal stroke above

the small final, dates likewise from the 5th century
; the northern Jihvamuliya (hJca, 46, 11)

and the Upadhmunlya (Jjp5, 46, III) occur already in the 4th century.

C.— The Gupta alphabet in manuscripts.

Among the types of the Bower MS., which belongs, according to IToerkle’s and my own
opinion,3 to the 5th century, I have given [49] in plate VJ, cols. I--IV, only the alphabet of

the portion which Hoernle marks A, since the published parts of his B. and C are not snffi-

ciently extensive for a paleographic enquiry. Its characters differ very little from those of the
epigraphic documents of the Gupta period, especially from the copper-plates. The Serifs at the
tops of the vertical strokes, however, are made more carefully and nearly ibrongbont worked

1 Compare facsimile in Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions (CD. 3), No. 61. a J.ASB. 60, 83 ff.

€0, 92 f. ; WZKM. .5, 104 f. The^ discovery of an inscription of the 7th century with mostly tripartite
yotg El. 4, 29, makes a modification of Hoeenle's argumentation necessary, but does not inv^idatc his finsl result.
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up with the latter into real wedges. If a letter like gha (plate YI, 18, I—IV) has several

upstrokes, the Sari/s are added regularly to all of them. Similarly, the lower ends of vertical

strokes more regularly bear Serifs or are converted into wedges or little buttons. The

greater regularity of the writing is what may be expected in a good MS., the material of

which oSers fewer difficulties than stone or copper. The invariable use of the Sen/s has led

to the formation of the ka (15, IV) with the loop on the left^ (compare 15, I, III), which

appears occasionally in the Bower MS,, but is noticeable only later, since A. D. 588-89 (see

plate IV, 7, XIII), in the inscriptions, Further, the Bower MS. offers in rare cases, 6. in

pragojaijet (fol. 31^5, 11), an archaic form of the bipartite ya. Finally, it makes us acquainted

with some signs which, owing to the rarity of the sounds expressed by them, cannot occur

frequently in the inscriptions and hitherto have not been traced in those of the 4th and

5th centuries. To these belong the long I (4, I), in which the upper and lower dots of the

ancient sign (compare plate VI, 4, V, VII) have been converted into a straight stroke, and

farther the short JK, which clearly consists of a ra and a medial r (compare above, § 1 ;
and

below, § 2t, A, 7), also the AU (14, 1, II), which fully agrees with the epigraphic character of

A. D. 532 (plate IV, 6, X), and the subscript r of nr (34, III) which consists of two r, placed

hox’izontally side by side.

§*23.—The acute-angled and Nagari types; Plates IV*, V, VI,

About the beginning of the sixth century we find in the northern inscriptions, both of

Eastern and Western India (plate IV, cols. X—Xlt),^ distinct beginnings of a new develop-

ment, which first leads to the forms of the Gaya inscription of A. D. 538-89 (plate IV, cols,

XIII, XIV) and of the pi^obably not much Liter Lahkhamanlal Prasasti (plate IV, cols. XV,

XVl).^ Their chief characteristic is that the letters slope from the right to the left, and show

acute angles at the lower or at the right ends, as well as that the tops of the vertical or slanting

lines invariably bear small wedges, and their ends either show the same ornaments or protu-

berances on the right. These peculiarities are observable in a large number of inscriptions of

the next four centuries, and it seems to me advisable to class the characters of the whole group

as those of the “acute-angled alphabet.^’ Formerly* the term “nail-headed” was frequently

applied to them. Of late this has been given up and no new generic name has been proposed.

Thus Fleet says, iu his edition of the Gaya inscription,^ only that the letters belong to the

northern class of alphabets. Possibly the ladicxn name may have been Siddhamatyka

(Upi). For BeruniC states that an alphabet [50] of this name was used in time

(about A, D. 1030) in Kashmir and in Benares, while theNagarl was current in Malva.
^

If the

usual writing of Benares resembled that of Kashmir, it cannot have had the long horizontal

top-strokes which always characterise the Nagari. BevnnVs mote is, however, too>rief and

vague for a defiaite settlement of the question.

The two inscriptions, mentioned above, which, like the other co-ntemporaneons cognate

documents, are connected with the western Gupta alphabet, mark the first step m the develop-

ment of the acute angled alphabet daring the sixth centnrjr. And to the same subdivision

belono-, among the MSS., the Horiuzi palm-leaves, which according to the Japanese edition

certainly existed in the second half of the 6th century.^ If fourteen years ^ J
my paleographical essay on these leaves in the Anecdota Oxomensia, the facsimiles of the Ga^

and LakkhaLudal iusiiptions had been accessible.it would have sufficed to compare their

letters in order to prove the correctness of the statements of the Japanese.

1 AneodotaOroniensia, Aryan Series, 1,3, 78.
83 ai 88 87 47.51,70,73,

s Compare also the facsimiles m Ki,bet’s Gnpta Insonptions (OIL 3), l,os. 20, 24.83, 81, go. s/, oi. f . ih

. l „ TO., o, 1. 70. t,

• India, 1, 173 (Sachau).
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The characters of Amsuvarman’s inscription of A. D. 635 (plate lY, col. XVII) and of the

nearly contemporaneous Aphsad Prasasti of Adityasena (plate IV, cols. XVIII, XIX) show the

further progress of the acute-angled alphabet during the 7th century. It must, however, be

noted that Amsuvartnan’s inscriptions and other Nepalese documents of the same time have the

round sa and thus are allied with the eastern Gupta character, while the Aphsad Prasasti and

its allies from India proper are connected with the western variety of the old northern

alphabet.^ Fleet calls this second variety, on account of the more marked twist of the lower

ends of the strokes, the Kutila variety of the Magadha alphabet of the 7th century.” 2 j

disinclined to adopt the term “ Kutila,” which was first used by PrIjS'SEP,^ and since has been

employed by many other writers, because it is based on an erroneous rendering of the expres-

sion hutila aksara in the Deval Prasasti.^ I would remove it from the paleographic terminology.

Kielhorn likewise avoids it in his paleographic remarks on various inscriptions of this period.^

During the 8th—10th centuries, the development of the acute-angled or Siddhamatrka

alphabet progresses more and more in the direction of its successor, the Nagari alphabet, which

latter in its old North-Indian form is distinguished merely by the substitution of straight

top-strokes for the wedges on the verticals. Documents with a mixture of wedges and straight

top-strokes are also found
;
and occasionally it becomes difficult to decide how a particular

inscription is to be classed.

To this third and last varietyt^ Qf the acute-angled alphabet belong the characters of the

Multai copper-plates (plate IV, coL XX) of A. D. 7u8-709,^ of the Dighva-Dubaul! plate,

probably of A. D. 761 (plate IV, coL XXI), ^ of the Gwalior inscription of A. D, 876 (plate V,

col. II), and of the Ghosrava inscription of the 9th or 10th century (plate V, col. VI),® as

well as, among the MSS., those of tbe Cambridge MS. No. 3049 (plate VI, col, VII), dated in

the year 252,^® probably of Aipsuvarman’s era of A. D, 594, or in A. D. 846. An intermediate

position between the acute-angled and the Nagari alphabets, is occupied by the letters of the

Pehoa Prasasti of about A. D, 900 (plate V, col. Ill), of the Deval Prasasti of A, D. 992 or

993 (plate V, col. VllI) and of the copper-plates of tbe Paramara king Vakpati 11. of A, D. 974

(plate V, col. X).i2 They, no doubt, show the wedges
;

but these are so broad that they

produce the same effect as the long straight top-strokes, and that, e, the open tops of A,

pa^ &c., are closed, just as in the Nagari inscriptions. Specimens of the mixture of wedges

and straight top-strokes, mentioned above, are found in the Rudhanpur and Vani-Diudori

copper-plates of the Eastrakuta king [51] Govinda III. of A. D. 807-808 (plate V, col.

and the Harsa inscription of the Cahamana Vigraha II. of A, D. 973 (plate V, col. IX).^^

1 Compare also the facsimiles in lA. 9, 133 Nos. 4—10, 12 j Bbndall, Journey in Nepal, 72, Nos, 1, ^ ; and
Hobbnle*s remarks in J.AISB. 30, 85.

2 G-upta Inscriptions (Oil. 3), 201, 284 ; EL 3, 328, note 1. 8 J.ASB. 6, 778, pi. 41.

* El. 1, 76. In confirmation of my explanation of the phrase hiUlanyaIcsara')}i Musa, by him who knows
(srooked letters,” i. e., letters difiSoult to read, I would poiut to Vikramankaoar:ta, 18, 42, where we have the

statement that queen Snryamati did not allow herself to be cheated Icayasthaiit kutla4 pihhih, “ by wntera using
qrooked alphabets,*'

6 Compare his remarks on insorirtions of this class, lA. 17, 308 ; 19, U ; 20, 123 j 21, 169 ; EL 1, 179 , 2, 117, 160.
6 Compare, for this and the preceding varieties, the facsimiles at lA. 2, 2f.8

j 5, 180 ; 9, 1 74 ff., Nos, 1 1, 13, 14,

15 ; 10, 31 ; 17, 310 ; 19, P8 ; Bbndall, Journey in Nepal, pi. 10, 11, 13; El. 1, 179 ; 4, 29 ; C.ASE. 17, pi. 9; and
the autotypes of coins in C.CMI. pi. 3, Nos. 7—14

;
pi. 6, No 20 ; and pi. 7,

^ According to Fleet, IA» 18, 231,
** transitional type from which the North-Indian Nagari alphabet was soon

after developed.'*

* According to Fleet, IA. I.*', 106, “ North-Indian Nagari." » Compare LA. 17, 308.

Bbndall, Cat. Cambr. Bnddh. MSS. from IS'epil, XLL ff. ; Aneo. Oxon., Ary. Series, 3, 7l ff.

S. Lkvi, JA. 1804, II, o.’i fE. la 43^
13 IA. 6. 69 ; 11, 1.58 ; compare also facsimiles in EL 3, 103, and IA. 14, 200,

Compare also facsimile, IA. 16^ 174.
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The last-mentioned two inscriptions are, however, by no means the oldest documents, in

which Nagari letters occur. The first undoubtedly genuine specimens^ are found in the signa-

tures of the Gnrjara princes on the copper-plates of Kaira (of A. D, 6*28 and 63B), of Dabhol

(A, D. 642), of Nausari (A, D. 705), and of Kavi (A. D. 736),^ the texts of which are writteu

in a southern alphabet. In the first-mentioned three signatures, the Nagari letters are in the

minority, as most of the signs show either more archaic northern or southern forms. Only

in the fourth signature the Nagari is used throughout and is fnlly developed. But the most

ancient document, written throughout in Nagari, is the Samangad grant of the Eastrakuta king

Dantidurga of A. D. 754 (plate IV, eol. XXII).* Much of the same type are the characters

of the Kanheri inscriptions Nos. 15 and 43 (plate V, col. V),* which were respectively incised

in A. D. 851 and 877 during the reigns of the Silahara princes Pullasakti and Kapardin II.

The Samangad and Kanheri inscriptions, together with some others of the 9th century,”

show the archaic variety of the southern Nagari, the fully developed form of which is exhibited

in the copper-plates of Kauthem (plate V, col. XVII),* which were incised during the reign of

the Calukya king Vikramaditya V. in A. D. 1009-10. The southern Nagari, of the 8th—11th

centnries, which differs from its northern sister of the same period chiefly by the want of the

small tails slanting to the right from the ends of the verticals, and in general by stifier forms,

besides occurs in numerous iuscriptions of the Silaharas and Yadavas from the Maratha country

and the Koiikan, as well as of a Ratta prince from the Belgaum collectorate.’ Its latest

development during the 13th—16th centnries is found in the inscriptions of the kings of

Vijayanagara or Vidyanagara in the Kanarese country.® It still survives in the Balbodh

or Devanagati of the Marafha districts, and in Southern India it has produced the so-called

Nandinagari which is still used for MSS.®

In Northern and Central India, the Nagari appears first on the eopper-plate of the

Maharaja Viuayakapila of Mahodaya (plate IV, col. XXI1I),“ probably of A. J). 794, which

however exhibits some archaisms and peculiarities in the signs for kha, ga, &ad na, found also in

later inscriptions from Eastern India. The fact that an earlier inscription from the Kanarese

country the incision of which is due to a Brahman from Northern India (see El. 3, 1 ft), shows

a mixture of Nagari and acute-angled letters, makes it probable that the northern Nagari was in

use at least since the beginning of the 8th century. From the next century, we have only

a few inscriptions in northern Nagari.ii But after A. D. 960 their number ii^creases, and m

the 11th century the script becomes paramount in nearly all the districts north of the Narmada.

The characters of the Siya'Joni inscriptions from Central India (plate V, eol. VII), the

dates of which run from A. D, 968, and those of the copper-plate of the first Caulnkya of

Gujarat, iucised in A. D. 987 (plate V, col. XI), show the forms of the northern Nagari of the

10th century. The copper-plates of the Ra|trakuta (Gahaf.avala) king Madanapala of Kanauj

in Northern India, dated A. D. 1097 (plate V, col. XU), the Udaypur Prasastiof theParamaras

of hUlva (probable date about A, D. 1060) in the west of Central India (plate V, col. XIII),

the Nanyanra plates of the Candella Pevavarman of A. D. 1050 (plate V, col. XIV) and of

I The genuineness of the earlier Umeta and Bagnmra plates (IS. 7, 53 , 17, iSt) is disputed (lA, 18,91 ff.)

.

their Nagari letters have been given in Aneo. Oxon., Ary. Seii-B, 1,3, pL 6.
. obwa loc o o

a See the faosun.les, J HAS. 1856, 247 ff. ;
El 5, 40 ; lA. 5, 113 ; 13, .8 ;

an^the^re^r^

*
JtmSrrA the Amharnath inscription, J.BBBAS. 9. ; lA 19 243.

I Compare also the facsimiles, lA. 7, 304 ; 9, 82; 14, 111 ; 1/. 122 ; J.BBBAS. 13, 1 ; IS, 336, El. 3, 272, 800 f.,

306 f

« Compare the facsimiles, El. 3, 38 f., 152 ff. ; B.ESIP. pi. 30, and the alphabet, pi. ^
» B.ESp. 52 (where the Nandinagari U derived erroneonsly from the

J-

^

i» ste ^atoie! § 21, p. 44, note 2 ; compare also the facsimiles at lA- 12, SO, ^ j 16, 202 ; El. 1, 122;

J,BBRAS.18,m
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the Kalacuri Kariu ot Tripura, dated A. D. 1042 (plate V, col. XV), both from the eastern
part of Cential India, and the plates of the Caululcja Bhima I. of Gujarat, dated A. D. 1029
(plate Y, col. XVI), give specimens of the northern Nagari of the 11th century Finally, the
northern Nagari of A. D. 1100—1207 is illustrated by the alphabets of a plate of Jayaccandra
the last Ra^tralifita (Gahadavala) king of Kanauj, dated A. D, 1175 (plate V, col. XX), of the
plates of the last Caalukya of Gujarat, Bhima II., dated A. D. 1199 and 1207 [52] (plate V,
col. XXI), of the plate of the Paramara Udayavarman of Malva, dated A. D. 1200 (plate Y*
col. XXII), and of the Ratnapur stone inscription from the reign of the Kalacuri Jajalla of
Tripura, dated A, D. 1114 (plate Y, col. XXIII).2

With the characters of these Nagar! inscriptions, agree those of the now numerous ancient
palmdeaf MSS. from Gnjaiah, Rajputana and the northern Dekhan, the dates of which run
certainly from the 11th, and possibly from the 10th century. Cols. XV—XYJI. of plate VI,
exhibit their alphabt't chiefly according to Leumann's photographs and tracings of the
Visesavrasyakabhasyatika, dated A. D. 1081, together with some supplements from the Royal
Asiatic Society’s Ganaratnamahodadhi, of A, D. 1229.3 But a number of MSS. from Nepal,
belonging to the llth and 12th centuries, show the northern Nagari of the preceding century.
And cob Xni. of plate VI. oiEers a specimen from No. 8G6, the oldest Cambridge MS. of this class

which is dated A, D. 1008.4 Of the same type is the alphabet of plate VI, col. XIV, taken
from the reproduction of col. 1 of Wylie’s copy of the Vajracchedika in Anecdota Oxoniensia*
Aryan Seides, 1, 1, plate 4,

$ 24,— Details of the changes in the acute-angled and the NTagari alphabets.^

A.— The Matykas,

Among the numerous changes, which the letters of the acute-angled and Nagari scripts
undergo in course of time, the following more important ones, afecting the Matrkas or radical
signs, deserve special mention : —

(I) The signs for F, ca, thay ha^may ya^ la, va,sa andsc?, develop gradually,

—

the later the more distinctly,— shorter or longer tails, which first slant off towards the right
below the bottom-line of the letters, but later,, in the Nagari, become vertical strokes, except in
the case of E. [53] Prom the 10th century similar pendent lines appear in the middle of cha
(plate V, 16, II, III, &c.), and of dha (plate Y, 23, 11), of (plate V, III, &c.) and of U
(plate Y, 42, II—IV, &c ), \Ahich the Nagari, too, retains in cha andha and converts into a medial
vertical in the case of pha. In the acute-angled script, kha, ga, iha, dha, and sa frequently show
on the right a small horn-like protuberance or an elongation of the vertical, which, owing to the
flattening of the tops, the Nagari again discards except in the case of dha. Both the last-
mentioned peculiarities are due to the circumstance that the writers drew the left and right
portions of the letters separately and neglected to join carefully the two halves,® In course
of time these irregularities became characteristic features of most of the letters.

208
*
18^ 1 2^(5 ^16

* ^ ^ ^ ooJ^ipare also the facsimiles at lA, 6, 63, 54 ; 8, 40 ; 12, 126, 202; 15, 36 j 16,

2 Se« above, § 21 p, 44, note 2 ; compare, e. g,, the facsimiles at lA. 11, 72 ; 17, 226 • 18 130
s KiEnHOSN. Report on Sanskrit MSS. for 1880-81, pp. VII, 37 ; J.RAS. 1895, 247, 504; compare also th«

taesimiles, Pal. ...oc.. Or. Series, pi. 1, 2, 3, 58 ; Cat. Berlin Sanskr. nnd Prakr, Hdschft., Band 2, 3, pi. 1. In the
marginal glosses of the Visesavasyaka and other MSS., frequently appear other cursive alphabets ; see Leuka-NN’s
editiOD, pi. 35.

* Sanskrit MSS. from Nepal, pp. XXIV f., 1 f. ; compare also lie facsimile. Pal. Soo.,
Or. Series, pi lx A^ccording to S. v. Oldeubitbg (letter of 7th April, 1897), the alphabet of these Nepalese MSS.

S; Peterslmr^

script, in which is written a complete MS. of the Saddharmapundarika, preserved in

OxoL!A^wScries.t\f^?7“^^’
Cat. Cambridge Baddhist MSS. from Nepal, XXm-XI ; Anee.

Aneo. Oxon., Aryan Series, 1, 3, 70*
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I'n consequence of the elongation of the ends of the
straight top-strokes, the heads of A, A, gha-, pa, pha-, ma, ya, sa,
both in the acute-angled and the Nagari scripts.i

wedges and of the use of long
and sa are gradually closed.

(3) bwer por;txon of the left half of A and J-almost invariably consists of a curveopen towards the left, whxch first appears occasionally in the Knsana inscriptions (see above'

Vn’
on the Uccakalpa plates (plate IV. 1, IX). It is preserved in theBalbodh of the Marathas and is common in the Bombay editions of Sanskrit works. In other

late specimens of the Nagari* it is replaced* hy two slanting strokes (plate Y, 1, 2, XYI) to
which a third, a remnant of an earlier wedge at the foot of the vertical, is added loUr down
This form is the parent of the A, A, used in the Benares and Calcutta prints. Up the 8th
century, the long A is invariably differentiated by the addition of a curve to the rio-ht end
of A. Later, its mark is a downward stroke,.which is attached either to the rio-.ht of the ton (e a
plate IV, 2, XXI) or to the middle (plate IV, 2, XXII) and. thus reoccupies°the same positions
which the corresponding horizontal bar has in the Atoka edicts.* In the MSS., the downstroke
at the top is found even earlier (plate YI, 2, VI)v

(4)

The sign for 1 is mostly derived from the Supta form of Indor (plate lY, 3, YII) by
the substitution of a curve for the third dot (plate lY, 3, SI—XXIII

5
Y, 3, II—IV, VT, 3,

Y—IX). But in addition there is (plate Y,.3, Y, XII, XIII, &c. ;
YI, 3, XII—XV) a derivative

from the 1 of the Uccakalpa plates (IY, 3, IX), in which the upper dot is replaced hy a straight
line

;
and this I is the parent of the modern Devanagari J, in which the two lower dots have

been changed into carves and finally have been connected. In Jaina MSS., the I with two dots
above and a curve below occurs occasionally as late as the 15th and 16th centuries. The
unique early forms of the long 1 (plate YI, 4, Y, YU), as well as their later development
(plate VI, 4, XV), which has followed the analogy of J, deserve attention.

(5)

U and invariably show at the lower end a tail,, drawn towards the left, which m
course of time is developed* more and more fully.

(fi) The curve of JK, attached to the right of the becomes very shallow and long in the

Horiuzi palm-leaves (plate VI,. 7, Y), and this shallow curve is the precursor of the vertical line

of the later palm-leaf MSS. of Western India (plate VI, 7, XY-—XVII). In the Cambridge
MS. IJo, 1049* (plate YI, 7, YII) and in hfo. 1691, the r-curve is attached to the lower end of

the ra.

(7) Among the signs for j&.and which, are first traceabledn the MSS^ of this period

(plate YI, 8—10, V, VIT, X),. the long B is clearly formed by the addition o£ a second f-curve

to the short B, In the Cambridge MSS. Xos. 1049 and 1691, L is represented by a cursive

southern la (see plate YII, 34, YI—IX), just^as the oldest medial / in hi (YU, 42, XIV) is

identical with another form of Va ;
and the long L is derived from the short vowel by the addi-

tion of a second Za, turned in the opposite direction. In the L and L of the Horiuzi palm-

leaves (plate YI, 9,10, Y)» the la has been turned, round towards-the left^ and respectively one

and two r-curves have been attached to the foot. And the combination l(a)-r remains [64] also

in the Nagarl both of the palm-leaves from Western India (plate VI, 9, 10, XV) and of our days,

the reason being no doubt the pronunciation /r, which is customary both there and in other

parts of India. These paleographical facts agx'ee with the tradition of the Chinese Buddhists,

who, as L^vi has discovered,^ ascribe the invention of the signs for the liquid vowels to

a South-Indian; either to Sarvavarman, the minister of the Andhra king SStavahana, or to the

great Buddhist teacher Xagarjuna.

1 See above, § 2S, page 50,

* Oommxmioatioa hy letter*

2 See above, § 16, D, 1, 2 ; and plate II, 2, II—X;
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(8) E and AT invariably turn the base of the triangle upwards, and this innovation is

found already in the inscriptions with transitional forms (plate IV, 5, X, XI).

(9) Ka shows almost invariably^ on the left a loop, caused by the connection of the end

of the bent cross-bar with the Serif or wedge at the foot of the vertical, except in combinations

with the subscribed vowels no and r (see, e, plate IV, 7, XIV ;
V, 10, III

;
VI, 15, XVI,

XVII) or with other consonants (see, e, g., plate IV, 41, XVI ; V, 43, II, III
;
VI, 49, V, XV,

XVII). In the Nagari inscriptions, the looped form occurs, however, not rarely also in the

latter cases (see, e, g.^ plate IV, 7, XX, XXII
;
V, 43, VII, X—XIII).

(10) The loop or triangle of hha, which represents the ancient circle (plate II, 10, VI, and

above, § 3^ A, 19), stands, in all the greatly varying forms of the letters, at the left of the

verticals. The very considerable differences in the shape of the left limb are partly due to the

flattening of the top of the letter and still more to the various ornamental changes of the

wedge, which first was added to the lower end of the ancient hook*

(11) The dot to the right of which is so characteristic in the modern Devanagari

letter, appears already on the Benares copper-plate of Karna of A. D. 1042 in the word

jahgama (line 11, end),2 while our plates offer only an example from a much later document

(see plate V, 14, XIX). The dot may possibly have been derived from the protuberance, which

is often found at fche end of the top-stroke of the letter (see, e, g., platse V, 14, V, VI, VIII).

(12) The central bar of ja first is made to slant downwards (plate IV, 14, XXI—XXIII,

&c.) and then changed into a vertical (V, 17, XIII, Ac.; VI, 22, XII, &c.). At the same time,

the upper bar becomes the top-stroke of the letter, and the lowest is gradually converted into

a double curve.

(IB) The right limb of the independent nu of the Horiuzi palm-leaves (VI, 24, V) is

turned upwards, and the same form occurs occasionally in ligatures. But in the latter the sign

is usually laid on its side, its angles are converted into curves and the right limb is attached

to the end of the greatly shortened vertical. Hence it often looks like na (see plate IV, 16, XI,

Ac. 5 V, 19, IV, V, Ac.). In the Nagari of the llth and later centuries, the subscript na is

attached to the left limb of ja (plate V, 19, XII—XIV 5 VI, 24, XVI), and the cursive fna of

the modem Devanagai% which the Hindus now consider to be a Matrka, is due to a simplifica-

tion of this form.

(14) Since the 6th century, a wedge is often placed above the lingual ta (plate IV, 17,

XVH; V, 20, II, VI ; VI, 25, VI)
; and in the Nagari a horizontal line with a short vertical or

slanting stroke appears in the place of the wedge (plate IV, 17, XXI, XXII
; V,20, XIII, Ac.

;

VI, 25, XV).

(15) Similar additions appear above the lingual tha since the 10th century (plate V, 21,

X, Ac. ;
VI, 26, XV).

(16) Since the 9th century, the round-backed lingual da of the southern alphabets, ending
with a curve open to the left, comes into use (plate V, 22, II, VIII, Ac.).

(1 7) The suppression of the original base-stroke of the lingual m occurs in ligatures (nda,

plate IV, 21, XIX) since the 7th century, and in the uneombined sign since the 8th century
(plate V, 24, III)

; compare also above, >§ 22, B, 10, and plate IV, 21, III. The sign soon after

assumes the modern form and consists of a straight top-stroke with three lines hanging down
from it (plate V, 24, VII, Ac.

;
VI, 29, XV, Ac.).

' An exception is, e. g,, the Jhalrapatan inscription, IA.T, 180, wMch shows throughout the old dagger-shaped
form,

a El. 2, 297.
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(18) The modern form of ta with the vertical on the right, which occurs already in the
Asoka edicts, reappears in the 8th century (plate IV, 22, XXI) and becomes the regular one in

the 10th century.

(19) The modern form of tha, which has been derived from the notched one of the 7th

century (plate IV, 23, XVII), is found already in the inscriptions of the same period (plate IV,

23, XVIII, &c.).

(20) [55] In the 7th century, the lower end of da is more clearly defined by a Seiif (plate

IV, 24, XVII, &c.), 'which soon after is changed into the characteristic tail of the modern letter.

(21) Already in the 7th century, the right side of na becomes occasionally a vertical, to

the left of which the loop is attached (plate IV, 26, XVIII, XIX)
;
compare also below, § 30*

(22) On the transformation of pha by the development of a central vertical (see above,

under 1), the curve of aspiration is attached first to the top of the new sign (plate IV, 28,

XXII
;
V, 31, III, &c.). But in the 11th century it sinks lower down (plate Y, 31, XII), and

it occupies already in the 12th century the position which it has in the modern Devanagari

letter (plate V, 31, XX—^XXIII). Retrograde archaic forms, like those in plate V, 31, II, XIV,

are, however, not rare- Their occui’rence has probably to be explained by the influence of the

popular cursive alphabets*

(23) As va was very generally pronounced ba^ the ancient sign for ha was lost in Northern,

Central and Western India, and it was replaced by va in the inscriptions of the 7th and later

centuries (plate lY, 29, XX ;
V, 32, II, &c.). In the MSS. the substitution occurs even earlier

(plate VI, 37, V, VI). A new ha, consisting of m with a dot in the centre of the loop, occurs

since the 11th century (plate Y, 32, XVI), and this form is the parent of the modern

Devanagari letter.

(24) The left limb of blm, mostly an inverted wedge with the point towards the right, is

(frequently changed into a triangle, open at the apex, from which the lower portion of the

original vertical hangs down (plate IV, 30, XIX, &c, ; Y, 33, II, &c.). The modem Devanagari

hJia appears in the 12th century {plate V, 38, XX, &c.) and seems to be derived from the form

with the wedge, for which latter a Serifwas substituted*

(25) Since the 8tli century, ina usually has on the left a cursive loop (plate IV, 31, XX,

XXI), which in the MSS. is mostly filled in with ink (plate VI, 39, XV—XVII)*

(26) Both the MSS., and most infscriptions, with the exception of one from Ddaypur (above,

page 48, note 3) and some from Nepal (page 50), offer exclusively the looj^ or the hip&rtite

fCL, which latter occurs already in the inscriptions of the Kusana period,i and has been

derived from the looped form.2 in the Nepalese inscriptions of the 7th century, which show

the eastern we find a tripartite ya with a small circle at the top of the hrst upstroke (plate

IV, 32, XVII)
;
the Udaypur inscription has both the ordinary tripartite of the Gupta

period, and also the bipartite letter.

(27) The right exti'emity of the wedge at the lower end of ra is often greatly elongated

in the inscriptions of the 7t^ and later centuries (plate IV, 33, XVIII—XXI, &c.)> and some-

times only the outlines of the wedge are marked. These forms are the precursors of the

modorn tailed r«.

(28) Since the 7th century, w<e find a cnrsiye sa (plate IV, 36, XVIII
; ^ XIX

;
V, 3S,

II, III, &C. ;
VI, 44, XV—XVII), the left half of which has been tamed into a loop with

a little tail on the right. ... . —
1 See above, § 19, B, 12.

2 J.ASB. 60, 87.
» J.ASB.
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B. ^ Medial vowels and so fbrth.

(1) Medial a, o. an. as well as one ol the Matras of ai, are placed very frequently above
the line, and are then, particularly in the stone inscriptions, treated more or less ornamentally

(see, e. y., plate IV, cols. XI 11—XVIII). More rarely, medial z and i are treated in the

Same way.

(2) The tails of the curves of medial* and i are regularly drawn down low, respectively to

the left and the right of the Matrka, while the differences in the curves at the top disappear.

These forms lead up to the i and f of the modern Devanagari.

(H) Medial u is expressed very frequently by the initial IT of the period (plate IV, 30,

XII, XIV, XVI, XX
;
VI, 44, VI). [66} But an older form, found, y., in pu (IV, 27, VI),

is also common and appears to be the parent of the modern w, which occurs already in the

western paim-leaf MSS. (see pw, plate VI^,35, XVI).

(4) Since the 7th century

—

first on the Banskhera plate of Haraa, —--the Jihramfiliya

is occasionally expressed by a cursive sign, consisting^ of a loop under the wedge of ka (plate

V, 47,111).
'

(5) Since the 7th century, the Upadhmaniya is occasionally expressed by a curve open
above, with curled ends and sometimes with a dot in the centre. This sign is attached to the

left side ot the Matrka (plate LV, 46, XXIii ;
V, 48, VII). It, seems to be derived fx’om a form

like that in plate VII, 46, IV.

(6) In the older inscriptions, the Virama is still frequently placed above the vowelless

consonant, for which invariably a final form is used
j aud it receives a tail, which is. drawn

downwards to the right of the Matrka (see, e. g,, plate IV, 22, XIV). But even more com-
monly it stands below the consonant, and it occurs in this position already in the inscriptions

with tr-ansitioiial forms (plate IV, 22. XI).2

C. — Tlie ligatures.

(I) Both in the inscriptions and in the MSS. of the 6th and later centuries, we find

occasionally ligatures, in which the second consonant is placed to the right of the first, instead
.of below it (see, r. y., plate IV, 45, XI; V, 47, II

;
VI, 51, VI).^

(2) For the stone inscriptions of the acute-angled alphabet, the subscript ya frequently

is made ornamental and drawn far to the left. Since the 7th century, and occasionally even
earlier, the right-hand upstroke of ya is drawn up as far as the upper line of the whole sign
(see, y., plate IV, 46, YIII, XIX ; 43, 45, XIII

;
VI, 51, VI).,

(3) iSiof, being the first part of a compound’ consonant, usually stands above the line and
is expi*essed' by a wedge, or by an angle or a curve open to the right. But in rma the* left side

of ma is shortened, and the top of the wedge, which is placed" on this shortened line, does not
protrude above the upper line (plate VI, 49, VI). Similar depressions of the superscribed ra
are found in connection vrith other consonants in the Aphsad inscription,^ on Harsa’s copper-
piatesj and in some MSS. (plate VI., 51, XIII, XIV). Until the 9th century, vya is often,

expressed by a full ra with a subscribed ya (see, e, y., plate IV, 44, XVIII
; 45, Vll ; and

compare El, 3, 103).

1 Compare the facsimile of the Jhairapatan inscription, lA. 5, 180 ; see also lA. 13, 162.
2 This is the regular form since the Sth-eentury. a. Anec. Oxon., Aryan Series, 1, 3, 87-
* TuBBr, Onpta Inscriptions (Oil. 3), 202 ; Kiblhobw, EI. 1, 179 f.
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§ 26 , — The Sarada alphabet
;
Plates V. and TI.

A. — The Sarada script,^ which is easily recognised as a descendant of the western Gupta

alphabet, appears since about A. D. 800 in Kashmir and in the north-eastern Panjab (Kangra

and Chamba). The oldest known Sarada inscriptions are the two Baijnath Prasastis from

Kiragrama (Kangra), dated A, D. 804 ;
see plate V, coL I. Not mnch later are the coins of the

Varma dynasty of Kashmir, where the Sarada forms are likewise fully developed.^ And it is not

improbable that the Bakhshali MS., found in the Yusufzai district (plate VI, col. VIII), belongs

to the same or even a somewhat earlier period.^ The third specimen of the 'Sarada in plate VI,

col. IX, which ultimately is derived from Burkhard's plate I. in his edition of the Kash-

mirian Sakuniala,^ dates perhaps only from the 16th or 17th century
;

it has been given

merely because at present no reproductions of more ancient MSS. are accessible.^ In conse-

quence of the frequent emigrations of the travel-loving Kashmirian Pandits, Sarada MSS. are

found in many towns of North-Western India and further east in Benares, and marginal glosses

in Sarada characters are found even in ancient Nagari MSS. from Western India.® A [57]

modern cursive variety of the SErada is the so-called Takkari or Takari^ of the Dogras in

Jammu and the neighbourhood, which of late has been imported also into Kashmir.

B. — A general characteristic of the Sarada of all periods is found in the stiff, thick,

strokes, which give the characters an uncouth appearance and a certain resemblance to those

of the Kusana period. The following signs show, already in the earliest period, peculiar

developments

(1) The 7, which consists of two dots, placed side by side, and (compare the I of the Bower

MS.) a ra-like figure below, which represents the other two dots (plate V, 4, 1 ;
VI, 4, IX).

£8) The quadrangular oa (pl^ttc V, 15, 1 ; VI, 20, VIII, IX).

(8) The lingual da, which shows in the middle a loop, instead of an acute angle, and

a wedge at the end (plate V, 22, 1 j
VI, 27, VIII, IX).

(4) The dental tq, which, being derived from a looped form, has lost its left half, while

the right has been converted into a curve (plate V, 25, 1 ;
VI, SO, VIII, IX).

(5) The dental dhi, which is flattened at the top and is below so broad that it resembles

a Devanagari pa.

(6) The m, which, owing to the connection of the left side of the curve with the top-

stroke, closely resembles dha (plate V, 38, 1 ;
VI, 43, VIII, IX).

(7) The quadrangular sa, which exactly resembles a Nagari sa (plate V, 39,1; VJ, 44,

VIII, IX).

(8) The angular medial r (plate V, 43, 1 ;
VI, 43, VIII), and the detached o, which stands

by itself above the line (plate V, 24, 1 ;
VI, 31, IX), and without doubt is derived from the

Gupta 0 (plate IV , 34, IV),

(9) The ra, which, as a first part of ligatures, is inserted into the left side of the second

letter, jnst as in the Aphsad inscription,®

The other letters of the earlier documents differ reiy little from those of the western

Gupta alphabet, and the changes, which are found, all occur also m the acu Crang e scrip .

1 Compare, for tWs paragrapli, Kashmir Eepori (J.BBBAS 12h *1 5
J.ASB. 60, 83.

^ CVH.
s Seventh Oriental Congress, Aryan Section, 183 ; lA. 17 , 83, 275. ^ xr,* Ttarlin Sanakrit and
5 A good facsimile from a Sarada MS. of the

table of the letters

rakrit MSS., Vol. 2, 3, pi. 2 ; an inferior one, from the India Otdee MS. 8176, togetner

and ligatures, in Pal. Soc., Or, Ser., pi. 44.
, . x. see J EAS. 1891, 862.

6 SB.WA. CXVI, 534. ’ Kashmir Eej?ort (J.BBBAS. 12), 82 ; for the alphabe ,

^ See above, §24,0,3.
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The constant use o£ the bipartite ^a, of the na with the suppressed base-stroke (see above, § 24 ,

A, 17), of the i and », drawn down respectivelj to the left and the right of the consonant

(§ 24, B, 2), and of the simplified Jihvamiiliya (plate V, 47, I), indicates that the separation

of the Sarada from the Gupta alphabet did not take place before the 7th century.

In the later Sarada (plate VI, col. IX), further abnormal developments are noticeable in

E, AI, 0, AU^ja, na, hha, rtlia (which latter occurs also in plate VI, col. VIII), and owing

to the use of long top-strokes the heads of several letters, such as A, and ya, are closed.

§ 26. — Eastern varieties of the Nagari alphabet and the arrow-head soriptr

A. — Proto-Bengali; Plates V. and VI.

Towards the end of the llth century, the Nagari inscriptions of Eastern India shew such

distinct traces of changes leading up to the modern Bengali writing, and these changes become
so numerous in the 12th century, that it is possible to class their alphabets as Proto-Bengali.

An approximate idea of the development of the Proto-Bengali may be obtained by comparing

the characters of the following documents, represented in our plates : — (1) of the Deopara

PrasastP of about A. D. 1080-90 (plate V, col. XVIII), which includes the Bengali E, Ma, na^

ta, tha, ma, ra^ la, and sa^ (2) of Yaidyadeva’s land-grant^ of A. D. 1142 (plate V, col. XIX),
with the Bengali B, E, AT, hha, ga, na, ta, tha, dha, ra, and va

;
and (3) of the Cambridge

MSS. No. 1699j 1, 2,3 of A, D. 1198-99 (plate VI, col. X), which offers the Bengali A, A, U, B,

B, Lj L; E, AI, A U, Tea, hha, ga, ta, tha, na, ma, ya, ra, va and sa, as well as transitional forms
oi gha, na^ na and ia.

Only a few among the Proto-Bengali letters are new local formations. The great majority
occurs^already m other older scripts, be it in exactly the same or in similar shape. [58] Thus,
its B, B, Xi and 1/ agree closely with the corresponding characters of the Horiuzi MS, (plate VI,
7—10, V>, its n -with that of the oldest MS. from Nepal (plate VI, 6, VII ;

compare also the
Sarada, VI, 6, IN), aBd its with that of the Bower MS. (plate VI, 14, 1, II). Its sigti^
for A, A, Tea, fta, ma, ya, va, sa, and sa occur repeatedly in various alphabets of the 8tli—10th
centuries, given in plates IV

,
V . Its Teha, opened on the light, finds an analogy in that

ot the Bower MS. (plate VI, 16, I), and its tha, likewise opened on the right, somewhat
lesemhles that of plate V, 26, IX. Finally, the ga and wa with the verticals, rising on the right
above the line, have precursors in the letters of the 9th and 10th centuries with hom-like'
protuberances (plate V, 12, 24, II—IV, VI; compare also above. § 24, A, 1). Even the ra,

. resembling (plate V, 86, XIX; VI, 41, 49, X), may easily be recognised as duo to
a slightly abnormal development of the wedge at the end of the letter, for which, forms from
Western and Central India in plate V, 36, XIII, XIV, offer more or less close analogies. Only
the E and AI, open on the left, and the peculiar na in nsa (plate V, 19, XVIII) and in jm
(plate VI, 24, X), appear to be purely local new formations. And this may he true also of the
^^(plate V, 25, XVIII, XIX

;
VI, 80, X), which, however, does not differ much from the

Sarada sign and from the final t of some other alphabets.

The most striking and important among the peculiarities of the Proto-Bengalf, discardedm the modern Bengali script, are the small triangles with the rounded lower side and the
Nepalese hooks,” which are attached to the left of the tops of various letters. The triangle

IS found in Ted (plate V, 47, XVIII) and in very many letters of plate V, col. XIX
;
while the

hook occurs in the Tea and to of plate V, 25 and 43, XV1II.4 If forther we compare the
Tarpan-Dighi inscription of Laksmanasena,® where the triangles and hooks frequently appear
alternately in connection with the same letters, it becomes evident that the “ Nepalese hook”

^

El. 1, 305 f.
~ ~~

s El. 2. 317.

. „
who slightly differsm Cat. Sanstr. Buddhist MS3, from Nepal, SXXVI, and letter-press

of PiSil. Soc., Series.pl. 81.

‘ Both the triangle and the hook are found in the Gaya inscription, IA. 10, S12. « J.ASB. «, pi. 1, 2.
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is a cursive substitute for the triangle. The triangle ifcself is a modification of the top-stroke

with a semi-circle below, occasionally met with in ornamental inscriptions from Northern and
Central India, as, e, g., in Vinayakapala’s plate (letters with this peculiarity have not been given

in plate IV, col. XXIII) and in the Oandella inscription in Cunningham’s Archasological Reports

,

Yol. 10, plate 38, No. 3. This last-mentioned form again is connected with, and gives the

outlines of, the thick top-strokes, rounded off at both ends, which are not rare in ornamental

MSS. like that figured by Bendall, Oatalogne of Sanskrit Buddhist MSS, from Nepal, plate 2,

Nos. 1, 2, and in the alphabet of plate VI, col. XIV (see particularly lines 5, 7, 15, 30, 84,

37, 49).

Among the abnormal single signs, not received into the modern Bengali, the following

deserve special remarks :

—

(1)

The forms of I in plate V, 3, XVIII, and VI, 3, X, are cursive developments of the

ancient I in plate IV, 3, IX, &c. But the I and I of plate V, 3, 4, XIX, appear to be southern

forms; compare plate VII, 8, IV—VI.

(2)

The curious ia of plate V, 20, XIX, seems to have been produced by an abnormally

strong development of a “Nepalese hook” with a Serif at the end, placed above the ancient

round ta, which is represented by the second lower curve on the left
;
compare the ta of

col. XVIII, and that of the Cambridge MS. No. 1693 (Bendall, op* cit. plate 4).

(3)

The na of plate V, 29, XIX, without a connecting stroke between the loop and the

vertical, is due to the strongly developed predilection for cursive forms, which is visible also in

other letters of Vaidyadeva’s inscription, such as sa and the ligature tlir (plate V,- 47,

XIX).

(4) The .triangular medial u, for instance of hu (plate V, 10, XIX), which appears also in

Laksmanasena’s Tarpan-Dighi grant and other eastern inscriptions, gives the outline *of the

older wedge-shaped form, found, e, y., in thu (plate V, 26, XVIII) and in su (plate VI, 4o, 11).

(5) The Anusvara of vaih (plate V, 38, XIX) and of kani (plate VI, 15, X) has been placed

on the line, as in the Old-Kanarese (see below, § 29, C, 5) and the modern Grantha, and

a Virama stands below it.

(6)

In the Om of plate V, 9, XVIII, we hare the oldest example of the ooonrrence of the

modern Annnasika. In this case, it shows a little circle instead of the more nanal dot, which

is found in the Om of plate VI, 13, XL Both forms are rather frequent in the eastern mscnp-

tions of the 12th century,i whereas in the west® they are more rare and are confined to fee word

Om. The Annnasika, which I have not found in any Indian inscription older than the 11th

century, probably is an intentional modification of the Anusvara. invented because in Vedic

MSS the Annnasika must be substituted for an Anusvara followed by liquid consonants,

sibilants and ha.

(7) [693 The Visarga of vah (plate V, 38, XVIII) carries

addition appears also in other ornamental scripts (see, e, y., plate VI, ^0, ) ,
m .

plate VI, 51, X (compare also VI, 41, XI, and the Gaya inscription) it h^

oursively into a form resembling onr figure 8. In the Gaya inscription (IA 10, 342) as well

as in MSS. of this period,^ it receives also a small tail (compare tah, plate Vi, a , h

I Compare the Gaya inscriptions in O.ASB. S, pi. 37. No. 12 ;
pi. 38, Ho. 13.

s See the Mahoba insoription, O.ASB
21^

pi.
ESx8KDSi.nil, Miriu;
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B.—The Kepalese hooked characters ;
Plate VI.

According to Bendall’s careful examination of the MSS. from Nepal,' the hooked

characters first occur in the 12th century and disappear towards the end of the l*^th. The

facts, stated above, which prove the occurrence of the Nepalese hooks **

in Bengal inscriptions

of the 12th century and explain their origin, leave no doubt that the introduction of this

modification of the top-strokes is due to the influence of Bengal, which, as Bendall has recog-

nised,^ makes itself felt also in other points.

The first of the two specimens of this character in plate VI, col. XI, which is derived from

the Cambridge MS. No» 1691, of A. D. 1179,3 shows in the majority of the letters the forms of

the Horiuzi palm-leaves and of the Cambridge MS. No, 1049 (cols, V—VII), with a few small

modifications, such as might be expected in a much later document. Irrespective of the hooks,

special Ben^li peculiarities are observable only in I, 7, E and AL Generally speaking, these

remarks hold good also for the second specimen in plate VI, col. XII, from the British Museum
MS., Oriental No. 1439, of A. D. 1286.^ But in this script the Bengali influence is visible in

By nuy dha and sa (compare the transitional forms of V, 39, XVIII, XIX), while its / is very

archaic.®

Xepal and Tibet seem to have preserved a number of other, mostly ornamental, alphabets

of Eastern India,® hand-drawn tables of which have been given by B. Hodgson {Asiatic

Eesearches, Vol. 16) and by 'Sarat Candradas (J.ASB., Vol. 57, plates 1 to 7). But up to the

present time no reliable materials are available,•on which a paleographioal examination of these

scripts could be based.

C,— The arrowy-head alphabet; Plate VI.

The arrow-head alphabet, plate VI, cols. XVIII, XIX, which C. Bbndall, its discovei'er,^

is inclined to identify with Beruni’s hhaihsvkl lipi, appears to be confined to Eastern India. It,

of course, has no connection with the Nagari, but, as Bendall points out in his very careful

description, is the immediate offspring of an ancient form of the Brahmi. It would seem that

the At At perhaps also the jAa of the present alphabet have curves at the lower

end. This peculiarity, as well as the peculiar jB, noted by Bendall (compare plate VIII, 8,

VIII) and the absence of a difference between r and ra^ seem to indicate that the present

alphabet belonged to the southern scripts, for which these points are characteristic (compare

plate III, cols. X—XX, and plates VII, VIII). Its pointed Ma, ga, and sa likewise occur in

southern alphabets (see plate III, 8, VII ; VJI, 9, XI, XIV ;
VII, 11, XVII; 36, IV, XVI,

XX). And the forms of m, ta, and na perhaps point rather to the south-west than to the

south (compare plate VII, cols. I, II, &c.). Only in the case of the looped sa it is possible

to think of northern (Gupta) influence
|
hut the possibility that it is an independent new

formation is not excluded. An inscription in the same alphabet, and shewing wedges instead

of arrow-heads at the top of the letters, has been discussed by Bendall in lA. 19, 77 £

* BENDAMr, Cat. Sa»kr.3!iaahist MSS. from Nepal, J.XJ1 ff. « Op. oit. XXXY, XXXVII.
3 Op. oit. pi. 3, 4 ; Berlin Oriental Congress, Indian Section, pi. 2, 1,
* Bal. SoQ., Or. Ser,, pi. S2 ; Berlin Oriental Congress, Indian Section, pi. 2, 2, 3.
® For facsimiles of MSS, with Nepalese “hooked characters,” see Bendall, Cat. Sanskr. Bnddhist MSS. from

Nepal, pi. 3; PaL Soo., Or. Series, pi. 43, 57; Cowell and Eooeling, Cat. Buddhist MSS. of the Royal Asiatic
Society, J.RAS. 1876, 1, ff. ; for the alphabet, see Bendall, op. oit. pi. 4; J, Klatt. de COO Canakyae
aenteniais, pi. ' ^

* Compare also Fleet's remarks on ornamental characters, lA. 35, 334,
Sevenai Oriental Congress, Aryan Section, 111 ff.

; and Tenth Oriental Congress, Part II, 151 ff.
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§ 27.]

V. THE SOUTHERN ALPHABETS.

§ 27. — Definition and varieties.

[60] With Burnell j understand hy the term “sonthem alphabets’* thescripts of pl^s VII. and VIII,i which, developed out of the characters of the Andhrapenod, have b^n generally used since about A. D. 350 in the territories south of the Vindhyaand most of which still survive m the modern alphabets of the Dravidian districts.
^

Their most importanii common characteristics are r

retention of the anci^t forms, open at the top, of gha, pa, pha, sa and so, of the
old ma, and of the tripartite ya which is looped only oocasiooially, especially in the Grantha.

(2)

The retention of the long stroke on the right of la, which however is mostly bent
towards the left.

^

(3) The da with the round back.

(4) The curves, originally open at the top, at the ends of the long verticals of A, Jl, ht, na
and m, as well as of the subscript ra and of medial u and

(5) The medial r with a curled curve on the left, with occasional exertions occurring
in JcPm

^ Preparation of Plates VII. and VIII *.
—

PliATB VII.

Cuttings from facsimiles.

OoL I i. from PnBBTi Gapta. Inscriptions (Oil, 3),

No. 5| pi, 3 B ; with J7 from No, 62, pi, 38, B„
Cols. II, III f from F.GI (Oil. 8), No. 18, pi. 11.

Col. IV ; from plate at lA. 7, 66.

Col. V } from plate at lA. 5, 205 j witb A, A, XJ, gTidf

dhaUf Kdf hsat Ud, from plate at lA. 6, 3, and nta from
plate at lA. 7, 68.

Col. VI ,• from F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 38, pi. 24.

Col. VII ; from F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 39, pi. 85.

Col. VIII ; from plate at El. 2, 20, No, 1 ^ with I, na,

ha, ncut hrd, lya, from No. 3, at p« 22.

Ool. IX ; from plate at lA. 13, 78.

Col. X ; from F.GI (Cn. 3), N^o. 55, pi. 34 j with U
and AH from No. 41, pi. 27, and IT from Ajanta No. 3,

B.A8RWI. 4, pi. 57.

Ool. XI ; from F.GI (OIL 8), No. 56, pi. 35.

Ool. XII ;
from plate at lA. 7, 35.

Ool, XIII ; from plate at IA. 7, 37 j with!, ida, jye,

^dm, t$d, from plate at lA. 6, 24.

Col. XIV 5 from plate atlA. 10, 58; with I, U, and
ccha from plates at lA^ % 161, and ^ from plate at lA. 6,
72, and la from plate at lA. 8, 44.

Ool. XV ; from plate at IA, 10, 104, FLBBr’a No. 94 j

with i (3, XV, 5), hge, and /i from Fleet’s Noa. 99,
100, plate at lA. 10, 164, and Ifa from Fleet's No. 95,
plate at M. 10, 104^

Col. XVI 5 from plates at lA. 8, 24 ft.

CoL XVII ; from plate at lA. 13, 137.

Col. XVm ; from plates at lA. 8, 820.

Col. XIX ; from plate at lA. 13, 123.

Col. XX ; from plateaat lA. 5, ^ ff:

Col. XXI ; from plateaat lA. 5, 154 ff.

Col. XXII ; from Hultzsck’s SII. 2, pL 10.

Col. XXIII ; from Hultzsch’s Stt. 2, pi. 9.

Col. XXIV ^from Hultzsch’s SII. 2, pi. 11..

Plate VIIL

Cuttings from facsimiles.

Col. 1 ; from plates at lA. 12, 158 ft.

Ool. II ; from plate at lA. 11, 126, Flbbt’s No. 123.

Ool. Ill ; from plates at lA. 12, 14.

Col. IV ; from plates at lA. 13, 186 ff.

Ool. V ; from plates at lA. 7, 16.

Col, VI ; from plates at lA, 14, 50 ff.

Ool. VII ; from plate at lA. 6, 188 ; with A, JJ, cd,

aihd tta from plate at lA. 9, 75.

Ool. VIII ; from plates at lA. 11, 12 ff.

OoL IX ; from plate at El. 3, 62.

Ool. X J from plate at I A. 13. 275.

CoLXI ; from plate at lA. 18, 144.

Ool. XII; frmn. plate*at El. 3, £8.

Col. XIII ; from Hultzsoh’s SH. 2, pL 131

Col. XIV; from plate at El. 3, 76.

Col. XV ; from plate at Et. 3, 14.

Coll XVI; from Httltzsce's BEL 2, pL 12.

Cols. XVII, XVllI ; from Bulszsoh's SII. 2, pL 4.

Cols. XIX, XX ; from plate at, El. 3,. 7^ the lower
part.

Cols. XXI, XXII
;
from plate at EI« 3, 72, the n{^r

part.
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According to other peculiarities, the southern alphabets may be divided into the

following varieties —
(1) The western variety, which, being strongly influenced by the northern alphabets, is

the ruling script between about A, D. 400 and about A. D. 900 in Kathiavad, Gujarat, the

western portion of the Maratha districts, i. e. the Oollectorates of N^ik, Khandesh and Satara,

in the part of Haidarabad (Ajanta) contiguous to Khandesh, and in the Kohkan, and which

during the 5th century occasionally occurs also in Bajputana and the Central Indian Agency,

but altogether disappears in the 9th century in consequence of the inroads of the Nagari

alphabet (see above, § 21).

(2) The Central-Indian script, which in its simplest form closely agrees with the western

variety, but in its more developed form, the so-called ‘‘box-headed alphabet,” shows greater

differences, and which from the end of the 4th century is common in northern Haidarabad, the

Central Provinces and parts of the Central-Indian Agency (Bundelkhand), but appears also

occasionally further south in the Bombay Presidency and even in Maisur.

(3)

^^

The script of the Kanarese and Telugu districts of the Dekhan, — {, e, of the

southern portion of the Bombay Presidency (the Southern Maratha States, Sholapur, Bijapur,

Belgaum, Dharwar and Karwar), of the southern territory of Haidarabad (roughly speaking

south of Bidar),of Maisur, and of the north-east portion of the Madras Presidency (Vizagapatam,

Godavari, Kistna, Karnul, Bellary, Anantpur, Cuddapah, Nellore), — which appears first in the

Kadamba inscriptions of the 5th and 6th centnries, and after a long development leads to the

very similar and temporarily identical Kanarese and Telugu round-hand.

(4) The later Kalihga alphabet of the north-eastern coast of the Madras Presidency

between Cicacole and the frontier of Orissa (Ganjam), which is strongly mixed with northern
letters and in later times also with Grantha and Kanarese-Telugu characters, and which occurs

in inscriptions of the 7th—12th centuries.

(5) The Grantha alphabet of the eastern coast of Madras, south of Pulikat (North and
South Arcot, Salem, Triohinopoli, Madura and Tinnevelli), which first appears in the ancient
Sanskrit inscriptions of the Pallava dynasties, and survives in the modern Grantha and its

varieties, the Malayajam and the Tulu.

The Tamil alphabet of the same districts and of the western coast of Madras (Malabar}
probably is derived from a northern script, imported in the 4th or 5th century, but greatly
modified by the influence of the Grantha. A cursive variety of the Tamil alphabet is found in
the Vatteluttu (the “ round-hand,” Burnell) or Oera-Pandya (Hdltzsch),2 which is known
through inscriptions from the western coast and the extreme south of the Peninsula,
and according to Burnell [61] has fallen info disuse only in recent times Thongh these two
alphabets come from a different source, they have been included in this chapter, because they
occur in the same districts as the other five.

§ 28.— The western script and the script of Central India
; Plates VII, and VIII.

A. — The western script.

The western variety of the southern alphabets :s found in the inscriptions of the
mperiaa Guptas and their vassals since the time of Oandragupta 11.,^ of the kings of Talabhi,^
"be Gurjarasof Broach,® of some of.the Calukyas of BMami (Pulakesinll. and VijayabbattL

Compare B.ESIP. 14. 2 jA. 20, 286. s B.ESIP, 48.
Compare the facsimiles in Plbet’s Onpta Inscriptions (CII. 8), Nos. 5, 14, and 62, pUtes 3B 8 38B
‘imp’s remarks. -

w ,

^CII. 8), Nos. 3E^ 39, plates 24, 25 ; U. 1', 17 ; 6, 204 ff. ; 6, 14 fl. ; 7, 65 ff.
•

,»,2S8; H328; J.BBEAS.ll,8«iBl.3,820.
.

. , o, a.
, wn.

,

Oompars the facsimiles at J.BAS. 186S, 247; lA. IS, 78; [7,62; 13, 116; 17, 200; aispnte'd] ;-EI. ^ 19 ff.
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rika), and of Nasik and Gujarat and tHeir vassals,^ of the Traikutakas,® of the Asmakas (?) of

Khandesh,® and of the Ra§fcraku^s of Gujarat,^ as well as in numerous votive inscriptions^in

the caves of Kanheri, Nasik and Ajanp.® Ordinarily, its characters no doubt were written

with ink, just like those of the northern alphabets (see above, § 21). This is made highly

probable by the use of wedges on the tops of the letters during the Gnpta period (see plate

VII, cols. I—III) and by the thick, frequently knob-like, heads of the signs of the Valabh!,

Gurjara and Ra^trakuta grants (plate VII, cols, IV—IX, and plate VIII, col. I), both of

which ornaments can only be drawn with ink. Another argument is furnished by the fact

that all the copper-plates from Gujarat have been cut according to the ordinary size of the

Bhiirja leaves (Burnell), on which it is not possible to write with a stilus.

The finds of nearly or quite contemporaneous inscriptions with northern characters in

Rajputana, the Oeiitral-Indian Agency,® and Valabhi, as well as the Nagarl signatures of the

Gurjara princes,^ prove that northern scripts were being used simultaneously with this

southern alphabet. And this circumstance is no doubt the cause of its showing traces of

northern peculiarities in the following letters : — (1) in the Jcha with a large loop and a small

hook (plate VII, 9, I—IX ;
VIII, 12, I), instead of which the true southern form appears

only very rarely
;
® (2) in the ca, rounded off on the right (plate VII, 13, I IX ; VIII, 16, I)

;

(3) in the ancient ta without a loop (plate VII, 22, I IX; VIII, 25, I); (4) in the

narrow dha (plate VII, 25, I—IX
;
VIII, 28, I; compare plate IV, 25, I—HI); (5) in the

looped wa (plate VII, 26, 1—IX; VIII. 29, 1), which agrees more exactly with the northern

forms of plate IV, 26, than with the southern one of VII, 26, XIII (compare below, § 29, A)

;

(6) in theMatras often placed above the line in medial e (plate VII, 26, V), at (plate VII, 10,

IV) and 0 (plate VIII, 35, 1), which latter, however, has a peculiar looped form in Zo (plate VII,

84, III, IV)
; (7) in the medial au, consisting of three strokes above the line (VII, 25, V ; 36,

III)
;
and compare plate IV, 7, IV); (8) in the subscript na, which occasionally, as in plate

YII, 42, VII, shows the northern cursive form. The inscriptions Nos. 17 and 62 of Fleet s

Gupta Inscriptions (OH. 3), plates 10, 88 B, which are not represented m plate VII, show,

[62] besides, the northern A and without the curve at the foot. A ha of this description

occurs also sometimes in the Valabhi inscriptions (plate VII, 8, V).

Irrespective of these northern pecaliarities, lyhieh throughout remain almost unchanged,

theeharaoters of this script show three stages in their development, that of the 5th century

(plate VII, cols. I—HI), that of the 6th and 7th centuries (cols. IV—VI, VIII), and that of

the 8th (col. IX) and 9th centuries (plate VID, col. I) which last is very markedly cursive.

Among the single letters the following deserve special remarks s —

(n The I (plate VII, 3, IV, ff. ;
VIII, 8, 1), which here, as in most southern alphabets,

consists of a curved line with a notch in the centre and of two dots below, and which appears

to be a modification of a form like that in plate IV, 3, IX.

(2) The r (plate VII. 3, 1 ;
VDI, 4, I), which, like that of the Bower MS. (plate VI.

4, 1), has been developed by the transformation of two dots into a hue, but xn addition has th.

curved tail, characteristic of the southern alphabets.

(8) The E, which usually consists of a triangle with the apex at

larly bLdened on the left (plate VII, 6. 1; and compare AI in VlI, 6, VII), and which frot

.Compa.. the facsimiles at 3.52, lA. 7.164; 8, J.BBIUS. Id. 1; Seventh Oriental Cougre,

Aryan Section, ^8 ; lA. 19, 810.
, Compare the facsimile at lA. 16, 98.

n Compare the facsimiles at B.ASBWI. ao.l^ OB.
. ws
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the end of the 6tli centarj frequently, especially in Gurjara inscriptions, is opened at the top

(plate yil, 6, VI) and finally resembles a northern la (plate YlII, 8, 1).

(4) The da, which in its oldest form (plate VII, 19, II), as mostly in the southern

alphabets, is undistinguishable from da, but from the 6th century develops a little tail

(plate VII, 19, IV—IX), or, in some inscriptions of the 8th and 9th centuries, a loop at

the end (plate VII, 43, VII ;
plate VIII, 22, I).

(5) The iha with a ringlet on the base-line (plate VII, 23,111, IV, VI) instead of

the cross-bar (plate VII, 23, 1, II), developed out of the ancient dot, or since the end of the

6th century with the southern notch in the base (plate VII, 23, VII—^IX
;
plate VIII, 26, I),i

(6) The la with the diminutive main portion of the original sign and the enormous tail

(plate VII, 34, VI, VIII), which latter since the 7th century frequently becomes the sole

representative of the letter (plate VII, 34, VII, IX)*

(7) The 80, which shows regularly in the Gurjara inscriptions (plate VIII, 39, 1) and the

Nasik Calukya inscription,^ and occasionally in the Valabhi inscriptions,® a cursive combina-

tion of the cross-bar with the vertical on the right, which occurs also in the norths

(8) The sa, which occasionally shows (plate VII, 38, V) a cursive combination of the

left limb with the Seri/ occurring also in southern scripts (plate VIII, 41, XI),

(9) A number of cursive forms in ligatures, thus : — (a) The prefixed na which often

loses the hook on the right and looks like m (compare also plate V, 19, V, VII. (&) The

prefixed na, which especially before la, tha, dha and na (see the wta of anumantatfyah, plate

VII, 42, V) consists of a horizontal or bent stroke and looks like (c) The subscript ka,

which occasionally, as in ska (plate VII, 46, VIII), is looped on the left (compare IA. 11, 305),

(d) The subscript ca of nca (plate VII, 41, VIII, IX), which since the 6th century remains

open on the right and hea-rs the hook of na on its base, (e) The subscript na, which already

since early times is merely indicated by a loop (see rnna, plate VII, 41, IV). (/) The subscript

fha, which, as in other southern alphabets (compare, e. g., plate VII, 45, XX), is changed to

a double curve open on the right (plate VII, 45, IV ;
plate VIII, 49, 1).

B*— The script of Gantral India*

The Central-Indian script is found fully developed in the inscriptions of Samudragupta
at Bran and of Candragupta II. at Udayagiri,® on the copper-plates of the kings of Sarabha-
pura.^ of the VIkatakas,® and of Tivara king of Kosala,® and in two early Kadamba inscrip^

tions.^® In all these documents, the heads of the letters bear small squares, which are either

hollow (plate VII, col. XI) or filled in (plate VII, col. X). These squares, to which on account
of their resemblances to small boxes the script owes the name “ box-headed,’^ are, like the

wedges, artificial developments of the Sertfs, The solid, filled in, squares probably have been
invented by writers who [63J used ink, and the hollow ones by persons writing with a stilus,

who feared to tear their palm-leaves. Both varieties of ^‘box-heads” occur occasionally or

constantly in other districts and in connection with other alphabets (see, the Valabhi

1 Tiansitioxial forms occur in the Calulcya inscriptions. 2 Compare facsimile at lA. 9, 124.
» Compare lA. 6, 10, and facsimile at 14, 328. * Compare facsimile at J.ASB. 64, 1, plate 9, No. 2.
s See also my remarks in LA, 6, 110, and below, § 28, B.
* i'.G'I (On. 3), Nos. 2, 3, pi. 2, A, B. t Qp. oit., Nos. 40, 41, plates 26, 27.
« Op. oit,, Nos. 53—35, plates 88, A, to 35 ; lA. 12, 289 ; B.ASEWl. 4, pi. 5%No. 4; pL 57,^ No. 3 ; EL 3, 260 ;

the earliest of them belong in Bhagvjlnlxl Indbaji*s and my opinion to the 5th, according to Fleet to the 7th,
centiwy.

® F.GI (CH. 3), No, 81, pi, 45 ; according to Fleet from •Kiis 8tli or 9th oentory ; according to Kielhobn.
EL 4, ^8, nndontjfeedly from the 8th.

m-n
^ according to an impression presented to me by L. Bice, the

(Sthanakn#^) Braiasti of Knhjafrom the reign of Sintivarman, Ep. Cam. 7, Sk. 176 (and El. 8).
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inscription, of plate VII, col. Y, the archaic Kadamba inscription of plate VII, col. XII, the

Pallava inscription of plate VII, col. XX), and even in Nos. 21 and 21, A ,
of the Oampa inscrip-

tions from Further India.^ But the very peculiar appearance of the Oentral-Indian inscriptions

of this class is due to the more or less rigorous modification of the letters by the contraction of

their breadth and the conversion of all curves into angular strokes. This is best visible in the

grants, figured in El. 3, 260, and in Flbet^s Gupta Inscriptions (Oil. 3), Nos. 40, 41, 56, 81,

plates 26, 27, 35, 45, among which No. 56 is represented in col. XI- of our plate VII, while

col. X. offers the less carefully modified characters ofF.GI (Oil, 3), No. 55, plate 34. Both these

inscriptions were issued in the same year from the Dkarmadhiharana of the Vaktoka king

Pravarasena II.

Traces of the influence of the northern alphabets are visible in this script just as in the

western variety, and particularly in the letters ta, dha, na, and in the Matras of medial e, ai

and 0 , which in F.GI (Oil. 3), No, 81, plate 45 (not in our plate), shew the peculiar tailed

northern form of the 7th and 8th centuries. But in the ligatures (see, for instance, nta,

plate VII, 43, X), we meet repeatedly with the looped ta and with the na without the loop, and

even an independent looped ta appears exceptionally^ in the word snatanam (No. 55, line 7 ;

No. 56, line 6). Medial au has the tripartite western and northern form in F.GI (CII. 3),

Nos. 2, 3, 40, 81, plates 2, A, B, 26, 45, but the southeim bipartite form (see dau, plate VII, 24, XI)

in the Vakataka inscriptions. The hha^ which has a big hook and small loop, and the oblong

ca with the vertical on the right, likewise agree with the southern forms. But F.GI (CH. 3),

No. 2, line 17, offers once, in sullcd, the northern ka without the curve at the foot.

The other letters of this script frequently show greater or smaller variations. Our plate

offers a few in the case of ja^ tha, ha and la. More have been pointed out by Fleet and

Ktelhorn in their editions of the inscriptions in F.GI (Oil. 3) and in El. 3. I may add to

Fleet's remarks, that his Nos. 40, 41, and 81 have the angular form of 7na of the later

ICanarese-Telugu alphabet, (see below, § 29, B, 6).

4 29.— The Kanarese and Telugn alphabet ;
Plates VII. and VIII,

A.— The archaic variety.

X04] The archaic variety of this script is found ; — (a) In the west, in the inscriptions

of the Kadambas of Vaijayant! or Banavasi (plate VII, cols. XII, XIII), and of the early

Oalukyas of Vatapi or Badami, e.g. of Kirtivarman I. and Mangalesa (plate VII, col, XIV),

Pulakesin II., and Vikramaditya I. (sometimes). (5) In the east, on the Salafikayana plates,

and on those of the fit*st two Oalukyas of Vengi, Visnuvardhana I. and Jayasimha I. (plate VII,

col. XVIT).® The date of the Salankayana^'plates, which used to be assigned to the 4th century,

^

is uncertain.® The Kadamba grants probably belong partly to the 5th and partly to the 6tli

centuries ;
for, Kakusthavarman, who issued the oldest known record, was the contemporary

of one of the Imperial Guptas, probably of Saraudragupta,® and his descendants all ruled before

the overthrow of the Kadamba kingdom by Kirtivarman I., between A. D. 566-C7 and 596-97.

The archaic Oalukya inscriptions fall between A> D. 578 and about 660.^

During this period, the characters of the western and eastern documents do not differ

much. The alphabet of the Salankayana plates^ agrees very closely with that of plate VII,

1 JBEEGAlONE-BAnTH, Inscriptions Sanskrit dn Oampa et du Oambodge, 2, 23 ; the Oampa insoriptions show

the northern Aa and ra without curves at the end.

2 FiiBBT and Kibuhorn assume that the writers by mistake put na for fa and vice versd,

^ ^ Compare faosinailes of l&ilfthkayana inscriptions at B.ESIP. plate 24 ;
lA. 5, 176 ; EL 4, 144 j of Kadamba

inscriptions at lA. 6, 23 ff- ; 7, 88 ff. ,• J.BBBAS. 12, 300 j of Western Oalukya inscriptions at lA. 6, 72, 75 ; 8, 44,

237 ; 9, 100 ; 10, 68 ; 19, 68 ;and of Eastern Oalukya inscriptions at B.ESIP. pi. 27.

* B.ESIP. 16, pi. 1. ® Flbbt, IA. 20, 94. • Academy, 1895, 229.

f ^ Bee Flbi&x’S dates of the Caluky^si El. 8, table at p. 2 ; IA. 20, 96 fP. • B.ESIP. pi. 1.
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col, XIII ; and in the first half of the 7th century the letters of the Calnkya inscriptions from

Vatapi and from Vengi show an almost perfect resemblance,^ But the more considerable

difFerences between cols. XII. and XIII, which both are derived from grants of the Kadamba
MfgesaTarman issued within a period of only five years, have to be explained by the assumption

that the letters of col. XIII
*
with which nearly all the other Kadamba inscriptions agree,

imitate writing with ink, and those of col. XII. writing with the stilus. This explanation is

suggested by tbe thinness of the signs of col. XII, and by the much greater thickness of those

in co!. XIII, and by the wedges and solid squares at their heads (compare above, § 28, B), ,

The letters of the older documents of this period remain very similar to those of the

Andhra inscriptions of plate III, the so-called “cave-characters.’’ In the Salahkayana grant,

and in those of tbe Kadambas Kakustbavarman, Santivarman, Mrgesavarman and Ravivarman,

we find only few, and by no means constant, traces of the development of the later characteristic

3'ound forms. Thus, col. XII, no doubt offers rather far advanced signs for A and ra, but at

the same time a more archaic ,3) and tbe facsimile frequently shows even an angular ra

with a not very long upward stroke. In the gi*ants of the last Kadamba king Barivarman and

in those of the Calukyas between A. D. 578 and 660, the A, ha and ra, characteristic of tbe

next stage of development, occur not rarely, but never constantly. Thus col. XIY, derived from

the Badami inscription of Kirtivarman I. and Mangalesa, has the ka closed on the left. But

this form is the only one used there, and it never appears on Mangalesa’s copper-plate, nor on

the Haidarabad plates of his successor Pulakesin II Eurtber, this ka, as well as the closed ra

of 83, col. XV, occur on the Nerur plates of Pulakesin II Finally, the Aihole stone inscrip-

tion, of the time of Pulakesin II.,^ has exclusively the older ha and ra, but occasionally tbe later

A of col. XV. This vacillation indicates that between A. D. 578 and 660, and perhaps even

earlier, the round-band forms of tbe middle Kanarese alphabet existed, but that they either bad

not completely displaced the older ones, or that they were not yet considered as really suitable

for inscriptions, though the clerks occasionally introduced them by mistake into the official

documents (compare above, § 3, page 8).

Among tbe other signs, tbe following may be noted especially :
—

(1) The na (plate VII, 21, XII—XIY, XVII) which is never looped, but looks as if it

were curaively developed from a looped form similar to that of col, I, ff.

(2) Tbe ta, which keeps tbe old form of the western inscriptions without a loop in 22,
XIII, but shows in cols. XII, XIV, XVII, a cursive development from the looped fa of

cols. XX—XXIII, which likewise is not rare in Kadamba and Calukya inscriptions of this

period.

(3) The tailed da (24, XIV, XVII) agreeing exactly with the western form [66] of da

(19, IV—-IX).

(4) The na, which sometimes has the looped form (26, XIll), and more fi’equently that

without the loop (26, XII, XIV—XVII) ; the latter being, however, apparently derived from
the looped one.

(6) The very exceptionally looped ya (in ya, 45, XIV), which thus is identical with the
much older northern form.

(6) The medial vowels : — (a) u in pu (27, XIII), a cursive substitute for tbe w of yu
(82, VI), cu (13, IV), &c.

; (&) the subscript r of hr (8, XII, XVII; 41, XIV), somewhat
resembling a northern r (which latter actually occurs once on tbe seal figured in IA. 6, 24, in

Mfgssa), but probably independently derived from a not uncommon r in tbe shape of an

2 Compare also the faosiraile at lA* 6, 72, and B.ESIP. 27.
» lA. 8, 44.

« lA. 6,72.
* $€0 tbe-plateaat lA. 8, 241 ; EL -6, 6.
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uncoaneoted semicircle before ka ; (c) the exceedingly rare / of M (42, XIV), whici, differing
from the northern subscript

/ (plate VI, 35, XVII), but agreeing with the northern initial sign
of the Cambridge MS., consists merely of a cursive la

; (d) the Matra of e (in ne, 21, XII), of
ai (in eai, 13, XII

;
and vai, 35, XIII), and of o and au (in iliau, 23, XII), which, except in

connection with U (see le, 34, XII, and h, 84, XIII, XVII), frequently stands at the foot of
the consonant

;
(e) the aw (in^aw, 27, XII, XIV), the right-hand portion of which invariably

and in all southern alphabets consists of a hook, formed by a cursive combination of the second
Matra with the a-stroko (compare yau, plate III, 31, VI).

B.— The middle variety.

This second variety is found from about A D. 650 to about A. D. 950 !— (a) In the west,m the inscriptions of the Calnkyas of Vatapi or Badami, of their successors the Eastrakutas of
Manyakheta (m cases when they did not use the Nagari, see above, page .61), of the Gahgas
of Maisur, and of some smaller dynasties

;
(i) in the east, on the copper-plates of the Calnkyas

of Vengi and of their vassals. During this period, some marked differences are observable in
the ductus between the several classes of documents. The copper-plates of the Western Calnkyas
(plate VII, col. XVI)i mostly show carelessly drawn cursive signs sloping towards the right,
and their stone inscriptions (plate VII, col. XV) upright, carefully made, letters, which
especially in the ligatures are abnormally large. With the characters of the latter agree those
of the inscriptions of the Ra§trakiitas fplate VIII, cols. II, 111),2 with the exception of the
sign-manual on the Baroda copper-plate of Dhruva II,® In this royal signature and in the
inscriptions of the Calukyas of Vengi (plate VIII, cols. IV, V), the letters are broader and
shorter, and in this respect resemble very closely the Old-Kanarese.*

In addition to the above-mentioned rounded forms of A, "ka and ra, which become
constant during this period, the following letters deserve special remarks j——

(1) The very rare 7? (plate VII, 6, XVI 5 compare also the earlier letter in the facsimile
at lA. 6, 23, end), which seems to be a modification of the northern form of plate VI, 7, I, II.

(2) The strongly cursive Jcha (plate VIII, 12, III—V), which is identical with the
Old-Kanarese letter, and which according to Fleet® never occurs before about A. D. 300, but
actually appears in the cognate Pallava inscriptions (plate VII, 9, XXIII; compare below,

§ 31, B, 4) already since the 7tb century,

(3) The ca, which from the 9th century begins to open in nca (plate VII, 41, XIX’
plate VIII, 19, III, IV).

(4) The da (plate VIII, 27, II, IV, V) the tail of which begins to turn upwards since the
9th century.

(5) The ba, opened above (plate VIII, 32, V), which according to Fleet ® first occurs
about A, D. 850.

(6) The ma (plate VII, 31, XVII ; VIII, 34, II—V), the upper part of which is drawn
towards the right and placed nearly on the same level as the lower one, and which thus becomes
the precursor of the Old-Kanarese ma,

(7) The abnormal cursive la (plate VII, 34, XVI), which elsewhere appears only as the
second part of ligatures (as in slo, plate VII, 44, XVIII),

^ Compare the facsimiles at lA, 6, 86, 88 ; 7, 300 ; J.BBBAS. 16, 223 ff.

* « Compare the facsimiles at lA. 10, 61 ff., 104, 166, 170 ; 11, 126 ; 20, 70 ; Ep. Cam. 0, 80, 87, 02 ( for the last of

these soa al^o El. 6, 54).

® See the facsimile at lA. 14, 200.
* Ooinpare the facsimiles at lA. 12, 92 j 13, 214, 248 j BI. 3, 194, ® EI/3. 162 f . « BI. 3, 168.
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(8) Tbe Matins, which occasionally stand below the consonant (as in dhe^ plate VIII,

28, Y),

(9) The Yertical Virama, above final m (plate VII, 41, XVIII
;
plate VIII, 46, V) and

final n (plate VIII, 45, V).

(10) The Dravidian ra (plate VII, 45, XV, XVIII
; 46, XVI; plate VIII, 47, II, III)

[66] and la (plate VII, 46, XV, XVIII
;
plate VIII, 49, II, V), which first appear in the 7th

century. The first of them, ra, may possibly represent two round ra, and la may be a modifi-

cation of a [a like that in plate VII, 40, XIV, XVI. The occurrence of these signs proves
that the Kanarese language had a literature already in the 7th century.

0.—The Old-Kanarese alphabet.

The third and last variety of the Kanarese-Telugu alphabet, which Burnell calls the

transitional and Fleet more appropriately ‘‘ Old-Kanarese,” does not differ much from the

modern Kanarese and Telugu scripts. In the east, it first appears in the Veiigi inscriptions of

the ilth century
;

in the west, a little earlier, in a Ganga inscription of A. D. 978 and in a not

much later Calukya inscription.^ Some of its characteristics, like the opening of the loop of ma
and of the head of appear however in the sign-manual of Dhruva II. on the Baroda plates,

mentioned above under B, The specimens of this script^ in plate VIII, among which cols.VI,

and VII. date from the 11th century, col, VIII. from the 12th, and col. IX (according to

Hultzsch, Telugu) from the 14th, show the gradual progress very distinctly.

One of the most characteristic marks of the Old-Kanarese consists in the angles over all

Matrkas which do not bear superscribed vowel-signs. These angles, which in col. VI. resemble

those of the modern Telugu and in cols. VII, VIII, those of the modern Kanarese, probably are

cursive representatives of wedges, and have been invented because the latter did not suit the writing

with the stilus. Since the 6th century, they occur more or less frequently in single inscrip-

tions from other districts, such as Gnhasena’s grant of A. D. 559-60 (plate VII, col. IV) and
Ravikirtrs Aihole Frasasti,^ sometimes together with wedges. But it is only in this alphabet
that they become a constant distinctive feature.

The most important among the changes in the several signs are :
—

(1) The opening of the heads o! B (plate VIII, 8, VI, VIII), of ca (IG, VI— IX), of

hka (33, VI—IX, which in col. IX. becomes identical with ha by the connection of the two
base-strokes), and of va (38, VII—IX), as well as of the loop of ma (34, VI, VIII) and of the
right limb of oha (17, VI—IX ; compare also col. V).

(2) The cursive looped forms of A, A (1, 2, VII—IX), and of 7, I (3, 4, VI—IX ;

compare their precursors in 3, II, and 4, III, V), and of sa (39, VII—IX), the central cross-bar

of which is connected with the curved end of the right side.

(3) The conversion of the long drawn loops of ha (11, VI—-IX) and of ra (36, VI—IX)
into much smaller circles.

(4) The cursive rounding off of the angles of na (24, VI—IX), na (29, VI—IX), and sa

(41, VI—IX).

(5) The development of new loops or ringlets to the right of the top of B (7, IX), na
(15, VIII, IX) andya (18, VI—IX; compare col. V).

1 BuBOBSS and Fleet, PaU, Sanskjit, and Old-Canarese insoriptions, Nos. 271, 214; see also, for the Oafiga
Toeord, lA. 6, 102.

* Gompsxe also the facsimiles at lA, 9, 74 ; 14, 56 ; El. 3, 26, 88, 104, 228 ; Ep. Cam. 3, 116, 121 ; B.ASWI,
No. 10, 100 ; and J.BAS. 1801, 135 (tke originaFof IPbinsep’b* Kistna alphahet, which is archaic and reirograed
A, koj ra, la).

ft lA 8, 241; El. 6, 6.
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(6) The exclusive employment of the medial « turning upwards on the right (see, for

instance, jpw, 30, IX.), which in earlier times is restricted to ffUy tu^ hhu and iw, but later appears
also in bu (plate VIII, 41, II, 111).

(7) Finally, the appearance of the Anusvara on the line (see ram, 36, VIII), which cannot
be a survival from ancient times, but must be an innovation intended to make the lines more
equal (compare page 59 above, -§ 26, A, 5y).i

30.— The later Kalinga seripit; Plates VII. and VIII.

[67,] This script has been found hitherto only on the copper-plates of the Gahga kings

of Kalinganagara, the modern Kalingapattanam in Ganjam, which in olden times was the

residence of the Geta king Kharavela and his successors (see page 39 f. above). The dates of

these documents run from the year 87 of the Gangeya era. Though its exact beginning has not

yet been determined, Fleet has shown that the oldest Ganga grants probably belong to the

7th >century.2

The signs oi these documents resemble, np to the Gangeya year 183, partly the letters

of the Oentral-Indian script (above, § 28, B) and partly those of the western variety, which

•exhibits the medial au, of the Ajanta inscriptions (above, § 28, A), and they show only a few

peculiar forms. A specimen of tbe Kalihga script of the latter kind has been given in

plate VII, col. XIX, from the ?0icacole grant of the Gangeya year 148, in which only the

Granthadike J (2, XIX), and the ga (10, XIX) and sa (36, XIX) with curves on the left, difEer

greatly from the corresponding Valabhl letters. The alphabet of the Acyutapuram plates^ of

the Gangeya year 87, which exhibits angular forms with solid box-heads, closely resembles the

'CentraMndian writing ;
but its na is identical with that of the modern NagarL The Cicacole

plates^ of the Gangeya y^ar 128 show in gen^-al the same <type,; bat they offer the ordinary

looped na of the north and west, and the looped ta of the archaic Grantha (22, XX, ff.).

Finally, the Cicacole plates^ of the Gangeya year 183 come- close to the script of plate VII,

col. X
;
but their is again that of the late Nagarl, and their medial d mostly stands above

the line, as in various northern and also Grantha documents of the 7th and 8th centuries.

Xn the grants of the 3rd and 4th centuries of the Gangeya era, and m a late undated

inscription, the mixture of the characters is much greater, and the same letter is often

• expressed by greatly differing signs. In plate VIII, col. X, from the Cicacole plates of the

Gangeya year 51, that is 251,8 and in col. XI, from the Vizagapatam plates of the year 254,

and in coL XII, from the Alamanda plates of the year 304, we find a northern A, X (1, 2,

X—XIT), I (3, XI), J7 (5, X), ha (44, XI, XII), hha (12, XI), hga (15, X), kha (15, XII),

ja (18, XII), na (in jm, 19, X), dd (22, XII), na (24, Xl, XII), dha (28, 45, XI), na (48, X),

and pro ( 47, XII). The other letters are of southern origin, and belong partly to tbe middle

Kanarese, partly to the middle Grantha, or are peculiar developments. The restricted space

available in plate VIII. has made it impossible to enter all the variants for each letter. But

the three different forms of ja (18, 46, and 47, X) show how very great the variations are.

Still stronger are the mixture and variations in the Cicacole plates of the Gangeya year

351,7 and in the undated grant of Vajrahasta from the 11th century (KrELHORN),^ neither of

which is represented in our plate. In the first-named document each letter has, according to

* Oompare for this paragraph. B.ESIP 15 ff.
^

8 3 ^ j28. lA. 13, 120 ;
compare 16, 181 f. El-

The words iafa-cUvai/a probably have been left out by mistake after sawmtaam.

^ lA. 14, 10 f. Hultzsch’s -andoubtedly correct reading of the date has been adopted by m s ^

of th. Kamxese Distriote. Bombay Gazrtteer, toI. 1, part 2. p. 297, oote 8, the pxiirtea eherfe of I owe to lie

author’s oourtesy. Pmet declares this insonption, as weU as those represented in plate VIU, oois. >»

^spicions,— in my opinion, without sufficient reasons.

« EL 3, 220.
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Fleet, afc least two, but sometimes three or four forms. The majority of the signs belong to

the southern Nayari. But Oid-Kunarese and late Grantha signs likewise occur. In Va^rahasta’a

grant there are, according to Kielhorn’s calculation, diO Nagari letters and 4l0 southern ones

of different types, and each letter again has at least two and sometimes [68] four or more forms,

EIielhorn points out that the writer has shown a certain art in the gronping of the variants;

and he is no doubt right in hinting that the mixture is due to the vanity of royal scribes, who

wished to show that they were acquainted with a number of alphabets. lor the same reason^

the writer of the Cicacole phites of the Gangeya year IBS has used three different systems of

numeral notation in expressing the date (see below, § 34). The kingdom of the Gahgas

of Kalinga lay between the districts in which the Nagari and the Kauarese-Telngu scripts

were used, and it was not far from the territory of the Grantha. Its population was probably

mixed, and used all these scripts, ^ as well as, in earlier times, those employed in the older

western and Central-Indian inscriptions. The professional clerks and writers of course had to

master all the alphabets.

§' 31. — The Crrantha alphabet
;
Plates Yll. and VIII.

A,— The archaic variety.

For the history of the Sanskrit alphabets in the Tamil districts during the period after

A, D. 850, we have only the Sanskrit inscriptions of the Pallavas, Colas and Pandyas fiom the

eastern coast, among which only those of the first-named dynasty can lay claim to a higher

antiquity. Corresponding inscriptions from the western coast are hitherto wanting. For this

reason, and because only a small number of the eastern documents.have been published with

good facsimiles, it is as yet impossible to give a complete view of the gradual development of

the letters.

The most archaic forms of the Sanskrit scripts of the Tamil districts^ which usually are

classed as* “Grantha,” are found on the copper-plates of the Pallava kings of I’alakkada and

(? or) Dasanapura^ (plate VII, cols. XX, XXI) from the 5th or the 6th century (?), with which

the ancient inscriptions, Nos. 1 to 16, of the Dharmarajaratha (plate VII, col. XXII)3 closely

agree. These inscriptions, together with a few others,* exhibit what may be called the archaic

Grantha, the latest example of which occurs iu the Badami inscription, incised, according to

Fleet’s newest researches,® by the Pallava Narasimha I., during his expedition against the

Calukya Pulakesin II. (A. D. 609 and about 642) in the second quarter of the 7th century ;

and it seems to have gone out soon after, as the Kuram plates of Njirasimlia’s son ParamcsvaraT.

show letters of a much more advanced type. It is met with also in the stone inscription from
Jambu in Java; see IA, 4, 356.

The characters of the archaic Grantha in general agree with those of the archaic Kanarese-

Telugu (see above, § 29, A), but shew a few peculiarities which remain consta^nt in the later

varieties ; thus :—
(1) The tha^ the central dot of which is converted into a loop, attached' to the right side

(plate Vll, 28, XXI); compare the ilia of col. XX, where the straight stroke of the Kauarese^

Telugu script appears.

1 The use of northern characters is proved by the Bugu^a plates, El. 3, 41 ; compare also B.ESIP. 53, and
plate 22 b.

a lA. 5, 50, 154 ; compare B.ESIP. 36, note 2.

* I owe the facsimiles of this inscription and of thoso-used for ph VII, col. XXIV, and ph VIII, col. XIII, tO’

Hultzsch’s kindness; see now hia bll, 2, pact 3,

* lA. 9, ICO. No. 82, m, Ko. 85 ; 13, 48 ; El. 1, 397.
* Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, Bombay Gazetteer, vol, 1, part 2, p. 328*
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(2) The sa with the cross-bar converted into a curve or loop and attached to the right

side (plate VII, S6, XX—XXII, 45, XXII)
;
compare also the carsive sa of the western script,

mentioned above, § 28, A, 7,

(3) The sa with the cross-bar treated s-imilarly (plate VII, 37, XX) ;
compare the sa o£

col, XXI, which show’s the older form.

The characters of plate VII, cols. XX, XXI, show no closer connection with those of the

Prakrit inscriptions of the Pallavas, discussed above in § 20, D.

B.— The middle variety^.

The earliest inscription of the much more advanced forms of the second variety or the

middle Grautha, is found on the Kuram copper-plates- (plate VII, col. XXIV) of the reign of

Paramesvara I., the adversary of the Western Oalukya Vikramaditya I. (A. D. 655—680).^

[69J Compared with this docui^ent, which appears to ofEer a real clerk's* script, the

monumental inscription of the Kailasanatha. temple (plate VII, col. XXIII), bnilt according

to Fleet^ by Narasimha II., the son of Paramesvara I., is retrograde, and shows more archaic

forms for several paleographically important letters. On the other hand, the Kasakildi copper-

plates (plate VIII, col. XIII), incised in the time of Nandivarman who succeeded Mahendra

III., the second son of Narasimha II., and warred with the Western Calnkya Vikramadibya II.

(A. D. 733—749),^ agree more closely with the Kuram plates, and oSer^ besides some archaic

forms, also much more advanced ones*

The most important innovations, either constantly or occasionally observable in tbia

second variety of the Grantha, are ;
—

(1) The development of a second vertical in A, ha and ra (plate VII, 1, 2, 8, 33,

XXIII, XXIV
;

plate VIII, 1, 2, 11, 36, XIII), as well as in medial u and U (plate Vll,

31, 38, XXiV
;
plate VIII, 34, 40, XIII), out of the ancient hook; compare the transitional

forms in the facsimiles at lA. 100, 102.

(2) The connection of one of the dots of 1 with the upper curved line (plate VII, 3,

XXI II, XXIV; plate VIII, 3, XIII, a, 5).

(3) The opening of the top of E (plate VII, 5, XXIV), which however shows closed up

forms in col. XXIII, and in plate Vlil, 8, Xlll.

(4) The development of a loop to the left of the foot of hha^ and the opening up of the? right

side of the letter (plate VII, 9, XXIII), as in the Kanarese-Telugu script (see above, § 29, B, 2),

(5) The upward turn of the Serif at the left-hand lines of ga and sa (plate VII> 10, 36,

XXIV; plate Vill, 13, 39, XlII; not in plate VII, col. XXIII).

(6) The opening up of the loops of cha (plate VIII, 17, XIII), and perhaps also in the

indistinct cha of the Kuram plates, i, line 5,

(7) The transposition of the vertical oi' ja to the right end of the top-bar, and the

conversion of the central bar into a loop connected with the lowest.bar (plate VII, 15, XXIV

;

plate VIII, 18, XIII
;
not in plate VII, col. XXIII).

(8) The incipient opening up of the tops of dha and tha (plate VII,„ 23, 25, XXIII,

XXIV
;
plate VIII, 26, 28, XIII).

(9) The opening up of the top of 5a, and the transposition of the original top-line to th!e

left of the left-hand vertical (plate VII, 29, XXIV; plate VIII, 32, XIlI; not in plate VIT,

col. XXIII).

4 Hultzsch, sn. 1, 144 ff.
;
Fubbt, op. oit. (pMosdxng note), 322 f.

* Jb jiBBT, op. cit., 329 f

.

» Fubet^ op. cit., 823 ff.
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(10) The adoption of the later northern hha (see above, § 24, A, 24), or the development

of an exactly similar sign (plate YII, 80, XXIY
;
plate YIII, 83, XIII

;
not in plate YII,

col. XXIII).

(11) The combination of the left-hand vertical of sa with the left end of the old side-

limb, and of the right end of the side-limb with the base-stroke (plate YII, 38, XXIY

;

a transitional form in col. XXII, and a different cursive form in plate YIII, 41, XIII),

(12) The frequent separation of medial 5, e, ai, o, aii, from the Matrka (constant in plate

YIII, col. XIII), as well as the use of the a standing above the line, as in the northern alphabet

of this period and in the Central-Indian script (compare plate VII, 17, 19, 21, 81—33, XXIII;
24, XXIY).

(13) The expression of the Yirama (as in the Kanarese-Telugu script) by a vertical

stroke above, or in the Kasakudi plate also to the right of, the final consonant (plate VII, 41,

XXIII
;
plate YIII, 47, XIII

;
and compare the facsimiles).^

(14) The transposition of the Anusvara to the right of the Matrka (plate YII, 38, XXIY)
below the level of the top-line, as in the Kanarese-Telugu script.

(15) The occasional development of small angles, open above, at the tops of the verticals,

for the left part of which a dot usually appears in plate YIII, col. XIII.

The fully-developed and very constant characteristics of the alphabet of the Kuram
plates make it probable that they have not arisen within the period of twenty to
thirty years, which lies between the issue of the Kuram grant and the incision of the
much more archaic Badami inscription of Narasimha I. (see above, under 4). Yeiy likely the
Kuram alphabet had a longer history.

C .—The transitional tS-rantha.

The senes of the published datable Pallava inscriptions of the 8feh century ends for
the present with the Kasakudi plates

; and facsimiles of documents of the next- following
centuries £70) are not accessible to me. I am, therefore, unable to exactly fix the i^me when
the tHrd or transitional variety of the Grantha, Burnb^i.l’s Cola or middle Grantha, oame into
use, which is found in the inscriptions from the reign of the Bana king Vikramaditya^ about
A. D. 1150 (plate VIII, col. XIY) and of Sundara-Pandya,2 A D. 1250 (plate VIII, col. XV), as
well as in other documents.® It would however appear, both from the Grantha signs occurring
in the Ganga inscriptions (plate YIII, cols. XI, XII) and from BurneIiL's Cola-Grantha
alphabet of A. D. 1080,« that the new developments originated partly towards the end of the
8th century and partly in the 9th and IQth, about the same time when the Old-Kanarese
script (above, § 29, 0) was formed.

The mostimportant changes, which the transitional Grantha shows, are as follows :—
(1) The suppression of the last remaining dot of I (plate YIII, 3, XIY,XY^ compare 3,Xm, a).

(2) The formation of a still more cursive E (8, XIV) out of the Kuram letter (plate VII,
6, XXIY),

(8) The formation of a still more cnrsiye hJia (plate VIII, 12, XIV, XV), closely
resembling the later Kanarese-Telugu sign (plate VIII, 12, III, ff.), out of the letter of
plate VII, 9, XXIII.

^ El. 3, 75, 2 g g

f
CompM. faosi^es at lA. 6, J42

j 8, 274 ; 8.^ (El. 8, 79 f.)^ El. 8, 228 ; Ep. Cara. 8, 166 ; SH. 2, jd. 2 j tto
last msonption and the last but two are.older than the Dth oenturv.

* B.ESIP. plate IS-
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(4) The development of a single or double curve to the left of gha (plate VIII, 14, XIY,
XV).

(5) The opening up of the top of ca^ and the conversion of its left side into an acute angle
(plate VIII, 16, XIV, XV).

(6) The addition of a curve to the right end of da (plate VIII, 22, XIV, XV).

(7) The development of an additional loop in na (plate VIII, 24, XIV, XV), in accordance

with the practice of the Tamil alphabet (see below, § 32, A).

(8) The complete opening up of the tops of tha and dha (plate VIII, 26, 28, XIV, XV).

(9) The development of a curve at the left side of pa (plate VIII, 30, XIV, XV).

(10) The closing up of the top of ma (plate VIII, 34, XIV, XV), found already in the

Gahga inscription of about A. D. 776 (plate VIII, 46, XI).

(11) The suppression of the circle or loop on the right side of ya (plate VIII, 36, XIV,
XV), whereby the letter obtains a very archaic appearance.

(12) The opening up of the top of va^ and the addition of a curve to its left side (plate VIII,

38, XVI, XV).

(13) The complete separation of medial 5, ai^ o from the Matrkas, and the formation

of a separate sign for the second half of consisting of two small curves with a vertical on
the right.

It is worthy of note that the later alphabet of col. XV. has some more archaic signs than

the earlier one of col. XIV. The reason no doubt is that the latter imitates the hand of the

clerks of the royal office, while the former shows the monumental forms, suited for a public

building. All the Grantha inscriptions imitate characters written with a stiltis.

$ 32, — The Tamirand Vafleluttu alphabets; Plate VIII.

A. — The Tamil.

The Tamil, as well as its southern and western cursive variety, the Vatteluttu or “round-

hand,*' differs from the Sanskrit alphabet by the absence not only of the ligatures, but also of

the signs for the aspirates, for the mediae (expressed by the corresponding tenuLes)^ fox the

sibilants (among which the palatal one is expressed by cu), for the spirant ha^ for the Anusvara

and for the Visarga, as well as by the development of new letters for final n, and for ra, la and

la 9 which latter three characters do not resemble those for the corresponding sounds in the

Kanarese-Telugu script. The great simplicity of the alphabet fully agrees with the theories of

the Tamil grammarians, and is explained by the peculiar phonetics of the Tamil language.

Like all the older Dravidian dialects, the Tamil possesses no aspirates and no spirant. Further,

it has no jUt and only one sibilant, which, according to Caluwell, lies between sa, sar&nd ca^ and

which, if doubled, becomes a distinct coa» [71] The use of separate signs for the tenues and

mediae was unnecessary on account of their mutual convertibility. The Tamil uses in the

beginning of words only tenues, and in the middle only double tenues or single mediae. Hence,

all words and affixes beginning with gutturals, linguals, dentals and labials, have double forms.

^

A knowledge of these simple rules makes mistakes, regarding the real phonetic value of ha, ta,

ta and pa, impossible. The use of ligatures probably has been discarded because the Tamil

allows even in loan-words no other combinations of consonants but repetitions of the same sound,

and because it seemed more convenient to use in these cases the Virama.^

1 CjSlLDWBlIj, Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, 21—^27.

® Differently Bitbnell, ESIP. 44, 47 ff., -who considers the Vattelnttu as independent of the Brahmi, hut

likewise of Semitic origin, and declares the Tamil alphabet to be the result of a Brahmanical adaptation of the

Grantha letters to the phonetical system of the Vatteluttu. This view has already been characterised ** as hardly

in accordance with the facts!* hy OaldwblIi, op. cit., 9,
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The occurrence of signs for the Drayidian liquids, which, though the sounds correspond

with those of the older Kanarese and Telugu, differ from the characters of the Kanarese-Telugu

script, indicates that the Tamil alphabet is independent of the latter and has been derived from
a difEerent source. Hultzsch’s important discovery of the Kuram plates,^ with a large section

in the Tamil script and language of the 7th century, confirms this inference. The Tamil
alphabet of these plates agrees only in part with their Grantha, and many of its letters offer

characteristics of the northern alphabets.

Specific Grantha forms occur in IT (plate YIII, 5, XVI ;
compare plate VII, 4, XXIV)

;
in

0 (plate VIII, 9, XVI; compare col. XV) ;
in ia (plateVlII, 25—28, XVI

;
compare plate VII,

22, XXIV)
;
in na (plate VIII, 29, XVI ; compare plate VII, 26, XXIV) ;

in ya (plate VIII, 35,

XVI
; compare plate VII, 82, XXIV) ;

in medial u in leu (plate VIII, 14, XVI ; compare 44,
XIII)

;
in medial e (in te^ plate VIII, 28, XVI ; compare &/ie, plate VII, 9, XXIV) ; and in the

vertical Virama, which mostly stands above the vowelless consonant but to the right of n and
r (compare «, plate VIII, 15, XVI

; w, 34 ; /, 43 ; 49). The Tamil ai (for instance, nai^

plate VIII, 29, XVI) appears to be a peculiar derivative from the Grantha the two Matras
having been placed, not one above the other, hut one behind the other.

Unmodified or only slightly modified northernforms appear in -4 andX (plate VIII, 1, 2, XVI),
with the single vertical without a curve at the end (compare plate IV, 1, 2, 1 ff.), and with the
loop on the left, which ia found in recently discovered inscriptions from Swat as well as in the
Grantha; in ka (plate VIII, 11—14, XVI; compare plate IV, 7, Iff.);inca (plate VIII,
16—18, XVI; compare plate III, 11, III)

;
in ia (plate VIII, 20—22, XVI ; compare plate IV,

17, VH, VIII); in pa VIII, 30—83, XVI; compare plate IV, 27, I ff.); in ra
(plate VIII, 86, XVI; compare plate IV, 33, I ff.); in la (plate VIII, 37, XVI; compare
plate IV, 34, VII ff.) ; in the medial u of pu, mu^ yu, m (plate VIII, 32, 40, XVI; compare
plate IV, 27, II), and of vu (plate VIII, 36, XVI; compare plate IV, S3, III); and in the
medial u of lu and lu (plate VIII, 44, 46, XVI ; compare p% plate IV, 27,. IV).

The n (plate VIII, 15, XVI) is more strongly modified, as it has been formed out of the
angular northern na (plate IV, 11, 1 ff.) by the addition of a stroke rising upwards on the right

;

and the ma (plate VIII, 34, XVI) is probably a cursive derivative from the so-called Gupta
rm (plate IV, 31, 1 ff.).

The signs for the Dravidiau liquids, too, may be considered as developments of northern
signs. The upper portion of the la (plate VIII, 43, 44, XVI) looks like a small cursive northern
la, to which a long vertical, descending downwards, has been added on the right. The ra
(plate VIII, 47, 48, XVI) may consist of a small slanting northern ra and a hook added to the
top. And the la (plate VIII, 46, 46, XVI) is perhaps derived from a northern la (plate IV,
40, n), the end of the horizontal line being looped and connected with the little pendent stroke
below ; compare also the looped ja (read erroneously dha) in the Amaravati inscription
J.EAS. 1891, plate at p. 142.

‘ ^ *

The origin of the remaining signs is doubtful. Some, such as m (plate VIII, 38—40, XVI)
and medial 5 (see plate VIII, 12, XVI), occur both in northern and in southern scripts.
Others are modifications of letters common to the north and the south. The final n (plate VIII,
49, XVI) is evidently the result of a slight transformation of both the northern and the southernm with two hooks [72] (plate III, 20, V. XX

;
plate IV, 21, VII f.

;
plate VII, 21, IV ff.)

;
and

from this comes the Tamil ^ (plate VIII, 24, XVI) by the addition of another curve. The
parent of the peculiar E (plate VIII, 8, XVI) may be either that of plate IV, 5, X ff., or that
of plate Vrt, 5, XXIII.

^

Similarly, the angular medial uiatu (plate VIII, 27, XYI) and in fu

f
^ a peculiar modification of the curve, rising upwards on the

nght, which is found in connectionboth withnorthern and with southern letters (see iu, plate IV,
1 Sn. 1, 147 ; compares, plate 12 ; theebarsetp^s of tb^TaJlam Cave inscription, op. oit., 2, plate 10, fully agr^
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36, III, XVII, and plate VII, 36, II, IV). Finally, the greatly cursive I (plate VIII, 3, XVI)
appears to be the result of a peculiar combination of three curves, which replaced the ancient

dots. But an I of this kind has hitherto not been traced.

This analysis of the Tamil alphabet of the 7th century makes it probable that it is derived

from a northern alphabet of the 4th or 5th century, which in the course of time was strongly

influenced by the Grantha, used in the same districts for writing Sanskrit.

The next oldest specimen of the Tamil script, which is found in the Kasakudi plate^ of

about A. D. 740 (not represented in plate VIIT), shows no essential change except in the

adoption of the later Tamil ma.

But the inscriptions of the 10th, 11th and later centuries^ (plate VIII, cols. XVII—XX)
offer a new variety, which is more strongly modified through the influence of the Grantha.

The ia, pa and m have now the peculiar Grantha forms. Besides, in the 11th century begins

the development of the little strokes, hanging down on the left of the tops of ka^ ha^ ca^ ia and

wa. In the 15th century (plate VIII, cols. XIX, XX) these pendants are fully formed, and

ha shows a loop on the left. It is worthy of note that in the later Tamil inscriptions the use

of the Virama (Pulli) first becomes rarer and finally ceases,^ while in the quite modem writing

the Virama is again marked by a dot.

B.—The Vattejuttu.

Among the Vatfceluttu inscriptions, the Sasanas of Bhaskara-Ravivarman in favour of the

Jews (pi. VIII, cols* XXI, XXII) and of the Syrians of Kocin,^ as well as the Tirunelli copper-

plates of the same king,® have been published with facsimiles. Trusting to rather weak argu-

ments, Burnell ascribes the first-named two documents to the 8th century.® But the Grantha

letters occurring in the Sasana of the Jews belong to the third and latest variety of that

alphabet, and the Nagari ia or it (probably for ink) at the end of the document, to which

Hultzsch has called attention,^ resembles the northern forms of the 10th and 11th centuries

(compare plate V, 89, 47, VIII ; 48, X).

From a paleographical point of view, the Vatfceluttu may be described as a cursive script,

which bears the same relation to the Tamil as the modern northern alphabets of the clerks and

merchants to their originals, e. g., the Modi of the Marathas to theBalbodhandtheTakariof the

Dogras to the Sarada.® With the exception of the I, probably borrowed from the Grantha, all

its letters are made with a single stroke from the left to the right, and are mostly inclined

towards the left. Several among them, such as the ha (plate VIII, 15, XXI) with the curve

and hook on the left, the va with the open top and the hook on the left (plate Vin, 38, XXI,

XXII ;
compare cols. XVII—XX) and the round ra (plate VIII, 45, 46, XXI, XXII

; compare

47 XVII—XX), show the characteristics of the second variety of the Tamil of the 11th and

later centuries. And with the usage of the later Tamil inscriptions agrees the constant omission

of the Virama. Some other characters, such as the round ta (plate VIII, 20—23, XXI, XXII

;

compare col. XVI), the ma with the curve on the right (plate VIII, 34, XXI, XXII
; compare

col. XVI), and the ya with the loop on the left (plate VIII, 35, XXI, XXII
;
compare

col XVI) seem to go back to the forms of the earlier Tamil. And three, the rounded U

(plate VIII, 5, XXI), the pointed E (plate VIII, 8, XXI) and the na with a single notch

(plate VIII, 26, XXI, XXII), possibly show characteristics dating from a still earlier period.

1 of iMh a^ailtioenturies.atELS 2MJSIL2 plates^sof®^ at

2, plate 5 ;
-ancertain, at SII. 2, plate 8 ; IA. 6, 142 j alphabet, B.LSIP. plates 18, 19.

ImS 13?? l‘; IA. 3. 888 5
B.ESIP. pi. 32 « ; EL 3, 72 j alphabet, IA. 1, 229 j B.BSIP.

pl. 17.

« U. 20, 292.

’ EL 3, 67.

« IA. 1, 229 ; BJSSIP. 49 5 clisputed by Bottibch, IA. 20, 289,

> Compare above, § 2S, note 8.
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Perhaps it may be assnmed that the “round-hand’^ arose already before the 7th century, but

was modified in the course of time by the further development of the Tamil and the Grantha

scripts. Owing to the small [73] number of the accessible inscriptions, this conjecture is

however by no means certain.

The transformation of the Yatteluttu ha (plate YIII, 11—14, XXI, XXII), which seems to

be derived from a looped form, is analogous to that of the figure 4 in the decimal system of

numeral notation (compare plate IX, B, 4, V—YII, and IX). The curious ta (plate YIII, 25

—

28, XXI, XXII) has been developed by the change of the loop of the Tamil letter (compare cols.

XYII, XYIII) into a notch and the prolongation of the tail up to the head. The still more

extraordinary na (plate YIII, 29, XXI) may be explained as a cursive derivative of the later

Tamil na with the stroke hanging down from the top.

YI. NUMERAL NOTATION.

§ 33. — The numerals of the Kharosthi ;
Plate

In the Kharofthi inscriptions of the Sakas, of Gondopherres, and of the Xu§anas,from the

1st century B. C. and the 1st and 2nd centuries A. D., as well as in other probably later

documents, we find a system of numeral notation (plate I, col. XIY)^ which Dowson first

explained with the help of the Taxila copper-plate.^

Its fundamental signs are ; — (a) One, two and three vertical strokes for 1, 2, 3. (i) An
inclined cross for 4. (c) A sign, similar to the Kharosthi for 10. {d) A double curve,

looking like a cursive combination of two 10 (Batlet), for 20. {e) A sign, resembling

a Brahmi ta or tra, for 100, to the right of which stands a vertical stroke, whereby the whole^

becomes eq^uivalent to 10.

The numbers lying between these elements are expressed by groups, in which the

additional ones invariably are placed on the left. Thus, for 5 we have 4 (-I-) 1; for 6,

4 (+) 2; for 8, 4 (+) 4; for 50, 20 (+) 20 (+) 10; for 60, 20 (+) 20 (+) 20; for 70,

20(+)20 (+) 20 (+)10. Groups formed of the signs for 10 (-f )1 to 10 (+) 9, and 20 (+) 1

to 20 (4-) 9, and so forth, are used to express the numerals 11 to 19, and 21 to 29, &c.

The higher numerals beyond 100 are expressed according to the same principle
; thus, 103

is 100 (4) 3 or 10 III. The sign for 200 consists of 100, preceded on the right by two

vertical strokes. And the highest known number is IIO XX XX XX X IV, which means
274.*

The few numeral signs in the Asoka edicts of Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra (plate I,,

col. XIII)® show that in the 3rd century B. 0. the Kharosthi system of numeral notation differed

from the later one at least in oue important point. Both in Shahbazgarhi, where the signs for

1, 2, 4, 5 occur, and in Mansehra, which offers 1, 2, 5, the inclined cross for 4 is absent, and
4 is expressed by four parallel vertical strokes, and 5 by five. It is as yet not ascertainablor

how the other signs looked in the 3rd century B. 0.

Buenell and others® have stated long ago that the Kharosthi numerals are of Semitic

origin. And it may now be added that probably they have been borrowed from the Aramaeans.

1 Compare E. 0. BatIiBT, tlie Genealogy of the Modern Nxiiaerals, J.RAS, N.S., 14, 336 fP.
; 15, 1 ff.

® The signs of ool. XIV. have been drawn acoording to S.NEI,8, pi. 1 (JA 1890, 1, pi. 15) ; J.ASB. 58, pi. 10 ;

Flbbt^s photograph of the Taxila copper-plate (El. 4, 56); and a gelatine copy of the Wardak vase, kindly

presented by S. von Olbbnbueq.
3 J.RAS. 20, 228.

* Thus Cunningham: . Sbnaht, op. cit., 17, reads 84, doubting the existence of 200 (which however is plain

in the autotype of JASB. 58, pL 10), while Babth reads 284. There is at least one unpublished inscription with

200, and, acoording to a communication from Bloch, also one with 300.

3 Drawn according to Bubgess’ impression of Shahbazgarhi edicts I*—III, XIII,
« B.ESIP. 64 ; JASB. 82, 150.
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and that, with the exception of the cross-shaped 4, they have been introduced too-ebher with
the Aramaic letters. According to [74] Euting’s table of the ancient Aramaic numerals,! 1 to
10 are marked, as in the Asoka edicts, by vertical strokes, which however, contrary to the
Indian practice, are divided into groups of three. The Kharo§thi 10 comes close to that of the
Teima inscription, and the 20 resembles the sign of the Satrap coins, which is also found
ill the papyrus Blacas^ (5th century B. C.), and somewhat modified in the papyrus Vaticanus.
Both the Aramaeans and the Phoenicians used the signs for 10 and 20 in the same manner as
the Hindus, in ordex’ to express 30, 40, and so forth.

lor the Kharo§thi 100, Eqtings table offers no coi'i'esponding' Aramaic sign, and that
given in his edition of the Saqqarah inscription^ is, as he informs me, not certain. Hence,
there remain only the Phoenician symbols |o^ }>j which are suitable for comparison. But the
close relationship of Phoenician and Aramaic writing makes it not improbable that the latter,

too, possessed in earlier times a 100, standing upi*ight. The Kharosthi pi'actice of prefixing

the signs for 1 and 2 to the 100 is found in all the Semitic systems of numeral notation.

The inclined cross, used to express the 4 in the later Kharosfehi inscriptions, is found only
in Nabataean inscriptions incised after the beginning of our era, and is used there only rarely

for the expression of the higher units. The late occurrence of the sign both in Indian and in

Semitic inscriptions makes it probable that both the Hindus and the Semites independently
invented this cursive combination of the original four strokes.

§ 34. — The numerals of the Brahmi; Plate IX.

A. — The ancient letter-numerals.*

In the Brahmi inscriptions aud coin-legends we find a peculiar system of numeral notation,

the explanation of which is chiefly due to J. Stevenson, E. Thomas, A. Oonninoham, Bhau DajT

and Bhagvanlal IndrajL® Up to the year A. D. 594-95 it is used exclusively, aud later

together with the decimal system.® It appears also exclusively in the Bower MS. and in the

other MSS. from Kashgar,^ as well as together with the decimal system, — chiefly in the

pagination,— in the old MSS. of the Jainas of Western India and of the Banddhas of Nepal

as late as the 16th century ® And the Malayalam MSS. have preserved it to the present

day.®

In this system, 1 to 3 are expressed by horizontal strokes or cursive combinations of such

;

4 to 9, 10 to 90, 100, and 1000, each by a separate sign (usually a Mafcrka or a ligature)
;
the

intermediate and the higher numbers by groups or ligatures of the fundamental signs. In

1 Nabataiscbe Insobriften, 96 £. - Corp. Inscr. Sem., P, Aram. 145A (pointed out by Etjting).

® Palaeographioal Society, Or. Ser., plate 63

* Compare Bhaovanlal, IA. 6, 42 ff. , B.ESIP. 59 if , aud pi. 23 j B C. Baylbt, Ou the Genealogy of tlia

modern Numerals, J.UAS, N.S , 14, 335 ff.
; 15, 1 if

5 J.BBBAS, 5, 35, and pi. 18 ,
P.IA. 2, 80 if.

; C.ASR, 1, XLII, and J.ASB 33, 38, J.BBBAS. 8, 225 ff. ; tbe

res^ults of fabe last article belong chiefly to BhagyanIiAL Indsaji, though his name is not mentioned.

6 Compare below, § 34, B. The latest epigraphic date in letter-numerals is probably the Nevar year 259 in

Bjsndall’s Journey in Nepal, 81, No 6 ; compare also Eliset, GI (CII. 3), 209, note 1.

T See HoEBNiiE, The Bower MS.
,

’ WZKM. 7, 260 ff. The Bower MS. occasionally has the decimal 3.

* Compare Bhagvanlal’s table, I A. 6, 42 f. ; Kielhobn, Eeport on the Search for Sanskrit MSS., 1880-Sl,

VIII. if.
;
Petebson, First Eeport, 57 f

, and Third Peporb, App. I, passim; Lettmann, Silanka’s Commentary on

the Viseiava^yaka (especially table 35) : Cowell and Eggbi*ing, Oat, Sanskrit Buddhist MSS., 52 (J.PAS, 1875);

Bendall, Oat. Cambridge Sanskrit Buddhist MSS., LII ff., and table of numerals. In Bexdall's Nos, 1049 and

H61, the letter-numerals are also used for dates. The latest date m letter-numerals from Nepal (Bendall’s table of

numerals) is A. D. 1583. Letter-numerals are usually only found in Jaina palm-leaf MSS. up to about A. D. 1450

;

but the Berlin paper MS No. 1709 (Weber, Verzeichniss d. Skt und Prak. Hdsohrft., 2, 1, 268 ; compare D.WA,

97, 250) shows some traces of them.

» BenbaIiL, J.BAS 1896, 789 ff.
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order to express figares consisting of tens and units, or of hundreds, tens and units, and so

forth, the symbols for the smaller numbers are placed either unconnected to the right of, or

vertically below, the higher ones. The first principle is followed in all inscriptions and on

most coins, the second on a few coins^ and in the pagination of all mannscripts. In order to

express 200 and 2000, one short stroke is added to the right of 100 and 1000. Similarly, 300

and 3000 are formed by the addition of two strokes to the same elements. [75] Ligatures of

100 and 1000 with the signs for 4 to 9 and 4 to 70, stood for 400 to 900 and 4000 to 70000

(the highest known figure), and the smaller figures are connected with the right side of the

larger ones.

The Jaina MSS. offer, however, an exception in the case of 400. In the pagination of their

MSS., both the Jainas and the Bauddhas use mostly the decimal figures for 1 to 3 (plate IX A,

cols. XIX—XXYI), more rarely the Aksaras E (eka), dvi, tn, or sva (1), sti (2), (8),

2

the three syllables of the well-known Mahgala, with which written documents frequently begin.

Occasionally the same documents combine the nanght and other figures of the decimal system®

with the ancient numeral symbols. Similar mixtures occur also in some late inscriptions.

Thus, the year 183 of Devendravarman’s Cicacole plates is given first in words and next

expressed by the symbol for 100, the decimal 8, and the syllable lo, i e. loka = 3 (see below,

§ 35, A), while the day of the month, 20, is given only in decimal figures^

In the MSS., the signs of this system are always distinct letters or syllables of that

alphabet in which the manuscript is written. They are however not always the same. Yery
frequently they are slightly differentiated, probably in order to distinguish the signs with
numeral values from those with letter values. In other cases there are very considerable

variants, which appear to have been caused by misreadings of older signs or dialectic differences

in pronunciation. The fact that these symbols really are letters is also acknowledged by the

name alcsarajpalH, which the Jainas occasionally give to this system, in order to distinguish it

from the decimal notation, the akhapalU^ A remark of the Jama commentator Malayagiri^

(I2th century), who calls the sign for 4 the nkasabda, “the word hha,'^ indicates that he really

pronounced, not caiuk, but hka.

The phonetical values of the symbols in plate IX, A, cols. XTX—XXYI,^ and of some
others, given by Bbndall (B.), Bhagvanlal Inuraji (Bb.), Kielhorn (K.), Leumanx (L.), and
Peterson (P., see note 8 on page 77 above), are :

—
4c=inJsa (XIX; compare L., p. 1); with intentional differentiation, rhka (L., p. 1.) and

rhJca (XXY) ;
wfith na for ha and additions, nha (XXVI; B., Bh.), rnha (XXTV; compare K.)

or pka (XX, XXI), or hha (XXIII ; B.).

5 = (XIX, XXI, XXY, XXVI
; B., Bh., K.) ; with intentional differentiation,

r^r (Bh., K); with a mistaken interpretation of the top-stroke as r/u7 (XXI Y); with

1 Compare J.EAS. 1889, 128.

* lA. 6, 44 ; Kieuhobn, Beport for 1880-81, X ; Peterson, First Eeporfc, 57.

* Kielhorn, loo. cit. ; Brsualu, Catalogue, LIU.
^ Compare facsimile in M. 3, 133, and see the Additions and Corrections of that volume ; the signs have been

given in pi. IX, ool. XY, under 2, 3, 8 5, 100 a. For other cases of mixtures, see Fleet, GI (Oil. 3), 292, and lA. 14-,

351, -where the date is, however, 800 4 9 = 849,

5 Oral information.

’ Preparation of Plate IX, A, ools. XIX—XXVI : —
Col. XIX s from facsimiles in Hoernle^s The

Bower MS/’

Cols. XX—XXIII, and XXVI ; cuttings from

Bendall’s Table of Numerals, Nos. 1049, 17G2, 836,

1643, 1683.

6 lA. 6, 47.

Col. XXtY ; drawn according to the tables of

BhagvanlIl, Kielhorn, and Leumann,
Col. XXV ; drawn from the same sources ; but 8, 9,

100, are cuttings from Zachariae's photograph of the

Sahasahkacarita of the Eoyal Asiatic Society.

Ool. XXVI ; see above, under cols. XX—XXIII.
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a misinterpretation of the curved ta (compare the sign of B.’s No. 1464), also Irt (compare the

sign of B/s No. 1645 ff.) or hva (XXIII).

6 = phra (XIX, XXI, XXVI B., Bh.) ov phu (K.)
;
and with intentional differentiation,

fplm or rph^u (XXIV
;
K.)

;
with a misinterpretation of an old p7ia^ also ghi*a (XXII)

;
and

with dialectic softening of the tenms, bhra (XXIII; compare B., p. LIV).

7 = gra (XIX, XXI, XXVI
;

Bh.) or gra (XXV
;

B., Bh., K ) : with intentional

differentiation and misinterpretation of the r^-stroke, (XXIV; P.); with misinterpretation

of ga, bhra (XX
;
compare B., p. LIV) or na (XXIII; compare B., LIV).

8 = hra (XIX, XXI, XXIII, XXVI
;

B., Bh.
;
partly with irregnlar addition of the

r«-stroke to the hook of ha) or hrd (XXV
;
B., Bh., K.)

;
and with intentional differentiation,

rhra (K.) or rhrd (XXIV
;
K.).

9 = 0 (XIX, XXI, XXin, XXIV, XXVI; B., Bh.) or Om (XXV
;
K.).

10

= wr (XIX), formed out of the ancient thu (cols. IV—VI) through the opening of tlie

circle of tha\ or da (XX, XXIII; B., Bh.), the Nepalese representative of older la (cols. X, XI;

compare lA. 6, 47), which likewise is a derivative from ihu\ or, especially in N%ari MSS., /

(XXI, XXV, XXVI; Bh
,

K.), through a misinterpretation of la
\
and with intentional

differentiation, r/ (XXIV; K.).

20 -tha^ or thd (XIX—XXI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVI; B., Bh., K.)
;
or with intentional

differentiation, riha and rthd (XXV ;
K.).

30 = la or Id (XIX—XXI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVI; B., Bh., K., P ) ; or with intentional

[76] differentiation, rla and rid (XXV; K.).

4:0=^pta and ptd (XX, XXI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVI; B., Bh., K.)
;
or with intentional

differentiation, rpta and rpld (XXV ;
K.),

50= Anunasika (? BhagvInlal), but corresponding only in col. XXIV. to an actually

traceable form of this nasal (lA. 6, 47); occasionally turned round (XX
;
B. ; XXIII

;
K.).

60 = Gu, frequent in Nepalese MSS. (XX, XXI, XXIII,), or thu, regular in Nagari MSS.

(XXV, XXVI; Bh , K ) ;
and with intentional differentiation, rihu^ (XXIV

;
K.).

70 = ow, frequent in Nepalese MSS. (XX, XXI, XXIII
;
B., Bh.) or M, regular in Nagari

MSS. (XXV, XXVI); and with intentional differentiation, rthu (XXIV ;
K.),

80 = Upadhmaniya with one central bar (XXIII, XXVI ; B., Bh. : compare plate IV, 46,

III), or later modified forms of that sign (XXL, XXIV ; Bh., K.), which appear also in MSS.

(K.) and in inscriptions (plate IV, 46, XXIII).

90 = Upadhmaniya with two cross-shaped bars (XXI, XXIII, XXVI
;
compare plate VII,

46, V, VI), and cursive forms of that sign (XXIV), or perhaps Jihvamiiliya (XXV
;
Bh.)

derived from the ma-like sign of plate VII, 46, III, XIII.

100 = in Nagari MSS. (XXIV, XXV ;
Bh., K.) ;

or A in Nepalese MSS., owing to

a misinterpretation of (XX, XXIII, B., Bh.); or lu in Nepale.se and Bengali MSS., the resnlt

of another misinterpretation (XXI, XXVI
;

B., Bh.).

200 = su in Nagari MSS. (XXIV, XXV
;
Bh., K.), or A in Nepalese MSS. (XX, XXIII

;

B., Bh.), or lu in Nepalese and Bengali MSS. (XXVI
;
Bh., B ).

'

300 = aw-a in Nagari MSS. (XXIV, XXV; Bh. : read sid by K.), or in Nepalese

MSS. (XX).

400 = su-o (XXV ;
read sto by K.) in Nagari MSS.

Tl^r this pJia, compare plate VI, 33, Y,

2 Common also in the Bower MS. Petebson’s aha is due to a misreading of the Old tna,

8 Petebson^s rghu is a misreading.
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In the inscriptions, the phonetical valaes of the signs often differ from those in the MSS.
and vary very considerably, and almost every one of the vertical and horizontal columns

(plate IX, A, I—XVIII)^ shows at least some, occasionally a great many, cursive or

intentionally modified forms, which possess hardly any resemblance to letters :

—

4- = la (I), U (HI, in 400, 4000; IV, A; Y, A; VI, B), hri (V, B
;
IX, A), pha (HI, A;

YI, A; YIII, A; IX, B), hha (X, A), tha (facsimile lA. 5, 154), yka.

5 = tra, mostly with irregular addition of the r<z-sfcroke to the vertical of (Y, A
;

YIII, A, B; IX, B
;
X, A; XY, A), ira (VII, A), ta (IX. A), nn (lY, B), wa, na (XI, A, B),

(XII I, A), hr (XIII, B; XIY, A; XVIt, A), hra (XYI, A), together with two cursive

signs without phonetic value in Y, A, B.

6 (I, II
;
compare plate II, 15, III; 39, YII), phra (III, in 6000; lY, Y), phra

(IX, XI), (XIII), (XIY), together with four cursive signs (VI—VUI, XY), among
which the first is probably derived from ja, the second from sa, and the other two from phra,

7 = gra or gii (HI—YI, IX—XI, XIII, XY), ga (VII) with a cursive sign (XII) derived

from a gra like that in XIII.

8 = hra with irregular addition of the ra-stroke to the end of h% (lY, A, B
; YT, A), ha

(VI, B), ha (YII, A
;
X), hra (XI, XYII, XYIII) or in eastern inscriptions jiw (YIII, B

;
XY,

A
;
XYI) probably a cursive derivative from hra^ together with five cursive signs without

phonetic value (Y, A
;
YIII, A

;
IX, A, B

;
XY, B), among which the second and the fifth are

derived from pu, the first from hra, the third from hra, and the fourth from kd,

9=0; really occurring letter-forms in col. Y (compare plate lY, 6, IX), in col. YI
(compare AU, plate YH, 7, X), in col. IX (compare plate VI, IS, I), in cols. XI, XII (compare
plate Y, 47, IX), in col. XIV (compare plate Y, 9, XV), in col. XVII (compare plate YI, 13,

Y ff.), different from the most ancient form (III, lY) in cols, YII. and XIII, cursive in

cols. X. and XYI.

10 — (III, in 10000; lY, A, B, Y, A; YI, A), heuce a cursive sign, derived by
the opening of the circle of iha (Y, B

;
YI, B

;
YII A

;
YIII, IX), which later is converted into

a (X, XI, A, B), or into rya (XYI, A), or, as in the MSS., into / (XIII, A, B
;
XYII, A), or

into kha and oe (XY, A, B),

20 = iha (III, in 20000; XY), or, as in the MSS., fha, thd, of the type of the period.

30 = la, as in the MSS.
; occasionally with small modification.

1 Preparation of Plate IX, A, cols. I—XVIII—
Col. I ;

the 4, cutting from Buegess’ facsimile of

the Kalsi edict XIII, El. 2, 435 ; the 6, 50, 200, drawn
according to facsimiles of the Sahasram and Bupnath.

edicts, lA. 6, 155 ff.

Gol. II ; cuttings from facsimile of the Siddapura

edict, El. 8, 138.

Gol. Ill ; cuttings from facsimiles of Nanaghat
inscriptions, B.ASBWI. 5, pi. 51.

Col. IV ; cuttings from facsimiles of Nasik inscrip-

tions, B.ASBWI. 4, pi. 52, Nos. 5, 9, 18, 19 , pi. 53,

Nos. 12—14: the 70 drawn according to the Girnar
Pra^asti, B.ASBWI. 2, pi. 14.

Coh Y ; drawn according to facsimiles of Xsatrapa
coins, J.BAS. 1390, plate at G39.

Col. VI, VII; cuttings from facsimiles at El. 1,

S81 ff. ; 2, 201 ff.

Cols. IX, X ; cuttings from facsimiles at E.GI (Oil. 3),
Nos. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 19, 23, 23, 59, 63, 70, 71.

Col. XI; cuttings from facsimiles at P.GI(0II.3),
Nos. 38, 39; IA. 6, 9 ff

, and other Valabhi inscriptions.

Col. XII ; drawn according to facsimile at J.BBRAS.
16, 108.

Cols. XIII, XIV ; drawn according to facsimiles at
lA. 9, 134 ff

Col. XV ; drawn according to facsimiles at lA. 13,
120 ff ; El. 3, 127 ff.

Col. XVI , cutting from facsimiles at F.GI(OII.3),
Nos. 40, 41, 55, 65, 81.

Col, XVII; cutting from facsimiles at lA. 15, 112,
141

Col. XVIII
; drawn according to facsimile at J ASB,

40, pi. 2.
Col. TUI ; cuttings from facsimiles at B.ASESI 1

pi. 62, and El, 1, 2 ff.
^

^ Probably to be read thu^ ; not as a modidcation of phra or pliu.
3 Thus Batlet, doubtfully

;
for the u of the sign in IV, B, compare na, plate III, 25, 6*

Cuttings reduced by one-tbirc
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40 - !?ta, as in the MSS., for which occasionally a cui*sive cross (Y, A.) or ass throneha transposition of the fa (V, B
;
XI, B

; XY).
or a ss tnrongh

50= C77] Annnasika (? Bhagvanlal), as in the MSS., facing either the right or the left
occasionally with small modification, '

60 - pu (TX), together with four different cursive signs without phonetic value.

70 =pu (lY—VI; IX; XI, A), or pra (XII), together with a cursive cross (YII) and
another cursive sign (XI, B), both possibly derived from pu,

80 =Lpadhmaniya with a diagonal bar, and cursive forms of the Upadhmamva exact!

v

as in the MSS. ^ j j

90 = UpadhmanTya with the central cross, as in the MSS.

100 = either (I, in 200; III; IX, A, B; X; XIII, in 300
;
XIII, in 400 ;

XIY, in 400),
for which, ^through a misreading, appears A in the Nepal inscriptions of the 7th and 8th
centuries (XIII, A, B

;
XIV, in 3l*0), and lu in eastern inscriptions^ of the 6bh and later centuries

(X, in 200; XVIII, in 200), or su (probably owing to the dialectic permutation of sa and sa^
in the westerii2 and Kahnga inscriptions (IV; V

;
XI

;
XII, m 400; XV, A, B), for which,

through a misreading, 0 (XVII, A, B) appears in late northern inscriptions.

200 and 300 are formed by the addition of respectively one and two horizontal bars to the
right of the ahsara for 100; but in the Eupnath sign (I) by the prolongation of the vertical of

sa, A distinct w, as in the MSS., appears only in the 200 of col. XVIII.

400 = (HI), or si/rpha (X; XIII; XIV), but hirpka (XI). 500 = (IV).

600 = m-phra (XII). 700 = su-gra (III)*

1.000 = TO (III), or ou (probable in IV, distinct in XV, in 8,000), or dku (IV, in 2,000 :

IV, in 70,000). 2,000 and 8,000 dhu with one or two horizontal strokes (IV). 4,000 = ro-lii

(III), or dhu-U (IV). 6,000 = ro^phra (III). BfiOO^Ldhu-hra (IV), or m-pu (XVI),

10.000 = rO'thu (HI). 20,000 = ro-tka (HI). 70,000 = dMi with the cursive sign for 70.

The above details show : — (1) That the inscriptions of all periods, even the Asoka edicts

in the case of 100, differ from the MSS. by offering, side by side with distinct letters, numerous

cursive or intentionally modified forms, and that, in the case of 50 and 60, just the older

inscriptions show no real Aksaras.

(2) That, excepting 7, 9, 30, 40, 80, 90, the phonetical value of the letters varies already

since the earliest times, and that in many cases, as in those of 6, 10, 60, 70, 100, 1000, the

variations are very considerable.

(3) That occasionally, as in the case of 10, 60, 70, the distinct letters, used in the later

inscriptions and the MSS., ai’e derived in various ways from cursive signs without a phonetical

value.

These facts, as well as the incompleteness of our knowledge of the most ancient forms,

make an explanation of the origim of the system for the present very difficult. BhaovInlad

IndrajT, who first attempted the solution of the problem, conjectured that the numeral symbols

of the Brahmi are of Indian origin, and due to a peculiar use of the Matrkas and certain

ligatures for numeral notation. But he declared himself unable to find the key of the system.

1 Earliest instance in tlie inscription of Mahanaman, E.GI (CII. 31, No. 7l ;
200 in col. X.

2 Compare also the date of the Gujarat Oalukya inscription. Seventh Oriental Congress, Axysm Section, 211 ff.

;

and the facsimile at 16, Iff.; and the Valahhi form at El. 3, 330, 1. 14, where a ia of the period, mutilated

on the left, is used ; aud the date of the Kota inscription, IA. 14, 361, with a distinct ia of the 9th century. The

form su occurs in a western inscription, lately found at Udepur by G, H. OjhI, in the numeral sw-w or ^ 300.
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In 1877, I agreed with him, and Kerx^ likewise concurred, but explained the 4 and 5 as

t'ombmations of four and five strokes, arranged m the form of letters. Bat Burnell diferecl

entirely. He denied that the older ‘‘cave-numerals,” with the exception of rare cases, resemble

letters, and dwelt strongly on the impossibility of finding a principle, according to which the

Aksaras of the MSS. have been converted into numerals. He further pointed out the general

agreement of the principles of the Indian system with those of the Demotic notation of the

Egyptians. Erom this fact, as well as from the resemblance [78] of the Demotic signs for

1 to 9 to the corresponding Indian symbols, he inferred that the “ cave-numerals ” have been

borrowed from Egypt, and after farther modifications have been converted into Aksaras.

Finally, E. C. Bayley tried to show in his lengthy essay, quoted above, that, though the

principles of the Indian system have been derived from the hieroglyphic notation of the

Egyptians, the majority of the Indian symbols have been borrowed from Phoenician, Bactrian,

and Akkadian figures or letters, while for a few a foreign origin is not demonstrable,

Baylei’s explanation ofers great difficulties, inter aha by the assumption that the Hindus
borrowed from four or five difEerent, partly very ancient and partly more modern, sources.

But the comparative table of the Egyptian and Indian signs given in his paper, and his remarks
about the agreement of their methods in marking the hundreds, induce me to give up
Bhagvanlal’s hypothesis, and to adopt, with certain modifications, the view" of Burnell, with
whom also Barth concurs.^ It seems to me probable that the Brahma numeral symbols are
derived from the Egyptian Hieratic figures, and that the Hindus effected their transformation
into Aksaras, because they were already accustomed to express numerals by words (compare
below, § 35, A).

This derivation, the details of which, however, still present difficulties and cannot be called

certain, has been given in Appendix II. to the 2nd edition of my Indian Studies No. HI.
But two other important points may be considered as certain * — (1) That the varying forms
in the Asoka edicts show these numerals to have had a longer history in the 3rd century B, C. ,*

and (2) that the signs have been developed by Brahmanical schoolmen, since they include two
forms of the Upadhmamya, which without doubt has been invented by the teachers of the
Siksa.

B. The decimal notation.

For the decimal notation, now occasionally called ahka^alli, the Hindus used originally the
ahJtas or the units of the ancient system, together with the cipher or naught,^ which originally
consisted of the mnyalindu, the dot (marking a blank, see below% § 35, E), called by abbreviated
names sunya and Lindu (see BW.). Very likely this system is an invention of the Hindu
mathematicians and astronomers, made with the help of the Abacus (Burnell, Bayley). If
Hoeenle’s very probable estimate of the antiquity of the arithmetical treatise, contained in the
Bakhshali MS., is correct,^ its invention dates from the beginning of our era or even earlier.
For, m that work the decimal notation is used throughout. At all events, it was known to
Yarahamihira (6th century A. D.), who employs the word anJca, “ the decimal figures,” in order
to express the numeral 9 (Parcasiddhantika, 18, 33; compare below, § 35, A). Its most
important element, the cipher or naught, is mentioned in Subandhu’s Yasavadatta, which Bara
(about A, D, 620) praises as a famous book. Subandhu compares the stars with ciphers
(sunyahindavaK) which the Creator, while calculating (the value of) the universe, on account of
the absolute worthlessness of the Samsara marked with his chalk, the crescent of the moon, all
over the firmament which the darkness made similar to a skin blackened with ink.”6
cipher, known to Subandhu, of course consisted of a dot, like that of the Bakshali MB
(plate IX, B, col. IX.).

1

s

i

,

« B ESIP, 65, note 1.
Compare HoeenIie’s explanation, Seventh Oriental Congress, Aryan Section, 132: lA 17 35
lA. 17, 36. e Yasavadatta (ed. F. E.’ Halu), p. 182.
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TLe eaihest epigraphic instance of the nse of the decimal notation occurs in the Guriara
inscription of the Cedi year 846, or A. D. 595,i where the signs (plate IX, B, col. I) are
identical with the ^numeral symbols of the country and of the period (compare the Valabhl
column of plate IX, A).2 The same remark applies to the 2 in the date of the month of the
Cicacole plate mentioned on page 78 aboye. in which document we find also the later circular
cipher and [79] a decimal 8 in the shape of a cursive sign derived from pu. Another inscription
of the 8th century, the Samangad plates of Sakasamvat 675, or A. D. 754, offers only strondy
modified cursive signs (plate IX, B, col. II.).

*

In the specimens3 (plate IX, B, cols. III~VIII, XIII) from inscriptions of the 9th and
later centuries, when the use of the decimal figures is the rule, we have likewise only cursive
signs, which in the 11th and 12th centuries (compare cols. YII, YIII, and XIII) show local
differences in the west, east and south. But all their figures have been derived either directly
from the letter-numerals of the older system, or from letters with the same phonetic value.
The last remark applies to the 9 of cols. Ill, Y, YI ff., which is identical with the signs for 0
used in later inscriptions in the word Om (compare, lA. 6, 194 ff., Xos. 3--6).

Among the specimens from MSS. (plate IX, B, cols. IX—XII), the decimal figures of the
Bakhshali MS, show the ancient letter-numerals for 4 and 9.

The Tamil numerals, which greatly differ from the usual ones and preserve the old signs
for 10, 100 and 1000, have been given by Burnell, ESIP. plate 23 (compare id. page 68).
Those from Kabul are contained in the table accompanying E. C. Bayley’s paper, Xumismatic
Chronicle, 3rd Series, 2, 128 ff.

§ 35. — Numeral notation by words and letters.

A. — The word-numerals.

[80] In many manuals of astronomy, mathematics and metrics, as well as in the dates

of inscriptions and of MSS., the numerals are expressed by the names of things, beings or

ideas, which, naturally or in accordance with the teaching of the bastras, connote numbers.

The earliest traces of this custom have been discovered by A, Weber in the Srautasutras

of Katyayana and Latyayana.^ A few examples are found in the Yedic Jyotisa and in the

arithmetic of the Bakhshali MS. More numerous instances occur in Piiigala’s manual of

metrics, and from about A. D. 500 we find, first in Yarahamihira's Pancasiddhantika, a system

of this description, which, gradually becoming more and more perfect, extends to the cipher

or nauglit, and to nearly all the numbers between 1 and 49. During this latter period any

synonym may be used for the words expressing numbers, and in some cases the same word

may be used for different numbers. If the words are compounds, they may be represented

by their first or second part.

1 Compare facsimiles at EL 2, 39 ff. ; and see Fliet lu GI (CII. 3). 209, note I.

® The apparent difference in 6 is due to a fault of the impression.

5 Preparation of Plate IX, B, cols. Ill—XIII (for cols. I, II, see the text, above) ; all hand-drawn :
—

Col. Ill ; from facsimiles of Eastraknta inscriptions

at Kanheri, Nos. 15, 43 A, B.

Col. IV ; from facsimile of the Bastraknta copper-

plate from Torkhede, BI. 3, 53,

Col. V; the 3 and 6 from an impression of the

Haddala copper-plate (IA. 12, 190) ; the 4, 7, 9, 0, from

facsimile of the Asni inscription, lA. 16, 174 , the 5 and 8

from facsimile of the Morbi copper-plate, lA. 2, 257.

Col. VI ; from facsimile of the Savantva^i copper-

plate, lA. 12, 266.

i W.IS,

Col. VII ; from facsimile of the Chanlnkya copper-

plate, IA. 12, 202.

Col. VIII ; the 1, 3, 8, from the Gaya inscription,

lA. 10, 342 ; the 6 from O.MG. pi. 28, A.

Cols. IX, X ; Hoebnle’s Bakhshali figures.

Cols XI, XII ; from Bendall’s table of numeral

in Catalogue of the Cambridge Sanskrit Buddhist MSS.

Col. XIII; from B.ESIP. pL 23, Telugu and

Kanarese numerals, llth century.

8, 166 f

.
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This system of numeral notation, of course, has been invented in order to facilitate the
composition of metrical handbooks of astronomy and so forth. The most important words,
used to express numbers, are as follows —

The cipher, 0, is expressed by (a) sunya (Var., Ber.), ‘'a void; ”2
(I'y amhara, altasa, &c.,

the (empty) space of heaven’’ (Var., Ber., Bro.), ananta (Bro.).

1 is expressed by {a) rupa (Jyo., Bakh
,
Ping., Yar.) ‘‘one piece:” (h) indti, sasiii,

sltarasmi, &c. (Var., Ber., Bro.), or abbreviated into rasmi (Ber.), “the moon;” (c) hhtt, mahi,
&c. (Yar ,

Ber , Bro., Bar.), “ the earth
;
” (d) ddi (Ber.), “ beginning (e) ^ntdmalia (Ber.),

“Brahman (/) ndijaha (Bro.), “ the hero” (of a play)
; (g) tamo (Bro.), “the body.”

2 is expressed by (a) yama, yamala (Yar., Ber.), “ twins : ” (^) akin, dasra (Yar., Ber.),
“the two Asvins;” (c) palcsa (Yar., Ber), “the two wings, or the halves of the body;”
(d) hara, &c. (Yar., Bur.), “the hands:” (<?) nayana, &c. (Yar., Ber., Bur.), “the eyes;”
(/) Idhu (Bro.), “the arms;” {g) harm (Bro.), ‘‘the ears ;” (h) huimyiha (Bro.), “the family,”
i. e., husband and wife

;
{jo) ravicandran (Ber.), “sun and moon.”

S is expressed by {d) agni, hotr^ <fec (Yar., Ber., Bro., Bur.), “the sacrificial fires-”
(h) rdmah (Var., Bro.), “ the three Ramas ” (of epic poetry)

;
(c) gui}a (Yar.), trigum (Ber.),

“the qualities of matter ;” (c?) trijagat, luha (Ber.), “the three worlds
;
” (e) ttikala (Ber.), “the

three times;” (/) irigata^ (Ber.), “sounds, Ac., with three meanings
;
” {g) mhodardh (Bro.).

“the three uterine brothers {li) trinetra^ Ac. (Bro,), “ the three eyes of Siva.”

4 is expressed by (d) aya, dija (Jyo.), hrta^ (Yar., Ber), “the (four) dice;” (5) veda,
srufi (Ping., Yar., Ber.), “the Vedas;” (c) abdkif jaladht, Ac. (Ping., Yar., Ber,, Bur.),
abbreviated jaZa (Yar.), dadhi (Ber.), “the oceans;” (d) dis (Ber.), “the cardinal points;”
(e) yuga (Bro.), “the (four) ages of the world;” (/) bandhu (Bro.), “the (four) brothers; ”7

(gj hostka (Bro.), (?) ; (4) varna (manuscript), “the (four) principal castes.”

5 is expressed by (d) indriya^ Ac. (Pnig*,, Var., Bur.), “the organs of sense;” fSl] (4)
artha, ^isaya, Ac. (Yar., Ber.), “ the objects of the senses ;” (c) bhuia (Ping., Yar., Ber.), “the
elements; (d) isuy Ac. (Yar., Ber., Bur), “the arrows of Kama;” (e) 2'^^ndava (Ber,),
abbreviated {pandu)-suta, puira (Bro.), “the (five) Paudu sons;” (/) prd?ia (Bro.), “the
vital airs; ” (g) raina^ (Ber.) “ the (five) jewels.”

6 is expressed by (a) rasa (Bakh., Ping., Yar., Ber.), “the (six) flavours
;
” (h) riu (Ping.,

Var., Ber.), “the seasons ;” (c) ahga (Ber.), “the auxiliary sciences of Yedic studies;”
(d) masardha (Ber.), “one half of the (twelve) months;” {e) datsana, Ac. (Bro.), “the (six)
philosophical systems

;
” (/) raga (Bro.), “the (six) principal tunes;” (g) an (Bro.), “the

(internal) foes (of men)
;
” (h) Jcdya^ (inscription), “ the bodies ” (?).

/ is expressed by (a) rsi, muni (Ping., Yar), “the (seven) seers or by atri, the first
among them (Bro.); (b) svara (Ping., Yar., Bro.), “the notes” (of the octave); (c) aka

1 Tlie abbreviations mark the sources from whiob tbe words have been oolleoted, as follows •

Bakb. =1 tbe Bakbshali MS., Hobbnle, 130.

Ber. =5 Berum’s India, Sachau, 1, 178.

Bro = C. B. Bbown’s list, as quoted by Bubnelu,
ESIP. 77 f.

Bur. Bubnulu’s additions, ESIP. 77 f.

Jyo. = tbe Jyotisa, Webeb's edition, G

Ping. = Pingala, Weber, Indisbe Studien, 8, 167 f. ,

2 gilni/a may either mean “tbe empty place on tbe Abacus
§ 34, B).

!
antiK. 8. 6. Tiis is eq^iiraleat to agnu becauBO Agni is tbe Hotr-priest of the gods.

r h7 -v.! 1.

‘ YadbUtbira, Bhima and Arjuna (Caetbliieei).
' rbuB BEW. sttb hac^oce ; possibly im may stand for iftodi yvga. T Eama, Laksmana &e
* bee Apts, Sanskrit Dictionary, mb hoc toco. s Compare El 1 ‘824 line 48

Var. =yarabamibira*s Pancbasiddbantika, Thi-
baut’s edition.

A few other instances are given from manuscripts
and inscriptions.

Tbe numerous synonyms, being unnecessary for
Sanskritists, have been mostly omitted,* but suck
omissions have been indicated by “&c.“

or be an abbreviation of sUmjaUndu (see above,
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(Yar., Bro.), “the horses” (of the sun); {d) aga, &c. (Yar., Ber., Bur.), '‘the (primeval)

moantains;” (e) dhatu (Bro.), “ the elements ” (of the body)
;
(f)chandas (Bro.), “the (classes

of the) metres; **
(g) dhi (Ber.), (?); (h) halatra (Bro.), (?).

8 is expressed by (a) anustuhh (Ping.), a metre with octo-syllabic Padas or lines ;

(5) vasu (Ping., Yar.), “the Yasa gods (c) ahi, &c. (Ber,, Bur.), “the (eight classes of)

snakes;” (rQ gaja, &c, (Ber., Bar.), “the elephants (guarding the eight points of the

horizon)
;
” (e) mahgala, bhuti (Ber., Bro.), “the (eight kinds of) auspicious things

; (/) siddhi

(manuscript), “ the supernatural powers.”

9 is expressed by (d) ahha (Yar., Bro.), “the decimal figures;” (5) nanda (Yar., Ber.),

“the (nine) Nandas;” (c) chidra, &o. (Ber.), “the cavities of the body;” (d) go, graha (Ber.,

Bro., Bur.), “the planets;” (e) nidhi (Bur.), “the treasures (of Kubera);” (/) jpavana

(Ber.), (?).

10 is expressed by (a) disah, &c. (Ping., Yar., Ber.), “ the (ten) points of the horizon
;

”

(h) rdvanasiras (Ber.), “the heads of Ravana ;

” (c) avatdra (Bro,), “ the incarnations (of Visjau) ;

”

(d) harman (Ber.), “the (ten Grhya)-cerenionies;” (e) Ichendu (Ber.), cipher (0) and moon (1),

10.2

11 is expressed by (a) rudra (Ping., Yar., Ber.), “the (eleven) Budras,” or by ika^ siua^

&c. (Yar., Ber.), the first of the eleven Rndras; (5, c) aksauhinl, Idhha (Bro.), (?).

12 is expressed by (a) dditya^ arha, (Ping., Yar., Ber.), “ the (twelve) sun-gods,” or

“suns;” (h) vyaya (Bro.), (?).

13 is expressed by (a) visvedevahi abbreviated visva (Yar., Ber.), “ the (thirteen) all-gods

or by hdma, the most famous among them (Bro.)
; (6) atijagatl (Yar.), a metre with thirteen

syllables in each Pada
;

(c) aghosa (Jagaducarita),^ “the surd consonants.”

14 is expressed by {d) manu (Yar., Ber.), “ the (fourteen) Manus;” (h) indra (Yar., Ber.),

“the (fourteen) Indras;” (c) loha (Bro.), “the (fourteen) worlds.”

15 is expressed by (d) tithi (Yar., Ber.), “ the lunar days (of a half-month) ;
” (h) dhan

(Bro.), “ the solar days (of a half-month)
;
” (c) j^dksa (Bro.), “ half a month (fifteen days).”

16 is expressed by {d) asti (Yar,, Ber.), a metre with sixteen syllables in the Pada
; Q>) hhu])ay

&c. (Yar., Ber.), “the (famous sixteen) kings (c) laal^ (Bro.), “the digits of the moon.”

17 to 19 are expressed by atyasti (Ber.), dhrtij aiidhrti (Yar., Ber.), metres with seventeen

to nineteen syllables in the Pada.

20 is expressed by (a) IcTti (Yar., Ber.), a metre with twenty syllables in the Pada; (h) ndkha

(Yar., Ber,), “the nails (of the hands and feet).”

21 is expressed by (a) uihrti (Ber.) f (h) svarga (Bro.), “heaven.”

22 is expressed hyjdii (Bro.), (?).

24 is expressed by jina (Yar., Ber.), “the (twenty-four) Tirthamkaras of the Jainas.”

25 is expressed by taiiva (Ber.), “the principles of the Sahkhya philosophy.”

26 is expressed by uikrii (Yar.), a metre with twenty-six syllables in the Pada..

27 is expressed by hhammuha (Jyo.), ndksatra (Bro.), “the lunar mansions.”

32 is expressed by danta, &o, (Yar„ Bro.), “the teeth.*^

i Compare astamangala,
^ Stbn Konow, Dentsohe Bitt. lut., 1897.

9 Compare F. E. Hall, Yi^nupurana, 3, 193, * SB.WA. 126, 5, 58^

9 Described in the of the Mababhatata, 7, 65—71 (CAJ^fiLLlBBi).

» Probably a mistake for ffdkxK a metre with twenty-one syllables in the Pada.
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33 is expressed by swm, &c. (Yar., Bro.), “ tbe gods.’’

40 is expressed by naralici (Yar., Parcasiddbanfcika, 4, 6), ‘^tbe bells.

49 is expreSvSed by tana (Bro.), ‘‘ tbe notes.”

[82] In tbe Jyoti§a and in tbe arithmetic of the Bakshali MS., only single words are used

to indicate numbers.

In Pingala’s and other metrical manuals, tbe words with numeral meanings often form

(sometimes together with ordinary numerals) Dvandva compounds, which must be dissolved

by or.” Thus, vedartusamudrah means “ 4 or 6 or 4.”

In the works of Yarahamihira and other astronomers, we find, in addition, longer

Dvandva compounds, consisting of such word-numerals (be it alone, or associated with

ordinary numerals), which have to be dissolved by “ and,” and then yield long rows of figui’es

to be read from tbe right to tbe left.^ Thus, in tbe Pancasiddbantika, 4, 44, we have :
—

[0 0 4 4 1

Jcha-lcha-veda^-samudra^sUarahnayah = 14, 400 ;

and in 9, 9 of the same work, we have :
—

0 0 16 2

Icha-hh-dsti’yamdk = 21,600,

Such Dvandva compounds, which presuppose the existence of the decimal notation, are

used also for the dates of inscriptions. Dates expressed in this manner, are found in the

Kamboja and Campa inscriptions of the 7t.h century .2 In Java they occur in the 8th century.®

And about the same time appears the first trace of such a notation in an Indian document, the

Cicacole copper-plate inscription mentioned on page 78 above, where Zo, = 8, is an abbrevia-

tion of lolca» Next follow the dates of the Kadab plates of A. D, 813,^ and of the Dholpur

stone inscription of A. D. 842,® which are expressed in word-numerals
;
and, in the next

century, the plates issued by the Eastern Oalukya Amma II. in A. D, 945.® In later times

the epigraphic instances become more frequent, and the ancient palm-leaf MSS. of the Jainas,^

as well as the later paper MSS„ offer a good many. The notations of this kind have been

caused sometimes by the vanity of the clerks and copyists, who wished to prove their

acquaintance with the methods of the astronomers, and perhaps still more frequently by

metrical reasons in the case of dates given in verse.

B. — Numeral notation by letters.

Two systems of numeral notation, according to Buenell originally South-Indian, which
both employ the phonetically arranged characters ol the alphabet, have still to be described,

as they are not without interest for paleography. In the first system,® only the vowelless

consonants have any importance, and their numeral values ai'e ;
—

-

h "kh g gh n € ch j jh n ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

f til d dll n t ill d dll n = 1 2 3 4 6 .6 7 8 9 0

p ph h 111 m ... == 1 2 3 4 5

y r I V s 8 s h I ...= 123456789
^ According to Bubnell, in some modern inscriptions the -word-njimerals are placed in the usual order of the

decimal figures.

^ A. Baeth, Insors. Sausk. du Cambodge, No. 5 ; Bs^aAiONB-BABTH, Insors. Sanak. de Oampa et du
Cambodge, No. 22 ff.

« lA. 21, 48, No. 2.

* lA, 12, 11 ; declared to be suspicious by Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, Bombay Gazetteer, i, ii, 399, note 7.

5 ZDMG, 40, 42, verse 23 ; pointed out by Kxelhoen. ® IA, 7, 18.

^ Kielhorn, Report, 1880-81. No 68; Peterson, Third Rep., App, I, Nos. 187®, 251, 263, 256, 270, &c.
» Compare B.ESIP. 79 ; W.IS, 8, 160 ; lA. 4, 207.
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The consonants are, however, not used bj themselves, but for the formation of chronograms,
containing any vowels and also compound consonants, of which the last element alone has
numerical value. In the figures, resulting from those chronograms, the units invariably stand
on the left, and the whole sum has to be turned round. An interesting instance of this

notation, probably the most ancient hitherto discovered, occurs at the end of Sadgurusisva’s
commentary on the Sarvanukramani (Macdohell, page 168), where the chronogram, accordin£r

to Kielhorn’s undoubtedly correct emendation, is —
2 3 1 5 6 5 1

khago=ntijan^^mesam=apa.

As the author himself adds, this has the value oE 1,565,132, And this figure corresponds,

as the author likewise says, to the number of the days elapsed since the beginning of the

Kali^'uga, and yields the vernal equinox, 24th March, A. D. 1184, as the date of the completion

of the work. The equinox is indicated also by the verbal meaning of the chronogram : —
“ (Coming) from the last (sign of the Zodiac), the sun reached Aries.”

The second system to he considered,^ which is still used in Ceylon, Siam and Burma for

the pagination of MSS., and according to Burnell formerly also [83] occurred in Southern

India, utilises the Brahmanical Bhahhadi (see page 2 above). According to Burnell, the

Aksaras ha to la are equivalent to 1 to 34 j Jed to /d =: 85 to 68 ;
ki to h' = 69 to 102

;
and so on.

But in the Pali MSS. of the Viennese Court Library from Burma, I find ha to leah = 1 to 12 j

Telia to kJiah = 13 to 24; and so on: and in those from Ceylon, where the Bdrdkhadl

includes the vowels r, f, /, and /, ka to kah = 1 to 16, and kJia to hhak = 17 to 32, whereby

a somewhat different employment of the Aksaras results.^ Fausboll bas kindly informed me

that the last two methods alone (not that mentioned by Burnell) are used in the Pali MSS.

known to him. And he adds that, after the exhaustion of the whole Bdrdkhadl, the Ceylonese

MSS. begin again with 2 lea, 2 kd, and so on, and farther that the pagination of Siamese MSS.

agrees exactly with those from Burma.

VII. THE EXTERNAL ARRANGEMENT OP INSCRIPTIONS AND
MANUSCRIPTS.

§ 30 . The lines, grouping of words, interpunctuation, and other details.

A. — The lines.

Already in the earliest inscriptions incised on smoothed stones, the Hindus have tried to

form regular straight lines and to make the upper ends of the Matrkas of equal height. Anoka’s

masons, however, have rarely succeeded, even in the pillar edicts and in the rock edicts of

Girnar, Dhauli and Jaugada, to keep the line in more than a few consecutive words, mostly

those of one group (see below, under B). But in other documents of the same period, as

in the Ghasundi stone inscription (see page 32 above), the later* and still valid principle has

been more carefully observed, according to which only the vowel-signs, the superscribed ra

and additions may protrude above the upper line. This regularity probably has been

attained by marking the upper line with chalk, as is still done, or by other mechanical

appliances.

The lines of the MSS. are always very regular, even in the oldest specimens, such as the

Dhammapada from Khotan, and probably have been made with the help of a ruler (see below,

S 37, J). In the ancient palm-leaf MSS. and in many later ones on paper, the ends of the lines

are marked by vertical double strokes, running across the whole breadth of the leaves.

1 tA 21 49 f. No. 4. * B.ESIP. 80. ® Oompar® Gi^pBjakanimidi, 110.

* Thus already in most of the insoriptions from the western oaves, and at Amaravati, Mathnra, &c. ;
compare

the facsimiles in B.ASBWI. vols. 4 and 5 ; B.ASBSI. vol. I ; El. 3, 195 ff, ; and others.
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In tlie MSS., the lines always run horizontally, and from the top to the bottom ; and this is

also the case in most inscriptions. But there are a few inscriptions which have to loe read

from below.

^

Vertical lines sometimes occur on coins, especially on those of theKnsanas and the Guptas.^

The cause of the latter arrangement of the letters was probably the want of space.

B. — The grouping of words.

[84] In addition to the still nsnal method of writing the words eontinnonsly without
a break, np to the end of a line, of a verse, half-verse or other division, we find already in

some of the oldest documents, such as certain Asoka edicts,® instances of the separation of single

words, or of groups of words which belong together, either according to their sense or
according to the clerks’ manner of reading. A similar grouping of the words occurs also in some
prose inscriptioDs of the Andhras and the Western Ksatrapas at Nasik

; compare Nos. 5,
11 A, B, and 13. In the carefully written metrical inscriptions of the later times, the Padaa
or the half-verses occasionally are separated by blank spaces,^ and each line contains a half

verse or a verse.^

Similarly, in the Kharo^th! Dhammapada from Khotan, each line contains one Gatha, andi

the Padas are divided o£ by blanks. In other old MSS., as the Bower MS., single words and
groups of words are often written separately, apparently without any certain principle.

In inscriptions, the Mangala, especially when it is the word siddham, often stands by itself

on the margin.®

C.— Iiiterpunctuation.7

Signs of interpuncfcuation are not found in the Eharosfhi inscriptions. But the
Dhammapada from Khotan offers at the end of each verse a circular mark, often made
negligently, but resembling the modern cipher.® At the end of a Yagga appears a sign,
which is found at the end of various inscriptions, e. g., F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 71, plate 41 A, and
which probably is intended to represent a lotus.

In connection with the Brahmi, signs of interpunctuation occur since the earliest times,
and the signs employed are the following ;

—

(1) A single vertical stroke (davda) is used (irregularly and sometimes wrongly) in
some Asoka edicts® for the separation of single words or of groups. In later times it serves
to separate prose from verse, or occurs at the end of portions of sentences, of sentences,!^
of half-verses^® or verses, and occasionally even marks the end of documents.^® In the
inscriptions of the Eastern Calukyas^® the danda has occasionally a small horizontal top'-bar

;

thus, T

.

^ WZKM. 5^ 230 f . j add a lately disoovered Kharostlii inscription from Swat.
^ J.RAS. 1889, pi. 1 ; Nnm. Chron., 1893, pis. 8—10.
» Thus in the pillar edicts (excepting Allahabad), and in K5M edicts I-XI (see facsimiles El 2 524) and in

Nigliva and Paderia.
'

* Compare, e. g , facsimiles, F.GI (Oil. 3), STo. 50, pi. 81 B j Ajanta No. 4 j Ghatotkaoa inseription • &o
« Compare, e. g., facsimiles, F.GI (CII. 3), Nos. 1, 2, 6, pi. 4 A, and 10, pi. 6.
e Compare, e. g., facsimUes, F.GI (CII. 3), Nos. 6, pi. 4 A, and 16, pi. 9 A .

’
i Compare, B ESIP 82 S3

* Compare fa^mile in S. Y. OLMVBUua’s Predvariielnae samjetkao Buddhiiskoi rnkopisi.’ napisailnoi
pismep-ami Kharosthi, St. Petersburg, 1897.

* / f

® Kalsi edicts XII, XIII, 1 j Sahasram. lo
^ facsimile, F.GI (CII. 3), Ko 21 line Ifln See, e. g., facsimile, F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 80. pi. 44. i2 gee the slme facsimile.

'

See, e. g., facsimile, F.GI (CII. 3), No. 42, pi. 28.

See, e. g„ facsimile, F.GI (CII. 3), No. 38, pi. 24, line 35.
« See, e. g., faosimUe, F.GI (OH. 3), No. 19, pi. 12 A, See, e. g., faosimUes, lA. 12, 92 i IS, 213.
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(2) A doable vertical stroke, jl , appears in tbe Jannar inscriptions Nos. 24—29 afternnmerals, and once after the name of the donor. Later it occurs at the end of sentences,^
half-verses, verses. larger prose sections and documents.^ From the fifth ccnfcurv, a hook
is often added to the top of the first stroke; thus, 'll.® Or both strokes receive such
additions

; thus, Jf.® Curves and hooks are added also to the foot of one of the strokes or ofboth. From the end of the 8th century, a bar is attached on the left, to the middle of the
first stroke; thus, Hi.® In the inscriptions of tbe Eastern Calukyas, bars stand at the top
of the strokes

;
thus, TT : and a Kaliiiga inscription has similarly *1T.®

(3) JL triple vertical stroke marks occasionally the end of inscriptions.^^

(4) A single short horizontal stroke, placed on the left below tbe first sign of the last
line, marks in the Asoka edicts of Dhaiili and Jangada tbe end of an edict. From the 2nd
century B. to the 7th century A, B., this sign, which is often curved or bears a hook at
one of its ends, serves the same purposes as the single vertical stroke.^^

(5) A double horizontal stroke, often bent, appears from the 1st to the Sth centui’v A» D.
in the place of the double vertical. The Kusana inscriptions and some later ones offer in
its stead a double dot,^^ which looks exactly like a Visarga.

(6) A double vertical, followed by a horizontal stroke, occasionally marks the end of
inscriptions.!®

(7) A crescent-like stroke, ^ , marks the ends of the Asoka edicts at Kalsf, Nos. I XI.

(8) A crescent-like stroke with a bar in the middle, 3, stands twice in Kusana
inscriptions after the Mahgala siddham?-^

Besides, numeral figures alone occasionally mark the ends of verses, see, e. g., F.GI (GIL 3),
Nos. 1, 2, and similarly Mangala-symbols (see below, under D) stand at the end of inscriptions
or of sections of the text, especially in ancient MSS., such as the Bower MS.

Finally, it is necessary to call attention to the frames surrounding the Asoka edicts in the
Girnar version, the Jaugada separate edicts, and the Dhauli separate edict No. I.

What the inscriptions teach us regarding the history of the Indian interpunctuation may
be briefly summed up, as follows. During the earliest period up to the beginning of our
era, only single strokes, either straight or curved, are used, and their use is rare. After the

beginning of our era, we find more complicated signs, [85] But up to the 5th century their

use remains irregular. From that time onwards, we have, especially in the Prasastis on stone,

more regular systems of interpunctuation. And the Mandasor Prasasti of A. D, 473-74,.

F.GI (GII, 3), No. 18, plate 11, first proves the existence of the still valid principle, which

1 See, e. gr., facsimiles, Amaravati, No. 28 ; lA. 6, 23, 1. 9 (Kakusthavarman^s copper-plate).

2 See, e. facsimile, F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 17, pi. 10.

® See, 6. fjr,, facsimiles, F.GI (CIT. 3), Nos. 17, pi. 10, and 18, pi. 11.

^ See, e. g,, facsimiles, F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 26, pi. 16, 1. 24 ; No, 33, pi. 21 B, 1. 9.

5 See, e. gr., facsimile, F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 17, pi. 10, 1 32, 1. 38 ; No. 35, pi. 22. last line ; Bower MSS., passim,

® See, e. g,^ facsimile, Nepal inscription No. 4, lA. 9, 168, last line,

T See, e, g.^ facsimile, IA. 9, 100, last line. 8 See, e, g., facsimiles, lA. 12, 202, 1. 1 ff. ; 13, 68.

9 See facsimile, El. 3, 128, last line. See, e. g,, facsimile, lA. 7, 79.

In the Nanaghat inscription, B.ASRTV'I. 6, pi 51, line 6, after vano,

12 See, e g., facsimiles Nasik, No. 11 A, B, after sidham and siddha

;

F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 1 (end) ; Nos. 3, pi. 2 B,

9, pi. 4 B, and 10, pi. 5.

^

IS See, e. flr., facsimiles, El. 1, 389, No. 14 ; F.GI (OIL 3), Nos, 3, pi. 2 B, 40, pi. 26, 41, pi. 27, and 55, pi. 34 j

lA. 6, 17 (after adadlid),

1* El. 1, 395, Nos. 28, 29 (after danam) ; F.GI (OH- 3), No. 38, pi. 24, 1. 35 ; No, 55, pi. 34 (end) ; lA, 5, 209

(end) ; in these and other cases the sign has been wrongly read as a Visarga.
15 See, e, g,, facsimiles, lA. 6, 76 ; El. 3, 260. i® El. 2, 212, No. 42, and note.
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requires one stroke after a half-verse and two strokes at the end of a verse. But up to the

Sth century there are various copper-plates and stone inscriptions, especially from Southern

India, without any interpunctuation.^ Its methodical development is due to the Brahmanical

schoolmen. In the offices, interpunctuation apparently never became a favourite. As

a comparison of the documents of one and the same dynasty easily shows, the degree of

regularity with which the signs are used, depends not upon the age of the Basanas, but on

individual qualities of the writers, their learning and their carefulness.

D. — Mangalas and ornamentation.

In accordance with the ancient Brahmanical maxim, which requires a Mahgala,

a benediction or an auspicious word, at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of

a composition in order to insure its completion and preservation, sacred symbols of auspicious

import are found at the beginning and the end of two Asoka edicts^ and of many inscrip-

tions of the next four centuries.® The most common Mahgala-symbols, employed in this way,
are the well-known Svastika, the trident or the so-called Triratna symbol resting on the
Dharmacakra, and the conventional representation of a Caitya tree.^ But there are also others',

the names of which are as yet unknown, Once^ the Svastika appears after the word
siddham*

In later times, we find also Mangala-symbols with greatly modified forms, partly in the
texts at the end. of larger sections and partly at the end of documents or literary works.
A very common sign of this description is a large circle with a smaller one, or with one or
several dots in the middle.® This may be a conventional representation either of the
Dharmacakra which is still distinctly visible in front of E.GI (CII. 3), No. 63, plate 39, A, or
of the lotus, which likewise occurs. As a circle with a dot, 0> corresponds to the ancient iha,

other signs, closely resembling or identical with later forms of tha, are used as substitutes.^
And the modern MSS. finally offer the well-known which corresponds to one of the
medieval forms of tha, but is now read cha.

Since the Sth century, we find also new symbols, consisting of highly ornamental forms of
the ancient 0 of the word Oni (plate lY, 6, XYIII

;
plate Y, 47, IX), which latter is a great

Mangala, They are nsed both at the beginning and at the end of inscriptions and occasionally
even on the margin of copper-plates,®

Many of the sculptures, found in connection with stone inscriptions, appear to have the
same meaning as the Mahgala-symbols just mentioned. Of this kind are, e. g., several of the
relievos above BhaovaitlIl’s Nepal inscriptions,® such as the Sahkhas (No. 3), the lotuses
(Nos. 5, 15), the ball Nandi (Nos. 7, 12), the fish (No. 9), the snn-wheel and the stars (No. 10),
It is however possible that the lotus of No. 15 may refer also to the donation of a silver lotus,
the dedication of which the inscription records. Again, the sun-wheel and the stars of No. 10

1 See. e. g., faosmules, lA, 6, 8S ; 7, 163 ; 8, 28 ; 10, 62—64, 164—171.
~ ~

^ See tlie facsimile of tlie separate edicts of Jaiigada.
3 S_ee, e. g., facsimiles of the Sohgaura plate

; of Bhaja Nos. 2, 5, 7 ; of Kuda Nos. 1. 6, 11, 15, 13 20, 22 24 25 •

of Mahad ; of Be^sa No. 8 ; of Karle Nos, 1—3, 5, 20 ; of Juanar Nos. 2—15, 17, 19 ; of Nasik Nos," 1 11 A B 14 2l"
24 ,

of^Bheri Nos. 2, 12, 13 ; El. 2, 338, Stupa I, No. 358 , and Bhagvaklal, Sixth Oriental Congress, 3, 2, 136 ff.
* On the non-sectarian national character of these symbols, see Bha.qvaki.al, loo. cit. ; and El 2, 312 ff.
5 Nasik No. 6.

vtT tnif I’
“5 P*- ph 1 i facsimiles, lA.. 6 , 17 5 9, 138, Fo. 4 , 17, 310 ; 19,

.is; ELl.lOff- In the Siya^o^i inscription, El. 1, 173 ff., Vignu’s Kaustubha seems to be used repeatedly;
compare El. 2, 124.

tf j ^

,
f Compare, e. y , facsimUes, P.GI (On. 8). No. 71 (end) , lA. 6 , 67„pl, 2, line 1 (wrongly read as 20) s lA. 6.

192, pi- 2, line 10 s 77 (end) ; 3, 273, line 39 ; 3, 306, Yerawal image inscription (endj.
See, B. y., f^^es, E.GI (CII 3), Nos. 11 , pi. 6 A (also p. 46, note 8 ), 20, pi. 12 B, 26, pi. 16, &o. j lA. 6

,
32

(fire toes) , BI. 3, 52 (end)

;

The Bower pt. 1 , pi. 1 j compare also Beruni, India, 1, 173 (Sachau).
Xov itp
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may also be intended to indicate tbe wish, often expressed explicitly in words, that the donation
to which the inscription refers, may last “ as long as sun and stars endure.”

Similar illustrations of the contents of the inscriptions and symbolical representations of
the wishes! and of other matters expressed in them, are not rare. Corresponding engravincrs
on the copper-plates are less common. But on these the I'oyal coat of arms is sometimes
engraved below or by the side of the text, instead of on a separate seal, and the stone inscrip-
tions, too, occasionally exhibit such devices.^ Among the MSS

, those of the Nepalese
Buddhists and of the Jainas of Gnjarat are often richly ornamented and perfectly illustrated.^
Specimens of illnminated Brahmanical MSS, are, however, not wanting,

E. — Corrections, omissions, and abbreviations,^

In the earliest inscriptions, as in the Asoka edicts (see, e. g., Kalsi edict XII, line 31)
erroneous passages [86] are simply scored out. Later, dots or short strokes above or below
the line are used to indicate clerical errors* The same signs occur in MSS., where, however,
in late times the delenda are covered with turmeric or a yellow paste. On the copper-plates,
they are frequently beaten out with a hammer, and the corrections are then engraved on the
smoothed spot. We possess even entire palimpsests of this kind.^

In the Asoka edicts and other early inscriptions, letters and words, left out by mistake,
are added above or below the line without any indication of the place to which they belong.^
or they are also entered in the interstices between the letters. In the later inscriptions and
the MSS., the spot of the omission is indicated by a small upright or inclined cross, the
so-called hakajpada or hamsapadci^ and the addenda are given either in the margin^ or between
the lines,

A Svastika is sometimes put instead of the cross.^ In South-Indian MSS., the cross is

used also to indicate intentional omissions, made in Sutras with commentaries.® Elsewhere,
intentional omissions, or such as have been caused by defects in the original of the copy, are
marked by dots on the line or by short strokes above the line.!® The modern sign for the
elision of an initial A, the so-called Avagraha, has been traced first on the Baroda copper-plate
of the Rastrakuta king Dhruva, dated A. D. 834-35.!! A hmdala, “ ring,” or a Svastika,

served to mark unintelligible passages
;
see Kashmir Report, 71, and Kielhorn, Mahabhasya,

2, 10, note.

In Western India, abbreviations are found first in an inscription of the Andhra king
Siri-Fulumayi (Nasik, No. 15) of about A. B. 150, and in the nearly contemporaneous one of

Sirisena- or Sakasena-Madhariputa (Kanheri, No. 14), In the north-west, they are verv
comifion in the inscriptions of the Kusana period. The commonest instances are : „— samva^

sam and sa for samvaisara
;

gri, gr or gi for grismah or gimJidnam
;
va for vavsah

; he

tor hemantah
;
pa for pakhe

;
and diva or di for divasa ; and they are only found when the

dates are expressed by figures. In this connection, they are used regularly in the later

inscriptions and even in our days. But in these later times we find usually samva(, which

^ Thus, the wish for the duration of the grant is expressed by representations of the sun and moon.
2 See, e. g,, B.ASRWI. No. 10, ‘‘Cave-temple Inscriptions/’ facsimile at p. lOl, and KieiiHORn's remarks,

El. 3, 807 , coats of arms are found in facsimiles at lA. 6, 49 £P., 192, El. 3, 14.

" See, e. g., Wbbek, Verzeichn. d. Berlin Sank, und Prak. Hdsohriften, 2, 3, pi. 2; Fifth Oriental Congress,

2, 2, 189 if., pL 2
; Pal. Soc., Or, Ser., pis. 18, 31 ; Rajendbalau Mitba, Notices of Sansk. MSS. 3, pi. 1 ; compare

also B.ESIP. 82, § 4.

4 Compare B ESIP. 83, § 5. » lA. 7, 251 (No. 47) ; 13, 84, note 20 ; El. 3, 41, note 6.

6 See, e. g., Kalai edict XIII, 2, line 11 ; thus also later, see, e. y., facsimile at El. 3, 314, line 5-

T See, e, g,, facsimiles, El. 3, 52, pi. 2, line 1 ; El. 3, 278, line 11^
* Facsimile, lA. 6, 32, pi. 3. 9 Apastamba DharmasHtra®, p. II (10).

10 Compare, e. lA. 6, l9, note, line 33 ; 20, note, line 11 ; very common in Kashmir MSS.
lA. 14, 193 : compare Fleet, El, 3, 329 j and Kielhoen, EI. 4, 244, note 7,
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sometimes even is inflected,^ before the dates of the years
;
but, before the dates of tbe month

falling in the bright half, Su or su di for suddha- or sukla-^paTcsa-dina, or in Kashmir su or su it

(titMX and before those falling in the dark half, ba or va di for bahula- or vahula-paksa-dina,

or in Kashmir ba ti.

Prom the 6th century, the inscriptions of Western India o^er here and there abbreviations

of other words, such as du for dutaka, dvi for dviiiyaJ^

Later, especially since the 11th century, abbreviations of titles and the names of tribes,

castes and so forth become very common. In the MSS. they are noticeable since the earliest

times. Thus, the Khotan Dhammapada (Paris fragment) has, at the end of a Vagga, ga SO

for gatkd 30 : and in the Bower MS., plate II, ilo for sloka and pd for pada often occur in

connection with figures at the end of a section. In the inscriptions and MSS. of the 12th

century we find with names, not with dates, the small circle or hindu? which is still used to

indicate abbreviations
;

e. g,, 3*° for tliakkura. The same sign is used in Prakrit MSS. to

indicate the omission of one or several letters that can be easily supplied
;

e. ^., a^tabhavam

for attabhamm^ di^ihd for ditthd,^

P. — Pagination.

The Hindus number only the leaves Qpatira), not the pages (prstha^^ of their MSS.
;
and

in the Dravidian districts the figure stands on the first page of each leaf, in all other parts of

India on the second {sdhhaprstha),^ The same rule holds good in the case of copper-plates, the

sheets of which sometimes (but rarely) are numbered.®

Gr. — Seals.

According to the law-books,^ all 'Sasanas [87] must bear the royal seal. Consequently,

seals, welded to the plates or to the rings connecting the plates, or attached to them by pins, are

found with the majority of the grants. They show the royal coat of arms (mostly the

representation of an animal or of a deity), or, in addition to such emblems, a shorter or

longer inscription, giving the name of the king or of the founder of the dynasty, or the whole
pedigree, and sometimes merely an inscription.®

YIIL WRITING MATERIALS, LIBRARIES, AND WRITERS.

§ 37. — Writing materials.®

A. — Birch-bark.

[88] The inner bark of the Bliurja-tree (Baetula bhojpattr), which the Himalaya produces
in great quantity, probably is alluded to already by Q. Curtius (see above, page 6) as a writing
material used by the Hindus at the time of Alexander’s invasion, and later it is frequently
named as such in Northern Buddhist and Brahmanical Sanskrit works. It is even
c&Med lelcliana, the writing material,” and written documents go by the name of bhurja.

According to Beruni,^^ pieces, one ell in length and one span in breadth, were prepared for use

1 Aooording to a letter from Kielhoen.
2 lA. 7, 73, pi. 2, line 20 ; 13, 84, lines 37, 40 ; 35, 340, Ime 57,

3 See, e. g., lA, 6, 194 ff., No. 4 ff.
;
El. 1, 317, line 9.

* Compare S. P, Pandit, Malavikagnimitra!!, p. T, who, as also Bdbneli, makes diHha stand for mUha-
see also Pisched, Naohr. Gott. Gel. Ges., 1873, 205.

5 On an apparent exception, see WZKM. 7, 281.

« Compare, e, g., B.ESIE. pi. 24; facsimiles at El. 1, 1 ff. ; 3, 156, 300.
T JouLT, KeoM nnd Sitte, Grnndriss, II, S, 114.

3 See, e. g„ the collections of seals in plates at B.ESIP. 106, and El. 3, 104 ; 4, 244 ; see also E.GI fCII 31
plates 30, 32, 33, 37, 43.

• v • h

9 Compare B.ESIP. 84 93 ; RajbndbalIl Kitba, in Gough’s Papers relating to the Collection and Preserva-
tion of Ancient Sanskrit MSS., p. 15 ff. ; Euhkeb, Zeitshrift f. Bibliothekswesen 1, 429 ff., 2, 41 ff.

19 BRW., suh voce hhurja.

11 India, 1, l7l (Sachau)
j the description seems to fit the Eharosthi Dhammapada from Khotan.
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by rubbing them with oil aud polishing them. The art of the preparation has however been
lost in^ Kashmir, when the introdnction of paper during the Moghal period furnished a more
convenient material. But a not inconsiderable number of old birch-bark MSS. still esist in
the libraries of the Kashmir Pandits. According to a statement made to me by Bead DajJ,
hire -bark MSS. occur also in Orissa, and amulets, written on Bhurja, are still used throo-hout
all the Aryan districts of India.3 The use of the bhurjapattra of course began in the
north-west

j
but it seems to have spread in early times, as the copper-plates of Central,

Eastern and W estern India appear to have been cut according to the size of the Bhurja, which
in Kashmir mostly corresponds to our quarto (Burnell). As stated in many classical
Sanskrit works and by Beruni, all letters were written on Bhurja at least in Northern,
Central, Eastern and Western India.

The oldest documents on Bhurja, which have been found, are the Kharosthi Dhammapada
from Khotan, and the inscribed ‘‘ twists,” tied up with threads, which Massox discovered in
the Stupas of Afghanistan (see above, page 18, and note 6). i^ext come the fragments from
the Godfrey Collection and the Bower MS., the leaves of which have been ent according to
the size of palm-leaves, and, like these, are pierced in the middle in order to pas-s a string
through, intended to hold them together .3 Next in age is the Bakhshali MS„ and then follow
after a considerable interval the birch-bark MSS, from Kashmir in the libraries of Poona,
London, Oxford, Vienna, Berlin, &c., none of which probably date earlier than the loth
century.

B, — Cotton cloth.

The use of well-beaten cotton cloth is mentioned by Nearchos (see above, page 6), and
some metrical Smrtis, as well as some inscriptions of the Andhra period, state that official aud
private documents were written on pciHh^ or 'karpasika putaJ^ According to Buexbli/,
and Rice (Mysore and Coorg Gazetteer, J877, 1, 408), the Kanarese traders still use for their
books of business a kind of cloth, called kadaiam^ which is covered with a paste of tamarind-
seed and afterwards blackened with charcoal. The letters are written with chalk or steatite

pencils, and the writing is white or black. In the Brhajjnauako§a at Jesalmir, I found
a silk band with the list of the Jaina Sutras, written with ink. Recently Peterson (Eifth Report,

113) has discovered at Anhilvad Patan a MS., dated Vikrama-Samvat 1418 (A. D. 1361-62),

which is written on cloth.

C. — Wooden boards.

The passage of the Yinayapitaka (see above, page 5), which foi’bids 'Hhe incising of

precepts for religious suicide, bears witness to a very early use of wooden boards or bamboo
chips as writing materials. Equally, the Jatakas, and also later works, mention the writing

board, used iu the elementary schools. Chips of bamboo (saldka)^ with the name of the
bearers, served as passports for Buddhist monks (Burnotjp, Introd. a I’histoire du Bouddhisme,
259, note). An inscription from the time of the Western K^atrapa Nahapana® speaks of boards
(pJialaka) in the guildhall, on which agreements regarding loans were placarded, and Katyayana
prescribes that plaints are to be entered on boards with pafididekha, L e,, with chalk.® Dandin
narrates, in the Dasakumaracarita, that Apaharavarman wrote his declaration, addressed to the

sleeping princess, on a varnished board.^ MSS. on varnished boards, which are common in

Burma, have hitherto not been discovered in India proper
;
but there are indications that the

Hindus, too, used boards for literary purposes. Wintbrnitz informs me that the Bodleian

I Kashmir Eeport, J.BBEAS. 12, App., 29 ff.

^ RajendbalIii Mitba, G-ough's Papers, 17 ; Kashmir Report, 29, note 2^

« J.ASB. 66, 225 ff ; facsimiles in Hoernle’s Bower MS. ; WZKM. 5, 104,
< J . Jolly, Reoht nnd Sitte, Ghrundriss, II, 8, 114 ; Nasik insoription No. 11, A, B, in B.ASR'W'I. 4, 104 f.

5 Nasik inscription Ko. 7, line 4, in B.ASR'W’I. 4, 102.

« B.ESIp. 87, note 2.
• . _

^ Pasakumaraeaxita, UcchTasa 2, towards the end..
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Library possesses a MS. on wooden boards, wliicb comes from Assam. [89] And Rajekdralai^

Mitra asserts, in Gongii’s Papers, p. 18, that in the North-West Provinces poor people copy

religions works with chalk on black boards.

B. — Leaver.

According to the canon of the Southern Buddhists (see above, page 5), leaves (jpanna)

were in ancient times the most common writing material. Though the texts^ do not mention

the plants which furnished these leaves, it is not doubtful that they came then, as in later times,

chiefly from the large-leaved palm-trees, the tdda or tala (Borassus flabelliformis) andthe^ddf or

tail (Corypha nmbraculifera, or 0. taliera), which, originally indigenous in the Dekhan, are

found at present even in the Panjab. The earliest witness^ for the general use of palm-Ieave'S

throughout the whole of India is Hiuen Tsiang (7th century). But we possess clear proof

that they were used even in north-west India during much earlier times. The Horiuzi

palm-leaf MS, certainly goes back to the 6th century, and some fragments in the recently

discovered Godfrey Collection from Kashgar belong, as Horrnle has shown on the paleo-

graphical evidence, at least to the 4th century, and are older than the Bower MS.^ Again,

the bhurjapattra leaves of the Bower MS. are cut according to the size of palm-leaves, and

that is also the case with the Taxila copper-plate (see above, page 25), which certainly is not

later than the Ist century A. D. As the coppersmith then chose a palm-leaf for his

model, it follows that palm-leaves must have been commonly used for writing, even in

the Pahjab. A Buddhist tradition, preserved in the Life of Hiuen Tsiang,^ asserts that

the Canon was written on palm-leaves at the first Council held immediately after Buddha’s

death. And the story regarding Samghabhadra’s ‘-‘dotted MS. -of the Yinaya,” published

by Takakitsu in J.RAS. 1896, 436 f., show&'that this tradition is at least two centuries older;

one inference, which may he drawn from it, is, that about A. D, 400 the Buddhists believed

palm-leaves to have been used for writing since immemorial times.

According to Rajbndralal Mitea,® the palm-leaves, to be used for writing, are first dried,

next boiled or soaked in water, then again dried, and finally polished with stones or conch-shells

and cut to the proper size. It agrees with this statement, that the leaves of the ancient MSS.

|rom, Nepal and Western India frequently show traces of an artificial preparation. Their

length varies between one and three feet, and their breadth between one and a quarter and four

inches.® Against this, Burnell^ asserts that the people of Southern India take no trouble

with the prepai’ation, and mostly even neglect to trim the leaves properly. The last assertion

is not borne out by the appearance of the South-Indian MSS. known to me, though it is no

doubt true of the leaves used by clerks and men of business in offices and for letters.

The Horiuzi MS., and the fragments in the Godfrey Collection, as well as the numerous

palm-leaf MSS. of the 9th and later centuries from Nepal, Bengal, Rajputana, Gujarat and the

northern Dekhan, prove that since ancient times the palm-leaves were written on with ink all

over Northern, Eastern, Central and Western India. Since the introduction of paper, they are

no longer used in these districts, except in Bengal for MSS, of the Candipatha.®

In the Dravidian districts and in Orissa, the letters were, and still are, incised with

a stilus and afterwards blackened with soot or charcoal. The oldest MS., found in the south,

dates according to Burnell® from A, D. 1428.

1 B.IS. ni2, 7 ff., 120. 2 Siyiiki, 2, 225 (jBEAi.)J s J.ASB. 66, 225 If.

* Life of Hmen Tsiang, 117 (Beal). ® See RajendbalIl Mitra, in G-ongh’s Papers, p. 17,

8 See Gough’s Papers, 102, an^ the measurements in Kielhorn’s Report for 1880-81, and Peterson’s

Third Report. - -

7 B.ESIP. 86. ® RIjenuealaIi Mitea, Gough’s Papers, 102.

8 B.ESIP, 8? ; further researches in Southern Ladia will prohahly show that older MSS, exist.
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All palm-leaf MSS. are pierced either with one hole, usually in the middle, more rarely,

in specimens from Kashgar, on the left, or with two holes on the left and the right, through
which strings {suWa or sarayantralaay are passed in order to keep the leaves together.

In Southern India, raw palm-leaves were, and still are, commonly used for letters, for

private and official documents, as well as in the indigenous schools . For the latter purpose

they are also employed in Bengal.^ According to Adams,® the pupils of the tolls w^rite also

with lamp-soot on the large Banana and Sal leaves.

B. — Animal substances.

D^Alwis* asserts that Buddhist works mention skins among the writing materials, but

neglects to quote the passages. It is possible to infer from the passage of the Vasavadatta,

quoted above (page 82, § 34, B) that in Subandhu’s time skins were used for writing. But

the fact that leather is ritually impure makes the inference hazardous. And hitherto no

MS. on leather has turned up in India, though pieces of leather from Kashgar, inscribed

with Indian characters, are said to exist in the Petersburg collections. A blank piece of

parchment [90] lay among the MSS. of the Jesalmir Brhajjnanakosa.

Manuscripts on thin plates of ivory occur in Burma, and the British Museum possesses

two specimens.®

P. — Metals.

The Jatakas® state repeatedly that the important family records of rich merchants, and

vei’ses and moral maxims, were engraved on gold plates, and Bornell^ mentions that they

were nsed for royal letters and for land-grants. A gold plate with a votive inscription in

Kharosthi has been found in a Stupa at Gangu near the ruins of Taxila.® Specimens of

small MSS. and. official documents on silver likewise are preserved,® and amon^ them is one

from the ancient Stupa at Bhattiprolu. In the British Museum there are also MSS. on gilt

and silver plated palm-leaves.

It is a matter of course that the precious metals were used only in rare and exceptional

eases. But, as the exceedingly numerous finds prove, copper-plates (tamrapata, iamrapaitrat

tdmramsanai abbreviated tdmva) were since ancient times the favourite material for engraving

various kinds of documents which were intended to last, and especially land-grants, to the

donees of which they served as title-deeds.

According - to- Fahian (about A. D. 400), tho Buddhist monasteries possessed- grants

engraved on copper, the oldest of which dated from Budd-ha^s time-.^^ Though -this statement

requires confirmation, the Sohgaura plate (see above, p^ige 32) teaches us that during the

Maurya period official decrees were committed to copper. Another Buddhist tradition,

preserved by Hiuen Tsiang,^^ asserts that Kani§ka caused the sacred books to be engraved on

sheets- of copper. And a similar story, which Burnell declares to be untrustworthy, is told

regarding Sayana’s commentaries on the Yedas.^^ But it is undeniable that copper has been

used also for the preservation pf literary works, as plates with such contents have been found

at Tripatty, and specimens from Burma and Ceylon (some of which are gilt) are now

in the British Museum.^® Photographs of quite modern copper-plates with lists of goods in

Gurumukhi and Nagari, sent from Kashgar to St. Petersburg, have reached me througli the

kindness of S. von Oldenb'uro, "
. .

"

1 Vasayadafeta, 250 (Hall). - « Bubnbll, ESIP. 89, 93, EimNUBALAL Mitra, OougVa Papers. 17.

3 Eeports on Vernaonlar Education, 20, 98 (ed. Long). ^ Inferoduofion to Kaccayana, XXVH. ~

6 J, Pali T. Soo., 1883, 135 f. ® B.IS, III.^ IO f. ^ B.ESIP. 90, 93. » 2, 129; pL 59.

B.ESIP. 87 ; Bba, AroL. Survey of India, New Imperial Series, No. l5, p. lB, and plate 6, No, 22 ; J. Pali

T. Soo., 1883, p. 134 ff.

Siyuki (Beal) 1, xixTiii.

V. {Max Mullbb), L ZYii.

n to B.ESIP.^.
'

13 L Pali T. Soo.; 1883, 133 ft.
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As regards the technical preparation, the oldest iamrasasana known, the Sohganra

copper-plate (see above, page 32), has been cast in a monld of sand, into which the letters and

the emblems above them had been previonsly scratched with a stilus or a pointed piece of wood.

Hence both the letters and the emblems appear on the plate in relievo. All other copper-plates

have been fashioned with the hammer, and many among them show distinct traces of the

blows. Their thickness and size vary very considerably. Some are very thin sheets, which

could be bent double and weigh only a few ounces ;
others are exceedingly massive and are eight

or nine pounds in weight or even heavier.^ Their size is partly determined by the nature

of the writing material commonly used in the districts where they were issued, and partly by

the extent of the document to be engraved, the size of the clerk’s writing, and so forth. The

smiths always imitated the originals given them. If these were written on palm-leaves, the

plates were made narrow and long. If the material was birch-bark, the plates became much
broader, often almost square. Of the first description are all the copper-plates from Southern

India, with the exception of those of the Yadavas of Yijayanagara, which imitate stone stelae

To the second class belong all the Sasanas issued further north, with the exception of the Taxila

plate, which, as stated already, is the size of a palm-leaf. A comparison of the numerous plates

of the Yalabhi kings shows very clearly how their size gradually grows with the increasing

length of the Prasasti.

If, as is mostly the case, several plates were required for one document, they were usually

connected by copper rings passed through round holes in the plates. The single ring is

usually found in Sasanas from Southern India, and then the hole is usually made in the left

side of the plate. If there are two rings, the holes go through the lower part of the first plate,

the upper part of the second, and so on alternately. The rings correspond to the threads

which keep the palm-leaves together, and they make of many tdmrasasanas small volumes,^

which can be opened quite conveniently. The lines run always, except in the Yijayanagara

plates, [91] parallel to the broadest side of the plate. The letters have mostly been incised

with a chisel, rarely with a graver (compare above, page 19). In order to protect the writing,

the rims of the plates are usually thickened, and slightly raised,^ and the first side of the first

plate, as well as the second side of the last, is left blank. The copper seals attached to the

plates seem to have been cast, and their inscriptions and emblems are raised on a counter-

sunk surface^ According to Bana,^ the state seal of king Har^a was made of gold.

Yarious copper statues show votive inscriptions on their bases, A single inscription on
iron, that on the iron pillar of Meharauli, near Delhi,® has become known. The British

Museum possesses a Buddhist MS. on tin.^

Q, — Stone and brick.

Stones of the most various kinds, rough and artificially smoothed blocks of basalt or trap,

as well as artistically carved columns of sandstone, or even prisms of crystal, have been since

the most ancient times the most common materials for making documents, as Asoka expresses

himself, cirathiiikaf “ such as to endure for a long time,” And^ it is indifEerent whether the
documents are ofS.cial or private, whether they contain royal proclamations, treaties between
kings, or agreements between private individuals, grants and donations or poetical effusions*

There are even some instances of the incision of larger literary works
;
large fragments of

*
'

^

}

..
^

1 The Taxila plate weighs 3f ounces aud was found bent double ; the AHna plates of §iladitya TI. of Valabhi
weigh together 17 pounds, 8f ounces, see T.GI (On. 3), 172, But there are still heavier plates, see B.ESIP. 92,
where however the historical notes require correction.

2 B.ESIP. 92 ; compare the facsimiles at El. 3, 26, 38, &o,
® The Kasaku^i grant (8th century) is written on eleven plates, the Hirahadagalli grant (4th century), El. 1,

1 ff., ou eight.

* See Fleet, GI{CII. 3), 68, note 6,

» F.ai (OH. 8), 139,

® Harsaoarita, 227 (Nirnayasaffar Press ed.),

T See the list, J. Pali T*. Soo. 1883, 134 ..
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plays by tlie Cahamana king Yigraha lY., and by bis poet-laureate Somadeva, have been

found at Ajmxr^^ and a large Jaina Sthalapurana in a number of Sargas, impressions of which

(unpublished) I owe to Puhrer and G. H. Qjha, exists in Bijholli (Rajputana),

Bricks, showing single or a few letters, have been known for some time, as specimens have

been found by CustninohaMj^ Pohrer and others in various parts of India, and even in Burma.

But recently a set has been discovered in the North-West Provinces by Hoet, on which

Buddhist Sutras are inscribed, the characters having apparently been scratched on the moist

clay, before it was baked.

^

H. — Paper.

During the period to which this work refers, paper was hardly known or at least

little vused in India, as its introduction is only due to the Mnhammadans. RIjendealIl

Mitra, however, asserts^ that a letter-writer” by king Bhoja of Dhara proves its use

in Malva during the 11th century. The oldest paper MS. in Gujarat is said to date from

A. D. 1223-24..5

Paper MSS. dated Yikrama-Samvat 1384 and 1394 (A. D. 1327-28 and 1337-38), the leaves

of which are .cut according to the size of palm-leaves, have been discovered by Peterson at

Anhilvad Patan.® It is very doubtful if any of the ancient MSS,, from Kashgar, which are

written on ,a peculiar paper^ covered with a layer of gypsum, are of Indian origin
;
Hoernle

believes that all of them were written in Central Asia.^

I. — Ink.

The oldest undoubtedly Indian term for ink is mast or was?, frequently spelt masi or masu

The word, Which occurs as a varia lectio already in a Grhyasutra, is derived from th& verb mas

(%imsayam), and means etymologically " powder,”® Further, it serves to denote several kinds

of pulverised charcoal, which were mixed with water, gum, sugar and so forth, and used for

the preparation of ink.® Burnell is mistaken when he asserts that in classical Sanskrit

literature mast^ “ink,” occurs only in late works j
it was known to Bana (about A. D. 620) and

to his predecessor Subandhu.^®

Benfet, Hinges and Weber have derived mela^ another word for ‘^ink,” from the Greek

^€Xas. But it is, no doubt, the feminine (vie*, mast) of the common Prakrit adjective mailcn

dirty, black,” which cannot have been borrowed from the Greeks.^^ Meld, likewise, was

known to Subandhu, who uses the denominative meldnanddyate, ** becomes an inkstand.”^^

The Ko§as offer for “ ;inkstand ” also meldmandJa, meldndhu, meldndhukd, and masimani, and the

Puranas maslpdtra, maslhhdnda and ma^Mpikd^^

The statements of Nearcios and Q, Ourtius (see above, page 6), according to which the

Hindus wrote on cotton cloth and on the inner hark of trees, i. e., Bhurja, make it very

probable that they used ink already in the 4th century B. 0. To the same conclusion points

the fact, that in some letters of the Asoka edicts dots are occasionally substituted for loops.^*

The oldest specimen of writing with ink, on the relic-vase of the Stupa ‘[92] of Andher (see

1 lA. 20, 201 ff. — [Now edited by Kcelhohn in Gottinger Pestsohrift, 190L] „ „

3 O.ASB. 1 , 97 ; 5, 102. ® Proo.ASB. 1890, 99 ff. * Gough’s Papers, 16. .

5 See my Catalogue -of MSS. from Gujarat, &c,, 1, 238, No, 147, ® Piftk Report, 123, 125. •
T WZKM. 7, 261 ; J.ASB. 66 ,

215 ff., 258 f. ^
^ BRW. and BV., sub voce rfhaH.

9 Indian presoriptions for preparing ink are found in RaJENDRALal Miira’s notes, Gougih’A Papers, &c., 18 f.5

Kashmir Report, 30.

10 See, e. Vasavadatta, 187 (Hail) ; Harsaoarita, 95.

See now also Zaohariae, Nachrichten Gotr, Ges. Wiss*, 1893, 265 ff. . _ „ - BRW., hac ‘ypce.

^

IS Mandid and nandd^ * water-vessel ’ (oompare also nandika, tiandi, ‘ well,* and nanddyata, cover of a %

are derived from nafidayati and manddyati, *
to cause to rejoice, to refresli,* , . -

*

1* B.IS. 11I\ 61 1 69^
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above, page 5), is certainly not later than the 2nd century B. 0. From the first centuries A. D.

-dates the Kharo§thI Dhammapada from Khotan, as well as the twists of Bhiirja and the stone

vessels with Eharo^thl letters in ink from the Stupas of Afghanistan. Somewhat later are

the ancient Bhiirja and palm-leaf MSS. with Brahma characters. Painted inscriptions occur

still in the caves of Ajanta.^

Coloured ink, which in later times the Jainas especially have used extensively for their

'MSS.,2 is mentioned also in Brahmanical works, e, in the sections of the Puranas on the

donation of MSS,^ Besides chalk (see above, page 82, § 34, B), red lead or minium {hhgula}

was used, already in ancient times, as a substitute for ink.^

J. —* Pens, pencils, &c*

The general name of an instrument for writing’’ is leJfhanh which of course includes the

stilus, pencils, brushes, reed and wooden pens, and is found already in the epics.®

The mrnaha, mentioned in the Lalitavistara, no doubt refers to the little stick without

a slit, with which the school-boys still draw the letters on the writing-board (see above, page

The Kosas offer the variant mrnihd. The ^arnavartiM^ which occurs in the passage of the

Baisaknmaracarita referred to above (see page 93 above, and note 7), must be a brush or

coloured pencil, as, according to other passages, the vartiha was used for drawing or painting.^

'Tull or~ iulilcd probably denoted originally a brush,*’ though it is explained also by the

modern sahi, ^‘graver/ a stilus*

The most usual name of the reed pen is the word Icalmnai ndXafios^ Calamus, which occurs

,ia all^eastern languages
;

the rarer indigenous Indian name is isikd or Isikd, literally “ reed.”®

Pieces of reed, bamboo or wood, cut after the manner of our pens, are used in all parts of

, India where the use of ink prevails,^ and all the existing Sicienf MSS, on palm-leaves and

Bhiirja probably have been written with such pens.^® The Sanskrit name of the stilus used in

Southern India is hlakd, in Marathi salai,

Begarding the now very generally used “ ruler,” a piece of wood or cardboard with

strings fixed at equal distances, and regarding its probable predecessors, see Anecdota

Oxonieasia, Aryan Series, 1, 3, 66, and Anzeiger d. W. Akademie, 1897, No. VIII, where

,

photographs of two specimens have been given. According to a letter from 0. Elemm
(April 21, 1897), the Ethnological Museum of Berlin possesses two specimens, one from

Calcutta with the inscription nivedanajMttra and one from Madras called kidugu*

J 38. — The preservation of manuscripts and copper-plates, and the

treatment of letters.

A. — Manuscripts and libraries.

[93] Wooden covers, eat according to the size of the sheets, were placed on the Bhiirja

and palm-leaves, which had been drawn on strings, and this is still the custom even with the

paper MSS.^^ In Southern India the covers are mostly pierced by holes, through which the

long strings are passed. The latter are wound round the covers and knotted. This procedure

was usual already in early times^z and was observed in the case of the old palm-leaf MSS.
1 B-ASEWI^i, plate 59.

2 e. jr., the facsimiles in EijENDBjLnii Mmx’s Notices of Sanstoit MSS., 3, pi. 1,
^ Hem^ri, 549

* BAiiWis, Inttod. to Kaooayana, XVH; Jataka No. 509 (4, 489), pointed out by S. von Olubnfctbg.
« See BEW. and BW., sub hoc voce. « See BBW. and BW., sub hac voce.
’ See Malielvara on Amarakosa, p. 24S, rerse S3 (Bo. Got. Ed.). » See BBW. and BW., sub hac voce.
* Tins is the case in all the parts of India known to me ; compare also Eajendealau Mitba, in Gongh^e

Papers, 18.

10 Anecdota Oxoniensia, Aryan Series, 1, 3, 66. n Bernni, India, 1, 171 (Sachau).
32 Compare Harsacarita, 95, where miravesianam of a MS. is mentioned,
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from Western and I^orthern India. But in Nepal the covers of particularly valuable MSS*
sometimes are made of embossed metal ; the MSS. (pusfaLa) which have been prepared in this

manner are usually wrapped up in dyed or even embroidered cloth. Only in the Jaiiia

libraries the palm-leaf M.'sS. sometimes are kept in small sacks of white cotton cloth, which

again are fitted into small hoses of white metal. The collections of MSS., which frequently

are catalogued, and occasionally, in monasteries and in royal courts, are placed under

librarians, generally are preserved in hoses of wood or cardboard. Only in Kashmir, where

in accordance with Muhammadan usage the MSS. arc bound in leather, they are put on

shelves, like our books.

The ancient Indian name of a library, bharatibhdndagara/* treasury of the goddess of speech,”

occurs frequently in Jaina works ;
more rarely the modern synonym, saraBvaithhdnddgdrcl,

Such Bhandagaras were, and still are, found in temples,^ colleges (vidydmaiha), monasteries

(^matlia^ wpnsraya^ vihdrai sahghdrdwa),^ at the courts of princes and in the houses of many

private individuals. The Puranas declare it to he the sacred duty of the wealthy to make

donations of books to temples and so forth.^ Equally, such donations are obligatory on the

Jaina and Bauddha laymen, and the Prasastis of the old MSS. prove that the obligation was

fulfilled in the most liberal manner. A famous royal library of the middle ages was that of king

Bhoja of Dhara (11th century) : on the conquest of Malva, about A. D. 1140, Siddharaja-

Jayasimha transferred it to Anhilvad,^ there it seems to have been amalgamated with the

court library of the Caulukyas, which is repeatedly mentioned in works of the 13th century.

The bhdraiibhdndagdra of the Caulukya Visaladevaor Yisvamalla (A. D. 1242—12 62) furnished,

according to an unpublished Prasasti, the copy of the Naishadhiya, on which Yidyadhara

Vrofce the first commentary of the poem, and the MS. of the K^masutra, according to which

Yasodhara composed his Jayaraafigalatlka.^ One of the manuscripts of the Ramlyana in the

Jibrary of theTTniversity of Bonn has been derived from a copy of Yisaladeva^s collection.®

The search for Sanskrit MSS,, instituted by the Government of India, has shown that there

are still a good many royal libraries in India, and the catalogues of several, such as those of

Alwar, Bikaner, Jammu, Mysore, and Taujore, has been published. The documents, published

in connection with the search, have brought to light also a surprisingly large number of private

libraries. And various notes in older Sanskrit works make it apparent that considerable

private libraries existed in early times. Thus, Baua (about A, E. 620) tells us that he kept

a particular reader (^pustesha'-vdeaka^i whose manipulation of the MS. of the Vayupurana he

describes in his Harsacarita.’' remarks,^ regarding the bad treatment of the MSS.

by the Brahmans, do not hold good for the whole of India, perhaps not even for the whole of

Southern India. In Gujarat, Rajputana and the Maratha country, as well as in Northern

and Central India, I have seen, besides some ill-kept collections, very carefully preserved

libraries in the possession of Brahmans and Jaina monks. The treatment of the books usually

depends only upon the worldly circumstances of the owner

B. — Copper-plates.

The way in which private individuals kept their copper-plate grants, seems to have been

very peculiar. In many places, e. in the ruins of Yalabhi, near the modern Yala, they have

been found immured in the walls or even in the foundations of the houses of the owners. In

1 Compare the remarks on donations of MSS. in inscriptions ; e. §r., Inscriptions dn Cambodge, 30, 31 ; Hultzsch,

^^^*2^bompare the remark in a Valabhi inscription of A. D. 568 (lA. 7, 67) regarding a donation in order to enable

the monks of the Bauddha monastery of Dudda to buy MSS. {^ustaU'pa'kta.ya) of the sdMharma

s Hemadri, Banakhan^a, 544 ff. * Compare P. Leben des J.-M. Hemaeandra, D.WA^ 183, 231.

6 Kamasutra, 364, note 4 (ed. BubgIpbasId). ® WirtS, die westl. Beo. des Bamayana, 17 f.

^ Nirnayasagar edition, 95.
^ B.BSIP., 86.

» Compare Bajenubalal Mitba, in Gougli’s Papers, 21.
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many otlier cases £94] the grants have turned up in those fields to the donation of which they

'refer, often hidden in small caches constructed of bricks.

The finders or poor owners often sell or pledge plates to the Yanias, and this custom

explains why they frequently come into the hands of European collectors at great distances

from the places of issue. The originals of the grants, according to which the plates were

prepared, probably remained in the royal Daftar, the keeper ot which, the aksapataliha, is

frequently mentioned.^

C. — The treatment of letters.

The Jatakas already mention the custom of wrapping up important letters in white cloth

and sealing the packet,^ At present, ojficial or ceremonial letters often are sent in bags of

silk or brocade. In the case of ordinary letters on palm-leaves, the proceeding is simpler
; the

leaves are folded, their ends are split and joined, and the whole is tied np with a thread.^ It is

probable that letters on Bhurja were treated similarly. According to Bana,^ the postal rnnner
(dirghadhvaga^ lekhaharaha) tied each separately to a strip of cloth and wound this round his

head.

§ 39, -r- Writers, -engravers, and stone-masons,

Thongh the oldest Indian alphabet is a creation of the Brahmanical schoolmen (see above,

page 17), and though th,e instruction in writing has remained even in recent times chiefly in

the hands of Brahmans, there are yet indications that professional writers, and perhaps even
castes of professional writers, existed already at an early period. The oldest name of these

men is lekhaka^ used in the canon of the Southern Buddhists and the epics (see above, page 5).

In the Saiici inscription, Stupa I, No. 143,5 it is clearly use(rt6“ designate the profession of the

donor
;

it may, however, be doubted if it means, as I have translated it, “ copyist of MSS,”
or ‘-‘writer, clerk.” In various later inscriptions,^ lehhaha undoubtedly denotes the person who
prepared the documents to he incised on copper or stone. But in the present day a lehhah h
always a man who copies MSS., and this profession is usually the resource of poor Brahmans,
and sometimes of worn-out clerks (Kayasths, Karkuns). Such men were, and are, employed
also by the Jainas. But many Jaina MSS. have been copied, as their Prasastis show, by
monks or novices, and even by nuns. Similarly, we find, among the copyists of the Bauddha
MSS. from Nepal, Bhiksus, Yajracaryas and so forth.^

Another name pi the professional writers, which was used already in the 4th century B, C.,

is the word UpiJcara or lilikara, discussed above, page 5. In the Kosas^ it is given as a
synonym of leMaka^ and in the Yasavadatta® it means “writer” in general. Asoka i;ses it

in the 14th rock ,edict as a designation of his clerks. Similarly, Pada, who copied the Siddapura
edicts, calls himself li^ikara^ and in the Sanci inscription, Stupa I, No. 49,^0 the donoi^
Subahita-Gotiputa takes the higher title rdjalijpihara, “ a writer of the king.” In the earlier
times, li'jgikara probably was an equivalent for “ clerk,”

In a number of Yalabbi inscriptions of the 7th and 8th centuries, the writer of the
dpcuments, who is usually *‘the minister for alliances and war” (samdhhigrahddMhrta)^

^ Q^nipare Stein’s translation of the Eajatarangini, V, 249, 397, and notes.
^ B.IS. III2.‘8

; Fattsboll, Jatata, 2, 173 f. s B.ESIP, 89.
* Harsaoarita, 58, 1S7 . o 2

, 369, 372.
* Oompare, s. the PaUaya grant. El. 1, 1 ff. (end) ; E. GI (OIL 3), Eo. 18 (end), No. 80 (end), and Embt’s

remarks in the Index under lekhaka,

I
Kashmir Bepoxfc, 33 ; BIjendbAlIl Mitea, in Gough’s Papers, 22 ; Kiei.uoen’8 and Peteeson’s Beports on

the Search for Sanskrit MSS., •passim
; and Benuall’s Catalogue of Sanskrit Buddhist MSS. from Nepal, passim.

‘-*ee, e. y., Amarakcsa, 183, verse 15; Bombay Government edition^,
s HaXiS’s edition, 239. jgj ^ 1055^ 4
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receives tlie title divirapati or diinrapati^ and tlie simple word divtra occurs even earlier in

a Central-Indian inscription of A. D. 521-22.^ Divira or divlra is tlie Persian debir, writer,*'

whicli probably became domesticated in Western India daring tbe time of the Sassanians,

Avben [95] tbe trade and intercourse between Persia and India was greatly developed. Divira

appears also in tbe Bajatarangim, and in other Kashmirian works of the 11th and 12th

centuries. K§emendra’s Lokaprakasa mentions even various sub-divisions, gaHjadivira^ “ bazaar-

writers/’ mm, village-writers,*’ nagara-divira, “ town-writers/* sjid khamsadivira (?).2

The tw'o works just mentioned, as well as other contemporaneous ones, designate the

•writers also by the term hdyastha, which first occurs in the Yajnavalkya-Smrti, 1, 335, and even

at present is common in Northern and Eastern India. The Kayasthas, however, form a strictly

separate caste, which, though according to the Brahmanical account it is mixed with Sudra blood,

yet claims a high rank,^ and in reality frequently has possessed a great political influence. In

the inscriptions, the Kayasthas occur since the Sth century, first in the Kanasva inscription of

A. D. 738-39 from Rajputana.^

Other designations of the writers in the inscriptions are harana^^ fcaranilca^ or more rarely

haranin^’^ idsanika^ and dharmalelcJim,^ Karana is perhaps only a synonym of hdyastha^^ as the

law-books mention the Kaianas as one of the mixed castes. The other terms, among which

haraniha has to be rendered, according to Kiblhorx, by ‘‘ writer of legal documents (Jcarana),’*

appear to be merely official titles without any reference to caste. The development of the

Indian alphabets, and the invention of new forfns of the letters, no doubt is due partly to the

Brahmans and the Jaina and Bauddha monks, but much more to the professional writers and

to the writer castes. The opinion, according to which the modifications have been introduced

by the stone-masons and the engravers of the copper-plates, is less probable, because these

persons were not suited for such work by their education and their occupation-^^

As the I'emarks at the end of many inscriptions show, it was customary to make over

a Prasasti or Kavya, which was to be incised on stone, to a professional writer, who prepared

a fair copy, and to set the mason (sutradhdra, sllakutay rvyalcdra^ silpin) to work according to the

latter.i2 custom was observed also in a case which fell under my personal observation.

The mason received a sheet with the fair copy of the document (the Prasasti of a temple)

exactly of the size of a stone on which it was to be incised. He first drew the letters on the

stone under the supervision of a Pandit, and then incised them. In some exceptional cases,

the authors of the poems assert that they have done the work of tbe masons^ and in others

the masons say that they have made the fair copies of the inscriptions.^^

The statements regarding the preparation of the copper-plate Sasanas are less accurate and

explicit. Usually, the inscriptions mention only the person who drew up or wrote the

document. And they mostly name as such either a high official (amdtya^ sdnidJiivigrahika^

1 F.GI (OIL 3), 122. line 7. ^ lA. 6, 10.

S COLBBBOOXB, Essays, 2, 161, 169 (Oowbli.) ; regarding the Kayastha-Prablms in Bombay, see Bombay

Gazetteer, 13, 1, 87 ff.

* IA. 19, 55 ; later, the Kayasthas occur very often in Gujarat, IA, 6, 192, No- Iff., and in Kalinga, El. 3, 234*

5 Yajnavalkya, 1, 72 ;
Yaijayanti, 73, 17 ; 137, 23 ; compare BEW. under harma, 36.

« Compare, e. g., El. 1, 81, 129, 166 ; lA. 16, 175 ; 18, 12.

T Harsaoarita, 227 (Nirnayasagar ed.) ; lA. 12, 121- ^ IA. 20, 315. * IA. 16^208,

16 Compare the compound haTanaJcdyctsihaf lA. 17, 13; BenuaIiIj, Cat. Skt. Buddh, MSS., 70, No. ISSlL

ii B.ASEWI. 4, 79 f. ; B.IS. Ill.a, 40, note ; lA. 12, 190.

1* Compare,®.^., El. 1,45, author, Eatnasunha; copyist, Kaatriya-Kumarapala ; stone-mason, Sampula:

ifcl. 1, 49 ; author, Devagana ; writer and mason as above : El, 1, 81 ; author, Nehila; copyist, Karaniha Gan^a

Tak§aditya ; mason, Somanatha. tankavijndnasdUnt “ ex^>ert in the art of incising (letters) s also, analogous

remarks in Ei. 1, 129, 139, 211, 279, &o.
IS This is stated by the poet Kubja in Bice’s unpublished Talgund Prasasti — [now edited by Bice, EC. 7,

Sk, 176, and by Kielhobn, BI. 8, 31 ] ;
— and by Divakarapandita in the Anjaueri insoription, lA. 13, 127.

1* Compare lA. 11, 103, 107 ; 17, 140.
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raliasiha) or a general {senapati, halaclhihria). Occasionally, they assert that the drafting was
done by a stone-mason, a sutradliard^ or tvasta,^ who, however, in reality merely engraved the

grant. According to Kalhana,^ the Kashmirian kings kept a special official for this work

;

he bore the title “the teacher (charged with the preparation) of title-deeds,''

and belonged to the aksapatala office, which Stein believes to be the Accountant-General's
Office, while I take it to be the Record Office or Court of Rolls (Daftar),

The Sasanas name only rarely, and in late times, the person by whom the plates were
engraved (uikirna, unmtliia). The engravers mentioned are various artisans, a vitalakdra,

lohakdra or ayaskdra,^ e., the Kansar or coppersmith of the present day, a sdtradhdraj^

“stone-mason,'^ B, hemahdra or simara^ (-prohohlj equivalent to sonar a)
^ “goldsmith," a

or mjnamha? “ an artisan.” In the Kalihga Sasanas, we find in their stead an ahsaialin,

aksasaliha^ ahhasdlin, or aJcliasdle^ whereby a member of the goldsmith caste, now called

Aksale,^o meant.

Finally, the existence of manuals for clerks and writers must be mentioned. We still

possess several works of this kind, among which the Lekhapancasika gives the rules for

drafting not only private letters, but also land-grants and the treaties between kings, Tt^hile

a section of Ksemendra-Yyasadasa's Lokaprakasa shows how the various kiiids of bonds, bills

of exchange {hundi) and so forth ought to be done.^’

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

[96] Dr. W. CAHTEliLiERi, whose name appears at the bottom of the Plates, is

responsible for tbe drawing and tracing of the letters for which no cuttings from facsimiles
were available, as well as for the arrangement and the^ rMouahe^ol the cuttings, except in
the case of plates YII IX, which were finished by a young lithographer, Me. Bohm. I have also

to acknowledge Db. Oartellieri's assistance in the selection of the signs, which in a few cases
he has made independently, and in others has been influenced by a revision of my proposals

j

and I have to thank him for various ingenious remarks on the Indian alphabets, as well as for

a collection of the variants in the Asoka edicts.

If I have been able to illustrate most of the Indian alphabets by cuttings from facsimiles,
instead of by hand-drawn signs* I owe this chiefly to my friend Dr. J. BuEaKss, who during many
years has kindly furnished me with separate copies of his excellent reproductions of Indian
inscriptions. Some other donors of facsimiles or photographs, Dr. E. Hultzsoh, Professor E.
Lbumann, and Dr. S. von Oldenburg, have already been mentioned in the notes.

1 lA. 19, 348 ,
J.BBRAS. 13, 4.

^ ~

2 El. 3, 153, 250, where it is said that the ivcEsta Tiranacarya wrote the grants of Aoyutaraya and Venkata,
raya, as well as that of Sadaiivaraya dated A. D. 1556.

s Rajatarangini, Y, 397 f. (Stein). 4 ei. 4, 170, 1A. 17, 227, 230, 233.
« lA. 15, 360.

^

6 El. 3, 314 ; lA. 18, 17. 7 lA. 17, 234.
® lA. 16, 208 j the loTiaTcara Knke is likewise called v%na'ri^, i, $. vv^ndiniJaij lA 17, 230,
® lA. 13, 123 J 18, 145 ;

El. 3, 19, 213, and the correction of the translation (p. 21) at the end of the volume.
Baines, Imperial Census Report, 2, 8, where the Aksales of Madras are mentioned. They are found,

however, also in the Kanarese districts of the Bombay Presidency*

II BHisDABKAB, Bsport OH tie Search for Sanskrit MSS., 1882-83, 88 ; Kashmir Beport, 75 ; regarding letter-
writers see also Bajbotbalal Mitba, in Gongh’s Papers, 16, 133, and BnBNi!LL,in ESIP, 89.
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